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Abstract

The rebetika belong to an urban music-making tradition of Greek-speaking people which developed

over the past century in Asla Minor (now Turkey), Greece and the United States' They comprise composed

songs of love, lament, celebration and soci

free improvisations. Between 1920 and I
music and influenced all subsequent popular music

rebetilcaare performed within alpecial niche of the live music-making activities of Greek-Australians'

This thesis examines the contemporary significance of rebetikn music in Adelaide, South Australia,

by identifi.ing the social and cultural processes which nurture this music in the Australian multicultural

cántext. The study explores the dialeótic between music and identity. It considers the particular cultural

constructions of rebetika music created by a community of musicians and patrons of Greek descent, and

the ways in which varied experiences of identity are constituted within rebetiko music-making activities.

The thesis consists of five parts. Part I provides the theoretical, methodological and historical

bacþround to the study of rebet¡tra. In Chapter l, the aims, theoretical and methodological approaches

employed in the study are discussed. Chapter 2

music. Chapter 3 discusses the controversial ideo

of rebetileø and identifies two symbolic-ideological n

in this discourse. Chapter 4 introduces a thirá symbolic-ideological narrative of rebetikn music identified

as .world, music whicir is located in local discourses of Australian multiculturalism and the world music

industry.
T\e rebetika music-making community in Adelaide is introduced in Part 2- Chaptet 5 discusses the

migration and settlement pattemJof Greek-Austral sic-making activities' Chapter

6 irovides the setting for contemp orary rebetikn in Adelaide by discussing the

Gåek music-making scene: venues, events, org Chapter 7 focuses on the

musicmakers-the bearers and developers of thi rebetitrn music-making tradition-and examines their

musical influences, education, musicianship and collaborations. Tlte rebetika music repertoire is

documented in Chapter I in the broader context of Greek and non-Greek types of music which are also

f".ør-.a at rebeti^lca music-making events. The incidence of three rebetikn styles-szyrneikn, piraiötilen

and laïkn-is noted. Chapter 9 presents an analysis of the musical features of a selected rebetika

repertoire performed and recorded live in
This provides the foundation for

making events in Part 3' Subsequent chapters discus

of rebetika at social-dances (Chapter l0), restau

festivals (Chapter 13) and concerts (Chapter l4)'
Finally in part 4, Chapter 15 provides an epilogue which summarises the salient results of this study.

It synthesises an *á.rrtunOirrg óf tftr ways in which rebetilca music-making activities constitute

experience
authorship
references

recording of the rebetilrs music sample.

This study argues that contemporary constructions of rebetika as 'soul' music, 'roots' music and

.world, music celebrate the 'soul'-liberatini qualities of music-making, lay claim to an 'authentic' Greek

rebetika as a dynamic urban popular music' These

a living tradition and empower the Adelaide community of
s the role of music-making activities in the cultural politics

of identity construction within a multicultural society, and celebrates the dynamic creation of a Greek-

Australian diaspora music-making culture.
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Editorial Notes

ln this work the use of Greek language script is limited to the names of songs and instrumental pieces

and song texts presented in the Appendix, the lyrics of songs in the music notations (Volume 2), and

fooürotes which quote original text from secondary literature. ln most other cases words in the Greek

language are presented in italicised transliterated form. The exception to this is the use of Greek words in

the names of bands and ensembles, which are not it¿licised. A phonetic system of transliteration from

Greek to the Roman alphabet is employed. It includes vowel endings equivalent to those in the Greek

language to indicate grammatical conjugations. The Greek alphabet is transliterated as follows:

th (as in theatre)

y (as in gnaika: woman)

Diphthongs are transliterated as follows

except when appearing at the end of words to indicate grammatical conjugations of verbs, adjectives

and nouns le.g. Qel,et : thelei). Varied endings of Greek nouns and adjectives in their singular and plural

forms similarly refer to different grammatical cases (e.g. rebetiko : neuter singular; rebetika = neuter

plural; rebetií: feminine singular). When the pronunciation of two vowels in a sequence is distinct for

ãach vowel, the diacritic mark is used (e.g.)"atrco = IaTko). The Greek letters vt are translitered with d (e.g.

vr6prt: derti). For convenience, the plural neuter grammatical form of the Greek wotd"rebetilra" (from

rebtetika tragoudia,"rebetilca songs") and similar examples are used as an abstracted form'

Translations of Greek words and phrases are provided in the text of the thesis and in the glossary. ln

the bibliography, translated titles of literature are presented first followed by the original Greek text in

square brackets. The exception occurs in references to recordings (discography) which presen-t a

transliteration of the Greek title followed by the English translation in square brackets. All translations
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Notes lx

from Greek to English are made by the author with the assistance of Dr. Michael Tsounis and Dr. Leo

Papademetre. The responsibility for their accuracy lies fully with ttre author.

Song texts of the rebet¡ka sample have been transcribed in Greek with repeats, interjections and

verbal exclamations as they *... pr.fo*.d live in Adelaide at the specific events desþated. For this

reason, there are omissions, substitutions and grammatical errors present. Diminutive or endearing terms

abound in the Greek language and are translated using various English words (e.g tc patóno= "little

eyes,,; E)"wítoa = ..darliig Helen"). The English translations of rebetikn song texts are provided to give

tlr. ,"u¿.. a general under-standing of the songs discussed and therefore present literal rather than poetic

interpretations.
It¿lics are also used for foreign words, the titles of songs or instrumental pieces, and for customary

referencing of publications. Double quotation marks (" ") are used for the names of songs, direct

quotations of primary and secondary sources, and English translations of Greek words. Single quotation

marks (. ') are used for words with taken-for-gr nted meanings questioned in the discussion, and for

discussion ofconcepts previously cited in specific literature'

Rebetiko songs and instrumental pieces of the rebeti,ta music sample which are discussed in Volume

I are presented in aþhabetical order in Volume 2 and on the audio recording (Volume 3).
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Part I Introduction

chapter 1 Musicat Style and ldentity: Theories and Methods

1.1 Introduction
Rebetiknr music is a tradition of Greek-speaking people which developed over a period of a century

in the urban centres of Asia Minor (now Turkey), the United States of America and Greece. This music-

making tradition contains dance music, improvised instrumental music, and above all, composed songs of

love, lament, celebration and defiance. Rebetiko music became popular in Greece between 1920 and 1960

with live performance in taverns and nightclubs and through commercial recording and dissemination.

After 196ô, substantial recording of new compositions abated yet live performance of rebetika music in

Greece has never ceased. In the 1990s, rebetikn survive and thrive as live music in the diaspora

communities of Greek-speaking people in Australia, the United States, and other parts of the world.

In Adelaide, South Australia, between the 1950s and 1970s, rebetikn were a relatively small

component of live music-making activities at Greek private and community celebrations. During the

198ôs, however, rebetìka began to be performed in concentrated presentations as a music genre in its own

right. They were presented in the floorshow brackets of music at social-dances, at Greek music festivals

aid concerts, and at performances by ensembles specialising tn rebetika music. Now in the 1990s,

rebetika continue to be performed in multifarious ways, attracting both Greek and non-Greek music

audiences at diverse events including multicultural carnivals and festivals.

This study documents the performance of rebefi&ø music in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993 by

Greek-Australian people.2 It idèntifies the social contexts and activities of Greek-Australians which

nurture rebetil<a -u.i. and through which rebetilca acquire meaning and significance for local music-

makers and patrons. Central to this study is an investigation of the cultural constructions of rebetika as a

'traditional popular Greek' music, and the ways in which these are manifested by a diaspora Greek-

Australian music-making community living in an Anglophone yet 'multicultural' society. Thus, this study

explores the central role-that music-making plays in the cultural politics of diaspora identity construction in

Australia.
The interest n rebetilca music in Adelaide is a complex phenomenon and not easily explained. On

careful observation, several obvious factors can be identified as having a direct influence upon the

performance and popularity of rebetil<a music in Adelaide and other Australian cities. Most apparent is the

continual exposure to and cultural contact with Greece by Greek-Australians via travel, communication

and the mass media. Local Greek newspapers, radio programs and stations, cinema, television and general

stores in Adelaide which sell commercial recordings of Greek music are all prominent forms of exposure to

Greek culture. When Greek-Australians visit Greece they find that Greek music including rebetika is ever

present in daily life.3 Furthermore, the international acclaim of Greek films such as Zorba The Greek

icacoyannis tbo+¡ tras significantly raised the public profile of bouzouki-oriented Greek music. Local

Greek-Australians also paironise the numerous concerts and performances held in Adelaide by virtuoso

singers and musicianr ao- Greece, notably Stelios Kazantzidis, Giorgios Dalaras and Charis Alexiou'

Cultural movements in Greece such as the 1970s 'roots' revival of 'traditional' genres of Greek music

(ecclesiastical Byzantine hymns, rural demotic songs, dimotil<a,a urban rebetika) have also brought these

genres into the limelight, especially after they were cornmercialised in the form of records, cassettes, videos

and compact discs. 
-Simllárly, 

the print mèdia and publications about Greek music, especially the book

I The neuter plural case rebetíka will be used in most cases to refer to rebetika songs, music, dance and culture as a whole'

2 The term ,,Greek-Auskalian,, is a loose category which refers to people of Greek descent who reside in Australia. The category of

Greek-Australian includes Australian-born as weil as people born ín Gre"ce, cyprus, Egypt, Asia Minor, Bulgaria, the former soviet union

and other parts of the world.
3 For example, during my visits to Greece in f 976 and 1979 and for fieldwork in 1989 and '1992, I found that not only dld one have a.lar-ge

choice of traditional and modern music to listen to on the radio and e t nightclubs, taverns and concerts in the cities, but also that rebetika

music was performed and well-patronised throughout country towns and on the islands during the summer vacation'

a The Creek worO the word dlmos which literally means "the people of a region". DimoäRa refers to the music,

songs and dances ion" and in this musical contèxt refers to the music of rural agrarian or seaside regions The

transliterated word , n English texts to denote'Greek folK'and subsequently will be used in this work.
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2 Chrnfer 1 Mnsicnl Stvle and Identitv' Theories Mefhndc

Road to Rembetika (tlolst 1975), have been an important source of enculturation into Greek music and

rebetika for local musicians. At ttre same time, the development of a multicultural social policy in
Australia has provided a favourable climate for a more public Greek diaspora music-making culture. In
addition, the impact of the contemporary global information networks and the world music markets has

generated a wide interest in all forms of indigenous and popular musics of the world, including rebetilca.

Yet interest tn rebetikn music is not easily defined or explained. It has been variously assigned

significance and status by Greek people, partly because of its tumultuous and controversial history marked

by patriotic wars, Greek migrations to xenitia, "foreign lands", official condemnation, commercialisation,

mass popular support and institutionalisation. During different periods of development, rebetikn have been

subject to contrasting representations as a genuine Greek tradition, an immoral foreign contamination, the

voice of the marginal poor, the enteriainment of the urban aftluent, an exotic Greek fetish and a modern-

day cathartic cult. Rebetikn music abounds with multþle and contradictory constructions which include

Romaic, Hellenist, folkloric, modernist, orientalist, and western popular discourses about culture, tradition,

ethnicity, individuality, spirituality, solidarity and egalitarianism. The hybrid ways in which rebetika are

represented and constructed make notions of 'rebetika', 'Greek traditional music' and 'Greekness' highly

problematic, especially for Greek-Australians far removed from the music's origins. In addition, the hybrid

ways in which rebetikn are constructed as a viable music-making culture in Australia also impel one to

critically consider the experiences of Greek diaspora culture, Australian nationhood and multiculturalism.

ln the remainder of this chapter, discussion first centres on rebetikn as a contested cultural terrain.

It then explores the ways in which music embodies meaning, identity and style. The concept 'symbolic-

ideological narrative' is presented as a tool for interpreting cultural constructions by simultaneously

embedding them in the performance event and in relations of power and domination, and thereby providing

links between music, meaning, identity and style. Discussion proceeds to a consideration of the wider

Australian multicultural context as the social environment within which rebetikq are performed by a

minority group. It then identifies theories of Greek diaspora identity which assist in the definition of a
diaspora rebetika musical style. The chapter concludes with a discussion of methodological approaches

employed in the study and a preview of subsequent chapters.

1.2 Rebetika as Contested Terrarn
The heterogeneous, oppositional and contradictory constructions of rebetikn music make it a highly

contested terrain of symbols and meanings. At the heart of the controversial status and significance of
rebetika lies a fierce cultural politics of Greek identity which spills over into ttre realms of musical

aesthetics, artistic quality, culhiral integrity, ethos, identþ, ethnicþ, nationalism and multiculturalism.

Literary representations of rebetika are part of a long discourse about the nature of Greek music, Greek

culture, ethnismos,s'hationism", Greek identþ and Greek nationhood, concepts which can be traced to the

Hellenic period in 500 B.C.6 Steeped in assertions of historical 'fact' and 'authenticitSr', various

perspectives of Greek national identity and culture have either asserted or resisted the idea of foreþ
domination, whether Egyptian, Phoenician, Persian, Roman, Arabic, Ottoman, Slavic, Albanian, Italian,

Bulgarian, British, German or American. Since the eighteenth century in particular, and especially during

the development of the academic discipline of laografa, Greek folklore, constructions of Greek identþ
were articulated in terms of a 'Hellenist' theory of the unintemrpted path of Greek culture from ancient

Hellenic origins (see Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1983; 1986; 1988; Herzfeld 1986). By the twentieth century, a

Greek 'Romaic' perspective recognised the importance of the more recent and broader medieval Byzantine

(Eastern Roman, hence Romaic, Ch¡istian EmpirQ (c. 400-1400) heritage of Greek people and countered

the Hellenist view. Herzfeld (1936) argues that the Romaic and Hellenist views represent a disemic tension

between an indigenous selfdefined perspective of Greek ethnicþ on the one hand, and a western European

5 The word ethnismos comes from the Greek word eff¡nos efñ (et9 or

qe) with etDos which refers to the customs, habits or cu used from

Éómer¡c times when it acquired the meaning of "nation' clariff the

different meanings of the terms by adopting tñe English terms nasionlsmos, "nationism", or nasionalismos'nationalism" when referring to

the modern nation-state.
6 Greek-speaking people who formerly practised separate identities on the basis of city-states (Athens, Slarta, lGlamata etc.) first united

as 'Greeks", Heienes, around 600 B.C. and especially from 5OO B.C. when they jo¡ned forces to resist a Persian invasion.
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other-defined perspective on the other, "a battle between intimate social knowledge and official cultural

form" (Herzfeld 1987: 154; also esp. 152tr). For Herzfeld, this disemic tension between interior and

externai perspectives is constituted at all levels of daily life in the distinction between self-pride and

difference which is further elaborated within a relative and hierarchical segmentary system of distinction

based on group shifters of insiderness (diko mas,"outs") and outsiderness (xenos, "foreþer") (Herzfeld

1987: 154ff), basic constructs which are found in all cultures.

Rebetitra similarly became historically embroiled in oppositional discourses between official western

European, Hellenist, outsider, other-defined perspectives and on the other hand, indigenous Greek, eastern

Mediterranean, Romaic, insider, self-defined perspectives. Stokes (1992: 9-l l) observes this disemic

tension when he notes that, like representations of Turkish arabesk music, rebetika were officially depicted

as the "oriental" and "barbarised" music of a "peripheralized class" of "indigenous outsiders", in this case,

the Asia Minor refugees. The problematic nature of rebetiko for the Greek nation-state is also apparent to

Stokes (1992: 9) who argues that rebetikn have been constructed as the "perverted alter ego" and
,þernicious interior otherness" of an ideal Greek society (see also Stokes 1994: 16)1 Underpinning the

dèbate regarding the ethnic worthiness of rebetilca as a Greek tradition was an ambiguous discourse about

the ethical and class status of the music. Rebetika have been variously represented as belonging to a

disreputable underworld lumpen-proletaiat, a noble working class, an upward-aspiring petite bourgeoisie,

or an aristocratic middle ciass. Distinctions of social affiliations, especially of morality and class

bacþround, comprise another set of insider/outsider constructions embedded in the discourse of rebetika

and Greek identity which require exploration.

In the Adelaide context, performers and patrons of rebetika relate to this music in a multiplicity of

ways, articulating even more varied and polysemous constructions of rebetikn. One of the key ways in

which they talk ibot rebet¡,ta is as the 'soul of Greek music', a musical culture deeply expressive of the

everyday iife e*periences, feelings, moods, personalities and social identities of 'ordinary' Greek people. In

this view, rebeita are constructed as a'soul music'. For example, people depict rebetika as a dramatic,

smypathitiko, "endearing", "compassionate", and emotional music that expresses the deep feelings of

C.L& people. Evaluations of rebetika lyrics also provide explicit examples of the 'soul music'

construction of rebetikn. ln comparison with the lyrics of contemporary cornmercial Greek pop music, the

lyrics of reå etilco arebelieved to be of high qualrty precisely because they depict the emotional experiences

of eueryday life including love, joy, sadness and especially passion, pathos.s A'good' Greek "popular",

.laïko,s-song is ttrat wtrictr "concerns t)s", mos provlimatizei,lO about the struggles of life rather than

flippantly entertains us (Capetanakis 1992 pers. com.). There are mixed views as to whether lhe rebetilca

urå'nuppy and light-hearted- or varia, "heavy", and sad. These are verbalised in contrasting distinctions

between stytes of rea etilcn . For some, the smyrnetlka are happy, the piraiÖtika are sad, and the laika melo-

dramatic, while for others, the smyrneTka are depressing , the piraiötil<n are humourous, and the laTlca a¡e

parigoria, "consolation". One musician (Tyllis 1992 pers. com.) reconciled the happy/sad binary

ãpp*ition by arguing that even when he plays sad songs, it makes him feel happy inside.

The construction of rebetikn as a 'soul music' is also present in discussions about the highly varied

manifestations of personal expression which are elicited during music-making and dancing, especially

during the improvisations of musicians and spontaneous dancing of patrons. The intensity of both

impro:vised .,rìi. and improvised dance are articulated in acute expressions of kefi, "high spirits", and

miraki,.þassion".ll Witiún the myriad of ways in which rebetika are listened to and interpreted, the deep

soul exprèssion of the individual is iconically linked to rebetikn as a Greek music genre.

5

7 Seecefkin (1992) for a discussion of ideologies of authentici$ surrounding Turkish folk music.

8 ln contrast, songs are considered 'not good' when they trivialise life experiences or revel in condemnatory sentiments such. as, for

exámple, in the soñg Mi Mou Ti chatas r¡-u¡cnta,,,Don't Rluin My Night", wñich depicts a man reproaching a woman for'ruining his night'

by telling her to lie down, to not speak, and to go to sleep!
I The õreek word ,a,ko (a j.) means "of the people" referring to an urbanised population. Lalka are Greek popular urban songs and

music. The transliterated woid vrla' is sometimes used in English texts. The Greek word /alko will be retained in this work.

10 The phrase mas provlimatizei also means 'involves us', "problematises us".

11 Stavropoulos (,1988: 538) translates "merakf as longingþarn and high spirits (sfa mereWa plurall. MeraW

comes from the Turkish wo¡¿ mera| which is translated to me having al passion (for somethìng); amateur'

connoisseur; fan; [or] devotee" (Hony ãnd lz 1984:335). See also Z interpret this to mean 'being in the know about

something Oäar tô yoü', ie. having insight, Xnowtøge and skill as well as passion, compassion, devotion'
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Discussions concerning the origins, history and cultural authenticity of rebetika extend the 'soul

music' view of rebetilea to the notion that music is the expression of 'the Greek people'. When musicians

talk about rebetika as a "Greek tradition", elliniki paradosi, they attribute inherent value to it as the past

creation of Greek-speaking people. Rebetilca are considered one of the 'true', 'authentic', 'unique',
'original', 'pure', traditional music gonres alongside the dimotikn, nisiotikn, knntades, etc. which
'expresses Greekness'. One musician (N. Arabatsis 1992 pers. com.) remarked that rebetikn are 'a

genuine Greek product like olives' 'without any influence from any other country'. Another put it this way:

" ...Greek laTki mousiki, ... Greek popular music, ... its obviously all the music

that comes out now has like its roots back where it started rnthe smyrneilka, even

before that, the kantades and all that ..." (Dalagiorgios 1988b pers. com.).

ln this viev¡ rebetilca are constructed as Greek rizes,"roots", that is, as a 'roots music' which must be

rediscovered and preserved before it disappears.

In the 'roots music' construction of rebefika, the multi-talented Greek composers, lyricists,

bouzouki-players and singers like Markos Vamvakaris and Vasilis Tsitsanis are regarded as the pioneers,

'true originators' and 'founders' of rebetika. Tlre laiko and piraiÕtiko styles of rebefika, styles which both

developed in the urban centres of mainland Greece, especially Piraeus, Athens and Thessalonika, and which

featured the bouzouki as the primary instrument, are commonly cited as examples of rebetikn as a 'pure

authentic Greek tradition'. Discussion centres on the laiko rebeti,bo style of the 1938-1960 period.

Tsitsanis, one of the most popular and prolificly recorded exponents, is hailed as the father of Greek

bouzouki music, the first to put bouzouki music 'on the map' of Greek music. His compositions are

regarded as the "original songs which aroused the love of the Greeks" (Kakoulis 1988 pers. com.). Such

positive evaluations of rebetilca exalt the music's uniqueness as an 'indigenous' 'authentic' Greek tradition.

The notion of rebetiko as culturally pure hints at the Hellenist ideology.

Discussion about the local reception of rebetika music provides another ideological link between

'soul music' and 'roots music' constructions of rebetil<a. Musicians point out that their parents as first
generation Greek immigrants identifu most strongly with the l'popular" laikø bouzouki music because they

were largely exposed to it during the peak migration years of the late 1940s-60s (Capetanakis 1988 pers.

com.). TIte lattca rebetika are regarded as the music which bridges the time-space dislocation and

alienation of Greek migrants, and engenders deep feelings of nostalgia for Greece and for all things Greek,

as the following statement highlights:

... our parents when they left Greece they left in the time where laiki mousiki was

very powerfrrl and when they left it depicted the times they were having hard

times, and they left with those songs in their hearts, they came here, they heard

them again through records or singers that came to Australia, and ... the songs,

the words, the music everything, made them feel close to Greece.

(Dalagiorgios 1988a pers. com.).

The notable preference for the laiko style of rebetika in Adelaide is articulated in terms of the way

the songs depict a severed tie with the homeland through xenitia and shared experiences of separation

hardship and community ('roots'), especially among first generation Greeks who mostly migrated after the

Second World War. The ways in which the laTka rebetikn songs engender deep emotional ('soul')

responses such as pain, love, courage and endurance are also cited as reasons for their popularity. A
'good' laTko song is that which triggers memories of and nostalgia for the homeland. In ttris way, the laTlca

rebetikn are often referred to as gnisia lailca tragoudia, "genuine Greek popular songs", and their

composgrs, performers and patrons are characterised as people with great passion, compassion and social

consciousness for their compatriots. Here within rebetika musical culture, one observes a laiko, "popular",

ethos as the union of 'soul music' and 'roots music' constructrons.

However, the hypothesis that rebetilea is a 'pure' 'genuine' Greek tradition is frequently contested in

discussions of rebetilco with local Adelaide musicians. For example, musicians highlight the Turkish or

fuabic musical heritage of rebetikn in their discussions of the Asia Minor exponents of the smyrneiko style

of rebetilca. Theyalsopointoutthatthe bouzouki familyof instruments,thecoreinstrumentationofmost
rebetika, is related to the Turkish saz family of long-necked lutes with a small bowl. Turkish names (e.g.
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ousak, chitzaz, souzinak) of many of the Greek modes employed nrebetikn melodies are cited as examples

of the hybrid if not foreign .otiul o.igitts of rebetilca. One musician (Odontiadis 1992 pers. com.)

.*uggr.ird this view wtren tte argued that to some extent, rebetikn are not really Greek but Turkish.

Otrrãi, identify the tsiftetel¡ dance form found in rebetika music as Turkish, not Greek (G. Capetanakis

1995 pers. com ) For some, the hybridity of rebetika and the similarities found among various musical

cuhorãs in the geographic region of the eastern Mediterranean are a curiosity and source of inspiration, as

the following statement demonstrates :

Now Greek music means a lot to me and its probably the tip of the iceberg, I
know that it's so deep, that there is so much there that I would like to lnow more

about, and it seems that its got eastern ties ... I thought it was Greek, kept in by

the border (Delagiorgios 1992 pers' com.)'

In these views, the Hellenist perspective which upholds the idea that there has been a unlinear

evolution to the modern Greek nation-state is challenged by an oppositional Romaic ideology which

recognises a wider eastem Mediterranean heritage, specifically Byzantine and Ottoman Thus, the

construction or rebetilca as a 'roots music' is ;iculated within oppositional Hellenist and Romaic

ideologies.
The notion of rebetiko as 'roots music' extends to discussion about the social context and meanings

or rebetiknwhich are similarly articulated with contrasting views. Referring to the late 1930s-1960 period

of rebetika development when they were commercially recorded, distributed and patronised by a wider

audience, one viewcommonly articulated by local musicians in Adelaide is that rebetikn are a mainstream

,.popular music", latk¡ mouii,h, patronisrá Uy the 'majority of Greek people', the 'general public', the

.masses,. A contrasting view posits that the 'authentic' rebetika are a marginal music created and

patronised by a 'low 
"lãss' 

's,rbculture' of 'down-and-outs' and 'street people'. Citing the piraiötiko

,ong., the eárthy streetscape metaphors extend to an even 'lower' underworld level of petty crime, drug

conãumption, sexual promiscuity, gambling, imprisonment and death, associated with impoverished Greek

people living in cþ slums. One mu

the assumption that bouzoukimusic
society taverns", arguing that it was an instrument c

for th! margrral underworld social status of rebetilca is found nthe chasiklidikn, "hashish songs", which

are also attributed to the piraiötiko style. The ambiguity surrounding knowledge about the social origins of

rebetiknis apparent in the comments of one musician (Gardounis 1992 pers. com') who 'corrected' himself

within the span of a single sentence with 'it was the music of the masses, no, of a subculture''

A third way in *t i"tt local Adelaide musicians talk about rebetiko concerns the special features of

rebetileamusic and culture as a 'unique' popular music with a 'unique' musical form. Attention is given to

song texts, instrumental timbres and techniques

, improvisation), the repertoires, rebetikn musical

become an aesthetic object of contemplation with

e world worthy of interest' Here one notes a 'world

music, construction-of ethnic and musical-aesthetic peculiarity-layered upon 'soul music' and 'roots

music' constructions of rebetikn.

Construction s of rebetipa as a 'world music' are similarly varied. For example, qualitative

distinctions are made between the 'simple' or 'sophisticated' rebetilca, a dichotomy which parallels the-

marginaUmainstream opposition. Musiðians emphãsise the simplicþ of the geffe in their discussions of

tlre core bouzouki ø-irt of plucked, fretted, long necked lutes featured tnrebetilea. Special mention is

made of the smaller tzouras andbaglamas members

easy to play. A player sings and playS modal me

courses of strings to provide a 'simple' drone acc

forms flanked by instrumental interludes, often vari
.simplicity' of iebet¡ka music. Adelaide musicians contextualise the 'simple' rebetika by refening to the

.pireaus school' whose most prominent exponent was Markos Vamvakaris. One musician (Tyllis 1992

pers. com.) was particularly auracted to the 'raw' 'heavier' gruffPireaus style of Markos Vamvakaris and

5
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Giannis Papaïoannou. Here 'uncultivated' simplicity close to nature is valued positively as a stylistic
marker of authenticity. Furthermore, the ability for any one to participate tn rebetilca music-making
without requiring rigorous musical training is remarked upon as an appealing feature of the musical culture
and one which generates a 'down-to-earth' camaraderie among musicians.

In contrast to the aesthetic of simplicity, some musicians favour the smyrneika because they belong

to a mere sophisticated musical system with an elaborate use of modes, melodies, improvisations and

rhythms. The stringed instruments associated wtth smyrneilca are believed to be difficult to master,

especially the untempered violin and oud (short-necked lute), as well as the multi-stringed kønonaki

þlucked zither) and santouri (hammer dulcimer). The Asia Minor composer-musician Panagiotis Toundas

is cited as an example of a more sophisticated rebefis musician who was musically trained and wrote many
compositions.l2 However, in discussions with musicians, rhe lailca rebetilcq vie with the smyrneilra for first
place in the hierarchy of sophistication. The 'ingenius' compositions of Vasilis Tsitsanis are regarded as

the epitomy of sophisticated rebetiko style, because they liberated rebetikn from their 'low' class

associations. As one musician put it, 'þeople fèlt intimidated by the rebetis [a player of rebetiknf" who
was regarded as a "scumbag". With the music of Tsitsanis, "people didn't feel intimidated ... and wanted

to hear more of it" (N. Arabatsis 1992 pers. com.). Now "we idolise" the rebetis musician.l3 Tsitsanis

was also attributed with extending the musical parameters of rebetiko closer to western major and minor

scales (with a predominance for ousak, chitzaz, rast, niavenr); to include a wider range of dance rhythms
(including Latin-American ballroom dance rhythms such as the rumba and beguine); and western

instrumentation (including the drum kit, double bass, piano and piano accordion). In the context of lai'lea

rebefika, the processes of diversification, standardisation and westernisation are valued positively as a
sophistication of style. Musicians emulate the quality of musicianship, especially of the virtuoso bouzouki'
playing and singing, found on recordings of laïka rebetilco.

It is evident that beliefs in either the simplicity or sophistication of rebetika articulate a perception of
rebetikn as an abstract aesthetic musical form. In this 'world music' construction, music is removed from
its personal and social-historical contexts of creation and meaning, and represented as a 'unique' musical

culture. ln a relatMst tone, 'world music' constructions of rebetika resonate strongly within the Australian
multicultural context which values cultural diversþ and cultural tolerance.

Thus, knowledge about rebetilca is a highty contested terrain. It cont¿ins multiple views and

constructions about the nature of rebetikn as a 'Greek traditional popular music', and about the

relationship between rebetilca and individual expression, cultural heritage and artistic form. This study

aims to exarnine how contemporary rebetifrø music-making activities in Adelaide reconcile practice with
constructions of rebetika. The first step towards this involves an exploration of how music becomes

meaningful and constitutive of identity and style.

1.3 Music, Meaning, Idenfity and Style
Ascertaining meaning in music involves examining cultural constructions of coherence and affinity

without implying absolutist or monolithic perspectives. It also involves recognising the variable nature of
meanings which, as if looking through a kaleidoscope, project multiple images of significance. Meaning in
music is partly constructed by the nature of music itself. The particular ways in which music is engaged in

by people further generates meaning and significance.
The interpretation of meaning and significance in music-making is initially problematic because it

involves the conceptual and verbal articulation of a largely nonverbal mode of communication. Music-

making employs sonic (musical) and kinaesthetic (choreographic) forms which unfold in time and space.

Musical forms can be synchronically abstracted and analysed as sonic structures using categories such as

pitch, ornamentation, rhyttrm and accentuation which can be re-synthesized to reveal 'structural' rules,

processes and systems. Similarþ, choreographic forms can be abstracted and analysed as kinaesthetic

structures and processes using categories such as facial gestures, torso postures, limb movements, foot

12 He was also a master of many instruments, notated his compositions, worked as musical director of the Columbia record company,

and was naesfros of many ensembles and orchestras (see Schorelis 1978b: 295).
13 Even Tsitsanis himself was quoted as saying that he used only major and minor scales (Holst 1975: 64), and that his music was not

rebøtika, but rather '/a,rønousikl, a declaration further removing his music from the subcultural connotations of the earlier s$le.
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steps, rhythm, tempo, and group co-ordination. Yet music and dance are more than structure and form. As

symbolic and aesthetic forms they already contain meaningful associations wittt typified experience'

IVIo..ou.r, as they unfold in time and space, sonic and kinaesthetic forms are employed and engaged by

people in spontaneous and new ways, thereby undergoing contextual malleability. The spontaneous and

ìloiutr ways in which music and dance are engaged in by people in specific contexts is therefore of special

concern in understanding the construction of meaning in music.

A major step towards this invovles a considerúion of the human factor. This study highlights the

dimension ol music 'in the making'-the processes by which people make music and, in turn, the ways in

which music engages people corporeally, sensately, immediately, collectively and socially in dance,

celebration, rituai and spectacle. Various writers (Blacking 1976; Feld 1984a; 1984b: 13-16; Gilroy l99l

[1987]; Kapferer 1983; Keil 1985; Keil and Feld 1994; Merriam 1964; Seeger 1977:7-8;15; Shepherd

iqtz;-StoËs 1994; Turino 1990) emphasise the importance of cultural and social factors in understanding

the creation and reception of music, eìpecially of the ways in which people construct music as a metaphor

for emotions, values, knowledge, life experiences, identity, social relationships and power. The term

'music-making' rather than 'music' is therefore used in this study to focus attention on the complex

dialectical relãtionship between musical and extra-musical, especially cultural and social, phenomena.

\ühile music-making is largely a nonverbal medium, there are significant ways in which music-

making involves verbal .o1., of communication as well. For example , rebetikn song texts elicit linguistic-

literar| cognition and therefore comprise a 'tangible' semiotic-meaning complex for musicians and patrons.

Musicians choose songs for the particular messages that they explicitly convey. Patrons also respond to

songs as messages about life experience.

At another level, the talkand discussion that occur during and around the music-making event elicit

linguistic-literary.cognition of a reflexive, reflective, critical and analytical qualþ, which further generates

paiicular ,rrr-rirgr. The views expressed by musicians are naturally influenced by the context wthin

*6"tt they are articulated. For example, the views expressed during a formal interview may be self-

consciousþ prepared according to perceptions of what the interviewer may 'wish' to hear (e.g' 'music

theory', 'folklore', adulation of 'Greek culture'). Alternatively, the talk generated around actual music-

*ut itrg events (i.e. during rehearsals, before, during and after performances) may be unself-consciously

p..roriul, deepþ 'musicali or 'non-musical' with regard to 'musical' information. While theorised as an

ãxt a--usicai phenomenon with its own set of linguistic constructions, and often "utterþ vague' nebulous,

inarticulate, not explicit at all" (Feld in Keil and Feld 1994: 165), talk about music does provide clues as to

how music is expèrienced as meaningful. Talk about music often claims ¿ '1¡uth'-a particular belief

system or ideology-about the music and about personal experiences of that music. In addition, musicians'

verbalised views in some ways reflect the views of their community of patrons in so far as musicians

assimilate and articulate the desires, preferences and expectations of their community.

This study attempts a fused understanding of both musical and extra-musical aspects of rebetika

music-making. In particular it outlines the interplay between rebetikn performers, rebetika sonic, textual

and choreog.upfti. ìo..r, social contexts of performance, community participation, talk about the music,

and literatuie, in order topresent an informed interpretation of the meaning and significance of rebetil(4 n
Adelaide. By considering these multiple aspects oi rebenlea music-making, it will be seen that music is a

special medium of self and community representation and communication, that is, a metaphor for 'identity'

and .style'. However, the notion that music is a metaphor for identity and style is complex and requires

closer examination.
The concept of iconicity is central to an understanding of how music elicits meaning by functioning

as a metaphor foi identþ aná styte. Becker and Becker (lgsl) argue that music is meaningful because of

its iconic quality: the way in which coherence is rendered as 'natural' in reference to other realms or

spheres of the pù.rro..nui w.orld. Similarly for Feld (in Keil and Feld 1994: 172), iconicity of style refers

tå .the multiple when the metaphorical

properties oi s themselves, "and are

experienced as experience to another"

(fãt¿ tqq¿a: t32). For Feld (in Keil and Feld 1994: I73), iconicity is the:

7
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feelingful, interpenetrated relationships, felt resemblances, imaginative
connections between the thing-out-ttrere and the feeling-in-here ... [the] bringing
together of perception and feeling, the abstraction and the unabstraction of it.

In the case of rebetika in Adelaide, music resonates in multiple ways as an experience of the self, of
the selÊin-community, of Greekness, of Greek-Australianness, of Australianness. [Iltimately, music and

identity become one and the same thing. Taking the concept of iconicty and style even further, experiences

of identification are more than symbolic: 'You now are the Other, or the Other is in you. You are in the

music. The music is irz you" (Keil in Keil and Feld 1994: 169). In this sense, the musical experience of
identity becomes embodied at a deeply integrated and organic level.

The deep levels at which music becomes embodied as meaningful identþ is largely a result of the

recreational and celebratory contexts within which it occurs which frame individual experience as

subjective, pleasurable, emotional, spontaneous and group-oriented. Feld (1994a: 133) emphasises the role

of pleasure, feelings and emotions in the processes whereby people make music theirs and in so doing,

make music iconic of their identity and style:

Indeed, by becoming icons, metaphors help one feel very much at home, and the

critical word is "feÆI", since the link between play, pleasure, cognition, and

emotions is where one validates the groove by not getting into itbú geftng off
on it. ... That "making ours" is the overwhelming and seemingly spontarieous

(whether predictable or not) pleasure that comes from a felt naturalness of the

whole, as one finds oneself in and through the music and the music in and

through oneself. The more iconic the metaphor, the more unconscious its
coherence, the more affective its resonance, the more intuitive its invocation, and

the more intense its radiance. (Feld 1994a: 133) [italics in original]

ln further development of the idea that feelings are central to meaningful music, Mercer (1986)

points out that experiences of pleasure ¿lre never neutral. With its "interstices of regret, desire, ambition,
identification, nostalgia" (Mercer 1986: 53), pleasure has been at the centrè of western European

constructions of high culture and low culture and serious art and popular art: the former apparently marked

by a 'distancing contemplation' and the latter by 'involuntary corporeal seductions' (Mercer 1986: 59-60).

The oppositional code of pleasure-'contemplation' versus 'seduction'-pervades music-making in
western culture where reflective intellectual experignce is exalted at the expense of corporeal emotional

engrossment. Sigmficantþ, the contemplation/seduction binary code operates with a disemic logic
throughout rebetika music-making in Adelaide, especially in the contrasting concert/dance performance

contexts, the 'roots music'/'soul music' constructions; and the western/Greek cultural representations of
rebetika.

Mercer (1986: 61-2) wams that contemporary constructions of pleasure are not 'essential', but

rather, consist of multivocal tensions and ambivalences. This is especially so in carnival, a ritualised arena

in which the social order and social relationships are inverted, contested, and ultimately asserted aga:ra.

Mitchell (1993: 336) also notes that multicultural music-making in Australia is often organised into

carnivals, events which allow a kind of "vital disorder or permitted disent" to occur. During carnival,
performances appear to occur haphazardly, sometimes with obscenity, grotesqueness, humour, sarcasm,

send-up, frenzy and eroticism, yet simultaneously uniting people in an rmaginary non-hierarchised

community for the duration of the carnival. Deeply immersed in the here-and-now atmosphere of the

performance event, symbolic power not normally possessed in daily life appears to become incarnated in
people during carnival. In the rebetilcø music-making event, codes of pleasure and of emotional and

corporeal engagement are similarly differentiated, antithetical, yet strongly formative of community.

Participants appear to collectively incarnate power as free-willing empassioned and active individuals in
ways which often contest official Greek and Australian constructions of culture, musicalþ and rebetikø.

Pleasure associated with rebetika music-making thus requires deconstruction in order to understand the
particular ways in which rebetika are constituted as meaningful and function as 'strategic terrain' (Mercer

1986: 53) for the elaboration and negotiation of identity.
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Identity is powerfully experienced through codes of pleasure because they are, according to

Bourdieu's (1977: 72-73; 78-83) concepts of 'habitus' and 'embodiment', part of an entire collective

culture which is internalised and intimately inscribed in the individual at the level of the "body hexis": the

system and patterns of postures, dispositions, competences, perceptions, appreciations, ethos, tastes and

actions. Bourdieu is careful to point out that culture inscribed within the body is not fixed, but rather, a

repertoire available for spontaneous improvisation. This dialectical relationship between the body and

roiiul titnr and space is like "history turned into nature" (Bourdieu 1977:78), the'internalization of the

external', a kind of "appropriating by the world of a body thus enabled to appropriate the world" (Bourdieu

1977: 89). In many \ryays, an individual is appropriated by culture and appropriates culture no more

subjectively, spontaneously and collectively than during music-making and dancing. As Turino (1990:

401) observes:

The concept of habitus is meant to clarif' the homologies, or iconicity, between

forms and practices among people who share a similar relation to the objective

conditions, i.e., social classes and groups, and it aids the conceptualization of
coherence between musical practices and activities in other domains. More

important, it points to why music is not just socially structured, but in addition,

how society is partially structured since musical activity comprises one important

public domain tlrough which the internal dispositions are externalized.

The concept of embodiment thus informs an interpretation of music-making and identity in a number

of ways. It recognises that individuals at intimate levels are enculturated with a repertoire or 'body heús'

of taken-for-granted sonic productions, musical aesthetics (valuations of 'good', 'correct, 'beautiful'),

bodily gesturãs and sentiments which they spontaneously and collectively employ during music-making. It

also iecognises that music-making and identity are experienced intensely and personally as if 'second

nature'. Thirdly, the shared and collective aspect of embodied culture reflects a social coherence which

does not rule out spontaneous individual action and comprehension. Moreover, the concept of habitus

accounts for the dialectical relationship between music and people-the ways in which people make music

and music-making shapes communities. In these ways, it can be seen that music-making activities acquire

potency as deep experiences ofshared social identity.

Within the shared social contert of rebeti,ta music-making and dancing, experiences of identity are

enhanced and constituted as the collective experiences of a community of music-makers. For Bottomley

(1991: 107), the communication which music and dance engender make them "powerful embodiments of a

form of collective identity which is constantly under threat in the fragmented world of industrial societies"

(see also Bottomley tqd¿; tqgg: 7-8). In this study, attention is given to the experiences of .t1Êin-

community: the coilective experiences of solidarity generated by social actors engaged in music-making

which generate shared meanings and significance for participants. Conversely, meanings are also read

from the various forms of social differentiation, demarcation and distinction-collective, collaborative,

competitive, hierarchical, insider, outsider, culture-bearer, voyeur-which music-making activities enact

and delineate whether on the basis of participation in music-making events as organisers, musicians,

listeners and dancers, or on the basis of other criteria such as nationality, ethnicity, regional origin, social

class, civic affiliation, age and gender. Thus, by analysing the constructions of self-in-community and

social difference enacted during rebetika music-making events, a discourse of identþ emerges'

The arena of cultural'consumption' (see García-Canclini 1988; Martín-Barbero 1988; Gilroy 1991

tl9S7l) is treated as an important strategic site for the construction and negotiation of meaningful social

rdentity. To a large extent, the prescriptive, material-oriented and normative consciousness, behaviour,

relationship., -.*ir,g, and identities generated by dominant institutions in daily life and reality are

suspended dunng music-making, enabling social actors to spontaneously, reflexively, actively and

passionately (see Turner 1988: esp. 90) alter, mediate, manipulate, contest, subvert, redefine and re-create

their lives and culture. In this study, social actors are regarded as having a primary role as agents in the

mediation and construction of their culture, including musical culture.

The possibility of change is thus central to an understanding of musical culture. As Turner (1988:

esp. 94) pbitttr out, the social dramas of performance and ritual simultaneously declare form and

9
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indeterminancy. While music-making may display structural and formal elements, they are malleable, not

fixed. Similarly, neither is 'tradition' orally transmitted without change, nor is a mass-mediated commodþ
passively consumed. Culture is understood as a positive and affirmative site of contest¿tion and creation

(Frow and Morris 1993: xxiv). ln this study, musical culture is regarded as the affirmative musical

creations of social actors in community.

Change and syncretism are regarded as central aspects of musical style, a concept which

ethnomusicologists have attempted to embrace. Nettl (1978a; 1978b; 1986; 1987) presents concepts such

as diversification, preservation, modernisation and westernisation for approaching the topic of the

transplantation of music into urban contexts. Kartomi (1981) develops these concepts, proposing the

concept oftransculturation to explain the radical adoption ofnew conceptual and organisational principles

by a musical culture. Trimillos (1936) applies these concepts to the Filipino-American youth population

and finds a healthy heterogeneous music-making culture which employs varied strategies to maintain its

specific ethnic identity. Reyes Schramm (1978: 5-8) locates a study of the music of urban migrants within

the context of dominant and subordinate groups in society where ethnicity consists of context-based

ascriptive processes which generate interaction, collective experiences, and delineate boundaries between

self and other. ln her work, Reyes Schramm (1978: l0-l 1) brings our attention to the social conditions of
the host society such as population mobilrty and dispersal, and delineations between private and public

spheres of life, which pressure a migrant culture to retain or discard certain apsects of tradition, but which

make the notion of an enclave or ghetto unfeasible. She (Reyes Schramm 1978: 9, 14) also suggests that

the segmental response to transplantation which occurs within the Hispanic-American community may be a

feature of ethnicity (see Herzfeld l9S7 above). Finally, Reyes Schramm (1978: 16) observes that as actors

respond to their environment, the "heterogeneity of musical corpora [are] systemic and functional rather

than aberrant" (see also Reyes Schramm 1982).

ln other words, musical change, hybridity and syncretism are regarded as core features of music-

making culture (see also Gourlay 1982: 414), sometimes serving to protect traditional styles, sometimes

ensuring the organic survival of communities in rapidly changing social contexts, sometimes occurring for

the sheer pleasure of it. Whether as an epistemological tool, an observation of society, or a plea for

cultural democracy, change, hybridity and synoretism are concepts central to this study of music, culture,

identity and style.

Some time ago, writing of the need to end our preoccupation with musical preservation and to

partake in transcultural democratisation, McAllester (1979) appealed to a 'mixmusicology', a healthy
:trafficking in polynusicompositionality'. While a critique of preservation is important, the idea of
'trafficking' in music raises another intensely political issue, for it begs the question of who has the right to

determine musical style and change. This not only concerns the struggle for migrant minorities to deveþ
their arts in diaspora contexts, but also the effects of a hegemonic global music industry. Feld (1988: 3l-
37; esp. 36; 1994b) writes about the unevenly shaped tlreercornered hat of the transnational popular music

industry where record companies and elite pop artists reap profits from the labour of musicians-the

traditional bearers and developers of musical traditions. ln this set of relations, it is undoubtedly the record

companies and elite pop artists who hold the reins to decisions regarding change or preservation of music,

albeit never without a struggle from musicians. The need to examine the political ramifications of musical

style and change is thus of concern in the Australian context. This study therefore considers issues of
ideology and empowerment as central to an understanding of the relationships between music, meaning,

identity and determinations of style.

1.4 Symbolic-Ideological Narrativesr+ of Music-Making
In this study, meaning in music is interpreted as constituted within particular praxis-theories of

reality, that is, within symbolic-ideological narratives which comprise the commonsense and taken-for-

granted knowledge, values and practices of a social group. S¡rrnbolic-ideological narratives of music are

not merely expressed as ideas through language, nor are they simply the abstract representations of the

objective iesearcher. They constitute the meaning systems of a musical culture at the level of individual

experience and social practice in the here-and-now.

14 The term 'narrative' is used loosely to refer to the unfolding of a story or 'silent text'
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Largely constructed as 'natural', 'universal', 'common', 'permanent', 'originary', 'beautiful',

'correct' and 'authentic', a synbolic-ideological narrative imbues music-making with an 'imaginary

coherence' (Hall 1979: 322) and logic of its own. Yet by virtue of strategic inclusions and exclusions,

differentiations and demarcations, a symbolic-ideological narrative of music contains assumptions about

authority, knowledge, identity and power. It may function either to legitimise the social status of certain

social groups, social practices and ideas vis-à-vis others while masking inequalities, conflicts,

contradictions and fragmented realities; or to reveal asymmetrical power relations and "reconstruct

democratic public life" (Giroux 1992: 28). An ideology has the potential to empower socially-

disadvantaged groups in society because it can either transfigure or disfigure, it can "care for the other in

his/her otherness" or not care (Kearney in Giroux 1992:24)'
The concept of synbolic-ideological narrative accounts for an understanding of the field of symbols

and meanings which are available to music-makers. These range from dominant to marginal. Some

symbols are experienced as authoritative and hegemonic (Thwaites 1994: 157-15s) because they are widely

accepted and pieside over others in the form of stereotypes and myths. Their dominance is often effected

by removing ìonstituent ideas, values and practices from their specific social, historical and political

.ónt.*t.. Other symbols may contradict dominant meanings because they are experienced as locally,

historically and politically specific and therefore offer alternative and subaltern meaning systems. As such,

synbolic-ideological narratives contain a range of varied, ambivalent and contradictory sSrrnbols and

meaning systems.

One of the key functions of the symbolic-ideological narrative is to reconcile tensions between

meaning systems and associated practices as well as between dominant and alternative meaning systems

u"a p.acti"es. The concepts of "ãisjuncture" and "structural dislocation" (Hall 1979: 320;323-325) help

to explain the ambiguous and inherently contradictory nature of syrnbolic-ideological narratives. For

.*u-p|", the representation of certain musical cultures by non-practitioners (government officials, 'arm

chairi academics, mass media critics, 'high art' musicians) often differs markedly from that of the

'practitioners' themselves (musicians, composers, dancers, patrons) who have a direct personal experience

of the musical culture. These disjunctures in syrnbolic-ideological culture occur at the fundamental level of

self- and other-defined experiences of culture (Bottomley 1979; Papademetre 1994). There may also be

structural dislocations between music-making activities and linguistic representations of a culture, that is,

between 'practice' and'theory'. For example, there is a disjuncture between smyrneTkn song texts about

narcotic-consumption and the lived experience of smyrneitkn exponents who did not consume narcotics (see

Aulin and Vejleskov I99l: 146-147). Such contradictions highlight the complex symbolic-ideological

nature of culture and the dynamic interplay which occurs between representations of culture as other-

defined and lived experience as selfdefined.
While symboiic-ideological narratives appear internally coherent, logical and iconic of 'nature', they

often manage to contain contiadictions by rendering them in binary metaphors. Binary oppositions abound

tn rebetipn music-making culture. Some of these include concerldance, musicaVunmusical, star/band,

amateurþrofessional, classicaVpopular, simple/sophisticated, urban/folk, traditionaUmodern,

mainstrearn/marginal, high class/low class, insider/outsider, Greek/non-Greek, and western/orient¿I.

However, as Giroux (lgg2) reminds us, binary constructions of centre and periphery are often the

weapons of a racist colonialist discourse about difference which function to contain and control varied

sociãl experience. Giroux (1992:23.34) calls for a¡ alternative pedagogy which employs the metaphor of
'border ðrossing' to analyse the ways in which power is inscribed differently into ttre body, the psyche,

culture, history, knowledge, social ielations, and institutions. Stokes (1994 16) expresses this idea in

another way when he argues that musicia¡s are comfortable with their magpie-like behaviour, adopting and

adapting uä.io,r, musics to their own sentiments and "often appear[ing] to celebrate ethnic plurality in

proüteriatic ways" (Stokes 1994: 16) from the point of view of official etlnicities and nationalisms.

Ûnderlying this study is an exploration of the ingenious ways in which rebetilen music functions as a

'bordei ciossing' oi tr*rgr.ssion of multi-layered, contradictory and centre-periphery oppositional

constructions, and still maintains a sense of coherence and meaning for its community of musicians and

patrons.
This study examines the nature of symbolic-ideological narratives found n rebetika music-making

activities in Adelaide and proposes a model of th¡ee symbolic-ideological narratives-'soul music', 'roots
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music' and 'world music'-identified above as resonating strongly in the local rebetiÉa music-making

scene. Having discussed them in broad terms with relation to the articulated views of local musicians, it is
worth reiterating their essential features as symbolic-ideological narratives.

The first symbolic-ideological narrative identified is a musico-spiritual narrative which constitutes

rebetilca as a 'soul music': a special mediurn for individual expression. Although the term 'soul' is

borrowed from African-American popular music culture,ls the Greek word for "soul", psychi, psyche, also

has a history of both secular and religious association. Though a metaphysical term, the 'soul music'

narrative refers to a particular construction of the 'spiritual' self as an integration of emotion, thoughts and

body and of the self-in-community. It refers to the secularisation of the'soul' as a specifically corporeal

experience and to the socialisation of the spiritual self as a specifically communal experience. The

spontaneous expression of the individual as an agent of action within the context of the social group is

central tnthe rebeti,tø 'soul music' narrative.

The second symbolic-ideological narrative identified n rebetikn music-making activities in Adelaide

involves an ethno-specific construction of rebetiko as 'roots music': an icon of Greek solidarity, Greek

cultural heritage, and Greek national identity. Using the metaphor of rizes, "roots", the 'roots music'

narrative constitutes rebetika as a 'genuine' and 'authentic' 'Greek tradition' with either deep (ancient,

Hellenistic) or wide-spread (hybrid, Romaic) roots. The 'roots music' narrative has a diverse history in

Greek discourse, but also belongs to a western European discourse which constructed the 'common folk'
and popular culture, especially folksong, as representative of national culture.16

The third symbolic-ideological narrative identified n rebetika music-making activities is an

egalitarian multicultural narrative which constitutes rebetika as a 'world music': one of the many

indigenous popular music forms of the world worthy of recognition. The term is borrowed from a
European record company category used in the 1980s for commerciatised 'ethlic' and 'indigenous' fusion

music. ln the 'world music' narrative, rebetilca are simultaneously constructed as an icon of cultural

specificity and difference,'and an icon of cultural tolerance and exchange. Here the'unique'aesthetic
forms of rebetikn music and musical culture are constructed as exotic, novel, yet belonging to a global

humanist culture.
As permutations of various dominant western European ideologies about the nature of individual

expression, cultural heritage and artistic/musical form, the 'soul music', 'roots music' and 'world music'

symbolic-ideological narratives of rebetilca are viewed as functioning in deeply organic ways to legitimise

and 'revitalise' (Keil ß6í¡rt rebetikø as a 'Greek music tradition' in the contemporary Adelaide context.

Thus, in order to unravel the complex history and contemporary significance of rebetikn music for
its Adelaide community of music-makers and patrons, it is essential to critically analyse the taken-for-
granted myths, practices, knowledge and aesthetics surrounding rebetika music, together with the structural

dislocations, decontextualisations and tensions between dominant and alternative meanings which are

absorbed into apparently coherent symbolic-ideological narratives of rebetilea music. It is posited that such

an analysis will better inform an interpretation of the intricate tapestry of meaning and significance \ryoven

nto rebetilca music-making in Adelaide.
Having suggested some of the ways in which music is constructed as meaningful and constitutive of

identity, it is now appropriate to consider the wider Australian multicultural context within which rebetika

are performed, and the implications that this has for a theoretical approach to Greek diaspora identþ.

15 The term 'soul' music is found in African-American popular cultu
soul musical cultures of the I 940s-1 960s and the rap, hip-hop and
African-American blues music culture, Keil (1966: 164-190) identifie
spiritual part of a person; the nitty gritty and pure heart; love; t
perseverÉ¡nce; hard work; strong emotions and feelings; argot; sex
folklore; black solidarity and shared public culture. Constructions of
music cultures is also discussed by Shepherd (1982).
16 See for example Kyriakidou-Nestoros (198E:18-19); Hezfeld (1986); Bernal (1987: esp. 206).
17 Keil 11g66: esp. 4349) discusses the concepts of revitalisation and appropriation with relation to African-American blues music and

thestudryof LeRbi .lones (tæa) HuesPeople. Revitalisationisregardedasthesynthesisof musical resourcestoenrichtheAfrican-
American musical tradition.
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1.5 The Australian Multicultural Context
The meaning and significance of rebetika music is not only embedded in the relationship between

music and meaning, or in its history of associations and symbolic-ideological narratives, but also in its

wider contexts of pirformance practice and community patronage. A discussion of the nature of Australian

society is thereforã necessary ui ttrir point to identify the broad context of rebetikn performance'18

Australia is a modem nation-state established in the eighteenth century as a British penal colony and

pastoral economy. With its legacy of the systematic destruction of indigenous Aboriginal society and its

ãstablishment upon the labour of convicts and migrants,le issues regarding the nature of Australian culture,

identity and naiionhood are paramount in contemporary Australia. Added to this are tlte pressures of a

rapidly changing transnational capitalist economy. There now exists a global discourse concemed with the

"onfli"t, 
between capitalist homogenisation and cultural heterogenisation which is common to all ethnically

heterogeneous capitalist societies. In this discourse, official multicultural policy has played an important

role in the reconciliation of these national issues and global pressures.

Until the late 1960s, the culture of non-English speaking bacþround indigenous Aboriginal

Australians and migrants was marginal to Australian mainstream culture. During the period from the 1901

Immigration Restrilion Act through to !970,20 Australian governments maintained an official 'white

Austáia' policy of assimilation to the dominant westem anglophone institutions of employment,

consumerism aná public culture, that is, to an 'Australian Way of Life' (Castles et al' 1988: 12,l8-I9;43-

56). Despite many positive experiences of employment and an improved standard of living, non-

anglophone Austriians, including Greeks, experienced considerable social dislocation, cultural

fragmentation, structural exclusion ftom institutions of power, and alienating experiences of prejudice and

,u.ir-. The Australian labour force was found to be highly segmented on the basis of ethnicity, with a

high concentration of Southern European and Middle Eastern people, especially women' working in the

rowest paid and most menial occupations (castles et al. 1988:25-Zø¡.zr
'ihough immigration into Australia peaked in the 1970s,22 the decline of the manufacturing industry

put a strain on governments to provide employment and welfare services for socially disadvantaged

iroupr--*ual labourers, *o-.n, migrants anúcultural minorities. Alongside these groups, migrants of

ãon-Èngüsh speaking background organised themselves into an ethnic politics movement for social reform

in which they contested theitructural exclusion from mainstream institutions and sought access and equrty;

democratic iarticipation and representation in political institutions; economic security; and the right to

determine their lifestyle and identity (see Castles et al. 1988:25'26;57-80; ll9-I22)'
From the late 1960s, both Labor and Liberal Party Australian governments responded by

undertaking social wel subsequently called

multiculturalism. The sponded with social

welfare programs such Ethnic communities

Councils across the country; and funding of 'ettnic' bodies to continue their social welfare activities

(castles et al. Iggg: 57-6I). From the laæ 1960s the 'white Australia' assimilation ideology was rejected

in favour of a social ,rfor- policy of 'migrant integration' which recognised the value of ethnic

communities as providers of weliare services and grassroots participation. The subsequent Liberal Fraser

commonwealth government (1975-1933) developed and consolidated a policy of 'multiculturalism' by

institutionalising the ethnic lobby through the establishment of government sponsored state Ethnic Affairs

Commissions. Under the Hawke/Keating Labor Commonwealth government (1983-1996) multiculturalism

18 This differs from a critical analysis of ideologies of multiculturalism presented in Chapter 4'

19 see de Lepervanche (1975) and collins (1975) for a detailed historical study of the relationship between Australian immigrants and the

Australian economy.
20 For details ,"g.rcing Australian immigration laws, see de Lepervanche (l 975) for the period 1 877-1940 and collins (1975) for the

period '194$'1973.
i1 Themassmigrati yetmigrantsconlinuedtoarrive. BytheendoflgSl ,69,877 lndochinese

refugees had arrived 'present 
Australian migration policygives preference to immigrants on the

basis ofwealth and e epatriation and refugee status'

1, ,, ,r'n ,,approximately forty percent of the Australian population were immigrants or of these' that is'

on+fifth of the total population, wêre of non-British origin (bastles et at. 19ú: 1li 25) lation comprises

approximately 100 different ethnic groups speaking ZgOî¡fferent lan guages,'|SQ of those stles ef al' 1988:

2s).
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was further institutionalised with the establishment of an Advisory Council on Multicultural Affairs, the

Office of Multicultural AfFairs, equal opportunity and anti-discrimination legislation.

A new multicultural ideology of Australian national identity now centred around constructions of
cultural tolerance and cultural diversity. ln contrast to previous European constructions of nationhood

which were founded on myths of common origin, homogeneous populations and culture, and shared

experiences of war and death (see Anderson 1991), post-1973 Australian governrnents defined the

Australian 'imagined national community' (Anderson l98l) in terms of a peacefully united, ethnically
diverse population, nicknamed 'unity in diversity'.23

Within this multicultural climate, there has been an overall diversification of Greek music-making
repertoires, instrumentation, music-making events and audiences. Rebetika music-making in particular has

blossomed as a Greek music genre of special interest. While early folkloric multicultural representations of
migrant culture emphasised a pristine rural village otherness, the more recent populist multicultural climate
favours the public performance of the contemporary urban and syncretic art forms of non-English speaking

bacþround migrant communities.24 These include art forms which grapple with experiences of urban lifc,
cultural difference, migration, poverty and cultural politics. From the point of view of offñcial multicultural
policy, Australia has opened up its heart to the multiple voices of diaspora arts.

Yet critical study of the music of Australian migrant communities is sparse.25 In a survey of 'ethnic'
music in Australia, Ryan (1988-89) corrects the stereotypic folkloric image of ethnic groups as

homogeneous by arguing that 'idiosyncratic divergence' and diversity rather than group consensus

characterise their musics. Despite folkloric trivialisation at institutionalised events, Ryan (1988-89: 16-17)

observes that the qualrty of social interaction is central to ethnic music-making which functions in dynamic

ways to project personal and group identities, social commentary, and as mechanisms for adaptation to
Australian society. Other sympathetic accounts of the grass-roots music-making practices of non-English

speaking background communities have been conducted outside of academic institutions by specific arts

bodies such as the Commonwealth arts funding body the Australia Council,26 and regional multicultural
arts bodies such as the Boite (Victoria),27 the Multicultural Artrvorkers Committee (South Australia),28 and

the Multicultural Ans Trust (South Australia).2e Unfortunately, stereotypic representations of the music of
non-English speaking bacþround migrant groups in Australia, while cornmon in the mass media, persist

even in scholarly literature. Smith ( 1993: 333-334), in his otherwise excellent article on popular culture,
writes about 'ethnic artists' in a derisive way when he insinuates that they conservatively preserve their
music within closed communities instead of "turn[ing] the foreþess of their styles into an exploitable
exoticism".3o

Thus, apart from the issues of equity and democratic participation, the Australian experience of
migration and of a culturally diverse population has been partly accommodated by multicultural policies

and programs. Yet monocultural stereotypes of migrant culture prevail. The problematic ways in which
cultural difference and migrant diaspora culture are respresented and constituted are central to this thesis

23 A more critical view posits that multiculturalism successfully institutionalised the social control of m¡grant communities (Jacubowicz

1984'.28-40; Castles ef a/. 1988: 64, 66; Gunew and Rizvi '1994: xii); courted the migrant vote (Castles ef a/. 1988: 120-1); masked the

structural inequalities, segregations and segmentations which divide the country at the level of class, wealth, social status, political power,

ethniciÇ, race and gender; maintained the hidden agenda of assimilation (KalanÞis, Cope and Hughes'1984/5: 212iFro¡t and Monis
1993: ix); kivialised hardships of immigration; and ultimately functioned as a regressive panacea for the common experiences of
alienation, economic insecurity, and increasing homogenisation of culture characteristic in post-colonial societies (Castles et aL 1 988: 13;

121-122). As Giroux (1992: 16) warns, "the ¡ssue is not to privilege difference through an appeal to a common culture, but to construct
difference within social relations and a notion of public life that challenges networks of hierarchy, systemic injustice, and economic

exploitation."
24 Folkloric and populist ideologies of multiculturalism are discussed in Chapter 4.

25 S* fo, 
"r.rple, 

Linda Barwick (Critical Percpectives on Oral Song in Peúo¡mance: fhe Case of Donna lombarda. Unpublished

Ph.D. thesis, 1985.); MichaelRyan (Brazilian Music in Sydney 1871-1984. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Sydney, 1989).
26 Multiculturatism and the Afts (Kefala 1986); Multiculturat A¡ts Today in Austra/ia series (Kefala and Karakostas-Seda 1987).
27 Music of Migration (The Boite, n.d.); Greek Music From Ancient Times to the Modem Period (rrhe Boite, n.d); I Dimotikí A Bief
lntroduction to the Traditional Mus¡c of Greece and Three Regionat Fotk Music Traditions (Parkhill 1984); Record notes to Kritiki Mousiki
Stin Aßtratie. Kosfes Kai Giorgios Tsourdalakis. Cretan Traditional Music in Australia. Kosfas and Georgø Tsoudalakis., L.P. record
(1s85).
28 News/aúfer, the Nexus (f 985-); We Hetped Buitd Austratia (f 986); A Bitter Song (1987); Shou/der Io Shoulder(1990).
29 Traditions and Vloons (1988-)
30 See Chapter 4 for further dicussion of Smith (1993).
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(see also Bottomley 1991). Despite the ideological problems with cultural pluralism as a philosophy,3l

there is much optimi.- itt the ôngoing multicultural debate regarding the significance of the musical

subcultures of migrants in Australi .

Gunew (1983: 22-23; 25-26') believes that multiculturalism embodies a serious concern for

Australia, that of the right to define what constitutes 'Australian' identity. For a cultural revolution to

occur in Australia, she àdds, a cultural politics of identity-the struggle over signs and meanings-must

accompany social reform and social juslice. Musicians as bearers and developers of dynamic musical

traditións Lngug" in a cultural politics of identity not necessarily because it is politically correct to do so, as

the 'fusionist' multiculturalistì may wish, but rather, because it is a matter of personal and artistic

integrity. A¡ts bureaucrats, organisers, producers and critics often find this difficult to understand '32 A

¿Vnamil afts for a multicultural Australia must view cultural diversity and difference as a special resource

(Kalantzis and Cope 1994: 32-33) which can be harnessed with the aim of constructing a transnational

human identþ (Castles et al. l9t8: 13) by exploring local and global diasporic networks with the full

participation and enthusiasm of the whole population (Gunew 1994: l1).- -G.6.* 
(1994: 10) writes positively of the arts of non-English speaking backgroundmigrants when

she emphasises the critical role they play in challenging premises of dominant western arts aesthetics which

function as ideologies of exclusion:

ln postmodemism, particularly its intersections with postcolonialism, the margins

figit back and take over definitions which are the aesthetic legacy of the master

narratives of Modernisms and its pillaging of the Third World ... (Gunew 1994:

e).

Similarly, it will be shown in this study of rebetika that through music-making activities, Greek-

speaking people challenge dominant meanings and stereotypes with narratives which inclusively engage

people in culture-making.
Because of the tinsion inherent between the original culture and the host culture, the diasporic

experience requires that every migrant culture of Australia maintains contact with its ethnic past, while also

deìeloping a l,ocal contemporary-'living' culture and interacting with the larger community within which it

ñnds itself (Papastergiadiì, Gutr.* and glonsti in Kalantzis and Cope 1994: 15). However, while a

transplanted 
"uitor. 

oi its host society may idealise, romanticise, stereotlpe, exoticise, aestheticise etc. the

homeland and the past, contemporury 
"ir.rr-stances 

in multicultural Australia have the potential to

generate "a new hybridised cross-cultural art that expresses energies of many non-English speaking

tackground artists coming to terms with new locations and social relations." (Gunew and Rizvi 1994: xiii;

Grtew 1994: 7). Ar l"g (in Gunew 1994: 8-9) points out, the empoweriúg principle of identþ is the
.where you,re at' rather thãn 'where you're from'. Above all, the post-modern era is characteristed by "the

in-berwlen provisional process, the strategic location and the hybridity of all art" (Gunew 1994:9)'

ln Australia ... we are confronted not with the supposed authenticity of

traditional culture safely located somewhere in the past as etlrnicity or indigenous

purity but of an urban hybndrty which acknowledges the inevitable cross-cultural

interactions of the past 200 years. Not only do these 'minority' arts bristle with

experimental and a-vante-garde attributes, but they have always done so and they

in turn dislocate and deterritorialise assumptions concerning the homogeneþ of a

putative national or mainstream culture. (Gunew 1994: 10)'

Having considered the broad multicultural context within which rebetilca music-making takes place,

it is now appropriate to examine various theories of Greek diaspora culture and identity in order to

understand ttr. rìgnin"ant role that music plays in the construction of identity by Greek-Australians in

Adelaide.

31 These are examined in more detail in Chapter 4.

32 See Chapte r 4 fo¡ a discussion of fusion and artistic integrity.
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1.6 The Diaspora 'Road to Rebetikø' zt

After settling in Australia, Greek migrants established close-knit communities.3a By maintaining a

high degree of informal interaction through kin and friendship relationships and formal interaction through
pan-Hellenic associations and regional fraternities, Greek-Australians were able to achieve considerable

economic self-sufficiency and maintain a strong sense of solidarity with a conìmon language and culture.35

At the same time, Greek people have always interacted with the Australian host society, whether

because of forced assimilation to the dominant institutions of employment, government and lifestyle, or by
voluntary choice through private, cultural, social and civic-political institutions. For example, Greek

shopkeepers learnt to speak English to communicate with their customers; and rural workers isolated from
Greek community networks learnt to speak English to communicate with their neighbours and fellow
workers (Bottomley 1979: l0l-103). More recently, the relatively high rates of intermarriage and

Australian citizenship among Greek-Australians indicate considerable integration and enculturation.36

Greek institutions and Greek-language newspapers have always promoted simultaneous loyaþ to
Australian and Greek law (Tsounis 1971: 208-216).

ln the contemporary Australian context, significant changes have occurred in the Greek community.
As Greek-Australians have gained a better standard of living and achieved greater integration and

participation in the economic and political structures of Australian society, especially in trade unions,

government, state bureaucracies, and as professionals, pan-Hellenic institutions such as the Greek

Orthodox Community, the Greek Orthodox Church and the Greek language have lapsed or become

irrelevant in the everyday life of Greek-Australians (Tsounis 1993: 3l).
Significantly, private and cultural activities have become increasingly autonomous and prevalent as

markers of in-group solidarity rather than the wider religious-political and social organisations of Greek-

Australians. Bottomley (1979: 7I-72;75-76; 129) identifies that for second generation Australian-born

Greeks in particular, voluntary associations based on informal kinship, füendship and neighbour-oriented
relationships tend to form the basis of a positive identification with Greek ethnicity. Bottomley's

Australian-born informants articulate a model of Greek core culture which includes kin-dominated

interactions, especially of mutual assistance; regular contact with overseas kin and Greece in general;

traditional naming practices; hospitality; observation of religious rituals; speaking, reading and writing in
Greek; daily use of the Greek language; Greek music and dancing; Greek food and drink (Bottomley 1979

73-104;131-tSS¡.:z Furthermore, Bottomley (1979:73; I29; 160;176;179) suggests that formal ethnic

organisations and institutions of the Greek-Australian community are partly an extension of primary
kinship relationships into communal ethnically-defined fields of communication and interaction. These

findings run parallel with the present multicultural climate which favours nonverbal, recreational and

leisure forms of community-making. The arena of 'cultural capital' is becoming increasingly important as

the terrain for experiences and negotiations of social identity. This study takes as its point of deparhrre the

observation that music-making activities are central to contemporary Greek-Australian constructions of and

experiences of identity, and that such activities are generated from informal personal relationships into

more formal organisations.
The question of the degree of maintenance of 'Greelness' in Australia has been posed from the point

of view of the degree to which Greek migrants assimilate to the dominant Australian culture. Tsounis

(1971: 492; 526-527) argues that native-born Greeks never completely adopt Australian cultural and

behavioural norïns, nor do they ever relinquish their cultural forms, choosing instead to maintain a Hellenic

or Greek cultural life. However, Tsounis (1971 492-493;530) also highlights the concept of acculturation

33 This subtitle pays tribute to Gail Holst's book Road to Rembetika (1975), the fiist text read by the author about reôeÛka which planted

the seed for my practical and scholarly interest in rebeti4a. The metaphor of 'road' not only refers to a modal improvisatory practice (i.e.

dromos = 'road', "mode") employed in rebetika music, but also to the personal journey of re'discovering rebetika musical culture.
il See Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of the history of the Greek-Australian community.
35 According to the 1986 census, ninety percent of the Greek-born population speak Greek in the home and maintain the Greek Orthodox

Christian faith.
36 lntermarriages are as high as forty percent in some communities (Tsounis 1993: 31 ). The census for 1986 also records that ninety
percent of Greek migrants are Australian citizens (Tsounis 1993: 31)
37 Other factors which influence definitions of a shared Greek ethnicity àre whether Greek migrants are born overseas; settle in well-

established migration chains; are self-employed; and participate in formal Greek institt¡tions in Australia (Bottomley'1979: 15S159).
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which more correctly accounts for the simultaneous process of adoption of host society norrns and retention

of former cultural norrns. In the 1970s, the dual allegiance to Australian and Greek identity was a peculiar

feature of the Greek-Australian community (Tsounis 1971: esp. 489ff). The same observation is made in

the lggOs, when Tsounis (1gg3: 3l) writes that Greek "immigrants are simultaneously Greek and

Australian,' since one does not necessarily exclude the other:

All these trends point to very open paroikies ["communities"] and to [an]

advanced stage of integration or what may be termed the Australianisation of

Greeks. Amãtrg otherihings this means that Greeks have numerous choices in

matters relatinf to cultural life and in the manner in which they shape and

express their Hellenicity. (Tsounis 1993: 3 1)

eY 1979'.

159) rather' a

posit tåtlti:
also
"operate adequately within a kaleidoscope of roles'"

Most [informants] saw themselves as composites, perhaps more one than the

other, perhaps 'depending on circumst¿nces'. Roles wers comparhnentalized to

so*e deg.ee, an¿ it e boundaries of group membership changed according to the

situationl But everyone attempted to establish a coherent sense of identity by

choosing membership groups that confirmed their self identification and avoided

those that contradicted it." (Bottomley 1979: 178)

Language studies of Greek-Australians also confirm a dynamic process of bicultural identification'

selfdefined and other-defined notions of group membership-of inclusion and exclusion, insiderness and

outsiderness-are part of the dynamic cultural processes of identity formation' The sociolinguist

Papademetre (1994) has found in his study

degree of continuity of an ethnic cultural

constituted by fluid processes of bounda

communicative functions" (Papademetre 1994: 50

Adelaide define themselves along a multi-tiered bil

Greek language competency to the "very Australian'

competency.3s

Language use in this Greek Australian community is constantly evolving, moving

dynamiãaily along a multi-tiered, interwoven continuum of intergroup',
.ingroup', "and 'iáio-g.oup' relationships, depending on how actively and

.u."...fu-lly the membérs participate in the maintenance and further evolution of

that speciál sociolinguisiic code defined by members as "half4reek/half

English". (Papademetre 1994: 5 l9)'

For papademet re (1994),cultural identity in a multicultural yet monolinguallydominant society is a

multidimensional on-goàg pio".r, of "logogenesis", a constant process of langUage and identity

modification depending on the social situation'

The degree to rJtricfr 'Greekness' is maintaine d tn xenitia is not in question here, despite the amount

of attention paid to the .fall' of Greek culture in Australia and the 'need' for its preservation' 
-Such

discourse culminates in fundamentalist and nationalist prescriptions of hellenicþ which overlook the

38

un
by
co
of
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dynamic experimentation \üith slmcretic forms of Greek identþ by younger generations of Greek-

Australians. This study challenges the purist notion that Greek diaspora music has diminished in cultural or

even spiritual value because of its decreased frequency or function compared with that in Greek traditional

rural society. Such views assume pristine originary forms of music-making, and impute that rebetilea

music in Australia enjoys merely an attenuated 'symbolic' or 'ritualistic' role.

On the contrary, on the basis of findings from contemporary local research, it is argued here that all

music-making culture, including diaspora rebetika music-making in Adelaide, is symbolic, ritualised and

constitutes meaningful social identrty for its members precisely because it emotionally engages people in

social and cultural processes which generate the construction of rituals, symbols, artistic styles and

identity. While rebetiko music-making in Adelaide may consist of a re-created musical subculture within a

migrant minority subculture of Australia, the recreational, leisure and entertainment contexts of its
occurrence do not qualitatively reduce its contemporary significance.

ln the re-creation of a 'traditional' music, it becomes apparent that 'history' itself becomes a

commodþ of cultural ownership and control (Taussig 19S9). Anderson (1991: esp. 141-145 and 187-

196) argues that the process of ethnic identification one in which people are continuously 'rediscovering'

their shared history and culture by constituting it within activities of the here-and-now, thereby creating a

symbolic synchronicity of time and place with the imagined homeland. For Anderson (1991: 6),

cônstructions of the imagined community have more to do with processes of style rather than with historical

'facts'. Thus, located in a fluid relationship tlrough live contemporary music-making and dancing,

rebetikn are continuously acquiring iconic value as simultaneously collective and personalised activities

which connect Greek migrants and Australian-born generations to, using the words of Anderson (1991), an

'imagined community', in this case, of Greekness. Furthermore, this imagined community accommodates

multþte identities-personal, Greek, Australian, and global. The concept of diaspora musical style as

adopted here accommodates polysemous identifications.

The notion of Greek culture as static, homogeneous entrty thus poses many problems, especially in

the Australian context where Greek people are historically and geographically dislocated from the

'homeland' and influenced not only by their adopted homeland, but also by the global dissemination of
cultures. A dynamic concept of 'musicogenesis' parallel to 'logogenesis' (Papademetre 1994) may be

appropriate for overcoming the preservation versus change debate by giving precedence to thE right to

d;ii". musical 'geme', 'style' and 'change', tropes which have been central to the history of rebetikn.

Especially with such a controversial music as rebetika, one is forced to consider the complex ways in

which a residual cultural form or 'tradition' is re-appropriated and re-constituted as meaningful for its

particular community of 'producers' and 'consumers'. Ginsburg (1992:369) reminds us that at the core of
culture-making activities are processes of identity and community construction which, far from reproducing

pre+xistent cultural forms, create new forms and meanings in their endeavours to accommodate conflicts

and contradictions of contemporary life. Identity construction is treated as a mobile, differential and

provisional process (Frow and Morris 1993: x) of negotiation through "a contested and conflictual set of
practices of representation" (Frow and Morris 1993: xx).

The struggle for survival by minority cultures in the face of the cultural 'grey-out' effects of
dominant western mainstream culture has been of major concem in ethnomusicology. Keil (1994) in his

elaborate model for understanding musical 'style', recognises the dialectical relationship between

hegemonicdominant and minority-marginal cultures, including the role of mass mediation. Referring to

blues and polka musical cultures in the United States, Keil defines style as 'the struggles of 'peoples',

ethnic segments of the working class, to keep control of their social identities in music" (Keil 1994: 202).

For Keil, a community 'exists' through music by symbolically representing, consolidating and transforming

itself. Keil firmly locates this symbolic process within the context of power struggles between dominant

and subaltern symbols and meanings. ln addition to the concept of musical style as an icon of feeling and

identity, musical style is viewed in this study as synonymous with the identity of a community and the

particular way in which that communrty dynamically creates and empowers itself through music'

Thus rebetikd style in Adelaide is regarded as an empowering process in which participants

continuously call upon the cultural þaggage at hand, both 'Greek' and 'non-Greek', to create meaning and

significance in their lives. When participants engage tn rebetika music-making activities, they re-create

,ibtt¡ko with new forms, new sensibilities, new valuations and performance practices, i.e. they deconstruct
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arid reconstitute its practice as meaningful in the here-and-now. As a dynamic syncretic meaningful marker

of social identity, rebetika music in the contemporary Australian context is treated as a 'living' musical

tradition.
As such, any concept of rebetikn as a 'pure' genre is problematic because it implies a homogeneity

of social context, structure, form and content, anã excludes considerations of variation, change and

transformation.3e Even with a comprehensive study of the entire recorded repertoireof rebetika songs, a

feat being achieved by Gauntlett, Paiïanas and Chatzinikolaou (forthcoming) who are compiling the largest

corpus to date of ovei 3,500 rebeti&ø songs, the is itself

problematic, to say nothing of the importance ice and

contexts of creation and ieception which is study'

discussion of rebetika as a 'genre' refers to a broadly ditional

se 1960. In of

t ffiì,iå g
and the differentiated claims to its structures, forms, content, status, value and authenticity. Its very nature

requires that rebetiþabe examined within specific contexts of practice and representation'

Rebetitca music-making culture is treated as a collective social negotiation of space and time: of

. This investigation of rebetika music-making practices and

ate that rebet¡tca functions as a double-edged sword wielded

negotiate a positive and dignrffrng musical style and identity;

and, on the other hand, to counter negatrve rep-resentatiãns of rebetika music, 'ethnic' arts and 'ethnic'

communities by public mainstream institutions. As such, it functions both as a protective enclosure (Said

andasab
s Schramm
culture, to

diversity as the norm". Diaspora rebetika style in Adelaide is a dynamic heterogeneous intercultural

musical 'imagining' of the Greek-Australian experience'

An understanding of the meaning and siþncance of rebetiko music in Adelaide therefore requires

an examination of a nexus of contexts within whic

kinaesthetic forms engage people and frame me

transmitted over time as 'Greek' 'tradition', 'history

Entry into a understanding of diaspota rebeti

rigorous and dynamic approach to research'

simultaneously involved the personal participation in

of a subjective insider, together with a critical

view ofan objective outsider. The final section

rebetilca music in Adelaide.

1.7 MethodologY
Critiques of research methodology insist that the researcher, like all social actors, is a socially and

politically situated being whose research and writing is determined by many factors (see Gourlay 1978;

l9

39 See Gauntlett (1982-3) regarding a discussion of the term rebetiko tragoudi, " rebetiko song", as a 'genre'. See also Randel (l 992: 'l 3)

for a discussion of the problem with the term genre when applied to music.

40 ln their corpus of rebetika, Gauntlett, PaiVanas and Chatzinikolaou (forthcoming) include those songs which have been designated

'rebetiko'in printed and published sources' especially on the record labels of sound recordings. Their long-term Project which

scientif¡cally and painstakingly documents rebefika songs will be invaluable in clarifying the parameters of rebetika'genre'

The availabilitY of recorded rebetika has recentlY multiPlied in size with the release of hundreds of original 78 rPm rebelika

recordings onto multiple compact disc series. An additional challenge to the study of rebetika music is the

music-making in live performance'
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Clifford 1986: 6). This study recognises the'artisanal' role of the author as researcher who selects and

ananges knowledge in particular ways, decoding and recoding meaning systems of the culture being

studied (Clifford 1986: 2-3). For my part this artisanal role is informed by both subjective and objective

processes and experiences.

The motivitating force for this study of rebetikn has always been the experience of music from the

point of view of an 'insider'. However, experiences of insiderness/outsiderness are relative. The following

more conectly describes my cultural proximity to rebetikn music. As a person of Greek cultural

background bom in Australia I was exposed to Greek music and the activities surrounding its performancc,

especially spontaneous dancing, from an early age. I have unconsciously acquired the taken-for-granted

ethos, knowledges and practices which enable me to experience Greek musical culture from an insider's

point of view which is one saturated with feelings, ideas and moods. As such, my experience of Greek

music-making has invovled a deeply personal, emotional and physical identification, i.e. at the level of the

embodiment of musical culture. In the 1970s during my early teens I became conscious of rebetikn music

through listening to the recordings of Tsitsanis, Vamvakaris, Kazantzidis and Theodorakis at home, and

participating in live music-making and dancing at Greek weddings and social-dances. This inspired me to

begin learning to play rebetika music on the piano. My visits to Greece with the family n 1976 and 1979

strongly reinforced my love for the music. There I experienced the excitement of rebetikn music blaring

out from the juke-box of a t¿vern in the most remote village on the island of Ikaria, or played live by

tertiary students at the crowded smokey restaurants and parties in Athens. Since then I have had the

opportunity to hear and wiûress many wonderful musicians and exponents of rebetika in Australia and

Greece. One of the earliest and most memorable performances was of the female singer Charis Alexiou

performing smyrneikn in an ensemble of master musicians playing traditional instruments at the Adelaide

Festival Theatre in 1976.

In my early teens I also commenced formal musical training and began to study western classical

piano music, which I continued through to tertiary level where I completed western classical music studies

at the University of Adelaide. Fostered by my introduction to Ethnomusicology and modern Greek

language studies at University, I began to direct and perform in Greek music ensembles, the first being the

Greek choir and music ensemble called Themelia, "Foundations", established by students of modern Greek

at the South Australian College of Advanced Education in 1980. Since then I have played in and arranged

music for numerous ensembles and choirs performing traditional and contemporary Greek music. In 1989

on a fieldtrip to Greece I undertook lessons onthe baglamas,the'baby'of the bouzouki family of long-

necked lutes, and the small goblet toumberleki drum I have also presented seminars and radio programs

on rebetiks and Greek music, and composed music tn a rebetika style for local musicians. My experiences

of rebetiþa have thus been practical, creative and community-oriented. As participant, practitioner and

culture-bearer, my experiences in rebetilca music-making have indicated to me the varied lnowledge and

significance of this music for the Adelaide community of rebetilca musicians and patrons They have also

helped me to value the specificity, compleúty, heterogeneity and contextuality of rebetilca music and to

resist any attempt to make generalisations about the music. This study marks an attempt to halt the wheel

of time and make sense of this multiJeveled experience of rebetikn music, and ultimately, to pay my

respects to the tradition.
lntegrating knowledge abott rebetika made available to me from diverse experiences has not always

been an eaiy task. At times it has been necessary to distance '\ryork' from 'life' in order to document the

experience and re-present this knowledge in a literary and scholarly academic context. The experience of a

musical culture from the point of view of an insider-participant does not always sit comforøbly with the

objective value-free perspective required of, the researcher. It has required a constånt refleúve

contemplation of the reasons for undertaking such a study. The primary reason for this study has been to

learn more about the musical culture. Another has been to challenge certain myttrs about music, culture,

identþ, multiculturalism, rebetika and Greek history. A third has been to prove that there has always been

a place for women n rebetika musical culture. The list continues ad infnitum.
One of my most important lessons throughout this journey nto rebetika musical culture has been the

discovery that deep personal involvement is sanctioned and exalted. This is evident at rebetikn music-

making events where musicians and patrons alike participate with conviction, passion and engrossment. It
is also evident in musicians' talk about the need to experience and "live the music" Çtrepei na ti vioseis),
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na fi sympatheis). Some go as far as

nos, "pa:n", chara,'JoY", or sevdas,

To gain deep insight into the spirit of

ression
in the

.To
continuous cyclical oscillation of focus between the here-and-now subjective and emotional experience of

the music anã the reflective contemplati on of rebetilca as a serious object of study'

The dialectic involved in representing a tradit onal music in a scholarly way while practising and

icated because it involves a critique of the

As an enculturated social actor, the

r can be viewed as part of the shared knowledge and

Research methods used in ethnomusicology

as central to ethnographic fieldwork attempt to bri

f music as a living tradition because it recognises the

the strategic construction of meaning and identity'

scientific methods (quantitative, qualitative and

deductive) to observe, analyse and interpret rebetika music-making structures, processes' ideologies and

aesthetics. I have also studild printed and published literature related to the subject'
ved most of mY

life. where rebetika

musi degree of detail

using field notes, sound recordings, video recordings, photographs and interviews. Discussion regarding

local music-makers draws upon Jetailed interviews *ith tltirtr"tt musicians from a cross-section of groups,

the taped comments of six other musicians (Mitileneos 1988), and informal discussion with countless other

musicians.
The detailed music programs of seventy events were documented and provide important informatign

about 
'^"--- r--e -' 

In these music programs, 185 different rebetika

songs d. A sample of thirteen events and twenty-eight

rebeti
Having introduced the aims, theoretical and

f rebetika. It identifies 'soul music' and 'roots music'

narratives as the legacy of the history of rebetilca music. ln chapter 4, the emergence of a third symbolic-

2t

41 Vi"its to Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra, Perth and Greece undertaken during the period of research have also informed this study' ln

Melbourne I attended performances of the rebetika music ensemble Apodimi Kompania' conferences and interviewed scholars. ln

Sydney and Canberra I attended conferences and witnessed Greek music performances. ln Perth lwas Part of a Greek music ensemble

Themelia which was hosted by the Perth Ethnic Music Centre and invited to perform and hold a series of workshoPs for the community
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ideological narrative of rebetilcs,'world music', is located in ideologies surrounding multicultural and

world music.
PartZ documents the rebetikn music-making scene in Adelaide. It commences in Chapter 5 with an

account of the migration and settlement patterns of Greek-Australians and their earliest music-making

activities. This provides a general historical backdrop to the contemporary Greek-Australian music-

making community in Adelaide. Chapter 6 contextualises the contemporary rebetikø music-making

activities in Adelaide by discussing the events, vsnues, organisers and audiences. Chapter 7 focuses on the

music-makers-the bearers and developers of the music-making tradition-and examines their musical

influences, education and collaborations. Chapter 8 introduces the various genres of Greek music, the

contents of local music repertoires and programs, and documents the rebetikn music repertoires and

programs which are performed in Adelaide. Chapter 9 presents an analysis of the salient musical features

ãf a selected rebetikn music sample of fwenty-eight songs and instrumental pieces recorded live at thirteen
'Greek music-making events in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993.

Tltis rebeti,ta music sample then provides the foundation for an interpretation of the live

performance of rebetika at specific music-making events in Part 3. The following chapters in tum discuss

ìebet¡ks music-making at social-dances (Chapter l0), restaurants (Chapter l1), life cycle celebrations

(Chapter 12), festivals (Chapter 13), and concerts (Chapter 14). ln these chapters rebetika songs,

rnstrumental pieces and dances are discussed in relation to their live performance, patron participation,

reception andunderlþg symbolic-ideological narratives. Part 3, Chapter 15 then concludes the study with

a sunmary of the ways in which rebetika music-making activities constitute diaspora identity and style.

The three Parts are followed by appendices containing ethnographic data, authorship details, song

texts andtranslations of the rebetikn music sample, a glossary of terms; and references combined with a

discography. Volume 2 contains the music notations and Volume 3 the audio sound recordings of the

rebetikn music sample.
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Chapter 2 Rebetika Music: A History

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a brief historical account of the development of rebetilca. It will help to

contextualise discussion of the specifi c rebetikn songs and instrumental pieces analysed in Parts 2 and 3 of

this study. It acknowledges from the outset that thére is a difficuþ in providl¡g a definition and concise

history of rebenkn beca.rãe of the many interpretations of its complex history,, Representatio¡s of rebetikø

ur. uíro imbued with ethical and nationalisi sentiments which make it difficult to differentiate between

ideology and reality. Discussion in this chapter draws from published literature and identifies particular

strearñs, stages aná styles in the development of rebetilca. It traces the early history of rebetiko from the

late nineteenth century in two sources-an oral pre-commercial tradition and an urban café-aman

enterfainment style-and follows its development thróugh to the smyrneiko, the pira.iötiko and laiko styles'

From the 1950s, the distinction between ràbenka and a broad Greek popular musfc movement known as

laïkn, ,,popular songs", becomes blurred. Rebetikn were subsequently assimilated into all contemporary

Greek urban music g.-.r. In order to provide a se se of the continuation of the rebetiÉa tradition in the

second half of the twentieth century, the most derivative of these genres such as the a,rchontorebetiÌcs, the

"nOble-rebetikn", enteChnA,"art-pópular SOngS", neo-laikA, "new-pOpular SOngS", andneo-rebetilca"'new-

rebetilca songs", are also briefly discussed.

2.2 P re-Commerci al Rebetika
The earliest rebetipø have been defined as a type of urban folksong or dimotiko tragoudi,r demotig

or .,folk" song, belonging to an oral tradition (Kounadis 1975-76:8; Gauntlett 1985: 191) which developed

in the towns, cities and In his study of rebetilca song texts' Gauntlett

(1gg5: lgl) identifies a rebetilca songs consisting of strophic couplets in

uniform iambic or troc mbic fifteen-syllable metre' These were sung to unison

melodies accompanied on long-necked lute instruments of the bouzouki family which in early times were

1985: 171; 192-193).
yet prior to the commencement of commercial recording around ttre turn of the century, a second

stream of Greek urban music and song has been identified as an influential precursor ancestor of rebetilca'

This is the caJë-aman.

1 The Greek demotic "foll( music tradition evolved in agrarian and

mainland, island and Asia Minor regional styles and instrumenta

accompany various events such as harvest, rites of passage and sa

2 i]he bouzoukibelongs to the tambouras family of plucked, fretted

bowl. One of its most standard tunings is d'd'-aa-Dd. Vamvaka

called tsrVouria and gonaÚo which were played in Syros in the '191

then known as the f¿ouras. Today the tzouras is regarded as the

names such as the f¿ouro-baglamas depict hybrid sizes'

ln Turkish musical nomenclature, the family of long-necked lutes with a pear-shaped.bowl ìs known aslhe baglama ot saz

(Reinhard 1 g80: 270). tnere is àtso a tu*¡sn tamiri of iong--necked lutes with an almost hemispherical body, probably larger in sÞe than

ihe bagtama, known as fanôur (Reinhard 1980: 273)'
3 The similarity between the music-making processes singer accompanying himself on a long-necked

lute, and other geographically close cultures is striking g Yugoslav epic singers; Utegalieva 1995 pers'

com. regarding Tu*men¡an irusiò¡áns; ãno Reinhard î ets and epic singers)'
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2.3 Café-Aman
The café-aman is part of a long tradition of Greek urban music. Baud-Bovy (1984: 55-57) believes

that Greek urban music developed in Constantinople, Smyrna and Giannina as early as the sixteenth

century and was closely linked to Arabic-Persian music. He finds evidence of the Greek love for Arabic-
Persian music in sixteenth and seventeenth century notations of ecclesiastical music which appear to be

adoptions of Persian songs, refrains or melismata. Greek music was apparently notated using the Arabic-
Persian terms of maqam and osul to indicate modes and rhythms, further demonstrating its affinity with the

Arabic-Persian musical tradition.
Among the documented exponents of early Greek urban music were the Phanariotes Greeks of

Constantinople, a mercantile financial, administrative and educated urban elite of the Ottoman Empire

(Mouzelis 1978: 8-9) well known for their musicianship. They apparently fused Byzantine, Arabic-Persian

and western European elements in their compositions (Baud-Bovy 1984: 57-60). Baud-Bovy (1984: 57-

65) also documents evidence of Greek-Gypsy musicians commissioned in the nineteenth century to

compose and perform Alipasalitika, "secular songs for Ali Pasha", in honour of Turkish sultans and

governor generals of Ottoman provinces. For example, Gypsy musicians were reported to have entertained

the court of the Turkish governor of Epirus, Ali Pasha of Ioanina, with couplets in his honour. As they

were frequently employed to play for Turkish and Greek communities, it is likely that Gypsy musicians

added popular urban Asia Minor skopoi, "melodies", "tunes", together with local Greek demotic ones, to

their repertoires. Gypsy musicians were renown for their highly omamented wind instrumental style as

well as for their singing and versification.
Gauntlett (1985: 65) documents evidence of the existence of cafë-aman as earþ as the seventeenth

century. Kounadis (1975-76:7) mentions the existence of urban music from the eighteenth century. In any

case, tlris evidence invalidates Mazarakis' (1984: 50) suggestion that caJë-aman did not appear in Athens

until after the Asia Minor Catastrophe.
Most authors recognise the existence of cafe-aman at least in the nineteenth century (Conway-

Morris 1981: 79). The music of the caJé-aman is described as a kind of 'oriental' music-hall, caJë-

chantant or cafë-concerf (Gauntlett 1985: 65) which was patronised by an urban population tnthe cafes

and theatres of urban Asia Minor, especially in Constantinople and Smyrni.

The first printed evidence of this 'oriental' urban music is in 1873a when press reports are made of a

'café santour' venue featuring music played on the sontouri hammer dulcimer (Chatziparîazis 1986: 25-

27). It is not until its peak years around 1886 that this music begins to be referred to as café-aman

(Chatziparfiazis 1986: 25), most likely deriving its name from a type of song called amanes often

performed in Greek café, coffee houses. Gazimihal (in Mazaraki 1984:49, frr. 1) believes that the term
-' 

caJë-aman' is a Gypsy derivation of the Turkish term ' mani' , a type of song in which texts are improvised

in ã Oiatogue between two or tlree singers (Reinhard l9S0: 269). The singers employ the exclamation

interjection5 'aman aman' to win time while thinking of new lyrics to sing. This type of improvisatory

song, either in measured or unmeasured time, was subsequently called amanes or manes and was

performed using the 'aman' interjection. The word'aman' is a Turkish word meaning "mercy", "pity"
(Zachos 1981: 53) or "alas", 'liloe is me". Songs featuring amanedes have also been glossed as

anatolitilca, "eastern songs" and subsequently became part of the rebetika repertoire.

Chatzipantazis (1986: 27-30) provides us with valuable information about the social and cultural

context of thá earliest cafë-aman. Tlrc ca/ë-aman came to the public's attention during the 1870s in the

outer suburbs and country areas of Athens as an evening music performed in outdoor summer venues such

as a garden or square flanked by a café. ln the next decade café-aman rapidly proliferated into some of the

*ort f"*o.rs opèn-air and roofed music venues of Athens. In these more prestigious venues café-aman

performances were described as generating a quiet concert-like religious and meditative atmosphere

ictut ip*rt*is 1986: 79-80). By 1886 caJë-aman had become so popular that it dominated the urban

music entertainment scene of Athens and spread into drinking and dining venues of inner Athens and the

Piraeus coast-line (Chatzipantazis 1986: 55-56, 81).
The professional music troupes of caJë-aman commonly consisted of two singers including a female

singer/dancãr and sometimes local male choristers, ieropsaltes, a violinist, lutist and santouri-player

4 ln the ,,Appendix of Tefs" Chatzipantazis (19S6: I 1 5) dates this newspaper article as 'l 874. Meanwhile, Baud-Bovy records the first

cafê amanvenue opening in'1893 in Smyma (1984: 6$66)
5 e¡ifonima
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(chatzipantazis 1gg6: lg, 57). Other instrumentation included clarinet,6 kanonaki (trapezoid plucked

)fiher),- defi (single skin frame drum/tambourine) and on two reported occasions, a bouzouki

(Chatziparftazis I 986: 66).' 
Th" cafë-aman prágr* consisted of a diverse repertoire of eastern Mediterranean music, songs and

dances (Chitzipantazis tqgO: 67-73). The majority of songs were sung ln the Greek language and

consisteà of demotic folk, urban popr.iu. (from Cõnshntinople and Smyrni) and military music. The urbal

songs expressed love themes, somqof which were particularly lewd. other songs were hashish-orientated

(Ga:untlit l9B5: 67, ft. 5). T\e cafë-aman repertoire also included Arvanite, Turkish, Armenian, Jewish,

iomanian, Bulgarian and Egyptian songs and music. While the majority of musicians were of Greek or

Armenian background, Jewish, Gypsy, Íurkish, Romanian, Arvanite and Arabic musicians also appeared

rn caJë-aman. Tlte musicians were apparently comfortable with their musically and linguistically

heterogeneous repertoires because they shãied a cónsciousness ofthe non-western European nature oftheir

music-making (Chatzipantazis I 9 86 : 6 8 -9).7

From i885, the dance component of cafe-amaL¿ also began to be documented in newspaper reports

(Chatzipantazis 1986: 74-75). Dances were collectively referred to as anatolikoi, "eastern", and

subdivided into Greek, Turkisú, Arabic or Romanian. lndividual dances performed at café-amar¿ included

the Greek syrtos, lcarsilamas', chasapikos, tsamikos and, zei:bekikos. Mazaraki (1984: 48-49) also

documents the knlamanø¡¿os seven-beát dance rh¡hm and a four-beat dance rhyttrm. The zeibekikos was

apparently a particularly spectacular dance preferred by dancers because ofthe opportunity to dress in the

fläboyant zàtbetå costumi and to carry aknife (Vokos in Chatzipantazis 1986:77). 
-.

Chatzipantazis (1986: 81, 89, it-OZ¡ maintains that café-aman canrøt be alþed to a particular

class since the music ànjoyed a'widã public patronage and appealed to social groups at both ends of the

wealth and powe6p".i--, rich landlords,-workers, travefeìs, sailors, shop-assistants, coachmen and

koutsovakidàs, 'tough guys"e the majority of whom were men. Baud-Bovy (1984: 65-66), however, claims

that while members of îhe aristocratic mgn society attended private salons to hear western European music,

cofé-aman venues were frequented bv the kosmãkis, "the little people", rnplyrng urban people of a less-

priviteged socio-economic status. Gauntlett (1985: 66) similarly notes that the café-amdn were. "less

exalted,, music venues. It is true that by the mid 1880s, the café-aman vefire began to attract criticism in

the Athenian press (Chatzipantazis 1936). If anything, these differences of opinion nevertheless confirm

the wide publii patronage oithe music and the discrepancy in public opinion as to its social status'

Kounadis eeTsJTe:8, 14-15) note that there was a resurgence in the popularity of rebetikafrom

lg93 when Greek people migrated to the United States of America and began to have their music recorded'

yet Chatzipantazú (1986: 95-96,103-104) argues that during the 1910s the popularity of cafë-amara style

waned considerably and took backstage porlãon as live voial and instrumental accompaniment to 
-th9

karagiozi shadow puppl m.ut.. to ñv ift. end of the nineteenth century, knragiozi performances.had

entered the venues ..".rrtty entertained by cafe-aman troupes. Attracting thousands of people every night,

karagiozi continued through to the 1950s as a popular formof entertainment'

The ..Big Catastroih"", I Megali Katåstiofi, n lg2l resulted in a massive influx of Greek Asia

Minor refugees-to Ci"""äto- TurËey.rr The pe.ønnance of the eastern Mediterranean musical culture

6 chatzipantazis (1996: ¡16, s7) provides evidence for the presence of the clarinet in Athenian café aman performances in 1886'

o¡."ornting Mazaràki's 1t saà: ao¡ ðlaim that the clarinet was not present in Athens before 1 925.

t ct .t ip"itrris (1gg6: 69) suggests that the comfort with such an heterogeneous musical repertoire among Greek, Gypsy, Jewish and

Armenian musicians has a historical foundation in the roËthat they played ãs professional musicians during the ottoman Empire'

I The zerDeks were an ethnic group of Asia Minor trained and employed as warrior fighters (see Sideris f 91 2-'l 913)'

9 See Glossary.
io The Raragiåzishadow puppet theatre centred around the character of Karagiozi, a popular hero who, as seryant of a Pasha lord during

the OttomariEmpire, uses his w¡ and humour to get out of difficult situations.

11 The Greek-Turkish war has a complex and long history linked t

.''Jtt;,i.":ffiIfii:

with the excePtion

120). Some note that up until '1922 there had been three million

Cbég (1980: 121) notes the census figures of 1,300,ff)0 Greek
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of these Asia Minor refugees altered the dominant western European music-making scene of Greek urban

society and the café-aman, now called smyrneika, "songs of Smyrna llnnr)",|z enjoyed a new wave,

perhaps a third peak, of popularity, between 1920 and 1936 which extended to commercial sound

recording.

2.4 Smyrneika
The earliest commercial recording of Greek music is believed to have taken place in New York in

1896 (Spottswood 1990: 1135 in Gauntlett et al. 1994: 43). There is evidence to suggest thatsmyrneitkn

were among the first types of Greek music to be recorded in the United States and Asia Minor. The earliest

recordings of smyrneitkn were made in Constantinople and Smyrna as early as the l9l0s (Smith 1989: 185;

Aulin and Vejleskov l99I: 27).rt Gauntlett et al. (1994: 43) note Strotbaum's (1992: 172-3, 188)

documentation of the first known recording of a smyrneiko song attested with the term"rebeti,to" which

was made in Constantinople and pressed in Germany by the Favorite Record company in c. 1913-14.r4 By

the 1920s, the commercial recording of rebetikn was blossoming. The song "Smyrnia", "Woman From

Smyrna", featuring the singer Marika Papagika, was another early smyrneiko song recorded in Chicago by

the Greek Record Company and documented in a 1924 record company catalogue (Gauntlett et al. 1994:

43¡.ts
The earliest evidence of recordings of smyrnellca tn Greece is later, from about 192016 when

recordings were made on wax discs by the English Gramophone Company which were'then processed and

produceã in England and subsequently released in Greece (Gauntlett 1985 74,76). The compositions of
Þanagiotis Toundas and Vangelis Papazoglou and the voices of Roza Eskenazi and Rita Ambatzi are

u*o"g the most representative of the mainland Greece smyrneTko style. As to the earliest attribution of the

term*rebetiko- onthe record label of the recordings made in Greece, O. Smith (1991: 323) tentatively

suggests those performed by Giorgios Vidalis and documented in a 1931 catalogue. Throughout the 1920s

a number of companies recorded smyrneikn and by 1930, Columbia had built a gramophone record factory

in Rizoupolis, Athens, which was also used by other companies (Gauntlett 1985:74-75) and became the

centre of recording activrty for some years.

Thesmyrnõikøasamusicalstylesharedmuchwiththecafe-aman. Ítwasperformedrnurbancafés,
theatres and nightclubs, magazia. "shops", "clubs", with a small stage for performers (Mazaraki 1984: 49)-

Like the nineteenth century café-amãn, the smyrnelika comprised a heterogeneous repertoire of music.

played ala Turkø, "in a Turkish style", ala Grelca, "in a Greek style", or ala Frankn, "in a Frankish,/

it"ú* st5/1e", meaning, in a wesiern European s$e.l7 Most songs were about love and hashish

consumption a¡d sung in the Greek language. There were Asia Minor urban songs of anonymous and

known àuthorship (Báud-Bovy 1984: 55-70), including amanedes sung in Greek (Gauntlett 1985: 67;

Vamvakaris in Kail 1973: 96), all of which were played ala Turka, that is, with music based on the

Turkish and Arabic-Persian maknm classical music system (Baud-Bovy 1984: 55-70; Conway 1981: 8l;
Gauntlett 1985: 66; Mazaraki l9S4: 49). Some of the most adept exponents of the ala Turka style were

Minor refugees fled east into the Soviet Union. The entire population of Greece increased more than twofold from 2,600'000 in 1907 to

6,200,000'in of Athens almost Ooubling between 1920 and 1928 (Clogg 1980: 121). Of further significance is

the fact that e ethnic majority in Greeñ Macedonia and Thrace wheré Slavophones and Turks had previously

been domina any case, Gieeóe was unprepared for such a drastic increase in population and much poverty and

unemployment ensued.' ihe Asia Minor population exchange ended a 2,500 year presence of Greek people in Asia Minor.(ClogS 1980j 117-'121). Tlere

has been a debate over whether the presãnce of Greek peó¡e änd culture in Asia'firinor has been continuous or interrupted over this

period of time (see Vryonis 1978 for an account of the debate).
12 I now refer to café aman songs and music as smymetka in order to distinguish the latter as a commercially recorded genre as

compared with the former non-recorded genre.
13 O. smith (1989: 185) states l91O without providing further details.
14 This information possibly contests O. Smith (1*1:322lsuggestion that the practice of labelling songs as "rcbetiko" began in the USA

by expatriate Greeks and was later adopted in Greece.
15 O. Sritn (i992: 106) documents the recording oÍ "Smymia" by Columbia in the United States of America in 1926, in the words of

Smith, "at least before December 1926", although this is presented by Smith as 1925 (O. Smith 1991 : 232).
16 O. Smith (19S9: i84) and Aulin and Vejleskov (1991 : 2S) posit 1925 as the beginningof café aman recordings in Greece.

e clientele of own café aman which she

s, Albanians, ians, Turks, Yugoslavs and

notes that nu rt from Greek were sung in

lno.
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the Turkish-Gypsy clarinettists (Mazaraki 1984: 50-51). Also in the repertoire were Turkish songs sung in

Turkish and Greek tnanala fuìø style (Conway 1981 : 81;Vamvakaris in Kail 1973: 96)'

The songs pluy.d ala Greka inciuded tiaditional Greek demotic folk songs, music and dances,

including the syrtos dance form (Conway l98l: 81;

demotic dances regionally typical of Asia Minor, s

Vamvakaris (in Kail 1973 96) mentions that Asia M
and ai'valiotika.re In addition to this mixed repe

allegro, the Romanian chora, the Russian cossak, 1

(Mazaraki 1984: 49),as well as western European arias and waltzes (Baud-Bovy 1984: 6, Gauntlett 1985:

67) played ala Frankn.
As for the repertoire, it appears that there were no limits on the instrumentation of the smyrneiki

mandolin and guitar were also featured in

male tenors with "kntsares þnes", "wavy

13; Gauntlett 1985: 68; Dietrich 1987: 14; Aulin
percussion in s the defi and castanets

tsifteteli, and (Mazaraki 1984: 49). Moreover improvisation continued to be practised by

musicians, es , kanonaki-players id oud-ptayers-who played solo taximia, and vocalists

who sang amanedes.

2.5 Piraiötikø
Tlte piraiotirka, "songs of Piraeus", were th pre-commercial

rebetika sfyle. These boulouk¡-onented, rebetiks ry in the urbgn

centres of Piraeus, Athens and Syros island, i.e' as a style (Kounadis

1975-76:6-15; Gauntlett 1985: 54'73; Smith 198

patronised by harbour, factory, craft and shop labou
l'hashish-dens",20 and prisons. The b ouzouki -player

109-110, 114) speaks about the generation of n
Aivaliotis from whom he learnt to play bouzouki

Kounadis I974a: 6) also notes that during the 19

entertainment, -rráng smyrneïka, patroniJed bouzouki music venues. This indicates that Greek urban

society had clearly ú"-; sociuíty polarised and that class influenced the patronage of entertainment

forms.
This earþ bouzoukistyle was first recorded in the united States of America some time soon after

'The Minor Mode of the Den", which featured Giannis

instruments (Gauntlett 1985: 86-88; Smith 1991:

rebetika simulated on guitar in a recording of A'
88).

18 ]ihe tzivaeriis a well known amanes from Smyrni (eg. "Tzivaeri", Sinasos n.d. track no. 9). lt is

DEF#GABbC#D (Papagiannopoulos 1992 pers.-com.). The word tzivaeri also aPPears in songs
also a major chromatic dromos, mode:

as a term of endearment, i.e. tzivaeri

27

mou.
1s An arvatiotiko is a piece of music from the town of Aivali in western Asia Minor. Further information regarding the alValiotika is

unavailable.
20 See Glossary.
21 Evidence for this date is derived from the electrical production of the recordings which replaced acoustic recording from 1926 onwards

(Gauntlet 1985: 86-87, fn. '133).
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It appears that the first recordings of rebetilca songs featuring the bouzouki were made in Greece as

late as 1933 by Giorgios Batis (Aulin and Vejleskov 1991: 30 ft. 5l). However, it was the recordings of
Markos Vamvakaris singing and playing bouzouki, also recorded by Columbia in the same year22 but

released in 1934 that were the first bouzouki-oiented rebetikn tobe commercially released on 78 rpm discs

in Greece (Gauntlett 1985: 88; Smith 1989: 184-185; 1991: 320). Because of the residence in Piraeus of
many of tlrese earliest exponents of the bouzouki-onented rebetika,they came to be known as piraiötilca.

Vamvakaris (in Kounadis 1974a: l8) claims that in the 1930s, many of his recordings became sou)ce,

"commercial hits", and sold 25,000-30,000 copies. Up until the time when these musiciar/composers

enjoyed some recording success, they played informally for themselves and their friends in small taverns

and tekedes. The important role that recording contracts played in launching the professional careers of
rebetikn musicians must not be underestimated. Vamvakaris first began to perform as a professional

musician at a nightclub in 1935-36 (Vamvakaris in Kounadis I974a:6), a few years after he had begun his

recording career. Other composers /singers lbouzouki-players contracted by record companies to record

their muiic and referred to by Gauntlett (1985: 89-90) as the "first generation of professional bouzouki

players" were Stelios Keromytis, Anestos "Artemis" Delias, Giorgios Batis, Dimitiris "Bagianderas"
-Gogor, 

Gia¡nis Papaioannou and Michalis Genitsaris. Mention must be made of Ioannis Eitziridis (Giovan

Tsaous) who played a variety of instruments including members of the long-necked lute family and was

featured playrng them in the recordings of smyrneiikø compositions as well as the piraiötiko (see Gauntlett

1985: 90; Kou-nadis l9S8). These piraiötikn rebetika musicians enjoyed considerable recording and

performance popularity in Greece between 1934-1940 (Kounadis 1975-76: 14-15).

The piraiötika differed from the smyrneika in orchestration by their use of the etini trachia þni,
"nasal gruffvoice" (Aulin and Vejleskov 1991: 30) and the "monotonous baritone" (Gauntlett 1985: 86),

togethei with the predominant use of the bouzouki family of instruments and guitar.23 Kail (1973: 23-24)

outlite. the main musical features of the leading exponent of the piraiötiko style, Markos Vamvakaris, as

melodies based on the dromoi,modes, and accompanied by western harmonies. She adds that Vamvakaris'

style was identified by the passionate expression of lyrics in an unadorned vocal melody sung with a steady

staccato voice. Furthermore, Kail identifies that accompanying singers tended to sing loose harmonies in

either lcantada24 or eastern singing styles which contrasted with the heavy gruff style of the lead singer'

Tine taximi improvisatory practice was retained on the bouzouki family of instruments while the vocal

amanes disappãared from the recorded geme. The music is also characterised by a steady dance rh¡hm.
Finally, faii ltOZ:: 24) observes in this music "the newly-achieved blending of eastern and westem

elements", a type of musical interplay of both eastern Mediterranean and western European musical

aesthetics.
Regarding the content of piraiötika song texts, Vamvakaris (in Kail 1973: 33-34) himself claimed

that he wãs the first to sing for people, "their joys and their sorrows, their riches and their poverty, ttreir

orphanhood and their migration'izs Kounadis (1974a:6), however, categorises the songs of Vamvakaris

into two types: the paraponiarika, "plaintive" songs tn zeTbekikos dance rhythms; and the "satirical" and

"happy" songs in chasapikos, chasaþoservikos and syrtos rhythms. Yet there are exceptions to this, such

ur i" ttra song "Osoi Ginoun Prothipourgot", "'Who€ver Becomes Prime Minister", which is a humorous

satirical rong i" a zeibekikos rhythm desóriUing the antics of a rebetis prime minister who will make his

ministers and senators smoke marijuana. Gauntlett (1985: 93-94) identifies a wider range of song-texts

among the first generation bouzouki-players /composers which include the classic erotic love theme,

"orierital fantasiei", satirical and humorous narratives, glorification of underworld themes of hashish

consumption and macho mangas male characters.26 Aulin and Vejleskov (1991) agree with Gauntlett's

22 Some years later, Vamvakaris recalls 1934 as the year he began recording his songs (in Kounadis 1974r¡,j' 181'

23 The categorisation of rebetika items into lhe smymetko and piraiötiko styles on the basis of instrumentation and vocal style, wñile

historically aipropriate, is problematic because of the overlap of musical and non-musical features across the styles. One finds-that

items catégoiiled within on'e style share important musical strüctures with those in the other, such as the occurence of all varieties of the

zetbedko; rhylhm in both sgles. ln additiòn, this categorisation does not account for the cross-over of instrumentation and players that

must have occurred inside and outside of recording studios, and in the laler latko period of rebetika.
24 ltalianate serenades of the lonian lslands. (See Chapter 9).
25'E¿ évqv xóoyo nou eyó rou rpcyouõorloo rrç ¡opéç xcr rrç Àúneç rou, ro nÀorirr¡ xor rq gró¡ero rou, Irìv opqwrú rou xot rr¡v Çevtttd

rou." (Vamvakaris in lGil 1973: 33-34).
26 see Glossary.
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(1985: 168) conclusion that pre-Second World War rebetika song texts depict two major themes: love and

"marginal LiRe".27

There is significant evidence that the smyrneitka and piraiöfiÈø styles did not develop in isolation'

They certainly shãred musical features such as eibekikos and other dance forms as well as the use of

dromoi,modés. Other evidence of their syrnbio crossover between their exponents between

lg34 and lg40 (Kounadis 1975-76: 15). smyrneTka s invited bouzouki players to perform and

record with them (Gauntlett 1985: 90) while they in retum played bouzouki and recorded with piraiötika

musicians (Aulin and Vejleskov l99l: 30-31). ln contrast to Gauntlett's assertion (1985: 90) that the

ense of the smyrneika, Aulin and Vejleskov

of discs sold, it is difficult to ascertain the

y have evidence of the continued prominence of
and in the simultaneous issue by different record

A drastic change took place from 1936 onwar

production and use of narcotics including hashish

I00), rebeti,ta songs with narcotics-related song

time onwards General Metaxas reactivated and

installed an official Committee of Censorship (Aulin

Tourism (Gauntlett 1985: 100) to enforce a public

recording and broadcasting as well as publications.

criminality, sexual promiscuity, criticism of the

organisation, communism, and any other activity whi

Greek nation, Greek morals and customs were censo

(1989: 134-190) argues that the Met¿xas 19

from marginal lifestyle themes, encouraging r
songs with drug themes passing the censors

recordings of chasiklidilca wete made after I
circulated up to 1939.30 Furthermore, new recordings of songs with hashish-orientated

texts3l were made with all reference to the use of removed. Notwithstanding, Gauntlett (1985:

l0l-102) notes that 'underworld' songs continued to b

The Met¿xas censorship also applied to Tu

amanedes, as well as music featuring the bouzouki

note the gradual alteration of record company

anatolitika" to simply "LaTka" by 1939. Even the

the rebetilco music genre, indicating how strongly

'underworld' and Turkish culture. The cultural purg

of players of the bouzouki family of instruments'

others were hounded and raided by police and for

song texts depict a similar fate'3z

27 Aulin and Vejl fe" into "perflroiaki zot", "marginal life', which ltoo feel is more

appropriate since at¡on of rebetika on the basis oia hierarchical class structure. The

term 'underworld' which depict a marginal lifestyle'

28 As an example of this, Aulin and Vejleskov (1gg1 : 31) cile "pasalirnanjoûssa", "woman Frorn Pasalimani", and "Ferte Preza Na

Prezaro",..Br¡ng' Me a Dose to Take'', two songs comPosed by Panagiotis Toun

29 in"re'e gth of imposition of the ce (!981-2:.52) documents the censorship period

from 1937_ for forty to forty-five days 'Gauntlett (i985: I OO-101 : 128) states that the

censorship 936-1941 andwasreinsta in1944'
30 io, 

"r"rpt., 
the song ',Ta chanoumakla,,, "The Litfle Turkish women". The word chanoumissa is variously defined as 'Turkish

woman,, (stavropoulos 198g: 962); ,,madam" (crighton 1g60: '1636) and chanoumakl as "a woman suitable only for bed' (Zachos 1981:

s34).
31 ég."fneø Pingipessa',"1 Want A Princess", "Kouventa Me To Charo", "Conversation With Gharon'

32 Eg. 'chfes To Vradisfo leke Mas",
poúpo vo poç nrrioouv/ rot ro rexÉ poç

ønóoouv Kqt rouç ÀouÀúöeç." ["Last ni

handed/ and wanted to smash our den'/
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2.6 Laîka
In the difficult socio-economic environment of the late 1930s, it is not surprising that rebetilea

composers were forced to adjust the nature of their compositions in order to survive the pressure of
censorship and police persecution. While hashish songs were weeded out of the recorded genre for a

period, Gauntlett (1985: 116-122 190-191) observes that there was an increasing stylisation and
glorification of the 'underworld' theme. Concurrently the recorded rebetikn repertoire of songs expanded
and diversified to include songs about idealised romantic love, melancholy, social malaise, exotic
landscapes and escape (Gauntlett 1985: 111-113).33 As such, rebetika developed into a more lalko,
"popular" style that was commercialised and marketed on a mass scale. Vasilis Tsitsanis (in Gauntlett
1984: 5), a leading and prolific lailko composer, singer and "second generation bouzouki-player" (Gauntlett
1985: 110-118; 122-146), described the content of his songs as simply depicting "distressing circumstances

or happy moments, or tortures, poverty, misfortune and the sorrows of those who have suffered", and

ninety percent "levenfia [manliness], relief and bravery".34 He first began to record his music in 1937, and

recorded as many as 329 songs (Anastasiou 1995). Other lai:kn exponents included Apostolos Kaldaras,
Giorgios Mitsakis, Manolis Chiotis, Apostolos Chatzichristos, Sotiria Bellou, Proodromos Tsaousakis,

Marika Ninou and Stelios Kazantzidis.
The laiko rebetikn developed into a far more heterogeneous genre by assimilating music from both

the smyrneiks and piraiötika styles, as well as from demotic folk music (eg. in the form of the

kalamatiano.s and syrtos dance forms, and the use of clarinet), Athenian plakiotilca serenades, and

evropailra, an elafro, "light", western European ballroom dance music style. However, the bouzouki
remained the lead melody instrument in the ensemble.

The development of rebetilca was further curbed with the suspension of the activity of recording

companies during the German Occupation from 1941 to 1944 and the second enforcement of censorship of
rebetika from 1946 onwards. It appears that during the German Occupation, the composition of new

pieces (Tsitsanis in Chatzidoulis 1979: 19-25) and the live rebetika music scene continued (Genitsaris in
Gauntlett 1992:7I).

After the Second World War, the pressures to succeed through commercial recording motivated
rebetika composers towards an sven closer identification with western European musical styles. The Greek

modes were standardised to include mostly major and minor scales which corresponded wittt western

diatonic tonality and harmonies of thirds and sixths (see Tsitsanis in Gauntlett 1984: 3), and included the

harmonic minor.35 The instrumentation of rebetika music expanded to include western popular music

instruments (eg. piano, double bass, piano accordion, drum kit) and ballroom dance rhythms (waltz, tango,

rumba, beguine, cha cha cha etc) 36

2.7 Archontorebetika
A more flamboyant style of IaTkø rebetika emergeÃ in 1946 after the Second World War in a venue

that came to be lnown asthe kosmiki taverna,the "high society tavern". These were the archontorebetilcn,

the 'hoble-r¿befilca" (see Gauntlett 1985: 128-146) which centred on a cult of 'star' singers and bouzouki-

players. The music catered to upwardly aspiring'low'social classes (Gauntlett 1985:131) as well as a

bourgeois class of clientele, hence the association with aristocracy in the term archonto, derived from the

w o¡d a r c honrra, "nobility".
ln these taverns, the bouzou,tz was exalted as 'the' Greek instrument and its players became

showmen who stood at the front of the bandstand next to star singers. Virtuoso bouzouki'players indulged

in solo taximi improvisations displaying awesome speed and technique. Manolis Chiotis was one of the

leading exponents of bouzouki music at this time and modified the construction of the bouzouki by
enlarging the bowl and adding an extra course of paired strings. The standard tuning of the eight-stringed

bouzouki became d'd'-aa-Ff-Cc, though players varied their tunings as they wished. Closer to the

33 Kounadis (l 975-76: 'l 6) also notes the expansion of song themes from I 945 onwards.
34 'An^d¡ç roroorúoerç 9Àrþp4 r¡ ¡opoú¡reveç orrypéç 4 ro Bóocvo, 14 gró¡erc, 14 õuorr¡fc Kqt louç xcu¡toÚç rorv novepévov ércvo
rpoyoúöro ...", "To rpayoriòrc pôu xoiC nooo-oróv 90%'ro ¡opoxrr¡pí(er 4 Àepcvrrú, r¡ avoxorlgur¡ xot r¡ noÀÀtxcptd.' (Tsitsanis in

Gauntlett 1984: 5)
35 Nonetheless, the wider modal system of dromous continued to be employed in faximl improvisations on recordings. the cont¡nuation.of

the Turkish and Arabic-Persian makam musical orientation is also o ¡served ¡n the ,arka songs of the 'l 95Os and 1 960s performed by the

virtuoso singer Stelios KazanÞidis, and in the neo-demotic songs of Greek-Gypsies.
36 More recently these songs are referred to as Latin American since the release of the double album titled LaÚ'n, (Dalaras: '1987).
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mandolin or guitar family, the bouzouki could now be played much faster across the neck, rather than along

the neck as with trre si*-string ed bouzouki, and coutå render harmonies of thirds and sixths more easily'

Other famous virtuoso bouzouki-pluy"r. ut this time were Giannis "Sporos" Stamatiou and Giorgios

Zambetas.
The repertoire of the archontorebetika expanded to include elafra'1ight'l music heard in cabarets,

ballrooms and review tlleatres, together with a àore eastern Turkish and Arabic music (Gauntlett 1985:

132-135') some of which was inspired by or plagiari

referred to derisively as 'lndocracy' (Tsitsanis in Chatz

to include melodramatic love songs, songs of despair, s

and the mother figure (Gauntlett 1985: 137-141)'

The need to disassociate the music from tire hashish and 'underworld'-oriented culture was a primary

concern of high society venues where archontorebe

recounted by the virtuoso bouzouki-player Giannis

performed in clubs during the 1950s. Apparently

.lub *h... Stamatiou was playing and requested h

to wait in a park were given the 'all clear' to return

960s, after which substantial recording of new

compositions in the lailca rebetika style abated'

2.8 Entechnø

classical music tradition, in their compositions for o

rebetika differed from comPo

s, modes, and instrumentation'
s and recordings. Chatzidakis

compositions titled Exi Laikes Zografies, "Six P

rebàutca music (Angelikopoulou 1996: 30; Vas
(re1e:
with

ded an

1996: 32) which featured a collection of famous rebetilø

and percussion in a light classical style once again without the bouzouki.

Theodorakis, on the other hand. e-iloyed the rebetiko bouzouki'player Manolis Chiotis, the

rebetiko singer Grigoris Bithikotsis, ao¡ ,t6rt¡t* rhythms and modes in one of his most famous song

37 .pepneronolqoe ro eÀogpó xor eÀcaponoíqoe ro pepnértro" (Christianopoulos 1 979: 1 88)'
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cycles, Epitaphios, "The Epitapft" (Theodoraki n.d.) recorded in 1958-59 (Holst 1980: 14, 44-45, 234;

Giannaris 1972:290; Vasiliadis 1984: 107). The music was set to the poetry of Giannis Ritsos, written in

1938, which commemorated the suffering and struggles of Greek people. During rehearsals in 1959 for a
performance of the work in an Athens concert hall, a scand¿l broke out when classical musicians of the

Athens Radio Orchestra refused to share the same stage with the nightclub singer Bithikotsis and bouzouki'

player Chiotis (Giannaris 1972: 130). The work was recorded in 1960 andthrough radio airplay and juke

boxes became a national popular success (Holst 1980: 45).

The songs of Theodorakis' have been characterised as more laiko with explicit political and patriotic

sentiments, while the music of Chatzidakis was found to be more elafro, "light", and western classical in

style.38 Yet both understood the potency of rebetika as a powerful symbol for Greek people. Also

noteworthy is the fact that these compositions which drew heavily upon rebetika were among their first
commercially successful works.

The development of entechna music during the 1950s was accompanied by controversial debates

about the elitism of the entechna composers and their role in the refinement, politicisation or demise of
rebetikn which also implied claims to musical and cultural integrity and authenticity. One criticism of their

elitism was the use of the term entechna, "enskilled songs", which implied that all other compositions were

atechni, "unskilled" (Papagiannopoulos 1989 pers. com.). Others questioned their benevolence as self-

defined members of a 'cultured' artistic intelligentsia claiming leadership of a national arts movement and

represention of "the Greek people", o Ellinikos laos. Meanwhile, some rebetiÈa musicians blamed these

up-and-coming composers for the demise of their livelihood and musical tradition (Genitsaris in Gauntlett

1992: 83-83). Critics (Petropoulos in Gauntlett I99I:23 ûr 40; Christianopoulos 1979: 188) believed that

rather than preserving the rebetikn music tradition, they succeeded in striking a final blow to it. The debate

raised ttre critical issue of whether the entechnd composers were revitalising the tradition in their

appropriation of its repertoire, musical forms and musicians.

2.9 The Rebetika Revival
ln the 1970s, two processes worked simultaneously to effect a revival of interest tn rebetilea and

perhaps its revitalisaion. One was generated by the grass-roots activities of musicians and audiences who

continued to perform and patronis e live rebetiÉa music. The other was a commercial venture by record

companies to increase ptofits in a waning ma¡ket. There is evidence to suggest that interest tn rebetilca

,nu.i" never abated. For example, the writer Petropoulos was active in the organisation of rebetilca

exhibitions and concerts in which he invited first and second generation exponents to perform (eg. Markos

Vamvakaris, his sons Stelios and Domenikos, Sotiria Bellou, Michalis Genitsaris, Giorgios Mouflouzelis,

Stelios Keromitis and others) in 1963 and 1972 (Petropoulos 1983: 628-635). The degree to which

rebetika were marginal is also unclear, especially since these concerts were held in the prestigious Hilton

Hotel during the junta dictatorship.
The social context within which the rebetilca 'revival' initially took place was during the junta

dictatorship (1967-197I) when anti-junta music was banned and military and demotic music was broadcast

twenty-fouì houtr u day on Greek radio. ln many ways the revival of rebetika, patronised by students,

academics and artists, were constituted as music of resistance and defiance.

In any case, from about 1975, record collectors and record companies began to re-issue original

recordings of rebet¡tra on 33 rpm long-playing records. These reissues of rebetikaløve extended in the

1990s to compact disc series frbm England and the United States. Notwithstanding their value as archival

musical ,..o,rrc.r, sometimes the quality of these reissues indicates their hasty compilation and

reproduction.3e
Alongside the release of reissued original recordings, record companies began to produce quality

recordings õf tfr. traditional rebetikn with nightclub singers (eg. Otan Kapnizei O Loulas with Apostolos

Nikolaidis,ao Chronia Ston Piraiaar arñ Eias Mangas Sto Votaniko with Spyros Zagonios,e and elite

38 See Papandreou (1993) for an interesting comparison of the styles and reception of Theodorakis and ChaÞidakis.
39 For example, many recordings are not reproduced from original masters, but from scratched copies. They are also sometimes poorly

annótated with inconèct detailsãbout performers, authorship and recording details. ln some cases, song texts are poorly transcribed.

40 Nikolaldis, n.d.
41 zagoraios, n.d.
42 Zagoraios, I 975.
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popular singers (eg. Dodeka Laïtca Tragoudia with Charis Alexiou;a3 Peninta Chronia Rebetiko Tragoudi

*iit Ciorgios Dalaras;t and Smyrneikoot ^d 
Apo ti Smyrni Slon Piraia46 with Glykeria) who always

included rebetiko in their live concert performances'

Also significant have been the- activities of younger generations of musicians who have dedicated

themselves to the rebetika repertoire, such as Stelios md Domenikos Vamvakaris, Dimitiris Kontogiannis,

Bambis Goles and Agathonas lakovidis. Some formed rebetikn-specific ensembles such as Rebetika

Ko mpani a, " Reb e tiks Ensemb

"Regressive Ensemble", Reåe

Pedia Ap' Tin Patra, "The K
1990s.

One can observe a continuity in the new composition of rebetilca in the works of Apostolos Kaldaras,

Manos Loizos and Christos Nikoiopoulos (called-neo laiko, "new-popular")47 and.of Nikos Papazoglou

and Nikos Xidakis (called neo reietika, Àew-rebetil<n"¡.+t Gauntlett (l99tb: 37) refers to the recent

rebetikn-nspired compositions by Stavros Xarchakos and Nikos Gatsos for the soundtrack of the film

Rebetiko as metarebrnt*, "po"t-rebetika". They are certainly compositions which reflexively and

critically comment upon the rebetikn as a traditional urban genre of Greek music'

2.10 The Contemporary Rebetika Scene in Greece
My fieldwork in G¡eece in 1989 and 1992 confirmed a h

Greece. Rebetikn are neither a mass market at the level of the

completely marginal to the mainstream Greek music scene' Rebe

many others which struggle for a place and voice in the diverse and competitive music-making scene of

Greece.
At the level of local neighbourhood, whether or in a remote

country village, rebetikn music is always heard on pe radio' or played

live at tavems, clubs and bars' The large nightclubs as six vocalists

accompanied by a resident band alwayrêutu-r" rebetilca alongside Greek pop music. Many more smaller

tavems and bars have come to be known as rebetadika,'lrebetikn clubs", and specialise tn rebetikn

music.a9
Throughout the 1980s rebetilca flourished during the PASOK government (see Gauntlett 1991a;

l99lb) which encouraged a populist cultu ment and institutionalised the study of traditional Gregk
the

music in academies and universities (se

Traditional School of Popular Music directed by t The

school offered practical 
"ãurr., 

in traditional demoti . . 
onal

Greek instruments. Du.irg l9g9 Aristeidis Moschos was also musical director of a television series on

traditional Greek music prãd,rced by the government television station ET2 which recorded and broadcast

43 Alexiou, '1975.

44 Dalaras, 1975.
as clykeria, '1981 .

46 clykeria, 1983.
47 For example, the record albums lyrics by Pythagoras' and

vocalists Giorgios Dalaras and Ch with composer Apostolos

Kaldaras, lyrics by Lefreris Papad 9) with composer Manos

l-ãiro", rir¡ó= by Mãndis Rasoulìs a s Alexiou'

48 For example , Ekdißsits Gyfras lRevenge ol tll Qypsl weyl (Xidakis 1978) with music by Nikos Xidakis, lyrics by Manolis Rasoulis'

and singers Ñikos Papazoglou, Sophia Diamanti, Dimitris Kontogiann

49 Nightclubs attended in '1989 which featured rebetika we¡e

Opistñodromiki Kompania) and Oi Dalikes (Eleni Vitali, Vasilis

feätured røbetiha included Taximi, Rebetiki lsÚona, Ravanastron
(Giannis PaPagiann'

live in lkaria at variot

Giorgios Tzortzis)'
averns of Glaros and Manolis on Skyros'
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composed by Vasilis Tsitanis, played on bouzouki in a harbour-side tavern where fishermen are eating and

drinking.

From the preceding discussion, it is evident that rebetika are an instrumental and dance music, and

above all, a vocal music with songs about love, celebration and social lament. Rebetika are a vibrant urban

musical culture with a long and diverse history. Developing within the social context of mass migration,

wars, social dislocation and rapid urbanisation, rebefikn were created out of the everyday experiences of
Greek-speaking people. By the 1950s, they had captured the hearts and fulfilled the entertainment needs of
a broad Greek population. The bearers and developers of rebetika continuously assimilated musical

features from their immediate environment, including Greek demotic, urban, Byzantine, Turkish, Arabic-

Persian, Balkan, Slavic, western European and Latin American, and created a hybrid musical culture.

Numerous streams and styles have been identified in the historical development of rebetika ovet a

period of approximately one century and sparuring a geographic area which includes the mainland and

island Greeié, Asia Minor, the United States and other diaspora communities. The two earliest streams of
influence in the development of rebetika were ari oral improvisatory 'folksong' bouzouki style created and

enjoyed in informal settings, and an urban entertainment cafë-aman style of Asia Minor Greeks. The Asia

Vinôr Catastrophe and the entry into Greece and the United States of over one and a half million Greek

Asia Minor refugees was the catalyst for the further development and commercialisation of Greek urban

music in the urban centres of Greece. Three styles developed through the commercial recording industry

and mass dissemination. These were the smyrnei:ka which peaked in the 1920s; the piraiöti,ta which

peaked in the 1930s; and the tatkn which dominated from the late 1930s to 1960. Ttrc rebetika tradition

òontinued to be drawn upon as a musical resource and a source of inspiration by subsequent

archontorebetika, entechna, neo-laikø arñ neo-rebefika composers. Today it is performed in Greece,

Australia and in diaspora communities among many genres and styles of Greek popular music.

The historical development of rebetikn proceeded with considerable controversy and contestation of
knowledge about the nature of the musical culture. Exponents and patrons endured multiple ethical, ethnic

and class discriminations as well as official and social censorship. The following chapter critically

examines the turbulent historical development of rebetika from the point of view of the broader ideological

climate within which it was created and received. This will help in an understanding of the contemporary

meaning and significance of rebetikn in the Adelaide context. ln addition, it is aclcrowledged that the

attemp to un"*"r the turbulent history of rebetika is part of an ongoing process of rediscovery of this

dynamic musical culture.
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chapter 3 The Emergence of 'Roots Music' and 'soul Music' symbolic-
Ideological Narratives

3.1 Introduction
interpreted from a range of perspectives' These have

d¡mãnk¡ paradosi, "Greek folk tradition", and the lal:ki

pecific thèmes concerned with the nature of Greek urban

selection of Public:

musicians in Greece who debated these themes' The

constructions of rebetikn music that emerged in Gree

narratives-'soul music' and'roots music'-which
popular music. An examination of the content and premises of these ideological narratives will inform an

'interpretation 
of the contemporary signifi cance of rebetikn n Adelaide'

3.2 Laograjia, Greek Folklore, as a National Treasure: Heltenist and Romaic

Perspectives
The ideological discour se of rebetika can be co debate about the nature of

Greek culture since the eighteenth century' This deb rn European scholars who

regarded themselves as dãscendants of an ancient Greek cir they viewed the nature of

Greek culture as problematic because of Greece's lengthy membership of Byzanline (c' 400-1400) and

rat wire deemed too close to the Levant' A western

ed in the discourse about Greek culture, especially

constitution of Greece's national uniry.l This dial

terms of Greece's relationship to western European

culture and national uoitY'2
Let us no* ,*u-irp the range of perspectives espoused by the Greek intellectual literati of eighteenth

and nineteenth century Europe. 
-corr.ì-"tions of Giek 

"ultor. 
can be traced back to the eighteenth

century Greek enlightánment, when 'reason' and the 'intellect' were defined as the supreme faculties of

human life and culture. The social anthropologisl

against this 'rationalist' measuring shíck' o Ellin
uneducated and 'backward' peasant mass. Since

äiff:ïi#;:i#;':,il:åÏ:li**å
indigenous repository of Greek national culture

Greek folk culture, 'primitive' yet'genuine', was

Herzfeld (1986: 24-38; 89) identifies two sc

culture that had emerged by the mid nineteenth c

praised the vernacular and oral forms

interpretation of Greek folk culture, the

Orthodox Christian Byzantine heriøge

1 The establishment of Greece as an nation-state occurred over a long period of.time and was sparked by revolts in

Bavaria arrived to assume Éãã"*hip of the monarchicäl parliamenta{ àemocratic government of the new Kingdom
1821 . King Otto of
of Greece in 1833

3 Nationalist theories had become prominent between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries during the-development of European

nation-states: Engtan<t, rnnãã, èãrñãni, È¡nlan¿, lrehnã, Hungary and Norway (Kyriakidou-Nestoros 198E: 15)'
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Herzfeld refers to this perspective as the 'Romaic' thesis, from the name of the Eastern 'Roman' Christian

Empire.a The Romaic thesis gained mainstream prominence by the late nineteenth century and is evident in

the newspaper reports of the popular ca/ë-amara performances.

The seconã school ofthought, the archaeological or 'patriotic' school, adopted an antiquarian thesis

that Greek folk culture was the living survival of a 'classical Hellenic' culture in an unbroken continuous

path since antiquity (Herzfeld 1986: 35-36). This is referred to as the 'Hellenist' perspective (Herzfeld

1StO, +Z¡.t ln arguing for cultural continuity from the ancient past, the archaeological school maintained a

xenophobic perspèctive because it found all evidence of foreþ cultural influence, especially that of the

medièval Byzantine and the feudal Ottoman Empires, problematic. The canon of ethnic or racial purity

thus became a central ideological tool in support of the Hellenist thesis of cultural continuity which

dominated discourse throughout most of the nineteenth century (Herzfeld 1986: 18, 23,89).

The German romantic movement influenced the Hellenist thesis by assigning emotional, biological

and spiritual attributes to the essence of folk culture (see also Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1988: 16). For

.*u-pl., the Greek folklorist Zambelios (in Herzfeld 1986: 53-54) argued that the "Greek folk" as arace

embodied a national Hellenic 'spirit' and 'consciousness'. In other words, Greek national identity was

inherited, inherent, and racially inscribed into'the Greek people' at the deep level of the psyche, psychi,

"soul". To legitimise the Hellenist thesis, constructions of emotion, consciousness and soul began to be

ideologically 
"ónflut 

d with notions of the'inherent', natural', 'racial'and'biological'. The discourse of
Greek urban music and rebetika espoused such ideological conflations even more fervently during the

twentieth century.
The ideoiogical opposition between Hellenist and Romaic positions was seated in contradictory

historical arguments. The Hellenist thesis claimed that Greece was the cultural ancestor of western

European ciirilisation and democracy. Opponents pointed out its pagan polytheistic heritage (Herzfeld

1936: 113-ll7). Supporters of the Romaic thesis celebrated the Christian Byzantine heritage of Greek

culture, but found it difficult to reconcile this with an oastern medieval feudal-agrarian Ottoman heritage

(Herzfeld 1986: 90-96124-125'). Thus Romaic culture was constituted as the'barbaric'symbolic
opposition to a 'pure' Hellenic heritage.

The ideological tension between these two perspectives was further elaborated \Mithin the academic

discipline of taografia, "Greek folklore studiss", established in 1884 by the first Hellenic Folklore Society.
partiy established in response to the attack upon indigenous Greek culture by aristocratic Athenians, Greek

øHórists employed rati-onalist empirical methods to ascertain a classical Greek heritage. In doing so, they

essentially maintained a conservative Hellenist position (Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1988: l5)'
Thê work of Nicolaos G. Politis, the firJt director of the Hellenic Folklore Society, was instrumental

in the development of Greek laografa. He employed empirical positivist methods to organise Greek

folklore studiãs into a taxonomic sysiem (Herzfeld 1986: 97, 111). In this taxonomic system, he divided

Greek folklore into two spheres: "monuments of the word" which referred to vernacular literature such as

songs, poetry, narratives and myths; and 'traditional activities or practices" which included customs, social

orgãrú*tioo and art (in HerzfeÍd 1986: I t3-11?). lnfluenced by the demoticist school, Politis gave much

attention to folk literature, especially songs.6

lnfluenced by current Gerïnan romantic thought at the time, Politis believed that the irrational and

spontaneous elements of the laiki paradosi, "folk tradition",T were like "sea shells"8 (Politis in Kyriakidou-

4 During the Byzantine and ottoman Emp¡res, Greek speaking people called themselves christians o¡ Romioi, that is, sPeakers of

"romeflla" , i.e. éreek (Hezfetd 1986: 19-2ö; 12.+125). H'ezr"d(igeô: 19-20, 23, 31) argues that the Romaic position is fundamentally

an insider-defined designation by the Greek peasantry itself.
5 The term ,Hellenist' comes from the Greek word Elllnes, "Greeks", who were regarded as a mythical race (Herzfeld 1986: l9). Greek-

speaking people began to use the self-designation Ettines after Homeric times in opposition lo lhe varuaroi, "barbar¡ans", which is an

onomatopoeic word referring to "non-Greek-speaking' people.

ally a literary science with a bias towards the written text' Many

thå impoñance of change and flexibility in folk culture by giving

08, 120-121) also notes that Politis assumed the existence of an

åîËi"îlÏ:,å", î"åiiii:s^3l,'HiälÎ: ". rn this wav Poritis

7 ln this chapter the Greek word /aos is variously translated according to its context of use. ln the context of discussion of laografra and

the study of iural Greek culture, I translate the term latv parados¡ as;folk tradition" and reserve the term "popula/ for reference to urban

culture. The ambiguig is effected in the Greek word /aos which means "PeoPle, mass, populace, lower classes, common people' grass

roots" (Stavropoulos 1988: 493).
8 "Tq eqÀóoorq xoy¡úÀtc' (Politis in Kyriakidou-Nestoros '1983: 252)
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Nestoros 1983: 252), remains which had survived from the past. Unlike the English folklorists who

believed in a primitivã past, Greek folklorists and Politis in particular, sought to prove that contemporary

Greek folklore had desåendld in an unbroken cont lous line from the superior civilisation of the ancient

Hellenes (Kynakidou-Nestoros l9B3: 250-253; Herzfeld 1986: 102-105). The 'Greek tradition' did not

consist of ..dead survivals" but rather, of "living monuments of Greek antiquity"e (Politis in Kyriakidou-

Nestoros 1983: 25 l-253'),especially evident in the contemporary oral culture-songs, stories and poems-

of 'the Greek folk'.
:250-25I), "descent" was the feature that differentiated the

paradosi, "literate tradition". Politis believed that people
tfolk"), as in the case of 'the Greek folk', or literate (logia,

.,scholarly"), as inthe case of educated Greeks. However as Kyriakidou-Nestoros (1983: 254; 1988: 19)

points out, Þolitis held a view of folk culture that was fundamentally static. For him, 'the Greek folk' were

not ttre active creators of culture, but rather, the faithfi¡l passive "depository" or "guardians"l0 of ancient

monuments, the inheritors by dófault of a :genuine national' heritage. The 'folk' (laiki) tradition was

constructed u, u .y-uãior;'pr...*ution"ll ind differentiated from the 'literate' (logia)|2 tradition' which

was the embodiment of mode^rnity and change. Kyriakidou-Nestoros (1983: 255) reveals a paradox i" 4t
view, since in reality it appeared that the opfosite was the case. From antiqurty to th¡ twentieth century the

literate tradition ,efused ìn, Oynutnlc ¿iac^tronic and synchronic assimilation of heterogeneous cultural

elements while the 'folk tradition' underwent continual change adapting to new conditions of life'

Another observation of Kyriakidou-Nestoros (1983:1st) is that earþ twentieth century folklorists

like politis and Kyriakidis treaæd the "bearer"l "carrier"l3 of the 'folk tradition' as diffilsed among a

uniform .Greek people', who were not divided by strata or classes, but by superstitions and beliefs. Greek

folk culture was treated by these authors as essentially classless. In further discussion, it becomes apparent

that literature about rebetilca oscillates between class-based and multi-class or 'national popular'

interpretations.
Numerous strategies were employed in Hellenist laografa to support the tene] of cultural continuity

from ancient times. óne such str-ategy involved the selection and alteration of cultural materials to

;";;i".k regionalla and ethnic diversity and to emphasise pan-Hellenic unity and common ancestry

ros 1988: f8-19). For example, Politis included the

his taxonomic geffes (Herzfeld 1986: 113-l2l1, 6l-
themes such as heroism' 'Historical' songs were

ist aspirations, in particular, the irredentist claims to

9 "çóvrrov pv4¡reíoÚ" "¡rvqpeío lr¡ç er\Àr¡vrxrlç op¡crórr¡ro(',(Politis in Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1983: 251-253\'

10 "eepotogúÀoxd (Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1 983: 254)
11 fnå *orà ,,ouvrflp4o4ç' (Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1983: 255) also means "conservation" and "maintenance"'

12 The word logia also means "scholarly'', "learned", lettered'(Stavropoulos 1988: 508)'

13 "o gopéq(' (Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1 983: 25'l )'
14 ln Greek folklore studies, certain regions of creece were claimed to be superior on the basis of their repository of ancient Hellenic

civilisation. Asia Minor in particular was one such region deemed to have preserved ancient culture in its finest form (Hezfeld 1986: 70'

89)' 
dePicted the heroic
continui$. DesPite
eroism and national
taxonomic category

Ottoman army (Beaton 1980a: '103).

th new content'
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38 Chapter 3 The Emereence of 'Roots Music' and 'Soul Music' S]¿rnbolic-Ideological Narratives

previous Greek territories in Asia Minor and Th¡ace. One such 'historical' song, the lament "Song of Agia
Sophia",rT was interpreted as promising redemption for the Greek people against the sins of Islamic
oppression and Ottoman rule. Herzfeld (1986: 30, 42,83) notes that folklorists also omitted poetry and
song texts with bawdy and sexual references which did not fit the heroic criterion of their collections.

Constructions of Greek culture became more sophisticated in the discipline of laografa. Stilpon
Kyriakidis, a folklorist and student of Politis, elaborated upon the definition of laografa as the study of the
'folk tradition' which has three characteristics: it is "oftradition", "collective" and "spontaneous".ls These
th¡ee characteristics corresponded and contrasted with the "modern", "individual" and "rational"l9
characteristics of 'higher' culture (Kynakidis in Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1983: 251). In this perspective,
Greek folk culture was now defined against the western European bourgeois canons of modernism,
individualism and rationalism. According to these canons, Stilpon Kyriakidis was cert¿in that indigenous
Greek folk culture was not western European (Kyriakidis 19267 in Kynakidou-Nestoros 1986: 205).zo
These oppositional concepts of tradition and modernity, the collective and the individual, the spontaneous
and the rational which were elaborated by Stilpon Kyriakidis became central to subsequent definitions of
Greek popular culture and Greek popular music.

While indigenous Greek folk culture was categorised as inherently traditional, collective and
spontaneous, these were soon to be appropriated in discourse as desirable attributes of a Greek national
culture. Both Kyriakidou-Nestoros (1988: 16) and Herzfeld (1986) argue that by selecting and
systematising ideas about 'the Greek people' and the 'Greek folk tradition', and representing these ideas as

belonging to a national consciousness, "folklore becomes a powerful ideological tool for the formation of
national consciousness" (Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1988: 16) and was instrumental in defining Greek national
identity (Herzfeld 1986: 144).

ln summary, it is evident that throughout the nineteenth century, the discourse of 'the Greek folk'
and the nature of Greek culture was framed in nationalist terms. The academic discipline of laografia,
while concerned with the empirical scientific documentation, classification and interpretation of Greek
culture, was also actively engaged in definitions of the nature of Greek culture, identity and nationhood.
The archaeological and demoticist schools of thought may have differed in their Hellenist or Romaic
approaches, yet together they crystallised constructions of 'the Greek people', o ellinikos laos,by locating
culture in historical rizes , "roots" and in the innate psyc he, "sotJl" .

ln the twentieth century, literary constructions began to shift towards a view of 'the Greek folk', now
referred to as 'the Greek people', as a spontaneous and collective force which could be moulded to change.
The influence of populist Marxist ideology added a revolutionary potential to the construction of 'the
people'. They became of social force which could be educated and moulded by society, and, by the 1950s,
an active creative force with the power to change society. Before this construction was fully developed,
philologists and critics had to come to terms with the one feature of Greek culture that the folklorists had
avoided, namely, the urban nature of Greek life and culture. An analysis of the ideological discourse of
Greek urban music and in particular, of rebetikn, is now appropriate at this point of discussion.

3.3 Café-Aman, GÍeek Urban Music, Bourgeois Interest and the Construction
of Greek Popular Music as an Exotic Object
A significant portion of the debate about Greek urban music occurred against the backdrop of

western European aesthetics and entertainment forms which were well-established in the expanding urban
centres of Greece by the 1870s (Chatzipantazis 1986: 17-18,3L-32). The Athenian aristocracy listened to
western European classical music in their private salons (Baud Bovy 1984: 65-66) in l87l and established
their own conservatorium of music, the Odeon, to teach rilestern European music theory. Middle and
working class urban Greeks attended coffee-houses known as cafë-chantant where western European

17 Saint Sophia is a Greek Orthodox Cathedral in Constantinople (now lstanbul).
18'xqrq nopóöoorf','opcõrxóV','cuOóppqro/ (Kyriakidis in Kyriakidou-Nestoros (1983: 251)
19 "vetlreponofof,'croptxóf,'opuoÀoyrxóV'(Kyriakidis in Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1983: 251)
20 "... órqv Àéyrrl veórepov Blov, ewoó rupíroç rov r0oyev(, rov ÍpoypqrKóç eÀÀr¡vrxóv Blov, Kor ó¡r rov õurtxóv, tov eupumctróv, o
onoíoç onó rrç ouorúoetoç rõfq rou eÀeu9épou eÀÀr¡vrxoú rpórouç eroópp4oe ¡rev o0póoç erç r4v EÀÀóõo, ouotoottxóç óytoç nopc¡lévet
eroÉr erç rr¡v enrgúverov, õev 4öuvri94 vc pr(oBoÀr¡o4 xor vo eyrÀrpolu€{." ['... when lsay contemporary life, I mean mainly the
indigenous, the really Greek life, and not the western, the European, which from the establishment particularly of the liberated Greek
state, invaded Greece en masse, however, essentially it remains still on the surface, not being able to take root and to be acclimatised.l
(Kyriakidis 19Xl:7 in Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1986: 205 fn 158).
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music troupes featuring female dancers and singers travelled to Greece to perform Italiarì melodramas'

French operettas arra ,iititary band music. These performance troupes beloneg!^Jo.a tradition similar to

that of the French café-conóerl, the German cabaret and the English music-hallil (Chatziparúazis 1986:

3l-32). However, pí..s ,"po.ts of the live urban music scene in Athens in 1871 reported on the lewd

pe.formarrces of iemale .iog.r, n cafë-chantant troûpes which apparently created a scandal among

conservative Athenians who warned of the unethical sexual morality generated by such "foreign forms of

entertainmen¡'22(ChatzipantazislgS6 32-33)'

At the same time,'the more eastern Mediterranean urban entertainment geme, caflt-aman, was being

performed in Greek ,116* centres and patronised by Greek proletariat, petite bourgeois and bourgeois

ãudiences. It was not only atlacked by critics for its le

celebration of the contaminating 'barbaric' eastern

1986: 34). As ChatziPantazis (1986:

ern-nourished bourgeois education at

that time towards the domestic eastern tradition of the popul ar strata" .23 The themes of ethical, ethnic and

social class distinctions intertwined in subsequent discourse of Greek urban music.

An ironic change of sentiment o."u.r"ä in the early 1880s among those who had, until then, fervently

expressed their distaste for the eastern

preference for ca/ë-aman performance

of an Armenian troupe of musicians at

for at least two reasons: one because it was held in

music patronised by aristocratic Athenian audien

Turkish and westem European musical elements

'Greek' union between indigenous Greek music and

Arabic and Turkish music and instruments. Others

music and the cafe-aman eastem Mediterranean rep

Mediterranean musical tradition of Greek popular

r the first time during the 1880s the Greek press

being performed at café-aman (Chatzipantazis

at the ôircle of Athenian conservatives who had

formerly criticised avant garde European forms of entertainment such as café-chantanf now widened to

include the Romaic-oriented Greek traditionalists in s

Yet underlying this apparent culturally-inclusive or

a national-political agenda concerning Greece's i
kingdom of Greece.2a

However, the Romaic interest in Greek urban popular music demonstrated by Athenians displayed a

Mediterranean heritage. Chatzipantazis (1986: 50-51)

western European musical compositions with eastern

As musicians iearnt to discern their own Greek demotic

and popular music from that of their geographical neighbours, they then proceeded to arrange it for piano

(chatzipantazrs t9g6: l0l-102). .From á"^tggor onwards as caJë-amanbeganto decline in popularity,

2i The E French cafácñantant, café-conceiland cabaret, peaked i a

performin at and bourgeoisie. These venues seryed drinks and provi nt

including , operettas,-ballets, one-act sketches' poetry, small orch s'

conjurers 19b7: esp.3S37; Appignanesi 1975:9-30).

22 pantazis 19E6:33)
2z xogpe¡r¡révnç oolrxnç norõeloç rurv ¡póvrrtv ouróv npoç lr¡v ey¡ópto ovroÀírtxr¡ nopúõoor¡ ltrtv

Àq 986:22)
24 See Clogg (1979) and Woodhouse (1966).
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40 Chapter 3 The Emergence of 'Roots Music' and 'Soul Music' S)rmbolic-Ideological Narratives

visiting Arab, Armenian and Jewish troupos were represented in journalistic reports as "exotic spectacles

and performances" without any relation to Greek culture and tradition (Chatzipantazis 1986: 94-95). Since

the western European canon for measuring musical value had been firmly established with lhe cafe
chantant prior to the spread of café-aman, the interest in Greek popular music expressed by the

Europeanised Athenian bourgeoisie and aristocracy was less for its musical value than for its etlmic-
national value as an exotic relic.

It is not surprising that by the end of the nineteenth century, all Greek musical forms were being
perceived within a nationalist framework if one considers the volatile irredentist political climate at the

time. Chatzipantazis (1986: 67-78) provides other evidence of the expression of nationalist sentiment at
ca/ë-aman. For example, the singer/dancer Efthalia was reported to have performed a 'wild' and 'ñery'
tsamikos demotic dance accompanied by a loud-playing ensemble which produced bullet-shot-like sounds

and apparently "roused the soul like a sweet lullaby of national traditions" (Vokos in Chatzipantazis 1986:

77). The tsamikos, with its masculine kleftic guerilla fighter associations acquired during the Greek War
of Independence, was enough to stir the patriotic sentiments of the male audience. (ln contrast to
Mazaraki's (1984: 49) claim that women did not sing kleftic demotic songs in the cafe-aman vernre,

Chatziparftazis (1986: 64) finds printed evidence of the performance of demotic songs by women vocalists.)
Apparently it was not uncommon for musicians to be requested to play patriotic march tunes during which
the same female dancer was reported to have executed fast leg kicks, exciting members of the audience so

much that they responded by firing pistol shots into the air (Chatzipantazis 1986: 69,78).
Ca/ë-aman was essentially an urban music venue where heterogeneous musical forms were

performed according to public taste. If milit¿ristic and nationalist symbols were required, then demotic

musical forms, which had been established by folklorists by that time as valuable repositories of Greek

national culture, were highly suitable for generating a patriotic response.

3.4 Café-Aman as an Ethically and Ethnically Degenerate Music
The national content of Greece's urban popular music was soon to come under attack for both ethnic

and ethical reasons. After 1886, journalists began to report a change in the aünosphere at ca/ë-aman

venues. Those situated around the Piraeus harbour had apparently become rowdy and noisy venues where

male patrons drank, shouted and cursed. Writers confirmed the presence of an alleged 'lower' class25 of
patrons such as sailors, workers, shop-assistants and coachmen (Chatzipantazis 1986: 8t¡.ze
Koutsqvakides, "tough guys", "hoods",27 in particular, were represented as disreputable men responsible

for the vulgar and violent misconduct at cafe-aman (Chatzipantazis 1986: 84-88).

Not surprisingly, these reports coincided with accounts of 'star' attractions at caJë-aman The
impassioned virtuoso performances of female vocalist-dancers apparently mesmerised and excited

audiences (Chatzipantazis 1986: 42-46, 57-61, 64). ln one case, the same young slim performer named

Efttralia mentioned above was reported to have performed the syrros dance with seductive swaying
movements featuring swivels of her stomach (Vokos nChatzipantazis 1986: 78). The occulrence of erotic
performances by female vocalist-dancers must have been relatively novel for Athenian urban life.
Mazaraki (1984: 49) suggests that the occurrence of female performers in the cafe-aman presupposed a

relatively open and economically developed society which enjoyed frequent communication with other
urban centres. It is also likely that cafe-aman performances \ilere considerably influenced by the presence

of female performers nthe cafe-chantant and caJë-concert tro:upes. ln any case, caf!-arzan performances

were soon met with condemnatory reports by conservative writers similar to those previously accorded

c a/ë -cha ntan f performances.
The police force mobilised against ca/ë-aman under the pretence of sexually immoral performances

and rowdy patron behaviour (Chatzipantazis 1986: 88-89), yet the caJë-chantanf could have been easily

attacked for this too. It appeared that by the 1890s, the ideological dominance of a pro-Europeanisation

sentiment was rerstablished and the café-aman weÍe now construed as a morally unethical, 'barbaric'
eastern, cultural inheritance (Chatziparúazis 1986: 84). Scholars had shifted their representations of 'the

25 ln these depictions of the degeneration of urban life, Chatzipantazis (1986: 82-83) identifies the influences of westem European

writers such as Goethe, Hoffman and Zola upon Greek journalists who similarly described the lifestyles of the poor living in cities.
26 ChaEipantazis (1986: 81 , 89, 9f -92) maintains that in reality caf,aman enjoyed a wide public patronage and cannot be aligned to
particular classes.
27 see Glossary.
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Greek people' as bearers of a 'deep' culture to bearers of a 'dirty' culture, polluæd by Ottoman and

Turkish ethnic and moral decay. 'The Greek people' continued to be constructed as the passive bearers of

culture, this time of a contaminated eastem Mediterranean culture. The attack on the eastern

Mediterranean heritage of Greece's popular music coincided with continuous military struggles for

liberation of Greek ,.!ionr, especially ãróund 1897 when Greece was defeated in the attempted annexation

of Thessaly and Crete from Ottoman dominion. All association with the culture of tyrannical Ottoman

rulers needed to be removed from Greek culture, including the café-aman with its Asia Minor heritage'

During the mid 1g90s, caJë-aman began to disappear from inner city venues and return to the outskirts of

Athens.
The above discussion indicates that in the late nineteenth century, literary discourse on the nature of

Greek popular culture and Greek popular music articulated a web of oppositional ideologies.2s Common to

all of them, however, was that tirey were framed in relation to Greece's national identity' Two themes

emerged throughout ihis ideologicai discourse of Greek urban popular music. _One 
concemed race and

ethrriõby and c-onstituted Greek urban music in a symbolic opposition between Greek purity and Turkish

contamination. The other theme concemed morality and class and constituted Greek urban music in a

symbolic opposition between 'low' class immorality and Greek laikotita, "folksiness" or "popularity".æ

Ethnic and ethical values thus provided the ideological matrix for a discourse on the role of the Greek

popular music in the constitution of Greek nationalldentrty. In the course of exploring these ideas it will

f."o-, apparent that in particular contexts, the two themes of race-ethnicrty and morality-class \ilere

conflated irrto u single ideålogical trope denigrating Greek urban music as 'oriental'-'low' class. ln other

contexts, the same ldeologicãl trope -was uptr"ta in support of the national worth of Greek urban music'

Also present in morality-áu., 
"o*t-ctions 

of Greek iópuhr music are the beginnings of a 'sociological'

perspèctive, albeit framed according to a bourgeois measuring stick.

The one symbol which united such oppõsitional constructions of Greek urban music as 'primitive' or

'civilised', 'indigenous' or contaminated, 
^Iiellenist 

or Romaic, was the national bar¡rer. By the early

l9l0s, Gieece's i.redentist activities had won over parts of Macedonia and some eastern Aegean islands'

They escalated into the Balkan Wars against the Tu
1979: 101-104). With the resurgence of Greece's po

Minor, tJne santouria of the café-aman "begin

Europeanised Athens" (Chatzipantazis 1986: 94). 
backstage position tofervour. Popular urban music with its eastern Me 
30 The urban music

accompany the wayward character Stavrakas in

sceno \ilas now dominated by 'Popular' Revue the ical forms such as the

Italian canzonetta3 I and Viennes e w altz (Clwtziparfi.azis I 9 8 6 : I 03 - I 04).

Echoing earlier representati ons, café -aman

of a distant and'exotic' 'other'. This is evident in

1912, some decades after he had personally attended

1986: 107-108; 46'47). In this poem, the anato

fatalistic laments which express the melancholic

enslavement. The symbolic construction of eastern

constructions of rebetika. The use of the word "ø

exclamation of the sentiment "woe is me" amplifie

iconic construction of 'oriental'-'eastern song -plaintive lament peaks in subsequent constructions of the

rebetilea geffe.
e/ tfre end of the nineteenth century, the concept of 'Greek popular music' was largely a

paternalistic construction by a western-educateá Gre:k elite who assumed the authority to define the culture

28 chatzipantazis (,lgg6: 24) states that his research is "Direcfly, [is] a history of points of views/opinions, preferences and perceptions''

29 Stavropoulos (1988: 491 ) provides the following definitions of ta|kotita: "populari$, populism, folksiness''

30 The Karaglozì ¡s a shadow d the.central character of Karagiozi,an impoverished 'hero'who used wit and

cunning to get by. Karagiozi rprãuì""J, Aq i1r9!!_"d live rñusic interludes. lt was a popular and comic¿l

urban ãntertãinmãnt forrnuntil the cinema (Patsi '1977: 156)'

31 A light vocal piece with many strophic stanzas (Randel 1986:138)
32 ,,f_o-n'-¿r.*n, sad eastern songs of lannina, Smyrna and I dragged along. with you; it is moulded by your

music, and flies with the movement of your wings. ... A people ckÈJ lives thãt writhe; longdrawn, sad eastern

songs of lannina, Smyrna and lstànbul". (Pahmãs in rryþanis 1 nslation Trypanisl'
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of Greek-speakers. In their representations of ca/ë-aman, the anti-Ottoman nationalist position with its
'oriental'-'low' class ideological trope eventually superseded the notion that 'the Greek people' were the
innocent custodians of ancient Greek culture. The knowledge-power relationship between the voice of the
educated authorit¿tive observer and the contaminated indigenous 'exotic' culture-bearer was marked by a
tension which shaped the orientation of subsequent discourse of Greek popular music.

3.5 The Peak of Cøfë-Amun and the Romaic Perspective
lf cafe-aman songs came to be exotically constructed as plaintive laments for Greek people under

Ottoman domination, the singing of them as laments soon became a realþ for those who experienced the
tragedy of the Asia Minor war.33 Approximately one and a half million Asia Minor refugees who settled in
Greece endured economic hardship and social persecution. Despite such suffering, the western European
record companies were quick to capitalise on the cultivated urban music traditions of the Asia Minor
Greeks. Asia Minor musicians enjoyed considerable popularity at live music venues and on sound

recordings during what Gauntlett (l99lb: 13) observes was a fifteen year renaissance of amanedes and
caJë-aman music.

At that time the Romaic thesis gained prominence. Replacing the Hellenist construction of 'the

Greek people', o laos, as the passive bearers of an ancient heritage, the Romaic thesis idealised the laos as

the inherently valuable passive bearers of Greek vemacular culture. The Romaic view was strongly
articulated in the movement which rallied for the use of the demotic Greek language (Kyriakidou-Nestoros
1988: 19). It was within this context that rebetikn musical culture emerged.

3.6 Construcfions of Rebetika as an Exotic Undenvorld Subculture
As the Greek urban population increased and class differences became more marked, representations

of 'the Greek people' began to be contextualised within particular concrete social, political and historical
circumstances, a perspective lacking from previous Hellenist and Romaic represent¿tions of Greek culture
(see also Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1983:251,253). By the time of the transformation of caJë-aman into the
recorded smyrneika style, notions of a rebetika musical culture and social milieu began to emerge. This
was especially the case in constructions of the lifestyle of the mangas, "cool dude",34 who belonged to a
rebetika subculture.

Tlte mangas \ilas an assertive male character depicted n rebetikn songs who allegedly belonged to a
subculture of 'hoods', defended himself against violence and authority, smoked hashish and patronised

rebetilrn music-making played onbouzouki andbaglamas instruments. Gauntlett (1985: esp. 72-73) and

Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 136-143) find a stylised and romanticised construction of the mangas

subculture in their analyses of pre-Second World Wat rebetika songs, noting, for example, that while song

texts mentioned the bouzoubi arñ baglamas instruments, they were rarely present in the actual recording of
the songs (Vejleskov 1991: 139). Similarly, even though smyrneika musicians sang about drug-
consumption using official terminology, they themselves did not consum€ narcotics (Aulin and Vejleskov
l99I: 146-147). The notion of a constructed, rebetikn cultural stereotype prior to the ascendancy of the

piraiotilea is confirmed in the research of Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 130) who find that the word "rebetis"
and"rebetiko,r" occur only once each in their sample of Piraeus songs. The term "rebefiko" was first used

on the record label of recordings of smyrneika music and subsequently applied to the recordings of the

mainland piraiötika. Such evidence indicates that the smyrneika were integral to the construction of the
'rebetilca' culture. The ideological disjuncture in smyrneikn contrasted sharply viththe piraiötilø rebetilca

culture in which there appeared to be a more intimate relationship between lifestyle and musical style:

musicians played and sang about the bouzouki family of instruments and used street argot when they sang

about the hashish that they consumed in real life.3s

33 The psychologist Kanakakis (1989) has conducted research into the physical and mental healing effects oi moirologia, Greek laments.

He believes that people from Asia Minor sang rebetika as songs of physical and psychological healing (lGnakakis I 992, pers. com.).
34 see Glossary.
S For example, smymetka songs used official terminology such as chagsr, "hashish", and kokathi, "cocaine', while in the Piraeus style,
slang words such as doumani, literally "thick smoke'(Stavropoulos 1988: 594) was used for marijuana, and preza, literally'dose'for
heroin. Similarly in the smymetka style, the word for drug-user is the standard chasiuis, "hash-smoke/, or kokalhopoÛb, "cocaine-

smoke/', while the Piraeus style employed colloquial argot such as Ínargas or derwsls to indicate consumers of drugs (Aulin and

Vejleskov 1 991 i 1 46-'1 47 l.
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Thus the association of rebetikn with an exotic urban underworld subculture was established with

the smyrneitkn. The reputation of rebetilca was further tainted during the l\4etaxas government36 which

imposed a censorship ùetween 1936 and 1937 and from 1946 onwards.3T Rebetika musicians were

peisecuted, the bouzåuk¡ family of instruments was outlawed, songs referring to illegal drug-consumption,

".i-r""fitv, 
sexual promiscuity, anti-establishment resistance and any other social behaviour deemed

immoral *a 
"o.*ptive 

by the govemment were banned.3s In contrast, narcotics consumption by rich

people,3e the thuggêry of pã[ce, õr the sexual promiscuity of bourgeois society were curiously absent from

the concerns of the government.
The censorship of rebetika and persecution of its players confirmed a particular ideological

construction of rebet¡ka in this period as an 'underworld' subculture of drug-use, crhne and prostitution'

However, Smith (19g9: ls4-19ô) criticises Damianakos' (1976) theory that pre-war rebetika comprised

mostly ',-d..*orid' song themes, because, he argues, it was ill-informed by the anthology of Petropoulos

(l9S3i which containedla predominant selectioñ of 'underworld' songs for the pre-war period at the

è^p.nr" of love songs. Furthermore, Damianakos' (1976) contention that the predominance of romantic

lorre so.rgs in post-riar rebetika was evidence of e transformation of rebetika into a noble proletarian

workingilass musical culture was contested by Smith as a one-sided view which ignored the significant

presence of rebetika love songs prior to 1936.

During the 1930s, Oesflte the censorship, official negative public opinion, and dominant construction

of 1930s rebetika as belonging to an underworld subculture, the overriding reality at the level of lived

social experience *as thJ lmyrnetka and piraiötilca were widely patronised music and enjoyed

considerable commercial recording activity.
musicians merely enhanced a marginal cult of
coded resistance to police harassment and polic

com.; 1985: 101-t0t) the so-called 'underworld' rebetika continued to thrive in private places.

Not only did rebetil<a thrive, but so too did hashish-orientated songs. For example, Smith (1989:

189) points out that the "market-conscious" Tsitsanis

record songs with drug themes such as "I Drosoula",
indicates that a popular demand for such songs persi

'underworld' culture (Gauntlett 1985: 187). While
orientated song theme which had been a defining feature of rebetika since the caJë-aman period, it did not

result in its complete disappearance.ao Notwith-standing this, the overall effects of government censorship

and persecution were to give preference to the love song.

Government 
""rrrãr.hip 

also altered the musical orientation of recorded rebetilca. Turkish and

Arabic-Persian musical features were repressed. Ts

"whining" music was rejected by the censors. The

laments were as much a target for police persecution

western European musical aesthetics prevailed and

western European major and minor tonalities and

36 Mouzelis (i 97g: 26) argues that the Metaxas coup d'éfaf of 1936 occurred in the interests of the bourgeois hegemony to suppress

working class organisation. Active mass politicisation developed even more strongly during resistance to the German occupation of

World WarTwo.
37 See Chapter 2 for further details regarding the censorship.
38 These facts contrast with Close's ('1992: 145) bewildering statem

totalitarian fashion" and that there were "no drastic attemPts to limit

thesis on the
subsequent st
Greece's own
agenda of Met
classes.
39 There is evidence that popular consumption of hashish persisted. Vamvakaris (in Kail .1973: 1.14) mentions that affluent people'

leftades, afentades,"rox"å ñãêñ¡"n witn algrireaes, hookah pìpes, in their own homes, rather than in the fekedes, 'dens''
he

nd
of
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all, the Metaxas government pursued a nationalist agenda with a clear preference for western European

'progress' and modemisation (Gauntlett 1991b: 14).al

The 1940s was plagued by war and segmented political affiliations. While Greek people united in a

resistance army againit the German Occupation during the Second World War,42 the Greek Civil War

from 1946 to lgqg divided the country into left-wing and right-wing camps.43 At this time, official folklore

studies resurged with a nationalist agenda. The new ideology of a 'Hellenic-Christian civilisation'

represented ðommunists and any who resisted the authority of the establishment as opposing the

fundamental Hellenic and Christian ideals of Greek society (Herzfeld 1986: 141). Thus the Greek Ministry

of Education took a repressive stance against rebetikn (Anoyanakis 1947 n Holst 1983: 139-141) as a

musical culture which challenged the concocted national ideals of a 'Hellenic-Christian-westem European'

law and order.
In any case, while rebetikn music was ideologically problematic, it was not easily disposed of. A

journalistic ãir.o*r. broke out at the end of the 1940s debating the value of Greek popular music. With

it, hirtory of syrnbolic associations, Greek popular music was appropriated by critics, philologists and

.o.po..i, in a nationalist debate which aimed to remove the internal divisions within Greek society and

define a 'common' Greek culture. The next section elaborates upon the development of constructions of
"Greek popular music", laiki mousiki, as a powerful symbol of Greek nationhood. It will demonstrate how

ethical, ètnt i", class and 'spiritual' valuations of rebetika were conflated in the literature by employing the

'scholárly autÍority' of theìocial sciences such as history, sociology, folkl*, mlsicology and psychology.

It will also become apparent that such constructions legitimised a nationalist agenda, which in turn

legitimised the rebetilca geffe.

3.7 Themes of Cultural Continuify and Ethnic Purity
It had been established over a century earlier that the canon of Greek national identity was best

served by the Hellenist thesis of cultural continuity. During the bloody Greek Civil War (1946-1949,

Greek national identity was a major concern. By the end of the 1940s, the canon of Greek national identity

was being employed it d.but.r about rebet¡ka to claim that it was an ethnically and racially pure music,

belonginf to an unbroken Greek music tradition stemming from Byzantine if not ancient times. Yet the

sa-e-p.è-su-ption of Greek racial purity was articulated in oppositional arguments which asserted that

rebet¡tro was a musical culture comrpteà by foreign influences and contaminations. A racial-nationalist

ideological trope functioned to .e"orr"ile the-culturally hybrid and diaspora aspects of rebetika with Greek

civilisation and culture, especially pertinent to rebetika with its Asia Minor origins, exponents and musical

forms.
In the late 1940s, arguments in support of the cultural continuity of rebetilca abounded. For

example, the musicologist Anoyanakis (19ai in Holst 1983: 139-141) posited thatttre rebetiko laTko song

*", tir" continuation oi Greece's demotic and Byzantine music traditions.aa Conscious of the hypocrisy of

ethical arguments against rebetika by Greeks who adhered to the western European musical canon,

Anoyanalãs concludâ with the rhetorical suggestion that tango and swing music should instead be

questioned for their unethical comrption of Grððk culture. Drawing upon the 'heroic' song theme of th9

tttr¡nto in the Greek demotic traditiôn, Politis (Ig47 nHolst 1983: 143-144) argued that a similar 'heroic'

pilit*rir^os w¿ls present in some rebetikn songs, further legitimising the thesis of cultural continuþ

between Greece's demotic and reb e tiko traditions.
The composer Manos Chatzidakis (1949 in Holst 1983: 151-155) demonstrated his support for

rebetikn n lg4g at a public lecture in which he argued that the Byzantine ecclesiastical melodic origins of

rebetilcawas evidencsof its inherent musical value. He also pursued the Hellenist position by arguing that

the union of þics, music and movement in rebetika was reminiscent of the formal structures of ancient

41 ln his ,Th culture into a modern

panhellenic Catastrophe' a more

economistic the heroic panhellenic

irredentism. of the late nineteenth

century.
42 See Clogg (1979: 13e152).
43 tre Creã Civil War was a war oÍ adølfodonia, "fratricide", both in a literal and metaphorical sense because the'enemy'was located

within the borders of one's own country, if not within one's own family. See also Clogg (1979: 152-165).

44 The argument that rebetka music is the continuation of a Byzantine musical tradition often implies a Hellenist position because of the

knowledgãthat classical Greek music, especially the modes, influenced Byzantine music (see Randel 1986: 1 16).
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tragedy. The argument of ethnic purity further resounded in his claim that the zeibekikos, one of the two

creative rebetikn dance forms, is the "most pure contemporary Greek dance"45 (Chatzidakis 1949 in Holst

1983: 154). Similar arguments for national continuity were employed by the composer Mikis Theodorakis
(1949 n 1974: 160-164) when he listed the musical resources of rebetika to contain features of the

Byzantine, demotic, amanes and kantades music traditions.
Not all writers were sympathetic towards rebetilca. Some used the argument of cultural continuity to

attack rebetikn on the basis of its ethnic and national irnpurity. The composer Xenos (1947 n Holst 1983:

I4I-I43),like Theodorakis of left-wing persuasion, was one such writer who argued that since rebetikn

were lacking the heroic ingredient of demotic songs, they were not a continuation of Byzantine and demotic

music traditions. In this nationalist argument Xenos referred to the martial kleftic demotic songs which

were regarded as emblems of Greekness because they allegedly depicted the 'heroic'struggle of the klefts

for Greek independence.a6 His view about the heroic contrasted with Politis' above.

In his argument against the ethnic purity of rebetika, Xenos (1947 nHolst 1983: 142) mentioned the

music of neighbouring countries which also shared similarities with Greek demotic music. This, he

claimed, did not make their music 'Greek'. For Xenos, the hybrid nature of rebetiko was clearly a feature

which worked against its designation as a genuine Greek music. Similar arguments which questioned the

ethnic and therefore national 'purityl of rebetikn were present in the writings of the musicologist Vasilis

Papadimitriou (1949 in Holst 1984: 149-150) who argued that rebetikn music employs eastern chromatic

scales and therefore does not share much with Byzantine music which is fundamentally diatonic. In
addition, he claimed that the zeibekikos is not Greek but a Turkish martial dance of the zeibek people.aT

The hybrid nature of rebetikn was initially unproblematic for the music critic Sophia Spanoudi

(1952 n Holst 1983: 155-158). In her written eulogy of the composer, singer and bouzouË¡ virtuoso

Vasilis Tsitsanis, she writes of the "variety of diatonic scales with interior subdivisions of the octave"

which correspond to the Byzantine Dorian tropos, "mode", and which also demonstrate a unity of all
"Eastern" music.€ Her comments about the "generative racial traits" of this "national un"a9 (Spanoudi

1952 in Holst 1983: 156) demonstrate the equation of race vttth ethnikotita, a term which when translated

means both "ethnicity" a.td "nationalþ". The above authors starting with Anoyanakis employ philological

and musicological data, sometimes even the same 'facts' such as the heroic song text theme, to contribute

in a scholarþ way to the discourse either in support of or against the cultural continuity, racial purity and

national valae of rebetika mtsic.
However, the problem of accepting the ethnically and musically composite nature of rebetika whlle

maintaining a thesis of cultural continuity was not easily overcome. Spanoudi (1952 in Holst 1983: 158)

alluded to this problem when she stated that the virtuoso bouzouki playing and vibrato techniques of
Tsitsanis have nothing in common with a gypsy style. ln order to prove the racial and national value of
rebetilca, a negative comparison is made with gypsy musical culture, ttre unstated premise being that since

gypsies are racially impure and therefore their music is also impure and inferior to rebetilca. However,

Slanoudi contradicted he. o*tr assumption that rebetikn is a racially pure music when she mentioned the

"multi-sourced racial springs"s0 of Tsitsanis' rhapsodic melodies (1952 in Holst 1983: 157). In this

ambþous eulogy of Tsitsanis' music, arguments for ethnic purity are continually confounded by the

composite musical structures and diverse cultural matrix of rebetilca music.

Such arguments for the cultural continuity of Greek popular music never ceased. Later in the 1960s,

the philologist Dinos Christianopoulos (1961: 8) wrote fhat rebetika is the continuation of a thousand year

old demotic tradition.5r Similarly the ethnomusicologist Kail (1973: 20) pointed out that rebetika

musicians viewed their music as belonging to a "continuous living tradition",s2 evident in the close

45 "o nró oriyxpovoç eÀÀr¡vrróç pu0pó( (Chatzidakis '1949 in Holst 1983: 154).
6 .Th" demotic song has a long tradition, it is created out of the struggle of the Neo-Hellene to maintain his tradit¡ons, to shape his

nationali$, to shake off the yoke lof Ottoman rulel." (Xenos 1947 in Holst 1983i 142)
47 One view (patsi lg77:123) maintains that the ZeTbeks were ancient Hellenes from Thrace who emigrated to Asia Minor and became

lslamised.
48 "... F€ rr¡v notxrÀío r¡¡v õlqrovrróv rpónolv Kot rq,v eourreprróv unoötotpéoeorv 14ç oxrópcç ... nÀéxerqt o yeydÀoç rÚxÀoç t4ç

evór¡roç rr¡ç Avoroñrriç ¡touorx{ç." (Spanoudi 1952 in Holst '1983: '156)

49 "rc yweøoupyó guÀelrxú yvrrrpíoporo ... 14ç eOvrxriç ré¡vr¡(' (Spanoudi 1952 in Holst 1 983: 156).
s 'noÀúxpouveç guÀerrxéç nr¡yé( (Spanoudis 1 952 in Holst I 983: 1 57).
51 Beaton ('l98Oa: 75-78) writes that the earliest forms of Greek folksong date from about the twelfth century, a date wñich does not quite

tally with the thousand year estimate.
52 "To øror¡eío Íou vtcl rouç ö4proupyoriç rou Àorxoú rpayouöroú rirw ouvé¡ero (rrxrcvri 4ç nopóöooq(' (lGil 1973: 20).
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relationship between the Greek dromous and the modes of Byzantine music. As for Spanoudi, ttre fact that

Greek rebetilen modes are related to the larger traditions of Turkish, Persian and Indian music, and hence

an eastern music tradition, does not detract from the continuity of the Greek tradition (Kail 1973: 26). Thc

thesis of cultural continuity which insists on the cultural uniqueness of rebetilca prevails in other more

contemporary interpretations (Kounadi s I97 5 -7 6: 4, I 6-17).
The ideological tension between ethnic hybridity and ethnic purity was also an issue for rebetika

exponents. Tsitsanis, for example, practised a heterogeneous style of musical composition by assimilating

Latin American ballroom dance forms, yet he openly criticised the Turkish, lndian and Arabic influences in

Greek popular music and regarded them as foreign music out to attack the 'genuine Greek popular song'

(in Chatzidoulis 1979: 39-+4¡.st
Kail (1973: 14-20\ recognised the complex ideological matrix within which rebetika developed,

especially the tension between ethnic hybridity and ethnic purity, when she wrote that the Greek 'popular

trádition' and its Ottoman associations were problematic for the westem Europeanised Greek bourgeoisie

who had adopted the dominant Hellenist position.5a Since Greece was dominated by the west, Kail (1973:

13-15) saw the need for a musicological study of this "neohellenic popular tradition" which was a fusion of
indigenous popular, eastern and western European musical traditions.- 

In summary, the literature displays a dominant ideology of cultural continuity in which rebetilca is

held to belong to a long indigenous national tradition. The composite and eastern Mediterranean heritage

of rebetikn is a 'thorn in the side' of this 'national' tradition. As we shall see in the next section, from the

late 1940s onwards we observe a shift in the discourse of rebetika towards the employrnent of sociological

constructs such as urban context and social class which, to some extent, help writers reconcile the ethnic

tensions inherent tn rebetikn music.

3.8 Themes of Urban Social Context
As early as 1947 Anoyanakis (in Holst 1983: 139) was aware of the relevance of the social context

of rebetikn when he wrote that it is "a genuine form of contemporary popular music" created under

conditions of "rapid social differentiation" \Mithin the urban centres of Greece, especially after the 1922

Asia Minor catastrophe. The literature begins to bring into clear focus the notion of the social context-
social conditions, class affiliation, social status, patronage-of rebetika as rooted in the growing urban

centres of Greece which accommodated all social classes of people, including rural migrants, Asia Minor

refugees, manual labourers, the homeless, unemployed and the poor.- 
As writers began to dispute the class afñliations of rebetika music, the social status of rebetika

music-makers came into question. Xenos (1947 n Holst 1983: 142) was convinced that rebetikahai
nothing to do with indigenous Greek traditions, but was an adoption of Turkish music sung by degenerate

membãrs of a decliningurban class in brothels, ill-famed taverns, hashishdens, etc., that is, by the "most

lumpen strata" of the 'þoverty-stricken economic capitalist system" He aimed to discredit rebetika culture

as the most "anti- laiko" Greek tradition belonging to the least politicised and least scrupulous sector of the

working class, conflating lumpenproletariat ãrg"n".u"y of the working class with Turksh culture'ss

Papadiiritriou (1949 in ftom-1983: 147) espoused a similar argument by locating rebetilca wrth the

"r'ebet", someone belonging not merely to the lower social classes of Turkish society, but living outside of
society;s laws, without-tuóiul or relþious distinction. These authors identified Turks and any peoples

related to the Turks, such as the Asia Minor refugees, often called Tourkorizoi, "rooted in Turkey", as

scapegoats for the problems within Greek society. The conflation of Turkish cultural and social

contamination with social poverty now served the nationalist ideology.

Writers in the 1960s altered this line of argument by requesting that the Turkish contaminated parts

be filtered out. In the strong tone of an apologist, Christianopoulos (1961: 5-7) argued that rebetilca is a

53 His racist tone in the use of the word apithmem, 'bottomless', "crass', to describe lndian music is disturbing (in Chatsidoul¡s 1979:

41\.
5a Kail ltszs: 14-20) believed that the'popular tradition" of Greece was problematic for bourgeoisie

who haà adopted western European årtå an¿ rejected their own indigenous culture ith Ottoman

enslavement, ioverty and political weakness. She also observes that anciént Greek cultu ble 'national'

heritage of Grèece, á heritage which western European scholars and rulers had maintained as their own ancestor.
55 'Aropopgrôve¡qr cnró ro peÀoõrxri unoÀel¡rporo rou Toúpxou rororrr¡r{", _'rpoyouõtérct 

qlró tq nto Àorlpnw olPóUctc .nou
oqp'oúp-yq'oä r¡ e[ooÀrullrx4 oixovoprrr¡ roxrrx4 i4ç regoÀoroxpcrlo(', "eívor'göpéol rôv nro qv¡lÀqlxóv ncpoõóoeorü'Xenos 1947 in

Holst 1983: 142).
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worthy Greek national tradition once it has und tendencies'56 He

acknowledged the Byzantine, Romaic, Turkish, *$j:1¡l,^Oli
credited tsitsanis as ttre composer responsible rebenl(n musrc'''

This, Tsitsanis apparently accàmpüsheå by, u-ong 'low' associations

with hashish and the 'Turkish motives'.
Here we see that both supporters and critics of rebetikn contextualised their discussions within an

ideological opposition between cutturat continuity-purity and cultural foreigness-contamination' Always

framed within a discourse about the national and-ethiãal value of rebetiko, they now incorporated the

sociological concepts of social class.

century, their arguments called for
contaminations to fulfil the canons of
raged on as authors refined their class definitions

criminal culture associated with rebetika and the

was addressed to the ranks of the political left who were as divided in their attitude towards rebetiko asthe

conservative critics.
Alongside the arguments against the

which constructed rebetikn as a dignified nati

denounced the lumpenproletariat analysis of Xenos

cl of the'å ifä:
with the new

city" (Kail 1973: I9). The rebetologist Kounadis (1 'L?:ny-y:::
thó creation of a new proletariat class during the man agranan

monop"ForthesociologistDamianakos(inSmittt
longeà d 'undenruorld' culture while the post-war

into a proìetaiat wo 1970s' rebetika

was retrospectively deñned as working class music' The of rebetikn had

dissipated into a 'popular' music which, as further di quired national

significance r _,_ _ __j^^¿r^-^ ^- +L^ ^^# nr
Constructions of the patronage of rebetika along class lines may have been projections onthe pal.t of

writers, for there is evidence that especially in an 
":ban 

conæ{ where a heterogeneous populatiox coe-xlsls'

the identification of Greek people wtt¡ reíenrn crossed class boundaries. For example, the latko rebetiko

of Papazogl ou as laiko because "all the social classes

c of Vamvakaris. Yet he overlooked the fact that the

for a

;#,
Greeks at the Platano tavern n 1937 (Chatzidoulis

sly enjoyed by Greek urban people from all social

ideological interests of two dif[erent

groups located at either end of the political 5 was a conservative and Europeanised

Greek elite who rejected rebetika as an unethi nd 'oriental' forergn music; an!-at the other end was an

.orthodox, Marxist circle which condemned the rebetika culture as an underworld 'opiate of the-masses''

yet neither group could deny the pop,rlarity of the music. The following discussion traces the ideological

47

56 .¡peró(ovrw nogi yra aororeprr{ rógopo4 énpene vo 9úyouv rc ÇÉvo olot¡eío "' vo Àefrgouv or ¡uõoleç ponéÇ (ChristianoPoulos

1961: 7).
57 .To Àqpnrxópro¡ro ouró ro nÉru¡e, o¡eõóv póvoç rou, o Àorróç ouv0érr¡ç rcr priyoç lou pnou(ourroÚ BoolÀr¡ç Tortoúvr¡('

(Christianopoulos 1961 : 7).
ò8 ,,ro 

^orró 
(l<ail '1973: 13I l(ail ('1973:27 fn'

betonging to t class ("4 noqrilgor¡ rqç oypti.ypor¡ç.

the culture of rgeois ciass;' lt is important to note t
double meaning of "bourgeois" and "urban".
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development of constructions which began to universalise the social foundations of rebetika as common to

Greeks of all social strata (Kounadis 1975-76: I7). It explores the way in which the concep of "the

popular", to laitko, becomes conflated with Greek national identity, and the way rebetilca as a 'popular

Greek tradition' becomes iconic of the 'common' national sentiments of Greek people.

3.9 Constructions of the Laikor "the Popular", as an Appcndage of National
Politics
Even though Xenos (1949 in Holst 1983: 142-143) designated rebetilca an"antí-lailco" tradition, he

did recognise thai there were 'good sides' which needed to be developed for the good of the people.5e In a

similar tone, Papadimitriou (1949 in Holst 1983: 145-151) wrote of the need to discriminate between two

types of rebetika: the "real" rebetilca about love; and the immoral rebetika which eulogise hashish, dens

and pornography and have nothing to do with the 'Greek people'. ln these representations, the

'underworld' rebetilca are clearly excluded. Theodorakis (1949 in 1974: 16I-162, 168-169) followed a

similar line of thought when he argued that while rebetika is the creation of the lowest social strata found in

tekedes and harbours, they do have a dignified form, "the genuine and true popular song", which reflects

'the life and feelings of the working people" (Theodorakis 1949 n 1974: 168¡.oo

Constructions of rebetitra began to fit the national-popular trope as a music which unified Greek

people. ln a reflective interview conducted during the 1970s, Tsitsanis (in Chatzidoulis 1979) largely

àisássociated himself from rebetika, preferÅng to refer to his music as laTki mousiki. It is interesting to

note that he believed that his career as a composer peaked during the German Occupation (1941-1945), a

time which he characterised as tragic and shattering, yet one in which he was able to express the 'best'

'truth' of his 'soul' in his songs (Chatzidoulis 1979: 19-20). The German Occupation was atime which

united Greeks against the Axis forces in a common cause for national liberation. The patriotic message

was read into most songs of the time. Similar experiences of Greek solidarity are also implicit in the

comments of the singer, composer and bouzouki-player Michalis Genitsaris (1992 75-76) who said that

during the German Occupation, musicians on stage had to deal with Italians and Germans, meaning, with a

"o.riot 
enemy, while after liberation during the Greek Civil War, they were forced to deal with Greeks of

polarised political persuasions.6l
In à somewhat patronising tone, authors in the late 1940s proceeded to argue that both rebetika alnd

the masses needed cultivation to realise a national-popular status. Papadimitriou (1949 in Holst 1983:

145-146) declared that because people cannot discriminate between the two types of rebetikn and tend to

label anything that is not elafro, "light populaf',"rebetiko", all rebetika must therefore be attacked. Only

the 'good' ,lbrnl*, meaning, those without 'low' class associations and ethnic contaminations, should be

pronioted to raise the national consciousness of 'the people'. [t was not surprising to find that the best

qualified to carry out this important social task were the western-trained composers.

Theodorakis espousedthis ideology in his arguments, though not without flaws. In his (Theodorakis

1949 in 1974: 169) model for the development of a new national School of Greek Music, Theodorakis

argued that rebetikn was a suitable geffe upon which to found a new song movement, firstþ, because it
bJonged to a continuous Greek musiõ tradition and secondly, because it provided an example of the wayìn
which new music could be created from the assimilation of various musical sources. For Theodorakis, the

composite nature of rebetika constituted its formal potential and inspiration for new compositions.

However, rebetikn song texts were once again considered problematic and requiring refinement of
'underworld' themes. Theodorakis (1949 n 1974:165-163) isolated certain 'virtuous' rebetilca song text

themes-chivalrous love, bitterness, the tortures of poor people, the relationship between son and

Mother-as those upon which a new song movement should be built. Yet, these directives contradicted his

own statement thal the music and lyrics of Greek popular music were intimately tied together as an

s9 Christianopoulos (1979: 175) in his critical review of literature on rebetika since 1 947, pointed to the hypocrisy oJ this final statement of

Xenos who continued to condemn rebetika even after it had been cultivated with 'social value' 'for the people' by Mikis Theodorakis.

60 ,To rpoyorlõl quló Çaxfvr¡oe cn' ro q, rouç rerÉõeç, rc Àtl¡ávrc Kqt rtç ouvolKfeç ¡le rç ÇÚÀlveç

pncpdyräç.i (Theodorakís 19,19 in 1974: oÀr¡0rvii Àcrró ipoyoÚõt öev_é¡et ropprd onoÀÚtuf.%Éo.rl pt

i¿x¿åeç, Xáøàq rÀn.", "ro nepre¡óyevo T ro ouvoro0{yorc rou epyo(óp¿vou ÀqtroÚ, efvct y'úÀÀo Àoyto

yv4oro ror oÀr¡Orvó Àotxó tpoyoúõt.'(Theodorakis 1949 in 1974: 168).
6l iflqrf epeíç eí¡o¡re vo xúvoupe pe rou lrcÀoúç Kqt p€ rouç Feppavoúç. Tópc ¡re ro Aereppprcvú öev {Çepeç noróç efvor o évoç xol noÉç

o ríAÀoç." (Genitsaris in Gauntlett 1992: 7$76).
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3

expression of working people (Theodorakis 1949 n 1974: 162),the implication being that the lyrics should

not be separated from the entire musical culture.

Nônetheless, Theodorakis (1949 n 1974: 6l-164;168-169) believed ttrat composers had a mgra!

obligationto raise rebetikn out of the lower social :ata of its creation andto'elevate'it into a'higher'

musical form.62 The pendulum now appeared to s

which held that 'the people' are an ignorant mass r
ideology, now embedded in a Marxist
raise the political consciousness of
Theodorakis' owrl view that 'the pe

environment, struggles and traditioni (Theodorakis 1949 n 1974:157). On the one hand, rebetika was the

many stirring songs and music in a rebetilca style which were successful.o3 Perhaps his own words best

described his realisation of the potency of rebet¡kn as a national symbol when he said that rebetika music

"spreads and conquers the popuîar masses" (Theodorakis 1949 n 1974: I62¡'e+

The discourse from the 1950s onwards referred to rebetikn more and more as the lai:kn tragoudi,
.,popular song" and laïki mousiki, "popular music". The social status of rebetikn in the public mind had

transformed from an underworld subculture to a nat

market realþ which had established rebetikn as a

While Tsitsanis was unanimously credited as the

rebetika, even Vamvakaris (in Kail 1973: 96) retrosp

as the first kind of 'popular music'. The statements

of their music with theìuccess of their commercial recordings which reached a national audience'

Thus constructions of rebetika had now extended to include a national-popular uni-class affiliation'
.popular culture, itself began to be comple rticular aspirations of a 'community' of

Cóf. people, and rebenfu music u. th" community. The following discussion

moves to constructions of the rebetikn mu ed around notions of the individual-in-

community. The male character of the mangas played a key role as the archetype of the individual insider

of rebetika culture.

3.10 The Rote of the Mangas and the Expression of the Individual-in-

CommunitY
Authors had ålways concerned themselves with describing the nalure of expression n rebetikn

music. The primary evidénce for their expositions was to be found tn rebetilca song texts, linguistic-literary

,'åi'i'3r'',91ì"1':,-;#'ätil"J.:ä"i;

,, io" of llÏ,* 
,j# 

J:'::',i"H,",ffiffi :,#:ffi

",#:\?'^i:;Z;i"i:¿:îT*.iå";ff

composers 
..are such taïko peopte and #:T:î$.f::r::":"i;:í'!rÍ"nn*{eeling, that their n¿me

ceases to represent individ;d circumstances" (-Chtistianopoulos 196I: 7)-66 ln these constructions,

rebetipa are idealised and romanticised as the 'genuine' 'truthful' expression of the sentiments of a

62 .xperóçero v, caoporóvoupe ön¡uoupyrró rq Àqrxú øror¡eío, vo ro ¡reronÀógoupe xot rqrónv vq rq ouvgÉroupe oe ovórepeç Pop{p4'"

(Theodorakis 1949 in 1974: 168).
ò3 See Epfraptrios (19s&59), Epiphaneia (1958-59) and Ta Tragoudia tou Ne4rou Adelfou (1962)'

64 "ÇonÀóverat xot xoro¡rd rrç Àorxéç pú(e( (Theodorakis 1949 in 1974" 162)'

65 lnterv¡ews for the autobiography of Markos Vamvakaris commenced in f 967 and resumed in 1969 (l(ail 1973: 7, 9)'

66 .to ó, yvtopíþupe rouç ouvgÉreç rurv pepnérrxulv, õev É¡ar oqpcoic:.eívcr róoo noÀú Àorxoí órßprrlnot rat ro rpcyoúõr rouç exqpd(et

róoo noÀú ro Àq6ó oio€q¡ro, nou ro óvo¡ro rouç noúer;;,ürì"¡öÑeúet oroprxÉç xorcanóoetç.' (christianopoulos 1961 : 7)'
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collective whole, the Greek people'. Composers are similarly idealised and romanticised as the selfless

voices of the community.6T
In these views we see a new ideological narrative emerging in which rebetilca are constructed as the

'genuine', direct emotional expression of the feelings and life experiences of a community. In his

dìscussion of western rock music, Frith (1931) similarþ identified a 'folk ideology' of music as the

expression of a community.6e From thc latc 1940s, Greek writers appear to have referred to this particular

ideological thread with their frequent uses of the term laiko, "the popular" as an ethos surroundng rebetiko

music. Latteo folk ideology accommodated the ideological oscillation between mainstream and marginal

constructions of rebetikn.
The folk or laiko ethos of rebetika was further disclosed intextual representations of the mangas,

"cool dude", "hood" character,6g also used interchangeably with the term "rebefis", a player and/or patron

of rebetiknJo For Kail (1973: 16-19), rebetikn music-making culture is essentially an unpoliticised

resistance to bourgeois lifestyle by the monges (pl.) who belonged to a particular social group of the

working class. Tlre *orgos measured his own self-worth in terms of a lifestyle shared with his parea,

".o.piry of friends". This lifestyle centred around individual expression of personality through various

sociai aciivities and rituals, especially listening to and playing music, dancing, smoking hashish, romantic

relationships, attire and converiation]t ln Kail's (1973: 17-lS) analysis of the lifestyle of the mangas, she

finds that 
^through 

these subcultural rituals , the manga.r expressed himself within the social group of the

parea . In other words, ttre activities of the mangas were generated both inwardly and outwardly:

TIte mangas who will succeed in offering joy, consolation, courage, warmth,

patience, hope, rhythm, song, wisdom etc. from his own [regional] homeland and

from his own tradition, in a way that makes him acceptable, distinguishable and

admired tnhis parea [company of füends], this mangas is recognised (Kail 1973 :

1e).

Above all, the mangas was a meraklis,l2 experiencing and appreciating life with dedication and

meraki,'þassion't3 (Kail 1973 : I 8).

T1è mangas rebetika subculture was a heterogeneous group. Vamvakaris (in Kail 1973; esp' 119-

124) described á continuum of symb olic mangas types. At one end was the koutsavaÈrs, 'tough guys", th€

leasi reputable mangas, who stõle, frequented gaol, carried a knife and was ever ready to defend himself

with viålence.7a At-the other end of thJcontinuum was the noble dervisis, "dervish", a "quiet" but "smart"

man comparable with his Sufi monk namesake who peacefully smoked hashish and enjoyed musicJ5

Gauntlettllgg5b: 38)76 locates the construction of the koutsqvakis-mangas type associated with rebetikn

musical culture in the Greek shadow-puppet theatre, Athenian review and later Greek cinema. He also

observes the heterogeneous nature of the rebetis character which ranges from ancient muse to revolutionary

67 For Christianopoulos (1961 : 7), rebetika so genuinely expressed 'the community'that it was comparablewith the older and longer

demotic music trabition, a genre wãLestablished Uy folkloiists in the nineteenth century as symbolic of the Greek nation.

68 A folk ideology can be traced back to an eighteenth century German Romantic construction of 'The common foll('.

69 See Glossary.
70 While predominanily a male culture, rebetika song texts also depict an assertive female counterpart of the mangas who is variously

refened to as the mang¡ora, mangLssa, tsachpina, de¡öedenssa, etc.
71 ln Kail's interpretation (1973: 17-18), the mangas defined himself as a lover of the 'nice things in life'. Even if he 'did time' in gaol, he

los 1988:938),
Above all he n

without police h
" (Zachos 1981

music were also central activities of the mangas..
72 ,," p"t"on with meraki'. The term meraklis comes from the word meraw. See Glossary.

73 see Glossary.
7a Reprooucini what appear to be common derogatory representations of Asia Minor refugees, Vamvakaris (in lGil 1973: ry'-102)
depictäd Asia ùinor rettijees, especially those from smyrnâ, as the most poverty-stricken anã dishonourable criminal element of Greek

society such as thieves, pick-pockets.
75 On occasions when hashish was consumed, the mangas would sit quietly, watch, listen to the music and rømvaze, 'muse", withoul a

bad thought in his mind. Bouzou?i-players were exafieð and their insiruments regarded as sacred objects (Vamvakaris in lGil 1973:

130).
76 Ia Nea, 1995, May 24.
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bard of the seventeenth century Greek Revolution to twentieth century gangster, all of which suggest a

complex history of representations of the mangas as symbolic type'

What these depictions of the mangas character and his relationship to rebetika music-making have in

common is a central idea that the 'sociJ' significance of rebetika dwells 'in people'. Constructions of the

rebetis and mangas are potent syrnbols of pérsonhood and of the individual-in-community. The notion of

social relationship is reinforced in Kail's lfTtz: 19) statements that rebetika is the only living art produced

from the 'marriáge' of the 'popular tradition' with the 'new ciq/' and the manges are the koumbaroi,
..besûnen,'/"godfaithers". Kaii's use of familial metaphors further highlights the construction of rebetikø

culture u, ,oidirrg within a close-knit community whose members share a common lifestyle and ethos as

the bearers and developers of the rebetika music-making tradition.

The particular ethos which emerges from these views is one which celebrates the recreational

freedom and tifestyte of the mangas whó, in interaction with a tight community of füends, created and

deñned his own personality and s-ocial identity. Kail (1973: 18) identifies the way in which individuals

within the mangas rebetika culture negotiateúthe dominant urban capitalist regime of productivþ, time,

material accumulation and atomikopoiilsl, "atomisation",77 by emphasising the 'here-and-now' personal

experience of 'self-in-community'. Kail elaborat

within which the expressive arts have a dynamic

inherently ambivalent construction of the mangas s

identity, the mangas construction contained a positi

view of the outsider, especially of urban Atirenian bourgeois culture, the mangas was an anti-social

individual, inverting and'subverting the socially acceped moral values of respectabilþ, recreation, etc.

Not only was rebet¡ka the expressiãn of a sectiôn of the Greek working class, but it also played an active

I975:2'¡.
depict a particular construction of the

spirit' who chose his own lifestyle. The

way in which the mangas best empowered himself was through an empassioned engagement of all faculties

of the body: mind, îody and ioul. ln the n rt section, biological, psychological and emoti911l

constructions of rebetikø musical culture are explored with a view to understanding the ways in w-hi9h

rebetika music engages people at the deeper levêl of the individual-at the level of embodiment and the

soul.

3.11 Biological, Psychological and Emotional Constructions oT Rebetika
Chatzidakis (1949 in Holst 1983: 152-153)

of one section of our people [nation], the most

uneducated" (Chatzidakis 1949 in Holst 1983: 15

liberation are given as the reasons for the parthen

people. Rebetika itself functioned "som

most deepest self' (Chatzidakis 1949

intellectual naivety and spirituality are conflated

the .natural,, 'innocent' and 'instinctive' self. In other words, rebetikn is so closely tied to a biologically

innate disposition that it taps into the very psvche-Ìre soul. A similar view was confirmed by

Theodorakis (1g4g in tgl+: toq-t66) in his statemetrt that rebetika music was composed by "laikotypes

with an innate musical sensitivity"Te (Theodorakis 1949 n 1974:164). In this approach, musicality was

located in innate biology, hence also its inherent '

160¡.so At ttre other end of ttre 'primitive-civilised
about the veneration, passion and aesthantikotita,'
"innate nobilrty and laiko aristocratism".8l Here

features of rebetikn music were consistently treated as biologically innate, an ideological strategy to

77 "¡ndiv¡dualisation', "alienation"
78 "Ero xúro xúr@ rq rpoyoúöro ouró onoo¡oÀoúv¿ xqr ouyxrvoúv l9_oyvgroe-np.qJtró xóopo proç ¡repíõcç rou Àqoú poç, r¡ç rno yvtioto

*o' 
"ope¿unç, 

eófeye räveiç, óqlero cxoÀÀréþVnrqç ..." (Chatzidakis'1949 in Holst'1983: 152).

it ":rue¿rriiru rpoyouõrtiw ouróv (rcv Àqrxoí lúÍor ye ép9ur4 pouorx{ euoro€r¡ofo" (Theodorakis 1 949 in 'l 974: 1&l)'

80 .Errç exönÀrí)o'erç rou elvcr onÀóç rol cÀr¡grvoç " (Theodorakis 1949 in '1974: 166).

s1 "tt i¿xun'orrrl éXer pro oúpgurr¡ euyévero, xr Évq Àqtxó cptotorportopó" (Spanoudi '1952 in Holst 1983: 157)'
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52 Chapter 3 The Emergence of 'Roots Music' and 'Soul Music' S),mbolic-Ideological Narratives

naturalise and thus render rebetikn a legitimate genre.82 Where in the past the 'natural, 'primitive'
attributes tended to work against digrufyrng constructions of Greek culture, here we see how nature is
appropriated to legitimise aspects of the psyche. By the 1960s, the lai'ko ethos of rebetikn music as the
deep and soulful expression of a community was dominant. Indeed, rebetika were finally established as a
innately and spiritually honourable Greek tradition which, like the demotic geffe, "also arose from the
people and expresses the people's soul" (Christianopoulos (1961:7). lnthese ways, constructions of the
soul had become firrnly entrenched in ideological narratives of rebetikn.

Yet somehow the 'innate' and 'soul' constructions of rebetilca needed to accommodate the
'orientalist' th¡ead which had never been completely reconciled since the years of cafe-aman Spanoudi
(1952 in Holst 1983: 156) discussed the unity that rebetilca music shared with eastern music with
statements such as "the mysticism of its idiosyncratic chants", "its embryonic lyricism", "its persistent
metrical rhythms" and its preference for the "nostalgic feelings of loneliness, separation, despondent
sadness and nostalgic desire". Despite the frenzied Dionysiac kef lhat rebetika generated among its
patrons, Spanoudi (1952 in Holst 1983: 156) argued that its composer was governed by both the
subconscious and the instinct.s3 Here we find that the well-known 'oriental' ideological trope of the
mystical-nostalgic-passionate-melancholic are naturalised by Spanoudi as instinctive, subconscious and
belongrng to the 'deepest' part of the selÈthe soul.

While supporters of rebetika praised the innate 'þrimitiys"84 passion of rebetika musical culture,
others found it problematic. Ch¡istianopoulos' (1961: 7) point of departure is clearly racial when he

attacks "sastern songs" as aesthisiaÈd, "sensuous/lascivious", eastern musical 'turns' [ornaments] which
aroused "violent passions and impulses ... our deepest instincts cry out to be released in a frenzy, their
rhythm brings forth lust".85 Embedded in this biological-psychological-emotional construction is an
oriental-sensual-erotic-innate icon reminiscent of the ca/ë-aman days. In the binary nafure/culture
opposition, "eastern songs" are far too close to nature and therefore dangerously comrpting. However, for
Christianopoulos (1961: 7-8) the rebetikn differ in that they are "sensitive"86 rather than "sensuous" and

therefore more worthy. He elaborating upon this position he further entangles himself in the description of
rebetilea as a "fat¿listic"87 lament reflecting the deepest kaimos, meraki, grievances, parapona, and
devastation of the souls of the Greeks. For Christianopoulos, the Greeks are psychologically problematic:
an "emotional people with an incurable heart and chronic meraki that rarely becomes kefr
(Christianopoulos 1961: 8). The existence of ample rebetiko song texts testifying to an alternative non-
fatalistic interpretation is glossed over for the sake of the argument.

In this section we have seen how biological, psychological and emotional constructions of rebetika
culture reveal a particular ethos in relation to corporality, spirituality and the soul. ln some arguments,
biological, psychological and emotional constructions reinforce the close proximity between rebetilca
music, the 'nafural' and the 'soul', which are then idealised as a 'pure', 'simple', 'genuine' and 'truthfül'
states of Greek music, culfure and consciousness. ln other arguments, the 'natural' and 'primitive' 'raw'
passions are attributes of derision. Rebetika as the expression of a 'national spirit' is now linked to
rebetika as the soulful expression of a community, and of individuals within that community.

This chapter has revealed the complex ways in which rebetikn have been represented and

constructed over the past century. It has highlighted the multiple ideological constructs and narratives of
rebetikn which either legitimised or undermined rebetilca musical culture. It has also shown that
commonsense knowledge about the history and significance of rebetilea is far from neutral, but rather,

engaged in an ongoing struggle for cultural ownership and control. As Taussig (1989) has suggested

regarding constructions of 'history', rebetikn music became a valuable cultural commodity in the
construction of Greek history. In the process of its appropriation by a discourse concerned with defining

82 Similarly, the Professor of Folklore at the University of Athens, Giorgios Megas, in 1947 argued that the'soul'of The Greek people'
was an inherent metaphysical phenomenon of the Greek race (in Kyriakidou-Nestoros 1 963: 253-254).
83 'f¡qrf o ouv€érr¡ç rouç unoxoúer eÇíoou oro ouorqpó unoouvefõ4ro rr¡ç ré¡vr¡ç, óoo xqr oro nqvroõúvo¡to Évortxro rou lov
xqleuOúv¿f (Spanoudi '1952 in Holst 1983: '156).

84 "npt ¡róyovq' (Ghristianopoulos 1961 : 8)
85'Tq qvqroÀírrxq efvqr oro€4oroxó: J¡eç orq yupío¡rorc rouç pdç luwoúv Bícro nó04 ror op¡réç: pe rov oto€qotcopó rouç, rc nro po9ró
poç Évorrxro (4roúv vo Çeanróoouv Çegpevroo¡révo: o Íugpq rouç gépver orr¡ Àcyveío.' (Ghristianopoulos '1961 : 7).
86 "cro€4¡rorrxó" (Christianopoulos 1961 : 7)
87 '¡rorpoÀorprxó(' (Christianopoulos 1961 : 8)
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,Greek tradition' and Greek nationhood, the historical, social and cultural circumstances of its development

were vigoro,rsly disputed. From this discourse, it has become clear that rebetikn have acquired a spirit of

their own as a national icon, albeit painted with contrasting images.

Ideological construction s oi rebetitra have centred on syrnbols of Greek national, cultural and

individual idãntity. ln constructions of Greek national identity, we have seen how a dominant Hellenist

usly accommodated an alternative perspective of its
with the eastern cultural heritage of rebetika was a

onstructions of its 'unethical' disposition and 'low'
attributes were partly inverted and reconciled by the

1950s in constructions of rebetikn as a "Greek popular music", eltiniki laiki mousiki, a noble genuine

multi-class s}'mbol of Greek ethnicity and nationality.

Other literary representations of rebetikn elaborated upon notions of the individual-in-community

and expression of tie .ålf. Th.æ constituted rebefikn as a 'soul music': the expression of the passions and

soul oithe Greek people. Employing constructions of emotionality, corporality and spirituality, the racial

p;ty o. 
"ontr-i¡atiòn 

of rebenka was debated. Emotional, psychological and spiritual features were

äquui.O with innate, biological, corporeal and racial attributes and glossed as 'natural'. It was seen how

the naturalisation of ideotolicai conitructs legitimate I rebetika as an honourable Greek music tradition.

Analysis of the liteiary discourse alõ demonstrated how soul attributes of rebetikn were elided

togettrer with the 'roots' notions of heritage, ethi

'common' yet polysemous icon of Greekness. In

the 'soul' music of the Greek people which embodi

contrasting meaning systems into one 'common' 'or

functions to hold multifarious constructions in suspension.

Thus, we have seen how rebetika has arrivìd in the repertoire of Adelaide musicians with a history

of meaningful s fied experience. Rebetikn was both a 'roots music' and a
,soul music' by Chapter 4, we turn our attention to a specifically Australian

construction of of iebetitca music. Discussion focuses on the ideological

constructions of multiculturalism and world music which converge together in what is called a 'world

music' symbolic-ideological narrative of re b e ti lea.
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Chapter 4 The Emergence of the 'World Music' Symbolic-Ideological
Narrative

4.1 Introduction
As for the concepts of 'soul music' and 'roots music', the term 'world music' is adoptcd for thc

purpose of this study to refer to a particular symbolic-ideological narrative identified n rebetikn music-
making in Adelaide. The 'world music' symbolic-ideological narrative was introduced in Chapter I as one
of three praxis-theories of reality which contextualise the experience of rebetika as meaningful and
significant for Adelaide musicians and patrons. This chapter examines two streams which have converged
into ttre rebetika'world music' synbolic-ideological narrative. The two streams are located in ideologies
of multiculturalism which developed in Australia from the late 1960s and ideologies of 'world music'
which emerged from western European and American popular music industries during the 1980s.

Multicultural and 'world music' rhetoric is analysed here in terms of inherent ideological tenets and

contradictions, and the possibilities for empowerrnent that synbolic-ideological narratives offer.
Central to both multicultural and 'world music' ideological streams is a discourse of otherness and

cultural difference. Chapters I and 3 identified constructions of otherness and cultural difference as

integral to the experience of migration and culturally heterogeneous societies. Martín-Barbero (1988)
locates representations of othemess and cultural difference in various constructions of familiarisation or
exoticisation. ln an analysis of Latin American television culture, he (Martín-Barbero 1988: 458) argues
that television operates to control difference by representing it as familiar to the viewer, as 'very much like
us'. In contrast, the distancing process of exoticisation on television operates by converting difference into
something absolutely foreign and unrelated. But, he adds, neither familiarisation nor exoticisation can
negate the ways in which "difference challenges us, interrogates us, undermining the very myth of
modernity: namely that there exists but one model of society compatible with 'progress' and therefore with
the future" (Martín-Barbero 1988: 458). Martín-Barbero's insight brings attention to the inherent
contradiction between capitalist homogenisation and cultural heterogenisation, namely, the way in which
capitalism as a monocultural system of profiteering in the name of 'modernity' and 'progress' is forced to
accommodate culturally diverse populations and societies. Thus, at the heart of the discourse of cultural
difference is a symbolic-ideological tension between familiarisation and exoticisation.

Cultural diversity within Australia has been problematic from the time of British colonisation of the
indigenous Australian Aboriginal land and society. The reception of non-English speaking migrants was
also met with hostility as migrants were expected to abandon their original culture under the 'white
Australia' policy of cultural assimilation and adopt the culture of their new homeland.l Aside from the
issues of outright political-cultural domination, Gunew (1994:4) identifies the 'diasporic dilemma' as the

tension between maintaining the culture and traditions generated in another country and those developed in
a newly adopted homeland. To different degrees, all migrants in Australia are forced to come to terms with
the diasporic dilemma. Yet, as Gunew (1994: 4) conectþ observes, recent debates about the
appropriateness of carrying the cultural baggage from one's homeland into Australia are ethnically one-

sided. For example, Greeks and Macedonians of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia are

condemned in the mass media for openly expressing their differences in Australia while it is taken for
granted that the entire nation should enter into a debate about republicanism versus English monarcþ, a
legacy of British colonial rule.

Multicultural philosophies have developed in Australia especially from the activities of migrant
minority communities, educationists and govemment officials. All have grappled with the issue of cultural
difference and the acceptance of a culturally diverse Australian population. As discussed in Chapter l,
migrant minorities have been actively involved in a social movement for access, equlty and equal

opportunity since the 1970s. Educationalists (Kalantzis, Cope and Hughes 1984/85; Kalantzis and Cope

1986) suggested strategies for introducing multicultural pluralism and equrty into the education system.

1 See Chapter I for a discussion of the history of multicultural policy.
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Governments developed official policy on multiculturalism and anti-racism legislation to reconcile

Australian cultural difference with national unity. This chapter now turns to a closer examination of the

tenets of multicultural ideologies embedded in offical multicultural policy. These ideologies have had

repercussions for the reception and representation of the culture, arts and music of migrant minorities.

4.2 Ideologies ofMulticulturalism
4.2.1 Folkloric Multiculturalism

During the first two decades of multiculturalism in Australia (1970-1990), a folkloric ideology of

cultural difference prevailed. The culture of migrant minorities was represented in derogatory ways as the
,folkloric,, 'etlnicl 'colourful' and 'exotic' personal private choices of lifestyle, religion, family

relationships, beliefs and identifications. Migrant arts, music, dancing, costumes and cuisine which fitted

the stereotype of an idealised past rural village life-the colourfirlly costumed dancers accompanied by

quaint instruments-were reduõed to the "decorative level of folkloric ethnic markers" (Frow and Morris

iee:' i*¡. Migrant arts which reflected diasporic, urban, hybrid and contemporary experiences were met

wittr hosiitrty and exclusion. Such was the experience of the Greek music ensemble Themelia in Adelaide

when it participated in an audition to perform at the Community Celebrations Shell Folkloric Concerts in

19g3. The group was rejected on thé grounds of not performing in traditional authentic costumes (they

wore casual .lot¡.r¡, not þerforming a ôreek demotic 'folk' piece (they performed a contemporary urban

popular song about migraiion), and including non-Greek instruments (piano, guitar and recorder). When

the Adelaide Festival C-entre2 organisers werã questioned about their prescriptive and restrictive criteria for

participation, they replied that they *.r" infot-ed by advice on 'authentic' Greek culture and even

purchaìed 'authentic' Greek costumes from Greece for the occasion. Apart from the ten minute on-off

performance requirement, the Festival Centre's refusal to accept contemporary, popular and hybrid forms

ãf diu.poru .ori" attracted acute criticism from participant communities and the concerts ceased to occur

from l9g7 onwards. By the time of the 1988 Austr tian Bicentennial celebrations, Castles et al. (1988: 6)

were compelled to conciude that "our image of multicultural Australia is meant to be at the level of Trivial

Pursuits: song and dance, food and folklore."

4.2.2 ß olkloric Multi cultu ral constructions of ' c ultu re'
A criticat examination of the folkloric ideology of multiculturalism reveals particular constructions

of culture which cont¿in monocultural premises. These are apparent in ttre writings of Smith (1993: 333-

334) who, in his otherwise excellent article on popular culture, similarþ represents 'ethnic artists' in a

derisive way. Smith (1993: 333-334) claims that-'ethnic artists' are unable to "move far from their original

audiences"; they possess a "conservative view ofthe
and they are "unable to or unwilling to turn the fo

The first problem with these views is that Smith take

by people of non-English speaking bacþround as

.åto. àrothemess.3- togåürer *ittt ott"t labels such as 'migrant' and'folkloric', the term'ethnic' is

applied to people of non-English speaking bacþround, as if English-speaking Anglo, Irish, Scottish and

Welsh settlers do not have experi*"r. of migræion, tradition and ethnicity (Kalantzis and Cope 1984/5:

212; Gunew lgg4:4-5). The terms 'etlnic' and'migrant' also gloss the experiences of second andthird

generation Australian-born migrants as the same as for first generation migrants. As this study documents,

ihis is clearly not the case. A third problem with Smith's comment that 'ethnic artists' cannot 'move far

communities are trapped within closed

ations" (Gunew 1994: 4-5). Here Smith

¡lish speaking background have every reason to cherish

long-established relationships with their audiences who are usually financially supportive' understand the

artistic idioms involved, and above all, give artists positive reinforcement. Further repercussions of the

2 The Adelaide Festival centre is the peak mainstream arts institution in Adelaide which is subsidised by the state govemment'

3 See Chapter 1 , I .5, especially Ryan (1988€9)'
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migrant ghetto stereotype, is that 'migrantness' is then defined in terms of an 'ethnicþ model' in which the
problems and disadvantages of migrant groups are attributed to so-called intrinsic, absolute and essential

attributes of the particular group, rather than to specific manifestations of social dislocation in Australian
society, or to the broader hierarchical socio-economic and political processes of capitalism (Morrissey
1984: 74-6; Gunew 1994: 4-5). ln this way, differences between non-English speaking bacþround
migrant groups are defused as merely 'cultural', a construction which dcpoliticises migrant activity and

decontextualises it from Australian socio-economic life (Castles et al. 1988: 123;128; Gunew 1994: 6).

Contrary to Smith's (1993: 334) observations of artistic conservatism ('ethnic artists' have a
"conservative view of the relationship between their genres and their audiences"), my research indicates

that artists communicate and interact with audiences of mixed cultural background in dynamic ways by
adapting repertoire, performance practice and verbal commentary, and firrtherrnore, have done so for
several decades. Finally, countering Smith's (1993: 334) comment about the unwillingness of 'etlnic
artists' to exploit their foreigness and exoticism, it is precisely the stereotyping and exploitation of soul and

life-sustaining art forms as 'exotic' objects that musicians in my study resist or subvert as much as

possible. Exotic constructions of migrant music are discussed again below.a
In the folkloric ideology of multiculturalism, migrant participation in Australian mainstream public

life is confined to the sphere of 'culture' which is glossed as the arts, celebration and recreation. ln a
fundamental way, 'culture'is depoliticised inthe folkloric multicultural agenda as existing outside of the
mainstream democratic institutions of Australian society. This view of migrant culture has influenced

subsequent constructions of 'multicultural arts' as marginal to mainstream Australian culture and 'ethnic

arts' as non-'high art', fusion art or exotic.

4.2.3 P opulist Multiculturalism
The second type of multicultural ideology identified is a populist mainstream model which developed

in the earþ 1990s during the incumbency of the Australian Labor government. Encapsulated in the slogan
'unity in diversþ', this populist model of multiculturalism recognises the positive contribution that migrant
minorities have made to Australian economic as well as cultural life. ln this view, multiculturalism has

become a national popular icon of the successful peaceful co-existence of a diverse population loyal to
Australian law, democratic institutions and economic development. It is promoted by Australian
governments to attract wealthy migrants and tourists, and to promote good international relations,

especially with Asian-Pacific trading partners.

In this context, diaspora arts, previously derided as quaint relics of the past, have begun to be

recognised and celebrated as contemporary, urban and syncretic forms. This was evident in the television

broadcast (Il/211996) of the Australia Day (26 January) Oz Concert, 1996, organised by the

Commonwealth Departrnent of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs and filrned by the Special Broadcasting

Commission. Titled "Australian Citizenship", the concert presented over fifteen different performing

Anglo-Celtic and non-Anglo-Celtic arts groups. Performers were encouraged to present their music,

choreographies and costumes in spectacular and exotic ways. They were also encouraged to modernise and

fuse their retentive cultural traditions into contemporary new creations in peculiarly 'Australian' ways.

The presentation of large ensembles performing tightþ synchronised activities in the one concert without
'prima donnas', was highly commended by one interviewed technician. Artistic collaboration and cultural
diversity were celebrated in the concert and constructed as symbolic of the peaceful co-eústence of a
nationally diverse Australian population.

In these official mass media representations of multiculturalism, the arts function to blur the

boundaries between Anglo-Celtic and non-Anglo-Celtic, hegemony and subalternity, offering in their place

the collective human face of urban public Australian culture where cultural difference and diversity are

elided as 'all Australian'. Migrant arts begin to shift from the periphery of Australian public life into the

4 Another problem with the promotion of folkloric multiculturalism as a national agenda has been the exclusion of indigenous Aboriginal
people from the equation, a topic beyond the scope of this discussion
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mainstream.5 Nevertheless, migrant or 'multicultural' arts, while they are ocassionally in receip of

govemment subsidy, as shall be seen, have yet to to fulfil the dominant canons of professional arts of

excellence.

4.2.4 Multicultural Constructions of 'Art'
The arts of migrants of non-English speaking background are represented in multiple ways, some of

which include constructions of the 'folk' or 'popular', collective, local community-based, amateur,

celebratory, realistic, joyous, participatory, improvisatory, orally trafismitted' corporeal, spontaneous,

simple, trrU¡¿, repetitive, archaic and ¿erivatiu". to contrast, the western cÍmon designates 'high arts' as

Uelónging to the universal, professional, abstract, serious, contemplative, formal, literary, intellectual,

"o*pot.d, 
complex, pure, uniþe, modern, original and belonging to individual genius'

^ 
Thus, migrant arts fare badly in mainstieam constructions of professional arts of excellence. Such

constructions have served to alienate migrant arts and exclude them from inclusion in public

representations of Australian culture. Yet as was noted in Chapter 3, many of the above listed attributes of

both migrants arts and 'high arts' (e.g. folk, popular, collective, orally transmitted, spontaneous, archaic,

p.rr., ,rriqrre, original) are precisely those thaf *ir" upptopriated in a Greek nationalist discourse of Greek

culture and will also be seen to resonate strongly in empowering constructions of rebetilca music-making in

Adelaide, especially in the 'world music' narrative.

ln addition to the arbitrariness of such constructions of art, authors (see Gunew n.d'; Kalantzis and

cope 1gg4/5; Kalantzis and cope lgg4) have pointed out that the western canon itself contains inherent

contradictions. For example, wàstem classical music is claimed to be of pure form yet is as hybrid and-

syncretic as the rural and urban musical styles from which it has borrowed freely. The western canon of

individual genius, originality and noveþ conflicts with the note-for-note replication and preservation of

past musicil scores tnã is expected of classical musicians. While aesthetics are claimed to be embedded in

form and structure over and above content and context, and the aesttretics of western art to be pure and

universal vis-à-vis others, the claim to universal aesthetics is undermined by the specificity of 'high att' as

an aristocratic and bourgeois western European cultural development of the last four centuries. The

promotion of individual talent and genius Uy tfre westem extended

network of people, institutions and cultural iraditions that activities

(Kalantzis and Cope 1994: 18-19). The tenet that music uplifting

è*perience for the individual at the expense of collective, spiritual and corporeal celebration or lament

negates ttre ritual aspect of western classical music and the way that it too embodies and enacts the culture

of a particular group in society, namely, of a ,estern industrial middle class (see Small 1987)' A

stereotype represenøtion of mrgrant art as 'moaning', 'complaining' (see Kalantzis and Cope 1994: 14)

and co:Åing from 'somewher. èh.' (Messariti, tsoutas and Chandrabhanu 1993 in Kalantzis and Cope

1994: 23) overlooks the themes of exile and displacement which are central to Australian history and

society from the time of British settlement, not just to

Constructions of 'muticultural arts' thus de

unprofessional, in opposition to 'high arts' whi

economic viability, yet the dependence on gove

survival of the 'high arts', especially of westem cl

passed from constructions of culture to valuations of art, the discourse of cultural difference enters into ttre

realm of economics. Indeed, the ultimate test of professional art according to the dominant canon is its

commercial success in the competitive market plaõe. This brings discussion to the world music industry

which in many ways is the marketing arm of multicultural music.

5 Martfn-Barbero ( populist movements during

especially in the ciation technologies' He

'massification'suc rategies for constructing coll

as no longer in a space of the other but now of the centre'
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4.3 Ideologies of óWorld Music'
4.3.I Cultural Diversity and Cultural Tolerance

The concept of 'world music' is not alien to the study of folklore, comparative musicology and

ethnomusicology which have been documenting the various musics of the world for several centuries. In its
present popular use, the term world music refers to a category of commercially recorded popular music
ñrst used in 1987 by several American, British and European record companies (Mitchell 1993: 310) to
launch recordings of urban diaspora musicians and traditional-western fusion music. Since then the world
music market has proliferated to include the indigeneous, traditional and urban musics of non-western

cultures, most having developed in contact with westem culture.
Feld (1994b: 262) has observed that in the big picture, the world music industry functions as a

'scout' to discover new talent and markets which are then exploited by the multinational record companies,
often in collaboration with elite western pop artists (see also Feld 1988). One of the most not¿ble outcomes
of the world music industry is the establishment of the WOMAD (World of Music Arts and Dance)

company in London which produces commercial recordings and holds international festivals. Since 1992,

Adelaide has become a major Australian city site for WOMAD Festivals. An examinaton of the music
progr¿Lm of the third WOMADELAIDE festival held in 1995 will reveal some of the basic tenets of the
'world music' ideology.

Advertised as 'the global music event of the lnternational Year for Tolerance', WOMADELAIDE
'95 presented a large music program of 259 artists from twenty countries. Among the few Australian
'multicultural' acts featured in the program was the performance of the local Adelaide rebetilca music
ensemble, Rockin' Rembets, which performed a repertoire of smyrneilka andpiraiötiËa songs accompanied

by bouzouki, oud and guitars. The artistic directors (Broolcnan and Brooman 1995: 5) st¿ted that the

festival provides a model for "cultural underst¿nding and tolerance in action" as well as for the "simplest

tool of understanding: listening". As for multiculturalism, the central tenet of the festival is the recognition
of cultural diversity of the many different indigenous popular musics of the world. ln the promotion of
WOMAD as a celebration of the "strength of the human spirit" (Brookman and Brooman 1995: 5), 'world
music' ideology relativises musical specificity by contextualising it as part of a pan-human or global

culture. A humanist ethos filters throughout the 'world music' narrative which is found in the cross-

cultural circumstances of many rebetilea music-making events.

The idea of cultural tolerance is rendered in a particular way in 'world music' rhetoric. In the

statements of the WOMADELAIDE '95 directors, the people who most need to recognise cultural
diversity, to learn tolerance and understanding are "us in the west" who find it difficult to imagine the
"harshness" that many of these visiting artists have survived (Brookman and Brooman 1995: 5). The
underlying premise in such a reflexive statement is that exposure to the world's musics inevitably benefits

the west who need to learn the lesson of listening. While the business and politics of musical appropriation
and expropriation continue unhindered at the transnational level, the noble objectives of cross-cultural
communication and exchange contextualise the meaning and significance of music-making for musicians at
the level of daily practice, including for those who perform rebetika.

The WOMADELAIDE '95 ethos of cultural diversþ and tolerance was endorsed by the

Commonwealth government as an event for the Intemational Year of Tolerance. The then Australian Prime

Minister Paul Keating sent a message in support of WOMADELAIDE '95 stating that Australia was a
"nation of people from many cultural and linguistic bacþrounds, with a wonderful range of talents,

experiences, and histories" who all "share a commitnent to our democratic traditions, and to creating a

society in which differences are respected and celebrated" (Keating 1995: 4). The populist multicultural
ethic of 'unity in diversity' was easily embraced by WOMADELAIDE as the dominant theme.

Apart from the international draw cards of well-established artists such as Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan,

Papa Wemba, Geoffiey Oryema and Zap Mama, Australian Aboriginal performers were central'to the

music program as "one of the planet's oldest living cultures" and praised for making a great contribution to
world music (Broolcnan and Brooman 1995: 5). Prime Minister Keating (1995: 4) added that the festival

theme of tolerance "furthers our achievements of reconciliation between Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders and other Australians" in the first year of the International decade for the World's Indigenous

People. It becomes apparent that world music festivals is a more appropriate arena than government
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multicultural policy for the endorsement of Australian Aboriginal culture. Thus, WOMADELAIDE

becomes the ferfect'cultural'and'artistic' aÍena for the promotion of political agendas. The'world

music, narrative appears to comfortably contain both political and commercial constructions of cultural

difference.

4.3.2 Music as Aesthetic Object
One of ttre most effective ways in which experiences of musical difference are constructed as

belonging to a common and universal humanity is by divorcing them from their specific contexts of

.r.uti* *¿ meaning and highlighting their musical forms. In this way, long-lasting musical cultures are

aestheticised as neutral, 'p.rr.' *d ',rrriq.,.' forms. For example, the woMADELAIDE '95 directors

(Broolcnan and Brooman 1995: 5) advocated "the power of music as a force for cultural learning and

,ide.standing". The audience is encouraged to relax in the atmosphere of the global village and let the

music ..pruf for itself . lndeed, the performance of songs in non-English languages passes almost

unnoticed in the smorgasbord of the 'purê sound' of instruments and voices. The 'world music' symbolic-

ideological narrative ãxalts in the uniqu"n"r. of diverse musical forms. This aestheticisation of music

functions to further fill the gap of cultuial difference. The construction of music as aesthetic object thrives

even more strongly in constructions of music as exotic 'familiar other'objects of pleasure. These are now

discussed in more deøil.

4.3.3 Constructions of the 'Exotic'
ln .world music' ideology, notions of the 'exotic' and the 'familiar' as extensions of cultural

difference stained within an uneasy tension' This is

of fusion world music recordings and performan

merging 6 ton-westem music with contemporary

framed in terms of the superiority of western forms, composers and markets to which indigenous and

traditional forms are elevated. Fusion is an attempt to render a 'different' musical culture as not so

different, as a'familiar other'.
Australian multiculturalism of the 1980s and '90s similarþ embraced the fusion tenet when, in order

to procure funds from government arts bodies,

contemporary western forms rather than within a tr
(1994:6) warns of superficial versions of cross-c

fashionable imprints of the exotic. Her warning provides a point of departure for discussion of the ethics of

musical appropriation a¡rd domination (see fáà fett; l9;94b) in contrast to a more organic process of

musical hybridsation and empowerment.

re secured from the Commonwealth government arts

funding body, the Australia Council, the author was informed by the first-time 'producer'that he would

choose the items to be recorded, select the musici

decisions regarding the editing and mixing, and ab

the recording to make it more contemporary. In

'slmthesis' obtained by using a synthesizer de

experimental, sophisticated etc' As I could not agret

In this example the construction of Greek-Austrailan composition was prescribed by a producer according

to a fusion model at the expense of the personal and artistic integrity of the composer.

shiP of Product which
learning, dialogue and

ety. The 'world music'

thus also functions as an empowering ideology of
and Pan-human tolerance'
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ln Chapter 3 it was noted that constructions of rebetikn as exotic by Greek writers attempted to
accommodate the problematic ethnic, ethical and social class nature of Greek popular music. It was also
noted that constructions of rebetika as 'soul music' and 'roots music' partly reconciled these associations

by offering the possibility of an empowering music-making tradition. In the Australian context these two
ideological streams converge in the 'world music' narrative. One is derived from a discourse of Australian
multicultural identity in which multicultural constructions of migrant culture serve as the 'familiar other' in
constructions of Australian nationhood. The other has emerged from the commercial world music industry
and constitutes music as an exotic aesthetic object with commercial potential.

Of the three syrnbolic-ideological narratives identified in the study, the 'world music' narrative is the

one closest in signiñcance to the local and contemporary development of rebetiko music-making in
Adelaide. It embodies the tensions between cultural difference and national unity, cultural tolerance and

cross-cultural communication, the exotic and the familiar, the local and the global. 'World music' as an

icon of global pan-humanism accommodates the depoliticisation of cultural life, the disappearance of socio-

historical origins, hard-core competititon in the market place, national agendas for unity, and the licence to
appropriate the musical languages of living musical traditions in the name of fusion. As an icon of pan-

humanism, the 'world music' narrative also offers a panacea for musicians whose music is labelled
'ethnic', 'multicultural' or 'world music' and who strive to maintain a sense of artistic integrity deeply

rooted in old traditions.
Together with the 'soul' and 'roots' symbolic-ideological narratives (see Chapters I and 3), the

contemporary 'world music' symbolic-ideological narrative provides the backdrop for an interpretation of
the meaning and significance of rebetika music-making in Adelaide. Part 2 now turns to the rebetilca

music-making community and scene in Adelaide.
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part 2 The Rebetika Music-Making Scene in Adelaide: Contexts and Music

part2presents information and data conceming the contemporary rebetiÈa music-making scene in

Adelaide to enable the interpretation of live rebetika music-making in Adelaide in Part 3. Firstþ, an

account of the migration and settlement patterns of Greek-Australia¡s and their earliest music-making

activities provides the broad socio-historical setting of the Greek-Australian community in Adelaide. Part2

proceeds to document the various contextual factors of contemporary rebetilea music-making activities in

Adelaide: events, venues, organisers and audiences. Special attention is given to the life, interests and

activities of the music-makers-the bearers and developers of the rebetikn music-making tradition. The

rebetipa music repertoires and programs of these musicians are then examined with a view to

understanding the òccurrence anð incidence of rebetika in live music performances in Adelaide' An

analysis of the salient musical features of a selecte d rebetika music sample of twenty-eight songs and

instrumental pieces performed and recorded live in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993 completes Part 2'
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Chapter 5 A Historical Perspective of the Greek-Australian Community and
its Music

5.1 Introduction
Greek people have always ernigrated to xenitia, the "foreign land", and founded expatriate Greek

communities. ln ancient times they were known as city-states. In modern times they are calledparoibies.
Greek expatriate paroikies have provided a 'home away from home' by a nurturing a sense of place and

identity. This chapter explores the salient features of the Greek-Australian community as a social group
with certain shared common experiences. It highlights the ways in which Greek-Australians have created a

community to provide for their economic, social and cultural needs. Discussion draws upon studies of the
migration and settlement pattems of Greek-Australians which hold true for all parts of Australia, including
Adelaide. This chapter also presents an outline of Greek music-making activities since the early part of
this century. It will reveal the role of the paroiba in Greek music-making activities in Adelaide.

The chapter first explores the reasons for migration and the processes of settlement; employment;

community collaboration; host society reception; and social integration. This information contextualises
the role of the Greek-Australian community in nurturing the music-making activities of Greek-Australians,
such as those found in Adelaide. The chapter then traces the earliest music-making and entertainment

activities of Greek-Australians in Adelaide, in order to identifu the first appearance of rebetika in the

repertoires of local musicians. This historical account of the Greek-Australian community and its music-
making activities provides a foundation for the interpretation of contemporary rebetika music-making in
Adelaide by highlighting those socio-historical circumstances which are peculiar to its occurrence in
Australia. This should explain the ways in which rebetika music-making has adapted to the social

circumstances of the Greek-Australian community and the wider Australian society.
The discussion largely draws upon the research of Tsounis (1971) which maps out the historical

development of Greek social institutions in Australia and of Bottomley (1979) which examines the

individual-centred networks of Australian-born Greeks living in Sydney. Together, these studies provide
valuable information about the nature of the Greek-Australian community and of Greek-Australian cultural
identification. Such information will provide a backdrop for understanding the ways in which identity is
constructed through rebetikn music-making activities in Adelaide and, in turn, the ways in which rebetilca

music-making has contributed to the shaping of Greek-Australian identity.

5.2 A History of Migration and Settlement Pattems
Greek mass migration is largely a twentieth century phenomenon. Changes in the global economy

such as rapid urbanisation and industrialisation attracted as many as 400,000 Greek-speaking people to
migrate to the United States by 1922, after which restrictions were imposed on all immigrants (Tsounis

1993:25-26). Greek people left their regions of origin largely to pursue better employment opportunities in
developing countries. Apart from dire economic conditions in Greece, Greek people were also forced to
emigrate because of the social devastation caused by a succession of wars, political manoeuwes and

persecutions. These included the Balkan Wars of I9I2-I3, the Graeco-Turkish War of l9I9'22 with its
associated Asia Minor Catastrophe, the Second World War, the Greek Civil War of 1945-1949, the iunta
dictatorship of 1967-1971, and the 1974 invasion of Cyprus by Turkey. These wars internally divided the

country and compelled Greek people to seek a more peaceful and prosperous life abroad as migrants,

refugees and political eúles. Thus, the reasons for initial emigration of Greek people have been largely

economic and political.
Australia was est¿blished as a penal colony and pastoral economy in 1788. From the outset British

convicts provided forced labour for the Australian pastoral industry (Castles et al. 1988: 18-19). Further
reception of immigrants has largely been for economic and political reasons. Chinese, Germans, Italians,

South Pacific Islanders and others provided a labour force in rural areas, especially during the gold rushes.

The earliest Greek immigrants to Australia were seven pirate convicts of the British government who

arrived in 1829 (Gilchrist in Tsounis 1993:32). Other immigrants during the nineteenth century included

sailors who jumped ship in Australian ports. Most Greeks arrived in Australia as a result of chain
migration, the process whereby Greek immigrants settled, found employment, and then sponsored relatives

and friends from the same regions of origin (Price in Tsounis I97l: 35; 347-352). Up to Australian
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Federation in 1901, the Australian Bureau of Statistics Census had recorded as few as 878 Greek residents

in Australia (Tsounis 1993:26). At that time Australia was a relatively homogeneous society, and became

even more so from l90l when the Immigration Restriction Act enforced a 'white Australia' policy which

prevented non-Europeans, in particular Ásians, from immigrating into Australia. ln fear of an 'Asian

invasion', immigration policy^aimed to increase the , stralian population in case of war. Racism and

exclusion *"r. i-po."a upon the indigenous Australian Aboriginal population whose society and lifestyle

were systematically decimated.-ny 
the FirsiWorld War, the population of Greeks in Australial was still no more than 3,000. Most

of them initially came from Asia 
-Minor 

and the Greek islands, especially from Kythera, Ithaka and

Kastellorizo. ny te+0, the total Greek-Australian pooulation was about 15,000. A small number of Greek

immigrants undertook
processing, sugar-cane

Pirie and Port Augusta
and smelters (Tsounis l97l:57). However, most

and inner city centres because of their propensity

especially as shopkeePers.2' 
Tú. effects of cnain migration, economic independence and dense residence in

to the development of in-group interaction and co nunity formations. Tsounis (1

lstralia as commencing at the

The pioneering social formations of Greek-Au

From as "-ly 
u. tíqZ an¿ up to 1940, the Greek Orthodox Community was the most important pan-

Hellenic institution which prouid.d the backbone of Le Greek-Australian diaspora as a subculture (Tsounis

l97I:276;284-285; ttt qge-+g8).3 Tsounis (1971: 496) observed that "If the 'Church was the natural

mother and protectoi of éreek people abroad', the [Greek Orthodox] Community was the microcosmos of

the Greek nation state in Australia."
The institution of the Greek Orthodox Co

which employed priests and other officers to
Churchès were among the first institutions estab

an important part of religious life.
ek language schools, halls, offices, sports teams,

radio programs and publications as well as

als in need. These pan-Hellenic organisations

morating important religious, political and national

ed as centres of religious, national, political, social,

cultural and artistic collaboration. ompassed

all Greeks including the atheist of Greek

Orthodox Communilies, especially generated

Greek music-making.
The regionalîaternity, adelfotita, "brotherhood", was the other most important pioneering social

organisation õf Greek-Austrlian immigran*. Regional fraternities united families and compatriots from

1 This estimation of the population of Greeks in Australia includes Australian-born and those of mixed marriages'

2 The 1933 Australian Bureau of Statistics Census records 43%

yet there were also 33% of the Greek population unemployed and

3 some
Melbour
(1e13),
Hellenic
Hellenic
531571).100
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the same region of origin, such as a village, island, prefecture or town. The earliest fraternity was the
Kastellorizian Brotherhood of WA established in l9l2 in Perth by Greeks from the island of Kastellorizo
(Tsounis l97l: 72;560).4 Greek regional fraternities proliferated and diversified to 230 around Australia
by 1970, representing Greek people from all of the mainland and island regions of Greece, Asia Minor,
Cyprus and Egypt (Tsounis 1971: 381). These social organisations were also integral to economic, social
and cultural life by providing a point of collaboration and support. Regional identification continues to be
important for Greek people and is observed in the regular social-dances held by regional fraternities and in
preferences for music from their particular regions of origin. People from Anatolian Asia Minor, Cyprus
and the Aegean islands often show an interest in earþ styles of rebetika music with which their particular
regional musical styles have much in common.5

Before the Second World War, the Greek-Australian expatriate paroibia was a relatively cohesive

and homogeneous community. Through pan-Hellenic institutions and regional fraternities, Greek-
Australians cultivated distinctive in-group identification with a common ethnos, "shared culfure", of
ellinikotita, "hellenicity" or "Greekness" and maintained ongoing contact with the homeland (Tsounis

I97 l: Il5; Bottomley 1992: 4, 7).
The paroikiø, however, did not eúst in isolation of the wider Australian society. The research of

both Tsounis and Bottomley indicates that Greekparoikies were est¿blished partly in response to the social
conditions of the wider Australian society. Tsounis (1971: 489tr) observes that the Greek parioikia
assisted and supported Greek people to establish themselves socially and culturally as well as economically
and politically, thereby providing them with a solid base for their material and social existence.

Concurrently, as Greek people established themselves economically within Australian society, they tended
to engage more actively in Greek community institutions and activities (Tsounis 1971: 489fl and
Bottomley 1979: 73). In this way, the social organisations and formations of the Greek-Australian
community have significantly facilitated the integration of Greek immigrants into Australian society.

Moreover, Greek comrnunity cohesion was essential in the face of a sometimes alienating,
xenophobic and hostile 'white Australia' social environment in which non-English speaking background
minority groups were both socially persecuted for their ethnicity and structurally excluded from
mainstream institutions. The government insisted that all 'new-arrivals' assimilate to the mainstream
institutions of society, yet the reality was that ethnic minorities were excluded, marginalised and often made

scapegoats for economic problems. Ethnic conflict peaked in riots waged against European immigrants of
non-British descent during the 1930s depression (Tsounis I97I: 123-130; 206-208). It appeared that
competition for employment and resources were at the crux of social and 'ethnic' conflict in Australia.

Political and class issues began to fragment the Greek community from the depression years.

Members of Greek-Australian pan-Hellenic institutions polarised around political agendas. The
conservative ethnikophrones, "nationalists", became more concemed with the national-religious ethos of
ttre pioneer pan-Hellenic institutions. Newly formed democratic and radical left organisations such as the

Greek Atlas League in Sydney and the Greek Workers League Democritos in Melbourne in the 1930s

(Tsounis l97l 562;565) agiøted around Greek and wider Australian social, cultural and political issues.6

These included the democratisation of Greek Orttrodox Communities,T immigrant citizenship tights;
unemployment; racism; and political freedom in Greece (Tsounis l97I:235-257;281:312-331).

After 1945, the Australian govemment undertook a mass immigration program to increase the

overall population of Australia, allegedly in fear of an Asian invasion, but in realrty to provide a labour
force for the burgeoning manufacturing and public works industries (Castles et al. 1988: 9). With this
demand for labour, the largest influx of Greeks occurred after 1945. At this time the Australian
Commonwealth government assisted the migration of non-British by subsidising their travel fares in return
for a two year contract to work wherever directed. Between 1953 and l966,28yo of the total number of
Greek immigrants were assisted by the government (Tsounis l97I: 352). The remainder of Greek

4 Other pioneering regional fraternities included the lthacan Philanthropic SocieÇ'Ulysses'in VIC in 1916 (Tsounis 1971 :553) and the
Kytherian Association of Australia of NSW in 1922 (Tsounis 1971'.54/.).
5 At the same time, preferences for later styles of rebetika cut across regional identification since Greek people from country areas
eventually settled in Athens, Piraeus, Thessalonika and other urban centres of mainland Greece and were inevitably exposed to this
music.
6 See Kourbetis (1 992) for a history of the Greek lefr in Australia between 191 5 and 1955.
7 See Tsounis (1971 ; l99); 1993: 29-30; 1994:18-19) for a discussion of the polarisation of the Greek community during the schism
within the Greek Orthodox Church.
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immigrants continued to settle in Australia tlrough chain migration. Between 1945 and 1970, about

300,0î0 Greeks arrived in Australia from all parts of Greece as well as Cyprus, Egypt, Turkey and

communist countries. Although migration to wéstern countries by Greek people tended to be permanent,

statistics show that large nurib.rr-of Greeks, as many as 22Yo in 1973 found conditions in Australia

difficult and returnedto Greece (Price 1973:15)'
ories as manual labourers (Tsounis l97l: 301-302)

rounds. However, Greek immigrants continued to
Greek PeoPle were more or
y 9}%o,living in Australia's

97I:200;353).eoplehadbeguntoenjoya
mobility, compl

ece-born people,

and machine operators and drivers (Bureau of
Approximately l8% of Greece-born

are represented in managerial and

Research 1994:24-25). Among sec

high numbe r, 37Yo,with educational or occup d Population

Research 1994: 42-43). The trend in rrp*utd 0s'

Greek immigrants undertook long hours of relatively

comfortable standard of living. The e>rtent of the economic success of Greek immigrants is evident in the

Adelaide community which, by 1970, was an almost self-sufficient quasi-economic base subculture'

vibrant community life of the Hindley Street

centre with its Greek

studY, the HindleY Str

houses", restaurants,

multicultural cabarets between the 1970s and early 90s' 
the Greek_Australian

Despite the strong forces of cohesion uniting Greek-Australian commurutres, as

population increased, it also fragmented into nu

tut.-iti.t fragmented and multiplied. New Greek

with the addition of women and youth auxiliaries'

language newspapers, sports teams, consular

and increased in number (Tsounis I97I 36

non-Greek groups and mobilised around local

Australian society. These included multic

disadvantaged grouPs.

The 19g6 Census recorded 137,6ll Greek people bom in Greece and living in Australia. ln 1991,

the number of Greece-born decreased to 136,ô28 while the Census also recorded 151,082 second

generation Greek-Australians (Bureau of Immigiation and Pop 40)' Thus, the
0s was 287,I10.

iotal number of people of Greek background officially living in

Because the l99l census, like past census figures, fo"rr..t ott one is unable to

obtain a clear picture of the size of Greek-Australi

records 337,000 people of Greek ancestry including

Eastern EuroPean
largest non-Englis .,\ -^^^-r^ .t ,^q+
Adelaide city, the : 7) recorded that

13,593 Greet people, 10% of the total Greece-born A more generous

estimate which includes Australian-born Greeks rec 26'000' living in

the city of Adelaide (Tsounis 1995 pers. com')'

I The Aus Census records flfty-five percent of the Greek worKorce in the category of 'employers' or.'self-

employed, three percent ¡n r öí¿, siilia relatively high number considering the mass entry of Greeks into the

industiial s 57).
9 Although appointed by the Greek government, the consular authorities are considered as part of the Greek-Australian community'
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ln summary, we have seen how Greek migration involved a pattern of initial disruption of social life
in the homeland, dispersion to a new homeland such as Australia, resettlement, regrouping and
consolidation, followed by diversification and fragmentation of Greek-Australian social institutions. It has

become evident in this chapter thatthe paroikia, "Greek community", underwent continual transformation
in the Australian context as it was shaped and defined by its members in interaction with the wider society.
Today, the Greek community is a heterogeneous formation. Greek-Australians have diverse regional
origins, occupations, wealttl, political interests, institutional affiliations, cultural identifications and
lifestyles. Yet Greek-specific social institutions and cultural collaborations persist. The diversity of Greek
community affiliations reflects both the heterogeneous composition of the Greek population, and, as

Tsounis (1993: 30) points out, the democratic structure of Greek social institutions. Most Greek-
Australian institutions have always encouraged an active participation by members, and with their fluid
segmentary-like structure, they have accommodated changing collaborative formations.l0 As members of a
socially disadvantaged group within a monolingual and largely monocultural society, Greek people
responded to wider social pressures and issues in the 1970s by uniting in pursuit of common economic,
political, social and cultural interests. In these ways, the social organisations of Greek people assisted
immigrants to achieve their aspirations for a better standard of living and democratic participation in
Australian society. Greek community institutions played an integral role in this process by functioning as

an arena for the development of Greek diaspora identity and by assisting Greek people in the successful
integration into Australian society. The diversity of Greek-specific social affiliations demonstrates that
Greek people exercise choices as agents of selÊ and community-identification. The persistence of Greek-
specific social and cultural affiliations also demonstrates that Greek-Australians continue to positively
identifu with a sense of Greelness.

Having identified the salient features of the Greek-Australian community, its historical development
in Australian, and its social organisations, it is now appropriate to consider a history of its music-making
activities. This will provide a context for the detailed documentation of contemporary rebetika music-
making activities in Adelaide.

5.3 A History of Greek Music-Making Activities
Greek-Australians have always organised, patronised and actively participated in the performing

arts, especially music and theatre. This is evident in documentation of Greek-Australian cultural and

artistic associations as early as 1915 with the Greek Music Lover's Society in Sydney, and 1916 with the

Greek Amateur and Philanthropic Society Orpheus in Melbourne, both of which were dedicated to music,
theatre and other arts activities (Kentavros 1916: 113 in Tsounis I97I: 67,565). Other pioneering cultural
associations included the Music Lover's Society of Brisbane established n 1923 (Tsounis l97l: 74) and
the Orpheus cultural society of Perth established in 1939-1940 which produced plays and music concerts
(Tsounis l97I: 265). From as early as 1924, the annual Grecian Ball was institutionalised in Sydney as a
charity event and featured the social debut of Greek youth performing both traditional dimotilca Greek
dances and European ballroom dances. In Adelaide, the history of the Grecian Ball began in 1952. The
Melbourne Greek community similarly organised social-dances and concerts from the earliest times
(Tsounis l97L 97-98), all of which indicate that whereever Greek people gathered, their activities were
invariably accompanied by music-making and dancing.

Alongside these secular music associations, Greek Orthodox Churches were established where
priests conducted religious sacraments accompanied by the chanting of sacred Byzantine hymns.

Especially on major religious occasions such as Easter, congregations participated in the communal singing
of the hymns. Participation in Byzantine ecclesiastical music by the congregation framed the reception of
Greek music by Greek people in particular ways. Firstly, it reinforced music, particularþ singing, as a
integral part of daily life, albeit within a solemn religious context. Secondly, it prepared Greek people for
the reception of a unique style of music, the fluid Byzantine hymns based on ichoi or modes which share

much with the modal systems of rebetika, Turkish and Arabic-Persian music. Thirdly, collective singing
during church services reinforced an ethos of active participation in Greek music-making.

It appears that Greek immigrants also patronised performing artists visiting from the homeland. As
early as 1922, the Ethniki Salpinx, 'National Bugle", nowspaper (in Tsounis 1971 Il3) reported the visit

10 See Hezfeld (19S7: '1ilff) regarding segmentary processes.
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of a vaudeville troupe of actors and musicians from Greece. The troupe stayed in Australia for almost a

year, touring Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane and performing- 
Musió patronage by Greek-Australians included the cords which were

advertised in the *6ùy né*.pup.. Hellenic Herald, now the early as November

1926. Most private célebrations were accompanied by the latest sound recordings from Greece. Greek-

language newspapers also provided an important outlet for the advertisement of Greek music performances

by local and intemational musicians.
Regarding the instrument¿tion of Australia's earliest Greek music-making activities, the first book

publisheiabofGreeks of Australia, Life i lia,by Kentavros (1916 in Tsounis 1971) contains

photographs of Greek immigrants taken be

mandolin, violin and guitar.ll Oral histories

these instruments, together with the piano, were the

at Greek music-making events in Adelaide between th

Adelaide played tradiiional instruments associated with their particular regiorts of origin, such as-the

clarinet, santouri, hammer dulcimer, and lyra, the underhand bowed fiddle (see Tsounis n.d':7)'12

Moreover, there scene at private parti

choroesperides, ch as the Return Se

Rhodian and Ca Tsounis 1991 Pers' c

types of music performed at these gatherings were instrument¿l music to accompany collective dancing' It

was not uncommon, however, for ãancers and patrons to sing along to the music if they knew the lyrics'

Music genres performed at these gatherings in

"European songs", dimotilca folk songs such

Dalrce", nisiotilcn island dance music, Ionian

urban songs from Asia Minor,l3 and western classi

dances, thã open ci¡cle kolamatianos and syrtos, and the chasaposervikos and sousta line dances, were

popular. Popular songs played in Adelaide

Wearing",l4 "How Beautiful You A¡e When

Tsounis and M. Tsounis 1991 pers. com.).

composer Nikos Gounaris held
elafra love songs were PoPular" 

It appeaied that thé rebe in Adelaide by high

profile prrio*rrr, concerts and movies before b y Greek-Australian

audiences. Nonetheless, grass-roots level exposure as is evident in the

account of one informantlB. Saltis 1995 peri. com.) who recalled a sense of intrigue at his first exposure

to rebetilca. It happened in the late 1940s in a Greek coffee shop on Hindley Street known as the Greek

Club, where he witressed an inebriated Greek sailor, whose ship had docked at Port Adelaide, dancing a

solo zettbekikos to the accompaniment of a rebetilea song playing on the gramophone'

By the 1960s, there was substantial cause for Giéek musicians in Adelaide to form bands and play

regularly at life cycle celebrations and The activities of pan-Hellenic and

,.iior,uí organisations were at their to accompany their celebrations'

commemorations and festivities. Bands s, Pentagrammo and Panos featured

vocals, accordion, organ, saxophone, clarinet, bass and lead gUitar and drum kit. It was not unusual for

Greek musicians to collaborate with musicians of non-Greek background, such as Maltese, Spanish and

Italian. The repertoire of these bands continued to centre on the evropailca ballroom dance music (tango,

11 See also Tsounis (n.d.:7).
Morris (Stratos Moraitis) who played western classical violin'

il#1'J'åi,l1'*îyiåi5ïå'il:3¿'i3i[""i'lii:li,'iTäil?
Tsounis and M. Tsounis 1991 pers' com')'

13 Such songs were later incorporated into the rebetika genre'
1a "To Gneian by spyros ollandezos and Giorgos Theodoridis (Rebetika Gia Panta No. 2, L.P. Record'

Fontana 9290 1 5.). KounadË 1r ssor so¡ documãnts the song "To Getekakf as a compostion for Athenian

Revue recorded 236) between 1930 and 1941 '

15 "Ti Omo¡fr pou Eisai Otan llais". Composed by Stel¡os Chrisinis and Ch. Kolokotronis (Schorelis 19870 269' 275\'

16,.pezo poka, pezo pinochtÍ,. Composed by D. Zakas [this information is unclear] and sung by George lGtsaros on an earlyVictor

recording inthe United States (Spottswood f 990: 1179).
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cha cha cha, samba, rumba), or'60140'as it was known, with no more thantwo brackets of traditional
Greek dance music per event (Capetanakis 1988 pers. com.).

It was not until the 1960s that Adelaide Greeks began to be exposedto rebetika and lai:ka gemes of
Greek urban music in significant way. The social stigma surrounding the genres and the bouzoukifamily
of instruments was finally lifted following the arrival of acclaimed recordings of virtuoso bouzouki-players
such as Giorgios Zambetas and Manolis Chiotis and of the music soundtracks to Greek films like Zorba
The Greek and Never On A Sunday. The visit to Adelaide in the early 1960s and concert performance by
the renowned Greek singer and master exponent of rebetika, lailca and entechna, Stelios Kazantzidis, must
have further generated interest amongst Greek-Australians for bouzoukimusic. His concert was held in a
packed Centennial Hall, Goodwood Road, Adelaide and featured a five-six member ensemble including
bouzoukia and guitars (M. Tsounis 1995 pers. com.). The program contained all of the rebetikn arñ laika
recorded hits of the 1950s including "Zingouala", "To Telefteo Vradi Mou", "My Last Night", and
" Kakour ga Koinonia", "Criminal Society".

By the 1970s, several musicians were playing Greek laikn onthe bouzouki in Greek restaurants and
taverns. These included Nick Sabaziotis, Anestos, Lefteris Darzanos and Christakis Kypraios. The
Miltiadis brothers and the Giannopoulos brothers had added bouzoukito their instrumentation, largely to
perform the 'lighter' contemporary elafra and entechna, "art-popular songs" They played in small
ensembles, usually trios with bouzouki and guitars, at restaurants such as Charlie Browns which were
frequented by Anglo-Australian tourists and Greek students (N. Arabatsis 1992 pers. com.). Other bands
such as Panorama and Poseidon drew upon western popular music genres like blues, rock 'n' roll and rock
to appeal to a new Australian-born generation. A third type of Greek band performed at restaurants such
as Omonia, the Illiad and Salona, conforming to a Greek nightclub scene by playrng rebetilca and laïlcatlts
from Athens for the more urbanised FOB 'fresh-oñthe-boat' Greek immigrants.

From the earliest remembered and documented times, Greek ecclesiastical hymns, demotic folk songs

and ballroom dance music were present in the music-making activities of Greek-Australians in Adelaide.
By the 1950s, Greek urban music was entering the local repertoires. The 1980s was a decade in which
bands began to diversifi' their repertoires in order to appeal to a wider group of patrons at a variety of
music-making events. In this process they performed rebetikn songs and instrumental pieces according to
the circumstances of the event. By the 1990s, a broad range of urban music including rebetika, Iattlco,

elafra and, entechna,had become established in local repertoires with the bouzouV instrument prominent.
It will be seen that the 1990s are marked by increasing differentiation and specialisation of Greek music-
making at all levels-repertoire, programs, musicians, events, organisers, audiences.

Greek-Australian paroihes provided a hearth for Greek music-making and dancing activities. In the
following chapter, the details of the lively Greek rebetikn music-making community in Adelaide between
1980 and 1993 are documented and analysed. Attention is given to rebetika music-making venues, the
types of events which feature rebetilea music, and the participants.
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Chapter 6 Contemporary Rebetika Music-Making Events in Adelaide

6.1 Introduction
Music is an integral and ever-present part of Greek social gatherings. As one musician (Gardounis

pers. com. 1992) put it, "music-making is compulsory at Greek tribal corroborees ... I mean, have you been

io on where there's no music?" ln this study, the 'music event' is treated as a special recreational or

leisure time event distinguished from everyday working life. Greek terms for the music-making event-

giorti,"celebration"; gleÁdi,"festivity";panig/ri,"festival"; diaskedasi, "entertainment" or "recreation"-

ãdditionally distinguish it from everydayworti"g tif". Greek music-making activities are identified by their

close integration with other celebratory activities: dancing, singing, talking, socialising, eating, drinking and

speech-mfuing. rryhile the focus of this study is 'music', one cannot conceptually separate nor ignore the

pi.r"rr.. of õveral inter-related celebratory practices, especially those of dance. Above all, they are

marked by intense pleasurable engrossment. Greek people speak about music-making events in terms of
.forgetting on.', prõbl.ms', 'letting go', 'having a good time', and 'having a good laugh'. Cowan (1990)

in hãr stuãy of dance practices in ttottttr- Greece, similarly speaks of the'dance-svent'as a "temporally,

spatially, and conceptually 'bounded' sphere of action"l during which "individuals publicly present

themselves in and ttttougtr celebratory practices-eating, drinking, singing, and talking as well as

dancing-and are evaluated by others" (Cåwan 1990: 4). The'public'nature of music-making is integral

to the i-rusic-making event. Its presence insists on an interpretation of the music-making event as a special

non-verbal arena for social interaction and communication'

Rebetika is one type of Greek music Írmong many featured at Greek music-making events in

Adelarde. This chapter dãcuments the occurrence ,f rebetikn music at 181 music-making events held in

Adelaide between lgg0 and 1gg3 (see Appendix 1).2 All data subsequently discussed and presented in

Tables in this chapter derives from rebetilca music-making activities at these 181 events'

TIrc'rebetikn music event' is defined as a music performance in which rebetika music is performed

live. The degree to which rebetika is central to the Greek music-making event varies from event to event'

At some .u.rrt., rebetikn holds centre stage. At others, numerous celebratory activities including dancing,

socialising and other types of music, cluster around rebetika music. At yet other events , rebefikn music

plays a sibsidiary role^as a background to dining. As such, the rebetika music event may contain one

rebetika item (song or instrumental plece) in a twenty minute performance; fifteen items in a 45-minute

bracket of music; or as many as forty-6u" items throughout the duration of an entire music progr¿lm.

Analysis of the data sample indicates that rebetika occured at five main types of music-making

events, with a sixth'miscellaneous' category accounting for irregularly occurring events (see Table 6.1)'

Table 6.1 Types of Rebetika Music-Making Events

Event Type

I social-dance
2 restâurant
J life cycle celebration

4 festival
5 concert
6 miscellaneous

Each type of rebetikn music-making event comprised a nexus of contextual factors such as venue,

organiser, patrons and re pgnse, musicians, music program and performance' In the remainder of this

1 Stone (1992: 2;127) describes the music-making event of the ed sphere of action in which 'music sound

... tisl pait of an integrally related cluster of dance, speech, and ki

2 it'r¡" o"t" documents performances of Greek music of tweñty Not included in this study though informed

by them are the many private parties, rehearsals, workshops, a l¡ve to air broadcasts which have featured

rebetika music during this period (1 980-1 993).
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chapter, the occurrence of rebetikn music-making in Adelaide is contextualised according to the venues

where rebetika were performed, the types of events within which rebetikn were performed, the types of
organisers of these events, the musicians who played rebetika music and the patron and audience response

to these events. Subsequent chapters discuss musicians (Chapter 7), analyse music repertoires and

programs (Chapter 8), rebetika items (Chapter 9) and performances (Chapters 10-14) in more detail.

6.2 Venues
The Greek sayng "opou gis kai patris", meaning, "wherever there is land, there is a

fatherland/homeland", holds true metaphorically speaking when we consider how Greek people construct

spaces for music-making in almost any tlpe of location. It will become apparent that celebration, music-

making and dancing are formative processes during which people inscribe into public or private spaces a

sense of belonging and an identity for themselves. For the finite duration of the music event, the venue

space is transformed into a meaningful topos, "place", "country", "native land", where identity is

constructed, experienced and celebrated.

There were numerous and diverse venues and locations where rebetikn music-making events

occurred in Adelaide. Practical requirements such as hire cost and size influence the choice of venue. For

example, rest¿urants usually cater for no more than 100 patrons while weddings may be attended by as

many as 400 guests. The prestige associated with certain venues also influences the choice of venue.

Concerts held in the Convention Centre and social-dances held in ttre Hilton Hotel invariably attract a full
house. ln addition, the desþ requirements of the event also influence the choice of venue.

Table 6.2 shows the different types of venues where rebetilca music-make events in the sample took
place.

Tabte 6.2 The Incidence of Rebaika Music-Making Events: Venue Type

Venue Type Total No.

Restaurant
restaurant
reception centre
hotel-reception centre
restaurant-winery

45
l4
9

6

74

Communitv Hall 36

Arts Centre 24

Out-Door Pubtic 13

Educational Institution 9

Hotel
hotel
bar

5

J

I

Concert Hall 4

Shonpins Centre 4

Soorts Clubrooms 4

Private House 3

Government Institution 2

Total No. of Venues 181

The majority of rebetika music-making events documented in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993

occurred at the broad category of restaurant (74 of l8l, approximately 4l% of the sample). This indicates

that restaurants, while not music-focussed per se, were integral to the occulrence of rebetika in Adelaide

where dining was a central activity. A significant number of venues for rebetikn music-making events were

community halls (36 of 181, approximately 20Y' of the sample), many of which were owned by ethnic

communities and Greek regional fraternities. Arts centres, (24 of 181, approximately l3Yo of the sample)

provided another important venue for rebetilca music-making events in Adelaide. The Multicultural
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Artworkers Committee Centre and the Adelaide Festival Centre3 featured significantþ. Rebetilca music-

making events occurred in almost any venue, including outdoor public venues such as ovals and parks (13

of lS i approximat ely 1%oof the sample).a Some rebetikn music venues were located outside metropolitan

Adelaideluch as the Clare Valley restaurant-wineries in the Adelaide Hills, the Renmark and Goolwa town

ovals and Hotel Mount Gambier.

To some extent there was a correspondence between the type of venue and the type of event' Social-

dances and life cycle celebrations were commonly held in community halls and reception centres. Many

community halls were either Greek owned or belonging to other ethnic communities (eg. Slav, Estonian,

Latvian, Italian, Lebanese, Slav-Macedonian, Irish, Bulgarian)'

They all have in common alargedining area with tables and chairs to seat as many as 400 patrons; a

large dance floor in the centre of the hall specially oorboards or synbolically

constructed by the arrangement of tables and seat musicians and the public

address system; and a kitchen with catering facilities

Restaurants differed from venues for social-dances and life cycle celebrations in that space was

confined and mostly occupied by customers. Musicians and dancers were allotted a small comer so as not

to interfere with the activities of waiters and diners. However, if the need arose' tables and chairs were

pushed aside to accommodate dancing'

Outdoor open-air venues such as ovals, park settings for

festivals. They were characterised by numerous stall dance floor

area. Some rebetikomusic-making events were part such as the

Adelaide Festival Centre.

Concerts were often held in theatres with auditoriums where audience seating was tiered and

focussed onto the elevated stâge area for performers. A dance floor space was notably absent from the

concert venue yet enthusiastic patrons havå been observed to dance in the aisles of a concert hall during a

Greek music-making event.

ln the miscellaneous category of event types, shopping centres, the fresh food market, an olive grove

and private homes were documented. The miscellaneous category indicates that rebetika music-making

took place at almost any type of venue.

6.3 The Rebetika Music-Making Even
Similarly, there appears to be no üñit to the types of events which feature rebetika music-making'

Table 6.3 provides a summary of the incidence of rebetika music-making at specific types of events in

Adelaide between 1980 and 1993:

Chaoter 6 Rebetikn in Adelaide 7t

3 The Adelaide Festival centre is the most prestigious mainstream arts centre in Adelaide. Rebetika have yet to be performed in the main

indoors venues of the Festival Playhouse or the Festival Space'

4 There are four more outdoor venues if one considers the Adelaide Fest¡val Centre outdoor venues (Foyer and Amphitheatre) featured in

event numbers 104, 105, 1 0g and 1 5g (see Appendix ii. roïtrc purpose of this study, however, these venues are categorised as 'arts

centre'
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Table 6.3 The Incidence of Rebaíka Music-Making Events: Event Type

Event Type Sub-total Total c'/o ol
Total

Social-Dance
social-dance
club
disco-dance

49
J
J

54 3Ùyo

Restaurant
restaurant
dinner

48
4

52 29Yo

Life Cycle Celebration
wedding
baptism
bifhday
engagement

26
3

2

I

32 LSVI

tr'estival
22

22 l2Yo

Concert
12

t2 6Yo

Miscellaneous
markeVshopping centre
book launch
meeting
party
plcruc
pub

4
1

I
I
I
I

9 s%o

Total No. of Events 181

The characteristic features of the six tlpes of reåetikn music-making events are now examined more

closely.

6.3.1 Social-Dance
Rebetika music occurred most frequently at social-dances (54 of l8l, 30% of the total sample). The

term'social-dance'denotes a public community event organised by voluntåry members of a social or civic
association such as a Greek community organisation, a Greek regional fratemity, a sports association or an

arts organisation. Greek people call the social-dance a choroesperida, "evening-dance", or simply a choro,
"dance". Both terms highlight the important role of dancing at such events. Food and alcohol

consumption, talking and socialising also featured prominently. The social-dance was held on numerous

occasions: to commemorate the annual gathering of an organisation; to provide entertainment for a
conference; to celebrate an annual event such as Christmas or the New Year; to raise funds with auctions

and lottery raffles for an organisation or charity; or to celebrate a particular music group or music genre.

The 'club' was a category of social-dance which typically featured western popular music altemated
with live Greek music. Like the hybrid disco-dance which featured a live band alternating with a disc
jockey, the club catered for alcohol rather than food consumption. Apart from these features, the club and

disco-dance functioned in ways similar to the social-dance where spontaneous and collective Greek dancing

was a central activity.

6.3.2 Restaurant
The 'restaurant' event type comprised the second most frequent incidence of rebetika music-making

in the sample (52 of 181; 29W. It included restaurant-wineries, reception centres and hotel-reception

centres where formal dining took place as the central activity. At the restaurant event, live music occured

as background music, a floorshow spectacle, and./or as musical accompaniment to spontaneous collective
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dancing. The restaurant differed from other types of music events in that it was usually held at a

permanent food catering venue. The exception to this was the hiring of a hall for a formal dinner (event

no.75). The entrepreneurial nature of the restaurant also distinguishes it from otler event types.

6.3.3 Life Cycle Celebration
The third most frequent event type where rebetikn music occurred was the private 'life cycle

celebration' (32 of 181; 18%). The life cycle celebration is a rite of passage such as an engagement,

wedding, baptism or birthday. It was characteristically organised as a 'private' event for extended kin,

friends and work colleagues. Of all life cycle celebrations, the wedding reception occurred most frequently'

It was often the most extravagant of all music-making events, sometimes costing up to $20,000. Together

with a series of wedding formalities, music-making and spontaneous collective dancing were central to

wedding receptions.

6.3.4 Festival
The 'festival' is the fourth category of event which features rebetika music-making (22 of 181;

IZyù. The festival was commonly an event where various arts and enter[ainment activities, especially

music-making, occurred simultaneóusly in different venues over a period of one or more days. These

venues were located indoors and/or outdoors at an oval or park's

6.3.5 Concert
The 'concert' category is the fifttr rebetika event type featured in the sample (12 of 181, 67o). It is a

distinct music performance èvent advertised as such where seating is arranged in an auditorium in front of

a stage area and where music is passively received.6 Concerts require a great amount of organisation,

,.rÑ... and publicity. While concert-like performances of rebetifr¿ music often occurred during

floorshow brackets at social-dances, these have not been included in the concert category but rather, are

documented with the abbreviation "8" as brackets of rebetika music (see Appendix 1) at social-dances.

6.3.6 Miscellaneous
Finally, the 'miscellaneous' category accounted for irregularly occurring rebetilca music-making

events at shopping centres, fresh fooô markets, a meeting, a book launch, a party, a picnic and an

Australia¡ hotel known as a 'pub'. In the sample, there were nine miscellaneous events (of 181, 5% of the

total sample).

Having established the incidence of the types of events which featured rebetikn music-making in

Adelaide between l9g0 and 1993, it is now uppiolriut" to examine the contextual factors concerning their

organisation.

6.4 Organisers and Organisations
A diverse range of organi-sers and organisations were responsible for holding rebetiko music-making

events. They have b..n .uì.gorised according to the 'ethnicity of organiser' and 'type of organisation''

Table 6.4.1 presents u ,u*¡nufl of the inciden ie of rebetikn music-making events according to the ethnicity

of organiser and type of organisation.

73

5 cafe Musica events (nos. 90 and 91) of the Multicultural Artworkers Committee, while offìcally publicised as Fringe Festival activities'

have not been included in the category.óf ,festival' because théy were organised by the Multicultural Artworkers committee.

6 The rebetika concert (event no.1) has been categorised as a 'c¡ncert'despite its listing as a Fringe Festival event because it was

organised and advertised as a concert and performed in a concert hall'
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Table 6.4.1 The Incidence of Rebetìk¿ Music-Making Events: Ethnicity of Organiser and Type of
Organisation

Ethnicity of Organiser
Type of

Orsanisrtion
Total

o/o of
Total

Community Entrepreneurial Private

Greek 47 8 18 73 40.5Yo

Non-Greek 27 44 2 73 40.5o/o

Multicultural 22 22
35

l2Yo

l9Yo
Mixed Greek & Non-
Greek

13 13 no/t/o

Total 96 52 33 181

%o of Total 53Yo 29Yo lSYo

The category of type of organisations is divided into th¡ee broad types: 'community',
'entrepreneurial' and 'private'. The category of 'community' organiser is a wide category which includes

those organisations and institutions whose activities are oriented towards the general public community

(arts, community, educational, government, political, regional fraternities, religious, sports). Many of these

community organisations are sustained by the voluntary efforts of dedicated members. ln contrast, the

category of 'entrepreneurial' organiser is primarily oriented towards private business and profit
(restaurants, shopping centres, markets). The third category of 'private' organiser accounts for individuals

who organise private events which are attended by personal invitation. In this sample most of these were

life cycle celebrations.
The ethnicþ of organisers is divided into four groups: Greek, non-Greek, multicultural, and mixed

Greek and non-Greek. The term 'Greek' refers to people born in Greece and Greek-speaking places, or of
Greek ancestry. The multicultural category specifies organisations with formal multicultural constitutions,

policies and programs. Their activities support people from non-English speaking backgrounds and

promote their equal participation in mainstream Australian society. The mixed Greek and non-Greek

category of organisers accounts for inter-ethnic engagements and weddings.
The predominant et}nicþ of organisers of rebeti&a music-making events was shared equally

between Greek (73 of l8l) and non-Greek (73 of 181), each comprising two-fifttrs of the sample (40.5%).7

The multicultural category of organisers accounts for a significant portion of the sample, approximately

one-tenth (22 of ISI; l2%). When combined with the mixed Greek and non-Greek life cycle celebrations

(13 of l8l;7Y),the two figures together comprise approximately one-fifth of the sample (35 of 18l; l97o)

and reflect a significant trend in Australia towards the cross-cultural collaboration of people from different

ethnic backgrounds. The combined figures of non-Greek organisers (73), multicultural organisers (22)

comprises approximately 52% of the total sample (95 of l8l), indicating that rebetika music-making

events significantly take place outside of the Greek community. These are striking statistics when one

considers the commonly held stereotype that Greek culture is bound within a closed Greek community, and

that migrants of non-English speaking background generally maint¿in closed ghetto-like communities and

refuse to interact with the wider public. On the contrary, this data sample indicates that rebetilcs music-

making events occur equally in the wider community.

7 The Greek composition of organisers is perhaps slightly higher when one considers the fact that Greek people as employees_of

multicultural and mainstream Australian bodies have largely been responsible for the engagement of Greek music at their events. For

example, numerous Greek members of the Multicultural Artworkers Committee of S.A. were active in the organisation of Greek music-

making events.
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Table 6.4.2 below presents the incidence of rebetilca music-making event types with relation to the

ethnicity of organisers and type of organisations.

Table 6.4.2 The Inciden ce of Rebetika Music-Making Events: Ethnicity of Organiser, Type of Organisation

and Event Type.

In reviewing the information presented in both Tables 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 regardng the incidence of

types of events, ethnicþ of organisers and type of organisation, we may identifr certain salient features'

one notes the important role that '"o*-.rr,ity' organisations played as the hosting bodies of rebetikn'

These *rr. ,.rponsible for the organisation of approximately half of the sample (96 of 181; 53%; see

Table 6.4.1). Greek grouP of
events), with regional (e'g' Kast

Middle East Society), Music As

Ethnicity of TYPe of
Organiser Organisation

Event Type

SocialDance Restaurant Cvcle Festival Concert MiscellaneousLife

Sub-
Total

Total

Greek

Entrepreneurial
Restaurant

Private
Private

ll
5

5

5

4
2

1

I 4

2

I
2

I
'l

l3
t2
8

7

4
2
I

47

8 8

8

l8 18

18

33 9 18 6 6 I 13

Non-Greek
Comm

Entrepreneurial
Restaurant

RetaiVTrade

Private
Private

J

3

I

I

I
I
I

ll

I
1

1

I

1 16

4
J

2

I
I

27

40
4

40
4

44

I I 2
2

8 43 I 13 3 5 73

Multicultural
Comm

12

1

l3

3

3

3

3

2

I

3

20
I
1

22

22

Mixed Greek & Non-Greek
Private

Private 13 l3
13

13 13

TotalNo. ofEvents 54 52 32 22 L2 9 181 181
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Hellenic community organisations (S) (e.g. the Greek Orthodox Community of SA, Pan-Hellenic Youth of
SAt). Greek educational organisations were also important (7), especially the Flinders Universþ Greek

Association (FUGA) which continues to organise Greek arts and cultural activities. Despite the years of
settlement, for some as many as sixty, it is interesting to note the resilience and continued activity of some

of the oldest Greek-Australian regional and pan-Hellenic community organisations.

Not surprisingly, the arts sub-category was an importrant type of organisation in the 'community'

category. It included Greek (12), non-Greek (16) and especially multicultural organisations (20), providing

for a total of 48 events. Arts organisations were largely responsible for the organisation of social dances,

festivals and concerts. The majority of festivals were organised by multicultural arts institutions (13 of 22

events) such as the Adelaide Festival of Arts and the Focus Fringe Festival. Twelve music-specific

institutions are responsible for the organisation of rebetikn music-making events (see Appendix 1), a factor

which points to the gradual specialisation of music and music organisations in Adelaide'

The second largest category of organisers was that of the restaurant entrepreneur which comprised

almost one-third of the sample (52 of I8l,zgyo). The majority of restaurants in the sample were owned or

managed by non-Greek people (40 of 52). The Ayers House Restaurants, a heritage restaurant venue

"o-pl.* 
once the residence of a nineteenth century South Australian premier, comprised the major portion

of this category. Also included was Nanyetta's Gypsy Taverna, a restaurant owned and managed by

Australian-Romani people. For some years Nanyetta's has maintained a weekly multicultural music

progr¿ìm with a flamincã music focus. Greek restaurants such as Zorba's Restaurant were also present in

the entrepreneurial category. The significant incidence of restaurants in the sample indicates both the

competitive marketablility of rebetilca and a trend in Greek music-making activities towards performance at

norr-'Greek-organised events. The occurrence of rebetika music at \ilestfield Shopping Centre and the

Central Market, categorised as miscellaneous entrepreneurial events, is also a reflection of the increasing

marketability of 'multicultural' music. 'Good' business in Australia has become culturally inclusive

business.
The third category of type of organisation comprised 'private' individual organisers of mostly life

cycle celebratiotrs, baptisms, engagements, birthday parties and especially weddings.e The category of

private organisers comprised almost one fifth of the sample (33 of 181 events; 18 yù, reinforcing the
'"npo.tu"rã 

of kin-oriented activities of the Greek community observed in Chapter 4. The majority of

private life cycle celebrations were organised by Greek people (18 of 32 events). An additional thirteen

ãelebrated inter-etlnic Greek weddings (nine Greek/Australian marriages, two Greek/Italian' one

Greeypolish and one Greek/Yugoslav), indicating once again the importance of cross-cultural interaction.

The popularity of life cycle celebrations by Greek people

The information presented above demonstrates that a concerted effort goes into organistng rebetilea

music-making events. it 
"lro 

indicates there is an ethnic mix and wide range of organisations which host

rebetikn music in Adelaide. Furthermore, it demonstrates a parity in the incidence of Greek and non-Greek

organisers of rebetikn music-making events. Several prominent features of rebetika music-making events

in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993 have been identified. Firstly, it was noted that they were largely

hosted by community-oriented organisations of all ethnic categories; mostly non-Greek restaurant

entreprenãurs; and Grðek and non-Gìeek individuals. It is evident that Greek community organisations and

multicultural arts institutions featured prominently in the organisation of social-dances, while non-Greek

organisations were responsible for the majority of festivals. The sample demonstrates a startling

collaborative and cross-ìultural organisational practice in the Greek music-making scene of Adelaide. In

addition, the statistics also highlight the specialisation of arts and music activities by Greek, non4reek

(mainstream) and multicultural bodies.' 
Having considered the organisational features of rebetika music-making events, it is now appropriate

to turn to the key personnel of rebetiko music-making activities, namely, the musicians.

I Throughout the ,lggos, the pan-Hellenic youth of sA (EpNNA) harnessed yorfh involvement in community developmerú largely through

the pelorming arts (theake and music).
9 The exception to this was the organisation of a private soirée home concert (event no.'179).
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6.5 Musicians
The following general discussion provides information about the size and nature of the community of

musicians who performed at rebetika music-making events.lO Musicians from Greek and non-Greek

bacþround come together to perform rebetika. There were 107 musicians documented as performing at

rebenkamusic-making events in Ad.luidr between 1980 and 1993 (see Appendix 1).

The vast majoáty are Greek musicians who collaborate together in ensembles or syngrotimata,
.,bands,', with a long-term commitment. Musicians also collaborate in temporary bands which are formed

together under the leadership and instigation of certain individuals or organisations such as the HMASA

for the sake of a one-off p..fo.-*... tubt. 6.5 documents three types of engagement of musicians at

rebetikn music-making evËnts in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993. They are 'bands', 'individual leaders'

or 'organisations' :

Table 6.5 Musicians Engaged to Perform at Rebetìka Music-Making Events

At the vast majority of rebetil<a music-m

members of 'bands'. Eleven bands were identified

sibling pair) were identified as 'leaders' or central figr

the purpose of one-off performances, some of whicl

rebetika music.r3 The óne 'organisaiion' responsible for the provision of Greek musicians, the Hellenic

Music Association of SA, hal a membershiþ of as many as sixty musicians during its active period
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10 More detail about musicians is provided in Chapter 7'
11 The total number of engagements of nìusicians in the form of bands, individual leaders and organisations documented in Table 6'5 is

I 87 because on occasion,èeveral bands performed at the same event'

12 The rebetikamusic-making of the first six bands listed is documented and discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters'

13 See event nos. 1 , I 10, 158 and 176 in Appendix 1 '

TotalNo. of Occurrences

167

49
38
3','l

22
8

5

J

2
I
1

I

Laiki Kompania
Themelia
Gypsy Trio
Aman
Meraki
Odyssey
Fantasia
Zeus

Charama
Exodus

5

Band
1

2

7

8

9

l0
11

15

J

2
2
2

2
I
1

I
1

Nick A¡abatsis
Peter Tsounis
Jolanta Pieka¡z
George & Tassos CaPetanakis

Demeter Tsounis
Stratos Pik¡amenos
Peter Antoniou
John Kourbelis

I
2

3

4

9

Leader

Dimo Alexiou
f,

5
Organisation

Hellenic Music Association of SA

18711Total No. of Engagements
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between 1980 and 1990. At four of the five events organised by and featuring HMASA musicians,

rebetilea were performed as entire brackets of music.la
In summary, the statistics show that there was a large and active pool of musicians in Adelaide who

performed rebetikn (and other types of Greek) music. l s Long-term collaborations in the form of ensembles

and bands (167) provided the most common outfit for musicians. The prevalence of long-term

collaborations in the form of bands and esembles also indicates that the services of musicians are regularþ
required, especially for social-dances, restaurants and life cycle celebrations. The temporary collaborations
of musicians for one-off events (15) and the activities of the HMASA (5) which pooled the services of a
large body of musicians also contributed to the performance of rebetika music as a special genre.l6 Above

all, the collaborations and active engagement of musicians tn rebetika music-making testifii to a highly
dedicated, organised and musicloving community.

6.6 Patron and Audience Reception
It is now appropriate to consider the features ofthe third group ofsocial actors integral to rebetika

music-making events in Adelaide-the patrons and audiences-in order to gain an overview of the nature

of participation in and reception of rebetiko music.
The level of attendance at rebetika music-making events varied according to many contextual

factors. One of these concerns the type of event. Life cycle celebrations and social-dances were generally

patronised with full attendance. At life cycle celebrations, guests comprised personally invited family and

friends. Family and compatriots naturally tended to patronise their own social-dances. Concerts, on the

other hand, often required additional publicity for a full-house which generally comprised a less intimately

associated audience. Because of their specialised presentation of music, concerts often attracted both the

networks of musicians and a music-loving or 'Greek culture'-loving niche. Restaurants attracted

customers with expendable cash who could afford to wine and dine out. By comparison, the attendance of
festivals was less certain, sometimes depending on contingencies such as weather or the drawcard of an

'intemational act' of musicians from Greece. As arts and cultural events, their audiences tended to be

heterogeneous.

The type of reception and response to Greek music, a topic discussed in more detail in Chapters 10-

14, was also partly influenced by the event type in combination with ethnicity and type of organisers. For
example, Greek-organised social dances, life cycle celebrations and concerts attracted mostly Greek

patrons. An ethnic mix was observed at inter-etlmic marriages, where guests naturally comprised the

relatives and friends of the married couple. The wedding sample therefore included Anglo-Celtic
Australians, Italian-Australians, Yugoslav-Australians and Polish-Australians. Some Greek-organised

events such as festivals were marketed to a wide public and therefore attracted large numbers of non-Greek

people as well as patrons of all ages. Regular non-Greek patrons were observed at the Glendi and Dimitria
Festivals, for example, where their idiosyncratic dancing style with beer-can in one hand has become an

annual feature on the main dance floor. Multicultural events specifically involved organisers, performers,

audiences of mixed ethnic bacþrounds, while non-Greek organised events may or may not have appealed

to an ethnically diverse audience. For example, the customers of the Ayers House Restaurants, a non-

Greek managed venue, were consistently ethnically mixed. Apart from Greek-organised concerts, social-

dances and weddings, the overall majority of audiences at rebetika music-making events consisted of
people of both Greek and non4reek ethnic bacþrounds.

Age differences wore also observed at rebetiÈø music-making events. For example, Greek-

Australian youth in the age bracket from eighteen to thirty years \¡/ere largely absent from Greek social-

14 The activities of the HMASA have been largely replaced by the S.A. Council for the Greek Cultural Month of March, a cultural

institution funded by the Greek Embassy and the.Greek Government Ministry for Greeks Abroad.
ls Approximately fifty to sixÇ musicians (ten to twelve bands) are actively engaged in any one year.

16 The documentation of musicians who performed at rebetika music-making events also reflects the parameters of the aulho/s fieldwork

and personal participation as a musician in many of the above groups. For example, the author is documented as appearing on 134
occassions as a musician in Themelia, Laiki Kompania, Arnan, Gypsy Trio, Meraki, HMASA and others). Other musicians who

collaborated with the author are similarly featured in high numbers. They are Steve Papadopoulos (68 times, musician in Laiki Kompania,

Gypsy Trio), Peter Tsounis (58 times, musichn in Laiki Kompania, Aman) and Dimo Alexiou (5'l times, musician in Meraki, Aman,

Themelia, Fantasia).
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dances and concerts. There were, however, exceptions to the generalisation. Recently this age group was

specifically the target for social-dances which presented non-standard music programs such as western

pþuhr music forms, or for concerts where comment¿ry and narration were conducted in English. Also

noiiceable was the high participation of Greek youth in amateur Greek dance troupes at rebetilca music-

making events.tT In contrast, there was an age mix present at festivals and most life cycle celebrations

which are family and peer-oriented gatherings.

Two broâd types of reception were observed at rebetika music-making events in Adelaide. One

consisted of a non-active receptiòn in which patrons were seated, watched and listened. In the other type of

reception, patrons actively participated in socialising and spontaneous collective Greek dancing.

partìcipation in spontaneous collective Greek dancing occured at two-thirds of the sample (120 of 181),

indicat'ing that Grãek dancing is a significant component of rebetiko music-making events. Participation in

Greek dattcing took two forms. One consisted of the collective and uniform execution of a commonly

shared line or open circle dance form with the leader occasionally improvising steps. The other consisted

of unattached solo improvisatory dancing.

Greek dancing almost always occurred at social-dances, life cycle celebrations and Greek

restaurants. In some cases it occurred at festivals, especially if attended by Greek people. Greek dancing

also occurred at most of the events organised by multicultural bodies, and at some of the miscellaneous

event types. For example, there was spontaneous Greek dancing at the Multicultural Artworkers

Committee's A¡nual Genèral Meeting and Christmas Parby where both Greek and non-Greek attendants

spontaneously participated. Only one-third of the sample, including most concertsls and some non-Greek

rèstaurants, did not feature spontaneous Greek dancing.le ln addition to spontaneous dancing, five eventl

featured choreographed Greek dance floorshows by amateur Greek dance groups. Other events featured

non-Greek dancing, such as break dance, belly-dance, flamenco, Torres Strait Islander and Yugoslav dance

floorshows. Far from functioning as a substitute for spontaneous dancing, dance floorshows by amateur

groups invariably inspired the subsequent spontaneous participation in Greek dancing at arebetikn music-

making events.

Th. p.rr.rr"e of Greek people in the audience was a general prerequisite for the occurrence of Greek

dancing, y"t *t it" Greek p.opt. óften initiated Greek dancing, non-Greek people invariably took part. The

enthusiasm to learn aoa pa.ii"ipate in Greek dancing by non-Greek attendants was observed as another

catalyst for Greek dancing. Tlpes of participation in Greek dancing varied from the mechanical execution

of dance steps and patterns, to ã vigorous anã excited engagement, to the free and engrossed improvisation

within dance forms. Beginners u..rully attached themselves to the end of lines to learn the patterns of dance

steps. It is not.rn.o*rior, though, to observe non-Greeks participating and even leading lines with great

coÀpetency, demonstrating their previous training in amateur dance groups and enculturation into Greek

culture among friends

One can conclude that the occurrence of Greek dancing was an integral part of the rebetilca music-

making event. ln addition, a disposition towards spontaneous Greek dancing existed on the basis of event

t'pe an¿ the presence of Greek pãople. However, the sample also indicates that when there is a will there is

u'*uy, and the enthusiasm of non-Greek people to learn and participate often transformed concerts,

restaurants and festivals into music-making events where Greek dancing became an integral component.

Having considered the overall nature of the Greek music-making scene in Adelaide with relation to

the incidenc e of rebetika music-making events, it is now appropriate to tum to the protagonists of these

events, the music-makers.

i7 The Adelaide Greek community has a lively amateur Greek dance culture. For example, the GocsA.teaches approximately eighty

young people Greek dancing. ti"ny other óreek.community organisations including regional fraternities manage their own dance

írorpË". Tirere are also profe-ssional öreek dancers in Adelaide who peform at festivals, social-dances and restaurants'

18 concerts do not usually feature Greek dancing. The exception to this was at a 'Soiree" concert held at a private house for non-Greek

people on 2g August 1993. Members of the audlence ,"qu"åt"d to learn .some Greek dances, so chairs were pushed aside and a small

dance floor area made available accomodating no more dhan eight people. one of the musicians lead a line of enthusiastic leamers,

teaching them two line dances while the remain-ing three musicians played songs featuring Greek dance rhythms'

19 Er""-ption" to this occur at the Ayers House Restaurants where patrons were either Greek or requested ballroom dance music, and at

Nanyetta,s Gypsy Taverna where müsicians' friends of Greek background came specifically to listen to and dance to live Greek music'
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Chapter 7 The Music-Makers

7.1 Introduction
The music-makers are the 'protagonists' of the Greek music-making scene in Adelaide. Without

their particular efforts, rebetika music would not be performed. As dedicated bearers and developers of a
Greek music-making tradition, an understanding of musicians, their backgrounds and activities is therefore

central to the study of rebetika in Adelaide. This chapter cornmences with a profile of musicians as a

social group, then identifies their musical education including their first exposure to Greek music and to
rebetika music in particular. It then proceeds to a discussion of the collaboration and employment of
musicians in bands, their involvement in organisations and other music-related activities. Finally, it
considers notions of musicianship, competence and talent with a view to outlining a performance ethos in
practice.

7.2 Social Profile
Musicians who play rebetika and other types of Greek music belong to a heterogeneous group. Of

the 107 musicians documented in the study,l the majority are male. Twenty-six female musicians are

documented, approximately one-quarter of the sample (24yo'), yet only ten continue to perform publicly.

Nonetheless women have a significant presence in a largely male-dominated Adelaide music-making scene

as singers, instrumentalists and decision-makers.

The majority of musicians in the study are Greek-Australians born in Australia, i.e. 'second' or
'third generation migrants', with parents or grandparents who were born overseas and migrated to
Australia between the 1950s and 1970s. The regional origins of musicians' parents and grandparents are

represented by most Greek-speaking homelands, namely Asia Minor, Pontus, Cyprus, the Greek mainland,

especially Macedonia and the Peloponnese, the Aegean and Ionian Islands, Crete and Egypt. A dozen

Greek-Australian musicians not born in Australia were either born in Greece, Cyprus, Egypt or England.

Also present in the sample are eight musicians of non-Greek background who performed from time to time

at rebetikn music-making events in the bands Themelia, Aman, Meraki or the Gypsy Trio. These

musicians were of mixed Ango-Celtic and European background. They collaborated with these groups

because of their acquaintance with Greek-Australian musicians and their interest in Greek music. Thus this

study focuses on the second and third generation Greek musicians born in Australia who have played

rebetilra in their repertoires at some time or other, and especially those who perform rebetikn as a special

music genre.2

Musicians in this study tend to undergo a similar personal musical development. Many begin

playing musical instruments in their adolescent years and by their late teens, are performing at the

gatherings of family and friends. If their interest continues, they often form bands and perform publicly,

continuing on into their middle age with varied intensity and dedication depending on the circumstances of
life.

Another heterogeneous factor in the social profile of local musicians is their occupational and class

background. A common experience of musicians is that their parents work as manual labourers,

tradepersons or as self-employed small business owners. Musicians themselves carry on the management

of small businesses or with education and training, become professionals (hairdressers, doctors, architects,

computer programmers, scientists, teachers). Of necessity, most musicians work at day jobs in non-music

related occupations, even if they have a residency a couple of nights a week at a restaurant or nightclub.

For the majority, Greek music-making is an enjoyable yet serious 'hobby', a semi-professional activity

which engages musicians approximately once or twice a week for rehearsal and once or twice a month for
gigs. For this activity musicians are remunerated with a fee they call 'pocket-money'. One musician

(Gardounis 1992 pers. com.) commented that playing Greek music in a band was an expensive hobby

I See Chapter 6, section 6.5.
2 There are at least another dozen veteran musicians in lhe forties to sixties age range not documented in this study who were born in
Greece or Cyprus and are first generation migrants. These musicians continue to play a variety of Greek music, including rebetika and

/alka in nightclubs, or traditional dimotika at social-dances and weddings.
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because of the financial outlay for instruments, lessons, amplification equipment, transport, attire etc'

Another musician (Papadopoulås 1992 pers. com.) who dreamed of giving up his day-time job to become a

full-time musician u.ii.u.å that a profôssional musician is one who practises his instrument(s) daily and

makes a living out of ferforming.:' The notion of professionalism is understood in pragmatic terms as the

ability to work at music 'full-time' or to make a living from music, rather than in the quality of

musicianship. Less than half a dozen musicians in Adelaidework full-time in music and manage to make a

living from music alone. They work as music teachers, sound engineers and/or performers'

On the other side of thå equation, there are musicians documented in the study who played music as

anateurs, receiving little or to ,.-.rt..ation at all for their activities' This was the case with Themelia

whose many changing members over the years entered the group as beginners, lea-rned to sing and play

Greek music for the ãrst time and since leåving Themelia, no longer practise or perform music' For them

singing and playing music was a hobby.

7.3 Exposure to Greek Music
The family and Greek community are an important locus for nurturing the musical education of

rebetikn musicians. Musicians unanimously state túat their introduction to Greek music occurred during

their adolescent years when they *.r. .*por"d to the music-making and dancing activities of their parents,

grandparents, siblings, relatives and friends. Some remember hearing their grandparents singing traditional

demotilca Songs, nursery rhymes, kantades, "serenades", or amanedes, vocal improvisations, informally at

home. Others had parénts-or relatives who played musical instruments such as the clarinet, mandolin or

violin. Many witnessed their parents having a jood titne and dancing to traditional demotikn Greek circle

and line dances or evropailà westem Uit.oã. dances performed live by Greek musicians at local

weddings and social-dances. Musicians recall the excitement and merriment generated at these Greek

social gatherings as their first inspiration for Greek music: ""' just seeing ú: Y{ people reacted to the

music ... it really appealed to me, it was a part of me, an extenston of me'.." (Dalagiorgios 1988b pers'

com.). At the impräsionable age of adolescence, the experience of observing one's family and friends

pleasurably engrossed in collective music-making and dancing activities must have been awe-inspiring'

One of the most memorable images was the transformation ol one's elderly parents into agile and fun-

loving celebrants. The Greek music-making event openly sanctioned empassioned emotional and physical

engagement. ln ûrese descriptions, musicians link the emotionally-charged celebratory aünosphere to

things peculiarþ'Greek'.
The music most immediately associated with Greek celebrations is Greek demotic 'folk' music with

its open-circle dance forms for spontåneous collective dancing' This music was played live at social

gatherings or on phonograms.4 M icians (N. and P. Arabatsis 1992 pers. com') note a cert'ain derisive

attitutude towards the Greek d c musià by 'elitist' patrons who regard it as backward choriafiki,

,.village-like,,. yet since the 1g70s as Greek familes began to make the 'pilgrimage' back to their regions

of origin in Greece to reunite with their families, musicians have begun to develop a special afEnity with

the demotic culture and music of their families' iegion of origin. Australian-born Greeks now visit Greece

to .get in touch with their roots'. The frequency iod -tt*ity of music-making in Greece always leaves a

mark on Greek-Australian visitors. The recent inclusion of regional dance forms such as the Ikarian dance

in musicians, repertoires indicates a local revival of interest in Greek regional culture (D' Tsounis 1986:

138-9). t,-t:^^L^.7 ^L^,.^ D^¡ onma
Not all exposure to Greek culture was initially positive for musicians, as indicated above' For some'

the pressure from parents to preserve a Greek identþ which in the Australian social environment up until

the 1970s was condemned as 'woggish" was .no,rgh-to repel youth from 
their Parents and anything to do

with Greek regional village culture. ln these cases,-musicians l-istened mostly to westem popular music and

slowly warmed to Greef music in their aduh yéars after hearing live performances and jamming with

friends and peers.
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3 This musician recenfly (February 1gg7) retired from his job of fifteen years and now resides in Greece' He now works

time musician.
4 See Chapter 5, section 5.3.
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Influenced by the musical tastes of family and friends who purchased and listened to commercial

recordings imported from Greece, musicians were initially largely exposed to the music dating from the

1950s onwards-laitka, elafra and entechna. This music included famous singers, bouzouki-players and

composers at the time such Kazantzidis, Angelopoulos, Mitropanos, Bithikotsis, Giota Lydia, Marinella,

Parios, Vissi, Dalaras, Alexiou, Chiotis, Zambetas, Kokotas, Tsitsanis, Vamvakaris, Theodorakis,

Chatzidakis, Xarchakos, Poulopoulos and Pyttragoras. Musicians explain thcir parcnts musical tastes by

arguing that the laitkn songs of the 1950s and 60s contained lyrics which best expressed the feelings of
migrants experiencing xenifia, "migration", separation and hardship. It was the music that offered a sense

oî parigorid, "consolation". TIte lai't<n and entechnd \üere also musics which drew upon dimotilca and

rebetikn dance forms and therefore had instant dance appeal. It was "music that was chtipito,s dancing,

lively, get up and go sort of thing" (Odontiadis 1992 pers. com.). Undoubtedly the most important music

that influenced local musicians was the soundtrack to the feature film Zorba The Greek, composed by the

entechno composer Mikis Theodorakis (Theodorakis 1964). Throughout the 1970s and 80s the slow

chasapikos and accelerating chasaposervikos instrumental piece called "Zolba's Dance" was almost

compulsory for every band at every Greek music-making event.

Commercially successful hits from Greece have always been available in Adelaide. They were

purchased from Greek general stores such as Pantheon and Lakis on Hindley Street during the 1970s,

Gregory's Fumiture Electrical on Gouger St and Emporium on Henley Beach Road in the 1970s and 80s,

and at Kosmos, Henley Beach Road, in the 1990s. These records were played on radiograms (78 rpms) or

record players (45 rpms) and provided a ready form of entertainment for name day and birthday parties in

the private homes of family and friends. Greek features films of the 1940s, 50s and 60s also madetheir

way into small cinemas in Adelaide. These were occasions for family outings to view the latest Greek film
stars accompanied on screen by the music and actual appearance of the latest Greek singers and bouzouki-

players.6 One musician (Arabatsis 1992 pers. com.) recalled receiving his musical 'calling' upon first sight

of the bouzouki bengperformed in a Greek film. His father scouted around the city the following day and

found someone willing to sell ltim a bouzouki for his son to learn to play.

Of the rebetilca genre, the music of Tsitsanis, especially the song "synnefasmeni Kyriaki", and the

music of his peers of 'second generation professional bouzouki-players', were popular among Adelaide

Greek-Australians. So too were the kantades-soundrng rebetika of Markos Vamvakaris with songs such as

"Frankosyriani" and "Oloi Rebetes Tou Dounia". Rebetika began to enter the record collections and

repertoires of local musicians in a prominent way during the 1970s when record companies began to re-

release original recordings of rebetikn onto long-playrng albums. Especially inspiring were the well-

produced récordings of rebetika songs by popular singers such as Charis AlexiouT and Giorgios Dalaras.8

The influence of the commercial recordings of Dalaras in particular has been astounding. His select choice

of repertoire has sanctioned tire inclusion of for example, the rebetika chasiklidikn, hashish songs, and

Latin American-styled songs, in the repertoires of local musicians.e Musicians also supplemented their

enthusiasm for rebetikn by reading Gail Holst's (1975) book, Road To Rembetika. Its friendly personal

tone contextu alised, rebetika n an endearing way. It also offered historical and musical details in English

which helped to fill the large gap in knowledge about the genre. During the 1980s and 90s, exposure to

rebetiþn has multipled a hundred-fold with the re-release of original recordings from Greece, England and

the United States on compact discs and videos. This has provided access to a wide spectrum of styles that

comprise the rebetika genre.

Young aspiring musicians began to learn their art by watching and listening to other musicians

performing live in bands. such as Pentagrammo and Pente Asteria in the late 1960s, Poseidon and

Panorama in the 1970s, and Aetos in the early 1980s. Some were intrigued by the traditional clarinet-

5 The word chûlfo is translated as "beaten, struck, striking, loud, flashf' (Stavropoulos 1988: 979-910).
6lmported Greek films were shown at cinemas in Adelaide approximately once a week during the 1970s and 8Os. Greek music,

especially rebetika and tatka, featured in Greek cinema in the 1 950s and 60s (see Gauntlett 1985: '135).

7 Dodeka Lalka Tragoudia (Alexiou 'l 975)
8 Peninta Chronia Rebetika (Dalaras 1975)
9 This was noticeable with the release of two commercial recordings in þarticular: Ta Tragoudia Moø (Dalaras 1983) which contained

hashish songs and Låúi, (Dalaras 1987) which contained Latin American and Latin American-s$led songs.
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playng in demotic music, others with the charismatic sound of the bouzouki, while others were more

ãtt*.æ¿ to the way musicians fused Greek dance music with a modem rock style playrng electric lead

guitars, bass guitars and drum kits. Western popular music genres such as rock, rock 'n' roll, rhythmn 'n'

úlrr"r, blues, ja"z, soul and funk, and more recently, western classical and other non-western musics, have

always Ueen 
-of 

interest to local musicians. By watching older musicians making music, beginners were

able io glean instrumental techniques and musical styles at the same time. They also unconsciously

assimilated images and gestural codes of emotional engrossment, celebration, pleasure and expression

which become inscribed into music-making practice.

The musical activities of other music groups and organisations in Adelaide during the 1980s further

generated an a\ryareness of rebetika and laikn among the younger generation of musicians. The music

ãnsemble and choir Themelia, in accordance with the spirit of its nane themelia which means

.,foundations", practised and performed a broad repertoire of traditional and contemporary geffes of Greek

music, paylng iributr to the rich music and poetry available in Greek musical culture. Themelia always

includeã some items of rebetikn in its perforïnances at concerts, social-dances and festivals. Both the

Hellenic Music Association of South Australia GIMASA) and the Hellenic Youth of South Australia

(EpNNA)Io organised concerts and socialdances which featured a wide selection of rebetika and laîka'

À¿ ¡"uílv the-Greek Orthodox Community of South Australia continues to be active in the organisation of

cultural and musical events, including those dedicatedto the latlco.

Greek radio programs broadcast on 5EBI FM ethnic community radio have also played a role in the

promotion of Greel music in Adelaide. During the 1980s, Tassos Capetanakis and others presented a

weetty Greek music program titled. Mousikes Epiloges, "Musical Selections", which provided a showcase

of the biographies and Ãusic of many of lai:lca composers, writers, singers and musicians (Capetanakis

1988b pers. com.).
The concert tours to Australia and Adelaide throughout the 1970s, 80s and 90s by leading singers,

instrumentalists and composers of Greek music have had a major influence on local musicians. They have

been noted for their e*quisite musicianship, arrangements and performances. These concerts have included

performanc es of d¡mot¡kn and nisiotika (Lakis Chalkias, Domna
^Su-io.r, 

the Argonauts dance troup, the Lyceum of Greek (Stelios

Vamvakaris, Giorgios Dalaras, Sotiria Bèllou, Glykeria, dorakis'

Maria Farantouri, Stavros Xarchakos, Manos Chatzidakis), and neo-lailco (ManzaKoch, Giannis Glezos,

Nikos papazoglou, Nikos Xidakis, Eleftheria Arvanitaki). From the earliest visits to Australia by Gounaris

in the 1950s andKazantzidis in the early 1960s,rr musical contact with the motherland has been ongoing.

7.4 Musical Education
Musicians were encouraged by their parents, relatives and peers at high school to take up instrument

learning and form bands. They learnt to play the guitar, recorder, mouth organ, mandolin, violin, piano,

piano accordion, drum kit and especially the bouzo

virtuoso display and intense expression' One mu

going for the songs any more, I was going purely for

ú*, were struck by 'love at first rigtti'-when they first saw and heard the bouzoukr being played

(AraLatsis 1992 pers. com.; Dalagiorgios 1988b pers. com.; Gardounis 1992 pers. com'). For some,

teu*irrg to play the bouzouki appeased the hearts of their fathers or grandfathers (Arabatsis 1992 pers'

"o-.; 
ódorrtiadis 1992 prr.. *tn.¡. For another, it was a trade-off for serious study of the violin

(Gardounis 1992 pers. com.).

Musicians employ both informal ahd formal methods when they learn to play Greek music' The

primary learning rnéUro¿, are informal and centre on the oral-aural. Musicians listen to commercial

i""orAirrg, ou., .rd over again, mimicking parts and perfecting their mimesis by trial and error' There is

an e*pre-ssion in Greek whlch aptly describès this p.o.rtt' it is, 'to go digging around", skølizeis, for the

melodies, modes and chords until you find the 'corrèct' or 'right' sound. This is especially so for the Greek

10 EPNNA also produced theatre plays, festivals and concerts'
11 Documentation of the concert including the precise date of the concert were not found in Greek newsPapers'
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modes found in rebetika (and dimoti&a) which not only contain unusual chromatic and augmented second

intervals, but microtones as well. The significance of learning from commercial recordings cannot be

underestimated since they take the place of the 'master' player-teacher in a traditional master-apprentice
relationship. For example, bouzouki-players devour the recordings of virtuoso bouzouki-players such as

Zambetas and Chiotis, adding their famous virtuoso pieces to their repertoires. Bass players pursue the
latest releases of Greek pop music, adopting the slap technique scarured from contemporary westem
popular 'funk' music. Musicians study recordings, looking for appealing songs, versions of melodies,

special arrangements, instrumental timbres and techniques, and strive to copy them as closely as possible.

Some seek the earliest recordings of items while others emulate the latest renditions. The re-issue of
multiple recordings of the s¿rme song or instrumental piece by different artists and at different times has

added to musicians' awareness that there is an enorrnous and diverse range of performance styles and

versions of any one item. The decision to learn a particular version is a deliberate one and involves a

consideration of song text, melodic structure, chord progression, modalþ, tempo, rhythmic articulation,
orchestral textures and ornamentation techniques. Sometimes musicians agree to arrange an item based on

a number of versions, in effect establishing their own unique and hybrid arrangement.
The unusual and complex nature of the asymmetrical composite Greek rhythms tn rebetilca are

another area for study. Competence in Greek rhythms is something which is often taken for granted by
musicians, largely because they are exposed to them from a young age. Their participation in collective
Greek dancing is probably the most direct method by which local musicians have assimilated these rhythms

and feel them as 'natural' (P. Tsounis 1987 pers. com.). However, one musician (Gardounis 1992 pers.

com.) did comment on the difficuþ he experienced learning the asymmetrical nine-beat aptalikos
zeibekikos rhythm which he had to repeat a number of times before he 'got it right'.

Musicians invariably receive positive feedback and reinforcement from parents, relatives and friends

tlroughout their years of leaming and playing. This is amplified during informal 'jams' and rehearsals

with friends. A relaxed pleasurable and friendly atmosphere prevails throughout most of the musical
learning experiences of local musicians. This is when they claim they leam the most. Musicians also

spend time listening to and watching other musicians in performance, either on films, documentaries and

video recordings produced in Greece, or by observing them playing live in Adelaide.

At some stage instrumentalists take preliminary formal lessons to assist them in basic instrumental

technique. This may be for a short period of a few months time or for longer periods of a couple of years.

Bouzouki-players take formal bouzouki lessons from more experienced bouzouki players.l2 Some

musicians have undertaken instrumental studies and westem music courses at private and secondary school

institutions. Others have graduated in music at tertiary educational institutions.l3 Vocalists, on the other

hand, are usually completely selÊtaught, rarely taking singing lessons,l4 although some singers have found

that learning to play an instrurirent helps them with their intonation and rhythm.
During formal training, musicians aim to master the technique of their instrument such as strumming

and fingering, and to learn basic 'music theory', a term which is usually limited to reading notated music

and chord charts in the treble clef and understanding the rudiments of key sþatures and time signatures at

the most. Some bouzoz,h teachers introduce their students to the dromous, the Greek modes, and to
bouzoulcimanuals with instructions on the fingerings of scales.

A feature of the learning processes of local musicians is selective listening. Musicians, especially

those born in Australia where English quickly takes over as the dominant language of communication, note

that they have a tendency to 'tune out' from the Greek þics of songs and focus on the music.l5 This kind

12 Musicians cited Nick Sabaziotis, Anestos, Lefteris Dazanos and Christakis Kypraios as bouzoukileachers in Adelaide in the 1970s'

Bouzoukiteachers during the 1980s were John Kourbelis, Michael Demetriou, Sam Gardounis, John Odontiadis, Bill Capsis and Jim
MounÞouris.
l3 These musicians documented in this study are John Kourbelis, B.Mus. (guitar); Peter Tsounis, B.Mus. (bass), Demeter Tsounis,

B.Mus.Hons. (ethnomusicology); Mary Raptis, B.Mus.Hons. (ethnomusicology); and Jolanta Piekaz, B.Mus. (violin). There are other

musicians of Greek background not involved in this study who have also graduated from tertiary music studies (e.9. Tassos Bouyessis,

B.Mus. (tenor); Letho Kotsioglou, B.Mus.(composilion); and Soultanna Lagos, B.Mus. (soprano).
14 The exception to this is Johanna Saltis, a member of Themelia and Meraki, who took vocal lessons in western classical music for five
years.
15 One music¡an (Gardounis '1992 pers. com.) claimed that he could not identify with the lyrics of many Greek songs because they were

over-dramatic ('wrist-slashing') in sentiment.
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of selective listening indicates a cognitive disjunction between the experience of the Greek language and

lyrics, and a percepiion of the musical structures. A second type of selective listening occurs in perceptions

of orchestration when singers tend to tune in to vocal melodies, bouzouki'players to bouzouki parts, and

rhythm-chord instrument-players to harmonies, density and textures of rhythmic accompaniment.

The varied er,peri"nces ofselective listening also occur at the level of practice and rehearsal. Those

musicia¡s with western training are more inclinedto dissect and practise minute sections of an item, slowly

at first and gradually increasing the speed with each repetition. Bouzoubi-playets and other

instrumentalists tend to repeat 'riffs' and ,nii.. .ongr at the right speed until they 'get it right' with clarity

of projection. Singers speak of concentrating on the 'feeling of a song' and the message of the lyrics when

they rehearse their songs.

Discussion about the occurrence of selective listening and practice indicates that musicians

contemplate their music-making activities in a conscious and reflexive way. They articulate varied

e*periences of lnowledge and perception of Greek music, some of these linguistic, others musical, technical

or emotional.

7.5 Musical Collaborations and Other Activities
As noted in Chapter 6, bands are the most prevalent form of collaboration for Adelaide musicians of

Greek background. In effect these bands havq become music entertainment units called upon for the

variety of events to provide an afternoon or evening of music. One informant (Sophie Papadopoulos 1992

pers. ôom.) suggested that bands bear a great responsibilrty and provide an important service for the Greek

community Uyþrformlng so many types of Greek music "all condensed into one group". As entertainment

units, bands h*" u sbgJname, a business card, their own public address and amplification equipment, a

vehicle for transportin! equipment, and a regular vlnue for rehearsals. Bands also function as a tight

social group. tvtembers u.. óft"n kin-related (siblings, cousins, father-son) and close friends. They bond

by socîalising together, sharing lifestyle, attitudes, goals as well as music-making activities' For one

musician, the band is like a "mini sub-culture", "a

explains the reason why many stay together for over
.ten 

years.17

Bands are usually engaged to perform by verbal agreement over the phone. A band fee is set while

the hours of work, u.t*.rn-2.ã0 pm and 1.00 am, rd the free meal are details usually taken for granted

A successful Greek band works once or twice a week. Most bands play a couple of times a month, having

to compete with disc jockeys and visiting interstate and overseas 'star' musicians.

Musicians employed at restaurants or nightclubs differ from bands in substantial ways. They enloy

a residency at a particular venue, sometimes for as long as twenty years in the case of the Christakis

Kypraios and Lakis Kalleas bouzouki-glitar duo at Zorba's restaurant.l8 Resident musicians of the venue

are known by the name of the venue or by their own Christian names rather than by a band name' Unlike

the .mobile' bands, restaurant musicians do not have to transport equipment to different venues every time

they play. Also unlike typical Greek bands who by and large perform a pre-set music program' rest¿urant

musicians more readily acìommodate patrons' spontaneous requests for songs and dances'

An egalitari* 
"tt 

o. prevails in typical Greek bands of Adelaide. Musicians collectively choose

repertoire which is then recorded

singers and likewise choices of in
Unless the status of a member is

in which case he plays a major role in choosing repertoire, arranging music and directing rehearsals, all

members take part io tt. u.r*gement of music at rãhearsals. Each member of a band is equal in terms of

Chaoter 7 The 85

16 My experience as a member of rhemelia, Laiki Kompania, Meraki .and the Gypsy Trio is memorable for the warmth of longJasting

rrieno;nips and the pleasure felt making music together with other people.

17 For example, Orpheus, Odyssey, Exodus, Zorbas, Zeus, Cosmos, and Laiki Kompania.

18 This duo was more recently joined by Michalis Gribilos on electr¡c keyboard to form the Trio Zorbas'
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decision-making and payment, unlike in Greece where a hierarchy of decision-making and payment

descends from the musical director/arranger to the singers, lead instrumentalists and lastly the rhythm-

harmony section (P. Tsounis 1979 pers. com.; Papagiannopoulos 1989 pers. com.).

While an egalitarian ethos prevails in bands, the role of the singer is special. The singer is treated as

the leader of a band because of the primary role of songs in the Greek music repertoire. A singer is not

only literally a 'front person', standing mostly before the band in the centre of the stage, but also the

designated spokesperson for the band, negotiating engagements, music programs and repertoire and

verbally communicating with patrons throughout an event. Above all, the singer is the main communicator

with the audience, executing and interpreting song texts as vignettes, anecdotes, confessions and even

prayers to life.
Bands often have their own followers or 'groupies': friends, relatives and people who share similar

musical tastes and make a special effort to attend the music events where those bands perform. The

presence of groupies highlights the continued importance of intimate face-to-face and daily relationships

between musicians and their audiences. Groupies often stand out in the crowd with their enthusiasm and

participation.
Music ensembles such as Themelia, Gyp.y Trio, Meraki and Aman documented in the study differ

from typical bands in numerous ways. Firstly, they do not prepare standard five and a half hour music

programs organised into set brackets required at weddings and social-dances but insist on their own choices

of repertoire. For example, Themelia played rebetikn items in their heterogeneous repertoires of traditional
dimotilca, lai:kn and the modern entechna and neo-kima, although in its final year (1990) it performed

mostly rebetika. The Gypsy Trio played a heterogeneous repertoire of Russian and Eastern European

Gypsy together with Greek traditional and modem music. Both Meraki and Aman, on the other hand,

included mostly rebetilea and smyrneikn n their music programs. Membership of the music ensemble is

more fluid than it is for the typical Greek band. This was especially so for Themelia, which, while it
consisted of a core group of half a dozen members for almost ten years, functioned as an open access

community music group for people without musical training.
Music ensembles also differ from typical Greek bands in their choice of repertoire. While most

typical Greek bands play some rebetikn items in their heterogeneous repertoires, no more than one half in

the case of Laiki Kompania, the music ensemble demonstrates a special preference lor rebetilca music. For

example, the Aman ensemble formed in l99l for the purpose of specialisittg in rebetika, including

smyrneika, chasiktiditrn and neo-rebefilca, many of which are learnt from original recordings made in the

1920s and 1930s. It performed publicly during 1991 and 1993 and in 1994 changed its name to the

Rockin' Rembets.le Aman has performed at all types of events including private life cycle events, Greek

community social-dances and concerts, Greek and non-Greek restaurants and festivals. It especially enjoys

the informal events where spontaneous participation in Greek dancing occurs (Tyllis 1992 pers. com';

Dalagiorgis 1992 pers. com). Tlte rebetika music ensemble practises an ethos of freedom from musical,

social and economic constraints.
Various Adelaide organisations featured in the sample are central to the performance of rebetika

music in Adelaide. The most prominent is the HMASA, a music-specific Greek association and organiser

of five rebetika music-making events in the sample. The HMASA was founded in 1980 as an incorporated

body and with some intermittent periods of recession, continued through to 1990. Its primary aim was to

promote Greek music in the Greek and wider community. A secondary aim was to promote the t¿lent and

performance qualrty of local musicians involved in Greek music-making. Throughout the course of its
activities it organised original song festivals, instrument-playing competitions, concerts of Greek laTlca and

rebetilea, boites known as Protopenies, "First Tunes", theory and song-writing workshops, social

gatherings and excursions. The largest membership of HMASA was approximately sixty in 1988, with the

19 Apart from the Rockin' Rembets, the Melbourne group Apodimi Kompania,'Expatriate Ensemble", formed in 1984, is the only other

grouþ in Australia specialis¡ng in reibetika lsee Gauñtlett'1993a: 1$14).' lt's membership now includes a Cretan singer/lyra-player who

plays a repertoire of Cretan music with them.
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overwhelming majority of members born in Adelaide, in the twenty to forty age group and male singers,

b ouzouki -players and guitarists.2o

Inhãrent in the founding of the HMASA was a discontent with the Greek music-making scene in

Adelaide which limited the repertoires and performance events of local musicians. ln particular, the

HMASA aimed to generate an altemative arena to the 'pop star' music produced for commercial

recordings and nightclubs in Greece. lnstead, it wanted to stimulate interest in 'authentic' Greek popular

music 9ã*6 ..r"ñ u. kantades, smyrnei'kn, rebetikn, laika and entechna. The HMASA also organised

alternative events for live Greek music such as concerts where audiences would better be disposed towards

appreciating local talent and different þpes of Greek music. Members reinforce these aims when they

.p.ut ttigh,fy of performing at HMASA concerts: it is the "highest we can go" (N. Arabatsis 1992 pers.

cãm.¡. oi "th. kiy" to Greek music (Kourbelis 1988 pers. com.). Concerts are exalted because of the

exposure musicians receive where audiences are more attentive to their musicianship. They are also an

opportunity to explore Greek music genres not normally performed at weddings and social-dances.

Adeiaide musicians of Greek background are also involved in music-related activities other than

performance. Some have been composing new music for a number of years. These have been presented at

iiltrf¡S¡. Greek Song Festivals since 1980, in theatre productions, and are gradually becoming included in

the repertoires of bands. Some musicians have recorded their original musl-c and traditional Greek music

for commercial release on cassette, long-playing records and compact discs.2l Other musicians have been

teaching music privately or in primary, secondary and tertiary institutions. There is one Greek instrument-

maker äd repairer in Adelaide22 who is largely self-taught but has spent monthly periods as apprentice

with instrument-makers in Adelaide and Greece. He has made baglamades, tzourades, bouzoukia, guitars,

harps and ouds.

7.6 Musicianship, Competence and Talent
In their discussions about Greek music-making, musicians of Adelaide evaluate notions of

musicianship, competence and talent in various ways. ln a curious combination of western and Greek

Iai:ko, "folkipopular",23 ideas, a local philosophy and ethos of musicalþ emerges from their discussions.

Local musicians are concerned with mastering technique. This they regard as clarity of projection or

attack (i.e. not 'fluffing' notes), playlng the 'right' notes according to recorded versions, playing up to

speed, and playing intrióate ornamentation. Good technique is regarded as essential for self-expression: the

o^Uiftty to piay whatever comes into one's mind (Gardounis 1992 pers. com.). ''Wrong' or 'fluffed' notes

are usually unacceptable unless the musician is improvising. Similarly, a singer is expected to sing in tune

and projeót hisÆrer voice. Here we note the preoccupation with technical excellence found in the western

classical tradition.
However, the concern for technique rarely stands alone as a criterion of musicianship. Culturally

bound criteria influence finer evaluations of musical competence. For example, a singer is required to

demonstrate comfort with the Greek language, especially the correct recall and pronunciation of text.

Unclear enunciation or delivery of text such as fluffed words, or the repetition of verses due to the loss of

memory, is often a sore point for members of the audience who are familiar with the Greek lyrics of songs

and judge musician's musical integrity or cultural distance on the basis of their renditions of song text.

Technical competence is incomplete without attention to musical details. Musicians and bands who

are fussy with their work and spend considerable time studying and practising a1l features relating to

musical structures are regarded aì good musicians. They are also commended if they pursue knowledge

20 one time president Tassos Capetanakis ('l988pers. com.) suggested that the reason why older generation Greece-born musicians

tended not t'o ¡oin tne HMAsA'was because ihey had tearni-to play Greek music in Greece and were now established as

nightclub/restauiant musicians in Adèlaide, and possibly had no need for the organisation.

Mazi Sas, "Orpheus. Together With You" (Orpheus 1978) which

s, lyrics by A. Katsaros, and vocals by Athos Eñichiou' Since then

de includiñg Dimitris Giannou, Jim MounÞouris and Odyssey, Polly

s.

22 Peter Jim Dalagiorgios.
23 Her" I use tne Lrm lalko to refer to án ethos and ideology of the 'common foll( and of Greek 'popular culture which is elaborated in this

section in relation to cultural constructions of musical comPetence. See also Chapter 3.
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about Greek music, and for that matter all other musics which feature their particular instrument. For
example, a bouzouki-player is expected to study all the styles of music which have feature d bouzouki music
throughout the century. Similarly, a good guitarist knows how to play jazz or classical acoustic music as

well as Greek music.
Technical competence also extends to mastery of the musical processes of ornamentation and

improvisation found in the dimotikø, smyrnelka and rebetika genres. One of the supreme criterion for
Greek musical competence is knowledge of the Greek modes, dromous, and the abilityto spontaneously
improvise using them (Capetanakis 1988b pers. com.; Tyllis 1992 pers. com.). This involves exploring the
infinite variety of rhythmic-melodies that can be created. The improvisatory role is usually confined to the
bouzouki-player or any lead instrument and, to a lesser extent, the vocalist. Thus performative comfort
with the Greek language and with modal improvisation are Greek-specific criteria belonging to a lalko
ethos of musicianship.

T\e laïko ethos also ascribes a performance style which contrasts with a loud, 'fast and furious'
aesthetic emulated by many young bouzouki-players in imitation of rock music culture. In this laiko ethos,
musical sensitivity and simplicity are emulated. For example, the abilþ to play fewer notes (Odontiadis
1992 pers. com.), slower, more lyrical and in strongly accented rhythms, arepized as markers of good
musicianship. A slower tempo, for example, is regarded as a feature of traditional Greek performance
practice which gives dancers time to improvise steps (P. Tsounis 1987 pers. com.; Capetanakis 1988b pers.

com.). These attributes were identified in the performance style of a visiting elderþ veteran of rebetika
from Lesvos, Greece, the singer and bouzouki-player 'Barbas' Kostas Boras.

The preoccupation with pure technique is additionally countered by an emphasis on emotional
expression: especially dedication, passion and compassion. This is highlighted in comments such as 'you
have to play with feel', 'you must live it' Qtrepei na to vioseis), 'I fell in love with the bouzouki' and 'to
play music felt natural to me'. Singers speak of expressing themselves emotionally, of 'putting everything
into it', when they sing (P. Arabatsis 1992 pers. com.; Saltis 1992 pers. com.). They compare themselves

with other musicians who are technically precise yet play mechanically without feeling. Competence in
Greek music-making requires that a musician loves playing or singing, is emotionally connected when
playrng, and personally empathises with the sentiments depicted in the song texts, the experiences of the
creators of the music and ultimately his/her audiences. More poignantly it emphasises the importance of
identiffing emotionally and compassionately with the music-making tradition. In this version of the laïko
ethos, the performer is valued as the creative 'voice' of the community in so far as it demonstrates a
compassion for humanity as a whole. Musicians comment on the sheer joy they feel playrng for a group of
people and 'moving'them in emotional ways (tous singinoume). Musicians who do not personally 'feel the
music', who do not understand the lyrics and who do not convey the emotional messages are regarded as

immature, pretentious (Iene psemata, "they tell lies"), or largely estranged from the musical milieu in
which they are performing. In this sense the platitude, 'you can't feel it if you haven't lived it', serves to
define boundaries between a lal'ko insiderness and a xeno, "foreþ", outsiderness.

ln addition to technical proficiency, a good musician is one who recognises the inherent value of all
traditional and entechna Greek music. Such a musician of integrity is expected to study and perform
traditional non-cornmercial Greek music geffes, and has a moral obligation to do so to educate and elevate
his/her audiences:

If a musician is honest with himself and is a real professional and say [sic] right,
this is good music, that's what I should play, that's what I should do, and I think
as musicians they have the responsiblþ to play what is good and to show people

what is good." (Capetanakis 1988b pers. com.).

This contrasts with the view that those who pursue commercial pop hits fashionable at any one time
compromise their musical integrity, even though they may be more successful in terms of employment and
popularity.

The notion of talent in Greek music-making is an interesting concept because at a surface level it
implies the notion of the natural gift of individual genius prevalent in western classic music culture. At a
deeper level, talent is also another name for aptitude and the realisation of that aptitude in sacrifice, self-
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discipline and hard work. ln Greek culture, music-making abilþ and enjoyment i-s ascribed to everyone'

Thus an aesthetic of egalitarianism prevails. However, there are those who spend more time working at

music-making and theãfore shine out from the crowd. Exceptional talent is measured in a hybrid way

which emplols both laiko and westem canons. A superbly talented musician is one who has mastered more

than one instrument, plays a large repertoire of music and above all can improvise. Yet people recognise

that improvisation ,Ëquir., deJicated practice "artist"' literally

meanini "a well-skilleá person", is the most app ause it emphasises

the dedicated study and practice over a lifetime kalitechnis shares

much in common with the term meraklis, a person n'24 Greek people

often differentiate between the 'artist' andthe 'professional', epangelmatias, the latter being a person

whose talent and skills are publicly acknowledgeûthrough employment, a successful career, and adulatory

publicity.
Those who have performed with master exponents in Greece are cited regularly as examples of

dedicated talented professionals.25 In Greece they proved their competence as guitarists by being able to

e ìepertoires or various Greek music geffes over long

of nightclubs and concert tours, and by 'producing the

generally 'in the know' about Greek music'

lndivlduattogroupdynamics.Theabilitiesofmusicians

to .get on well' with each other, to play together as a tight sound unit, and to please their audiences' are

congratulated.
The obsession with technique, theory, formal western music training, visual forms of western music

notation have not been a hindrance to the practice

though some western musically educated musicians

directors of bands and concerts, there exists a stro

include an aural-oral
detail of Greek music, choice of repertoire, good egalitarian relations

on with the audience. In these views we see the soul-roots ideological

narratives emerging in the one concept or birko, "the popular", which constitutes rebetilen as the 'genuine',

direct emotional expression of the feelings and life experiences of a community'

Competence, musicianship and talent do not necessarily require formal training, nor the ability to

read music and understand western music theory. Yet there is an ambiguous regard for local musicians in

Adelaide. They are said to display musical coÁpetence and fine musicianship, yet do not always maintain

artistic integrity with their choice of repertoire. A structural dislocation appears between two oppositional

ethoi ofGreek music-making with integrity is characterised by the fun and

pleasure for the musician wh ee choice of musical taste. The other is that

musicians have a role and a d e their listeners happy' or at least' na tous singinei'

,to move them emotionally", which sometimes means to embrace their expectations for particular

repertoire. The conflict is epito-ised in the age-old opposition of art for art's sake, that is, for the integrity

of the creator, or art at the service of a community, two contrasting ethoi wlttch rebetilca music-making

accommodates.

In summary, musicians of Greek background in Adelaide are treated here as the custodians or

'bearers and developers' of Greek music (see Feld

families, friends and the Greek community as a

their particular leaming experiences, interpretation

aural learning have adequately equipped musicians

Adelaide. Some have complemented this with fo

institutions. Embedded in the music-making culture of local Greek-Australian musicans is a laiko ethos

Chapter 7 The Makers 89

24 ln Gre"c" a oommon term of endearment for a highly skilled musician who retains a friendly and humanitarian disposition and a sense

of cámmunity is called a maslons, ''master artisan"' tñe same term applied to craft¡vorkers and fishermen'

2s Three local musicians (peter Tsounis, John Kourbelis, Steve Papadopoulos) have lived for a lengûhy period of time in Greece and

played there with leading Greek musicians.
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which exalts musicianship centred on feeling, compassion, a wide repertoire, the special arrangements and

the community 'use value' of music.

It is now appropriate to bring attention to the rebetika repertoire and music programs of local

musicians. These will be contextualised within the broader repertoire of Greek music with which rebetika

are often fla¡ked. A discussion of the organisation of music repertoire into specific live music programs

will highlight the rebetikn content and help to elucidate the significance of the varied concentration of
rebetikn at Greek music-making events in Adelaide.
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Chapter 8 Rebetika Repertoire and Programs

8.1 Introduction
This chapter documents the rebetika repertoire performed by local musicians at Greek music-making

events in Adelaide. It firstly considers the wide range of Greek and non-Greek music genres available to

musicians in their choices oi repertoire, and the ways in which this repertoire is customarily organised into

live music programs. It then documents and analyses the incidence and concentration of rebetikn and'

rebetikn styles-in live music prograns. The aim of this discussion is to determine the occurrence and

sigruficancá of the perfo.-*"è of rebetikn at different types of Greek music-making events in Adelaide.

s.2 Music Repertoires
While ttre focus of this study is rebetika music, rebetikn are commonly flanked by other types of

music when they are perfiormed. The repertoire of a Greek band typically consists of a heterogeneous

choice of songs and instrumental pieces, or 'items', selected from a diverse range of Greek and non-Greek

musics. Greek music is performed without non-Greek music at a little less than half of the events

documented in the sampte (tZ of 181; 45.3yo, see Appendix 1). Thus, at over half of the rebetika music-

making events documented, non-Greek music also occurs. To understand the particular significance of the

rebenla genre within this broad repertoire of music, it is necessary to discuss the different types of Greek

and non-Greek music performed at rebetikn music-making events.

8.2.L Greek Music RePertoires
Greek music can be broadly categorised as the paradosiakn, 'traditional" music' and the

synchrona,t "contemporary" music.2 Table 8.1 lists the types of Greek music in these two categories:

Table 8.1 TYPes of Greek Music

Pøradosìakø

"Traditional Greek Music"

Dìmotiks I Laikø
I..Folk Musicr' | ,.popular Music"

Svnchronø

ttContemDorarv Greek Musictt

Løïka
"PoDular Musictt

Xena
t.Foreign Musictt

dimotika
mikrasiatika

pontiaka
nisiotika
kantades
kritika

lEprailka
etc.

café-aman
smyrneika-rebetika
piraiötika-rebetika

laTka-rebetika
evropaïka
plakiotika

elafra
etc.

lalka
elafro-la:tka

entechna
neo-kima
neo-laika

neo-rebetika
neo-dimotikq
neo-nisiotika

etc.

rock
blues
juz
frrnk

classical
etc.

8.2.1.1 Paradosiaka ("Traditional Greek Music")
TIrc paradosiaka is à gloss for traditional ireek music of both anonymous (i.e. collective) and

authored cómposition. within this cateógry, Anoyanakis (1979:25) divides Greek traditional music into

two broad types: the rural, agrarian-basãd dimotikn demotic or "folk" music, and the urban laïkn

.þopular,,^ú.i.. Greek demotic music is a centuries-old music-making tradition which developed during

the'By"antine and Ottoman Empires in the numerous regional communities of mainland Greece (dimotilca\'

I As for the term ,rebetika',the neuter plural forms of the transliterated words for "traditional songs', paradosiaka, and "contemporary

songs', synchrona, are employed in this study to refer to 'musiô' perse'
2 rñe rotnwing discussion of Greek music genres and styles is pre ented as an introductory guide only' The categories are regarded as

loose rather than definitive.
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Asia Minor (mikrasiatika, "Asia Minor songs"; pontiaka, "Pontian songs"), the Greek islands (nisiotikn,
"island songs"; kantades,Ionian Islands "serenades", kritilø, "Cretan songs") and Cyprus (lqtpraiïka,
"Cypriot songs").

The second grouping, 'lai:lca', refers to a broadtradition of urban popular music which developed,

probably from as early as the sixteenth century,3 throughout the nineteenth century to the 1960s in the

urban centres of Anatolia (western Asia Minor), the Aegean and Ionian Islands, and mainland Greece.

Sub-genres within the broad category of laikn include café-aman, smyrneikn-rebetika, piraiötilca-rebetika,
lailrn-rebetika, evropallkn, plakiotilca and elafra. The plakiotikn are Athenian serenades with strong

western European musical influences (e.g. guitar, violin; diatonic tonality; triadic homophonic harmonies;

waltz rhythms). The evropaïka, "european light-popular" music, are related but more specifically refer to
music which accompanies ballroom dances such as the waltz, samba, rumba and beguine. Composers of
rebetiko and lai:ka such as Tsitsanis, Chatzichristos, Chiotis and Zarrbetas, also included evropaïka

ballroom dance rhythms in their compositions.

8.2.1.2 Synchronø ("Contemporary Greek Music")
T\e synchrona refers to a broad category of contemporary Greek music which has developed since

the late 1940s. It may be divided into two broad types: music developed directly from Greek musical

traditions and referred to as lai:ka "Greek popular songs"; and music created by Greek people recognised as

belonging to non-Greek xeno,"foreign", music traditions, such as blues, jazz, classical and rock.

Within the broad category of lai:ko, a further subdivision is made by musicians between the laika of
the rebetika tradition, and the elafroJaika, "light-popular songs", of a more western European tradition.

Some regard the elafra as quintessentially modern western European, often played in ballad or rock style,

with the only 'Greek' identiô,ing features being the song texts in the Greek language and bouzouki

instrumentation. On the other hand, laika are regarded as the 'hard-core' Greek heart-rending songs about

everyday realities. In the contemporary context, laikn are often associated with the song text theme of
unrequited love, hence the various nick-names: klapsourikn, "heavy crying" songs, knpsourika, "buming

love songs" songs, and, sk¡lad¡ka, "dog" songs.4 At both extremes both lai:ko and elafroJaiikø styles are

commercially successful and enjoy a flamboyant Athenian nightclub scene.5

Most of the repertoire of typical Greek bands and resident musicians at Greek restaurants and

nightclubs in Adelaide is drawn from the latka and elafroJaika pop hits imported from Greece. Yet local

musicians articulate an ambiguous attitude towards these types of music. T\e skiladika are negatively
glossed as over-dramatic, and the elafra too light, vis-à-vis latkn (and dimotika) which are considered the

'genuine' Greek songs.

3 See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the origins of urban popular music.
4 The term skitadika, "dog songs", is a derogative label insinuating a 'howling' Greek music dominated by the theme of unrequited love

and a nightclub scene of oslentation, underground crime and sexual promiscuity. Skiladika are also referred lo as bouzouktzidika,

"bouzouki club songs", lhe bouzouki being the dominant lead instrument alongside the voice. This music, with its characteristic

ornamented and melismatic sÇles, is more closely equated with a /alko rather than an elafro heritage.
Ambiguous expressions of admiration for or repulsion lrom skiladika were noted among musicians in Greece. One Athenian

musician and player oÍ rebetika (Papagiannopoulos 1989 pers. com.) found the instrumental and vocal ornamentations and

improvisations performed late one night at such a venue thrilling, skilful and soulful. He spoke about the creative w?ys in which these

musicians empioyed Greek dance rhythms, fusing syncopated 'funlry' ostinato lines during the tsrñefe/i dance rhythm; the ways in which

they improvised using the modes, especially the preference for the ousak Phrygian minor mode; and the ways in which singers
on, 'speaking fo/ the ordinary working ry'
ium of the heart+ending love song. An no

that the lyrics of some songs were he

. com.) who argued that the ethos of the ho

men overdoing their mangia or machoness, frivolously and flamboyantly spending 'blacl( money on food, drink and women. The

dichotomy between controlled and unrestrained expression and emotion appears to. be common to these conflicting views of the sUladiko

scene in êreece. ln any case, a certain 'revenge' by musicians and patrons of this music scene has been occurring since the 198Os with

the open recognition of the role that Greek-Gypsies, a repressed yet leading ethnic aroup in Greek music-making culture, have played in

the transmissión and creative development of many forms of Greek popular music. This is the subject of a record album of neo-rebatika

music entitled "Revenge of the Gypsies" , Ekd¡kis¡ lrs G¡fú'as, released in 1978 (Xidaks 1 978).
5 The over-dramalic etafretatka song "San Trello Fortigo", "[You Are Like] a Crazy TrucK', sung by Giannis Parios, was a commercial hit

in 1989 and is an example of a slow rock sgle. Irhe elafroJalka song "Eime Sto ChaïMotJ', "l Am High", is a love song made popular by

Antipas in 1992, is a /alko 'oriental' Egyptian belly-dance disco-pop style.
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Tlte entechna, 
..art-popular songs,,,6 are regarded as the most .serious, .cultivated, wing of Greek

popular music.T They are the creations of westeá-trained Greek composers such as Mikis Theodorakis

and Manos Chatzidakis who set contemporary poetry to music inspired by both westem classical and

traditional Greek ecclesiastical and secular *uri". The music olthe entechna composers maintains a small

but secure place in the repertoires of Greek musicians in Adelaide, especially since the international

acclaim of their music soundtracks to the featr;rre fln s Zorba The Greek (Theodorakis 1964) and Never

on a sunday (chatzidakis 1960). A Greek band that does not play the zotba theme is considered

something of an anomalY.

The neo-kima, "new-wave", song movement

political songs. Two of the major exponents were Di

üoth Greek and western rock music idioms in the

dimotika and neo-nisiotilca, refer to "ne\ry" contemp

their derivations, i.e. Iaïkn, rebetikn, dimotikn and nisiotileø.
r or Latin American
not performed at the

in these, such as the

8.2.2 Non-Greek Music Repertoires
Rebetikamusic-making eventsi Adelaide between 1980 and 1993 included non-Greek music genres

and styles. At a little ou., hulf of the ,ulnpl" (99 of I8I; 
,54.7%o, 

see Appendix 1), non-Greek music

flanked Greek music and was performed åitn.i rrrc or played on sound systems from commercial

music, music was

PoPular ' funk' hiP-

At the atured non-

Greek bands were also responsible for the live

Australian-born generations'

ofmusicoutsideofGreekmusicandlanguagegeffesat
process of music programming by local musicians who

actively and positively respond to the muþle musical t¿stes of Greek and non-Greek patrons'

6 See also Chapter 2, section 2'8.
7 lt is interesting to note that in Baud-Bovy,s (1gg4: 55-71) discussion oJ the development of GreeÏ urban music from the sixteenth

century, he refers to arr uro",itämpã""d oré"x music as Ara'bic-persian-inRuenceJ 
iãniacñnl' music (Baud-Bovy 1984: esp' 55' 57)'

der-Gold-Di Capua (Presley 1963) in English' the traditional Cuban

panish, composed by Consuelo Velazquez'

ins (PreselY 1956).
to cater tor ltaliaí patrons at Greeldltalian wedding receptions' The
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8.2.3 Other Factors Influencing Repertoire
Musicians may articulate a belief that repertoire is largely a matter of personal taste, yet in reality

there are many factors which influence personal taste and choice. These are worthy of closer consideration

since they impact on the selection and incidence of rebetika in Adelaide.

Qualitative notions of 'tradition' and 'modernity' are embedded in choices of repertoire. Many
musicians pursue the latest commercially successful elafro-lai:kn recordings of Greek 'star' nightclub

singers because they are sanctioned by the mass-media as 'modern', 'new' and 'novel'. Moreover, since

they are requested by Greek audiences in Adelaide, musicians realise that if they perform a considerable

number of elafroJaika, they will be engaged to play more frequently. Degrees of westernisation
(instrumental technique, diatonic harmonisation, symmetrical metres, western instrumentation etc.) also

function as the canon for the determination of quality and choice. For example, bouzouki-players often

choose items which give them the opportunty to display a fast technique at the expense of lyrical phrasing.

By contrast, there is also a subculture of Greek musicians who dedicate themselves to learning,

rehearsing and performing the traditional paradosiakn This study documents many of those musicians

with a passion for the traditional urban rebetilra. These musicians articulate a laiko ethos of the traditional

as 'unique', 'genuine', 'authentic' and'good'. TIrc lai:ko ethos is further complemented by socio-historical

or 'sociological' criteria which consolidate the artistic, cultural and social contexts of the music's creation

and hence its inherent value. Sociological criteria extend to notions of class, and rebetikn and laïlen are

positively valued as the voice of diasdvantaged social groups. For others, posterity-the continued

popularity of a song from generation to generation-is regarded as the ultimate criteria of a 'traditional'

musical integrity. This belief is summarisedbythe Greekphrase, 'an menei sfi mnimi, ine gnisio',"if it
endures over time, it is genuine."

In considering repertoire choices made by Adelaide musicians, þics and language also feature as

key factors. The literal meaning of song texts is prominent in the discussion by musicians, especially

singers. For example, singers feel that they must not only choose vocal melodies suited to their range,

timbre and style, but that they must also 'agree' with the lyrics and messages of a song in order to be able

to sing it well. A song is believed to 'speak' a 'truth' about the personal realities and experiences: "I think
art is an expression of your inner feelings and that a good song will show this" (Capetanakis 1988 pers.

com.). A musician's interpretation and projection of particular textual messages may thus delimit choice of
song.

For musicians born in Adelaide, the Greek language poses a basic problem of understanding and

meaning. While it may be the mother tongue in the early years of life, by the time that an Australian-bom

cornmences school, English beiomes the dominant language. Greek subsequently becomes the second

language for daily communication. Even Greek music rehearsals are conducted in English. There are

incidents which indicate that a lack of understanding of Greek lyrics is a disadvantage. ln one case,

musicia¡rs in a band were questioned by a guest about the appropriateness of performing the elafro'lai:kn

song"Mi Mou Ti Chalas Ti Nichta", "Don't Ruin My Night" (Karousakis 1976) on the occasion of a
wedding reception which was supposed to be a cheerful and positive event for the newly-weds (Odontiadis

1992 pers. com.).10 ln another example, a musician (N. Arabatsis 1992 pers. com.) noted that when he

first began to perform in public as a ten year-old, he often sang the song "Zo Sentonaki", "The Little

Sheet", onlyto learn later in life that he had been singing an erotic love song.ll
There is another side to the language and song text problem. For many bom in Australia, Greek

music-making is a valuable process in learning and maintaining the Greek language. It also encourages

musicians to make conscious choices regarding song texts and themes. This has been significant with

regard to representations of gender equalrty in Greek songs. Many songs performed in Adelaide by the

10 However, this example may not necessarily demonstrate language incompetence, as a peculiar incident which occurred in a music bar

on the island of Slryros in Gréece has led me to believe. On this oóassion I was celebrating the engagement anniversary of a couple with

a group of friends. The male partner requested and danced an engrossed and empassioned solo zeíþeikos dance to the rebeú;ke song

Uy fUait<os Vamvakaris, "Atat<t', "Unruly ùVoman', with the repeated refrain "l don't want you. I don't love you.' I was led to believe that

th"r" wa" nothing sinister about this pårticular choice of song text since his female partner was happily encouraging him with cheering

and clapping.
11 The lyrics of the refrain are, "lf I was the sheet on your bed, I would wrap around your body and receive your kiss." (Nq'l¡ouvcr ro

oevrovórr sro örxó oou xpeBBarúxt, vc ruÀíytrt ro xoppí oou xct vo nofpvtrl ro gtÀí oou.)
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male majority of singers and musicians have androcentric, chauvinist, and in extreme cases, misoglmist

lyrics. 
-Sitt.ã 

tn 1980s, groups like Themelia and Meraki with decision-making female vocalists and

musicians have to .o." é*trnt reversed that practice by consciously selecting songs which project

endearing or positive constructions of assertive women. Two favourite songs were "Thg Waitress", about

an assertive waitress who averts flirting and harassing male customers, and the song "The Veil", which

portrays a woman liberating herself by removing her veil. ln another example, the band Laiki Kompania

àrrco.rnter"d conflict with a member of the audience when it refused to perform the contemporary song
..Death To Women","Na Pethanoun Oi Gynekes" (Pantazis 1982), which is literally demeaning of women.

The band escaped rhe obligation to play the song by truthfully replying that it did not know how to play

it.r2

8.3 Greek Music Programs
The Greek music ,.p"rtoitæ of Greek bands are orgamsed in particular ways in live music

performance programs. A standard Greek music program is discemed in the organisation of Greek music

repertoires Uy Cieet bands. However, the programming of Greek music carurot be defined as regular or

hómogeneo,rr, fo, thrr. are some instances of the performance of non-standard music programs' Both

standard and non-standard music programs are discussed below in some detail with a view to identifiing

the incidence oî rebetika music in these programs'

8.3.1 Standard Greek Music Program
The basic functional requirement at a typical Greek music-making event such as a social-dance, life

cycle celebration or restaurant, is to provide both dance and non-dance music. To cater for this, musicians

organise their repertoires into what has become a conventional 'standard music progr¿lm' which cont¿ins a

pa:nicular order of brackets of music commencing with floorshow music, followed by ballroom dance

music, and ending with Greek dance music. Each bracket of music contains ten to fifteen items and has an

uu"rug" duration of forty-five minutes. Sometimes items are joined together to form a medley of items, a

trend well established i¡ Gr""". at nightclub s and panegtria, festivals, and occurring more and more in

Adelaide. At any one social-dance, wedding or restaurant, a band may play up to sixty different items

throughout the event. Musicians often determine the items of a music program prior to an event to assist in

the flow of music throughout the event.

8.3.1.1 Floorshow Bracket
The floorshow bracket is played at the commencement of an event in a concert-like atmosphere when

patrons are seated and dining. Its contents are not restricted by the requirement to provide dance music and

tonsequently, it contain, * unli-ited choice of music. As a result, the floorshow bracket has developed as

a kind of 'signature' style of a band during which musicians provide a showcase of their particular choice

of repertoire and pe.foáoance style. This is confirmed by musicians who state that most of band rehearsal

timeìs spent perfecting floorshow items (Arhontoulis 1992 pers. com.). It is also noted in their comments

that they feei nervous- during the opening floorshow bracket as they make their first impressions upon

patrons.
The floorshow bracket provides a challenge for musicians to demonstrate their musicianship,

especially their creative interprãtation and special arrangement of Greek music (Arhontoulis 1992 pers'

com.). it therefore .orn-orrty contains 'show' pieces: instrumentals which highlight virtuoso bouzouki-

playing technique such as the works of Chiotis, Zarnbelas and Nikolopoulos; higtlY ornamented

instrumental melodies; special ensemble orchestrations and arrangements; songs wl_úch emphasise vocal

range, technique and e*prersive legato vocal styles; and items which present Greek dance rhythms not

ph;á during the Greek dance bracket. In floorshow arrangements, there is also an emphasis on dramatic

i'.utur"r, extieme dynamic changes; staggered entries of instruments; unusual harmonic progressions;

rhythmic changes inðtuAing the use of jazzrock rhythms; medley formations of items; and tempo changes'

fmisogynistGreeksongs.theauthorhascometoviewthesesongsas
men of their intense exþeriences of emotionality, from ecstasy to death-

and their fear of the feminine aspect.
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In these ways, floorshow brackets function to establish a rapport between musicians and patrons.

They often contain contemporary items, especially the elafroJatkn and entechna, which function as show

pieces. They may also contain special arrangements of traditional Greek dance items, especially of
rebetika and latka instrumental pieces, with unusual dance rhythms such as the karsilamas and ballos,

which function to prepare patrons for participation in subsequent Greek dancing. As musicians comment,

the floorshow bracket is 'to make them [patrons] feel comfort¿ble t<l get up and dance when the time

comes, to let go ... to get used to the atmosphere" (N. Arabatsis 1992: pers. com.). ln this sense, the

floorshow bracket is very much like a "warm up" (Gardounis 1992 pers. com.), a comment which suggests

that the really 'heated' work occurs in subsequent dance music brackets when musicians and dancers

become more actively engaged in the music-making.

8.3.1.2 Ballroom Dance Bracket
The ballroom dance bracket accompanies the dancing of heterosexual couplesl3 in face-to-face, affn-

in-arm embrace. Music which accompanies ballroom dancing comprises a variety of ballroom dance

rh¡hms, from the traditional Latin Amercian rumba, samba and beguine, to the western European waltz

and contemporary slow rock rh¡hm. Ballroom dance brackets are often glossed as evropaikn, "european

music",tavaltz,the"waltzes",taelafra,'thelightsongs",andtaoriental,"theorientalsongs". Most

bands choose ballroom dance items from the contemporary commercial elafroJaikn pop hits which feature

a slow four-beat rock rh¡hm. Others choose items from The laika and rebetika genres which employ

beguine and rumba dance rhythms. In yet other cases, ballroom d¿nce items consist of slow western pop or

rock songs sung in the English language.

8.3.1.3 Greek Dance Bracket
The Greek dance bracket typically contains a minimum set of nine open circle, line and solo Greek

dance items. These comprise tJrre syrtos,lcolamatianos, tsamikos, kotsari arrd t¡k (traditional rural demotic

dance of mainland, island and Pontus regions of Greece); the chasapikos, chasaposervikos, zeibekikos arrd

tsifteteti (traditional urban rebetilsa dances of Asia Minor) (see Tsounis 1986:131). Adelaide bands play

traditional items as well as contemporary compositions to accompany this standard set of Greek dance

rhythms. For example, the contemporary entechno soîg"Giorti Ton Zeibekidon","T\e Celebration of the

Zeibeks" (Kaldaras 1972\, is commonly performed by Greek bands to accompany the Pontian tik dance

form, even though it is in 6/8 time.la Similarly, the syrtos dance is accompanied by either demotic,

rebetika or contemporary items. When contemporary Greek music is played to accompany traditional

Greek dance forms, their 'traditional origin' is inherently recognised by the particular dance rhythm. It is
interesting to note how particular dance rhythms are glossed as belonging to particular Greek music gemes,

even if they are accompanied by contemporary music genres. For example, one musician (N. Arabatsis

1992 pers. com.) stated that, "every time a band plays a zelbekiko, they are playrng rebetilca".

Musicians believe that there is a fine art in organising the Greek dance bracket of music to incite and

enhance a dance mood and participation by dancers. A pattern in the order of items in the Greek dance

bracket is apparent. It commences with the collective open-circle and line dances performed by family
groups and füends and ends with improvisatory solo dances and fast line dances. Two rebetikø dance

forms are often performed as the climactic finale of the Greek dance bracket. One is the chasaposervikos,

a line dance, which is appropriate as a finale because it accelerates to a lively presto and leaves dancers

puffing and panting with satisfaction. The other is the solo improvisatory zeTbekikos dance which

fünctions more as a stately and moody finale for inebriated men at the peak of their dancing mood, kefi.

For many bands, rebetikn are performed late at night when the "die-hard rebetika lovers" request their

favourite zeibekikos or rebetiko song (Gardounis l992pers. com.). Other rebetiÀø items also performed in

Greek dance brackets are the chasapikos line dance and the solo improvisatory tsifteteli dance.

The choice of items from certain genres and their organisation into standard music programs

demonstrates that musicians internalise Greek music-making expectations and conventions. For example,

13 Young children of both sexes can be seen couple dancing during the ballroom dance bracket.
14 Kilpatrick (198A:27-28) documents the Pontian fik as a long-short 5/8 or 7/8 meter.
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in the choice of items for the floorshow, ballroom and Greek dance brackets at wedding receptions, there is

a tendency to commence the music program with contemporary genres of Greek music and to proceed to

traditional Greek music geffes (see Tsounis 1986:138)'

Aside from the oùservabie patterns in the choice and organisation of Greek repertoire into standard

music prog¿uns, music programs ãisptay significant diversity. Musicians accommodate different types of

events'uoã m" special requests by patrons for particular dance forms, songs or instrumental pieces'

Musicians also maintain tùeir perional preferences through their music programming. These are now

discussed as examples of non-standard music programs'

8.3.2 Non-standard Greek Music Program
There are several cases in which non-standard Greek music programs occur at Greek music-making

events in Adelaide. ln the first case, musicians alter the repertoire choices and the standard music program

typical of Greek-organised social-dances, life cycle celebrations and restaurants. Such alterations are most

likely to occur in Greek dance brackets. For example, there are cases when the zeibekikos, tsifteteli or

chaiaposewikos are requested in the middle of a Gre ek dance bracket rather than at the end, whereupon

musicians shuffle their program around to oblige. This occurred at a wedding reception where the tsifteteli

was performed at the uègi*.g of the Greek dance bracket as the special bridal dance at the request of the

bride and groom, and thè bride and her mother. Flexibility is also evident in the perfornance of requested

Greek dance forms not normally performed in the standard Greek dance bracket. These have included the

Cretan pentozali, the Rhodian-rodinkor, the Ikarian ikariotikos, the ballos and karsilamas (of Thrace,

Asia Minor¿nd 
Sf.'t 

regions)' 
music programming, musicians select and perform a totally

eclectic choice of eces according to their owr personal tastes' In this case'

musicians neither discrete functional brackets of music generally require'd at

Greek-organised social-dances, life cycle celebrations and restaurants, nor feel the need to fulfil

expectatiãns by playing the latest contemporary elafroJaiko and skitadika pop hits. In the sample, the

performance of non-stãndard Greek music programs is thus a feature of concerts, festivals, non-Greek

restaurants and multicultural social-dances. Th" irr"..u.ing concentration of rebetikn music at Greek

music-making events which this study documents has been one of the most outstanding features of non-

standard Greek music programming in Adelaide'

The concert i, u p.ñr, .*u-!1. of the perforïnance of a non-standard music program. It features the

special presentation of Greek music selected

composer or music geffe. ln Adelaide, con

di motil<a, s myrneikn, reb e fi ka, ni s i oti ka and

ki ma ; and local contemporary Greek-Australian c

part of the music program in Adelaide in this sample (see Table 8.7).

Certain music-groups also exhibited non-standard preferences for traditional and contemporary

Greek music geffes in their music programs. The band Laiki Kompania, for example, selected at least half

of its perforïnance repertoire from the rebetika and, laikn genres, while the band Zeus, by comparison,

showed a preference ior dimotiko. Both Themelia, with its traditional, entechna and neo-kima genres, and

Meraki with eo-rebetika, presented was a group

dedicated to even at the typical Gre ebrations and

restaurants. lia, Meraki u"O nrn- in the Greek

community in comparison with other bands, they were widely sought after by non-Greek music and cultural

institutions.
Having considered the broader contexts of repertoire and music programming within which rebetilca

music occurs, it is now imperative to examine the áctual incidence, concentration and types of rebetika at

Greek music-making events documented in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993'

8.4 The Rebetika RePertoire
The smallest unit of the rebetikn repertoire is identified here as the 'item', a term which refers to

either a song or an instrumental piece. Re-betiks items discussed here are categorised into tt[ee 'styles'-
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98 Chapter 8 Rebetika Repertoire and Proqrams

smyrneTka, piraiötika or laitks-onthe basis of previous discussion in Chapter 2 which identified the socio-
historical and musical development of rebetilca. The designation of rebetiks style is derived from details
regarding authorship of compositions and lyrics, the time and place of earliest recordings, and details of
vocalists and instrumentation (see Appendix 4). Information which has assisted the designation of rebetilca
style was available from various sources: details provided with the earliest recordings; details provided with
reissues of recordings; and a consensus of information in published documented literature. Items of
unknown authorship are categorised as 'anon¡rmous' and belonging to the smyrneilko style.ls

In order to examine the incidence, concentration and types of reä etika that occurred at Greek music-
making events in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993, the music programs of seventy Greek music-making
events (of the l8l, approximately 40%o of the sample) were examined more closely.l6 A toøl of 185

different rebetiks items were identified in the seventy documented music programs (see Appendix 2.).r7

Table 8.2 provides a sunìmary of the incidence of 185 rebetiko items accordtngto rebetika style:

Table 8.2 Rebetíka Items at Seventy Rebetikø Music-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993): A Summary of
lncidence and Style

Rebetíka Style No, of Rebaik¿ Items %o of Total

smyrneiko
piraiötiko

laiko

52
49
84

28.lIYo
26.49Yo

45.40yo

Total 185

Table 8.2 demonstrates that the rebetika repertoire of local musicians contains all three styles of
rebetika and is thus internally heterogeneous. It also indicates that there is a preference for the laïko style

of rebetilca with items totalling as much as 45Y, of the sample, and that the incidence of smyrneika and

piraiötika items comprise a substantial28%o and 27%o respectively, each approximately one quarter of the

sample. The figures show that the lai:kn-rebetika are the most popular among Greek-Australians in
Adelaide, and also, fhat smyrnetka and piraiötika receive a substantial patronage.

Further analysis of the incidence of rebetika items in the music programs of different bands at the

seventy events (see Appendix 3) confirms that preferences for particular rebetikn styles differ from band to
band. For example, Lafü Kompania played a generous number of rebetika items from all three styles, but
featured laika more frequently: Aman, which was dedicated to the rebetika repertoire, contained a

preference for smyrnei:ka and piraiötika. Merakt, on the other hand, displayed a preference for smyrnetlka.

Of the 185 different rebetikn items documented in the sample, many items were found to recur from

event to event, indicating their popularity as favourites among musicians and patrons in Adelaide. Table

8.3 provides a list of thirty-nine 'favounte' rebetiks items which recur five times or more in the sample:

15 This study recognises that knowledge of the authorship and origins oÍ rebetika items is an ongoing process of research and discovery.
16 The music programs of these seventy events were selected on the basis of the availabili$ and quality of written song lists or sound

recordings.
17 Since the figure oÍ 185 rebetika items represents a portion of the events documented in the sample, and since the events documented

represent a port¡on oÍ all rebetika music-making events in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993, it must be viewed as a conservative

estimate. The number of different rebetika items actually performed in Adelaide during this period may have been closer to 300.
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Tabte g.3 Recurringrs Rebøikaltems at Seventy Rebetikø Music-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993)

18 Recurring items are items which occur flve times or more in the sample of seventy rebetika music-making events'
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Of the most frequentþ recurring rebetilca items shown in Table 8.3, the majority (49%ù are lai:l(ñ'

The preferenc e for laiilca rebe¡ka articulated by musicians is matched by their prominent occurrence in

"/o of
Total

Total No.No. of OccurrencesRebetika ItemNo.

49Yo19

19

l9
13

t0
9

8

8
'7

6
6
6
6
6
5

5

5

5

5

5

Løïko Style

Nychtose Choris Fengari
Palamakia Palamakia
O Zeppos (Kapetan Andrea ZePPo)

Arapines
To Telefteo Vradi Mou
Omorf Thessaloniki
Synnefiasmeni KYriaki
Paliose To Sakkaki lulou

Antilaloune Ta Vouna

Den Thelo Pia Na Xana 'Rtheis

Ena Tragoudi AP' T'Algeri
Ta Kqvourakia
To Minore Tis Avgis
Gia Ta Matiq P'AgaPo
I Gioul Bachar
I Zatra
Kane Ligaki YPomoni

Skantaliara
Tou Votanikou O

I
2

J

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

l1
t2
13

t4
15

16

t'7

18

l9
36Yol4

31

20
18

l6
13

11

10

10

9

8

7
6
6
5

Smyrneîko Style

I Garsona
Tatavlianos Choros
Smyrne tkos Ballos (Sgoure Vasi like)

To Feretze
Oso Varoun Ta Siderq

H Trata Mas I Kourelou
Mi Me Steneis Mana Stin Ameriki

Oi Lachanades
Stopa Kai Sto Xanaleo
Tha Spaso Koupes
To Chariklaki
Mia Melachroini
Pergamos
Sala Sala

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

11

t2
13

t4
Is%o6

39

l5
10

8
7

5

5

Piraíötiko Style

Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun

O Chrousouzis
Frangosyriani
To Chai:dari
Chthes To Vradi Sto Teke Mas

Prin To Charama Monachos

Total No. of Recurring Items at Seventy Events

I
2

J

4

5

6
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actual music programs. SmyrneTka feature a substantial second Q6n and piraiötika are less recurrent
(15%) as favourite rebetikn items. The latter two figures differ slightly from the statistics of the entire

rebetika repertoire in which smyrneika and piraiöti,ta comprise an equal quarter each of the sample (Table

8.2). This suggests that while musicians are prepared to play the more unusual smyrneika and piraiötilea
on one-off ocassions, the laTka remain popular favourites. Nonetheless, a perusal of Appendix 3 indicates

that over t;rme, smyrneTkn and piraiötikn items have been included more frequently in the repertoires of
bands.

8.5 The Rebetika Music Sample
For the purposes of this study, a sample of twenty-eight rebetika items (songs and instrumental

pieces) has been selected from this pool of L85 rebetiko items for closer musical analysis, discussion and

interpretation in subsequent chapters. The criteria for selection of the rebetikn music sample, though
largely determined by the availability of music programs and the qualrty of sound recordings for the

purposes of transcription and analysis, have been to provide a cross-section of rebetika items on the basis

of:
1. the inclusion of items from all three rebetilea styles
2. the inclusion of items performed at the five main types of rebetika music-making events:

social-dances, restaurants, life cycle celebrations, festivals and concerts (thirteen different
events are included)

3. the inclusion of different musicians performing those items
4. the inclusion of items that recur more than five times in the sample, i.e., rebetika 'favourites'

(eighteen rebetika favourites are included tnthe rebetikø music sample).

Table 8.4 below lists the nÍrmes of the twenty-eight items in the rebetika music sample and their
corresponding r e b e ti ko style:
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Rebetiko StyleTäe of Rebetíkaltem

laïko
lai:ko

piraiôtiko
smyrneïko
smyrneiko
laiko
smyrneiko
smyrneïko
smyrnelko
lai:ko
smyrnelko
smyrneïko
laïko
piraiötiko
piraiötiko
smyrneïko
laTko

lai:ko
smyrneilko
smyrneïko
piraiötiko
laïko
smyrneiko
smyrneilko
smyrneiko
smyrneïko
laïko

I
2

J

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

1l
t2
13

I4
15

16

t7
l8
19

20
2I
22

23

24
25
26
27
28

Antilaloune Ta Vouna

Arapines
Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo
Elenitsa Mou
Ferte Preza Na Prezaro
Gia Ta Matia P'AgaPo
I Garsona
Mi Me Stelnis Mana Stin Ameriki
Mia Melachroini
Nychtose Chori s Fengari
O Bochoris
Oi Lachanades
Omorfi Thessaloniki
Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta
Pente Manges
Pergamos
Synnefiasmeni Kyriaki
Skantaliara
Smyrneikos Balllos
Stous Apano Machalades
Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun

Taka Taka Taka Ta Petatakia'Echo Koumparo Leventia re

Tatavlianos Choros
Tha Spaso Koupes
Ti Se Mellei Esenane
To Feretze
To Telefteo Vradi Mou
Zourlobenemenis Genna

Table 8.4 The Rebaika Music Sample: Item and Style

The following Table 8.5 presents a summary of the total number of items in the rebetilco music

sample according to style. Slightly more than half the sample consists of smyrneika items, latlkn compnse

a third of the sample, and the remaining four ate piraiatika items.

Table 8.5 A Summary oI the RebetìkaMusic Sample: Rebetika Style

Rebetìko Style No.

smyrneTka
piraiötika
laika

15

4
9

Total No. 28

The high incidence of smyrneika reflects the repertoires of Themelia, Meraki and Aman since 1990

and shows a preference for the earliest style of commercially recorded rebetiks music'

19 The songs "Taka Taka Taka Ta Petalakia" and"Echo Koumpa performed in

succession in a medley of ¡tems flanked by the same instrumental 'item' (i'e' as

'Taka Taka Taka Ta Petatada"l. The item "Omotfr Thessalonikl'i of items' but

since it was not followed in succãssion by other rebetika items in the medley, it is considered in isolation.
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8.6 RebetikaMusic Programs: Items, Brackets and Programs
Having considered the specific rebetika items documented in the repertoires of local musicians, it is

now appropriate to consider the ways in which these rebetiks items are presented in actual music

p.og.*r. The organisation of rebetikn items in the music programs of local musicians is found to cluster

around three types of presentation:

f . individual rebetikn items (songs or instrumental pieces)

2. brackets of rebetiha music

3. entire rebetiÈ¿ music Programs

These three categories represent different degrees of concentration of rebetikø in performance from

individual items to entire music programs. ln order to gain a broader view of the presentation of rebetika

as items, brackets or entire programs, it is worth retuming to the full sample of I 8 1 rebetikn music-making

events in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993. Table 8.6 documents the occurrence of rebetikn as items,

brackets or programs performed in the total sample of 181 rebetika music-making events:

Table 8.6 The Inciden ce of Rebaìkø Items, Brackets and Program s at Rebetìka Music-Making Events in

Adelaide (1980-1993)

Type of Presentation of
Rebetìka

No. of Events %o of Total

item
bracket 20

program

t47
12

22

SlYo
'7yo

IzVo

Total No. of Rebetìkø Events 181

Rebetipa performed in music programs as individual items were a clear majority of the documented

events (147 of 181; approximately 8l7o). Typical Greek bands such as Odyssey perform half a dozen or

so rebetika items in their music progr¿rms, while having several more in reserve to perform when requested.

Other bands such as Lafü Kompania and Charama perform a substantial number of rebetika items

scattered throughout their entire music programs in floorshow, ballroom dancê and Greek dance brackets of
music.

A little morethan one-tenth of the sample, (22 of 181; approximately l2%), featured rebetika tn

entire music programr¡. The first performances of rebetikn as an entire concert progrÍun occurred in 1980

at the Norwood Town Hall under the auspices of the Fringe Festival and eleven years later in 1991 at the

Tribute to Tsitsanis concert held in the Adelaide Convention Centre. Since then the Aman ensemble was

largely responsible for the performance of entire rebetikn music progrÍìms in Adelaide, no longer confined

to concerts, but also occurring at social-dances, restaurants, festivals and life cycle events.

Less numerous though still of interest as a halfuay stage in the increasing concentration of rebetika

from individual items to ãntire music programs, there were twelve events (approximateþ 7%o) which

presented rebetilea music in discrete brackets of music. The first documented event occurred in 1982 at a

breek social-dance where rebetika was performed as an opening floorshow bracket of music. Together,

the bracket and program categories of rebetika comprise almost one-fifth of the total sample (34 of l8 1;

approximately tòo/o¡, providing evidence for the increasing incidence and concentration of rebetilca music

as'a special breek music g"*" itt live performances. In the sample, the incidence of rebetikn music in

brackets and programs was mostly accounted for by the performances of Aman (22 of 181).

A discussion of the incidence of rebetilca items, brackets and programs at different types of events

(see Appendix l) helps to further contextualise the performance and significance of rebetika in Adelaide'

20 ln th¡s and subsequent tables, the category of 'bracket' includes two events which featured both brackets and items of reôedka music'

ln these two cases, the category of'bracket' rather than 'item is counted.
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Table 8.7 provides a sulnmary of the occurrence of rebetika as items, brackets orprograms accordingto
the six types of music-making events identified in Chapter 6:

Table 8.7 The Incidence of Rebetíkø ftems, Brackets and Programs: Event Type

12o/o7o/oSlVoo/o of Total

1812212147Total No. of Events

55

52

32

22
t2
8

2

10

2

2
4
2

6

3

3

4',7

42
30

t7
5

6

Social-Dance
Restaurant
Life Cycle Celebration
Festival
Concert
Miscellaneous

Sub-TotalProgramBracketItemEvent Type

The statistics indicate that items were most commonly performed at social-dances, restaurants and

life cycle celebrations. The perforrnance of rebetiko items at these three type of events pre-dates the period

of this study as a common occurrence. However, Table 8.7 documents the performance of discrete

brackets of rebetika music at social-dances (6), festivals (3) and concerts (3), an occurrence unique to the

period of this study. Entire rebetika music programs were performed at all types of music events,

especially at restaurants (10) and to a lesser extent, concerts (4). The data indicates that life cycle

celebrations are less likely to feature concentrated presentations of rebetika and thus appear as a more

conservative tlpe of music event. On the other hand, social-dances and restaurants feature more

concentrated presentations of rebetika and thus appear to be flexible in their music programming. As to be

expected, festivals and concerts as special music events are suitable for the concentrated presentation of
rebetika in the form of brackets and entire music programs.

An understanding of the contextual nexus of reå etika performance is complemented with information

from Appendix I regarding the ethnicity of organiser s of rebetika music-making events. Table 8 .8 presents

a summary of the occurrence of items, brackets and programs of rebetika music at different types of events

in terms of the ethnicity of organisers:
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Table 8.8 The Incidence of Rebetikø Items, Brackets and Programs: Event Type and Ethnicity of Organiser

181367372Total No. of Events

8

6

2

-)-)

2

Item
Bracket
Program

Miscellaneous

t2
5

3

4

2

I

I

2

2

-t

1

Item
Bracket
Program

Concert

22

t'7

3

2

2

1

11

2

4

2

Item
Bracket
Program

Festival

32
30

2

13It6

2

Item
Bracket
Prograrn

Life Cycle Celebration

52
42

10

38

5

4

:
5

Item
Bracket
Program

Restaurant

55
47
6
2

l3

I

7

I
27
5

I

Item
Bracket
Program

Social-Dance

Sub-Total

Multicultural
and Mixed

Non-GreekGreek

Event Type Ethnicity of Organiser

The most obvious observation is that rebetikn were perfomred as items at all types of events

organised by Greek, non-Greek, multicultural and mixed organisers, especially at Greek social-dances, non-

Greek restaurants, Greek and mixed life cycle celebrations, and non-Greek or multicultural festivals. The

exception to this was the multicultural/mixed category which does not include restaurants,

Table 8.9 provides a more detailed breakdown of the concentrated performance of rebetika brackets

and programs according to event type and ethnicity:

Table 8.9 The Incidence ol Rebetikø Brackets and Event and of

19Total 12 3 34

Sub-Total 119 , 22

5

2

2

2

I

I
5

2

Social-Dance
Restaurant
Life Cycle
Festival
Concert
Miscellaneous

1

I 2

10

2

2

4

2

Rebetikg Programs
10Sub-Total I 121

Social-Dance
Festivai
Concert

I5

z

-)

II

6
a

-)

GreekEvent Tvoe Non-Greek Sub-totalMulticultural and Mixed

Rebetìka Brackets
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One may note that events organised by Greek people, mostþ social-dances, restaurants and concerts

featured slightiy over half of the rebetika music brackets and programs (19 of 34) Key organisers of these

events *"rã th" Hellenic Music Association of SA, zorba's Restaurant and Yiannis Restaurant. Non-

Greek organised events where rebetika music brackets and entire music programs were performed

comprisefapproximately one third (12 of34) of the total number of events featuring rebetika brackets and

entire music programs. fiu, of these occurred at Nanyetta's Gypsy Taverna' Three multicultural

organisations hosted rebetikn music brackets and programs at a social-dance, festival and concert'

It is interesting to note that while events organised by Greek people are largely responsible for the

more concentrated performance of rebetilco music in brackets and concerts combined, non-Greek,

multicultural and mixed organisers together provide a diversity of event types at which rebetilco brackets

and entire programs u.. i*lrrdrd. The occurrence of rebetikn as entire programs at more non-Greek'

multicuhur;Umixed (13) than Greek (9) events suggests that Greek organisers may be slower than non-

Greek and multicultural organisations to accept the highly concentrated performance of rebetika music'

In summary, standardisation and patterning are clearly observed in the organisation of music

repertoires by Greek bands. Ho
music prograrns and rePertoires

of Greek music programs. The element of choice als

performance style and gender constructions. The inc

special feature of the flexibility of Greek music repe

non-standard repertoires and music progr¿Lms also s

are compelled to provide Greek commercial pop

patrons, musicians act as agents of social "h*g" 
by selecting and performing a diverse repertoire in

flexible music programs.

An analysis of the incidence of rebetika styles in relation to the concentration of its presentation as

items, brackets and programs, and also in relátion to rebetikn style, event type and the ethnicity of

organisers, has revealãd another nexus of contextual factors which impinge upon performance and directly

st half of the rebetikø music repertoire

in Adelaide, smyrneitlca and piraiötilcn

ertoire. It was noted that the preference

. For example, Meraki, Aman and the Gypsy Trio

demonstrated a preferen ce for smyrnet:ka. Regarding the concentration of rebetilca at music-making events,

ii was found that most rebetika were performed as individual items at the regular Greek social-dances,

Greek and mixed life cycle celebrations, and non4reek/muhicultural festivals. Yet, the data indicated an

increasing incidence oi concentrated presentations of rebetika in the form of brackets and programs,

especiaflf at Greek-organised social-dances, Greek and festivals and concerts

of all types. The data surprisingly demonstrated that the etilca nthe form of an

entire concert program was organised by.non-Greek and

It is now appropriate io focus attention more closely on the rebetika music sample in order to

examine the salient *uiical and textual features of the rebeti,tø repertoire, This provides a foundation for

the subscquent discussion of the live performance and significance of rebetika music in Adelaide'
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Chapter 9 The Musical Features of Rebetikø

9.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the salient musical and textual features of rebetilca music. It also considers

the stylistic particularity and generic unity of rebetika. Discussion is based on a musical analysis of the

rebeikø..r.i" samplel of trventy eight rebetika items. These items were recorded live in Adelaide between

1980 and 1993 (see Volume 3 Rebetikn Music Sample: Audio Recordings), transcribed (see Volume 2

Rebetilca Music Sample: Music Notations) and analysed in terms of the following macrostructural features

of rebetiþn: instrumentation, timbre and texture, rhythm and tempo; musical form; song text themes and

form; tonality and modality; melodic contour and phrasing; harmonisation and accompaniment; melody-

text ielationstrip; and ornamentation and expressive techniques.2 A summary of the musical analysis is

presented in tabular form in Appendix 5. The results of the analysis are discussed below in detail. This

study acknowledges that there have been differing opinions about the nature of rebetikn (discussed in

Chapters I,2 arrd3) and various approaches to the study of its musical features.3 By providing an analysis

of rebetika music based on its live contemporary performance in Adelaide, it is envisaged that a more

dynamic musicological foundation for understanding rebetika music will be initiated.

Previously in Chapter I the assumption of a 'generalised' unity for the rebetika geffe was

questioned. This assumption was further explored in Chapters 2 and 3 where it was found that rebetika

have been variously constructed over time. As a secondary aim to the musical analysis, this chapter turns

to the assumption of generic unity by considering whether there are musical structures which constitute

rebetiko as a coherent musical system with its own internal logic. The musical analysis will tentatively

offer a more fluid definition of rebet¡ka by recognising the heterogeneous and flexible musical features of

rebetilra music. An even broader 'definition' of rebetilca music will unfold in subsequent chapters after

consideration of the ever-widening circles of context---of varied performance practice, reception and

response-within which rebetikn acquire meaning and significance.

A third aim of this chapter isto explore if there are sufficient musicological foundations to permit

the categorisation of rebetilca into ttre three component styles: smyrneTlca, piraiötilca and latkn' This

information will be helpful in identif ing correlations between specific musical features, rebetilca items and

styles, and their performance at particular music-making events in Adelaide, ¿!s are explored in Part 3. Tht

discussion now proceeds to an examination of the musical and textual features of the rebetika music

sample.

9. 2 Instrumentation, Timbre and Texture
1\e rebetilea music sample features a variety of ensembles from small (trio, four-piece, ñve-piece)

acoustic ensembles, to small electric ensembles (the typical Greek band), to larger (ten-piece) mixed

acoustic and electric ensembles. Voice, strings and percussion instrument groups are the rnost prominent in

rebetika ensembles and within these groups, there is a wide array of instrumentation. The dominant timbre

of the music consists of a mixture of legato voice, mezzo staccato voice, resonant plucked or strummed

strings, and the crisp staccato sound of percussion. Twenty-four items contained in the rebetilca music

,u*pl. are songs, while the remaining four are instrumental pieces.a This is representative of the

"urto*ury 
org*i*tion of repertoire of items in the music programs of Adelaide bands, with the majority

of repertóire ãedicated to songs and a smaller number featuring instrumental pieces. The exception to this

occurred in the performances of the Gypsy Trio which contained an entirely instrumental repertoire.

1 See Chapter 8, section 8.5 for discussion of the rebetika music sample.
2 The qualiÇ and size of live recordings of reôeüka in Adelaide was not sufficient to permit a diachronic analysis of the sample...With

recording teãhnologies having improvJd markedly in the past five years, a future diachronic study would benefrt from the collection of

gooo quãtity soundrecordingã ovèr a period of time so thåt comparisons can be made of the same items. Also of interest to the author

for future research is the diaõhronic comparison of 'original' recordings oÍ rebetika items with contemporary renditions of the same items'

3 Although beyond the scope of this thesis, the musicological anaylsis of a selection of early rebetika repertoire by Dietrich (19E7)

provides a data base for future comparison with the results of this Adelaide study.

4 Three of the four instrumental pieces ('smyrnelkos Batlog, 'Ta Matoktada Sou Lamboun" and "Pergamod) also have vocal song

forms but in the documented Adelaide performances, they were rendered as instrumental pieces. fhe"smymelkos Ballosf is knom as

a song called'sgoure Vasilike Motl'. "Pergamos' is sung as the song "Antoulø, Aman, Aman Cñlotbse".
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Table 9.1 presents a list of instruments featured tn rebetiko ensembles at rebetika music-making

events in Adelaide:

Table 9.1 Instrumentation

Voice String Percussion Wind Electronic Other

choir
vocals (in

Greeþ

bass guitar (electric)
baglamas

banjo
bouzouki

double bass
guitar (acoustic,

electric)
oud

tzouras
violin

bongos
castanets

clap sticks
congas

drum kit
maracas

tambourine
toumberleki
wind chimes

zilia

clarinet
didgeridu

recorder

drum machine
keyboard

piano accordion
piano (acoustic, electric)

Instrumentation always features stringed instruments, percussion and the male or female voice

singing in the Greek language. The most cornmon stringed instruments are the bouzouki, a long-necked

strummed lute with three or four courses of paired strings, acoustic, electric and/or bass guitars, and tle
drum kit. The common line-up of the typical Greek band (male voice, the bouzouki, the acoustic or electric

guitar, electric bass guitar and drum kit), while present in many ensembles, is notably superseded by a

ã."uto variety of instrumentation in rebetika music ensembles dedicated to the performance of rebetika.

Th. -o.. diverse though less common instrumentation of rebetika music ensembles features other members

of the bouzouki family: the tzouras, slightly smaller with three courses of paired strings; and the baglamas,

the 'baby' of the family. It also includes the short-necked multi-stringed oud lnte, the violin, banjo,

acoustic and electric piano, and a variety of percussion instruments including the toumberleki, a single-

skinned hour-glass dr¡m, zilia, brass finger cymbals, bongos, tambourine, maracas, castanets and even

wind chimes. While relatively rare, wind instruments documented tnthe rebetika music sample consist of
the recorder, oladnet and didjeridu.

The rebetika music sample demonstrates a preference for different sized ensembles and

instrumentation according to rebetiko style. SmyrneTka and piraiötiËd (with one exceptiofr, "Elenitsa

Mou") tend to be played in small acoustic ensembles on traditional instruments (e.g. "Ferte Preza Na

Prezaro-), whtle laTlca tend to be performed in larger electric ensembles on electric instruments (e.g.
*Nychtose Choris Fengari"). These features indicate that local musicians mimic the instrumentation of
rebetilra on cornmerciãl recordings, especially original recordings. Tlrc rebetikn music sample also

demonstrates that in general, there is an increasing tendency towards the acoustic performance of rebetika

using traditional instruments. Musicians often comment on the authenticity of 'correct' instrumentation,

the beauty of special timbres and techniques of traditional 'Greek' instruments, and the musical possiblities

that these instruments offer for performing rebetika.
lnthe rebeti,&ø music sample there is a correlation in the instrumentation of rebetilca on the basis of

style and event type. IÃTka tend to be performed in electric ensembles at socialdances and wedding

receptions (e.g. "Arapirees") while smyrnelkn and piraiötika tendto be performed in acoustic ensembles on

traditional instruments at restaurants, festivals and concerts (e.g. "Tha Spaso Koupes";"Pente Manges").

As the rebetilca music-making event types have diversified, so too has the instrumentation of rebetilea

rnusic ensembles.
The orchestration of instrumentation to create certain textures comprises another dimension of

rebetika music. The voice-string-percussion instrumentation provides many possibilities for the production

of both stopped percussive and sustained resonant timbres. In the rebetika music sample, a particular

texture is created by the orchestration of these instruments in two interlocking layers: a þical-melodic
layer with voice, bouzouki, violin, baglamas, and/or piano (in the middle to high register); and a rh¡hmic-
harmonic 'bed' \,ith drum kit, percussion, guitars, baglamas and/or piano in the middle to low register.
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Stnce rebetiÉa music is primarily a vocal dance music, the interplay between melodic and rhythmic textures

is central. Singers and melody instruments, mostly bouzouki or violin tnthe rebetiÉø music sample, play

the role of 'lead' instruments. The remainder of the ensemble accompany the lead instruments by
embedding and enhancing the melodic layer with rhythm and harmony. Percussion and chordal instruments

provide a rhythmically tight and instrumentally dense rhythmic-harmonic 'bed' as a firm foundation for the

highl ornamented thinner lyrical-melodic layer. Melodies develop from modal pattems which are either

rendered heterophonically, that is, played simultaneously in unison or oct¿ves by different instruments and

varied according to instrumental technique; or homophonically, that is, played with parallel melodic

movement in harmonies of thirds or sixths. To some degree, then, there is instrumental differentiation and

specialisation. However, the music demonstrates a fleúble orchestration when 'rhythmic-harmonic'

instruments such as the guitar, piano and baglamas play a lead melodic role (e.g. "Pente Manges"'), or

when the bouzouki lead instrument provides chordal-rhlthmic accompaniment ("Arapines").

9.3 Rhythm and Tempo
9.3.1 Rhythmic Patterns

Each rebetikn item documented in the rebetika music sample is set in a metred rhythmic pattern

which is cyclically repeated throughout the duration of the item. Each rh¡hmic pattern has a name and an

associated dance form. Twelve different rhythms are identified. Table 9.2 lists the different rebetikø

rhythms, their frequency of occurrence in the rebetikn music sample, and their abstracted musical form:

The zeibekiko.s, "dance of the Zeibelrs", is by far the most cornmon rebetiko rhythm featured in each

of the three styles. Ttrc zelbekiÈos rhythmic pattem consists of a composite nine-beat rhyttrm grouped into

smaller rhyttrmic cells of two and three (or 4+5) in various combinations and played at various speeds.

Four sub-categories of the zeibekikos are present in the rebetiks music sample. Tlrc koptos, "cut",
"staccato", also known as kenourgio, "new", ot varis, "heavy", is a syncopated zeibekilros rhythmic

pattern grouped into 4+5 with primary accents on the one and five beats. Tlte syriano,s, "dance of Syros",

also known as palios, "old", is a regular zeibekikos rhythmic pattem grouped into 4+5 and also with
primary accents on the one and five beats. The aptalikos, "back-to-front", zeibekikos rhythmic pattern is

grouped tnto 3+2+2+2 with the accents falling on the one and six (i.e. 5+4). The aptalikos is further

differentiated as a syncopated koptos or regular syrianos zeibekikos. In the sample, the aptalikos koptos is

documented . The tcamilierikos, "dance of the camel-driver", is the fourth zeibekiko's rhythm It consists of
a regular nine-beat pattern with cells of 2+2+2+3 beats and accents falling more frcqucrriìy on t}e one,

three, five and seven. A feature differentiating the zelbekikos rhythm appears to be the regular (long-short-

short) or syncopated (shortJong-short) rhythmic cell. There also appears to be a tempo difference between

fhe lcomilierl,tos which is slightly faster and other zeibedÈos rhythms which are moderate or slow (e.9.

compare "Stous Apano Machalades" with "O Bochoris").
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Table 9.2 Rebetíka Rhythmic Patterns: Frequency and Abstract, Representation

Rhythmic Pattern No. Abstract Representation of Rhythmic
Pattern

Simple Regular bagion

chasapikos

chasaposervikos

2

I

J

a

"t4a

Simple Syncopated béguine

tsifteteli

kalamatianos

I

J

2

'q 7' :- rî 1.
t..a a a f . a .a.

qf ! )
4a a a a a

Composite Regular z e i: b eki ko s kqmi I i e r i ko s

zei:bekikos syrianos

3

I

aat aa)ta

e: - : -za a a a a a a a a

Composite Syncopated syrtos 5

zel:bekikos koptos

zei:bekikos aptalikos
koptos

4

6

2

>

- -
8l i i ., r I i. i

8a a a a a a a a

x

a

Accentuation in Greek rhythms is documented according to the grouping of rhythmic cells, the first

beat of each cycle taking the primary accent and the first beat of each subsequent cell-group taking

secondary accents. ln reality, accentuation in Greek music is variously interpreted. Accentuation may be

rendered with micro adjusünents of volume or tempo, such as, for example, when an instrumentalist

playrng a phrase of continuous quavers and semiquavers accents the underlying and more sparse rhythmic

pattern wthin the phrase (e.g. "Pergamos"). Accentuation may be rendered by some instruments with an

àmphasis on the 'óff-beats' of a rhythmic pattern which creates a dynamic cross-rhythm against the main

rhythmic pattern. This readily occurs during the zei:bekikos koptos when the baglamas-player (or pianist)

maintains a regular and un¡elenting quaver pattern against the more sparse zeibekikos rhythmic pattern,

setting up a motivating cross-rhythm (e.g. "Antilaloune Ta Vouna","Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta")'

The difficultie; of differentiating between zeTbekikos rhythms have been noted by Aulin and

Vejleskov (1991: 36), especially with regard to the syrianos and knmilierikos.6 In many cases, there are

,Ì l; i

5 One can also interpret the basic syrfos as a simple regula¡ ri'c' : 1 . t rhythmic pattern.

6 Aulin and Vejleskov (1991 : 39-12f ) categorise the syrianos as a "vai zerbekikod' , the fast syrianos as a " kamilíeikos zêtbeuko{

(though lhel¡.,iadÞikos zetbedkoC'is nót consistenily categorised, see p. 90 and 116); the kopfos zetbekikos as an "alvallof,kos
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subtle and highly varied forms of articulation of the same rhythmic pattern by different instrumentalists,

even during the one item. For example, in the instrumental piece "Pergamos", the guitarist and

toumberleki player variously articulate the same zeibekikos aptalikos koptos rhythm. 'Filling in' beats of
the syriano.s rhythm may render it as a kamilierikos and vice versa. This flexibilþ of rhythmic

interpretation points to the importance placed on variation and improvisation tn rebetilca music. Musicians

contribute to a re'creation of the music by freely improvising variations of standard rhythmic pattems.

Iir the sample, the syrtos, "dragging" or "shuftle" dance rhyttrm is found tn smyrnei:kn items. It
consists of a simple quadruple four-beat rhythmic cycle which is rendered in the sample as a syncopated

composite eight-beat rhyttrm with cells grouped into 3+3+2 (dotted crotchet-dotted crotchet-crotchet). As

with the zeibekikos rhyttrms, a cross-rhythm is set up in the syrfos between the dotted crotchet rhythm and

the underlying regular quadruple metre (e.g. "To Feretze").
T\e tsifteteli, "double strings" dance, also known as the belly-dance, is a common rhythm featured in

the rebetiko repertoire and marked by its syncopated simple duple or quadruple metre. The basic repeated

tstfteteli cycle consists of a quaver-crotchet-quaver-crotchet-crotchet rhythmic pattern. ln variations, the

repeated pattern may span the length of two bars. Whether or not one interprets the main accent as falling

on the first or second beat of the cycle, a cross-rhythm is set up against an underlying quadruple metre.

T\e chasaposervikos, "serbian-butchers" dance, is performed as an fast accelerating dance in

simple regular duple or quadruple metre. However, one appears in the rebetika music sample, "Pente

Manges", played at a steady allegro tempo.
Tlne chasapikos, "butcher's" dance, is a simple regular duple or quadruple metre usually in a slow or

moderate tempo. In this rebetilca music sample there is only one example of the chasapikos, "Omorf
Thessaloniki", and it is played at an allegro tempo.

Other rhythms identified tn the rebetiÈa music sample include the bagion, a rhythm found in north

eastern Greece and Asia Minor Greece, in simple regular quadruple metre with a crotchet-quaver-quaver-

crotchet-crotchet pattern,T' the lcalamatiano.s, "dance of Kalamata", in a composite seven-beat cycle

grouped n 3+2+2 rhythmic cells, and the bëguine, a Latin American ballroom dance rhythm in a

syncopated simple quadruple metre.8

It must be mentioned that that categorisation of rebetika songs into specific rhythms is not definitive.

This is because different renditions of the same song are often found on recordings and in performance.

For example, the song 
*Ti 

Se Mellei Esenane", while performed in this sample as a bagion, is found on a

recording performed as a tsifteteli. This indicates fluidity in the rhyttrmic interpretation of rebeti,ta songs.

Contrary to a commonly-held equation of rebetikn vlirth zeTbekika only, or, at the most, with the

addition of the tsifteteli, chasapikos and chasaposervikos,lhe rebetika music sample documents eleven

discrete rhythmic patterns, indicating that a wide range of dance rhythms have been incorporated into the

repertoire. This observation makes the construction of rebetika as a homogeneous genre on the basis of
dance rhythms difficult.

9.3.2 Tempo
Rebetilca items generally maintain a constant speed until final ritardando phrases. The full range of

tempo from slow to fast are represented in the rebetilca music sample: larghetto, adagio, andante,

moãerato, allegro and presto. The most common tempo is the allegro which occurs in sixteen items. This

is not surprising since rebetika music is performed to accompany energetic dancing.

xn*yttrmic variety is created by the relative rhythmic densrty of the music: the 'filling in' or 'doubling

up' of time from longer note values to shorter note values. This is often rendered during songs by

instrumentalists, when, for example, the vocalist sust¿ins a crotchet-quaver rnelody while the

instrumentalist simultaneously or in alternation renders the same melody with quavers and semiquavers

zelbekjkoC', and the aptatikos synãnos as"ouroukikos zelbe0kos". These examples alos suggest that there are various names and

interpretations of Greek rhy,thms.
7 The bagion was taught to the author by her toumbelekr teacher, Spyros Glenis. Further information about this rhy{hm is unavailable.

I Dance rhythms not included in this reöeûka music sample but present in the rebetka repertoires of Adelaide musicians are the

karsi/emas (aÍasl2+2+2+3), the eltÍlnrkos (a fast 2+3+2+2), and the waltz.
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(e.g. "Ti Se Mellei Esenane", b. l7-18). This process of increasing the densþ of a rhythmic pattern while

maintaining a regular speed is another example of the importance of variation.
Rarely does the tempo of an item change internally except during the chasaposervikos ("Tatavlianos

Choros", "Gia Ta Matia P' Agapo") where it accelerates to an allegro or presto finale. In one other item

("Nychtose Choris Fengari"') the introduction is played at a tempo considerably slower than the remainder

of the song.

Tlte koptos, syrianos and aptalikos zeibekikos items tend to be played at a slower tempo (larghetto,

adagio, andante, moderato) while the kamilierikos zeibebikos, tsifteteli, syrtos and chasaposervikos are

featured as up-tempo items.

9.3.3 Unmetred Music
Unmetred music tnthe rebetiÈo music sample occurs in the form of the taximi, a solo instrumental

improvisation.e The taximi is 'unmetred' in the sense that it does not articulate an underþing regular metre

or recurring rhythmic pattem. However, in and of itself it is extremely metred and rhythmic as the soloist

improvises new melodic-rhythmic phrases. ln the rebetika music sample the taximi is played on the

bouzouki, tzouras, violin, oud, acoustic guitar and electric guitar. A taximi may occur at the

commencement of an item as an introduction ("Tatavlianos Choros", "Tha Spaso Koupes", "Oi
Lachanades", "Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta", "Pergamos", "Elenitsa Mou"). In this case it is accompanied

by an occasional drone strum when played on a string instrument, or by a tremolando drone or chord when

accompanied on other instruments. A taximi may also occur during an item as an instrumental intermezzo

("Tatøvlianos Choros", "Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun", "Mia Melachroini"), in which case the harmonic-

rhythmic instruments continue to accompany the solo instrumentalist in the rhythmic pattern of the piece

with a drone chord, a chord progression, or an ostinato phrase ('riff), thereby creating a juxtaposition of
the 'unmetred' solo against the metred accompaniment.

Analysis of the rebetilra music sample demonstrates that the rebetika are a metred and rhythmically

pattemed music played at a stable tempo. The common rebetika rh1'thms consist of both simple and

composite rhythms which are either regular or syncopated. Simple rhythms consist of duple and quadruple

rhythms while the composite rhythms contain seven-beat, eight-beat and nine-beat rhythms grouped in two

and three beat cells. Rebetika rhythms allow for considerable individual interpretation of rhythmic

articulation with the processes of accentuation, variation and improvisation. The scope for unmetred

taximi improvisation by lead and solo instruments is important n rebetikø. T\e chasaposervikos rhytlm
with its accelerando section is an unusual though noteworthy feature when compared with the stable tempo

of most rebetilcn items. SmyrneTka and latlca items demonstrate the most variety of rhythmic dance

patterns. T\e piraiötifra music sample, while small, indicates the preference for the zeibeHkos rhythm

("Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta", "Bottzouki Mou Diplochordo", "Ta Matoklada Sou l-amboun") arrd the

chasaposervikos ("Pente Mange s").

9.4 Musical Form
All songs tnthe rebetilra music sample are strophic in nature, with different verses sung to tlte same

repeated melodies. Half of the vocal sample contains songs in binary form with verses which are internally

repeated and flanked by instrumental interludes, as represented in Table 9.3:

Table 9.3 Binary'Folksong' Form

Section
A
B
A
B
A

instrumentâl introduction
sung verse

instnrmental interlude
sung verse

instrumental coda

9 The solo vocal improvisation known as the amanes, though present in rebetlha music-making in Adelaide, is not documented in the

sample.
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This form resembles the Greek demotic folksong.lO T}lre piraiöti,ta items "Osoi Echoune Polla
Lefta" and "Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo" are noticeable here. The other half of the rebetilca song sample,

all of the smyrneiko and laiko styles, contain a tripartite form with the addition of an autonomous repeated

vocal refrain:

Table 9.4 Tripaftite'Vocal Refrain' Form

Section
A
B
C
A
B
C
A

instrumental introduction
sung verse

vocal refrain
instrumental interlude

sung verse
vocal refrain

instrumental coda

There are various types of instrumental sections which flank vocal sections. The most common is

the instrumental introduction which is repeated to function as the instrumental interlude and the

instrumental coda, creating a binary song form. The instrumental introduction/ interlude/ coda may contain

variations of vocal melodic material (e.g. "Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin Ameriki") or independent melodic

material which differs from that sung by the vocalist (e.g."I Garsona").
A second type of instrumental section is the shorter instrumental interlude referred to as the apantisi,

"response" phrase, which occurs as an 'answer' to a vocal melody (e.g. "Zourlobenemenis Genna").

Sometimes the apantisi plays the role of a short 'joining' phrase between vocal lines and between verse and

refrain (e.g. "Arapines"). In any one song, there may be several instrumental apantisi phrases.

A third type of instrumental section consists of spontaneously improvised melodic material in the

form of the taximi. The improvised instrumental taximi may introduce a piece of music, after which

follows the metred composition with the other instruments. A taximi may also be improvised during an

item as an intermezzo, ol as the final of the piece as a coda, in which case it is accompanied by the entire

ensemble. During the taximi an instrument¿list freely improvises music by exploring the mode of the

composed piece, its standard intervallic pattern and key notes, and the way these notes are approached,

departed from and resolved. The instrumentalist may 'quote' melodic sections of the composed item.

Sometimes the taximi veers off into modes other than those featured in the item. The importance of freely

improvised modal sections is borne out by the frequency of their occurrence in ten items of the rebetilca

music sample, and indicates a healthy survival in the Australian context despite having been trimmed or
removed from many commercial sound recordings.

A fourth type of instrumental section is the composed instrumental intermezzo which introduces

independent melodic material not present in the vocal melody or instrumental interludes. This creates a

four-part or tetramerous song form as represented in Table 5 below:

Table 9.5 Tetramerous úIntermezzo' Form

Section
A
B
c
D

instrumental introduction
sung verse

vocal refrain
instrumental intermezzo etc.

There are many ways in which a rebetilca song may conclude. Sometimes it concludes with a final

verse (e.g. "synnefiasmeni Kyriaki"), or a final rendition of the vocal refrain (e.g. "Tha Spaso Koupes"), a

10 The parallels oÍ røbetika song with Greek demotic folksong have been drawn by many authors, including Anoyanakis (1979: 31-32)

and Gauntlett (1985: 192).
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repetition of the instrumental interlude ("Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo"), an instrumental apantisi (e.g. "O

Bochoris"), or a taximi coda (e.g. "To Feretze").
Repetition of sections is essential n rebetika. It involves the cyclical repetition of broad sections in

binary form of instrumental interlude and verse (e.g. "Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo") or tripartite form with

üre aàdition of a vocal refrain (e.g. "I Garsona"). The cyclical repetition of sections are examples of the

oral-aural folk tradition which has as a central principle the maximisation of material with minimum effort.

Cyclical repetition also provides evidence of the presence of a formulaic process whereby repeated

rhyth-i"-hu.-onic-melodic sections accommodate the substitution of new text, or whereby rhythmic-

harmonic sections accommodate the substitution of new melodic material.ll

Another feature of rebetikn is the presence of larger multisectional forms. This is evident in the

tetramerous form which has the addition of an instrumental intermezzo containing completely new melodic

material (e.g in "Tha Spaso Koupes") and in the addition of instrumental taximia, sometimes as an

intermezzo (e.g. "Mia Melachroini") or a coda (e.g. "To Feretze"). These features suggest the presence of

aggregative through-composed 'rhapsodic' music forms, especially rnthe smyrneikn and laillca, a feature

which is characteristic of byzantine, Arabic-Persian and western classical music.

Another example of the aggregative form is the contemporary practice of stringing together a number

of songs and instrumental pieces which share the same rhythmic pattem into a medley. This is a special

feature of the band Odyssey and the performance of the items *Talca Talea Takn Ta Petalakia-Echo

Koumparo Leventia" and "Omorfi Thessaloniki". Together with the occurrence of multisectional forms,

the.e appears to be a tendency towards the performance of longer items. Not restricted by the canon of the

three-minute commercial sound recording, this practice is firmly est¿blished in the unintemrpted all-night

music-making practices in the city nightclubs and village festivals of Greece.

ln summary, broad musical forms present in the rebetikn music sample include binary, tripartite,

tetramerous and multisectional forms. Repetition, substitution and aggregative expansion of sections are

integral to the formal construction of rebetika music. The discussion reveals an interesting co-existence of
didrent 'compositional' processes, one highly repetitive, cyclical and formulaic, the other aggregative and

rhapsodic. Both processes accommodate a fluid performance practice by enabling musicians to repeat,

add, remove and expand sections according to their musical knowledge, the amount of time available to

them, their mood and the reception of the music.

9.5 Song Text Themes
The song texts and translations of twenty-four items were documented (see Appendix 6) and analysed' The

rebetilra music sample reveals that a variety of topics and themes are broached n rebetikø songs, often

simultaneously within one song. In this senss I regard rebetil<n songs as multi-themed, yet maintaining

coherence. This contrasts with Gauntlett's (1985: 60-61; 76) observation of a thematically homogeneous

repertoire. He notes an exception to this in the earþ oral non-commercial rebeti,tø which were thematically

1¡,l6rid in performance. Hybridity of song text theme is noted in a smyrneTka example of the rebeti,Lø music

rá*prc with the hashish song "Stous Apano Machalades", which oscillates between a personalised

nanãtive to one in third p.rrot about whirling dervishes (see Appendix 6). The difference in observation

of the nature of rebetika song text themes may simply be due to a difference in the definition of 'theme'

which I treat loosely.
Table 9.5 lists the incidence of song text themes tnthe rebetikø music sample:

1 1 See for example Lord (1 960: 167); Ong (1 982) and Beaton (1980: 35-57) for a discussion of the formulaic process'
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Table 9.6 The Incidence of Rebetika Song Text Themes

Rebetika Song Text Themes Incidence
death
exoticism
hashish
human condition and suffering
love

embittered/complaining love
flirtatious erotic love
love sickness
praise ofloved one
rebuffng love
unrequited love

migration
police
politics
povefty
praise of city
imprisonment
profile and personalities
revelry and music-making
theft
wealth
womanhood
work

2

1

J

J

2

J

I
4
I
3

1

I
2
I
1

J

J
4
2

1

I
I

The theme of love in all of its shades is predominant, as confirmed in Gauntlett (1985) and Aulin and

Vejleskov (1991). For example, in the song "Mia Melachroini" a man is infatuated with a beautiful

woman. A translation of the first verse reads:

A dark-skinned woman, a living doll,
when I saw her dancing, I cannot hold on, I will go clazy,

she was belly-dancing to a gypsy tune.

Gauntlett (1985) and Aulin and Vejleskov (1991) categorise the depiction of marginal lifestyle as the

second dominant theme characteristic of rebetilca. By this is meant the occurrence of song text themes

depicting the street culture of socially disadvantaged people in Greek society, of povefi, social

persecution, imprisonment, and illegal activities such as hashish consumption. This is also observed in the

ìebenlra music sample. For example, the song "Pente Manges" provides an example of the hashish-

oriented song:
Five mangesl2 from Piraeus passed by a den

one from the parear3 said, let's go and smoke a nargiles.La

They went in for a smoke and called out to the den keeper

fix a fresh nargiles for us with Persian toumbeki'rs

On the theme of imprisonment, the song "Oi Lachanades" presents a humorous yet poignant account

in street argot of two pick-pockets caught by police and pleading for mercy. One of the verses reads:

12 manges = "smart guy, hip, cool dude" (see Glossar¡r¡
13 parea ='a company of friends'
14 argiles = lubblebubble, unter-pipe, bong'
15 toumbeki= probably a derivation of the word "tobacco"; tobacco used for a argites; poss¡bly also refers to the leaf of the marijuana

plant.
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They took them to gaol and put them behind bars

and if they don't find the stolen wallets they will get a beating

Mr. Policeman, don't beat us since you know very well
that this is our job and don't expect any bribes.

However, aside from these two broad themes, Ihe rebetikø music sample indicates a far wider range

of song text themes depicting everyday urban life. These include revelry and music-making, personalþ
profiles, the human condition and suffering, death and politics.

Some songs such as "Arapines" employ images of music-making and revelry in the context of love

and hint at the cathartic healing of the psychi, the soul, through the physically engaging activities of music-

making and exotic images of erotic love:

I speak to you with yeaming, with anguish
I am nostalgic for all that madness.

The erotic lustful Arab women
with whisþ, sweet-sounding guitars, merriment and drink.

Similarly, the piraiötiko song"Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo" depicts a man's appeal to the music of
the bouzoulci to appease his heart and soul:

My double-stringed bouzouki, my poor bouzouki
only you console every embittered person.

The profile of personalities is a common theme, but not to the exclusion of the portrayal of life from

an assertive woman's point of view. The song "I Garsona", is about a deft waitress who knows how to

deat with harassing male clients:

I am the best waitress
because I serve everyone with skill
In a flight I serve the shares

[and] appetisers on a plate with white bait and cheese.

And when someone tells me he loves me

he pays three times the price of an okal6

I water down his wine
and rattle him with the bill.

In an example of thematic heterogeneþ, the song "Zi Se Mellei Esenane", portrays a woman who

rebuffs a man's advances, but also alludes to her Asia Minor place of origin, her recent refugee status and

her personal state ofdespair:

What's it to you where I am from
whether it's Karat¿si, my light, or Kordelio'
Where I come from they know how to love,

they know how to hide their sorrow and how to have a good time.

T\e rebetilca music sample reveals the presence of certain themes according to rebetiko style. For

example, there is an absence of hashish oriented and street life songs nthe laiko sample, a feature noted by

Ga,rnttett (1985: lll-113) as characteristic of the 1936-1941 period of censorship.lT Rather, Iail<a songs

feature love, the human condition and suffering, death, politics, praise of a city, revelry and music-making'

16 A r"""ur".ent of drink: an oka = 1280 grams.
17 However, the subsequent period of the developmenl of latka rebetika songs between f 941 to 1946 was marked by, apart from the

emphasis on the erotic, exotic and melancholic, a glorification of hashish consumption (Gauntlett 1985:122'1241'
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The piraiötilca are concerned with the human condition, suffering, hashish-consumption and

poverty/wealth, while the smyrneTka abound with songs of love and hashish consumption, and in two

examples, poverty, theft and imprisonment.

The allusions to personal, cultural, social and historical contsxts in the thematic content of rebetika

songs provide many openings for imaginative and nostalgic readings of meaning. With these thematic

features, the personal interpretation of rebetika songs becomes a re-creative and empowering experience

for listeners and musicians several generations removed and continents apart from the creators of the

music, yet connected by the shared experiences of migration, social dislocation and urbanisation.

9.6 Song Text Form
There are a large variety of song text sizes and forms present tnthe rebetika music sample. Song

texts differ in length from one to six verses per song. Apart from length of authored songs which is set, the

length of a song in performance is determined by the vocalist's knowledge of available verses from

recãrdings and publications; and by the conditions of the performance context which may require a

shortening or lengthening of songs depending on dancing participation or its placement within a medley.

For example, the song "Omorf Thessaloniki" contains only one sung verse because it is flanked by other

songs within a medley. On the other hand, all six verses of the song 
*Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin Ameriki"

are performed because of the enthusiastic participation in spontaneous dancing.

The analysi s of rebetikn song toxt forms indicates the presence of twoJined (disticÐ, th¡ee-lined

(triplet), and four-lined (quatrain) verses. In the rebetika music sample, the piraiötilea contatn distichs

while the smyrneikn and tatka exhibit larger verse sizes. The smyrneitkn often repeat the hemistichs, lines

or entire distichs to make a quatrain, a feature not found n laTkn. The addition of a line to make triplet

verses is found in both smyrneitkn and lalka.
The obsevations regarding song text metre confirm a heterogeneous geffe. A regular feature in all

rebetipa song text forms is the occurrence of 15 syllable distichs, whether in trochaic, iambic or mixed

metre. Ttris ìs partly confirmed by Gauntlett (1985: 61,79,80, 95, 103, 108, I43,I57) who documents a

dominant occurrence of 15 syllable iambic and 8 syllabletrochaic and iambic distichs inthe songs of the

ca!ë-aman style, and the folksong-influenced 15 syllable iambic distich in the piraiötika of the first

generation of bouzoufi-players (Gauntlett 1985: 171).17 ln addition to this, Aulin and Vejleskov (1991:

iZO¡tt fnd, piraiötilø wrth 15 syllable trochaic or 8 syllable trochaic distichs, as well as with distichs of
mixed metres.

In the rebetikn music sample, the piraiötiËa in comparison with the smyrnei'lca and laika contain

relatively regular verse structures. The 15 syllable distich is prominent. However in the song "Bouzouki

Mou Diplolhordo", the verse is in iambic metre and is extended in length to a quatrain by repetition of
lines in reverse order (1,2,2,1). The song "Osoi Echoune Polla Lefto" contains 15 syllable distichs in

mixed metre, while thepiraiötika song"Pente Manges" contains the 8-syllable quatrain.

Apart from the iafe-aman songs which cont¿in quatrains with S syllable trochaic distichs or repeated

15 sy[aùle distichs, Auiin and Vejleskov (1991: 126-127) find that most cafe-aman songs in their rebetika

*rrri" sample contain migmata, "mixed" verse metres, with iambic 15 syllable þics the second most

common and trochaic I syllable verses the third. They also document other café-aman vërse metres

including mixed metres: trochaic 15 syllable; iambic I syllable; alternating trochaic 8 syllable and' 7

syllable; trochaic 11 syllable; iambic 13 syllable; dactylic metre (long, short, short) and a mixed trochaic 8

ryttuUt *it¡ the dactylic l0 syllable. In this regard their (Aulin and Vejleskov 1991: 129) findings differ

substantially from those of Gauntlett.

The presence of mixed metres is also confirmed in the rebetilca music sample. For example,

smyrneïka and, toika song texts exhibit ample variation in verse size and metre. Sometimes verse metre is

also found to be internally inegular. Those documented include trochaic distichs in mixed metres, some of

17 Traditionally, this form provided the framework for the continuous improvisation of new verses, as occuned in the early development of

rebetika (Gauntlett 1 985: 6061 ).
18 The analysis of Aulin and Vejleskov (1991) is based on song texts transcribed from original 78 rpm recordings reissued on the L.P.

albums Ia Áp"gor"vm"rr, 'fhe protr¡¡¡iø Sôngs', Volumes 1-ã, ptus nine songs transcribed by Gauntlett (1985), all with themes about

drug use and recorded before the Second World War.
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which included ll, !2, 13, 14,15, 16, 17,Ig syllable lines (e.g. "Ferte Preza Na Prezaro"); trochaic

triplet verses of mixei lengths (10, 1 l, 13, 14, 15, 16 syllable lines) (e.g. "Mia Melochroini"); triplet

u..r., with a 15 syllable trochaic distich plus a 7 syllable hemistich (*To Telefteo vradi MoIt",
,,slesntaliara"¡; 8 syilable trochaic quatrains (¿'o Bochoris"); 10 syllable iambic quatrains ("1 Garsona");

l0 syllable q-uatrains of mixed metre ("Omorf Thessaloniki"); and 10+13+10+13 syllable trochaic

quatrains (" AraPi ne s").
The diversification of verse size during the developmentby café-aman and laiko mtsicians ('second

generation bouzouki-players') is documented by

particular, Gauntlett (1985: 80) notes the general

of the 15 syllable distich into the quatrain b
Vt
on

let), 6-lined and 8-lined verses (Aulin and Vejleskov

r99I:127).
Thirteen songs in the rebetika music sample feature an autonomous vocal refrain which is repeated

after each verse. The occurrence of the vocal refrain is confined to the smyrneika and lai:kø. \n most cases

vocal refrains contain independent textual material (e.g. "Mia Melachroini"). The two exceptions to this

are in the laika songs "Anfilaloune Ta Vouna" (b.24-25) and"Gia Ta Matia P' Agapo" which repeat a

vocal text line and melody as a type of 'floating' refrain. The vocal refrain is also found to vary in length

yet tends to be set consistently in trochaic metre.

Gauntlett (1985: S0; é7; 144) and Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 128) note the presence of the fixed

refrain in the first recorde d, rebetika of the caJä-a nn and its absence from the piraiötilcø of the first-

generation of profesion al bouzouki-players, a feature confirmed in this rebetika music sample. Gauntlett

(19g5: l7l) argues that the vocal refrain was consolidated after the Second World War by the second-

generation of professional bouzouki -players, and tog

the overall evolutionary complication of rebetika

smyrneTlra and laikn but not in the piraiötilea,

rebetil<a, suggests, instead, that two streams of r
syllable distich in binary form; and ttre other to an

feature seems to be reinforced by the research of Baud-Bovy (1934: 55-57) who found evidence of the

vocal refrain in Greek urban music from as earþ as the twelfttr century.le

In variance with Gauntlett's findings, and of Greek folksong structure in general,2o the rebetikø

music sample does not indicate 
"n 

orr"ãidittg prevalence of the 15 syllable iambic distich' nor the

consolidation of the refrain as a post-war featurã. As is also the case for Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 126,),

the rebetilca music sample poinis to the dominance of mixed verse lengths and metres, especially in th9

ca/é-aman (smyrneïtcn). fnr rebetika music sample also demonstrates the presence of a fixed and

irráeperraent refrain in rwelve (of sixteeÐ smyrneilca, even in the anonSrrnous songs ("Tha Spaso Koupes' ,
,,Mia Melachroini", "Elenitsa MotÌ'), a féature which further reinforces the idea that the smyrneïlca

developed from an urban tradition of aggregative song writing different to that of the formulaic demotic

folksong and Pi rai ö ti ka stYls.zr

Integral to rebetilca song text structure and form is the occurrence of the interjection, epiþnima'

apart" (Chianis 1967), the interjection is a word,

It often takes the form of exclamatory words of
ion in rebetilca, aman amary "\iloe is me"' In the

rebetikamusic sample, interjections function in two ways. One function is to lengthen the verse line to fit

the metre. In the case of tL" ,orrg, "Ferte Preza Na Prezaro", the bracketed interjection, " 'pe veócn

i9 Baud Bovy (19g4: length the significance of elwen-syllable distic¡s I lh.".Yosl 
refrains of Greek urban

songs, a feature also i" 
"".pi" 

¡n ioc"r refrains ("Taka îaka Taka Ta Petatabia" ' 
"Gia Ta Matia P' Agapd)

andiérses ("Mi Mes Iña spaso Koupetl'
20 see Dragoumis (1980: 20).
21 w¡thoui¡¿.ntifying his sample, Christianopoulos (1961 : 8) generalises the skucture oI rebetika songs texts to iambic 15 syllable

rhyming distichs, sometimes d¡vided into halves and repeated tó ù'""ot" four lined verses, and sometimes with a refrain'
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vroDvrú" is added to lengthen the line to fit 15 syllables, yet in this case the singer adds an additional
syllable, " 'pt" which lengthens it beyond its metre:23

Krw tpoyouõó ('pe Værq vtouvu) páoa r¡ rcpôu tou rcloí¿t

ki an tragouda, ('re psefti dounia,) mesa i lcardia tou klei

The second function of the interjection is as a vocal extemporisation linked to the duration of the

melody rather than the metre. In the example of the song,"To Feretze", the bracketed interjections "úyo úyo

oepwó?"q" and "cpúv, c2¡" peporc?'"¡" function to the to 'fill in' the melody rather than the metre which is 8
syllables:

@éXo oq Oeppq oou ayrúl.r1 @n an oepwaþ)
fia vo yupo: to regó},r (opúv, a1, pepcrci,,t1)

thelo sti thermi sou angali (ach, ach sevdali)
gia na giro to kefali (aman, ach, merakli)

In his musicological analysis of the use of the tsakisma tnthe tsamikos demotic music2a of Roumeli

and the Peloponnesus, Chianis (1967: 165-136) argues that these text intemrptions, while metrically
extraneous, are nevertheless a vital part of Greek folk song text structure. They not only have an

expressive function but also serve to lengthen the text line, especially the first hemistich (Chianis 1967:

165). For Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 34, 126), "interjections function to adapt lyrics to the melody of a
song". A more flexible definition of ttre interjection and closer to the findings would be that it functions 'to
reconcile the poetic verse and melodic phrase" (Gauntlett 1985: 62).

In the rebetikø music sample, smyrnellca differ markedly from the lailca and piraiötilea n the ample

use of interjections, especially to accompany musical phrases rather than to elongate text lines (e.g. "Mia
Melachroini", b. 4447).

The use of the Greek language, while an entire study in itself, can be commented on with the

following observations. First, all rebetilen items in the rebetika music sample contain rhyming text, either

of hemistichs, lines, first and third lines of triplet verses and second and fourth lines of quatrains. Aulin

and Vejleskov (1991: I27) state that the rhyming distich is the basic unit of all rebetikn songs and it is
present in all iambic 15 syllable verses.25

Second, there is not only a dominant use of vernacular or colloquial demotic Greek, but also of argot

or street slang.26 Much use of argot significantly occurs in association with the depiction of hashish use, as

in the song"Ferte Preza Na Prezaro". But Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 130) observe an interesting

phenomenon in the varied use of argot. They find that the Piraeus songs employ argot words such as

mangas and dervisis instead of the more common technical words chasiklis , "hashish smoker", found in the

café-aman (smyrnei:ko) songs. Similarly, they argue that the more technical terms for narcotics such as

"cocaine" are found tn caJë-aman songs while the Piraeus songs tend to refer to narcotics with argot such

îs"prezcl'22 (Aulin and Vejleskov 1991: 130-131). This is not confirmed tnthe rebetika music sample

with the smyrnetko song"Ferte Preza Na Prezaro" (b. 37-40) which uses the slang wordpreza as well as

the more technical word chasisi.

23 The inte¡ections are indicated in brackets.
24 The tsam¡kos is a regional dance in a three beat cycle (ofren articulated against a two-beat cross-rhythm) found in Epirus, Macedonia'

Thessaly, and the Peloponnese.
25 Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 128) further note that these rhymes are not grammatically matching such as "manges/aristokates'or
"cheialsekteüa'. More significantly they are frequently intimately as ociated with descriptions of the hashish-smoking environment, such

as"tekedes/arghiledes'and "tsimboulri/bouzoukl' (Aulin and Vejleskov f 991 : 128).
26 See Gauntlett (19ES) for an analysis of the use of variant grammatical forms.
27 The word "preza" means "a dose [of drugs]" (Stavropoulos 1988: 732) or more specifically of heroin (Zachos 1981: 420) and comes

from the ltalian word "presa'meaning "receipt; capture" (Zachos 1981 : 420).
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Thirdly, the use of foreign words tn rebetilca are present tnthe rebetiËø music sample and confirmed

by Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 130¡zt as another feature of rebetika. Examples of this include the French

words aurevoir,"ggodbye", andpourboire,"tip",inthesong"IGarsond" (b. 136-140),andtheTurkish

woró, çiftetelli nthe song"Tha Spaso Koupes" (b' 42, 50).

ln summary, rebetilca songs demonstrate a variety of text structures and forms. Tlte smyrnei:ka and

lai:ka demonstrate a greater heterogeneity of text structure t!ønlhe piraiötikn'

9.7 Tonality and Modality
TIte rebetika music sample indicates the presence of a variety of heptatonic and octatonic modes in

use in the rebetilca repertoires of local musicians. These can be categorised according to two criteria.

Local musicians distinguish between major and minor modes on the basis of the pressnce of the major or

minor third.28 A second criterion employed by Chianis (1980: 679-680) is the distinction between

chromatic modes which contain intervals of semitones, tones and augmented seconds; and diatonic modes

which contain tones and semitones.

All four types of modes-diatonic major, diatonic minor, chromatic major, chromatic minor-occur

tn the rebetika music sample. In some cases, one mode is featured throughout an entire item. More often,

however, there is more than one mode, or at least segments of more than one mode, present in any one item.

The primary mode is regarded as that in which most of the item is played, often commencing and ending

with it. Sécondary modes are those which are referred to or passed through in the course of the item.

Table 9.6 presents a list of the twelve primary and secondary modes featured in the rebetilca music

sample.2e For ease of comprehension, they are represented in a D tonality:

Table 9.7 Modes (Dromous)

No. Modes (Dromousl Interval Pattern ExamDle

I
2

Diatonic Major

major (matzore)
rast

TTSTTTS
TTS(S)TTTS

DEF#GABC#D
DEF#G(G#)ABC#D

3

4

Diatonic Minor

ousak
natural minor (minore)

STTTSTT
TSTTSTT

DEbFGABbCD
DEFGABbCD

5

6
7
8

Chromatic Major

tzivaeri
chitzaz
chitzazskiar
chouzam

TTSTS3SS
53SSTSTT
S3SSTS3SS

3SSSTTS(S)T

DEF#GABbC#D
DEbF#GABbCD
DEbF#GABbC#D

DE#F#GABC(C#)D

9

10

1l
t2

Chromatic Minor

harmonic minor (armon i ko s)

kiourdi (kartsigar)
nigriz (souzinok)
neveser (niavent\

TSTTS3SS
(s)TSrs3ssr
TS3SSTS(S)T
TS3SS53SS

DEFGABbC#D
D(Eb)EFGAbBCD
DEFG#ABC(C#)D
DEFG#ABbC#D

27 Aulin and Vejleskov (1991 :131) point this out as an omission of Gauntlett (1985).

2E Musicians in Greece also make this distinction (Boras '1992, pers.com.)

29 There is litfle agreement as to the correlation of modes and their names. I have referred to a number of sources to decide upon a set

of categorisationsl primary have been the nomenclatures of practising Adelaide musicians, especially of guitarist Peter Tsounis and

btouzo;kj-player Bill Carapetis. Other sources of information aré Papagiãnnopoulos (pers. com. 1992), Harrison (1984: l8) and Pagiatzis

(1s87).
The modes documented in this study represent a few of the many found in reôeÛke music. Kounadis (1989 pers. com)

suggests there are as many as sixty in use in reùelika,with another120 in use in'eastern'music. Reinhard (1980: 275) notes 347

'thãóretically conceivable scales", with almost 100 prefened in Turkish music.
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A number of observations can be made regarding the modality of rebetilco items in the rebetikn

music sample. First, there is an equal distribution between major and minor modes. However, ch¡omatic

modes are more popular than diatonic modes (eight out of twelve). The latter feature is interesting when

one considers the assertion by Chianis (1980: 679\ t\øtmost Greek demotic folk music is diatonic, and the

assertion by Baud-Bovy (1984: 62, 64) that most Greek demotic mainland music is not only diatonic but

anhemitonic. Baud Bovy (1984: 55-71) traces the development of Greek urban music from a distinctly

Arabic-Persian influence of highly ornamented hemitonic music.3o This suggests that the chromaticism of
rebetika marks it as an urban genre distinct from Greek demotic folk music.

Second, unimodality is a rare occurrence tn the rebetika music sample. Exceptions to this are the

unimodality ntwo piraiotikø items ("Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo" and"Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun"), a

smyrneTko item("Ferte Preza Na Prezaro") and alaiko item(*Nychtose Choris Fengari"). Some items

feature the addition of a single passing note accidental ("Sknntaliara",b- 67,69).
Third, the complication of modality occurs when the music moves to a secondary tonal centre within

the same mode, creating the atnosphere of a temporary shift in tonality. For example, a number of items in

the natural minor or major modes move to their relative major or minor through the M or III degrees (e.g.
*Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin Ameriki" moves from A ousak and natural minor to III, C major; "To Telefteo

Vradi Mou" moves from F major to III, A minor, b. l2), while those tn chitzaz comfortably move to the IV
("Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo" moves from D chitzaz to G minor; "Tatqvlianos Choros" moves from C

chitzaz to F minor, b. 33-34). Because of the nature of the mode in use, two laiko songs, "Arapines" and

"Anfilaloune Ta Vouna", create an interesting bimodal tension when their melodies hover between the I and

V degrees of the A harmonic minor (ABCDEFG#A), lending the modalþ to a chitzaz interpretation from

the fifth degree (EFG#AB).
Fourth, sþs of polymodality occur in the rebetika music sample with the inclusion of passing note

accidentals which link the home mode to other closely related modes in a kind of network of modulations

(i.e. "Oi Lachanades" and "Talca Tatca Taka Ta Petalakia-Echo Koumbaro Leventia" hover between

chouzam and, rast; the instrumental introduction of "I Garso,?d" moves first through neveser and then the

nigriz modes).
Finally, tnthe rebeti,ta music sample we find that all items contain a dominant tonal centre: a 'tonic'

or 'homs' tonality, which, if not the opening pitch of the melody, is always the concluding pitch. A mode

or dromos, "road", sets forth from the tonic. However,the rebetiåa music sample also demonstrates ample

examples of the modulations of the dromoi far away from home tonality in a more labyrinthJike

develõpment of polymodalrty. This occurs with the simultaneous move to other degrees of the original

mode and with the introduction of accidentals. It is significant that key examples of polymodality belong to

the smyrneTko sample (e.g. "Pergamos","Tha Spaso Koupes","Mia Melachroini","SmyrneTkos Ballos"'¡.

The song "Zourlobenemenis Genna" is also noteworthy because it includes examples of both the

modulation to different degrees of the mode while remaining within the same mode, as well as tÌre inclusion

of extraneous accidentals to temporarily alter the modal tonality. ln this song, the instrumental interlude

which is a variation of the vocal melody, coÍrmences by hovering between the lower pentachord of C major

(CDEFG) with a D natural, and the home mode of G kiourdi (tcartsigar) (G(Ab)ABbCDbEFG) (b. 1-2).

In the execution of the second line of the distich, the vocal melody moves to the VII (F major tetrachord,

FGABb) and then to the IV (C) in a V-I relationship (b. ll-12), settling on the chitzaz mode of C
(CDbEFGAbBbC) (b. l5). The meandering melodies of these rebetilca iæms lock into each other in an

unpredictable labyrinth-like sense of modalþ, always returning to the tonic of the home mode.3l

30 Baud-Bovy (1984: 6265) attributês the popularity of hemitonic melodies, chromatic modes employing the 'gypsy' flattened second, and

a florid improvÈatory style óf singing ano instrumeñtal playing in de notic mus¡c at least, to the migration into Greece slnce the eleventh

century of the highly musical GyPsies.
31 The analysis of the modal structure of røbetike music would be an interesting subject for future research. lt could posit the existenoe

of a dynamið system of melodic contour and extemporisation associated with the use of dromous, including patterns for ascending and

descending passages, omaments, key pitches, degrees, pivot points and accidentals which lead to modulations into related modes as

well as opening, joining, half-close and full-close cadential phrases, and their relationship tp the rendering of text.
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9.8 Melodic Contour
As a vocal music, rebetika contain memorable melodies which are recalled, hummed and sung by

patrons together with vocalists. It may be that certain recurring melodic characteristics demonstrated in the

rebetikø music sample help to explain the memorable quality of rebetika melodies. Those identified are a

step-wise undulating motion (e.g. "Antilaloune Ta Vouna", b. a-5); ascending and descending scalelike or

terraced phrases (e.g. "Zourlobenemenis Genna", b. 11-12); and the repetition of phrases (e.9. "Oi

Lachanades",b. 6-7). Melodies evolve through expansion, contraction, repetition, sequence, and the use of
joining and cadential phrases. To a lesser degree, some songs have melodic contours with intervallic leaps

larger than seconds, namely thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths and octaves (e.g. "Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo",

" I Garsona", "Nychtose Chori s Fengari").
Some melodic phrases display a responsorial call-and-answer structure, especially in songs with

binary verse melodies. The 'call' and 'answer' phrases are sometimes differentiated by a half-close

cadence on the IV or V degree for section A and a full-close cadential phrase on the tonic for section B (e.g.

"O Bochoris" b. I-2, *Ti 
Se Mellei Esenane", "Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo"). Reponsorial patterns also

occur between verse and refrains sections (e.g. "I Garsona" , "Sknntaliara").

The range of vocal melodies spans between a sixth and a twelfth. The most common ranges are the

octave and the ninth. Songs with the smallest vocal range of a sixth were three smyrnelko songs ("Ferte

Preza Na Prezaro", "Tha Spaso Koltpes", "Oi Lachanades"), while those with the highest of an eleventh

and twelfttì included smyrneiko songs ("Mia Melachroini", "Zourlobenemenis Genna") and piraiötiko

songs ('?oz zouki Mou Diplochordo", "Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta") which all had a characterstic leap into

the upper octave for the final hemistich or repeat of the distich'- 
In turning attention to the melodic structures of instrumental sections, there are significant examples

tnthe rebetiÈø music sample of the introduction or aggregation of new and extraneous instrumental melodic

material, transforming tripartite forms into tetramerous forms. The first example of this is the occurrence

of the instrumental intermezzo which introduces new 'composed' melodic material different to that

contained in the melodically discrete instrumental introductions, interludes and vocal melodies (e-g. "Ti Se

Mellei Esenane", "Tha Spaso Koupes", "Stous Apano Machalades"). New melodic material is also found

at the end of items in the instrumental coda (e.g. "Stous Apano Machalades"'¡. The introduction of new

instrumental melodic material in aggregative forms only occurs rn smyrneiko items, indicating a greater

degree of instrumental melodic fluidity in this style.

Total freedom of melodic-rhythmic expression occurs during the instrumental solo improvisation,

taximi, at the commencement of items (e.g. "Oi Lachanades" on tzouras, "Elenitsa Mou" on guitar,

"Tatavilanos Choros" on violin, "Osoi Echoune PoIIa Lefta" ort bouzouki); or during the item as an

intermezzo (e.g. "To Feretze" on bouzouki, "Mia Melachroini" on violin, "Ta Matolcalda Sou Lamboun"

on electric goitaÐ Tlte taximi appears to be integral to the entire rebetika genre, occurring in all three

files of rebetika.
The rebetilca music sample demonstrates the presence of two melodic systems, heterophony and

homophony, in all tJree'rebetiËa styles. When several instruments and the voice simultaneously execute

the same *.tøy with variations and ornament¿tions, a heterophonic texture is created. This occurs, for

example, tnthe smyrneitko song"O Bochoris". A homophonic melodic texture is created when melodies

are rèndered in harmonies of parallel thirds above or sixths below, as in the laTko song "Synnefasmeni

Kyriaki".

9.9 Harmonisation and Accompaniment
Harmony tn rebetika music is defined by the character of the modes employed. A basic

accompaniment occurs when the bass and middle strings of the six-stringed bouzouW, tzouras and'

baglamas are strummed while the melody is played on the upper strings. In most cases, the d¡one

acðompaniment is transferred onto guitar, baglamas and piano instruments wittr triadic primary chords

which immediately contextualise rebetikn music rÃtithin a homophonic texture.

In the piraiötiko songs and some smyrnet:ka we find a 'primitive' harmony of I-V chords

accompanying the melody 1e.f. "Oi Lachanades", "Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta") which, together with the

repeated iei:bik¡kos rhythmic iycle, creates a kind of rhythmic-harmonic ostinato throughout the song. A
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more dense homophony is noticeable in sections of songs with major tonality (e.g. the lai'ka songs "To
Telefteo Vradi Mou" b. 8, "synnefiasmeni Kyriaki" and"Antilaloune Ta Vouna") which are harmonised

by chordal accompaniment and melodic thirds.
In the rebetika music sample, melodies are harmonised using chords derived from the particular

modes and melodic contours. For example, the chitzaz mode is typically harmonised with thirds in the

melody and the 'primary' chords of I, IIb, fVm, MIm (e.g."Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo","Elenitsa Mou",
"Ferte Preza Na Prezaro","Gia Ta Matia P'Agapo"). The rebetika music sample contains occasional

examples of the use of larger seventh chords and the diminished seventh also derived from the modal

pattern (e.g. "Omorfi Thessaloniki" b. 10, "Pente Manges").

9.10 Melody-Text Relationship
Melody-text relationships centre around the ways in which hemistichs, lines and text in general, are

rendered in melodic phrases. TIte rebetikn music sample indicates a variety of attributes which range from

the repetition of relatively small melodic units to the introduction of new melodic material for different text

and the syllabic or melismatic rendering of text by melody.

By far the most common music-text relationship tnthe rebetilrø music sample involves the process of
repetition of melodic phrases corresponding with the repetition of verse lines (e.g. "Gia Ta Matia P'
Agapo", *Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin Amerik¡", "Nychtose Choris Fengari", "Stous Apano Machalades",

"Zourlobenemenis Genna","synnefiasmeni Kyiriaki","Ti Se Mellei Esenane" b. 9-16). A second type of
repetition occurs when the same melody accompanies different verse lines or hemistichs (e.g. "Osoi

Echoune Polla Lefta", "Stous Apano Machalades", "Ferte Preza Na Prezaro", "To Feretze", *Taka Taka

Tatca Ta Petalakia-Echo Koumbaro Leventia","Tha Spaso Koupes","I Garsona","O Bochorls"). Vocal
refrains may contain internally repeated melodies to accompany different lines of the text (e.g. "Mia
Melachroini", "Omorfi Thessaloniki", "Taka Takn Takn Ta PetalaHa" b. 37-40, "1 Garsonø"). A more

interesting manifestation of music/text relationship is the staggered introduction of new melodic material

across repeated text (e.g. "Stous Apano Machalades" b. 16-17, "Oi Lachanades", "Mia Melachroini",
"Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo"), a feature which produces an interlocking lattice-like music/text

relationship. Another technique present :rr-the laTko songs "Skøntaliara" and"Arapines" (b. 12-18) is the

use of the sequential repetition of melodies over different text.
Melodic material is recycled when entire vocal melodic sections are repeated as instrumental

interludes (e.g. "Osoi Echoune Potta Lefta"), in slight variation (e.g. ""Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin

Ameriki"), or when vocal subsections are repeated in variation as instrument¿l interludes (e.g. "Arapines",

"Zourlobenemenis Gennd", "Nychtose Choris Fengari" b.2-3 and 5-6, "Elenitsa Mou", "Gia Ta Matia
P' Agapo", " Ferte Preza Na Prezaro", " Stotts Apano Machalade s").

A significant number óf songs, especially latkn songs, demonstrate the introduction of new and

different melodic material in every hemistich of the verse (e.g. "Skantaliara","To Telefteo Vradi Mou",
"Nychtose Choris Fengari", "Omorf Thessaloniki", "Antilaloune Ta Vouna", "Synnefasmeni Kyriaki",
"Elenitsa Mott", "Pente Manges" b. 9-16). The melodic material of these songs tends to contain a

composite of smaller melodic cells which build upon each other to form larger melodic units by meandering

at a slower pace through the various degrees of the modal scale. While their melodies may sound

derivative, they constitute a more 'urban' song form in comparison with the discrete shorter and repeated

melodic phrases of the traditional Greek 'folksong' style (e.g. *Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin AmeriH","O
Bochori s", " Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo").

The use of the instrumental apanfisi "response" and joining phrases between vocal sections and

before the refrain may consist of repeated vocal melodies (e.g. "Elenitsa Mou"), or new melodies (e.g'

" Arapine s", " Zourlob ene me ni s Genna", *Mi Me Ste lnei s Mana Sti n Ameriki").
Once again the lai:t<a and smyrneTl(a, in comparison with thepirøiötilø, exhibit a higher incidence of

the introduction of new and different melodic material.
At a more micro-structural level, the melody-text relationship can be discussed in terms of the

occurrence of syllabic or melismatic renderings of lyrics. A summary of the occurrence of syllalbic and

melismatic vocal melodies in the rebetika music sample is presented in Table 9.7. Syllabic vocal melodies
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consist of a single note per syllable (e.g. "Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo"), while melismatic vocal melodies

cont¿in omamented melismas on one syllable of a word (e.g."Tha Spaso Koupes" b' 19)'

Table 9.8 Syllabic, Melismatic and Mixed Vocal Melodies

t23

S = smyrnelko;P = Piraiötiko;L: laiko

As Table 9.7 indicates, just under a third of the songs (7 of 2$ tnthe rebetikø music sample contain

mixed syll melodies. In mixed syllabic

at certain , often at the end of Phras

Bochoris" syllabic or melismatic vocal
es occur in all three styles' Tltø rebetilca music

in the melismatic vocal type, perhaps a syllabic

style. The prominence of unadorned vocal melodies

s'songs.

g.ll Expressive Techniques and Ornamentation
Dynamics are not usually a concern of rebetilea musicians. They are generally regarded as a

nonmusical feature dependent upon the venue and the nature of the acoustics. At most, dynamics are

viewed as developing naturaþ according to the rapport between musicians and to the way musicians 'feel'

the music. yet there u.. ,órrg, in th¿ rebenkn 
-music 

sample which are specially arranged wrth the

inclusion of dynamics and orchestration (e.g. "Nychtose Chòris Fengari", "Elenitsa Mou"'¡' ln these

cases, variations in texture are created ùi t¡" co-ordination of dynamics and orchestration' Softer

instrumental introductions by solo instruments and single vocal lines during the sung verses and refrains are

contrasted with the louder titt¡ ensemble sections during instrumental interludes'

On the other hand, ornamentation is a central feature of rebetilen music-making. Togethel with the

melismatic phrases of vocalists, instrumental melodies are characterised by a large degree of

ornamentation. The most common ornamentation te

note values to shorter note values, especially semi

Other ornamentation techniques include tnlls, tem

upper and lower mordents, and terraced scale-like

expressive avenue for improvisation by musicians'

Melismatic
L
S

S

S

L
S

L
S

S

L
S

l. Antilaloune Ta Vouna

2. Elenitsa Mou
3. Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin Ameriki
4. Mia Melachroini
5. Nychtose Choris Fengari
6. Oi Lachqnades
7. Synnefiasmeni KYriaki
8. Tha Spaso KouPes

9. To Feretze

10. To Telefteo Vradi Mou
l. Zourlobenemenis GennaI

P
L
S

L
P
S

2. Gia ta Matia P' AgaPo

3. I Garsona
4. Omorfi Thessaloniki
5. Pente Manges
6. Ti Se Mellei Esenane

l. Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo

and MelismaticBoth
L
S

S

P
L
S

L

l. Arapines
2. Ferte Preza No Prezaro
3. O Bochoris
4. Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta
5. Skantaliara
6. Stous Apano Machalades
'7. Taka Taka Ta Petalakia
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This discussion of the results of a musical analysis of the rebetikø music sample merely touches the

surface of the pool of detail available about rebetikn music. Nonetheless the rebetikn music sample

identifies features which are common to the entire rebetika gerre, while at the same time pointing to

stylistic difference and an internally hybrid and flexible musical system.

Rebetika music in this sample demonstrates the primacy of the voice, strings and percussion' The

music presents a delicate balance between melodic variation, harmonic-rh¡hmic accompaniment and form'

Melodiì texture is provided by voice and strings and embedded in modal tonalþ, ornamentation,

heterophony and harmony. The analysis documents twelve different modes with a preference for ch¡omatic

modes and polymodality. Melodies demonstrate common patterns such as step-wise, undulating and scale-

like passages. Melody-text relationships are characterised by varying degrees of repetition or the

introduction of new and different melodic material. Vocal melodies are characterised by syllabic,

melismatic or mixed syllabic-melismatic treatment. Rebetika songs are strophic. The typical binary
.folksong' form in which each verse is followed by an instrumental interlude prevails. The repertoire also

contains tripartite forms which include a vocal refrain; or tetramerous forms which include an instrumental

intermezzo; or multisectional aggregative forms with additional instrumental sections. Song text themes of
love and marginal lifestyle are common to items in the repertoire, but not exhaustive of themes which

include music-making and revelry, the human condition, personalities, poverty and police. Rebetika song

text structures are not confined to the traditional l5-syllable distichs, but include triplets, quatrains and

vocal refrains of different and sometimes mixed metres. The use of interjections and street argot are

common to all styles, yet articulated in different ways from style to style.

A horizontal chordal accompaniment is provided by guitars ,lhe bouzouh family instruments and the

keyboard. It ranges from the 'p.i-itiue' I-V triadic chords to more complex dominant seventh and

diminished chords, all of which are derived from the modes.

The percussive and rhythmic requirements of rebetilca as a dance music feature simple and

composite rîryttr-. patterns with regular and syncopated metres. Contrary to the stereot)rye that equates

reUit¡tco vttth zeibekita,the rebetilca music sample documents eleven different dance rhythms.

Expressive dynamics are of secondary importance, while rebeti,ta music is coloured by a multitude

of accentuation and ornamentation techniques. Free improvisation is central to rebetikn music and

practised by most members of the ensemble.

Rebetipa music performed in Adelaide reveals a coherent yet diverse musical system \Mith botft

standardised and fleúble forms. Thrc smyrnetko and laikn n particular demonstrate larger elaborated

musical and textual forms in comparison with the piraiötika which contain smaller regular repeated units.

In the following section, Part3, items of the rebetika music sample are discussed with regard to the ways in

which they are rendered and received in live performances at specific rebetika music-making events in

Adelaide.
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Part 3 Rebetik¿ Music-Making and Meaning: An Interpretation of
Contemporary Rebetika Music-Making Practices in Adelaide

Part 3 undertakes an examination of rebetiko music at specific music-making events-social-dances,

restaurants, life cycle celebrations, festivals and concerts-in Adelaide between 1980 and 1993. It focuses

on the twenty-eight items of the rebetikn music sample, fhe rebetika style of each item, the specific events

at which they were performed, and the bands or ensembles which performed them (see Table 10.1).

In particular it examines the live performance and reception of rebetiks styles, songs, instrumental

pieces *à d*..r. Underlying this examination is a critical interpretation of the three s¡nnbolic-ideological

narratives of rebetika ¡¡s5lç-<sgul', 'roots' and 'world'-which together weave an intricate tapestry of
meaning and significance for rebettÈø musicians and patrons of Adelaide.

In Chapter 8, twenty-ei ght rebetika items were selected from the data as the rebetikn music sample

for musicological analysis. These are now discussed in relation to the twelve specific events at which they

were performed. The following table lists them.
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Makins Practices in Adelaide

Table 10.1 The Rebetika Music Sample: Title, Style, Event and Musicians

S= smyrneTko p = piraiötiko L= laiko

RebetikaI:tem Rebaika
Style

Event Type Event
No. I

Date Event Musicians

Elenitsa Mou
Nychtose Chori s Fengari
To Teleftaio Vradi Mou
Sleantaliara
Gia Ta Matia P'Agapo

Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin
Ameriki
Osoi Echoune Polla Lefta

Ferte Preza Na Prezaro

S

L
L
L
L

S

P

S

4

4
36

36

41

Social-Dance

78

t76

t76

27t08182

27108182

14t07/84
14107184

1109184

6109186

7t08193

7t08/93

Night of-Reåerrka

Nighl. of Rebetika
Greek Football Club
Greek Football Club
Opening Ball, Greek

Cultural Week
National Community
A¡ts Conference Club

Rebetiki Vradia

Rebetiki Vradia

HMASA
HMASA

Laiiki Kompania
La'iki Kompania

Larki Kompania

Themelia

Nick Arabtsis and
The Rebetes

Nick A¡abtsis and
The Rebetes

Smyrneikos Ballos
Tatavlianos Choros
Zourlobenemenis Genna

Stous Apano Machalades
Pente Manses

S

S

S

S

P

Restaurant
153

153

177

177

177

21112191

2utzl91
t2/08193
12108193

12t08193

Ayers House Restaurants
Ayers House Restaruants

Zorba's Restaurant
Zorba's Restaurant
Zorba's Restaurant

Gypsy Trio
Gypsy Trio

Aman
Aman
Ama¡t

Ta Matoklada Sou I'amboun
Arapines
Tako Taka Talø Ta

P eta laki a-Ec ho Koumb aro
Leventia
Omor/ì Thessaloniki

P

L
L

L

Life Cycle Celebration
74

l4
74

71 10/05/86

I 8/05/86
l0/09/83
1 8/05/86

Wedding Reception
Wedding Reception
Wedding Reception

Wedding Reception

Odyssey

Laiki Kompania
Odyssey

Odyssey

To Feretze

Mia Melachroini

Antilaloune Ta Vouna

Tha Spaso Koupes

S

S

L

S

109

112

112

112

Festival
10/03/91

3u03/91

3U03l9l

3v0319t

State Bank Multicultwal
Camlval

25th National Folk
Festival

25th National Folk
Festival

25th National Folk
Festival

Meraki

Meraki

Meraki

Meraki

Pergamos

Ti Se Mellei Esenane

O Bochoris

I Garsona

Oi Lachanades

B ouzouki Mou Diplochordo

Synnefiasmeni Kyriaki

S

S

S

S

S

P

L

Concert
93

93

93

93

93

93

93

3107188

3107188

3t07188

3107188

3/07188

3107/88

3/07188

Evolution of La\bi
Mousiki Concert
Evolution of LaTbi

Mousiki Concert
Evolution of Laiki
Mousiki Concert
Evolution of lnïki
Mousihi Concert
Evolution of Laiki
Mousiki Concef
Evolution of La'tki
Mousiki Concef
Evolution of La:tki
Mousiki Concert

HMASA

HMASA

HMASA

HMASA

HMASA

HMASA

HMASA

I See Appendix 1
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Chapter 10 Social'Dances

10.1 Introduction
Social-dances are the first of the rebetikn music-making events to be examined. The casual

celebratory atmosphere of the social-dance is characterised by food and drink consumption, socialising,

music-making and dancing. Sometimes formalities such as speech-making and auctions intemrpt the

almost continuous music-making and dancing. In Chapter 6 the social-dance was documented as the most

common tlpe of event where rebetikn music is performed. It was also found that social-dances were

largely organised by Greek or multicultural associations. Furtherrnore, Chapter 8 revealed that at social-

dances rebetika are predominantly presented as individual items in the heterogeneous music programs of
Greek bands. Though statistically less common, rebetika music was also found to be performed at social-

dances in more concentrated forms of presentation, such as in entire brackets of music or entire music

programs. The following examination of the live performance of rebetika at specific social-dances

highlights these findings.
Laiki Kompania featured prominently as a band which performs individual rebetika items

throughout all brackets of its heterogeneous music program. Two occasions on which this occurred were

the choroesperida, "evening-dance", of the Greek Football Club (14 July 1984); andthe Opening Ball of
the Greek Cultural Week organised by the student Flinders Universþ Greek Association (l September

1984). These are discussed below in more detail

10.2 Laiki Kompania: Greek Football Club Choroesperida and Greek

Cultural \ileek OPening Ball
LaTki Kompania, the "Popular Music Ensemble", was formed in 1983 as a five-piece band with

voice, bouzouki, electric piano, guitar, electric bass and drum kit. In marked contrast to most other Greek

bands in Adelaide, the repertoire of Laiki Kompania displayed a preference for traditional demotic, island

and urban Greek music with the addition of some contemporary compositions. However, in response to the

requests of both Greek and non-Greek patrons over the years, the band has added to its repertoire more

"ont.-porury 
Greek songs, floorshow items sung in ltalian, a ballroom dance bracket in English and

Spanish, and a rock 'n' roll dance bracket in English.l Laiki Kompania continues to perform at weddings,

baptisms, parties, social-dances, festivals, concerts, picnics and clubs, though with an altered membership

since its inception.
On the occasions of the Greek Football Club dance and the Flinders University Greek Association

Ball, the music program was typical of most social-dances. It contained an eclectic and heterogeneous

repertoire of music aìranged into floorshow, ballroom dance and Greek dance brackets. At these particular

events, approximately half of the repertoire of Laiiki Kompania contained rebetika scattered throughout the

evening's music program of floorshow, ballroom dance and Greek dance brackets.

ln the floorshow bracket, LaTki Kompania performed a selection of rebetikn, latkø and entechna

items in 'raw' arrangements copied from the commercial recordings of composers and exponents' These

items contained dancé rhythms, genres, improvisatory forms and performance styles associated with Greek

dance music. For Laiki Kompania, the aim of the floorshow bracket is to create a celebratory atmosphere

and inspire patrons to participate in subsequent Greek dancing. Thus during the floorshow bracket patrons

were gèntly 'psyched; up for spontaneous dancing. While seated at their tables, they were observed

clapping to tfrè music and swaying their arms up above their heads in a symbolic dance gesture. Rebetilca

items with dance rhythms such as the komilierikos2 and karsilamasr which are not typically included in the

I Recenüy the band LaTki Kompania added the jazz songs of Cole Porter and Frank Sinatra to its ballroom dance bracket (Carapetis 1 997

pers. com.)
2 The item "Ta Kavourakia", "The Litfle Crabs", in a fast koptos kamitierikos rhythm, is a satirical song about adultery with a family of

crabs as the characters. li *." composed by Vasilis Tsitsanis and first recorded in 1952 (Anastasiou 1995: 134135). Schorelis

(19g7D: 35) documents Eftichia papagiannopóulou as the writer of the lyrics but Tsitsanis contests this, arguing that the recorded

versions contain his own lyrics (Chatzidoulis 1979:174175).
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standard Greek dance bracket were perfbrmed during their floorsho\ry bracket. In this way, the band took

the opportunity to perform rebetika items which would otherwise be excluded from the music program

because of not fulfilling the Greek dance-accompaniment function. Laäki Kompania also performed

rebetikn items with waltz or béguine rh¡hms during the ballroom dance bracket.

The highlight of the social-dance event, however, occurred in the latter part of the evening during the

performance of the Greek dance brackets. By this time patrons had dined, socialised, listened to the

floorshow brackets of music, danced to several ballroom dances and open-circle Greek demotic dances.

Having reached the height of their kef , "high spirits",4 they were then in the mood for improvisatory

dancing to two rebetikn dances, the zei:bekikos anð tsiftetel¡. Lalþ,t Kompania performed rebetika items to

accompany these two rebetika dance rhythms.5

At the Greek Football Club social-dance (141711984), Laiiki Kompania performed the rebetiko laitko

song "7o Telefteo Vradi Mou", "My Last Night", to accompany zeibekikos dancing. The song is a

favourite among Adelaide musicians and patrons (see Chapter 8, Table 8.3), partly because it is best

associated with the voice of Stelios Kazantzidis who is one of the most highly acclaimed Greek singers and

composers of the lai:ko style. The lyrics of the song suggest a Buddhist philosophy of life, commenting on

the life cycle of birth and death and the irreversible departure from the material world where human

suffering, the 'torfures and yearnings', remain (see Appendix 6 for a transcription of the song text). A
translated excerpt reads :

I am living through my last night
now that I am leaving life
I forgive all those who have embittered me

Wherever I go tears and pain never pass

the torlures and yearnings will stay here in life and I shall leave alone.

Life has two doors, I opened one and entered

I journeyed one moming and by sunset

I departed from the other door.

The lyrics of the song contained a regular t5 syllable distich plus 7 syllable hemistich verse structure and a

repeated 15 syllable distich refrain, which were easily remembered by patrons. They were observed singing

the song text along with the vocalist and expressing pathos with their facial gestures.

As the song "Io Telefteo Vradi Mou" yas performed, men and women alike gathered on to the

dance floor to dance the zeibekikos. The formation of dancers on the dance floor was loose, with dancers

congregated around their parees, company of füends, or dancing face-to-face in male-female, male-male or

female-female pairs. Some danced completely solo, without any gestural relationship to others. The

zeibekikos is a solo dance in the sense that it is danced unattached without handhold between people.

Laiki Kompania performed the song with a slightly different instrumentation to that normally

featured in a Greek band. In addition to the male voice, bouzouki, guitar, electric bass guitar and drum kit,

the acoustic piano was present. The latter four instruments provided the solid rh¡hmic-harmonic bed

which punched out the syncopated koptos zeibekikos nine-beat dance rhythm at a constant moderate

Larghetto tempo. It motivated dancers to pace around the dance floor employing stereotypic steps and

body movements commonly observed during zeibekikos dancing. They stepped backwards, forwards and

sideways, rotated and swirled with arms outstretched to the side and torso bent over towards the ground.

Yet the zeitbekikos is an improvisatory dance and dancers were observed to variously articulate and

3 The item "Gia Koita Kosme Ena Korml',"lookworld At This Body'', is a song featured in the floorshow bracket as a fast nine-beat

karsilamas dance. lt was composed by Vasilis Tsitsanis and first recorded in 1 955 (Anastasiou 1995: 163). See also Schorelis (1 987:

32) and Petropoulos (1983: 183).
4 The word kelf is translated as "high spirits", "cheerfulness", "gaiety'', "merriment", "joviality'', "good humou/', "liveliness" in Stavropoulos

(1 991: a46).
5 Other bands often choose contemporary compositions to accompany the zelbekkos and fsnlefe/l dances.
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improvise within this set of stereotlped dance gestures in their own individual way according to their mood

and skill.
Among zeitbekikos dancers, two styles of dancing were observed. One was a flamboyant acrobatic

style which was performed by inebriated men in their late teens and twenties.6 In this dancing style, the

dancer moved across a wider floor area while exhibiting fast and agile dance gestures. The zeibekikos

appeared to be a favourite dance of young men who performed especially agile movements such as a

,uã¿.n leap into the air followed by a low swoop to the ground, much like an eagle in flight and attack,

hence also the characterisation of the zeibekikos as an "eagle dance" (Petrides 1975: 57).7 In this

zeibekikos dancing style, a particularly 'masculine' expressive aesthetic of extroverted confidence,

assertivenes s, leventia, "manliness" and "fearlessness", and mangia, male "craftiness" and "coolness", was

observed. TIte ze¡bekiÈos became a syrnbol of mangia, a personal style which expresses the assertive

'masculine' self.
The male and martial origins of the zeibeàkos are most evident in this acrobatic style of dancing.

petrides (1975:5?) and petropoulos (1983: 12)have identified the social origins of the zeibekikos as a

martial dance of the Zetbek ethnic group of Asia Minor who were brigands sometimes employed by the

sultans, but mostly exterminated by the Turks (see also Sideris I9I2-I9I3; Patsis 197T.8 Visual

representations in drawings and photographs (Petropoulos 1983: 283, 285, 286, 288, 301) depict the

Ziibek¡des (pl.) in girded attire and fully-armed with swords, guns, rifles and knives. Over decades of

social history, the zeibekikos has crystallized as a symbol of masculine courage, strength, prowess,

individuality and above all, independent assertiveness.

A second more introverted and reserved style of dancing the zeibekiko,s was observed at the Greek

Football Club social-dance. Performed by most other dancers, especially women and elderly men, it

consisted of pacing around a minimum of dance floor area with arms slightly raised from the sides.

Dancers *orrèd with facial expressions of conviction. Sometimes, young men were observed adopting this

style as a consciously chosen'laid back' style of zeibekìkos. The reserved zeibekikos style revealed a

secorrd expressive aesthetic of zeibekikos dancing, that of an introverted expression of deep feelings,

especially of compassion.- 
The zeibekikos song "To Tetefteo Vradi Mou" with its lyrics about the suffering endured in the

material world, and of forgiveness and death as a spiritual liberation from material delusion, is precisely the

kind of song that elicits ; emotional response from dancers. Terms used to describe the zei:bekikos as the

dance that best expresses kai'mos, "sorrow" and "anguish", poignantly indicate the aesthetic of deep

expression associatãd with the zeirbekikos dance. Songs texts depicting sevdas, intense "love-sickness"

(e.g. "Zourlobenemenis Genna"), or. the crippling experience of social injustice (e.g. "Nychtose Choris

FeÁgari") are also common tothezeibekikos anddiscussedbelow. It is not surprising, then, thatbecause

of tñe lyrics and the stately zeitbekikos dance rh¡hm, locals class "Zo Telefteo Vradi Mou" as a vari,

"heavy'f song, a term whilh not only refers to its moderately slow syncopated rhythm, but also to its

emotional weight in mood and meaning.

In an ironic way, the melodic structurs of "To Telefteo Vradi Mou" facilitated this expressive

emotional catharsis of dancers with its 'warm' major tonality (FGABbCDEF) which momentarily veered

away with the hint of chromaticism (F# and G# passing note accidentals) in the bouzouki melody. The

undulating melodies which gradually ascended and descended in step-wise movement through all degrees of

the mode to return to the tonic home base symbolically marked the inevitable path of the life journey, a

journey that was underpinned by the I-II-il-N-V-I (F, Gm, Am, Bb, C, F) chord harmonisations. The

tccasiônal 'aggressive'ìhpping technique of the electric bass disturbed any hint at a predictable symbolic

journey, ,"*inding listeners thát the serious lyrical message and deeply engaging zeibedkos dance form

were not to be taken lightly.

6 lt is not uncommon to hear young men eagerly calling to the musicians, "Floíle (er¡rnéxrxo. oÉÀoupe (repnéxrxo!" lPlay a zelbe4ko' we

wanta zelbekikoll.
7 There is a strikìng similarity between some dance gestures o1 the zetbekikos and the martial arts movements and sword patterns of

chinese yeuh Fei Kung Fu, such as the swooping to ihe ground in a low squat with hands forming cuts and spears, and the double kick

with hands slapping the toes.
8 W¡thout further description, Reinhaid ('l91o:271) identifies lhe zeybek folk dance of western Turkey which he notes has become a

national dance.
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Tlte zei:bekikos, of all the Greek dances, is typified by Greek people as the most cathartic dance.

Comments like, 'I break out', 'I let go of my worries and inhibitions', 'I don't care what other people think'
indicate that zeibekikos dancers, in the process of 'dancing' their deepest feelings including sorro\il,

experience a liberation from them and from the mundane world and everyday relationships. It ma be that

the solo nature of the zeitbekikos dance triggers a kind of existential consciousness of the relationship

between the individual and the word, a soul searching experience evoked in the words of one singer (P.

Arabatsis 1992 pers. com.):

... everyone wants to feel their own self, ... and they just express the way they

feel, they want everybody to know how they feel, and they feel by [sic] their own,

they're dancing lhe zeilbekiko, they feel on top of it, ... and the lyrics, cause you

see so much pathos, I mean the people are singing the lyrics and they're so into

it, ... they feel like someone understands them and the zei'bekiko, and I think they

feel the zei:bekiko understands them, the way they feel.

Here, zeitbelciÈos dancing is sl,rnbolically constructed as an intense and unself-conscious experience

of assertive individualism, deep emotion, and the very nature of one's soul. Moreover, the peaking of one's

mood, kefi, duiing zeibekikos dancing occurs within the publicly shared experience of the social event.e In

a peculiar way the zeibekikos dance also becomes fetishised-imbued with its own energy and spirit-and
anthropomorphised with its own consciousness which in turn 'empathises' with the dancer ('they feel the

zeibekiko understands them'). The solo dancer, the music and the dance become a dynamic entity of energy

and emotion. In the words of Keil, 'You now are the Other, or the Other is ln you. You are in the music.

The music is in you." (Keil in Keil and Feld 1994: 169). Rebetika music-making, particularly through

zeibekikos music-making and dancing, constitutes a symbolic-ideological narrative of 'soul music', of the

expression of deep feeling, mood and compassion, within the context of community.

When people incorrectly substitute the term zeibekiko for rebetiko and vice versa, they hint at the

way in which the zei:bekiko,s as a dance form with its aesthetic associations of leventia, mangia,

assertiveness and deep expression, has become an icon of rebetika musical culture per se, of a music of
subcultural resistance.

It is interesting to note how the zeibelciko.s dance ethos is 'translated' when it is performed by

women. Cowan (1990: 4,Ig-20) in her analysis of the dance practices of Greek-Macedonians in Sohos,

northern Greece, argues that kef in dance is not only experienced with differentiated power relations and

gendered meanings, hence the observation in Adelaide that men tend to request the zeihekikos and females

the tsifteteli, but that it is also experienced with ambiguously gendered meanings. This was evident at the

Greek Footbal Club social-dance when women were observed dancing the zeitbekikos and men the tsifteteli.

When women of various status-single, single mother, divorced, remarried, with careers, owners of their

own homes-known to the author, were observed dancing the zeibekikos during "To Telefteo Vradi Mou"
in the reserved style, certain syrnbolic messages were embodied in their dancing. As women danced the

zeitbekikos without a male partner, engrossed in their own self-expression, they were oblivious to how they

appeared and were viewed by others. By claiming a traditionally male held public space, a traditionally

male-gendered dance form, and also the right to challenge a traditional convention which requires that

women be chaperoned by male partners at public social events, these female dancers symbolically acquired

the assertiveness, independence and self-determination associated with the dance. Ttre zeibeki&os was

transformed into an empowering female rite of autonomy and independence. Such inversions of gender-

dance associations and meaning are rendered non-threatening precisely because they are framed and

contained within the recreational parameters of the celebratory music event. In this way, spontâneous

zeibekikos dancing challenged the hierarchical gender conventions and presented a socially accepted time

and space for the egalitarian participation of women in public spaces and public culture. Hierarchies and

differences were deconstructed and reconstructed within the boundaries of dylamic Greek music-making

practices.

9 The smashing of plates at the feet ol a zetbekikos dancer is another example of the public display of kelf during zelbekrkos dancing.
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The tsifteteli is the second unattached solo improvisatory rebetiko dance documented in the study.

The name of the dance is derived from the Turkish words ""iftu" meaning "paired" aîd "telli" meaning

"stringed" (Hony and Iz 1984: I 12, 460), probably referring to a stringed instrument which accompanies

the dance.rO At the Greek Football Club social-dance, the loiko rebetiko song "Sknntaliara", "Tlte
Mischievous 'Woman", was played by Lalki Kompania during the Greek dance bracket to accompany

tsfteteli dancing. In comparison with the 'heaviness' of the zelbekikos, the song "Sknntaliara" was played

in a fast and lively quadruple tsifteteli rh¡hm which lightened the atmosphere to one of playful, sensuous

and sexy belly-dancing. The song text (see Appendix 6), also in an easily memorised 15 syllable plus 7

syllable verse structure, this time with a repeated 8 syllable quatrain refrain, centred on the theme of love

which is typical of tsifteteli songs. A translated excerpt reads:

Tonight, mischievous woman, I see you're in the mood

sweet mama, how I admire you, I hope you have something good in mind,

you've come well-dressed too.

Lower your eyes a little, my doll;
they are mischievous and coquettish,

and I get in a passionate mood.

The lyrics of this song revel in a flirtatious erotic love. Like the plalûrl nature of the dance, they depict the

excitement of seductive tease. The lyrics were set to melodies in the E major chitzaz mode which unfolded

with an opening leap of a third and then proceeded in the typical step-wise undulating ascending and

descending style which produced both a syllabic and melismatic vocal style commonin lai:ka rebetiks. The

vocal refrain featured a sequential descending pattern partly imitated during the instrumental interlude. As

usual, the guitars, drum kit and piano provided a tight rhythmic-harmonic section which accompanied the

syncopated quaver-crotchet-quaver rhythmic cell of the tsifteteli dance rhythm with the simple I-II-IVm-
MIm chords characteristic of the chitzaz mode. On the night of the Greek Football Club social-dance, the

playful nature of the song and dance was also reflected in the chirpy semiquaver melodies of the bouzouki

apanfisi phrases and instrumental interlude which descended from the upper octave in sequential pattern.

As for the zeibekikos, dancers congregated loosely on the dance floor as individuals, in pairs or

clusters during the tsifteteli. They danced by similarly improvising movements upon a set of stereotypic

dance gestures. Two distinctive styles of dancing the tsifteteli were observed at the Greek Football Club

social-dance. A more reserved and inhibited style of rcifteteli dancing prevailed on the dance floor whereby

dancers gently swayed their bodies, legs and hips from side to side in an undulating movement while

moving their hands and arms in front of the body, above the head and to the side of the body in snakelike

swirls and rotations. In this style, dance gestures were subtle and suggestive. In a second more extroverted

style, the highly aroused dancers performed alarger repertoire of dance gestures, such as fast swivels of the

hips and shoulders known as 'shimmies', and arched back bends with the arms continually swirling in front

of the chest. In this style one could see the influence of professional belly-dance training with its large and

more acrobatic repertoire of dance gestures.ll
With the focus of body movements on the waist and hips, both tsifteteli dance styles celebrate a

sexual sensuality. The dance is generally characterised as a sensual and erotic 'feminine' belly-dance

believed to have ancient origins in women's fertility rites (Petrides 1980: 45). It is not surprising that the

tsifteteli tends to be requested and performed by female dancers of all ages: girls, teenagers, women

including elders. However, a synbolic-ideological tension exists between the two styles. The reserved

style embodies an ethos of sexual chastity while the extroverted style is proudly sensuous and seductive.

The socially non-threatening context of the celebratory event appears to publicly mediate and sanction the

10 The words "cifte-tellf also refer to a playing technique on the stringed instrument whereby the melody is played on one slring while the

second string is strummed as a drone'accompaniment. Reinhard (1980: 270) mentions that the gifte is a Turk¡sh folk wind instrument

with a single reed and double pipe found on the west coast of the Black Sea.
11 Belly-dancing is a burgeoning'multicultural' industry in Aùstralia at present. The s$les taught and performed by mostly European-

Austraúan professional dãncerJbebng to Egypt¡an oi Lebanese nightclub entertainment genres. Australian teachers promote belly-

dancing as a highly developed art form with health benefits for women.
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sensuality and sexuality of the dance, whether overt or implied. This was particularly evident when a pre-

pubescent girl dressed in a skin-tight outfit performed an extroverted tsifteteli dance surrounded and

cheered on by members of her family.
This was also evident when men and boys danced the tsifteteli, not an uncommon occurrence in

Adelaide. Generally, men danced fhe tsifteteli in a reserved style with their female partner. Yet there was

one male couple who performed an extroverted 'mounted' version of the tsifteteli. In this performance, one

man leapt up into the air, clasping his legs around the second man's waist. He then lowered his upper torso

to the ground in a half back flip while waving his arms around in time with the music. The two were

cheered by onlookers. In this context, male dancers of the tsifteteli alter the gender boundaries of
exclusion, claiming sensuality and sexuality as an equally male experience, while simultaneously dancing a

parody of the sexual act, all with the dancer's licence of expressive spontaneity which is acceptable in the

here-and-now of live music-making and dancing.
The importance of the zeibekikos and tsifteteli dances as expressive celebratory forms for individuals

is evident in musicians' statements that an event without tsifteteli and zei:bekiÈos dancing is a rare

occurrence. The two rebetika solo dances are confirmed as signifiring a 'good night' because people have

spontaneously and enthusiastically reached an intense peak of kefi,"high spirits". This occurred on the

nights of the social-dances in question. Musicians perceive the two dances as attracting a hard-core of
"die-hard" music lovers and dance enthusiasts (Gardounis 1992 pers. com.). These are the meraklides,the

dancers who express intense meraki, "passion",l2 for Greek music. A discussion of the terms kefi and

merabi will help to clarifu the significanceof rebetika solo dances at Greek music-making events.

The words kefi and merabi when used in descriptions of collective music-making and dancing, are

terms layered with meaning. Kefi refers to a positive and empassioned disposition for celebration and

merriment. For Greek people, the essential criteria required to dance and make music is simply that one

has kef . In opposition to this, music-making and dancing without kef is considered to be pretentious and a

clear marker of cultural estrangement.

Zachos (1983: 320) confirms that the term meraki connotes all-consuming "passion "or "yearning"

for someone or something. The term merak¡ is used in the song text of "skantaliara" to describe a man's

empassioned state over a woman (¡ræoívrrl oto pepúrcr, "I get in a passionate mood"). The term meraki also

refers to an empassioned curiosity to gain knowledge about something. In this sense, the meraklides or

'good' dancers of the zei:bekikos and tsifteteli are those who not only dance with kef-a good mood-but
also with meraki-empassioned engrossment and a knowledge of the music, songs and especially of
possible dance gestures. Expressions of kef and meraki by dancers are externalised in gestures of self-

absorbed concentration and purposeful body movement. These gestures are 'read' by participants as

celebratory signals of mood and high spirits (kef), as well as passion, skill and knowledge (meraki'¡.

People recognise these externalised markers of kef and, meraki with remarks about the 'honest'l3

expression of the dancer. Thus, music-making and dancing with kef and meraki are fundamental markers

of Greek cultural authenticity.
Use of the terms kefi and meraki with relation to rebetika solo dances articulates a particular

construction of rebetika as a passionate 'soul' music which engages the individual at the deep level of
feeling (mood, passion, compassion, catharsis), the body (agilrty, asserliveness, sensuality, sexuality) and

the mind (musical and choreographic knowledge and skills). In the particular construction of the body

which emerges through rebetikn solo dancing, the body appears to become a liberating site for emotional

repression and a creative site for emotional expression. Dreitzel ( 198 l: 205) argues that since the fifteenth

""ntury,, 
there has been increasing control and repression of spontaneous physical and emotional activity in

the western world. He (Drietzel 1981: 221-222) observes that this trend is recently being reversed as

individuals are making more reflective and reflexive choices about their own corporal and emotional

expression from the range of cultural practices available in their heterogeneous societies . Rebetika music-

making and dancing appear to be one such empowering site for the realisation of corporal and emotional

expression.

12 The word merakJides (pl.) comes from the word meraki. Stavropoulos (1988: 538) translates "meraU" as longing/yearning; good

taste/artistry; and high spirits (sta merakia plural). See glossary.
13 'Aéer r4v oÀr¡Oero, õev Àé¡l qlÉporc. Nróoer 14 pouorxq, ro ¡opó.' [He tells the truth. He does not lie. He feels the music, the dance']
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Despite the solo nature of the zeibekikos and tsifteteli dancing, the role of the music-making

collectivity is central here. lnhertranslationof kefi as "high spirits", Cowan (1990: 106) points outthat
..spirits" not only relates to alcohol consumption in a literal sense, but also to "an ideal state of communal

,oliubility,,. Havrng a good time with kefi isthus ultimately connected to a shared and public expression of

passion and mood, an exaltation of individual expression within the collective. This was further

àemonstrated in an observation of the use of space during rebetika solo dancing where each dancer

symbolically claimed a physical space on the dance floor while dancing around and among others. At times

when the dance floor *ur n u oi people, dancers gracefully vied with each other for dance space in the

smallest of areas, sometimes as small as the size of one step in each direction. Through rebetika solo

dancing, then, the individual was 'soulfully' engaged within the public collectivþ of the 'community'. A

puruOo:* of both tstfteteli and zeibekikos dancing is the 'unisonance' of expressive solidarity that they

embody and engender despite their solo and improvisatory forms. This unisonance of expressive solidarity

is even more apparent tn rebetikn line and circle dances such as fhe chasaposervikos .

Music to accompany the chasaposervikos dance was performed by LaTki Kompania at the Opening

Ball of the Flinders Univå.stty Greek Association Greek Cultural Week (ll9ll984). It consisted of the

laïko rebetiko song "Gia Ta Matia P' Agapo", "For The Eyes I Love", composed by Vasilis Tsitsanis'

The predominant choice of laikn rebetil<n is tlpical of Greek bands who have played regularly at Greek

weddings and social-dances since the early 1980s.

Tle chasaposervikos is a line or open-circle dance performed towards the end of a Greek dance

bracket as a climactic finale. The name chasaposerviËos literally means "butcher's-Serbian" dance and

refers to a hybrid dance form which began with a slow or moderate chasapikos and accelerates into an

allegro finalé. Nowadays, its is performãd as an allegro dance. Tlne chasapikos was apparently a dance of

the õutcher's guild rn ionstantinople since the Byzantine Empire (Stratou 1966: 26; Petrides 1980: 13)'

The .Serbian, label of the dance possibly indicates Serbian musical and dance influences, or, as Petrides

(1980: 25) suggests, the colloquial Greek term for any music that is fast'la ln Adelaide' the

ìhoroporr*¡eosls commonly reférred to as the 'Zorbadance' because it is often accompanied with music

from the soundtrack of the feature frlm Zorba The Greek'

Laïki Kompania commenced the song "Gia Ta Matia P' Agapo" with a dramatic introduction which

hinted at the excitement to come. The rhythm-harmony instruments sustained a tremolando chord

progression VII-[-I in free time which set the D tonic of the chitzaz (DEbF#GABbCD) mode of the piece.

The instruments then launched into the duple 'oum-pah' metre of the chasaposervikos, with the harmony

and bouzou,h melody centred on the VII degree. This momentarily shifted the modalþ of the piece to C

nigriz (souzinak) lCbnofoC¡, a minor chromatic mode on the VII degree, creating an ambiguous tonality

which was resolved when the instrumental interlude returned to D chitzaz, only to shift again to a third

tonal centre based on the IV degree, creating a G major modality by naturalislrig the B note' The music

returned to the D chitzaz modality at the commencement of the vocal melody, but the alternation between

the th¡ee tonal centres continued throughout the song, all of which added to the forward driving force of the

cha s apo s erviÉos dance.

The energetic nature of the dance was also paralleled in the lyrics of the song which conjured the

image of empassioned frantic merry-making in the guise of love, yet containing a hint of political repression

aod-the proptt..y of doom in the third verse (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt reads:

Bring me the most exPensive drink
I pay anY Price for the eYes I love.

My heart clouds over

my tears flow like rain
for sure we will [end-uP there]

you seven foot under and I in gaol'

14 To my knowledge the chasaposervrikos is the only Greek dance which gradually increases in speed. other dances may have a

sudden speed change into a new tempo in the course of the music'
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During the instrumental introduction of the song, people quickly formed lines or open-circles with

shoulder-to-shoulder hand clasp and commenced the repeated six-step leg-kicking dance pattern. The

dance lines moved in an anti-clockwise direction circling the dance floor many times throughout the song.

In the regular duple rhythmic pattern of the chasaposervikos, a strong music-dance syncopation was

created as the musicians accented the down beat while the dancers kicked a leg in the air on the up-beat.

The music-dance syncopation added to the momentum of the piece and the gay abandon mentioned in the

lyrics.
The chasaposervilros is recognised as a dance which tests both the fitness and grace of dancers.

During the chasaposervikos dancers were observed enduring the speed of the music while maintaining

lightn;ss and agilrty. Meraklides dancers were those with immense physical stamina who broke away from

the dance line, sometimes as individuals, sometimes in a pair, and moved into the centre of the open circle

to improvise fast footwork using the pas de Basque step (see Petrides 1980: 25, 27) and Cossack-style

squats and leaps. Improvisation of the chasaposervikos requires not only high spirits and passion but also

creative ability The perform ance of "Gia Ta Matia P' Agapo" was regarded as a 'good' dance because it
made dancers 'sweat it out' while they spontaneously improvised steps in time with the music' The lead

melodies played on bouzouki also demonstrated the virtuoso touch of a meraklis musician who ornaments

melodic passages with great speed and passion. Tlrc chasaposervikos dance is commonly typified as the

most 'Gieek' dance, partly because of its associations with Zorbo The Greek,t5 but also because of the

highly aroused and climactic state of solidarity it elicits when people are engaged in its musical-texhral-

choreographic forms.l6 These features were all present at the FUGA Opening Ball.

fhe performance of laïka rebetiËa songs by the band Lafü Kompania provided musical-textual

forms to accompany the rebetilca solo and line dances at the Greek Football Club and FUGA social-dances.

Through the experiânc es of kefi, meraki and intense emotional, corporal and collective engagement, a 'soul

music'- synbolic-ideological narrative was identified as underpinning the performance of rebetika at these

events.

10.3 Themelia: National Community Arts Conference Club
The presentation of rebetika music in the form of single individual items was also a feature of

multiculturál-organised social-dances. This occurred at the National Community Arts Conference Club

social-dance (6 September 1986) which was co-organised by the Community Arts Network of South

Australia (CANSA) and the Multicultural Artworkers Committe of South Australia (MACSA). On this

occasion, the Themelia music ensemble performed alongside other groups in a diverse program of popular

and folk music and dance performed by Adelaide people of Aboriginal, Torres Strait Island, Italian, Greek,

Latin American and Anglo-Celtic backgrounds. The Conference Club event was held as part of a week-

long conference dedicaied to community arts. Both organising bodies were autonomous non-profit

organisations funded by state and federal governments to support and promote community-based arts

p.ã"ti"". The priority of MACSA was to support artists and groups from non-English-speaking

Lackgrounds. Througtrmodel art projects and the community access facilities, both MACSA and CANSA

promoted social justice and democratic participation in the arts and endeavoured to challenge dominant

assumptions about the role and uses of art in Australian society.

The Conference Club socialdance was held in the MACSA space, an old factory warehouse with

brick walls, cement floors and a high iron ceiling. The recycled space not only generated a relaxed,

informal and sociable atmosphere by negating any pretense about 'high arts', it also symbolicaþ asserted

a positive message about the role of art in transforming a post-manufacturing industrial society.lT

15 The populist image of Greek music as a particularly passionate and participatory music has largely. been constructed through

internationålf 
"u..."ifrl 

films such as Zorba The Greek. ihe character of Zorbas is that of a middle-aged happygoJucky Creta-n man

who takes it upon himself to enculturate a visiting bourgeois Englishman into the liberating ways of the Grgek¡._ Music and dance feature

prominenly in this process, and it is significanithat ttre musið score of the film soundtrack composed by Mikis Theodorakis employs
'rebetika 

musical forms such as the clrasãpkos and chasaposen¡ikos dance rhythms together with lhe bouzoukiinstrument.
16 This conkasts with the observation by Petrides (1980: 13) that mastering the intricate and elaborate steps of the chasapkos dance

best typifies'Greekness'.
17 MACSA has since been rehoused in as clinical hospital-like renovated section of the factory warehouse premises called the L¡on Arts

Centre, named añer the Lion flour factory.
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The Conference Club was well attended by approximately 200 participants. There was noticeably a

large ethnic mix of patrons in the audience including to hear Greek music and

*hã *r.. generally 'groupies' of Themelia. Also ev cal response to the entire

music and dance program was a shared respect values of social equity,

community arts and multiculturalism.
At ihe time, Themelia was singers and players of the recorder'

guitar and bongos. All members Cypriot bacþround apart from the

iecorder-playeiwho was born in -French background. within the tightly scheduled

program,'thð Themelia perficrmance was limited to approximately thirty minutes in duration. It contained a

heterogeneous repertoire of entechna, nisiotika, dimctikn and smyrnei'kn. The selection included items

with Jtandard Greek dance forms (chasaposervikos, zeibekikos, syrtos and knlamatianos), topical song

texts, and songs in unusual five-beat and nine-beat dance rhy'thms. For the benefit of non-Greek speaking

patrons, Themelia began to introduce their

texts. However, they soon abandoned the I

delegates were eager to participate in spontaneous

G.ee]. dance item by Themelia, patrons filled the dance floor with spiralling open-circles, chatting and

cheering in excitement as they rn"mr¿ along in time with the music. The performance of dance items by

Themelia then followed each other in quick succession'

One of the rebetiko items in théir performance was the smyrneTko song of contested authorship (see

Appendix 4) *Mi Me Stelnis Mana Stin Ameriki", "Mother, Don't Send Me To America"' A noticeable

feature of the repertoire of atypical Greek music ensembles such as Themelia was their preference for

smyrneïpa rebet¡tea. The piece ðommenced with the recorder introducing the instrumental melody which is

a variation of the vocal melody and functions as an instrumental interlude between each verse. The

rhythm-harmony instruments of guitar, bongos and tarnbourine immediately entered playng the syncopated

"ight-U.ut 
(or quadruple) syrtos d-.. rhythm Because of the enthusiasm of the dancers, the singers sang

the entire six verses to give the dancers a 'good run''
The irregularþ slzed l l and 13 syláble distichs of this song text are expanded-into four-part phrases

with the recorder .responding' to the füst line of each verse with an apantisi and the second line of each

distich being repeat.¿ rnr lyncs of "Mi Me Stelnis Mana Stin Ameriki" depict a kind of feminist defiance

more characteristic of rebet¡kn than of songs comprised of the traditional distichs. In the text, an assertive

female character refuses to migrate to Amãrica *ith ttt. lure of wealth, preferring poverty and the man of

her choice. Once again death appears as the ill-fated out-come (see Appendix 6)' A translated excerpt of

the song reads:
Mother, don't send me to America

because I will waste away and die there'

I don't want dollars, how can I saY

better to eat bread and onions and be with the one I love'

The melismatic vocal melody, typical of smyrneika, contained a binary call-and-answer form with

the first line of each distich sung in the relative C major mode on the III degree of the home mode, and the

second 'answer' line returningt tn A ousak'home' mode (ABbCDEFGA), via the [V degree' This

as typical of many demotic and rebetilca

The binary form of the verse-instrumental

een first and second text lines and in the

modal oscillation between the two vocal melodies. Together they embody an aesthetic of dialogic

communication inherent in many rebetika songs, which is further mirrored in the song text narrative

between the female character and her mother, and in the final verse between the female character as

narrator and the 'audience'.

Throughout the performance of *Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin AmeriW", a dialogic communication

persisted between -uri"i*. and dancers, with musicians cheering dancers on as dancers circled many

18 prior to the performance by Themelia, the audience had listened to two brackets of floorshow music'
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times around the dance floor in an anti-clockwise direction typical of all Greek open-circle dances. The

twelve-step syrtos dance form, which in Adelaide is the same as that danced for the lcalamafianos,re

required four bars of music to complete one cycle, which when synchronised with the four-bar melodic

phrases, interlocked perfectþ and reinforced the participant-music-dance synchronicþ. During the syrtos

á¿1r". form the dancers repeated the twelve-step pattern cycle of "shuffle" or "dragging" steps as the name

of the dance suggests (see Stratou 1966: 14). They clasp hands creating a *W" shaped arm position while

the remainder of the torso is held upright. As one of the longest and most difficult of the Greek dance

forms, Greek patrons were observed counting out the dance steps and instructing their non-Greek friends in

the forwards then backwards step-skip movements of the dance. On occasion the leader of one line was

observed to make contact with a second line by weaving her line underneath the hand clasp of two people in

the second line, whereupon the second line then halted its movement and held time until all dancers in the

first line had passed through. At other times the leader changed the direction of his/her line by turning the

line back on iiself in a S-bend to proceed in a cloclcrvise direction for a momentary period. These variations

of line direction demonstrated a high degree of group co-ordination and collaboration, both within a line

and between lines of dancers. A cross-cultural exchange occurred through the teaching, learning and

movement of the syrtos dance, reinforcing solidarity ¿rmong dancers all sharing the experience of Greek

culture.
In the Themelia performance of "Mi Me Stelneis Mana Stin Ameriki", the 'soul music' narrative of

spirited and empassioned engagement was extended to a mixed multicultural audience. Here we note the

"-rrg.nr. 
of a 'multicultural' or 'world music' symbolic-ideological narrative in rebetikn music-making,

wherãby through the medium of cross-cultural dance participation, the principles of cultural diversity and

cultural tolerance are experienced and celebrated.

10.4 Hellenic Music Association of South Australia: Night of Rebetika
From the Greek and non-Greek organised social-dances which featured individual rebetika items, we

move to a discussion of a social-dance which featured a greater concentration of rebetika items in the form

of an entire bracket of music. This occurred at the Night of Rebetikn social-dance (27 August 1982)

organised by the Hellenic Music Association of South Australia (HMASA). Although the occurrence. of
bráckets of rebetikn music are far less common than the occurrence of individual rebetika items, occurring

only six times at social-dances, their occurrence indicates an increasing dedication to the rebetika genre

which this study documents. The HMASA Night of Rebetilea is, moreover, significant in itself as one of
the earliest documented occurrences of the concentrated presentation of rebetilca music in Adelaide. As an

organisation dedicated to support of Greek music and local Greek musicians, it is also noteworthy that the

fir-st genre-specific event organised by the HMASA was rebetikn music. The Night of Rebetilca epitomised

a local consciousness about Greek pãpuhr laiki music, the formative role of rebetika, andthe influence of

Greece with its then current rebetilca'revival'.
At the Night of Re betika social-dance, a musical director arranged and directed the performance of a,

floorshow bracket of music which contained five well-knovtn rebetika songs.20 The careful arrangement of

music for the floorshow bracket contrasted with the 'raw' arrangements by Laiki Kompania (see 10.2).

The music was performed by a large sixteen-member voice-strings-percussion ensemble containing both

'traditional' acoustic and electric instruments: vocalists, bouzouki, acoustic and electric lead and bass

guitars, baglamas, drum kit and percussion.

The first two songs of the bracket , "Elenitsa MotÌ', "My Darling Helen", an anonymous smyrneiko

song, and ess composed by Apostolos

Kaldaras, are f presentation employed

thoughout wa taximi improvisation to

"Ellnitsa Mou" played on an Ovation acoustic guitar in a style which simluated the warm and resonant

19 Literally meaning 'dance of Kalamata', the kalamatanos is a r older than

been a pårt of Greiek rural and island culture throughout the O gest that in

"shuffle'; or "dragging", dance form, it is of ancient origins (Ano 1980: 67/;
1975: 73). Ouri-n! tñe nineteenth century after the liberation of e kalamatia

Hellenic status (Bottomley 1986: 4).
2o These were "Henitsa","Nychtose Choris Fengarl',"Ta MatoKada Sou Lamboun","Achatist', and 'synneflasmeni Kyiakî''
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timbre of the oud.2l The guitarist meandered through theB chitzaz (EFG#ABCDE) mode, establishing the

mode of the song, quoting parts of the A major mode, and spontaneously creating new rhythmic-melodic

phrases in all registèrs of the instrument. The ultimate opportunity for a musician to express meraki isto

i-p.orrise a soli taximi. The guitar taximi of "Elenitsa Mou" was applauded as a 'good' taximi because it

waì rendered with feeling (intense engrossment and conviction), knowledge (employing the 'home' and

related modes), and skill (the creation of new rhythmic-melodic phrases which created anticipation,

expectation and release).

The guitarist ended his solo with the cliché II-I-VII-I cadential phrase, and then played the first

statement oi thr instrumental introduction, an ornaÍrented variation of the vocal refrain melody. Upon

repetition, this was joined by the conga player with a closed syncopated version of the tsifteteli rhythm'

The soft moody taximi and staggered entry of the congo created a suspense which climaxed with a tutti

crescendo for the entry of the vocalist. The highly melismatic vocal melody adomed a song text of

irregular metre centred on the theme of sevdas, of the "love-sickness" a man feels for a woman (see

Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the lyrics reads:

When I don't see your two eyes I become ill
when I see them I go cta4
and they send me to Hades.

Woe is me, mY doll, mY little doll
you've driven me mad, my darling Helen.

The vocal line was repeatedly interspersed with the interjection aman, "woe is me", reminding

listeners of its smyrnetko on[ns and contextualisng the song as one depicting heart-rending love. Verses

were followed by rhyttrmically tight instrumental apantisi passages and the vocal refrain was followed by

instrumental interludes performed first by a pair of bouzoukia playngthe melody in harmonies of thirds,

and then followed bv thã softer tender baglamas playing in the higher register with most other instruments

dropping out. At í1 other times, the percussion instruments, bass and guitars created an interlocking
,frroi''í, syncopated rh¡hmic-harmonió Ue¿ over which the melody instruments wove in and out. The
.soulful, modal taximi, til" ai.ry ßifteteli rhythm-harmony section, the tight bouzouki-family instrumental

interludes, and the melismatic 'love-sick' vocal line together set the mood for the remainder of the song and

entire night as one of empassioned music-making and dancing'

TÃ. .orrg "Elenilsa Mott" was followed by the more sober and serious song "Nychtose Choris

Fengari,,,..Moãdess Nightfalf'. It commenced wrth a soft tremolando melody, a variation of the vocal

melõdy, played on bouzouk¡ and guitar and accompanied by high pitched tremolando notes on the

bagb:mai *¿ *i"¿ chimes. The underlyng zei:bekikos koptos rhythm was lightly articulated by the

inslruments. A staggered entry of instruments built up to a tutti rhlthm-harmonic section by the fourth bar

when the voice entered singing the first verse. Tlte zeibekikos koptos rhythm was now more strongly

articulated by the rhyttrm-hãrrnony instruments. The second line of each 15 syllable trochaic distich was

repeated to õreate táplet verses. The lyrics of the song were embedded with a cryptic message against

21 The oud is a multi-stringed short-necked lute.

-197Os which arose out of rhythmn'n'blues and soul music' The

to "se4/ and anything 'groovf. lt also refers to a particularly

black cónsciousness, civil rights and the imPortance of dance and

parentinthesyncopatedts,;/lefelidance.Thisbecameevidentatthe

event of a Flinders university Greek Association youth dance where a standard Greek band alternated music brackets of music with a

ã¡.ó jõr"V As the music cîangeo over from a éong in a syncopated fsrtefe/i dance form pelormed by the Greek band to an African-

Amercian soul song played by ttt-e ¿isc jockey, a femlle créek-Australian dancer was observed to barely alter her dance gestures and

facial expression for the African-Amerc¡an sóng. ln this context, both the tsifteteli and the African-American song are experienced by

oancers'as a syncopated dance music with a 'iunky groove' requiring little if any translation of dance gesture and expression from one

genre to the other.
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social injustice which the description of the window and door suggest as the confines of a gaol and

imprisonment.23: The sigh and anguish hint at the ill-fated political execution of the male character:

The night came without moon, darkness weighs heavily

yet a brave young mancannot sleeP

I wonder what he is waiting for from night till morning

beside a narrow window lit by a candle.

A door opens and shuts with a heavy sigh24

if t could only guess his heart's anguish

As for "Elenitsa Moti', instrumental interludes with new melodic material were interspersed between

the three verses. Intricate bouzoubi melodies were also rendered in harmonies of thirds. The dynamic

changes in the perforïnance, especially in the louder tutti tnstrumental sections were noticeable. The song

endeã softly aftir a descendingcftitzaz scaleat a slower ritenuto pacs, suggesting a similar sensitivþ and

compassion for the message of the song.

The reception of the opening floorshow bracket of rebetikn at the HMASA Night of Rebetika was

higtrly charged with excitement at the noveþ of special attention given to the rebetikn gerllo, the sight of so

mfuy -usiðians playing together, and the qualrty of the arrangement and performance. The attention of
patrons was concert-t*ã aunng each item, and then exploded into enthusiastic applause and cheering after

èach item. The special arrangement, conducting and performance of rebetilca by such a large ensemble

during the floorshow bracket, u ti-. when patrons are the most attentive, created a formal context in which

the ribenka genre was 'received' not merely as a worthy, but also a deeply central Greek tradition' A
'roots music' narrative in which rebetika are symbolically constructed as an icon of Greek culture emerges

in the concert-like presentation of the rebetiÈa floorshow bracket. The effect of the floorshow performance

was to generate and scatter kefi even more strongly among patrons, who then participated in subsequent

collective Greek dancing with much gusto until early morning'

10.5 Nick Arabatsis and The Rebetes: Rebetiki Vtadia
The final social-dance to be discussed in this chapter presented rebetikn music as the entire music

program. This occurred at the Rebetiki Vradia, "Rebetika Night" social-dance organised by the Women's

À"*ifiu.y of the Lemnos Fraternity (7 August 1993). A seven-piece ensemble, Oi Rebetes, "The Rebetes",

was formed specifically for the occasion aod played for almost four continuous hours. The aim of the

event, apart frãm raising funds for the Lemnos Fraternity, was to provide an entertaining music program of
choreftilca, "danceable", reb e tikn.

The stage and dance floor were positioned in the centre of the oblong shaped space with patrons

seated at tables to the side and in front of the dance floor. The musicians were seated on the stage in a row

in a fashion suggestive of rebetikn ensembles of the 1930s documented in period photographs (see

petropoulos 19S3). Instrumentation was also appropriate to the 1930s era with voice, bouzoukia,

baglamas, guitars and double-bass. The four singirs and the bouzouki players took it in turns to 'lead'

.oigr, thereby dividing the workload between singers and bouzouh-players and increasing the size of the

..pãrtoir, øi me occasion. The remaining instrumentation-double bass, two guitars, and baglamas-

functioned as the rhythmic-harmonic accãmpaniment throughout the entire program. A 'traditional'

acoustic sound reminiscent of the early rebetiko was reproduced with the use of acoustic instruments and

microphone amplification. The warm and light-hearted ;authentic' rebetika atmosphere was complemented

by period attire and hairstyles (e.g. suits, berets, moustaches) worn by musicians.

The music program consisted of a long floorshow bracket followed by two Greek dance brackets'

Two rebetika items are discussed in detait to indicate the nature of music-making and dancing at a social-

23 The composer Apostolos Kaldaras (Kaldaras 1989) speaks of the way in which he was required to change the lyrics from "cell'to

"candle" for the song to pass the censors.
24 Also translated as'he sighs heavilf .
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darrce in which rebetika music was featured as an entire music prograrn. The floorsho\¡/ cornmenced with
the piraiötiko song, "Osol Echoune Polla Lefta", "Those With A Lot of Money", composed and written by
Markos Vamvakaris. The song was introduced with a leisurely solo taximi improvisation played on the

bouzouki. This set the tonality of the piece in D major (DEF#GABC#D¡ and quoted the chouzam

(DE#F#GABC(C#)D) variation. Upon commencement of the set instrumental introduction onbouzouki,the
accompanying instruments entered \ ¡ith the metred nine-beat zeibekikos koptos rhythm in a moderate

tempo. The melody of the instrument¿l interlude introduced a G# passing note which suggested an

additional mode, this time the rast (DEF#GG#AB( #D). For the remainder of the song, the bouzouki

instrumental interlude, a variation of the vocal melody, alternated with the 15 syllable distich verses sung in

a syllabic style by a tenor voice, first with parlando then legato. The vocal style and chirpy major melody

suited the sardonic song text which questions the futility of hoarding wealth and the impermanence of the

material world. The narrator in the song added some humour with the confession that marijuana was his

cure for all earttrly heartaches (see Appendix 6). An excerpt of the translated song text reads:

Those with a lot of money, I wish I lnew what they do with it
I wonder if, when they die, vr' aman, aman,25 they take it with them

I never keep cash in my pocket
and all my heartaches26 pass, vr' aman, aman, only when I am stoned

As the opening song of the program, patrons warmed to the song's message, spurred on to eat, drink,

socialise and enjoy life in the here-and-now. Patrons were observed visiting and socialising with friends

seated at other tables, taking photographs, singing ¿unong themselves and smiling. The song was so

popular that it was requested and played again as the finale to the entire event.

A ballroom dance bracket, usually following the floorshow bracket, was noticeably absent from the

music program atthe RebetiÈa Night. While rebetika items do exist to accompany ballroom dancing, the

music program at this event was planned to cater for communal line and solo dancing rather than arm-in-

arm couple dancing. Instead, the amateur Greek Hellenic Youth dance troupe performed a floorshow

bracket of Greek dancing, the appearance of a Greek dance troupe being a cornmon occulrence at Greek

community socialdances.
The membership of the dance troupe consisted of approximately one dozen male and female dancers

in their teens and twenties who were dressed in causal and colourful clothes: black pants, monochrome silk

shirts for females and white shirts for males, and black shoes. They performed two choreographed dance

items: one a syrtos-ballos and the other a zeibelcikos. Both dances were accompanied by taped music of
the vocalist Apostolos NikolaTdis singing frio rebetikn songs2T which employed ample rebetika symbols-
bouzoud, heavily accented dance rhythms, taximi, 'heavy' nasal tenor voice, vocal interjections and street

argot such as"moutro", "head", and"ela angouri", "come on you g¡gumþg¡"-features which added to

the' la\ko' performance aesthetic of the evening.2s

The dancers moved confidently around the dance floor in changing formations, first in an open circle

syrtos formation, then in face-to-face male-female pairs for the ballos style, always dancing in ttre sprightly

light footed pidichtos'Jumping" or "springing" style (see Stratou 1966 l4). Each member of a pair then

took it in turns to improvise steps in the centre of a stationary open-circle line, reinforcing all three forms of
Greek dancing in the one item: line, couple and solo dancing. The performance of the second zetbekikos

item by the men only was also ingeniously choreographed in line and solo-group formations which

combined stylised zeTbekikos and chasapiËos dance movements of forwards, sideways and bachvards

steps, kicks, swirls and squats.

25 Bpe opúv o¡rdv (interjection) = "hey you, woe is me, woe is me"

26 vréprr = heartache, pain, onging, sonow (see Glossary).
27 These songs were "ln The Turkish Baths of Constantinople' and "A Mangas ls Out For a Stroll" from the album Ofan Kapnizei o

Loulas. Rebetika Tragoudia (Nikolaldis n.d.), Side A, bands 6 and 2
28 ln a later chat with one of the dancers of the troupe, the Night oÍ Rebetika pelormance was regarded as 'very lelko' compared with a

more reserved performance by the same troupe for a non-Greek audience at the MacLaren Vale winery (3/1 1/93).
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The Greek Hellenic Youth dancers defied the stiff, serious and forced folkloric performance style of

other Greek dance troupes which perform a strictly demotic repertoire in ofñcial 'authentic' national-rural

costumes. lnstead, thiy exuded a contemporary, youthful, casual and highly spirited style, smiling

profusely throughout the performance, and obviously personally identiffing with the music and dance.

Their perforïnance was all the more significant by its identification with the rebetilca musical theme of the

event and the choice of modern 1970s-80s 'Iaitko' renditions of rebetikn items. In this context, rebetilea

became emblematic of a personal youthfi.rl connection with Greek musical culture and a springboard for

Greek-Australian modernitY.

After the spirited performance of the dance troupe, it was not surprising that patrons filled the dance

floor at the commencement of the first Greek dance bracket by the Rebetes ensemble. As with most

floorshow brackets, especially dance floorshows, the Greek Hellenic Youth dance troupe had succeeded in

disseminating kefi for the subseq.rent spontaneous and communal Greek dancing. The musicians launched

into a progrurn of Greek danceitems with songs accompanying syrtos, chasapikos, zeibekikos, tsifteteli,

c ha s a p o s e rvi ko s, kar s i la ma s, and kalamati anos dance forms.29

The performance of the song "Ferte Preza Na Prezaro", "Bring Me A Dose To Take", reinforced

the strong shared identification with the rebetiko and'laitko' aesthetic of the evening. Placed within a

series of open-circle dance songs, its controversial narcotics-oriented song text theme appeared to pass

unnoticed as dancers shuffled around the packed dance floor to the seven-beat lcalamatianos dance rhythm.

Even if the þics were heard, they may not have been understood because of the use of colloquial street

argot in the song text (e.g. preza, "heroin") (see Appendix 6). The use of street argot inthe þics may

halve, inversety, invited li.t.n.rr familiar with drug-oriented street argot to share a complicity of
understanding with the musicians, a kind of 'cool' in-culture. A translated excerpt of the lyics is:

Babe Irene has driven me crazy with the loquat-coloured high-heels30

Hey, I talk to her but she doesn't come clean, she bursts out laughing and wiggles.

Ah, bring me a dose to take and hashish to smoke.

The empassioned human being doesn't tell of his pain

and if he sings, hey false world, inside his heart he weeps'

For those that understood, the song would have appealed to the listener's compassion for a drug addict's

emotional and spiritual suffering. The refrain conjured up an image induced by hallucination in which the
..,iloma¡l' may be a metaphor foi ttre narcotic ('Babe Irene has driven me crazy'). The additional repeated
.floating, reáain "bring me a dose to take and hashish to smoke" refers to a once functional song text form

in whicñ the actions of-narcotics-consumption were sung and carried out (see Gauntlett 1985: 190).

In typical rebetika song form, insirumental interludes were interspersed between the two verses and

refrain. ihe melody meandered through the chitzaz mode (DEbF#GABbCD), commencing on the upper

tonic during the instrumental interludes and gradually descending to the lower tonic, from which the vocal

melody a.purt.O and continued in a mostþ step-wise undulating contour over a small vocal range of a sixth

(d-b).
The social dynamics on the full dance floor reached a climax with the sprightly allegro pace of the

song, together with the momentum of the knlamatia

3+2+2 accented rhythmic cells. Dance lines were m

were seated at the same t¿ble and reinforced their sh

now vied for any tiny space on the dance floor

underwent constant Jft*gr as friends from other tables joined on and others broke away to form their own

smaller lines. Both male and female leaders of lines were observed displaying their dexterity by weaving

their lines in and out of othelr open-circles while maintaining the repeated dance form at a manageable pace.

29 The Greek dance brackets noticeably omitted demotic dance rhythms-the tsamrkos, ûk and kofsanwhich usually occur in standard

Greek dance brackets. These demotic dance rhythms are not present in the rebeüka repertoire.

30 To pouo¡touÀl = loquat fruit. To yropóxr = q ptKpn yóFq = a woman's small high-heel shoe; a small slipper'

31 see fn. 'lg
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The very capable ones managed to improvise steps at the same time. Dancers took it in turns from item to

item to lead a dance line, reflecting an altruistic spirit of egalitarianism.

A sense of status was clearly gained from dancing at the head of a line, evident in the way people

tended to join a line as close as possible to the beginning, and in the gestures of unease or embarrassment of
dancers when they found themselves at the end of a line. On the other hand, some dancers joined on at the

end of a line in a deliberate gesture of defiance against dance-line hierarchy. From time to time, a cluster of
dancers within a line or at the end of a line were observed cheering each other on to change the customary

'laid back' syrtos "dragging" dance style to a more sprightly pidichtos style, thereby generating kefi and

discovering a 'free' space where they could also improvise while maintaining handhold with the remainder

of the line. This was possible because within the overall pattem of the repeated open-circle kalamatianos

dance form, dancers could exercise improvisatory spontanslty no matter where they were positioned in a

line.
The meraklldes dancers were quickly discernible from others by their explicit expressions of kef and

merabi: the enthusiasm and passion evident on their faces, their singing of the lyrics to the song, their

spirited agile body movements, and the skill and lnowledge evident in their varied articulation of dance

sieps and forms in time with the music. It is the meraklides who are often given the nonverbal licence to

dominate the leadership of dance lines or the dance floor as solo dancers. It is not uncommon for a dancer

to detach himself or herself from a dance line and improvise solo steps in the centre of the dance floor and

of all encircling dance lines. In the context of the Greek community social-dance in Adelaide, dance leaders

and meraklides do not appear to reflect traditional social hierachies a,mong dancers with the male head of a

family leading, followed by senior males, senior women and last of all children (see also Bottomley 1988:

9-l0i Loutzaki n.d.: 42-43; Peristeres 1962: 9-I0; Raftis I985:4I, 47). On the contrary, several

principles-egalitarianism, merit, and Greek notions of kef and meraki, the desire to develop a passion and

knowledge for something-appear to resonate more strongly here.

The empassioned manifest¿tions oî kef and meraki were a feature of rebetika music-making and

dancing at thè Greek-organised social-dances where Lafü Kompania and Nick Arabatsis and the Oi

Rebetes performed: in the instrumental taximi solos; the spontaneous participation in the solo zeTbekikos

and tsiftiteli dances; the group chasaposervikos, syrtos, and knlamatianos dances; the moody vocal

melodiés and þics about everyday life; the meandering modalities and melodies; the driving dance

rhythms; the expressions of joy and release, lcef , and independent assertiveness, mangia. These features

point towards the constitution of a 'soul music' symbolic-ideological narrative of rebetikn music-making

and dancing practices which highlights the deep 'soulful' experience of the individual-in-community. At

other Greek-ãrganised socialdances discussed, glimpses of two other symbolic-ideological narratives

emerged. One comprised a 'roots music' narrative which consolidated an ethnic solidarity within the

'Greãk community' by highlighting the 'Greek' nature of the rebetilca genre (FIMASA). A third 'world

music' narrative of rebetil<a resonated at the multiculturaVnon-Greek-organised socialdance where

Themelia performed in which all participants were united within a cross-cultural experience of cultural

otherness, GreeLmess, and cultural diversity.
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Chapter 11 Restaurants

LL.1 Introduction
The category of restaurant is the second most common event type for rebetilca music-making in

Adelaide. Like the social-dance, tle restaurant is an informal event where drinking, eating, talking,

socialising, listening to music and dancing occur. Of all the event types, restaurants featured the highest

incidence of the concentrated presentation of rebetikn in the form of entite rebetifrø music prograrns.

However, music sometimes plays only a peripheral role in the 'bacþround' while dining is the central

activity of the restaurant. At other times, patrons of a restaurant do not share the intimacy of family,

friends and community so often present at the social-dance. In such cases rebetifra music may function as

a passively-received form of 'entertainment' for a more 'anonSrmous' public with the social distance of
put.on, from the music performed greater than that experienced at a social-dance. However, when the

iestaurant is attended by friends and 'groupies' of the musicians specifically to hear the music, a personal

and intimate aünosphere is quickly generated.

Rebetiko music is presented at restaurants managed by either Greeks or non-Greeks as either

individual items in the heterogeneous music progr¿rms of bands, or as entire music programs. Greek bands

which play at Greek-managed restaurants generally include rebetilca items in ttreir repertoires, especially

since this is the music which originally developed n cafes and urban taverns of Greece. lndividual rebetika

items were also included in the music programs of music ensembles which played at non-Greek-managed

restaurants, as was the case for the Gypsy Trio which played at the Ayers House Restaurants and is

discussed in more det¿il below. Restaurants were also noted for their hosting of the Aman rebetika music

ensemble which performed an entire rebetika music program at Nanyetta's Gypsy Rest¿urant owned by

Anglo-Romani people, Jerusalem Sheshkebab House owned by Lebanese people, and Zorba's restaurant

owned by Greek people. The latter is discussed in more detail below.

11.2 Gypsy Trio: Ayers House Restaurants
In the first example, the Gypsy Trio performed at the non-Greek-managed Ayers House during a

four month residency, sometimes playing as many as tlree times a week. This restaurant complex was the

residence of Sir Henry Ayers, the premier of the Colony of South Australia between 1863 and 1873. Now

a national heritage site, the building has been restored with five different restaurant spaces (Henry's

Brasserie and Wine Bar, the Henry Ayer's Room, the Ballroom, the Library and the Kingston Room). At
least one space is open to the general public for dining while others are engaged for private functions such

as birttrday celebrations, weddings, conference, business or worþlace dinners. When the Gypsy Trio

performed at Ayers House, they was required to move from space to space, spending from half an hour to

two hours in any one space so ttrat as many patrons as possible could be entertained with live music. The

following discussion primarily documents the music-making activitiy of the Gypsy Trio on 21 December

1991 (see Table 10.1).

The Gypsy Trio consisted of a violinist as lead melody player, a guitarist who provided the

harmonic-rhyttrmic accompaniment, and a player of piano, baglamas and toumberleki. T}ire repertoire of
the Gypsy Trio was entirely instrumental( many of the pieces were originally vocal songs) and contained a

heterógeneous selection of items from Greek dimotika, nisiotika, smyrneilca, rebetikn, IaTkø, entechna,

neo-rebetika and neo-laika geffes; and Jewish and Gypsy music from Poland, Rumania, Russia, Hungary

and Israel. The selection accommodated the cultural bacþrounds and personal tastes of each member, two

of whom were born in Australia of Greek background and the violinist who was born in Australia of
Polish-Russian background. The members often relished in the 'luxury' of playing in public the music

closest to their heart. An added bonus was the opportunity to play without amplification in relatively small

venues where the wooden furniture and floors added to the warm resonance of the acoustic music.

Even though live music at Ayers House was performed as a bacþround while patrons dined and

socialised, there were memorable occasions when more active responses were observed from customers.

The clientele of Ayer's House was culturally diverse and included people of Anglo-Celtic, lndian, Russian

and Greek backgrounds. Their ethnicity became more apparent to the musicians from their particular

responses to the music rather than from their physical appearance.
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On the occasion of 2l December 1991, the Gypsy Trio performed the anonymous smyrneîko

instrumental "smyrneikos Ballos", "Ballos Dance of Smyrna", which was played in one of the Ayers

House venues celebrating a Greek-Australian wedding. This epic-sized multisectional instrumental piece

contained five discrete melodic sections, one of which was regularly repeated as the 'strophic vocal'

section. Both the piano and guitar provided the rh1'thmic-harmonic accompaniment. Triadic chords

supported the main degrees of the melodic movement and a light syrtos rh¡hm with ballosl and, tsfteteli

variations created multìple cross-rhythms. The home modaliry of the piece was E chitzaz (EFG#ABCDE),

but the undulating, terraced ascending and descending melodies played on the violin and piano passed

through other modalities: a C# accidental moved the music through the D

(DEF-G5 on the vII degree; and a D# accidental suggested E chitzazskiar (

fluctuations ln "smyrneitkos Ballos" created a labyrinth-like modality which

mode of E chitzaz. The melodic performance was omamented with violin g/lssandi and piano mordents

and trills. Melodic sections were elongated with sequential triplet repetitions which culminated in either

halÊclose joining phrases or cadential phrases. The ample modal, melodic and rhythmic interest of the

piece inspired the musicians as one of their favourite pieces to repeat large sections and extend the length

the item.
Even if the "smyrneikos Ballos" was unknown to patrons, its various musical structures, especially

the driving syrtos dance rhythm which embodies a cross-rhythm in its quadruple-syncopated eight beat

cycle, conáined adequate information to signifu 'Greek' 'dance' music and to act as a dance cue for people

oî Cir"t background. On this occasion, tables and chairs were frantically pushed aside to create a dance

area around the musicians who were almost trampled in the excitement of the moment. Within a short

time, patrons \ryere spiralling around the musicians in an open-circle formation, dancing the kalamatianos

dance to the "smyrneitkos Ballos". The music had triggered a spontaneous response among the Greek

guests to actively participate in the Greek dancing which distinguished their 'Greekness' vis-à-vis other

Áustralian guests and provided them with an expressive medium for collective co-ordination.

The 
-Gypsy 

Trio followed this instrumental with another dance tune, this time the anonymous

smyrneTko chãsaposervikos "Tatavlianos Choros", "Dance of Tatavla", named after the Tatavla area of

Constantinople.2 The composition opened with a dr rmatic taximi in the C chitzaz mode (CDbEfC,e.bebC¡

played on violin and accompanied by a tremolando tonic drone on the guitar with scattered pitter-patter

sourrds on the toumberleî drum. Sþalling the end of the taximi with a repeated upper turn, the violinist

slided into the set melody with a glissando from below, accenting the one-beat of the regular duple

chasaposerviËos rhythm at the slow tempo of her choice. The violinist gradually increasedthe speed of the

muchìepeated binary melodies, setting up a momentum synchronised with the dancers'

As always vnth *Tatavlianos Choros", this instrumental piece elicited an enthusiastic and elated

response from both Greek and non-Greek patrons. Greek patrons were observed instructing their non-

Grèek friends how to dance the chasaposervikos, calltng out the 'step-behind-step-kick-step-kick' pattem

until the novice dancers had mastered the form. For non-Greek people especially, the chasaposewikos

appears to typiff the ultimate Greekness, an icon of Greek joy and the 'devil-may-care' mentality that

fisUet forp ltelZ: 207) st,ggests is represented as typically Greek in the film Zorba The Greek. On the

night of ttre 2l December, õnce ttte instrumental piece was established at a moderate speed, the violinist

commenced a second taximi,this time an intermezzo in metred accompaniment, during which the guitar and

toumberleki maintained a tonic ostinato. The violinist improvised another dramatic rubato melody which

extended into ttre highest register of the violin with imitated bird-calls, followed by and ascending and

descending glissandl. Thesã violin pyrotechnics caught the attention of most patrons, after which she

launched into a final repetition of thè melodies at breakneck allegro speed. The piece ended with a

dramatic syncopated supertonic-tonic cadence.

Even those who did not rise to dance responded to the temporal and timbral drama of "Tatavlianos

Choros" with eye contact, smiles and clapping in time with the main beats, cheers of "yee-hah", and

applause at the énd. Non-Greek patrons approached the musicians to enquire about the music, asking what

1 The bal,os is a light sprighfly couple dance in duple metre (long-short-shortJong-long) found in the Aegean lslands and westem Asia

Minor
2 The piece is also called "Politikos chasaposeruikoC', "cDasaposervrkos dance of the' Polis' [Constantinople]'
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type of music was being performed, what culture it belonged to, and from what cultures the musicians

came. One patron mistook the musicians for international visitors, implying that he thought they were from

Greece. The identilication of Greek music was a cue for non-Greek patrons to request the "Zorba The

Greek Theme" and to recall their visit to a nightclub of Plaka below the Acropolis in Athens, or to the

Greek islands. The musicians inquired about the cultural background and musical t¿stes of the patrons and

found that patrons were more ready to confess the finer distinctions of their Anglo-Celtic-Australian

ethnicity as Welsh or trish rather than simply 'pure Australian', as was the usual response in the past.

The performance of other items on the unusual baglamas and toumberleki tnstruments generated

many inquiries by patrons, especially the baglamas with its endearing 'baby' size and high pitch. These

instruments were explained by the player with both 'ethnomusicological' and anecdotal information. For

example, the baglamas was described as the smallest member of the long-necked lute family of bouzoukia,

which endured police persecution and imprisonment in the 1930s. Patrons tried to pronounce the name of
the instrument, being prompted with words that sound similar and familiar, such as the word "baklava" fot
a Greek sweet, or the Russian word for the "balalalka" instrument. The two main tones of the

toumberleki, the resonant bass doum, (bota n Greek), and the high rim tek, Qtrima in Greek), were further

sources of fascination. Patrons were particularly impressed with the description of the toumberleki as the

'belly-dance' drum of middle-eastern and north African origins. Such statements solicited empathy for the

instruments and music by miúng noveþ with 'fact'. The comments of patrons further indicated a

perception of the Gypsy Trio music as unique and 'authentic' to the country of origin. Informal discussion

between musicians and patrons invariably centred on two themes: music and ethnicity. Judging the

inquisitive and friendly nature of discussion, music was clearly the hearth of interaction and communication

at the Ayers House restaurants.

A pattern in the response to the music of the Gypsy Trio became apparent not only on this evening,

but on other nights during the residency. The rhythmical and lyrical qualities of the music appeared to

predispose people towards involvement and participation. Some demonstrated this in their need to talk

about the music. Discussion revolved around coming to terms with differences and 'othernsss' in music

and ethnicity, with the cultural gap between people, a gap which the music-making activities appeared to

bridge. Musicians were also ready to respond with information, indicating a process of reflection whereby

musicians think and act biculturally, communicating in the register appropriate to the listener.

Other patrons responded in physical ways. On occasions such as the 21 December when Greek

people were also present, their first reactions were to actively participate in the communal dancing. At
other times, non-Greek people recognised the ballroom dance rhythms in the music and specifically

requested them again so that they could dance. In these ways the ethnic composition of patrons was made

evident to musicians. For example, in another venue of Ayers House, there was an enthusiastic

spontaneous applause by patrons after the performance of the Gypsy items. It was soon discovered that

pãt.ons were celebrating the wedding of a couple of Russian background, hence there were people of
Russian bacþround in attendance. Whether or not patrons responded to the Russian and Jewish items, or

the'Gypsy' style of violin-playing with abundant ornamentation, glissandi, micro-tonal inflections, rubato

lyrical execution of melodies, a sharper definition of dynamic changes, contrasting tempo changes and the

use of accelerando, the reactions indicate that music is a complex symbol which people identifu wittt in

terms of ethnicity. In addition, the 'multicultural' setting-Greek and Gypsy music played by Greek-

Australians and a Polish-Russian-Australian for Russian-Australians in Adelaide-demonstrated an

example of global musical and cultural diversity and immediately contextualised the music as 'world

music'.
The performance and recepion of rebetiko music by the Gypsy Trio at Ayers House added another

layer of meaning assigned to rebetika music. ln the context of a mainstream and official Australian

government heritage site, Ayers House with its grand colonial building and decor is a venue which creates

an aura of official digntty, reverence, respect and legitimacy for any music performed there. The

performance of rebetika music was thus symbolically experienced as novel, not only because of its
:authentic', 'traditional', ethnic-specific and multicultural readings, but also because of the opportunity to

actively participate in its choreographic fbrms. This created an interesting paradox of culture in which the

subcultural music of a migrant minority was moved to centre stâge and, more significantly, to the hearth of
respectable Adelaide restaurant entertainment culture.
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Various 'musical' features contributed to this generous reception of rebetikø on the occasion in

question. As instrument¿l rather than vocal music sung in the Greek language, rebetika were predisposed

to a less ethno-specific and therefore less 'alienating' reception by non-Greek audiences. The possibility of
dance participation added a corporeal and more personal level of engagement and interpretation. The

violinist's dramatic Gypsy performance style, though not alien to Greek music, resonated strongly with

Adelaide audiences because of its association with the European classical violin music tradition, especially

through Jewish and Russian composers.

Far removed from its Asia Minor, Greek and United States origins, the performance of the

smyrneika rebetika instrumental dance items maintained a tradition of restaurant entertainment, this time in

the form of 'light' entertaiffnent for a largely non-active audience of listeners. The musically pluralist

entertainment program at Ayers House Restaurants, and the positive response to rebetikn alongside other

types of Greek, Jewish and Gypsy music, indicated the remarkable effects on the leisure and entertainment

business sector of a multicultural social climate. This music, especially in its instrumental form, provided

a special medium for border-crossing linguistic and cultural boundaries by embracing all within the

structures of its sonorous forms in a way which transcended cultural and ethnic specificity. Such tolerance

of cultural difference was transformed into a positive appreciation of global pan-human musical

expressron.

11.3 Amani Zorba's Restaurant
This second section features the performance of rebetilca presented as an entire music program by

the rebetika music ensemble Aman at the Greek-owned Zorba's Rest¿urant. Zorba's Restaurant was

situated on Hindley St, the west end of the Adelaide crty centre, for over twenty years. During this period it

catered for Greek and non-Greek clients with a resident trio of musicians. The restaurant consisted of a

long bar and grill, a small stage opposite which barely seated four players, with a small square wooden

dance floor in front of it, and surrounded by tables and chairs which seated approximately eighty diners.

As an alternative music program to that played by the resident trio every Friday and Saturday night,

the restauranteur of Zorba's Restaurant engaged different musicians on Thursday nights to perform other

Greek music genres. On 12 August, 1993, Aman was engaged to perform an entire rebetikn music

program for a "Rebetiko Night", Rebefiki Vradia. There was a small attendance of four parees,

appio*i-utely forty people. Among those present were musicians and friends who came especially to hear

rôbet¡tca music. Other patrons comprised Greek and non-Greek people who came' offthe street' to dine.

At the time Aman was a five-member ensemble. lnstrumentation consisted of voice,

bouzoukilbanjoloud, violin, baglamasltoumberleki, acoustic guitar and double bass, with two members

changing instruments from time to time. The Aman repertoire contained smyrneitka, piraiötika and neo-

rebetiknt. At rehearsals, the group played through a large number of items learnt from the earliest

recordings. During rehearsals there was some repetition of parts and verbal discussion about orchestral

and dynamic arrangements. In their choice of instrument¿tion repertoire according to style of original

recordings, the ethos of the band centred around the enjoyment of musicians first and foremost.

The Aman ensemble thrived in smaller more personal and intimate venues which they believed were

closer to the original performance spirit of the music. They disliked the stress of concert-like

performances. ttre mar[edy casual and relaxed disposition of the ensemble was exemplified by the fact

ìnut tt.y did not prepare a music program or order of items prior to the event. Rather, the

vocalist|bouzouki-plãyei chose most songs as they came to mind. Others were occasionally suggested by

fellow musicians. On the night of the Zorba evening the bouzouW-player commenced a song with either a

solo taximi or the instrumental interlude and without any verbal instruction. The other musicians entered

the music as soon as they recognised the item, sometimes from the modal exegesis of the tariml, otherwise

from the first notes of the instrumental introduction.

On the evening of the Rebetiki Vradia, one of the items chosen was the smyrneiko song

"Zourlobenemenis Gmna", "The Mad-Born Woman", composed by Vangelis Papazoglou. ln this case the

bouzouki-player commenced the instrumental melody and was then joined by the guitarist and finally by the

other musicians. In unison and octaves they played the ascending and descending scale-like melodies

heterophonically, which were set in the driving nine-beat kamilierikos zetbedkos rhythm. The melodies of
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the song passed through at least two chromatic modes, the kiourdi (knrtsigar) on G (G(Ab)ABbCDbEFG),

and the chitzaz from its fourth degree (CDbEFGAbBbC), as well as C major and F major tetrachords. The

song is generally favoured by the musicians because it is a rarely performed smyrneîko in an unusual

rh¡hm with bimodal melodic interest for the musicians.

The baritone vocal melody was melismatically rendered in ascending and descending scale-like and

sometimes terraced patterns. The song portrayed the intense sevdas, unrequited "love-sickness", of man

for a woman he claims is driving him crazy (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the lyrics reads:

mad-born woman, come to my arrns

[come and] cool the passion I have for you

mad-born woman, you've driven me mad

The characteristic vocal leap into the upper octave for the final repeatgd line of each verse is a dramatic

expressive technique well-suited to the desperation portrayed in the lyrics. Consequently the contour of the

vocal range is relatively large, spanning ar eleventh (A-do'), and entering into the tenor range which adds to

the dramatic qualrty of the song. The bimodal scale-like melodies, the relentless ksmilìerikos rhythm and

the vocal leap into the upper octave set the item apart from the other rebetiÈa styles as a distinctly
smyrneitko rebetiko song. The response it elicited in Greek listeners that night indicated their enculturation

tnto rebetiko, as they clapped in time with the music, a rhythm difficult to follow unless one has been

substantially exposed to it or is musically trained, and they moved their upper torso and arms in gestures of
appreciation and engrossment.

Another item performed by Aman on the 12 August, also in a driving Allegro knmilierikos

zeibekikos rhythm, was the anonyïnous smyrneiko song, "Sfoz s Apano Machalade,s", "In The Upper

Neighbourhoods". This time two other features of the song highlighted its interest for the Aman ensemble

and its audience. The first was the hashish-oriented content of the song text, a cornmon feature of
smyrneilrn and piraiötika styles and of the Aman repertoire in general. Greek hashish rebetika songs were,

until recently, rarely included in the repertoires of Greek bands in Adelaide.3 The lyrics ol "Stous Apano

Machalades" contained what appears to be a two disparate themes: one which portrayed dervishes,

probably of Constantinople (Istanbul), consuming hashish; and the other which portrayed the drug

addiction and downfall of a man's life. The two themes are obvious in verse 3 where the first distich of 8-

syllable quatrain contains theme I while the second distich of the same verse contains theme 2, all in all

suggesting a distich rather than quatrain verse size. It also demonstrates the formulaic process of
composition whereby, upon repetition of the second distich of each verse, a hemistich may be substituted,

as occurs in verse three (underlined). The song text structure of "Stous Apano Machalades" is presented

in Table 11.1 in a translated version of the song:

3 However, on one occasion the author was present during a performance by the band Laiki Kompania of the song 'Mes Sls Polis To

ChamanÌ', "¡n the Harem of Constantinople", and noticed that when the singer came to the phrase about the lack of availability of hashish

in Athens, he substituted the word "Virginia" for "Athens". Virginia is a market gardening area north of Adelaide well'known for its
cultivation of marijuana in tomato glass-houses. The joke was received with big grins by those patrons who understood the lyrics.
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Table 11.1 Song Text Structure oÍ "Stous Apano Machalades"

Verse No. Translated Song Text Theme Quatrain Distich Hemistich

Verse I

Verse 2

Verse 3

In the upper neighbourhoods
in the upper neighbourhoods
in the upper neighbourhoods
two den¡ishes were sitting
and they are smoking hashish
to get high
and they are smoking hashish
to get high.

About hashish
about hashish
about hashish
I learnt from a widow
she turned me into a street-boY, heY,

a hashish-smoker and a scruff
she turned me into a street-boY, heY,

a hashish-smoker and a scruff.

The dervishes are whirling around
the dervishes are whirling around
the dervishes are whirling around
and in the middle are hubble-bubbles.

The hubble-bubble and bamboo pipe, hey,

led me into this mess

the hubble-bubble and hashish
led me to this life.

theme I

theme 2

theme I

theme 2

quatrain I

quatrain 2

quatrain 3

distich 1

distich 2

distich I

distich 2

distich I

distich 2

hemistich I

hemistich 2

hemistich 3

hemistich 4

hemistich 3

hemistich 4

hemistich I

hemistich 2

hemistich 3

hemistich 4

hemistich 3

hemistich 4

hemistich I
hemistich I
hemistich I
hemistich 2

hemistich 3

hemistich 4

hemistich 5

hemistich 6

Songs about hashish consumption invariably elicit a response from Greek speakers. In this case it was

evidént in their smiles and winks at the musicians. This song in particular may have evoked exotic images

of whirling dervishes sitting at their hubble-bubbles, an image which was probably familiar for those

middle-aged patrons of Greek ancestry born in Egypt or Asia Minor where such activity was probably

,o--onj Hãshish songs may also have reminded listeners that consumption of marijuana, illegal though

decriminalised, is a common occuffence in Australia, especially among youth, and that middle-aged parents

are indeed confronted by the issue with their children who may not only consume drugs but also cultivate

and sell it, a severe criminal offence.

The song was of additional interest to the musicians because of the opportunity to play lengthy

melodic sections in the instrumental interludes, especially in the intermezzo and coda. In these sections

new melodic material is introduced and moves from B ousak (BCDEF#GAB) to E tzivaeri @D#CBAG#)

with the addition of C# accidental. The feeling created by the performance of this music on acoustic

stringed instruments was one close to the Turkish or Arabic-Persian classical music ensemble, further

enhancing the smyrneiko sryleor the music. The importance of improvisation through ornamentation was a

special feature of these sections, especially evident in the heterophonic texture of several instruments

ornamenting the same melody differently, and in the coda part where the violinist improvised a c,ounter

melody.
The flexibility of the Aman music program was evident in the way items were chosen on the basis of

their dance rhythm once patrons began to participate in spontaneous dancing. For this Aman provided an

assorünent oi rebenlea dance items such as the syrtos, lcalamatianos, chasapikos, karsilamas, tsifteteli,

4 one of the patrons in question commended the group on their performance and added that he loved the repertoire because it contained

many of the songs he grew up with as a teenager in Alexandria' Egypt.
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zeibebikos, knmilierikos and chasaposervikos. Because Aman's eclectic repertoire included items which
feature unusual rhythms such as the knrsilamas and kamilierikos not customarily performed in Adealide,
patrons who participated in dancing demonstrated a more specialised lnowledge of rebetika and traditional
Greek music per se. This was observed in the spontaneous dancing of one patron of Pontian Greek

bacþround who exhibited great confidence and ease of expression with the composite structures and speed

all of the nine-beat rhythms.5
In a third item performed by Aman atthe Rebetiki Vradia, patrons without necessarily possessing

more specialised musical knowledge were able to participate in collective dancing to the song "Pente

Manges", "Five Manges", a piraiötiko song composed by loannis Eitziridis (Giovan Tsaous). In a
leisurely chasaposerviÈos rhythm that did not accelerate into a presto like most chasaposervilcø, the song

text portrayed a narrative between five friends seeking a smoke of marijuana. The song hints at the
persecution of smokers at the time and their need to resort to secret hideaways such as in a cave for a
peaceful smoke (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the song reads:

Five manges6 from Piraeus passed by a den

one from the pareaT said, let's go and smoke a narghile.s
Let's go to [Kounelaki], I've got a hidden narghile
manges,let's go for a smoke, let's give the den a miss.

And if they close the dens in Piraeus, K¡emidarou
then I'll cart my rug to the cave.

The dotted rhythms of the instrumental melodies, together with the I-IV-V chord progressions, the

seventh chords, and the 'turn-around' cycle of fourths chord progression (I7-[V-VII-III), created a light
swing jazz feel in "Pente Manges" which contrasted with the 'on-the-beat' rhythm of the syllabic vocal
melody. The street argot in the lyrics and the images of the characters 'hanging out' for a smoke was also

a source of humour for musicians and patrons because of its local contemporary significance.
At Zorba's restaurant, the 'Greelness' of diners became apparent by their particular responses to the

music-singing along with the lyrics, applauding enthusiastically after the performance of certain songs,

and dancing to the music. Their dialogic responses with musicians reflected an 'insiderness' to the

tradition, a knowledge of ttre music, song texts and dance forms. Some Greek patrons gven cornmented on

the 'authenticity' of Aman's performance of rebetika, remarking on the vocalist's fluency of the Greek

language as a native-speaker born in Cyprus; the use of acoustic instruments, and the choice of songs from
the early period of rebetika development.

At ttre same time there was an extent to which meaning was embedded in the music without the

listener requiring an intimate social knowledge of rebetilea music and culture. Non4reek people gestured

and talked raucously, obviously inebriated by alcohol; moved the upper parts of their bodies and clapped

along with the main beats of the music in what appeared to be gestures of listening and appreciation. At
times their hand clapping did not coincide lvith the main beats of the nine-beat rhythms, indicating their
'outsiderness' to the music and to the culture.

The unusual songs, modes, melodies, rhythms and instrumentation, especially of smyrneTka items,

reinforce the 'aesthetic' musical value of the Gypsy Trio and Aman performances of rebetika at

restaurants. Playing for ethnically mixed audiences characteristic of the restaurant contextualised rebetilca

music within a 'world music' symbolic-ideological narrative which highlighted the uniqueness and

'originary' 'authenticity' of the music as an aesthetic object (melodies, rhythms, texts, solos, timbres). The

experience of rebetika for Greek audiences was constifuted more \4'ithin 'roots music' and 'soul music'
narratives in which smyrneiko rebetilca are loaded with an 'eastem' symbolic history and associations with

5 Some Pontian dance rhythms are extremely fast composite five, seven and n¡ne beat patterns. See Kilpatrick (1980: esP. 174-1fi) for
a study of Pontian rhfhms.
6 manges = "smart gu/,'cool dude' (see glossary)
7 p"n" = "a company of friends'
8 narghite = "trubbl+bubble, water-pipe, bong'
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empassioned choreographic engagement (e.g. driving zeibekikos rhythms, polymodal meandering melodies,

haslrish songs). The restaurant category is a notable event type for rebetika music-making because, while

music tends to play a subsidiary role second to the activity of dining, restaurants in Adelaide have

inadvertently provided an important venue for the live performance of rebetilca music as items in non-Greek

restaurants and entire music programs in Greek-managed restaurants'
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Chapter 12 Life Cycle Celebrations

l2.l Introduction
The life cycle celebration is the third largest category of rebetika music-making event in Adelaide

and includes baptisms, birthday parties, engagement parties and wedding receptions. These events are

typically private events for personally invited kin, friends and colleagues. Guests at a life cycle celebration

therefore tend to share a considerable degree of social intimacy. Like the social-dance, life cycle events are

filled with wining, dining, socialising, music-making and dancing activities. In slight variation to the

social-dance, however, many formal moments and activities punctuate the life cycle celebration in ways

which highlight the 'rite of passage' of the celebrant(s) Since wedding receptions comprise the majority of
life cycle celebrations in the sample, they will be explored in more detail below.

The wedding is one of the most important 'rites of passage' for Greek people (Cowan 1990: 89;

Loutzaki n.d.: 36; Raftis 1987: 43). It celebrates the symbolic transition of two people into their new

social statuses of adulthood and marriage. At one level marriage is the legal and religious institution which

legitimises the union of a heterosexual couple and the procreation of a family, yet at other levels it is the

union of two families, of property, wealth, business relations and in some cases, the securing of care for the

elderþ. Most analyses of marriage are concerned with the celebration of the social organisation of gender

and sexuality (see for example Cowan 1990), yet in the context of a multicultural society where interrthnic
marriage is increasing in frequency and documented in this sample (see Chapter 6), the wedding celebration

has become a dynamic site for the constitution of social identity-individual, regional, cultural and

national. The discussion below examines the nature and activities of the wedding reception celebration, the

role that rebetikn music plays and the ways in which identity is constituted through these activities.
Wedding receptions are an extravagant and expensive event in which the bridal couple host and

entertain as many as 400 guests. An expense of as much as $20,000 may be incurred to pay for the church

sewice, bridal gowns and suits, rings and stefania, "wedding wreaths", chauffeur-driven cars, hall hire,

food catering (between $30 and $60 a head), the wedding cake, hiring musicians and a public address

amplification system and video documentation. This expense is usually shared by the couple and their
immediate families. Large amounts of money are invested in the wedding celebration, with the consequence

that there is the high expectation that the celebration will be memorable and the marriage prosperous.

The wedding reception is a highly organised and ritualised event. A standard set of formal bridal

activities are scattered throughout the event. They include the bridal party entrance and procession,

speech-making, toasting the bridal couple, cutting the wedding cake, throwing the bouquet and garter, and

the human farewell arch through which the bridal couple depart. There are also formal "bridal dances",

nifikous chorous, reserved for the bridal couple and bridal party. These usually consist of a bridal waltz

which is danced by the bridal couple; a bridal waltz which is danced by the entire bridal pafty (bridal

couple, parents, koumbaroi, "bestman" and "matron of honour", bridesmaids and groomsmen), and a

bndal trnlamatianos which is also danced by the entire bridal party. Wedding formalities function to mark

and celebrate the new married status of the bridal couple and the symbolic unity of their two families

(Tsounis 1986: 2945; 62-79; 93-I2I). There are many occasions when celebrants alter the typical
protocol of wedding formalities, adding their own choice of activities such as telegram readings, poetry

readings and public gift exchanges. The individual desþ of formalities occurs in other types of life cycle

celebrations, especially parties. I

I ln one unusual case, a Greek-Australian couple held a secular'baptism'or'naming'celebration (15 May 1993) for their infantchild.
The relatives and friends of lhe parents, approximately eighty guests, were gathered at a hired hall rather than a Greek Orthodox Church

for the occasion. The celebration commenced w¡th speeches by the Master of Ceremonies, a good friend of the parents, and the three

koumbaroi, "godparents'. These were followed by the reading of a poem by the child's cousin, and culminated in the collective

participation in lhe katamatianos Greek dance. The band was requested to play and sing the traditional Greek-Macedonian demotic

"ong, 
i'Mílo Mou Kok0no' , 'My Red Apple', a favourite tune of the infant, while all of the guests joined hands to form a long open+ircle

led by the father carrying the infant, then the mother. With over fifty guests joined together on the dance floor, the open-circle spiralled

inwa eventually led the line through the ti e of the spiral.

The conducted by a priest with the secu , poems and a

colle dynamic social practice among G Adelaide with

music and dance central to the ritual.
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Wedding receptions also contain the most ritualised music programming of all Greek music-making

event types because the music is tied in with the wedding formalities. In many ways music structures the

wedding celebration from beginning to end. Much like the occurrence of music at socialdances, music at

the wedding reception is organised into a standard music progr¿un of floorshow, ballroom dance and Greek

dance brackets. Musicians also accompany most of the formal bridal activities with an assortment of
tunes, riffs and dance music (see Tsounis 1986).2 Yet there is a tendency towards the latter part of the

evening for the celebration to free up from formalities as people participate in spontaneous and collective

dancing, especially Greek dancing By the time the bridal couple make their departure from the wedding

reception through the human arch, the wedding celebration is much like any Greek social-dance.

At wedding receptions, rebetika are presented as individual items scattered throughout the

heterogeneous floorshow, ballroom and Greek dance music brackets of Greek bands. As long as the

rebetika items fit the requirements of each bracket, they may be included.

The following discussion centres upon the music-making activities at three different wedding

receptions at which the bands Odyssey and Lafü Kompania performed. To capture the flow of activities in

the course of a single wedding reception, the discussion follows the performance of rebetikn items in an

order from floorshow, to ballroom and Greek dance brackets as would typically occur at a wedding

reception. The order of the three events in question is therefore juggled to accommodate this, as presented

(see Table 12.l):

Table 12.1 Rebetíka Items, Style, Bracket, Band and Event at the Wedding Reception

Rebetikaltem
Rebetikø

Style
Bracket of Music Band

Event
No.

Date

Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun

Arapines
Taka Taka Taka Ta Petalakia-
Echo Koumbaro Leventia

Onorfr Thessaloniki

P

L

L

L

Floorshow

Ballroom Dance

Greek Dance

Greek Dance

Odyssey

Laäki Kompania

Odyssey

Odyssey

'14

t4

74

'n

18/05/86

l0/09/83

18/05/86

l0/05/86

12.2 Odyssey: Wedding Reception, Serbian Centre Hall
As discussed previously in Chapter 8, the floorshow is the time when patrons are dining and

therefore relatively quiet. On the occasion of the wedding reception held at the Serbian Centre Hall (18

May 1986) where Odyssey performed, musicians took this opporhinity to present their carefully ananged

bracket of floorshow items. A concert-like atnosphere prevailed during which guests were observed

listening attentively to the music and discussing the performance with their parees, evaluating musicians'

abilities, choice and rendition of particular songs and instrumental pieces.3

T"Irc piraiötiko item"Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun", 'Your Eyelashes Shine', normally a vocal song,

was performed in the opening floorshow bracket in a carefully arranged contemporary version.4 The two

boumukia provided the melodic section which commenced with the internally repeated descending-

ascending-descending melody of the instrumental interlude set in A natural minor (ABCDEFGA). This

alternated with the ascending-descending melody of the 'vocal' section. The electric guitar, electric bass

and drum kit provided the rh¡hmic-harmonic accompaniment to the kamilieri,tos rhythm with its light

regular nine-beat, and the repeated underlying III-IVm-V-Im (C-Dm-E-Am) harmonic cycle. Without

deiracting any fundamental musical structures from this piraiötiko item, Odyssey performed the item in a

peculiarly modern western popular style. The drummer filled n the komilierikos rhyttrm in a loose 'cool
jut ' ttyl" using cymbals and tom-toms to syncopate the regular rhythm. The electric and bass guitarists

äccompanied the melodies with 'jazzy' chromatically descending 6*, 7* and 9ù chords. The electric

guitarist improvised a bluesy lntermezzo tarcimi which ventured outside of the home mode of the piece into

2 For example, during the throwing of the bouquet and garter, the band odyssey improvised to rh$hm'n' blues and jaz riffs, ending with

the wedding formalities with dramatic drum rolls and crashes on the cymbal.
3 Chapter 14 Concerts, discusses in more detail the ethos and aesthetics which prevail at concerts.
a The odyssey arrangement closely modelled an arrangement by Manos Chatzidakis found on the LP record "o SUiros Aprilis Tou 45',

"The Harsh April of '45' (Chatzidakis 1972), which features the arrangement of numerous rebefka songs.
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the blues pentatonic scale (ACD#IGA¡. Together with the use of popular westem electric instruments,

variations in dynamics and multiple complex chordal accompaniment, these musical processes recreated a
'traditional' rebetiko item through a kind of 'Greek-jazz' fusion which symbolically stated the successful

co-existence of the traditional with the modern, the Greek with the westem, principles which members of
the band uphold as a special innovative feature of their performance (Gelios 1988 pers. com.). Thus,

through their organic preoccupation with musical structures and styles from the point of view of insiders

re-negotiating symbols and meanings, rather than from the point of view of outsiders appreciating Greek

culture, the Odyssey performance of "Ta Matoknlada Sou Lamboan" constituted a variation of the 'world

music' narrative.

12.3 Lai'ki Kompania: Wedding Reception, Fogolar Furlan Centre
This 'Greek-jazz' fusion style of playing rebetikn contrasted sharply with the more 'traditional'

performance of rebetika by the band Lafü Kompania. Yet the term 'traditional' when applied here also

has its multiple layers of meaning. Moving to the ballroom dance bracket featured at wedding receptions,

the band Lafü Kompania performed a rebetiko item during the ballroom dance bracket. On the occasion

of the wedding reception held at the Fogolar Furlan Centre (10 September 1983), Lafü Kompania was

requested to play lhe laiko rebetiko song,"Arapines","Arab 'Women", as the second formal 'bridal waltz'
danced by both the newly-weds and the entire bridal pafty.5

In a kind of cultural irony, the 'traditional' style of performing "Arapines" was in a Latin American

style since the song in question was composed by Vasilis Tsitsanis in the quadruple béguine (rumba-like)

dance rhythm.6 The rhythrnic-harmonic instruments of guitar, electric bass, piano and drum kit aniculated

the underlying béguine rhythm by accenting the weak oFbeats and driving it at an allegro pace. The

presence of ballroom dance rhythms in Greek music is not unusual in the laiko rebetiko style, since by the

mid 1940s, Latin American dance rhythms were popular throughout Europe and the western world and

freely appropriated by Greek composers (see Chapter 8). Since the wedding event celebrated the marriage

of a Greek-Italian couple, a Latin American ballroom dance style was also familiar to guests.

The song text of "Arapines" evoked nostalgic 'exotic' and erotic images of whiskey-drinking, love-

making with A¡ab women and revelry, all of which added to the hybrid construction of 'oriental'-Latin

otherness (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the lyrics reads:

Dreamlike magic nights
lustful loves forgotten in a foreign land.
My mind hurries back to my past

to beloved evenings in Arab lands.

I speak to you with yearning, lwith] anguish
I am nostalgic for all that madness.

The erotic lustful Arab women
with whisþ, sweet-sounding guitars, merriment and drink.
Arab women with glowing eyes

with exotic snakelike bodies.

The couples of the bridal party glided across the dance floor in what was for the older members a

nostalgic experience of ballroom dancing days and for the younger generation a rather quaint experience of
ballroom dance culfure. ln Lafü Kompania's performance of "Arapines" that night, the Latin American

feel was also reinforced by the dramatic descending and ascending scale-like staccato instnrment¿l

5 Events have been documented where the bridal couple requested particular songs or dance rhythms for the br¡dal waltz and the bridal

kalamatianos. On one occasion, the bride requested a bridal fsrfre e/i which was performed by the bride with her mother (see Tsounis

1986: 101-108;'l 16-120).
6 This rh¡hm is identified from recordings of the song, though not documented as such. On the original record label the song is labelled

as in an;'oriental" dance rhythm (ChaEidoulis 1979: 9+96; Anastasiou 1995: 52). The anomaly in nomenclature between oriental and

Latin may not be as confused when one interprets 'oriental' as equivalent to 'other' or 'non-western'. The anomaly is extended even

further wñen one considers the general term for all Greek ballroom dance music as evropaika, "European [songs and dancesl''
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melodies in B harmonic minor (BC#DEF#GA#B) with its characteristic augmented second intervals. The

descending harmonic progression Im-MI-M-V (Bm-A-G-Fo¡ accompanying the B natural minor descent in

the vocal melody hinted at a 'spanish' flavour. The sudden dramatic breaks prior to the scalic passages in

the instrumental melodies spurred the couples on around the dance floor, as did the vocal bridge section

which makes a personal plea to the listeners for compassion. The song generated further momentum with

an ambiguous tonal, modal and melodic pull between.the I and- V..degrees:,,8 harmonic minor

1nC#orñ#CAoB), B natural minor (BC#DEFbAB), and F# chitzaz (F#GA#BC#DEF#). Couples, some in

close intimate embrace, others in a loose clasp, shuffled around the dance floor in slow rotations swaying

from side to side and keeping in time with the main beats of the music.

Overall the performance of "Arapines" by Laäki Kompania demonstrated a clear example of the

taiko penod of rebetil<n development with its greater degree of musical complexity in both textual and

melodic structures, features which make it more palatable as an appropriate 'sophisticated' song for the

specially reserved bridal waltz. During the ballroom dance bracket of the wedding reception, music and

dance structured inclusivlty and exclusivity. Relations between the newly-wedded couple and the bridal

party, the bridal party and the wedding guests, and among wedding guests are embodied through

participation in the sonorous temporal and choreographic forms. At a s¡'rnbolic level, music and dance

extemalise and delineate social identrty: in the case of the floorshow bracket items, between 'traditional

Greek' and modern 'Greek-Australian'; in the case of the ballroom dance bracket, between 'Greek' and

'European', 'Greek' and 'non-Greek', or 'Greek-Australian' and 'Italian-Australian'. Thus, varied

constructions of rebetilca as 'roots music' and 'world music' can be seen to resonate here.

12.4 Odyssey: wedding Receptions, serbian centre Hall, Estonian Hall
In moving to a consideration of the performance of rebetikn items in Greek dance brackets at

wedding receptions, we turn to two performances by Odyssey. On the occassion of the wedding reception

(lS May 1986) held at the Serbian Hall, Odyssey played a laiko rebetiko item for the bridal kalamatianos

dance, the special Greek dance reserved for the bridal party. The basic requirement of the bridal

lcalamatianos is that the music features either a knlamatianos or syrfos rhythm which can accompany the

open-circle knlamatianos dance form (see Chapter l0). By the time the bridal party had gathered onto the

darrce floor, the band was well and truly into the laitko rebeti,to song *Taka Talca Taka Ta PetalaHa",

"Clippity Clop Go The Horseshoes", which was followed in medley succession by the laiko rebeti,Lo song
*Eclhò kou.þoro Leventia", "I Have a Young Handsome Best Man". Both songs were composed by

Manolis Chiotis.
In this performance, the rhythmic-harmonic section of electric guitar, electric bass and drum kit

provided the driving composite seven-beat kslamatianos rhythm which they played at a fast Allegro pace.

Led by the groom, the bridal party performed the repeated twelve-step cycle of the kalamatianos dance,

each rycle béing completed with four cycles of the seven-beat rhythm. With the song 
*Taka Talca Takn Ta

petul;kia", one cycle of the lcalamatianos dance form sporadically interlocked with four-bar melodic

phrases, creating a powerñrl synchronicity of dancers with music. The collectivity of the dancers generated

through dance and music was reinforced by the "W"-shape hand clasp that links dancers' The groom,

bride,-parents andkoumbaroi took it in turns to lead the dance line, symbolically enacting the sharing of
po*.r. The reservation of bridal dances in general and the leadership of the dance line are practices

ieminiscent of traditional demotic Greek wedding celebrations in which certain songs and dances mark key

members ofthe families involved (see Bottomley 1986; Loutzaki n.d.; Peristeres 1960; Raftis 1985).

The lyrics of the first verse of the song "Talea Taka Tatrø Ta Petalakia" Íefe:, to a carriage ride,

while the þcs of the second verse ("Echo Koumbaro Levenfia") specifically refer to marriage, a theme

appropriate for a bridal dance (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt ofthe song reads:

I went and ordered the wedding rings, my love

we will marry, my eyes, the days are nigh.

I have a young handsome best man to marry us off
at our wedding the musicians will be paid in gold coins.
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The practice of stringing together a number of songs for the bridal kalamatianos, especially songs which

literally refer to the wedding event, points to a fluid aggregative tradition in which music is adapted to the

circumstances of the celebration.
The music of the song was bright and chirpy, also making it suitable as a bridal dance. Highly

ornamented bouzouki rnelod,ies in the D chouzam (DE#F#GAIIC#D) and D rast (DEF#GABC#D) major

modes were harmonised with simple I-IIm-IV-V (D-Em-G-A) chord progressions by the harmony

instruments. The quaint use of onomatopoeic text such as dringi dringi dringi, "ding ding ditg", and takn

takn taka, "clippity clop clop", in the first vocal refrain, automatically cued the dancers to break hand clasp

and clap along with the long-short-short accents of the lcalamafianos dance rh¡hm while keeping time over

the same spot. Such co-ordination of dancers with music further enhanced the collective nature of the

brjdal kolamatianos.
At the symbolic level, the performance of rebetikn items to accompany the bridal kalamatianos

externalises and delineates social identity of a slightly different kind to that manifested in the bridal waltz.
It both differentiates the bridal party from other guests, as do all bridal dances, and also embodies a

construction of the 'Greek' collectivity through the symbolically loaded 'pan-Hellenic traditional' Greek

knlamafianos dance, and presents this symbol as 'spectacle' (i.e. a wedding formality) which is viewed and

admired by wedding guests. Additional glimpses of the 'roots music' narrative appear here.

After the bndal kalamafianos, everyone was invited to participate in the remainder of the Greek

dance bracket, which consisted of Greek line, open-circle and solo dancing. From here on, regardless of
sex, age, marital st¿tus or region of origin, everyone participated in the collective Greek dancing which

continued on into the earþ hours of the morning.

Another rebetikn dance form featured during the Greek dance bracket at wedding receptions is the

chasapikos.T This occurred at a Greek wedding reception (10 May 1986) held at the Estonian Hall where

Odyssey was engaged. During the Greek dance bracket, Odyssey performed a medley of songs in the

chasapikos dance rhythm which included an abridged version of the laiko rebetiko song, "Omorfi

Thesaloniki", "Beautiful Thessaloniki", composed by Vasilis Tsitsanis. The song commenced with the

bright metallic staccato sound of the two bouzouka playing the triplet melody in the chromatic minor G

neveser (GABbC#DEbF#G) mode. The vocal melq of the verse altemated between G neveser and G

harmonic minor (GABbCDEbF#G) by hovering around the third degree with the following nostalgic lyrics

(see Appendix 6):

You are the pride of my heart
sweet, beautifu I Thessaloniki
and if I live in enticing Athens
I sing about you every night.

The vocal refrain lifted the piece in sentiment with a G major modality via a B natural accidental,

and the "o, o" interjection accompanied in thirds by a back-up singer (the drummer). All along the

harmonic-rhythm section of electric guitar, electric bass and drum kit thumped out the off-beats of the

regular quadruple chasapikos rhythm in a 'chunky' style. The simple I, IVm, V (D, Gm, A) chords, the I-
Vtrn-tl--fV-VJ (G-Em-Am-C-D-G) jazzy úm-around progression, the use of the diminished Db chord,

the 'swinging' quadruple rh¡hmic accompaniment together with the hemiola rhythm (triplet against duple)

in the melody rendered this rebetiko song with a strong jazz interpretation. The tempo of the piece was

unusually fast for a chasapiko.s, perhaps reflecting the manic snergy that was generated during the Greek

dance brackets among dancers and musicians.

In the chasapikos line dance form, dancers were linked together with shoulder-to-shoulder arrn

clasps. Most performed the dance in a choreographed style commonly observed in Adelaide, in which

danõers take a series of steps to the left and right, forwards and backwards, kick their legs, and end the

7 The chasaprkos is popularly known among tourists as the 'syrtaki because of its similarities with "Zorba's Dance' from the soundtrack

of the film Zo¡ba The Greek (Petrides 1980: 13; Torp 1992: 208-209). Due to its popularity in the harbours and ports of Greece as a

dance for two or three men confined in a small area, the clrasalkos is also referred to as the 'sailor's dance' (Petrides 1 980: l3).
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pattern with quick squat to the ground. However, during the performance of "Omorfi Thessaloniki", a

group of teenage girls were observed on the dance floor recalling a more lengthy choreography of the

chasapikos dance form which they had probably learnt at Greek school or as members of a Greek dance

troupe. ln their spontaneous performance one could observe a traditional improvisatory chasapikos style8

which contained a greater repertoire of step patterns including grape-vine steps, changes of direction,

squats, j*trps and foot and leg slaps. The girl dancers, with their engrossed movements and obvious joyful

experience, were immediately noticeable as having a 'good feel' and meraki for the music. In their dancing

style, these girls affirmed the remarks of the dancer teacher Ted Petrides (1980:13) who wrote in the mid

1970s that the chasapi¡bos "is unquestionably the dance that one associates most vividly with Greece, and

to learn to do it puts the icing on the cake of a stay in Greece". In this statement Petrides was hinting at the

dance knowledge and skill required to perform the intricate chasapikos.e

ln the discussion of the rebetika items "Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun", "Arapines", "Taka Taka

Taka Ta Petalakia" arrd "Omorfi Thesaloniki", which were performed at various wedding celebrations in

Adelaide, one notes the important place that rebetika has in the life cycle celebration, albeit as individual

items spread throughout the course of an evening's music program. The occurrence of rebetilca items

tlroughout the three major music brackets-floorshow, ballroom and Greek dance-indicates that music

p.og.urn, are heterogeneous and flexible. Furthermore, it is evident that rebetika items can be adapted,

ãnanged and performed for all parts of a Greek music program. The prominence of laika rebetika items

during wedding receptions (except for the item"Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun" which, while composed by

Markos Vamvakaris tn a piraiötika sIyle, was composed relatively recently in 1960), suggests that

musicians are less reluctant to include earlier rebetikø styles in their wedding repertoires. Also interesting

are the musical appropriations from other musical cultures in the arrangements oî laika rebetilcn'. the jazry

arrangements in"Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun" arrd"Omorf Thesaloniki", the Latin American bëguine

and 'oriental' images in"Arapine, ", the demotic folk kalamafianos of "Talco Takn Takn Ta Petalakia".

In many ways the life cycle celebration encapsulates aspects of the two previously discussed event

types-the sócial-dance and restaurant. The wedding celebration contains the standard Greek music

ptogrro found at the social-dance, with the separation between floorshow, ballroom and Greek dance

brackets. For all three event types, the quieter concert-like opening floorshow bracket contrasts with the

stately European ballroom dancing and the climactic revelry of the Greek dance brackets.

Finally, the potential for engrossed engagement in spontarieous and collective dancing by patrons

occurs at weddings, social-dances and restaurants. Much of this type of engagement is elicited during the

performanc e of rebet¡kn items. The empassioned manifestations of kefi and meraW are a special feature of
rebetikn music-making and dancing at weddings. This is evident in the ornamented modal melodies on

bouzoufl; the driving rhythmic-harmonic sections; the moody vocal melodies and þics about everyday

life; the formal bridal dances; and the spontaneous participation in line dances. 'World music', 'roots

music' and 'soul music' narratives were found to resonate during various parts of the wedding reception,

yet the 'soul music' syrnbolic-ideological narrative which celebrates the soulful experience of the

individual-in-community appeared to peak during the improvisatory chasapikos of the Greek dance

bracket.

E When danced in this traditional style the chasapikos was a tightly synchronised improvisatory dance containing a large repertoire of

step patterns cued by the leader of the line.
9 lt is not uncommon for Greek bands to accelerate a chasapikos item into a fast cñasaposerv,kos, thereby reliev¡ng the tension built up

in the pacey dance form of the cDasaplkos. Odyssey ofren piays the classic "Zorba The Greek Theme" as the cl,asaposervt (os finale.
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Chapter 13 Festivals

13.1 Introduction
The festival is the fourth most frequent event type which features rebetika music-making and

dancing. Festivals documented in the Adelaide sample are predominantly organised by mainstream arts

institutions and organisations. Some are also organised by multicultural and Greek institutions. The

festival event is held either in a large open space such as an oval or park, or in numerous closed venues

generally in the same vicinity, such as at a universþ or community centre. It contains a heterogeneous

program of music and dance activities. Some are presented on a raised stage as spectacle for a non-

participatory audience while others provide space for the active participation of audiences in workshops or

spontarieous communal dancing. Other features of festivals are food, arts, craft and information stalls.

The atmosphere at a festival is the most informal and casual of all events considered in this study.

Social intercourse and communication, especially through music-making and dancing, are the focus of
attention and energy. Moreover, the interaction among performers from different groups, and between

performers and audiences, is a special feature of the festival. A detailed discussion of this interaction is

presented below with regard to two festivals-an Adelaide multicultural arts festival and a national folk
festival.

13.2 Meraki: State Bank Multicultural Carnival
The Meraki ensemble performed at the State Bank Multicultural Carnival held at Elder Park (10

March 1991).1 The event was organised by the Multicultural Arts Trust of South Australia (MATSA), an

autonomous multicultural arts organisation funded by the State government to promote and publicise the

activities of artists of non-English-speaking bacþround. The aim of MATSA was to raise the public

profile of 'multicultural' artists through mainstream activities. To this end it printed annual events

calendars and a monthly bulletin called Traditions and Visions2 and organised visual arts exhibitions,

music/dance concerts and the Multicultural Carnival.
The Multicultural Carnival was in many ways the more liberal descendant of the Community

Celebrations Shell Folkloric Concerts of the Adelaide Festival Centre (see Chapter 4). The Carnival

developed as a 'world music' festival for local performers and community groups of various ethnic

bacþrounds to present their contemporary music, dance traditions and arts in their own way. Marketed to

attract families and those interested in the arts, the Carnival was advertised as "music, dance, art and

fabulous food in a kaleidoscope of cultures in the surnmor sun" (Kapetopoulos 1991: 5). The emphasis

was on 'having a good time' by personally experiencing in a corporeal way (aurally, visually, sensually,

gastrically, kinesthetically, socially) the consumables of different cultures. Like most festivals, it was a

day festival with a structured program of music and dance presented at multiple venues (outdoor stages,

marquees, river, amphitheatre, bistro), together with music and dance workshops, art, craft and food stalls,

martial arts displays, and Chinese dragon boat races in the Torrens River. Many venues contained spaces

in front of the performers which were used as dance-floors for spontaneous dance participation.

The Meraki performance was programmed in the picturesque open-air Amphitheatre of the Adelaide

Festival Centre flanked by a large Aboriginal mural on ono side and native Australian trees behind the

stage. The conical structure of the amphitheatre provided good acoustics, with musicians set up at the base

of the amphitheatre in front of a dance floor area, and listeners seated in the semi-circular tiers around the

remainder of the theatre. The music was amplified with microphones which reproduced the acoustic and

resonant sound of the music, instruments and performance style.

Meraki was a five-piece acoustic Greek music ensemble which performed during 1991. The voice-

strings-percussion timbre of the ensemble was produced with voice, violin, bouzouW, baglamas,

toumberleki and other percussion. In the spirit of its name, which is loosely translated here as "passion"

(see Glossary), the group chose an eclectic repertoire of love songs and dance music from dimotika,

nisiofilrn, smyrnelka, rebetika, and neoJalÉa genres of Greek music. As an atypical band, the group

1 The venue for the Carnival incorporated the park, the Torrens River and some venues of the Adelaide Festival Centre.

2 The bulletin Traditions and Visions is novv called Traditions and Visionslsynapse and is produced in Melbourne.
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played a relatively small repertoire of approximately thirty-five items. It did not see itself as fulfilling the

rolé of the typicai Greek band which plays at Greek social-dances and weddings for five hours. Rather, it

set out to select a repertoire fulfilling the desires of the members and to perform no more than three

brackets of music at shorter events. Items were organised into floorshow and Greek dance items, the latter

of which included the syrtos, kalamatianos, tsifteteli, zeibekikos, chasapikos and chasaposervikos.

In taking the role of the 'front-person', the vocalist communicated with the audience in English, the

language with-which the vocalist and band members are most fluent and comfortable. She introduced the

.nré-bl. and items and provided a flowing commentary in between items. Occassionally, song titles were

introduced in Greek and then translated into English for the ethnically mixed audience.

At the performance of the Multicultural Camival, the vocalist welcomed the audience, prepared them

for a repertoi.e of Greek dance music, and encouraged them to dance if they felt like it. The audience

commenced with approximately fifty people and grew to 150 people during the performance. Many were

friends and relatives of the musicians gathered specifically to hear the group and participate in Greek

dancing. Others were patrons of the Carnival as a whole, wandering from venue to venue for a

performance that captured their interest. Meraki commenced its performance with instrumental pieces and

-oody songs as 'floorshow' items: three rebetikn and one contemporary neo-rebetiko n zeibekikos and

,horoporrruilros dance rhythms. By the third item, children had made their way to the dance floor and

were moving and jumping to the music in their own uninhibited way. Meraki then launched into songs

which featured katamat¡ano.r and syrros dance rh¡hms so that audience members could dance. A group of

adults moved onto the dance floor, formed a large open-circle and began dancing the kalamatianos dance in

its typical anti-clockwise direction. A person of Greek bacþround, a friend of the musicians, who knew

the dance steps, led the line.

They ãanced to the performance of the anonymous smyrneiko sortg"To Feretze", "The Veil"' It
commenced with four bars of the syrcopated quadruple syrtos rhythm played on the toumberleki at a

presto tempo. This short rh¡hmic introduction set the rhythm and tempo for the song. Then the guitar,

bouzouki and violin entered playing the instrumental introduction, a binary mglody.containing melodic

material independent of the vocal melody and set in the D chitzaz mode (DEbF#GABbCD) mode.3 Each

section of the two part instrumental melody was repeated, first with a half-close on the IV degree (G), and

then with a full-close on the tonic (D). Ajoining phrase introduced the singer who commenced the vocal

melody on the V to shift to the IV and return to the tonic on the repetition.

The lyrics were joyous and liberating, representing the voice of a woman in first person who has

decided to iemove her-1reit and enjoy her iexuality. ln the context of the period in which the earliest

recording was made, probably in trrã igzos, when a women's sexuality was officially bestowed to belong to

the privãte affairs of onr'. úusband, the song presented an autonomous and assertive altemative to the

conventional female experience. The group regarded these images and sentiments in the song as positive

for the representation oi *o-"r, and they made a point of including such songs in their repertoire. Adding

to the iniensrty of the female message was the ample use of emotive interjections such as "ah", "woe is

me,,, 
..my heart-throb" and "empassiðned man". These were executed in melismatic phrases which together

with the textual images of music and dance revelry, added to the expressive excitement engendered by the

song. Atranslated excerpt ofthe song reads:

I am wearing a veil, my giavri,a I shall remove it to please myself [I desire to remove

itl
Iwillenjoymyselfnow,mygiavri,that[Iremoved]theveil
I will party with hurdy-gurdies, ù, ú, you kissed me

I will parby in the taverns, ah, ah, you've made me crary'

The second and third lines of the triplet verse wers sung to a repeated melody which alighted from the III,

moved to the upper tonic, and closeà on the lower tonic. The introduction of different tert for ttre second

3 Tabouris (n.d.c.: 'lB) documents the recording ol "To Feretze" in the cñournagioun mode'

4 The word gravri (interjection) ="little ch'|d".
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hemistich of the second line on the repeat hints at the presence of formulaic substitution,5 a feature cornmon

to Greek demotic folksong and found in other rebetika songs such as "Stous Apano Machalqdes".
In the instrumental and vocal sections, there was an alternation of stasis and motion between the two

types of modal melodic contour, one, undulating melodies which hovered around the IV and V degrees, the

other, ascending-decending passages which reached between upper and lower tonics. The effect was to
create a gravitational energy away from and back to the tonic which generated energy in the song and

¿rmong the dancers.

The varied musical interpretation of the syrtos dance rhythm by the toumberleki-player and guitarist

added further momentum to the song and the dancers. While the guitarist played a slightly more sparse

crotchet-quaver-crotchet-quaver-crotchet syrtos rhythm, the toumberleki frlled it in with quavers and

semiquavers. Yet both players accented the spcopated longJong-short pattern of the syrfos dance rh¡hm.
Layered over the syncopated syrtos rhythm were the instrumental and vocal melodies in regular quadruple

time which created an interlocking cross-rh¡hm, all of which added to the enlivened co-ordination of the

syrtos dancers.

The guitarist provided homophonic accompaniment with chords which supported the melodic

contour and the main degrees of the mode. These were I, IVm and VIIm (D, Gm, Cm) which in the

rebetikn music sample are tlpical harmonisations of the chitzaz mode. The chromatic major tonality was

momentarily altered to a diatonic G major tonality in the upper tetrachord when B natural replaced Bb

during ascending melodies. This alternation of major and minor modalities common in smyrneika ilems

prevented any stereotypic association of major tonality with joy and minor tonalþ with sadness, since the

engrossed engagement tn rebetika music-making is constructed as an all-embracing experience of passion.

Another 'empassioned' feature of the performance of "To Feretze" was the impromptu solo

intermezzo taximi improvised by the bouzouki-player, a spontaneous occurrence which lengthened the song

for the benefit of the dancers. The taximi reinforced the importance of individual expression as a valued

part of the performance of rebetiko music. It was also a gauge of the high level of kef, enjoyment and joy,

and meraki, empassioned skill and knowledge, which was being mutually generated and expressed by

musicians and dancers.

The audience responded enthusiastically to the music, clapping, cheering and whistling at the end of
every item. A substantial group of dancers of mixed cultural background were participating in the

communal Greek dancing. Greek people were distinguished by their engaged response to the music-their
facial gestures of acknowledgement, smiling, clapping and singing along to the words of the songs and their

participation in and knowledge of the dances. They also requested particular songs or dances. Other

dancers included Anglo-Australians and Spanish-speaking people who had lingered after the previous

performance by the Latin American music group Clave Latina. They were observed participating in the

Greek dancing to the best of their ability, picking up steps along the way. This was facilitated by the

performance of the open-circle dance, since it is structurally an egalitarian and communal dance that allows

any person to participate by simply joining on at the end of a line. At the same time it accommodates tlìose

in the know by allowing them to lead or dance when positioned at the beginning of the line, as was the case

on that day. The performance elicited a great ease of participation, cross-cultural interaction, and

pleasurable engagement among patrons.

Dancers continued dancing during the solo rebetika dance items, some breaking the line to perficrm

unatfached solo dancing for the tsifteteli and zeibekikos, others maintaining a shortened line to dance the

chasapibos to zeibekikos music. Dancers formed loose groups, danced opposite each other in pairs, or on

their own among the collectivity of dancers on the dance floor. For the finale, Meraki performed the

chasaposervikos "Tatavlianos Choros", "The Dance of Tatavla", an accelerating dance in duple time

which united dancers for the last time in the open-circle dance formation.6

The Meraki performance of rebetika items was symbolically contextualised as one of the many

musics of Australia by its placement within the celebratory atmosphere of the Multicultural Carnival. This

'pplace' among many musics of Australia was soon complemented by a construction of Greek cultural

specificity which was brought to the attention of the audience by the verbal introductions. ln these verbal

5 See Lord (1960).
6 See Chapter 'l I Restaurants for a detailed discussion of this item
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commentaries by the singer, particular geffes, items, dance forms and song texts (i.e. 'Greek', 'rebetikn',
.Greek dance,, ¿b"lly-duã"";, 'loro.-.o.rg') were more finely differentiated. Without necessarily requiring a

linguistic translation of song lyrics, audiences were engaged in the '

peÃonal, communal, emotional, corporeal and reflective experience

fo.lnr. The driving accented rhy.thnis with their underlying regular '

participate in dancing, even if they did not know the dance steps. Simi

fetween players and the modal contours of melodies created recognisable dramatic interest. The triadic

chordal åc"ãrnparrirnent of melodies on guitar, while quite different to the tonic-dominant diatonic

tonalities, added to a familiar 'western' texturing of sound. ln these ways rebetik¿ music performed at the

Multicultural Carnival was not only a deep soulful expression of Greek roots for those enculturated into

things Greek, but also an endearing medium for cross-cultural communication, that is, of a 'world music''

13.3 Meraki: 25th National Folk Festival
The performance by Meraki at the 25th National Folk Festival (31 March 1991) is another example

of the contextualisation oi a traditional Greek music in a way which embodies experiences of 'soul music"
.roots music,and especially 'world music' constructions of the exotic. The annual National Folk Festival

was held at the Flinders Ûniversity of South Australia. It attracted musicians and dancers of different

musical and ethnic bacþrounds from around the country. Initially a festival for Anglo-Celtic Australians'

it expanded to include 'ãthrri.', 'multicultural' and 'world' music groups from as earþ as 1983 when the

Greek ensemble Themelia participated. In progr

the expressed aim of the 25ü National Folk Fest

Australia as a form of community development,

Festival spanned an entire week and provided oppo

audiences during performances and workshops.

Meraki performed a bracket of Greek-music in the pavilion marquee as part of the community music

segment called ..Music 'works" recorded by the Austrálian Broadcasting commission (ABC) National

Radio station for the weekly Music Deli folk-multicultural music program. Approximately 200 people

were seated in rows facing an elevated stage'

performed the anonymous smyrneiko song"Mia
the song "To Feretze", was introduced oî toum

tempo. The bouzouki andviolin as lead melodic

a melodically autonomous section common to most s

VII degree (G) and descended, ascended, then desce

the verse alighted from the vII degree, hovering around it in an undulating fashion until it finally settled on

the tonic by the second line of the verse, to

(AB\B)DEFGA) mode. An F# accidental in the

between the VII and I throughout the song'

directionless melismatic and repetitive undulating

depicted the uncertainty and agony of the male charac

beautiful woman (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the text reads:

A dark-skinned woman, giala1, a living doll, giala' e

when I saw her dancing, giala, ah, I cannot hold on, (giala'¡,I will go crazy,

she was belly-dancing to a gypsy tune'

How shall I tell her, giala,that I love her, giala, e

deep sorrow will eat me :up, giala, where can I find her, (giala),to tell her?

How can I make her mine and marry her?

Other musical features added drama and expression to the song. There was ample use of

interjections such as "giala" and sudden tutti braks in the music for an entire bar. The short reference to

7 giala ="hef
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the lower tetrachord of the C nigriz (souzinak) (CDEbF#) mode in the refrain 5r'ggested a labyrinth-like
modality cornmon to the smyrneiko style. In the final hemistich of the refrain "and everything was turned

upside-down for her sake", the vocal melody leapt to the upper octave and descended slowly, a dramatic

textual-melodic technique found elsewhere tnthe rebetifrø sample which seems to appeal to the listener for
additional compassion. The vocal range of "Mia Melachroini" is a rather demanding range of a eleventh

(g-c"). The solo intermezzo taximi on the violin complemented the dramatic content of the song, defuing

the un¡elenting syrtos rhyttrm with syrcopated and sustained melodies in the upper range. All were

accompanied on guitar with triadic chords which supported the degrees of the mode around which the

melody hovered: Im, IIIm, IV, Vm, VII, VIIm (Am, Cm, D, Em, G, Crm).

A second laiko rebetiÉo song performed by Meraki called"Antilaloune Ta Vouna", "The Mountains

Echo", and composed by Vasilis Tsitsanis was introduced as a song about unrequited love, similar in theme

to the previous one. A short bouzouki cue introduced the instrumental introduction at a lively allegro

tempo. The guitar and baglamas provided the underlying rhlthmic texture, creating cross-rhythms with the

underlying quaver metre of lhe baglamas against the syncopated koptos zeibekikos rhythm of the guitar,

which occasionally veered through the syrianos zeibekikos rhythm. The varied musical interpretation of
the zeibekikos rhythm points to a fundamental connection between all types of zeïbekikos rhythms as mere

variations of one another. The three melody instruments-voice, violin atd bouzouh-shared the melodic

sections monophonically, heterophonically and in harmonies. They ascended, descended and wavered

through the A harmonic minor (ABCDEFG#A¡ mode which quoted related modes. These featured the

'spanish' A natural minor descent VIIIm-VII-U-V (Am-G-F-E) with a G natural (also in the song

"Ãrapines"); the C major tetrachord (CDEFG); and pull towards E chitzaz (EFG#ABCDE) from the V
degree of the mode. Throughout the rendition, the chordal instruments accompanied the modal

meanderings with harmonisations derived from these modes. The alto voice sang in a melismatic mostþ
step-wise contour with the occasional leap of a 4û or 6ù, her range also an average ninth (b-c").

Tlne lai:ko song text of "Antilaloune Ta Vouna" typically depicted in dramatic terms the suffering

inflicted by love sickness (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt reads:

The mountains echo as I weep at sunsets.

You've filled me with wounds and the pains have consumed me

you threw me into the fire and nothing will save me.

ln a conservative use of musical material, the first line of verse one functioned as the repeated refrain, in
this case without autonomous melodic and textual material as is common tn rebetika refrains. The verses

are triplets, a feature shared with smyrnei'Èø songs in the Meraki repertoire ("Tha Spaso Koupes","Mia
Melachroini", "To Feretze").

Spontaneous variation and improvisation took numerous forms during the course of the Meraki
performance at the Folk Festival For example, during the song "Antilaloune Ta Vouna", ttle vocalist

ornamented the vocal melody by slightly delaying the timing of it in rubato style, or by adding an

ornamental turn to a note. Similarly, while accompanyrng the vocal melody in heterophonic style, the

bouzouki-player ornaÍiented it with semiquavers in harmonies of thirds. The violinist ornamented melodies

v.itth glissandi and portamento while the guitarist added melodic riffs or 'runs' between chords to join

vocal lines or instrumental sections. In other songs the toumberleki-player improvised music by accenting

rhythmic patterns to create cross-rhythms, and by 'filling in' the rh¡hmic pattern with smaller note values

to make it more dense in texture. Thus musicians spontaneously varied and recreated the microstructures

of the music for expressive purposes.

A third song performed by Meraki was introduced as "Tha Spaso Koupes", "I will smash cups for
your bitter words, a tsifteteli belly-dance so why not get up and move your bellies!". This time the song

commenced with a brooding violin solo taximi accompanied by a tremolando tonic drone on bouzouki and

guitar. After an anacrusis, all the instruments entered with the instrumental introduction of the song played

to the underlying syncopated quadruple tsifteteli rhyttrm (quaver+rotchetquaver-crotchet-crotchet), once

again at an up-tempo allegro pace. The melodib material of the song contained much repetition since the

instrumental melodies were derived from vocal melodies, many of which were also repeated. The

melismatic and undulating vocal melody spanned a relatively srhall range of a sixth (d'-b') and hovered
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between two closely related modes: the E natural minor @F#GABCDE) and the ousak (EFGABCDE)

mode witlr an F natural. It moved to the III degree on G, and then to the II suggesting the D chouzam

lower tetrachord with an E# accidental (DE#F#G). once again, as typical of smyrneiko songs, the modal

relatives were explored in the melodies of the song. With multiple interjections of "4", "gialeleli" and

,,aman, and the use of Turkish words, the lyrics in first person expressed the distraught experience of love

sickness (see Appendix 6). The narrator in the text does not indicate gender as shown in the translated

excerpt which reads:

I will smash cups for those words you spoke

and glasses for those bitter words'

Woe is me, woe is me

The aggregative form of the piece was not only indicated by the introductory taximi and the triplet

refrain l0".r., Uut also the instruméntal intermezzo ¡¡hich introduced entirely new melodic material, this

time exploring other modal areas by moving to cerüain degrees and chromatically introducing accidentals'

This happened when it moved to the V (B-minor), to the MI where it introduced C# and Go (D nigriz,

c-lErcfl, then to the VI (C major, BCDE), all of which suggested labyrinthJike modalþ bordering on

ch¡omaticism. Each of the three songs performed by Meraki was applauded enthusiastically by the seated

audience.
The multiple features of the music-the unusual modal chord progressions, the meandering modal

melodies, the one-bar breaks in the refrain when the toumberleki played solo, the vocal syncopation, the

overall resonant and percussive texh¡re strong in melody and rh¡hm-all drew the attention of the listener

to the details of the 
-music 

in terms of the music itself. ln the context of the National Folk Festival the

sonorous forms of the music itself became an aesthetic object of contemplation and comparison with other

musical geffes and systems available in the smorgasbord of sounds presented at the festival. one did not

need to speak Greek or to participate in ,pontuorou, Greek dancing to appreciate the performance of

Meraki. The 'unique' 'novel' anô'exotic' performance of instruments and arrangement of their sounds

were enough to hold the attention and interest of the listener.

In contrast to the social-dance and life cycle celebrations in which patrons are often enculturated

listeners and dancers, or non-Greek learners of Greek dance, the festival audience, sharing some similarities

with restaurant patrons, was more diverse. At these events rebetikn music was received in two distinct

ways: with active participation in Greek dancing, and with

Veibat communication with the audience helped to bridge the

verbal constructs familiar to non-Greek patrons such as the '

homogenising verbal constructs, the actual experience of the music was largely 'novel' and 'unique' to the

listener because of its rich variety of musical structures which hitherto had rarely been heard in Adelaide'

Rebetilca music was contextualised for non-enculturated audiences in a 'supra-musical' way, as an

aesthetic object for contemplation, by such means as contemporary translations of song texts, the use of

traditional acoustic instruments, lyrical vocal styles, improvisàtions, variations, ornarnentations and modal

extemporisations. This type of construction of rebetikn placed it squarely within the contemporary context

of multiculturalism and tüe s¡rmbolic-ideological n rative of 'world music' with its tolerant appreciation of

the exotic yet familiar musical traditions of musical minorities.

ln addition, the nature of the festivals firrnly embedded the reception of rebetiko music within a

personal, friendly and direct involvement in the musical culture, a focus far removed from the purely

reflective, serious, critical and 'intellectual' reception of music required at the concert. Moreover, since

each group was responsible for determining its own entertainment 'value' in the context of a multicultural

arts festival, each was compelled to preseni its music with a consciousness of its 'otherness'. The way in

which Meraki reconciled in performance the experience of 'otherness' and exoticism was to positively

s After their performance at the National Folk Festival, Meraki received friendly criticism from Melbourne Greek patrons ol rebetíRa lor

doing precisely this. The Zorba icon is a complex one and for both Greek and non-Greek people has become an homogenising construct

of Greek music difficult release. This is unfortunate since the music of the Zorba The Greek soundtrack is so good'
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affirm the musical aesthetic 'essences' of rebetika, Greek music-making and dancing with as much

musical, choreographic and socio-historical detail as possible.
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Chapter L4 Concerts

l4.L Introduction
The concert is the final category of rebetika music-making event documented in the study. While the

number of concerts featuring rebetika is relatively low compared to other types of events featuring rebetikn

(see Chapter 6), the concert event enjoys a high profile within the Greek community as a 'respectable' and
;prestigious' music event. Between 1980 and 1993, the organisations responsible for holding concerts were

Greek,-non-Greek and multicultural arts- or music-specific orgariisations. Vast of resources were invested

in the organisation and publicity of any one concert, and it was usually patronised with a full house

averaging 300-400 attendants per event.

With the exception of floorshow performances at social-dances, weddings and restaurants, the

concert differs markedly from all other types of events. The concert as event type develops to the utmost

the elements of the floorshow bracket: a quiet and attentive atmosphere; a passive audience; and full

attention to musicians, their performance and music. This 'serious' and 'reflective' atmosphere is assisted

by the tiered seating of the auditorium venue, which focusses attention onto one stage area. The term for
..concert,, in Greek is synøvlia,literally meaning "with flute", referring to the accompaniment of musical

instruments. The term more conìmonly used for Greek-organised concerts is elcdilosi,'þresentation",
..show,', a term which emphasises the aural and visual spectacle of the concert as a densely mediated and

formally narrated 'text'. Greek music concerts which have been organised in Adelaide have usually been

carefuliy prepared multiple media productions of live music with sound amplification, recorded music,

verbal narration, lighting, video projection of photographs, costume and stage design'

Concerts of rebintra music and of Greek music in general which feature local musicians are a

relatively recent and irregularly occurring phenomena in Adelaide. Since the success of the Evolution of

Laïki Mousih concerts nél¿ in 1988 by the HMASA, Greek organised concerts have become more frequent

in Adelaide. The music program of concerts emphasises choice of musical geffe, era or composer,

indicating that Greek p"opÈ háve a consciousness about their musical culture and history. For example,

some concerts present pìogru*. of particular music genres (e.g entechna, lailca, nisiotika' Greek-

Australian compositions). Other concerts present the compositions of particular composers (e.g. Vasilis

Tsitsanis, Geoige Loizos), lyricists (e.g. Giannis Ritsos), or themes (e.g' "Songs of Migration",l

"Polytechneio"2).
In concert progr¿Lms, rebetika have been performed as single items in heterogeneous brackets of

music (e.g by mémêìia¡, as single brackets of music (e.g. at the Evolution of Laiki Mousiki concert) and

as the music of an entiie 
"on"ãrt 

program (e.g. at the Rebetika Concert, Tribute To Tsitsanis). The

performance of rebetika as an entire concert program by Greek musicians in Adelaide is an unusual though

noteworthy phenomenon. To the best of my knowledge, the first concert of rebetika music performed in

Adelaide 6y tocat musicians was the nebit¡trn Concert, Music of the Ethnic Communities, held at the

Norwood Town Hall (21 March 1980) under the auspices of the Focus Fringe Festival.3 The performance

featured a seven-piece band with vocals, bouzoukia, baglamas, piano accordion, guitars and electric bass'

The group performed a repertoire of mostly piraiötikø and laika rebetilca.a Unlike recent concert

pr.rrãtrtiåns, the only stage set \ryas a small argiles, "hookah pipe", placed at the centre front of the stage'

The concert was attended by a mixed Greek *d rrotr-G.eek audience of approximately 100 people. Since

then eleven other concerts featuring rebetika music have been held in Adelaide, but the following discussion

centres on the Evolution of Laiki Mousiki Concert which exemplified key characteristics of the concert.

1 The ,,Songs of Migration", "Tragoudia lis Xenú'as", concert was held on 7th April 1993 at the Convention Centre'

2 Th. Gr."r orthodox Communi$ of SA annually commemorates the November 17rh Pol¡echnio uprising of students and the massacre

that followed in ,1g73, with a concert called an ekditosi,"exhibition", "presentation", which features local music¡ans performing entøchna

music set to poetry with political messages.
3 Event no. 'l in the sample (see Appéndix 1)'
4 For example, songs such as "O Manolrs" ,"Karadouzenl' and "Enas A/lis Pethane".
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14.2 Hellenic Music Association of South Australia: Evolution of Laîki Mousiki
Concert

This discussion centres on the performance of rebetikn brackets of music at the concert entitled

Evolution of Laiki Mousiki, held at the Royaþ Theatre (3 July 1988). It was organised by the Hellenic

Music Association of South Australia, the pan-Hellenic music-specific organisation of local Greek-

Australian musicians. ln this concert, rebetika music was presented as part of the chronological

development of laiki mousiki, "Greek popular music". The music program was divided into four sections

based on genre-periods of music and titled 'smyrneika' , 'sebetika' , 'Latkn' and ' Entechna' . Each geffe-

period was rendered with a bracket of five to ten songs and instrumental pieces with the exception of the

Lai'tra section which contained three brackets featuring the composerþerformers-Tsitsanis and

Papaioannou; Chiotis; and Kazantzidis. In all but the smyrnetka and rebetilca brackets, the medley

technique, whereby two or three songs were joined together and condensed into one item, was used to

increase the selection of music performed without increasing the length of the bracket.

TIte rebetika items from the smyrneikø, rebetika, lai:ka brackets selected for discussion from the

Evolution of Lai:ki Mousibi Concert are listed below in Table 14.l:

Tabte14.1 Itemsof the RebetikøMusicSamplePerformedattheEvolutionof LaïkìMousikí Concert

Items of Bracket Rebetíkaltem Rebetikø Stvle
3Smyrneîka' Pergamos

Ti Se Mellei Esenane
O Bochoris
I Garsona

S

S

S

S

'Rebetìka' Oi Lachanades
Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo

S

P

'Laïka' Svnneliasmeni Kvriaki L

The music was performed on instruments deemed traditional and auttrentic to each style and

therefore differed from style to style. Each bracket was introduced by a verbal narration in both English

and Greek and accompanied by photographic images and live footage projected onto the back of the central

stage. Some musicians appeared in period 'costumes' for the Smyrneika, Rebetikø and, Lat:lca-Ctnotis

brackets.
The concert commenced with a narrated introduction which stated that the laiko tragoudi, "Greek

popular song", first appeared at the beginning of this century but acquired its name during its peak years of
1940 to 1960 (Capetanakis 1988: l). The narration continued, stating that the music "originally gave

expression to the lower classes of Greek society", but with its mass commercialisation a¡d establishment as

the most popular style of Greek music, "confüsion arose as to what exactly is laiko tragoudi" (Capetanakis

1988: l). The dominance of the bouzouki instrument as an identi$ing feature of the laTko tragoudi was

stated: "virhrally all songs featuring lhe bouzouki as the main instrument came to be included in the term

'la¡ko tragoudi' (Capetanakis 1988: l). The aim of the concert then, was to "restore" the "proper meaning

[of the latko tragoudil-as the song which expresses most authentically the feelings and the soul of the

òommonfolk of the Greek nation" (Capetanakis 1988: l). Here in the concert narration a 'roots music'

symbolic-ideological narrative is heralded in the opposition between two constructions of laiki mousiki'. one

ur th. 'authentic expression' of an homogeneous group, 'the commonfolk of the Greek nation', and the

other, as an undesirable marginal music of Greek society further comrpted by mass commercialisation.

With the help of a 'thick description' (Geertz 1973) of the HMASA concert it will become apparent that

oppositional constructions of laTki mousiki, constituted as much in the absences and omissions as in the

highly mediated structure of the concert, were not resolved, merely suspended in ambþous terms.

A second ambiguity appeared in the narration with the statement that the bouzouki became the

defining instrument of taTki mousiV. This not only stated a fact, but alluded to the appropriation of the

bouzouki by 'undesirable' Greek musics such as elafra, sk¡ladil<o and Greek 'pop'. In attempting to

'restore the proper meaning' of taiki mousikiand the bouzouki, an ideology of authenticity was constructed
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which set about defining the 'true' nature of taTki mousiki and, by oppositional default, the primacy of the

bouzouki as representative of 'authentic' Greek popular music.

Using video projections, tle concert attempted to present the 'big picture' with live footage from the

Asia Minor catastrophe and images of singers and composers. Yet a third stated intention of the concert

was to present songs, some well-known, others not so well-known, from the major representatives of the

four periods (Capetanakis 1988: 1). ln the particular selection of singers and composers, certain

'indiúduals', all male, were represented as playing the major roles in the development of Greek popular

music. A tension was thereby set up between two different types of representations of rebetikn history: one

a 'big man' reading of history in which individuals, mostly male composers, singers and bouzouki-players,

ur" t¡, forces behind great social movements; and the other, a socio-historical interpretation of the lai:ko

tragoudi as sculptured by diverse and conflictual social, historical, economic and political forces and

conditions.
In the introduction to the first of the four periods of laiki mousiki, lhe Smyrneïka, The narrators

emphasised the eastern musical influence upoî smyrneTka, the higher quality of its musical structures, and

the significant influence of smyrneilka upon subsequent rebetikn composers (Capetanakis 1988: 2). The

,ru..utor. added that the smyrneitka "remind us of the tragic history of the expatriate Greek people"

(Capetanakis 1988: 2), a comment which linked the 'origins' of laiki mousiW to national wars, mass

migìations and intense human suffering. The narration, however, omitted any mention of the official and

putU. disdain towards Asia Minor refugees at the time of their arrival, and the censorship of the smyrnei:ka
-and 

piraianka narcotic-oriented themes and Turkish-oriented music during the Metaxas dictatorship (1936-

natural. These labynnth-like melodies characteristic of smyrneitks were rendered with demisemiquaver

mordents and turns on the oud, all of which were harmonised on guitar by root chords derived from the

modes. The moody taximi introduction played on the oud together with the aptalikos zeibekikos and

pollnnodal melodiés immediately contextualised the music as belonging to a 'Greek-eastem' tradition

ìeminiscent of Byzantine music, and the audience warmly applauded at the end of the piece.

The smyrneitkø ensemble continued onto their vocal pieces with a female vocalist. They began with

the song 
*Ti'Se Mellei Esenane", "'What's It To You", a cheeky anonyrnous smyrneiko song in which a

*o¡¡* ,rbrrffs the advances of a man (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the song is:

What's it to you and you are always asking me

what village I am from, since you don't love me.

What's it to you and you are always asking me

since you do not feel pity for me, my light, and you torment me'

5 See Chapter2, FN 29.
6 "Pergamos" also has a vocal rendition.
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The use of the interje ction'fos mou", "my light", lightens the tone of the lyrics by suggesting compassion.T

The oud and violin commenced the instrumental introduction, a melody derived from the vocal

refrain, accompanied by the toumberleki-guitar rhythm section which remained the same for the entire

bracket. The piece was set at a lively allegro pace in the bagion rhythm, a regular quadruple rhythm
(crotchet-quaver-quaver-crotchet-crotchet). An underlying duple metre emerged from the bagion which,

together with the quaver-quaver cell on the second beat, drove the music on with the feeling of a swaying

'travel' rhythm-the clipprty clop of a horse and cart, a form of transport many Asia Minor refugees took

to flee Turkey during the war.
The song was played in the B natural minor-ousak (B(C)C#DEF#GAB) mode. The mostly syllabic

vocal melody opened with a rise to the fifth and moved by step, settling on the [V degree. The IV degree

became tn. piuot point for a modulation using accident¿ls into the B kiourdi (kartsigar) @C#DEFG#AB)
mode with the use of chromaticism, during the second line of each verse. These modes were harmonised by

the guitar with Im-IVm (Bm-Em), VII-N (A-E), and III (D) chords. kiourdi mode. The two repeated

melodies of each verse matched the repeated text lines. The refrain melody wavered between the III and I
degrees and was repeated over two lines of text. The alto vocal range was a generous ninth, (g#-a'), a

cornmon tessitura in the sample. The song "Zi Se Mellei Esenane" ventured outside of the standard verse-

refrain song form into a tetramerous aggregative form by including a fourth section, an instrumental

intermezzo, which introduced new melodic material, reversing the rise to the V degree in the vocal melody

with a fall to the V from the upper tonic. With its heterophonic style accompaniment, the oud provided

ornamentation with quaver turns and semiquaver upper mordents.

Tlne smyrneiÈo ensemble then proceeded to the anonynous smyrneiko song "O Bochoris", a story

about a man called Bochoris who is robbed while travelling on a ship. The lyrics elicited compassion for

the ill-fortuned character (see Appendix 6). Atranslated excerpt reads:

Ainte,spoor old Bochoris, they tricked him on the ship,

and they took hundreds from him in pounds and grosia.e

Aihte, poor old Bochoris, they entangled him on the ship's stern,

and they beat him playrng dice, ainte, (and) took his new belt.

The rhythmic instruments provided a light koptos zeibekikos rhythm at an andante pace. ln typical
'folksong' binary form, the verses were interspered with instrumental interludes which, in this case,

contained independent melodic material. As usual the oud-player 'filled in' the melody with semiquaver

and demisemiquaver note values, adding a fuller percussive resonance to the smyrneiko timbre. The entire

piece was set in the A chitzazskiar (ABbC#DEFG#A) mode, with two accidental passing notes, and was

accompanied by only two chords, the I and VIIm (,{, Gm). The first phrase of the binary vocal melody

was repeated for the first pair of lines of the 8-syllable quatrain verses, a third time for ltne 2, and once

again as an instrumental apantisi "response" phrase, giving the song an aggregative feel. All melodies

were mostly undulating with some leaps in the instrumental interlude of a 3'0, 5* and 8ve. As is typical of
smyrneikn, the vocal melody was mostly melismatic, and in this case consisted of a terraced descent from

MI within the alto vocal range of a ninth from g#-a'. The continuous use of the vocal interjection "ainte"

to accompany melodic phrases, together with the instrumental apantisi passages, added to the aggregative

feeling ofthe song.

The fourth item in the smyrnei:ko bracket was the song '? Garsona", "The Waitress", composed by

Panagiotis Toundas and first recorded in the mid 1930s. During the performance of his songs,

photographic images of Toundas and his contemporaries of the 1930s were projected by video onto the

7 Though not performed at this concert, an additional verse of the song indicates that the female character is an Asia Minor refugee from

Smyrniand sãeks a new life and love in Athens. lt reads: An'rr¡ ipúpvq ép¡o¡ror vq pptrr nopqyoprf 
Y_q Fp@ FEo'Inv A04vo poç

oyónr¡ xr oyxoÀrú. ["] have come from Smyrna to find consolation, to find love and warm embrace in Athens.']
I6¡y¡¿ 

= 
.go on"

9 grosra = piastre, small Spanish silver coin but also Turkish and Egyptian coin.
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back of the central stage. The images literally put a face to the sound, contextualising the music as that

authored by a known individual, as distinct from the anonymous compositions of ottrer smyrneïkn.

The rh¡hm section established a sprightly andante bagion quadruple rhythm while the oud and

violin introduced the song with an independent instrumental section. This melody alighted from the V
degree, the pivot point for the bimodat tonality which alternated between E neveser @F#GA#BCO#E¡ and t
nigriz (souzinak) (EF#GA#BC#DE) modes. After Sr oral ascending and descending scalic passages the

instrumental interlude closed on the tonic. From there the mostly syllabic vocal melody departed in E
harmonic minor (EF#GABCD#E¡ with a melodic contour which gradually ascended and descended in a
terraced fashion from I-IV-I. The three quatrain verses contained wordy 10 syllable lines, without

internally repeated text. There was an independent vocal refrain which was repeated after each verse and

again at the end as part of the coda. Together with the use of French words and the western Im-IVm-V7

(Em, Am, B7) harmonisations, the cheeþ lyrics about an assertive waitress suggested a modern urban

cabaret/café chantant image (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the song reads:

I am the best waitress
because I serve everyone with skill
And they say to me, "Hey, what a babe!

Loveabler0 waitress, bring us some wine."

And when someone tells me he loves me

he pays th¡ee times the price of an okarr

I water down his wine
and rattle him with the bill.

Tlne smyrneiiLø songs displayed a multitude of musical and textual features, some close to the

traditional demotic folksong, others imbued with urban song form, which challenge any suggestion of
stylistic rebetika homogeneity. The detailed representation of song text characters-the assertive female

Asia Minor refugee, the unlucþ Bochoris, the assertive waitress-also testiSr against a monothematic or

monolithic representation of the archetlpal male rebefis character. By presenting these items through the

passive medium of the concert performance the audience was invited to reflect upon the significance of
imyrnetlra. The smyrnetkn concert bracket contextualised the entire urban Greek music tradition by

presenting musical information which indicated that Greek popular music, /alih mousiki, was rooted in an

Asia Minor entertainment culture. The absence organisers of amanedes, free vocal improvisations, or

similarly explicit Arabic-Persian musical features, rn Ihe smyrneikn brackef perhaps suggests a discomfort

with Asia Minor culture and its connections to the east.

The audience applauded the ensemble at the end of the smyrnei:kn bracket. This was followed by the

performance of a song as an interlude. A duo of voice and guitar performed the contemporary entechno

song '7 Smyrni",r2 about the Asia Minor Catastrophe composed by Apostolos Kaldaras with þics by

Pythagoras, a contemporary poet. As an entechno song, it contrasted with the chronological ordering of

Uiackets. The þics,-howèvèr, referred to the tragedy of the Greek-Asia Minor War, with the repeated

vocal refrain, "Romiosini, Romiosini, you will not quieten. You live one year of peace, and burn for

thirtlr."tl Black and white footage of Asia Minor refugees fleeing Turkey with meagre belongings packed

onto camels and animal-drawn carts was projected onto the back of the stage. There were close-ups of
people's faces depicting fear, exhaustion and anguish. The performance not only 'brought home' the

migìation experiences of Greek listeners in the audience, but also functioned to link smyrneika to

nationalist war and forced emigration. By omitting information about the politics of a failed irredentist war

l0 The word vrepnró is of Turkish origins (derbeder) and ambiguous in translat¡on. According to Zachos (1981 : 373) it refers to both a

loveable and honourable person, and to one who plays with the feelings of others.

I 1 A ..".rr".ent of drink: an oka = 1280 grams.

12 Thi. 
"ong 

was recorded and released on the L.P. ¡ecord Mikra Asra (Kaldaras 1972), side B, band 1 .

13 "Prrl¡rr¡ooúvq, Pr.o¡r¡ooúvr¡, õav 0c r¡ou¡óoqç nro./ Evo ¡povo (erç erp4v4 xot rpt<ivro orrì gtortú."
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and of the 'betrayal' of European allies,la the presentation worked towards a nostalgic representation of
smyrneilea as 'the expression of the Greek community', the dominant homogenising construction of laiki
mousiki which recurred throughout the entire concert. Interwoven in this concert presentation through the

particular presentation of sonorous, textual and visual structures was a 'roots music' symbolic-ideological

narrative linking Greek laiki mousilr¡ to Greek struggle and hardship, Greek patriotism and the Greek-

Australian migration experience.

At this stage of the concert, the curtains were drawn and the audience was once again addressed by

the narrators who introduced the "Rebefikn" bracket of music, in this context referring to the piraiotil(a, ln
their narration they highlighted the marginal and underworld context of rebetika and its association with a

particular group of people, the rebetes; with a particular type of behaviour, mangia; and with particular

venues, The tekedes (Capetanakis 1988: 3). The narration mentioned the use of narcotics yet excluded

hashish songs from performance. Ironically, the narration omitted mention of the anti-establishment

associations of rebetikn with criminality and prisons, yet included songs about imprisonment. The

audience was presented with an ambiguous 'common knowledge' understanding of rebetikn with the

prison-hardship theme winning out in actual performance practice. The narrative also omitted mention of
the performance and recording success and popularity of rebetika @iraiötikn) at the time, and that this

success depended on a. relatively affluent social class of Greek people able to afford entertainment at

nightclubs and the purchase of recordings. These omissions highlighted the dominance of the 'official'

construction of rebetika as a mysterious underworld subculture. They also masked the highly

contradictory socio-historical conditions of its creation, which, on the one hand, enticed composers and

musicians to record best selling hits in multinational recording studios such as Columbia, and to draw

crowds into night life entert¿inment clubs, while on the other hand, with the Metaxas govemment

censorships and persecutions, hounded musicians for practising a creative and live music-making culture.

As for thà Smyrnetka bracket, the piraiötika performed nthe Rebetikn bracket were similarly constructed

vis-à-vis'laiki mousiË¡' which subsequently developed to greater levels of sophistication as the 'authentic'

music of the 'commonfolk' of the Greek nation.

One way in which musicians dealt with the internal contradictions of the concert was through

humour and parody, some of which was spontaneous and unconscious, some staged. Apart from one

musician crossing in front of the narrators to get to the small rebetika stage on far right and causing a titter

through the audience, the rebetika musicians amused the audiences with their period costumes-suits,
jackets worn in manges style with one sleeve on and the other draped over the shoulder, hats, and fake

moustaches. To open the Rebetika bracket, the male vocalist played a short taximi solo on the tzouras,

repeating a melodic cue for the musicians, who were standing in a corner chatting informally and playing

their kombologia, "worry-beads", as if in a tavern. The audience burst out laughing. The sight of the fake

moustache hangrng from the rnouth of one of the bouzouki-players who was having diffrcuþ keeping it on

was enough to invert any sombre atrnosphere created during the previous Smyrneika bracket. TIrc Rebetilea

bracket functioned as a comical interlude to the serious nature of the concert event. The musicians finally

took their seats and commenced their performance.

The Rebetika ensemble, seated in a row, consisted of male voice, tzouras, baglamas, two eight-

stringed bouzoukia, and a guitar-the 'classic' small acoustic Rebetikn ensemble centred around the

tamiouras long-necked plucked lute family of instruments. Without further ado the tzouras-playet

commenced a taximi proper which the audience applauded enthusiastically in the same way that they did

during the oud taximi of the Smyrnei'ka bracket. The band then launched into the song "Oi Lachanades" '
"TheÞick-Pockets", a smyrnetko song composed by Vangelis Papazoglou and first ¡ecorded in the 1934 in

Athens.l5 The song was so popular at the time that at least four different recordings were made and

released in the same year (see Appendix 4) and at least seventy recordings of the song have been released

since then (Schorelis 1978C: 49).

In a mixed serious-humorous way, the lyrics recount relations between a pair of pick-pockets and the

police (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt reads:

1a See Chapter 2, FN 11.
15 The earliest recordings of the song "Oi LachanadeC' appear to feature guitar, not bouzouki (Papazoglou, To Smymelko Tragoudi Stin

Ellada Meta To 1922,n.a).
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Down at Lemonadika there was trouble
they caught two pick-pockets who acted innocentþ

Mr. Policeman, don't beat us, since you know very well
That this is our job and don't expect any bribes.

There is a suggestion of convivial connivance between the pick-pockets and the policeman.l6

The solo taximi of the tzouras led the ensemble into the metred song, an aptolikos koptos zeibekikos

rhythm in a moderate tempo. The instrumental melody, s-ej in D major which veered between the D

"hor"o* 
(DE#F#GABCUD) mode and the D rast (DEF#G(G#)ABC#D) mode, contained the characteristic

descending tiered octave scale passage from the tenth to the III degree, ttre apparent tonal centre of the

entire piece. The 'harmony' line commenced on the upper octave and descended to the tonic. The first

statement of the instrumental interlude was played on the tzouras with the other two pairs of strings

simultaneously strummed as a drone on the main beats of the zeibekikos. The second statement was played

with the addition of the two highly ornamented bouzouki parts in harmonies of thirds. The guitar and

baglamas provide a simple tonic-dominant (D-A) chordal accompaniment with the guitar playing a more

sparse syncopated rhythmic pattern and the baglamas unrelenting quavers.

The melismatic tenor vocal melody undulated between f -d' , a range of a sixth, emphasising the III
degree as the tonal centre. The tenor singer added considerable descending portamento for expression.

Each verse was sung to a repeated binary melody but a staggered effect was created when the melody

changed on the third repeat of the first hemistich as shown in the example of verse I (underlined) in Table

14.2:

Table 14.2 Song Text / Melody Relationship of Verse l, Oì Lachanades

Song Text: Verse 1 Line Hemistich Melodv

Down at Lemonadika
down at Lemonadika

line 1 hemistich I
hemistichl

tinstrumental apantisil
Down at Lemonadika line I hemistich I

hemistich 2

hemistich I
hemistich 2

there was trouble
they caught two pick-pockets line 2

who acted innocently

melody A
melody A
melody A
melody B
melody B
melody B
melodyB

The remaining songs performed in the Rebetika bracket exalted the lifestyle of the rebetis as a

mangas tough guy ('Ematha Pos Eisai Mangas", "I've Found Out You Are A Mangas"¡tt and friend of
the world (*Oloi Rebetes Tou Dounia", "All the Rebetes in the World"). The song "BouzouH Mou

Diplochordo", "My Double-Stringed Bouzoufrl", headed a group of songs composed by Markos

Vamvakaris.l8 ln this lament for poverty and human suffering, especially that inflicted by love, the

bouzouki is praised as a symbol of consolation. The song text alludes to a poverty-stricken urban class

associated withbouzouh music (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of the lyrics reads:

My double-stringed bouzouki, my poor bouzouki

only you console every embittered person.

They avoid me now, they call me a bum

what do I want with such a life, let Charon take me

16 A f¡fth verse not performed at the concert indicates that the motivation of the pick-pockets !s to be free.from.hunger. "Aev pcç goBí(et o

eAvorã1, Fov' ttdç ipoyú(er 4 nefvo/ yro ouró rorpnoúpe Àó¡wo xot rr¡v nepvópe 9ívo." ["We are not afraid of death, only of hunger,

that's why we pick pockets and have a fine time.l" (Schorelis 1978C: 68).
17 Documented as "Oi Neoi ChasiUides'', "The New Hâshish-Smokers".
18 Kounadis (1993 pers. com.) believes that this song was composed by Spyros Peristeris and given to Markos'
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In "Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo", the syrianos zeibekikos was played at a moderate tempo and

rendered according to small rhyttrmic cell groupings (2+2+2+3) with strong accents on the first, third, fifth
and seventlr beats. Once again the bouzouki instruments ornamented the call-and-answer melody of the

independent instrumental interlude with semiquaver 'fill in' of the undulating melody. Binary isorhythmic

melodies in the stable D chitzaz (DEbF#GABbCD¡ mode create a call-and-answer (with a half-close cadence

on the V degree and a full-close cadence on the tonic), accompanied in characteristic chitzaz fashion with I,
II, fVm, VIIm (D, Eb, Gm, Cm) chords. The undulating syllabic vocal melody alighted from and the IV
degree (G) for the first melodic phrase and then dramatically leapt into the upper octave II degree (Eb) for
the second melodic phrase which the singer rendered in a slightly falsetto voice. Each melodic phrase is

repeated to create a quatrain verse with the lines of each distich reversed upon repetition (i.e. I,2,2, l).
The tenor vocal range was a generous eleventh (d-g') because of the leap into the upper register.

The remainder of the Rebetika bracket paid tribute to the music of Markos Vamvakaris, the

composer, bouzouki-player and singer most associated with the piraiötika of the 1930s.

The narrators then entered front stage position and introduced the next period of htki mousiki as the

Chrysi Epochi, "Golden Age" of the 'laiko tragoudi' featuring compositions by Vasilis Tsitsanis and

Gia¡nis Papaioannou. They stated that the end of Rebetiks was uncertain, but that with the advent of
recording n 1937, there was no\ry a "need for a new style to give expression to a wider audience"

(Capetanakis 1988: 4). The narration continued:

It was not long before new composers appeared on the scene, building on the

framework of the rebetikn, turned out tunes with richer musical structure and

lyrics. Society's fringe-dwellers and outcasts were no longer the only people

identi$'ing with these songs. This music now had a wider appeal and was

reaching a broader cross-section of the population. (Capetanakis 1988: 4).

A clear break, musically, lyrically, and socially, was made from the earlier smyrnei:ko and'rebefiko 'styles.

That the music of these earlier styles was also popular, that many of the subsequently famous composers,

singers and bouzouki-players such as Vasilis Tsitsanis, Giannis Papaioannou, Manolis Chiotis and Stelios

Kazantzidis began their musical careers learning from and playing alongside these earlier rebetilca

musicians, and that all subsequent development of laiki mousibicontinued to borrow heavily from previous

rebetika styles, is curiously absent from the narration. The concert narrative generated an evolutionist

construction of Greek popular by representing the smyrneikn and piraiötika as the unfortunate 'primitive'
predecessors of subsequent 'superior' and 'authentic' Greek popular music. Similarly, the protagonists of
the subsequent phase of rebetikn development were constructed as reputable charismatic public figures, a

construction which Greek cinema assisted greatly.
The 'golden age' of laiki mousiki was thus accorded a grand opening spectacle. In the darkness of

the theatre, all that was heard was the amplified sound of an original recording of Vasilis Tsitsanis playng

a solo taximi on bouzouki. The curtains were drawn apart and seated on the central main stage was a large

ten-piece acoustic and electric ensemble. It launched into the song "synnefasmeni Kyriaki", "Cloudy

Sunday". The centrality of the large stage reflected the central place that the following brackets of music

enjoyed in the narrative of the concert. The song was one of Tsitsanis' most popular, composed during the

German Occupation (1941-1945) and first recorded in 1948.

An extended rhythmic-harmonic section with drum kit, percussion, electric bass, guitar, baglamas

and acoustic piano played a moderate stately syrianos zeTbekikos rhyttrm as the bouzouHa played the

instrumental interlude in harmonies. The dramatic juxtaposition of an original recording of the composer

himself playing bouzouki with the local and live Adelaide ensemble 'completing' the song elicited yet

another enthusiastic applause from the audience. The song contained original but derivative melodies

which meandered with ascending and descending scale-like passages through all the degrees of the D major

scale which was accompanied by simple I, IIm, fV, V (D, Em, G, A) chords. The melodies of this song

reflected a pattern noticed in several latka rebeti,tø songs whereby the melodies pass through and linger

around most notes of the mode over a longer period of time. In the case of "synnefiasmeni Kyriaki",there
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were four melodic phrases for each l5-syllable trochaic distich, mostly moving in a step-wise manner but

with the addition of larger intervals of 3rds, 5ths and 6ths. They were 'answered' with instrumental

apanfisi phrases including descending cascading piano scales. The presence of harmonies in the bouzouki

parts, the back-up vocalist singing harmonies in thirds on the repeated second line, and the piano chords,

indicated a homophonic orientation. The homophonic musical structures and biblical references in the

lyrics together rendered the song in a western hymn-like fashion (see Appendix 6). A translated excerpt of
the song reads:

Cloudy Sunday you resemble my heart

which is always cloudy, Christ and the All Holy Virgin Mary'

You are just like the day I lost my joy
Cloudy Sunday, you make my heart bleed.

When I see you [raining], I can not rest for a moment

you blacken my life and I sigh heavily.

Though on the surface the song depicts another case of unrequited love, some commentaries have pointed

to its;atriotic sentiments as a song written during the horrors of the Second World War. The use of the

Chrisl Virgin Mury, "Sunday" and "bleeding heart" added a Christian guise to the lai:ko style thematic

trope of human suffering (see Chatzidoulis 1979: 20,66-68).
Features which marked the Tsitsanis music vis-à-vis the previous Rebetikn bracket were plentiful:

the larger more diverse instrumentation, the stately execution of the zeibekikos,homophony and harmonies,

major-cliatonic tonality, and the heart-rending dramatic and patriotic sentiments of the song texts. The

Larks bracket continued with a number of compositions by Tsitsanis in various rhythms including a slow

chasapikos, a moderate chasaposervikos, and a beguine. These were followed by two songs in a syrtos

rh¡hm composed by Papaioannou.

A twenty minute intermission followed, with much enthusiastic feedback passed on to the musicians

from members of the audience. After only the first half of the program, the concert was hailed a success.

11e remainder of the chapter follows the course of the concert program in order to reveal the broader

context within which the previou s rebetika items were performed. After intermission, the fourth bracket,

still categorised as Laika, featured the music of Manolis Chiotis. He was introduced by the narrators as a

vi.tuoso åo uzoulci player who popularised the bouzoubi instrument and whose compositions with their

Latin and North eme¡can influén".r "found acceptance among the upper classes of Greek society"

(Capetanakisl988: 5). Musical success was measured in terms of the supremacy of the bouzouki

instrument and the assimilation of western music principles such as solo virtuosity, commercial success,

and upper class patronisation. In this section of the concert an even stronger association was made

Uetweãn the music and the individual, in this case, with the virtuoso musician. The bouzouh-player in the

Laîka-Clttotis bracket similarly adopted an entertaining 'showman' demeanour by standing close to the

freely wandering singer at the front of the stage, an image often observed of Chiotis himself as he appeared

in Greek feature filrns of the 50s. The cult of the virtuoso musician was obvious in the note-for-note

replication of bouzouki melodies and improvisations learnt from recordings of Chiotis. The female vocalist

appeared on stage wearing a gold satin dress especially designed to reflect the period. She swayed and

,i.ppr¿ to the music in ttre tqs-Os nightclub style of the kosmiko kentro, "high society club", reminiscent of

cniótis' 'side lady" Mary Linda. During the song "Perasmenes Mou Agapes", "My Past Loves",

composed by Manolis Chiotis (Schorelis 1987D: 183, 244-445) and documented as a mambo dance

rhytirm,u thi bouzoulc¡-player executed a well-lnown bouzouki solo interlude with immense precision and

spled, smiling self-consciously about his almost perfect rendition of the bouzouki part. The Chiotis

bìacket featured songs in zeibekikos, beguine, swing, mambo and rumba rhythms'

The narrators introduced music of the fifth bracket of La*n by talking about the difficult social and

political context of the Second World War years. "Out of these unhappy circumstances flowed an

inexhaustible source of inspiration for composers of the taiko tragoudi-songs which were loved by the

19 GiorgiosDalaras. Laúín. (Dalaras 1987), record 2, side B, band 1
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people because they mirrored and expressed their daily lives, their history and their struggles" (Capetenakis

1988: 6). In this representation of laiki mousiki as the 'popular' expression of everyday emotions and

struggles, social and class differences are glossed over and the romantic construction of the 'Greek

commonfolk', o laos, is reinforced. The stage is set for the presentation of the music of Stelios Kazantzidis

as the singer who personified the laiko tragoudi: He "is himself the lai:ko tragoudi, 'the singer of the

peoplel', "through his voice, the people themselves sang of their heartaches, their suffering and their hopes

and aspirations" (Capetanakis 1988: 6). The cult of the individual is here depicted as peaking in the

personification and embodiment of the emotions of 'the Greek people' by Kazarfizidis the singer.

In similar style to the presentation of the Tsitsanis bracket, theKazarttzidis bracket commenced with

an original sound recording of Stelios Kazantzidis's voice singing a melismatic amanes vocal improvisation

with the syllable "ach", "ah!", a commonly used interjection to express deep pain and emotion. In similar

presentation style to that used for the song"synnefiasmeni Kyriaki", the recorded amanes introduced the

song "Affi I Nichta Meni", "This Night Alone Remains", composed by Stelios Kazantzidis (Diakogiannis

1983: 340) and performed in the concert by a ten-piece ensemble. The audience applauded the musical

entry of the ensemble by clapping along with the main beats of the syrtos rhythm Once again it appeared

that the audience was responding to the dramatic effect created by the juxtaposition of an original recording

of Kazantzidis singing, with the local and live Adelaide ensemble 'completing' the song. The entire bracket

featured the melismatic and virtuoso singing style of Kazantzidis strongly associated with the meandering

modal melodies of Arabic and Indian music, love songs, and three zei:bekika songs about migration and

exile. These were introduced by the male vocalist as songs "which we migrants will recognise".

Photographic images and live footage of Kazarftzidis performing with groups and posing with friends were

projected onto the back ofthe central stage during the bracket.
The final Entechna bracket of music functioned as a climax to the concert. Entechna composers,

according to the narrators., added kalitechniki piofita, "artistic quality", and "dimensions of sophistication

and refinement to the music" (Capetanakis 1988: 7) In this context 'sophistication' was equated with lyric
poetry, westem musically-educated composers, western instruments, the use of the concert venue and the

role fo the composer-maestro (Capetanakis 1988: 7). The narration alluded to the assimilation of westem

performance aesthetics in its description of the 'sophistication' of laitki mousiki. Unlike previous brackets,

no mention was made of the turbulent political context of the 1960s and 1970s during whichthis music

developed, particularþ of its anti-junta sentiments and the government censorship of Theodorakis' music.

It may be that this period of laiki mousiki was 'too close to home' to be comfortable for social and political

contextualisation of the kind offered for the previous periods of music. This omission in the narrative

suggested that 'music as the expression of a community' is problematic when it is historically close and

politically self-conscious.
The presence of a conductor, in this case also the musical director, on stage, added to the aura of

westem respectability which endorsed the entechna as a reputable genre. The conductor stood before the

ensemble, counted the items in, set the tempo and cued instrumentalists. The cult of the individual

presented tnÌhe entechna was one step further removed from the intimate relationship with the 'people' as

represented the previous brackets of Smyrneilea, Rebetikn and Lat:ka (Tsitsanis-Papaioannou, Chiotis and

Kazantzidis). The meaning of the music was no longer embodied rnthe penies, "strummings"/"tunes", of
the bouzouki-player or the voice of the singer, but rather in the figurehead of the higttly skilled, educated

and specialised composer, personified in this concert by the conductor. The dominance of western

performance aesthetics was also established with the use of western classical performance geffes such as

the German romantic lieder hinted at in the performance of the song "Pame Mia Volta Sto Fengari", "Let's

Take A'Walk To The Moon", composed by Manos Chatzidakis. This was performed by a solo voice and

acoustic piano, with a second harmony voice entering during the vocal refrain. The concert narrative

constructed the climax of the development of laiki mousiki as the entechna, i.e. the successful asssimilation

of western musical asethetics by western trained music specialists. However the syncopated and

asymmetrical zei'bekikas rhythm of "Pame Mia Volta Sto Fengari", reminded the listener of its traditional

Greek roots. The symbolic tension between 'tradition' and 'modernity' was present throughout the concert.

During ttre grand finale, the twenty-eight musicians who had performed throughout the evening

gathered together onto the stage to sing"Aspri Mera Kai Gia Mas", "Thore Will Be Better Days, Even For

Us", the contemporary song composed by Stavros Xarchakos with lyrics by Nikos Gatsos (Xarchakos
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1936). Alluding to Greek dictatorial rule of 1967-1974, the song text called upon hope and patience for a

bright day to shine again. Performed in a slow four-beat chasaposervikos, the collective vocal

participation by musicians and audience in"Aspri Mera Kai Gia Mas" confirmed a 'unisonality' of Greek

national identity, a kind of Greek "We Are The World" unity of musicians, and of musicians with audience,

of Greek people in Adelaide, and of Greekness which transcend both space (Greece the motherland) and

time (laiki mousilciup to the 1970s).

During the entechna, the populist, nationalist and evolutionist ideological tropes of the concert

finally established the meaning of laiki mousiki according to the 'roots music' trope of 'Greek music as the

expression of a community'. Throughout the course of the concert 'authentic' laiki mousiki shifted from

representing the hardships of a subculture to the liberation of a nation. ln a strange collage of ideologies,

also present in the narrative was a communist populist view of the masses and mass movements needing

guidance by the intellectual and artistic leaders (composers, conductors). The conductor symbolically

subverted the image of a unified egalitarian collectivity by appropriating it as the pinnacle of a set of
hierarchical relationships between performers, between performers and audience, and between the entechna

bracket and all previous brackets of music.

However, the grand finale was two-part. In juxtaposition to the image of unity presented in the

collective singing of "Aspri Mera Kai Gia Mas", the tempo of the music gradually began to accelerate

under the direction of the conductor into a fast two-beat chasaposervikos instrumental which ended with a

presto coda. The instrumental chasaposervikos and its dual associations with both rebetika music and the

intechna "Zorba The Greek" theme reinforced the ambivalence of the finale without resolving the tensions

between'tradition'and modemity', 'Greekness' and'otherness', and above all,rebetika andlaTka.

The response of the audience to the Evolution of Laiki Mousiki concert was reported as enthusiastic,

positive and ecstatic (Dalagiorgios 1988a pers. com.). People had clapped and sung along with the singers

throughout the concert. An anecdote supporting the 'excellent quality' of the concert was that a patron had

been so entlralled by the performance that he had decided to cancel his tickets to a concert by an elite

Greek pop singer visiting from Greece. Another was that members of the audience felt the Adelaide

performance of the entechna excelled beyond what the composers themselves could have achieved

(Dalagiorgios 1988a pers. com.). The multi-media 'educational' 'socio-historical' spectacle of the concert

was highly praised for providing reference points which enabled the audience to identifu with the music.

The continuous stream of extra-musical 'perfos¡¿11çe'-þilingual narration, visual images, excerpts of
original recordings of master exponents, costumes, theatre-combined to bridge the barrier between

'performers' and 'audience' and elicit a personal engagement with the music.

Musicians themselves (in Mitileneos 1988) expressed patriotic sentiments in relation to the

importance of the concert in preserving and promoting Greek culture and music before it disappears;

stimulating interest among younger generations, and paying tribute to the heritage of Greek elders.

Musicians also found the concert musically challenging. They enjoyed the opportunity to perform Greek

music not normally performed in their band repertoires at regular gigs They gained confidence performing

at the concert because the audience listened attentively and critically to their musicianship, virtuosity,

choice of repertoire, perficrmance and interpretation, (erminia), of songs, all of which are legacies of the

western classical music concert which constitute concert music as serious and concert musicians as

professional artists. At the same time the musicians were anxious, given such a formal context, to play the

notes 'correctly', meaning, without fluffing notes. They compared this with the relatively casual and

informal atmosphere at weddings and choroesperides, where patrons are primarily concerned that music

has a good danõe beat (Odontiadis 1992, pers. com.). Here we see the presence of the two kinds of ethos in

phy: óne in which music is to be performed 'correctly' according to an Urtext of authenticity for the

pu.riur consumption and contemplation of audiences; the other in which music serves the active

participatory engagement of its community members.

The concert as event type, because of its formal structuring of performance and reception, constructs

a largely monologue narrative. The monologue narrative of the Evolution oî Laiki Mousiki concert

'restored the proper meaning of hiki mousiki'through a 'roots music' symbolic-ideological narrative with

a particular evolutionist-modernist-populist-nationalist construction. By presenting the history of Greek

popular music within a chronological evolutionary time frame, Greek music history was constituted as a
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movement from a primitive period (the'smyrneilka' and'Rebefikr'under the yoke of the Ottoman Empire,

orientalism, 'polluted' with narcotics, and lower social classes), to a more elevated period ('Lailko',

Tsitsanis-Papaioannou, Chiotis, Kazantzidis, national unity, the superiority bouzoubi, major tonalities),

and finally to the most sophisticated period ('Entechna', Theodorakis, Xarchakos, Xhatzidakis, the

western-trained composer and conductor) with westernisation, coÍImercialisation and the specialised genius

musician as measuring yardstick. The concert established the 'Greek' 'roots' of the lai:ko musical tradition

and then hierarchically structured all subsequent development against them. By default, the smyrneïka and

piraiotika 'rebetilca' were represented as the benchmark against which all subsequent evolutionary

development towards improvement, sophistication and national popularity was measured. That the

Smyrneiko provided a 'high musical qualrty' and Rebetiko the bouzouki instrument, was not enough to

elevate the early laikn ott of its denigrate associations with the 'orientalised' Asia Minor refugees, poverty,

urban subculture and civic disobedience. Humour and parody functioned to ease the severity of the

denigration.
The smyrneika and piraiötika, however, were paradoúcally the musical resource and source of

inspiration for all subsequent development of Greek popular music, as articulated in the narrative and

evident in the musical structures. Some members of the audience conceded this when, despite the

exhilaration created during the last bracket, they spoke more fondly of the Smyrneika and 'Rebetikn'

brackets. Yet the performance of the Smyrneika and Rebetika received the same amount of attention and

applause as every other bracket, suggesting there was a sense in which the songs and musical structures

spoke for themselves despite their contextualisation in a highly structured formal narrative. At An aural

level rebetikø music withstands the test of denigration by the appeal of its sonorous and lyrical forms.

The opposition between two constructions of laiki mousiki suggested in the opening narration of the

concert, one as the 'authentic expression' of 'the commonfolk of the Greek nation', and the other as a mass

commercialised and popular music, was ambiguously subsumed and suspended within a unifuing

evolutionist-modernist-populist-nationalist construction. The primacy of the bouzouki as representative of
the genre was similarly unquestioned, despite the gradual enlargement of the orchestra to include a diverse

range of instruments throughout the brackets. The 'big man' reading of Greek popular music history, in

which individuals, mostly male composers, singers and bouzouki-players, were the forces behind great

generic developments, eventually superseded the pseudo socio-historical presentation ofthe initial brackets

of music. Any consideration of the diverse and conflicting social, historical, economic and political forces

and conditions which sculptured the development of Greek music was noticeably absent.

For the sake of maintaining an argument of the ethnic authenticity and homogeneity of Greek

popular music, tlrc concert succeeded in overlooking the hybrid development of laiki mousiki with its
assimilation of eastern and western European musical processes and aesthetics. This analysis has revealed

that if there is a 'proper meâning of laiki mousiki', it lies in its ability as a symbol of Greek national

identity to suspend a multitude of contradictory understandings and meanings.
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Part 4 Diaspora Rebetika Sfyle and Identify in Adelaide

Chapter 15 Epilogue

This study has explored the contemporary re-creation of a traditional Greek urban music, rebefikn,

in a multicultural context. It has examined the live performance of rebetika by a Greek-Australian

community in Adelaide, South Australia, which has nurtured a healthy diaspora music-making scene since

early settlement. With an emphasis on the dimension of music 'in the making', this study has highlighted

the complex nexus of historical, ideological, social, cultural, musical and performance contexts within
which rebetika has acquired meaning and significance for music-making participants in Adelaide. To

provide an informed interpretation of the rebetika music-making practice in Adelaide, it has examined the

interrelationships between rebetika music-making participants, rebefikn sonic, textual and choreographic

forms, social and cultural contexts of performance, coÍtmunity participation and knowledge about the

music articulated in talk and literature.
'Ihe rebetika are a music-making tradition of Greek-speaking people with a diverse century-long

history. Three historical-musical styles-szyrneika, piraiötika arñ lai:ka-have been identified as integral

to the development of the rebetikn geffe. These rebetika styles are characterised by a structurally rich,

heterogeneous and flexible musical language with influences from the many cultures with which they have

been in contact. As an urban music, f}re rebetika emerged from the everyday experiences of migration,

urbanisation and social dislocation. The development of rebetikn was accompanied by a controversial

discourse regarding their national, social, cultural and artistic value which was framed in terms of Greek

ethnic purity, ethical morality and social class affiliation. Rebetikn have been transmitted to Australia and

absorbèd into thè repertoires of local Adelaide musicians loaded with a history of controversial syrnbolic-

ideological associations. ln Adelaide they have evolved further and acquired meanings and significance

specific to the local context.
This study has shown that Greek music-making activities in Adelaide have been central to Greek-

Australian family and community life, generated by intense kinship networks and community collaboration,

especially by regional, pan-Hellenic, arts and music organisations and the restaurant food business. As

such, the Greek music-making scene in Adelaide may be characterised as an active, highly organised and

largely self-sufficient community of hosts, musicians and patrons. For several decades, musicians have

provided a diverse Greek and non-Greek repertoire of dance music and songs at social-dances, restaurants,

iife cycle celebrations, festivals and concerts which have been hosted and patronised by music-loving and

dance-loving Greeks.
In exploring the occurrence of rebetiË¿ music in Adelaide, this study has documented certain trends

in the Adelaide Greek music-making scene between 1980 and 1993. Contrary to the commonly-held belief

that Greek music is limited to the performance of Greek pop music at closed Greek community social-

dances and weddings, the study has demonstrated that a multitude of musicians, organisers, repertoires,

performance practices, patrons, events and venues have provided diverse settings in Adelaide for Greek

music-making. For example, diversification of Greek music-making is evident at Greek weddings which

have become cross-cultural celebrations of inter-ethnic marriages. Restaurant dining, festivals and

concerts now provide alternative and viable settings for Greek music-making. Diversification is a feature

of organisers of events which now include non-Greek hosts and multicultural organisations. Music

repertãires and programs have also become flexible selections from a wide variety of genres and cultures

including rebetika.
This study has demonstrated that there is a trend toward the specialisation of Greek music-making

activities. Central to this has been the increasing incidence and concentration of rebetikn with the

consequent formation of the rebetika-specific music ensemble. In addition, rebetika music-making

activities in Adelaide are increasingly hosted by art and music-specific organisations, events and venues.

This study has found that the multicultural social environment now pervades all aspects of
contemporary rebetika music-making activities in Adelaide. This was evident in the considerable incidence

of rebit¡ka ut ourr half of the documented music-making events hosted by non-Greek people, multicultural

organisations, and Greek and non-Greek people in collaboration. The importance of the multicultural

"ont 
*t was also evident in the heterogeneous music programs; the collaboration of non-Greek musicians
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with Greek musicians; the patronage of events by non-Greek people; and ultimately, in the symbolic-
ideological narratives which contextualised rebetika music as meaningful for participants.

This study has shown that musicians-singers and instrumentalists-who play rebetilca are highly
dedicated and skilled custodians of the rebetikn music-making tradition. With their particular musical
education, life experiences, musical preferences, choices, interpretations a¡d arrangements, they have
significantly shaped the nature of rebetika music-making in Adelaide. The co-existence of Greek lailko and
western approaches to music has been observed in their syncretic music-making practices. For Adelaide
musicians, musicianship and musical competence entail practical knowledge; instrumental technique;
personal feeling and identification; the reproduction of rebetika according to the recorded tradition; an

improvisatory performance practice; free orchestrations and arrangements of rebetika; the pursuit of
knowledge about historical origins; social contexts and musical features; and the community 'use value' of
music.

In this study, the rebetika repertoire of local musicians is heterogeneous, containtng smyrneïka,
piraiötikn and laikn items in significant numbers. It has also demonstrated a rich musical language of
orchestral, formal, rhythmical, textual and pitch structures which are employed in flexible ways in
performance practice. The laitka, the most recent rebetiko style which contain a sedimentation of the two
precursor styles, feature as the recurring favourites of Adelaide musicians and audiences. The smyrneïka,
the earliest recorded style most recently 're-discovered' on sound recordings,l with their unusual
instrumentation, ornamented modal melodies, vibrant rhythms, and everyday song text themes, received

special attention in local rebetika music programs in the concentrated repertoire of the rebetika music
ensemble. To a lesser extent the piraiötika were present in Adelaide Greek music progr¿ìms as well-known
'classic' choices. The study revealed that musicians practise a wide and diverse choice of rebetilea
repertoire.

In exploring the meaning of rebetika music for participants in Adelaide, it was found that the socio-
cultural origins of rebetikn which centred around the need to create identity and community in the face of
everyday experiences of migration, urbanisation and social dislocation, \üere similar to those experienced
by Greek-Australians. The culture of the everyday constituted tn rebetika music-making was observed to
express the entire range of huma¡ experience and emotion, especially the need for communal celebration,
individual expression, passion, sensuality, assertiveness, joy, humour and celebration.

In identifring the contemporary significance and meaning of rebetika for Adelaide participants, the

concept of symbolic-ideological narrative was proposed as a praxis-theory of reality through which music
is constituted as meaningful at the level of individual experience and social practice. Symbolic-ideological
narratives were shown to function as polysemous border crossings which mediate between multiple
contradictory, ambiguous, stereotypic and dominant constructions of experience and culture to create

coherence and meaning for participants in the here-and now.
Three synbolic-ideological narratives were found to resonate as frameworks within which rebetika

are experienced and interpreted as meaningful in the Adelaide context. They were identified as 'soul
music', 'roots music' and 'world music' symbolic-ideological narratives. Although these different
narratives were often demonstrated to co-exist in the one event, they each displayed specific features which
enable them to be conceptualised and discussed as discrete narratives.

A 'soul music' narrative was observed in Adelaide performances of rebetika. It was constituted by
various constructions of the individual self. These were characterised by the immediate, personal,

emotional, corporeal, sensate a¡d ultimately spiritual engrossment n rebetiko music-making and dancing.

The 'soul music narrative' of rebetilca resonated strongly at socialdances, as was evident at the
performances of Laifü Kompania at the Greek Football Club and the Greek Cultural Week Ball; at
restaurants as occurred during the performance of Aman (Zorba's Restaurant); and at weddings as was

observed in the perfonnances of Odyssey (Serbian Centre Hall, Estonian Hall). It was especially obvious
during the rebetilca solo zeibekiÈos and tsifteteli dances of the lai:lca rebeti,ta when patrons participated in
spontaneous improvisatory dancing. During these dances, there was a peaking of kef and meralci, of a

1 With the recent proliferation of re-issued original recordings oÍ rebetika on compact disc, it is now possible to undertake a detailed
musicological analysis oi rebetika items according to musical structure, authorship and style, in order to identify the musical parameters

and historical development of the genre. Future research could also include a comparative analysis of contemporary rebetika repertoires

such as those documented in this study w¡th earliest recordings. The findings from such research could then be compared with other
genres of Greek music, and with contemporary rebetika music-making practices in other cities of Australia, and in other diaspora

communities around the world.
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highly spirited and impassioned engagement in the music, in which the individual dancer harnessed

choreographic skills, compassion and knowledge for ultimate expression. It was observed that expressions

of soul were also differentiated on the basis of gender. Participation tn zeibekikos dancing constituted an

experience of leventia and mangia, of independent 'masculine' assertiveness, while participation in the

tsifteteli constituted an experience of erotic 'feminine' sensuality. Soul expression was also manifest when

musicians improvised unlimited melodic-rhythmic variations with kefi and meraki during lhe taximi. Tlrc
'soul music' narrative filtered through to the chasopikos, chasaposervikos, syrtos, and kslamafianos line

and circle group dances by embodying a heightened experience of the individual-in-community. ln these

dances the spontaneous expression of the individual was sanctioned and supported by the collectivity of the

parea and of the entire gathering of participants, an observation which confirms the view that Greek

expression of the self is rarely constituted in isolation to others.

This leads to the second symbolic-ideological narrative identified in rebetika music-making practices

in which rebetikn were constructed as a 'roots music' of 'Greek people'. The 'roots music' narrative was a

collective patriotic imagining of Greek culture and identity Employing evolutionist, populist and

nationalist perspectives, rebefikn were viewed as one link in the continuous evolution of Greek popular

music to higher 'cultivated' forms. The 'roots music' narrative resonated strongly in floorshow brackets at

social-dances such as the HMASA Night of Rebetika; and especially at concerts such as the HMASA
Concert, Evolution of LaTki Mousiki.

In the third symbolic-ideological narrative, rebefika music-making activities were constructed as a

'world music': an icon of cultural specificity, authenticity, diversity and global pan-humanism. This was

especially the case when rebetikn were performed by Themelia at multicultural social-dances, such as the

Cõnference Club; by the Glpsy Trio at non-Greek managed restaurants such as Ayers House; and most

strongly by Meraki at multicultural festivals such as the Multicultural Carnival and National Folk Festival.

In these contexts, rebetika music with its unusual and 'unique' rhythms, modes, melodies, instruments,

improvisatory forms ærd topical song texts, was experienced as familiar in its otherness: a 'unique',

'exotic' musical-aesthetic 'Greek' icon of cross-cultural engagement and understanding.

These observations of rebetiÈa music-making practice and meaning revealed an interesting

concerldance dichotomy. It appeared that the more rebetika were performed as finely arranged

orchestrations in highly organised and mediated contexts such as the concert or the floorshow bracket, the

rrore they were constituted as 'roots music', an 'authentic Greek tradition'. Tlrc laika rebetilca were

prominent in this representation. In contrast, the performance of rebetika in more spontaneous and

informal contexts suõh as at social-dances and weddings, where unlimited variation, improvisation and

dancing participation took place, tended to constitute rebetika as a passionate engaging 'soul music'. ln
these contexts, all types of rebetika were featured, but especially the smyrnei:ka rebetilca. Concerts

appeared to set up hierarchies of authenticity and expertise, while dance contexts equalised and

dèmocratised social relations. ln a paradoxical inversion of syrnbolic-ideological narratives, the concert as

the archetypal epitome of cultivation, modernity, musicianship and respect for Greek music traditions, with

its monológic representation of music and its immobilisation of audiences, may result in the final demise of
the genre, *ttitr the dance event as archetlpal epitome of individual expression, catharsis and collective

celeúration, may provide the revitalising spirit for the survival of rebetika music in the Australian diaspora

context.
The 'world music' symbolic-ideological narrative was observed as a special feature of rebetikn

music-making in Adelaide. It was observed to bridge concert-'roots music' and dance-'soul music'

constructions at both concerldance performance contexts (Gypsy Trio-Ayers House; Meraki-

Multicultural Carnival and National Folk Festival). It also simultaneously contained experiences of music

aesthetics and ethnic specificþ, cultural difference and pan-global humanism'

This study has noted how in the cultural politics of representation and identification, social actors

play a primary iole as agents in the re-creation of traditional musical culture and diaspora style. The live

p.åo*-"e ôf rebet¡ka testifies to the perseverance of 'traditional' music in a contemporary diaspora

ãontext in spite of the marginalising and homogenising effects of mass-mediated culture in the westem

world. As à diaspora style, rebetika music is wielded like a double-edged sword by culture-bearers to

negotiate a positive anO aignifying musical style and identity, and, at the same time, to counter negative

representations of rebetika, Greekness, ethnicity, migrantness, multiculturalism etc.

In these ways, contemporary rebetiËø music-making practices have been shown to constitute

experiences of ideniity which include all dimensions of experience: of the self (soul), of community (roots)'

@ [997] 2002 Demeter Tsounis
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and of humanity (world). Music thus becomes a multi-imaging icon of identity. This study has shown

that, in the multicultural Australian ervironment, rebetika have become a multi-imaging icon of diaspora

identity. Diaspora rebetilca style in Adelaide is indeed a dynamic musical 'imagining' of the Greek-

Australian experience.

@ [997] 2002 Demeter Tsoruris
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Appendix I Rebetika Music-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993)

Non€feeK

Music

two week arls

fest¡val

lnstrumentation

vocals,2 bouzoukia,

baglarnas, piano

accordion,2 guitars,

electric bass, drum kit

choir, acoust¡c p¡eno,

guitar, drum kit

electric guitar, electric

bass, drum kit,

pefcusslon

baglanÊs, acoustic

guitar, electric guitar,

electric bass, drum kit,

bongos, congas,

percusslon, maraccas,

wind chimes

Musicians

Peter Tsounis, J¡m

Mounlzouris, Con Carapas,

John Diamanlis, John Soutis,

Stratos Sterg¡ou, Sam

Gardounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Themel¡a 2

OdysseY+; John Kourbelis

(musical director), John

Karamanos, Sam

Georgiadis, George Loizi:

Themelia (Adelaide College

Choi/) s'competition

entrants

Greek

Danc¡ng

no dancing

no dancing

(only to

taped Greek

music)

dancrng

in rcbetika

floorshow)

Greek Music

Program

rcbet¡ka (P)1

dìmotika,

nßiotika,

rebetìka (l),

entechna

reôetka (l),

d¡Í,otika, lalka,

elalra

rcæt¡t<a (E,t),

dimotika,lalka

Ethnic¡ty of

Organ¡ser

non-Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Type of

Organ¡ser

arts

arls

afts

arts

Organiser

Focus Fnnge

Festival

Themelia, Adelaide

College of Arts and

Education Greek

Students

Hellenic Mus¡c

Association of SA

Hellenic IVUsic

Association of SA,

Dimitria Festival

Type of Venue

concerl hall

concert hall

commun[y hall

commun¡ty hall

venue

Norwood Town

Hall

SACAE Hartley

Concert Hall,

Adelaide

Hellas Club, North

Tce

Hellas Club, North

Tce

Type of Event

concert

social-dance

socialdance

soc¡el-dance

Event

ReDeûKA Concen,

Music of the Elhnic

Communilies

SACAE GTeeK

Students End of

Year concerl

chorcesperlcta,

Mousikochorefriki

Vradia: Last

Bottzoukl +

lnslrument

Competition

Choræsper¡da,

Reòefrka Night

Date

21{/lar-õ0

2-Oct-61

2GNov€1

27-A$g-E.z

No.

1

2

3

4

1 P= program: l= item; B= bracket

t Oçh"r.' Athæ Eftichiou, Strye Gærg¡ad¡s, John KaEmanos, Gærge Lo¡zi, sem Gardoun¡s
4 

Odysæy: Tasos Capetanak¡s, Sendy Vats¡la, Jack Marinos, Michael Demetriou, Paul Gel¡os, John Kourbel¡s

5 
Demets Tsoun¡s, Helen pavlou, Johenna saltis, Helen & Esta Paraskevas, Tammy Odontiadis, ouren¡a & GEmmatiki Besilis, John Piliour¡s

@ [1991 2002 DmeterTsomis
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Appendir I Rebaik¿ Music-Making Events in Adelaide (198111993¡ 180
Non€feel( Muslclnstfumentat¡onMus¡c¡ansGreek

Dancing

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethnic¡ty of

organiset

Typ€ of

Orgeniser

Organ¡serType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

multrcullural, lolK

sung in Greek

vocels, p¡ano, buzouK,,

guitars, electric bass,

baglanns, drum kit,

percussron

vocals, percussion,

recorder

vocals, percugs¡on,

acouslic piano, guitar,

buzouki

vocals, Douzour(i, p¡ano,

ovation guitar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

acoustic piano, ovation

guitar, electric bass,

drum k¡l

Themelia + musicians 7

I hemelra: l1elen Pavlou,

Johanna Sallis, Demeter

Tsounis, Pal Kelly, Mart¡nne

Jusserand

Themel¡a: Demeter Tsoun¡s,

Mary Aposlolodis, Johanna

Saltis, Helen Pavlou, Pat

Kelly, John Kalentzis, Dimo

Alexiou

Laiki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Cârepet¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

George Loizi

Themelia: Demeter Tsounis,

Johanna Saltis, Helen

Pavlou, Pat Kelly, Martinne

Jusserand

Laïki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

danc¡ng

no dancrng

(only in

other

segments of

festival)

no danc¡ng

denc¡ng

no danc¡ng

(+ Greek

dance

floorwhow)

danc¡ng

ctrnot Na,

n¡siot¡ka,

rcbet¡ka (B),

entæhne

rcæaka(t),

nis¡ot¡ke,

din ot¡ka,Iafka,

entæhna, elalra

d¡nþf¡ka,

rcbetika (l),

entæhna, neo-

Rima

reætika (l),

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

dintodka, laÏka,

entæhna,

nælaïka

dinþtika,

nisio,tika,

rcbet¡ka (l),

entechna

ct¡motiKa,

nìsiotika,

rcbtika(l),

la1ka, entæhna,

n*laïRa

Greek

Greek

non-Greel(

Greek

Greek

Greek

arts

community

arts

pr¡vate

educalional

pnvale

Themel¡a

Greek Orthodox

Community of SA

Austral¡en Folk

Trust

Pr¡vate Greek-

Clpriot, Greek

Norwood H¡gh

School Greek

Parents Associalion

Privale Greek,

Greek

community hall

outdoor publ¡c

educat¡onal

institution

commun¡ty hall

educat¡onal

institution

educat¡onal

inslitution

I'lellas Club, North

Tce

Bonfhon Park

Adela¡de college

of Advanced

Education Magill

Serbian Centre

Hall, Woodville

Park

Norwood High

School

Marion High

School Hall

soc¡aldance

f€st¡val

festival

l¡le cycle

celebralion

(wedding)

concerl

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

ChotæsÞr¡da,

Themelia: An

Evening of Greek

Folksong

Gr€ek Youth

Festival

17th National Folk

Festival

Wedd¡ng

Reception

Non/tood Fltgh

School Greek

Night

Wedding

Reception

8-Oct-E2

$Dêc-82

J-Mar-ö3

1 1-Jun-83

l.Jul-6:l

23-Jut-t¡:t

5

6

I

I

to
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Appendix I R¿ôdit¿ Music-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993¡ 181
Non€reel( Mus¡clnstrumentat¡onMusiciansGreel(

Dancing

Gfeek Music

Program

Ethnicity of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

Organ¡serType of venuevenueTyPe of EventEventDateNo.

weslern popular

Italian

vocals, òouzour(i, pieno,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocals, DouzouKr, Prano,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocals, piano, recorder

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovalion guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

LatÏ¡ Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galalsianos

Larï¡ Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Themel¡a: Demeter Tsoun¡s,

Johenna Sallis, Helen

Pavlou, Martinne Jusserand,

Pal Kelly

Laiki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapet¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Galatsianos

Laïk¡ Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laiï¡ Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Sleve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

no dancing

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

dancing

d¡fl1otika,

nis¡ot¡ka,

reæt¡ka (l),

laïka, eñechna,

n*laka

d¡mot¡Ka,

nis¡otika,

rcbetika (l),

la:lka, entæhna,

n*,a'Íka

dinot¡ka,

nisiotika,

rcbet¡ka (l),

lalka, neùk¡na

ct¡firouRe,

nisiotika,

rcæt¡ka (l),

la\ka, entæhna,

n*la:lka

dinþtika,

nis¡ot¡Ra,

rcôt-t¡ka(l),

laÏka, entechna,

n*laïka

dinptika,

nisiotika,

reöef,ka (l),

la:lka, entechna,

n*lalka

Greek

Greek

non-Greek

m¡xed Greek

and non-

Greek

GTEEK

Greek

reslaurant

restaurant

arts

pr¡vete

restaurant

regional

frâtern¡ty

Seafood t{ouse

Seefood House

Women's Arl

Movemenl

Private, Greek,

Italian (Vassiliki

Kakarikou)

Seafood tlouse

Kaslor¡an FraternÍty

reslaurenl

reslaurant

bar

commun¡ty hall

restaurenl

hotel

Seafood House

Restaurant,

Gouger St

Seafood House

Restaurant,

Gouger St

Lerk and Tina's

Club, Hindley St

Fogolar Furlan

Cenlre, Felixsto¡¡

Seatood l1ouse

Restaurant,

Gouger St

Finsbury Hotel

reslaurant

restaurant

social{ance

(club)

life cycle

c€lebration

(wedding)

restauranl

soc¡al{ance

Restauranl

Restapuranl

Women's

Performance

Evening

Wedding

Reception

Reslaurant

Çhotæspencß

21-Aug{lÍl

¡l-SeÞtl¡l

&Sep43

10-sep-õ3

1]-SeÞö¡t

24-SeFE3

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Appendir I RebdikaMtsic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993¡ t82
Non€reeß Muslclnstfumentat¡onMus¡c¡ansGreek

Dancing

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organiser

Type of

Organ¡ser

OrganiserType of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

vocals, Dolrzourí, p¡ano,

ovation guiter, eleclric

bass, drum kit

vocals, öoøzouki piano,

ovation gu¡tar, electric

bass, drum k¡t

ovalion guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guilar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guilar

vocals, ovalion guitar,

recorder, percuas¡on,

plano

LaTki Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapel¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galats¡anos

Laik¡ Kompenia: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laik¡ Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laik¡ Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapelis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeler

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Alexiou, Dimo Alexiou,

Demeter Tsounis

Sophie Alexiou, Chris

Brocklebank, George Alexiou

Barbara Alexiou, Pat Kelly,

Demeter Tsounis, Johanna

Saltis, Helen Pavlou, Julie

Pavlou, Marlinne Jusserand

denc¡ng

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

dancing

ct¡Íþt¡ka,

nisiotika,

rebet¡Re (l),

IeIka, entæhna,

n*laïka

cilmoltKa,

n¡s¡otika,

rcæt¡ka(l),

lâka,entæhna

neÈlalka

d¡Ítot Ka,

nis¡ot¡ka,

rcbetika (l),

la:lka, entechna,

n*laÍka

ctiÍroûka,

nis¡otika,

rebet¡ka (l),

IaIRa, entæhna,

n*laïRa

ct¡tfrot Ka,

nis¡ot¡ka,

rebetika (l),

Iaka, entechna,

n*leïke

cttn oaKa,

nls¡ot¡ka,

rebetika (l),

lalka, entæhna

Greek

Greek

Greek

m¡xed Greek

and non-

Greek

Greek

non-Greek

regronal

fretemity

pri\rate

sports

private

regional

fralernity

pol¡t¡cal

lkar¡an Fratern[y

Private Greek,

Greek

Omonia Soccer

Club

Pr¡vate Greek,

Australian

GreelG ol Egypt

and Middle East

Society of SA

Eureka Australlan

lndependence

Movement

reception cenlre

receptron cedre

governmenl

institution

receptlon centre

community hall

community hall

Hackney Hall

Hacl(ney Hall

Eng¡neering &

Water Supply Hall,

Grand Junction

Hackney Hall

Greeks of Egypt

and Middle Easl

Soc¡ety of SA Hall,

Keswick

Prospect Town

Hall

soc¡al-denoe

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

social-dance

life cycle

celebration

(v'redding)

soc¡al-dance

soc¡al{ance

ctutæsptlcla

Wedd¡ng

Reception

Çnofoesæñcta

Wedding

Recept¡on

Chotæspeñda

lndep€ndencê L¡ay

Dance

1-Oct-6¡,

SOct-83

22-Oci-E3

29€ct-83

1$Nov-E¡l

¡t-Dec€:l

17

1õ

19

20

21

22
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Appendir I RúøikaMwic-Making Events in Adelaide (f980-f993) 183
Noncreek Mus¡clnstrumentationMus¡c¡ansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greek Music

Program

Ethn¡city of

Organiser

Type of

Organ¡ser

OrganiserType of venueVenueTyp€ of EventEventDateNo.

music (western

popular)

vocals, öouzouki, piano,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocals, Douzourd, p¡ano,

ovation guitar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

vocals, bouzouk¡, pieno,

ovation guitar, bass

guitar, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovat¡on guitar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

Laïki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laik¡ Kompanra: George

Diakos, Eill Carapet¡s, Sleve

Papadopoulos, Demeler

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeler

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapelis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peler Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapet¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

dancrng

danc¡n9

danc¡ng

dencrng

ct¡mot¡ka,

nisbtika,

rcb€.t¡ka (l),

IaIRa, entæhna,

neGlalka

ct¡not¡ka,

nis¡ot¡ka,

teöetka (l),

laïka, entæhna,

næ-laka

dinot¡ka,

nis¡ot¡ka,

rcætika (l),

lal4a, entechna,

næ-laIka

ctrfþûKa,

n¡siotiRa,

rcbetika (l),

Iaïka, entæhna,

n*la\ka

ctinþt¡Ka,

nisiotika,

rêbetika (l),

lalka,entæhna,

næ-laka

dimotika,

nis¡ot¡Ra,

,eöetka (l),

taka, entechna,

n*ta\ka

Greek

mixed Greek

and non-

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

regional

fratemity

pnvate

reg¡onal

fraternity

educet¡onal

pnvale

private

Messtnran

Association of SA

Pnvate Greek,

Yugoslav

Messinian

Association

Fl¡nders unNersfty

Greek Association

Private Greek,

Greek

Privale Greel(,

Greek

recept¡on centre

commun¡ty hall

oul-door public

hotel-rêcept¡on

centre

communfty hall

commun¡ty hall

Hackney I'lell

Lebanese Maronite

Hall, Westboume

Park

V¡ctor tlarbour

Beach

Arkaba Hotel, Glen

Osmond

Veneto Club,

Beverly

Maron¡te liall,

Westbourne Pa¡k

socialdance

l¡fe cycle

celebration

(wedding)

miscellaneous

(picnic)

socral-dance

(disco-dance)

l¡le grcle

celebration

(wedding)

life cycle

celebrat¡on

(engagement)

Çltotæs,]€¡nct¿t

weddrng

Reception

Australra Dey

prcnrc

Chotæspericta

+disco

Wedding

Reception

Engagement

zÞDec-å3

14-Jan-õ4

29-Jan-E4

z$Jan-ö4

25-FeÞ64

3'{tlar-&4

23

24

25

26

27

2A
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Appendir I Rebdihú Music-Making Events in Adelaide (f98G1993¡ 184
Non€reeK MustclnstrumentationMus¡ciansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greel( Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organiser

Type of

Organ¡ser

OrganiserType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

DJ taped disco

dance music

(westem popular)

laped d¡sco dence

music (wesfern

popular)

music (western

popular)

væals, þornouKl, pieno,

ovation guitar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

vocáls, buzouki, piano,

ovation guilar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocels, p¡ano,

percussion, Íeclrdel,

guitar

LaTki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapet¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laïl( KompanE: George

Diakos, Bill Carapet¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Galalsianos

Laïk¡ Kompan¡a: George

D¡akos, B¡ll Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Martinne Jusserand, Pal

Kelly, Helen Pavlou, Julie

Pavlou, Chris Brocklebank,

Barbara & George Alexiou,

Johanna Sallis, Diana

Busolin

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

dancing

dancing

no dancrng

ct¡fltot¡ka,

nisloÍika,

rcætika (l),

telt<e,entæhna,

neùla\ka

ct¡n ouka,

nisiotika,

rcbtíka (l),

la:lka, entechna,

n*la:lka

ct,n oûKa,

n¡s¡otika,

reæt¡ka (l),

laïka, entechna

n*laka

ct¡flroûKa,

n¡siotika,

iF.ö€.t¡ka(l),

laIka, entechna,

nec.lalka

ctlfltotlka,

n¡s¡otika,

rebtika (l),

entæhna,n*

Ia\ka

Greek

mixed Greek

and non-

Greek

Greek

mixed Greek

and non-

Greek

non-Greek

educalronal

pnvate

reg¡onal

fraternity

private

reta¡1. trade

Fl¡nders Un¡versfty

Greek Association

Pr¡vate Double

Greek, Australian,

(Dimitra and Larry

Tod)

Messinian

Association of SA

Pnvate Greek,

Australian

Westfield

Shoppingtown

Kilkenny

hoteþrecept¡on

centre

recept¡on centre

holel

reception centre

shopp¡ng oentre

Arkaba Hotel, Glen

Osmond

Rena¡ssance

Toiver, Rundle

Mall

shandon llotel,

Sealon

Renaissance

Tower, Rundle

Mall

Westf¡eld

Shopping Centre,

KilkennY

socialdance

(discadance)

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

social-dance

life cycle

'cElebralion

(wedding)

mlscellaneous

(shopping

centre)

cnorcesæncta+

disco

Weddrng

Reception

Cho/oesperida

Wedding

Reception

Themel¡a

performance,

Westfield

Shopp¡ngrtot/vn

Op€n¡ng

4-Mar-64

114Ãer-ð4

31-lì/lar-64

?3-APt-84

24-Ìk¡-&4

29

3()

31

32

3:t
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Appendir I R¿baìkøMtsic-Making Events in Adelaide (198G1993) 185
Non€reel( Musiclnstrumentat¡onMusiciansGreek

Dancing

Greek Music

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

OrganiserType of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

multicultural

percussion, recorder,

guitar

ovat¡on guiler, electr¡c

bass, drurl k¡t

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum k¡t

vocals, 2 guitars, p¡ano,

recorders, bouzouk¡,

percusslon

Themelia: Demeler Tsoun¡s,

Martinne Jusserand, Pal

Kelly, Helen Pavlou, Julie

Pavlou, Chris Brocklebank,

Barbara & George Alexiou,

Johanna Saltis, Diana

Busolin

Laiki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Pepedopoulos, Demeler

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galetsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

6+

Nick Arabatsis, Steve

Papadopoulos

no dancing

danc¡ng

dancing

dancing

no dancrng

ctifirotKa,

nisiotika,

reætilrå(l),

entæhna, neÞ-

Ia'lka

ct¡ÍþAka,

nisiotiRa,

rebet¡Ra (l),

la¡ka, entechna,

neÈlaka

dinptika,

nisiotiRa,

rcbetika (l),

laTka, entechna,

nec.la:lka

climot¡ka,

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

rebetika (l),

laIka, entechna,

n*laika

ct¡fiiotika,

,eöefika (B),

lalka,entæhna

non-Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

retail, trade

relrgrous

sports

regronal

fratern¡ty

commun¡ty

wesllreld

Shoppingtoan

Kilkenny

Greek orthodox

Community &

Parish of Prophet

Elias Norwood and

Eastern Suburbs

Greek Football Club

lkarian Fratern¡ly

Greek Orthodox

Community of SA

shopp¡ng cenlre

commun¡ty hall

commun¡ty hall

communfly hall

commun¡ty hell

Westf¡eld

Shopping Centre,

Kilkenny

Croetion Hall,

Riddleyton

Colossus Hall,

Tonensville

Eston¡an llall,

North Adelaide

Olympic Hall,

Franklin St

miscellaneous

(shopping

centre)

soclel-dance

social-dance

social-dance

concert

I hemelra

performance,

Westfield

Shoppingtorvn

Opening

Çnotæspencta

Çnoræspencta

Çnotæspeflcta

Concert, The

Greek Lalko Song

and Ho¡¡ il

Expressed the Life

of the Greek

People

2l-Apr-q4

19May-84

14-Jul-64

21-Jul-E4

26-Jul{4

34

35

36

37

38
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Appendir I Rebéi*aMt¡sic-Making Events in Adelaide (19&!f 993¡ 186
Noncreek MusiclnstrumentationMusiciansGreek

Dancing

Greek Muslc

Program

Ethn¡city of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

ofgan¡sefType of VenueVenueType of EventEventNo.

western populer

ballroom danoe

music (in

English),

rocKn'roll dance

music (n English)

western popular

ballroom dance

music (in English)

vocals, ovetron gullar,

Mlzouk¡, recorder,

electric piano

vocals, bouzou K, piano,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocels, Douzour(t, p¡ano,

ovation gu¡tar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

vocals, p¡ano, æuzouw,

recorder, ovation guitar,

bongos

v ocels, bou zou k¡, pieno,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

Themel¡a: Jul¡e Pavlou,

Helen Pavlou, John

Kalentzis, Martinne

Jusserand, Johanna Saltis,

Dimo Alexiou, Demeter

Tsoun¡s

LaTki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peler Tsounis,

Arlhur Gelats¡anos

Laiki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Galatsianos

Themelia: Julie Pavlou,

Helen Pavlou, John

Kalentzis, Martinne

Jusserand, Pat Kelly,

Johanna Saltis, Dimo

Alexiou, Demeter Tsounis +

Parikiaki Kompania

(Melbourne)

Laïld Kompanra: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Dem€ler

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Gelets¡anos

no danc¡ng

danc¡ng

dencing

no dancrng

danc¡ng

Þæt¡ka (l),

nlslot¡ka,

d¡nþt¡ka, laka,

entæhna,n*

k¡nþ

reDeûKa (t),

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

d¡nþt¡Ra,laîka,

entæhna,

neolalka

teÞetrKa I),
nis¡otika,

dlntot¡Ra, la\ka,

entæhna,

næle:lka

ct¡Íroaka,

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

rebet¡ka (l) ,

entechna, neù

kima

rcætika (t),

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

ditÌþtika, Ia:lka,

entæhna,

nælaIRa

Greel(

mrxed Greek

and non-

Greek

Greek

Greek

mixed Greek

and non-

Greek

pol¡tic-al

pr¡vate

educat¡onal

educal¡onal

pñvete

Panhellen¡c

Women's Society

Private Gre€k,

Australian

(Scopolites,

Chaplin)

Flinders University

G¡eek Associalion

Fl¡nders unvers[y

Greek Associalion

Pr¡vate Greek,

Australian

communÍty hall

hotel-reception

centre

receptron centre

educalional

institution

community hall

H€llas Club, North

Tce

Obero¡ Holel,

North Adelaide

Rene¡ssance

To¡¡er, Rundle

Mall

Adelaide H¡gh

School Hall

Lawtan llall,

Wayville

social-dance

lfle cycle

celebration

(wedding)

soc¡al-dance

conc€rt

life cycle

celebration

(wodding)

cnotæspenoa

weddrng

Reception

Opening Ball of

Greek Cultural

Week

Concert, Greek

Cultural Week

Wedding

Reception

'I l-AUg-ð4

25-Aug-64

1-Sep€4

ÍSep-84

13-Oct-E4

39

40

41

42

43
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Appendix I RebdihsMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (198G1993¡ 187
Noncreek Mus¡clnstrumentat¡onMus¡c¡ansGreek

Dancing

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethnlc¡ty of

Organiser

TyPe ot

Organ¡ser

Organ¡serType of VenueVenueType of Even¡EventDateNo.

weslem popular

ballroom dance

music (in English)

vocals, öouzouNi, p¡ano,

ovalion guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocals, recorder, p¡ano

accordion, ovation

guitar, piano

ovat¡on guitar, electr¡c

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovalion guilar, electric

bass, drum kil

Laïk¡ Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeler

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Julie Pevlou, Johanna Saltis,

Dimo Alexiou, Sophie

Alexiou, Pat Kelly, Martinne

Jusserand, Demeter

Tsounis, Christos Touloumis,

Mrs Touloumis; GOCSA

Children's Choir

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laïki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Gelatsianos

dancing

no danc¡n9

danc¡ng

dancing

dancing

rcÞenka I),
nis¡ot¡ka,

dlmotike,lalka,

entechna,

næta\ka

d¡nþtika,

n¡siot¡ka,

rcbtika (l),

lalka,entæhna,

elaîra

¡e,bet¡ka (l),

nisiotika,

d¡ntot¡ka,laka,

entechna,

neolaTRa

reÞet¡ka (l),

nßiot¡ka,

diflptika,laTka,

entechna,

neolaTka

rcbetika (l),

n¡siotika,

d¡firotika, la\ka,

enæhna,

neola'tka

m¡xed Greek

and non-

Greek

Greel(

non€reek

Greek

Greek

private

commun[y

commun¡ty

educat¡onal

commun¡ty

Private Greek,

Australian (Con

Atsidavgis & Robyn

Cox)

Greek orthodox

Community of SA

Muscular Dystrophy

Association

Findon H¡gh School

Greek Parents

Associalion

llellen¡c Youth o1

SA

spofls club

oul-door public

communily hell

educet¡onal

institution

hotel

Grange Golf Club

Bonython Park,

Adelaide

Hellas cluÞ, North

lce

Findon High

School Hall

The Century Hotel,

Hindley St

life cycle

celebralion

(wedding)

tesl¡val

socialdance

soc¡aFdence

social-dance

Wedding

Reception

Greek Yot¡th

Festival

Çnotæspencta

Chotæspericta

cnorc,€sp€.ncn,

Christmas Eve

ztl)ct-ö4

+Nov-84

l(ÞNov-64

&Dec€4

2+Ðæ-44

44

45

¿16

4t

4ö
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Appendir I RebalikaMtsic-Making Events in Adelaide (198111993¡ 188
Noncreel( Muslclnstrumentat¡onMus¡c¡ansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greel( Mus¡c

Program

Ethnicity of

Organiser

Type of

Organ¡ser

OrganiserType of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

Italian, westem

popular ballroom

dance music

ballroom dancing

music (in

English), taped

disco music

taped d¡sco mus¡c

(western popular)

vocels, öoøzour(i, piano,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

uocÊ,ls, brzotlK, pieno,

oration guitar, electríc

bass, drum kit

vocals, Do{rzourd, piano,

ovation guilar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation gu¡tar, electric

bass, drum kil

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocals, öouzourd, p¡ano,

ovâtion guilar, electric

bass, drum kit

Laïki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Lall( Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Galalsianos

Diakos, B¡ll Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laik Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos + Slan

Kontogonis (amming)

Laïk¡ Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peler Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

dancing

danc¡ng

dancrng

dancrng

dancing

danc¡ng

rcbetika (l),

nisiotika,

dinþtika. lalka,

entechna,

neolalka

rcbet¡ka (l),

nisiot¡ka,

d¡nþtika, ta:ka,

entæhna,

nælalka

reæaka \t),

nisiotika,

d¡ntot¡Rd, la'lka,

entæhna,

neolaka

rcæt¡ka (t),

nß¡ot¡ka,

d¡n ot¡Ra,la\ka,

entæhna,

nælaka

reDetr(a (l),

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

d¡nþtika,laka,

entæhna,

nælelke

rebtika (l),

nisiot¡Ra,

dintotika, taÏka,

entechna,

nælalka

Greek

Greek

m¡xed Greek

and non-

Greek

mixed Greek

and non-

Greek

Greek

Greek

pnvale

regþnal

fralernity

pr¡vete

pnvete

private

private

Pr¡vale Greek,

Greek, (Peter

Kotsion¡s)

lkânan Fraternty

Pr¡vate Greek,

Italian

Private Greek,

Australian

Private Greek,

Greek-Cypriot,

(Stan Kontogonis &

Pam

Themistocelous)

Private

sports club

community hall

commun¡ty hall

receplion centre

recept¡on centre

community hall

Payneham Civic

Centre

Lemnos llall

Thebarton

Fogolar Furlen

Cenlre, Feli¡<stow

Rugg¡ero

Reception Centre,

Hendon

Ruggiero

Reception Centre,

Hendon

Colossus Hall,

Tonensville

lile ct/cle

celebration

(wedding)

socialdance

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

life cycle

celebralion

(wedding)

life cycle

celebration

(baptism)

weddrng

Reception

Çnorcesp€.noa,

New Yea/s Eve

wedd¡ng

Reception

Wedding

Reception

Wedding

Reception

Baptism, Double

29-Dæ-64

30-[,ec-44

SJan€5

õ-Jan-õ5

27-Jan-õ5

2-Feb-85

49

50

51

52

53

þ4
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189Appendir I RebaikaMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993)

Non€reek Mus¡clnstrumentationMusiciansGreeK

Oanc¡ng

Greek Music

Program

Ethnicity of

Organiser

Type of

organ¡ser

Organ¡serType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

floorshow (hip

hop, rap)

floorshow (hip

hop, rap)

vocals, DouzouKr! ptano,

ovation guítar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guilar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

vocals, Þouzouki, Piano,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

vocals, Douzourí, P¡ano,

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

Leik¡ Kompen¡a: George

D¡akos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peler Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laïki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapet¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arlhur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapelis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peler Tsoun¡s,

Arthur Galatsienos

Laïki Kompania: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Leik¡ Kompan¡a: George

Oiakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis, Peter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

dancing

dencing

dancing

dancing

dencing

danc¡ng

tebelka (l),

nìsiotika,

d¡nþtika, la:lka,

entæhna,

nælafka

,ebet¡Ra (l),

nisiot¡ka,

d,ntotika, IaIRa,

enæhna,

næla:lka

rebetika (l),

nisiotika,

dinþt¡ka, la:¡ka,

enæhna,

næla\ka

reætika (t),

nis¡otika,

d¡not¡ka, la:lka,

entechna,

nælailka

reæt¡ka (l),

nisiot¡ka,

diÍtotika, la\ka,

entechna,

nælaka

rebetika (l),

n¡siot¡ka,

dimotika,lalka,

entæhna,

NæIATRA

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

sports

pr¡vate

arts

arts

sports

political

Helles Soccer Club

Private Greek-

lvlacedonian,

Austral¡en

Glend¡ Greek

Festival

Glendi Greek

Festival

Asturian Soccer

Club

Platon Club

recept¡on centre

recept¡on oenlre

out-door publ¡c

out-door publ¡c

commun¡ty hall

Renaissancê

Torer, Rundle

lvlall

Rena¡ssance

Tower, Rundle

Mall

Theberton oval

Thebarlon Oval

Thebarton

Slav Hall,

Thebarton

social-dance

lle clrle

celebration

(wedding)

festival

fesl¡ì/al

social-dance

soc¡al-dance

chorcespencte

weddrng

Recelion

Glendi Greek

Feslival

Glend¡ GreeK

Festival

'16-Feb-85

gMar-65

16-1,/tar-65

1 7{Vlar-85

55

56

57

56
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Appendir I RebaìlcaMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993) 190
Non€reeK Mus¡clnstrumentat¡onMusiciansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greek Mus¡c

Progfam

Ethn¡c¡ty of

organisef

Type of

organiser

OrganiserType of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

music (western

popular)

vocels, buzou Kì, Plano,

ovation guitar, electr¡c

bass, drum kit

ovat¡on gu¡ter, electric

bass, drum kit

ovation guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

bouzouk¡, baglanÊs,

hermon¡ca, recorder,

ovation guilars, electric

bass, drum kit,

percusslon

omlion guitar, electric

prano

recorder, ovation guitar,

electric piano,

percussrcn

Laiï¡ Kompan¡a: George

Diakos, Bill Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Peter

Tsounis, Demeter Tsounis,

Arthur Galatsianos

Laìld Kompanra: George

Diakos, Bill Carapet¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos, Peter

Tsounis, Demeter Tsounis,

George Arabats¡s

LaÏk¡ Kompan¡a: George

D¡ekos, B¡ll Carapetis, Steve

Papadopoulos, Peter

Tsoun¡s, Demeter Tsounis,

George Arabatsis

Tsounis, George Arabatsis,

Steve Papadopoulos, Dimo

Alexiou, M¡chael Demetriou,

Jusserand,

Saltis, Peter Galanis

Stratos P¡kramenos, George

Alexiou, Dimo Alexiou,

Demeter Tsounis

Julie Pavlou, Pat Kelly, Dimo

Alexiou, George Alexiou,

Martinne Jusserand, Stratos

Pikramenos, John KalenÞis

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

dancrng

rcôP-tika (t),

nis¡ot¡ke,

di'lroúika,laIRâ,

entæhna,

neolaka

rcæt¡ka (t),

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

diÍtot¡ka, bfka,

entechna,

nælaTka

rcætika (t),

nis¡otika,

d¡n otika, lalka,

entæhna,

neotalka

enÞcnna,la1ka,

nælaika,

d¡n otiha,

n¡siotika,

rcbetika (l)

la\ka, rcbetKa

0), n,'siiof,ka,

dinþi¡ka

d¡flptika,

rcbetika (l),lalka

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

mixed Greek

and non-

Greek

non-Greek

pr¡vate

pnvate

private

educalional

pr¡vate

arts

Private Greek,

Greek

Pr¡vate Greek,

Clpriot Greek

(Kyriakou)

Private Greek,

Greek

Flinders Un¡vers¡ty

Greek Association

Pr¡vate Greek,

Australian, (Peter &

Joy Christopher)

SA Folk Federation

commun¡ty hall

reception centre

commun¡ty hall

bar

reslaurant

hotel

Bulger¡an Hall,

Fulham Gardens

Ruggiero's

Reception Centre,

Felixstory

Macedon¡an tlall,

F¡ndon

Tou Can Tou Club,

Hindley St

lvlawson House,

Hyde Park

Centralia Hotel,

North Tce

l¡fe cycle

celeþration

(wedding)

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

soc¡al-dence

(club)

l¡fe cycle

celebralion

(wedding)

miscellaneous

(pub)

Weddrng

Reception

wedd¡ng

Reception

wedd¡ng

Reception

D¡mnra Tsounts

end Combo: A

Night of Altemative

Greek Music.

Mousrki Sfi, Ets¡

Wedding

Reception

Not The Çesino

Club

zo-Apr-85

Z1-Apr-õ5

27-Apr-Es

1-Sep-85

23.Nov-85

11'/ ot Zö-l

November

1985

61

62

63

64

tt5

66
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Appendir I RebaihoMttsic-Making Events in Adelaide (198{11993¡ 191
Non€reeK Mus¡clnstrumentat¡onMus¡c¡ansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethnicny of

Organiser

Type of

Organ¡ser

OrganiserType of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo,

Turkish, ltalian,

Yugoslav dance

floorshort¡

western popular

western popular,

'Auld Lang Syne"

(Celtic)

recorder, ovat¡on guitar

electr¡c p¡ano, ovation

guitar, electric bass,

drum kit

vocals, bouzouki,

electric p¡ano, ovat¡on

guitar, tambour¡ne

electric auitar, ovation

guitar, electric bass,

drum kit

electric guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

ovalion gu¡lar,

keyboards, drum kit

electric guitar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

Themelia: George Alex¡ou,

Demeler Tsounis, Dimo

Alex¡ou, Mart¡nne Jusserand,

Helen Pavlou + EPNNA Choir

Peter Tsoun¡s, D¡mo Alexrou,

Kevin Amanatidis, George

Alexiou, Demeler Tsounis,

Peler Lambropoulos

Alexiou Johanna Saltis, Kevin

Amanatidis, Demeler

Tsounis

Michael Demetriou, Stan

Magias, Sam Gardounis,

Jack Marinos, Paul Gelios +

Steve Papadopoulos, Vasilis

loanidis

Michael Demetriou, Stan

Magias, Sam Gardounis,

Paul Gelios, Jack Marinos

Antoniou, Terry Soukoukis,

Peter Lambropoulos (+ Kev¡n

Amanatid¡s, Dimo Alexiou,

George Alexiou)

M¡chael Demetriou, Stan

Magias, Sam Gardounis,

Paul Gel¡os, Jack Marinos

dancrng

danclng

danc¡ng

denc¡ng

dancrng

denc¡ng

danctng

ct¡Írot¡ka,

nis¡ot¡ka,

rcbet¡ka (l), neÈ

Ieïke. entechna

IaÏka, nß¡otika,

rcbet¡Ra (l)

la\ka, entechna,

rebtika (l)

dinptìka,

nisiotiRa

laIka, rcbet¡ka

(l), dintot¡ka

entæhna,lalxa,

rcbet¡ka (l),

d¡nþtika,elafrc

entechna, elatra,

talka,reöp-tika

Q), ctintotika

entechna, la\ka,

rebtika (l),

dlflrotika, elafra

multicultural

and Greek

non-Greel(

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

m¡xed Greek

ahd non-

Greek

ads (e

community)

poln¡cal

regronal

fralernity

commun¡ly

pr¡vate

pr¡vale

private

Multicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA &

Hellenic Youth of

SA

K¡m Mayes M.P

Labor Party

Campaign

Kos Fralern¡ty

Hellenic Yoúh of

SA

Privale

Private Greek-

Cypriot, (Helen

Pavlou & Nick

Toumezos)

Pr¡vale Greek,

Australian

community hall

educat¡onal

institulion

community hall

sporls club

commun¡ty hall

r€ception centre

reslaurant

Eastwood

Community Centre

The Orphanage,

Goodwood

Kos Hall, Prospecl

Payneham c¡vic

Cenlre

Eston¡an Hall,

North Adelaide

Aless¿¡ndro

Minicozi

Reception Centre,

Hackney

The Abb€y

Reslauranl, Hyde

Park

soc¡al-dance

soc¡aFdence

soc¡al-dance

soc¡al-dance

l¡le cycle

celebralion

(wedding)

life clcle

celebration

(wedding)

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

Themel¡a

performance,

Three Cities Three

Cultures Project

Conference dance

K¡m Mayes, ALP

MP Campaign

Dance

Ghoræsæricta,

Nevv Yea/s Eve

Çnorcl€,so€incta,

LalkiWúia

Wedding

Receplion

wedd¡ng

Reception

Wedd¡ng

Reception

æ-Noì/-85

7-E,ec-45

31-Dêc45

z5-Apr{õ

1 f)-lviay-õti

I 1+úay-86

1e{\^ay{t

67

6E

69

70

71

tz

-r3
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Appendir I RebdikaMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993¡ 192
Non€reel( Mus¡clns{rumentat¡onMus¡c¡ânsGfeel(

Danc¡ng

Greek Muslc

Program

Ethnicity of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

Organ¡serType of VenuevenueType of EventEventDateNo.

western popular

Italian, Torres

Strait lslander,

western popular

Celtic folk

vocals,2 buzoukia,

electric guitar, eleclric

bass, drum kit

vocals, piano, 2 guitars,

recorder

vocals, recorder, prano,

ovation guitar,

pefcusslon

vocals, piano, 2 guitars,

recorder

vocals, p¡ano, oval¡on

guilar, recorder,

percusslon

piano, ovalion guitar,

electric bass, drum kit

Odyssey: J¡m Mounlzour¡s,

Michael Demetriou, Stan

Magias, Sam Gardounis,

Peter Tsounis, Jack Marinos

Themelia: Helen Pavlou,

Julie Pavlou, Demeter

Tsounis, Dimo Alex¡ou, Steve

Papadopoulos, Martinne

Jusserand

Themelia: Helen Pavlou,

Martinne Jusserand, George

Alexiou, Demeter Tsounis,

Steve Papadopoulos

Themelia: Helen Pavlou,

Julie Pavlou, Demeter

Tsounis, D¡mo Alexiou, Sleve

Papadopoulos, Martinne

Jusserand

Helen Pavlou, Julie Pavlou,

Dimo Alexiou, Martinne

Jusserand

Cherama: George Dimas,

John Giannis, Patrakos

Michaelidis, Dimo Alexiou,

Demeter Tsounis, Sleve

lGtsambellis, John Soutis

danc¡ng

no danc¡ng

no dancrng

dancing

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

entæhnâ, talka,

reåp-tika (l),

d¡nþtika, ehfra

dinþtika,

rF-åt-t¡ka (l).

ta\ka, entechna

ct¡mot¡ka,

antartika,

rebetika (Ð,

Iaïka, entechna,

neo kinþ

laTka, ctlÍrotlka,

rcætika(l),

entæhna

diÍrot¡ka,

n¡siotìka,

enæhna,

Êbetika (l)

dittptika,

n¡siot¡ka,

rebetika (l),

lallka, n*la1ka,

entæhna

Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

mult¡cultural

and Greek

multrcullural

and non-

Greek

non-GreeK

privete

polit¡cal

arts

ans (&

commun¡ly)

arts

arts

Prívate

Associat¡on of

Draffing,

Supervisory and

Technical

Employees

Jubilee 150 Youth

Music Festival

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Hellenic Youth of

SA

Multicultural

Artworkers

Commitlee of SA,

Community Arts

Network

Riverland Cultural

Trust, Arts Council

ofsA

commun¡ty hall

government

institution

erts centre

arts centre

arts centre

oulJoor public

Serb¡an Centre

Hall, Woodville

Park

TUTA Eurldrng,

Wayville

Adelaide Festival

Centre Piano Bar

Mull¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arls Centre,

North Tce

Multicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Centre,

Norlh Tce

Eeni oval

life rycle

celebration

(wedding)

resleurant

(dinner)

lesl¡ì/al

social-dance

soc¡el-dance

festival

wedd¡ng

Reception

ADTSE Un¡on

Dinner

Jubilee 150 coca-

Cola Youlh Music

Festival

A N¡ght ot Musrc

and Dancing,

Opening of

Multicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

National

Community Arts

"Conference Club"

Riverland West-

End Multicultural

Festival

1&May-Eo

2&+v'€y,.86

$Au9-66

26-Jun-Eõ

GSep-86

27-sep8õ

74

75

76

77

78

79
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Appendir I RebaikaMwic-Making Events in Adelaide (198Gf993) t93
Noncreek Mus¡clnstrumentãtionMus¡ciansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greel( Mus¡c

Program

Ethnic¡ty of

Organ¡ser

Type of

Organ¡ser

Organ¡sefType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

Australian folk

lheatre-dance

floorshow

vocals, piano, bouzouki,

ovation guiter, eleclr¡c

bass, recorder, bongos,

Percussþn

vocals, Þouzourd, p¡ano,

ovalion guitar, electric

bass, bongos

vocals, p¡ano, ovatton

guitar, clarinet,

recorder, bongos

vocals, p¡ano, gu¡tar,

clarinet, recorder,

bongos

vocals, piano, ovation

guitar, recorder,

bongos, percussion

guitar, recorder,

bongos, percussion,

congas

Themelia: Dimo Alexiou,

Themis Tunis, Demeter

Tsounis, Julie Pavlou,

Martinne Jusserand, John

Giannis, Steve Katsambellis,

Pat Kelly

Julie Pavlou, Demeter

Tsounis, Dimo Alexiou, John

Giannis, Sleve Katsambellis

Themis Tunis, Demeler

Tsounis, Johanna Saltis,

Mart¡nne Jusserand, Christos

Nizamis + Laïki Kompania e

Themelia: Demeter Tsounis,

Themis Tunis, Johenna

Saltis, Julie Pavlou, Christos

Nizamis, Martinne Jusserand

Themis Tunis, Julie Pavlou,

Marlinne Jusserand, Dimo

Alexiou

Themis Tunis, Mart¡nne

Jusserand, Julie Pavlou,

Eltahir Malik (amming)

dancing

danc¡ng

clanc¡ng

dancing

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

d¡ntot¡Ra,

,eöetrka O,

entæhna

cl¡mot¡Ka,

nisiot¡ka,

rcbetika (l),

laTka, neùla\ka,

entæhna

ta\Ra, reætìRa

(l), cl¡mot¡ka,

nisiot¡Ra

cttnoûKa,

nisiot¡ka,

rcbet¡Ra (l),

enæhna

d¡nþtika,

nisiot¡ka,

rcætika (l), næ-

laÏka,

rcæt¡ka (t),

lalka,d¡nþtika,

entæhna

mult¡cultural

multicultural

and non-

Greek

Greek

mult¡cultural

non-Greek

and

mullicultural

non-Greek

arts

ans (&

political)

commun¡ty

arts

arts

erls

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Mult¡cultulal

Artworkers

Committee of SA &

Latin American

Support Committee

Hellenic Youth of

SA

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

SA Folk Federation

Multicultural

Arlworkers

Committee of SA

S.A. Folk

Federation

afts centre

arts centre

community hall

arts centre

commun¡ty hall

out-door public

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

L¡ving Arts Centre

Courlyard, North

Tce

Multicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Centre,

Norlh Tce

lkar¡an l'lall, Unley

Multicullural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Centre,

North Tce

lrish Hall,

Carringlon St

Goolwa Oval

social{ance

social-dance

soc¡al-dance

'm¡scellaneous

(meeting)

soc¡ahdence

fest¡val

Celebration of

Summer

A Night For

Nicaragua

ChotæsoP-ricta,

LaIRi Vradia

Reöeûka Night

MAC Annual

General Meeting

Multicultural

Gabaret,9h SA

Folk Festival

Fundraiser

gth south

Auslralian Goolwa

Festival

1+Uec-ött

2e4Ãer-öl

25-Jul-ð/

z6.JUF67

2tSep-87

11-Oct€7

õo

ð1

62

õ3

u

E5

I 
ceorge Oiakos, B¡ll CaraPeds, S:ts€ PaPadopoulæ, George Loiz¡, Jim Sousouros-
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Appendir I Rebaih¿Music-Making Events in Adelaide (198{11993¡ t94
Noncreek MusiclnstrumentatlonMus¡c¡ansGreek

Dancing

Greek Music

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

OrganiserType of venueVenueType of EventEvëntDateNo.

mult¡culturel, loll(

American

popular,

multicultural

vocals, píano, recorder

bongos, percussion

vocals, piano, bongos,

tambourines

vocals, piano, recorder,

guitars, bongos,

pefcussron

vocâls, piano, recorder,

ovation gu¡târ, bongos

vocals, p¡ano, recorder,

guitar, bongos,

Percusston

bouzdtk¡,guiler

bass, drum kil

Themel¡a: Them¡s Tun¡s,

Julie Pavlou, Martinne

Jusserand, Demeter Tsounis

Themel¡a: Demeler Tsoun¡s,

Themis Tunis, Helen Pavlou,

Julie Pavlou, (Soula

Stefanou-Haag jamming)

Themelie: Johanna Seltis,

Demeter Tsounis, Pat Kelly,

Helen Pavlou, Julie Pavlou,

Themis Tunis, Dimo Alexiou,

Marlinne Jusserand

Themis Tunis, Demeter

Tsoun¡s, Martinne

Jusserand, Dimo Alexiou

Themis Tunis, Martinne

Jusserand, Johanna Saltis

Stephanos Kakoulis, Jim

G¡annou, Trans Giannou

Con Dalagiorgios, llias

Palsilivas

dancing

dancing

dencing

no danc¡ng

dancing

reæîtka I),
dimotlka,

n¡s¡otika,n*

lalka,entæhna

ct¡mctt ka,

n¡s¡ot¡Re,

rcbetika (l),

enæhna,n*

le'lka

cttÍtoúxa,

nisiotika,

rcbet¡ka (t),

entechna, næ-

la\Ra,Græk-

Auslralian

composition

d¡fiþt¡ka,

nisiotika,

rebt.tika (l),

entæhna,

Greek-Australian

dinotika,

nisfu,tika,

rebetika (l), n*
taïRa, entechna

ct¡motÌke,

'FJôF'tika 
(D,Ia:tka

non-Greek

mult¡cultural

mult¡cultural

non-Greel(

mutticullural

multicultural

commun¡ty

educ€tional

arts

erts

arts

arts

Eastwood

Community Centre

II/ÛARIA NESB

Professional

Women in

Educalion

Multicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Focus Fringe

Festival

Mull¡cultufal

Artworkers

Commitlee of SA

Multicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

oommunfty hall

communfiy hall

erts centre

out-door public

arts centre

erls cenlre

Eastwood

Community

Centre, Glen

Osmond

The Parl(s

Community Centre

Mult¡culturel

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Centre,

North Tce

Rundle St Easl

Mult¡cuIural

Artìi\rorkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Centre,

North Tce

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arls Gentre,

North Tce

fest¡val

soc¡aldance

concert

lesl¡val

concefl

soc¡al{ance

United Nations

Day Eastwood

Commun¡ty Cenlre

Open Day

MARIiA

Celebrations

Greel( and chrlean

Pena

Open¡ng Night

Street Party, Focus

Fringe Festival

Cafe Musica

Women

Performers' Night

cafe Musica Greel(

Night

z4-Od-At

20-Nov-87

2&Nov-67

26-FeÞ8E

1ojt/lar-EE

I 1 -Nlar-8E

E6

öt

6A

ð9

90

91
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Appendir I RebaikoMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (198111993¡ t95
Non€reek Mus¡clnstrumentat¡onMus¡ciansGreek

Dancing

Greek Music

Progfam

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

OrganiserTypê of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

mult¡cultural, folk

taped western

popular

vocals, piano, recorder,

violin, clarinet, guitars,

bongos, percussion

ovat¡on gu¡tar, electric

piano, drum kit

ovation gu¡tar, piano,

drum kit

acoustic piano, ovation

guitar, drum kit

keyboards, ovation

gu¡tar, drum machine

Themel¡a: Themis r unts,

Martinne Jusserand, Johanna

Saltis, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou, Mary Raptis,

Linsey Pollak (guest

musician)

l'lellenic Mus¡c Assoc¡at¡on ol

SA musicians 1o

Dimo Alexiou, Dino & George

Stasinopoulos, Demeler

Tsounis

Dimo Alexiou, Dino &

Stesinopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis

Dimo Alexiou, Dino & George

Slasinopoulos, Demeter

Tsoun¡s

SA musicians 12

Kourbelis, Stratos Slergiou.

dancing

no dancrng

dancing

danc¡ng

dancing

no danc¡ng

dancrng

cfifitoltKa,

nislotika,

,eöt.t¡ka (l),

hfka,neelaka,

entæhne

reæt ka (E),

lalka, entæhna

dinþtika,

rebtika (l),

la'ÍRa,entechna

dlnþtlka,

reætika (l),

lalka, entæhna

ct¡moaka,

reæAka (l),

laïRa, entæhna

,ebetka (B),

la¡/Ka,entæhna

la\ka, Êbet¡ka \l)

mulliculturel

and non-

Greek

Greek

multrcuIural

Greel(

mixed Greek

and non-

Greek

Greek

Greek

arls

arts

arls

pr¡vate

pr¡vate

arts

restauranl

Mult¡culturel

Artworkers

Commitlee of SA &

Commun¡ty Arls

Network

Hellen¡c Musrc

Association of SA

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Comm¡ttee of SA

Private

Private Greek,

Polish

Hellen¡c Musrc

Associal¡on of SA

Gothic Hotel

arts centre

concerl hall

arts cenlre

commun¡ty hall

hoteFreceptron

centre

concert hall

hotel

Mullicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Gentre,

North Tce

Royalty Theatre,

Gouger St

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arls Centre,

North Tce

Clovelly Perk

Community Cenlre

West Lakes Hotel

Resort

Royalty Theatre,

Gouger St

Gothic Hotel,

Adelaide

soc¡el-dance

concen

soc¡al-danc€

life cycle

celebration

(bapt¡sm)

life cycle

celebration

(wedding)

conoeft

festaurent

Cafe Mus¡ca,

National

Community Arls

Conference N¡ght

Evolrjt¡on ol Lat(,

MousrkiConcert

Çele Mustcír GfeeK

Night

Eaptlsm

Wedding

Reception

Evolut¡on ol Larkr

lllousikl Concert

Restaurant,

Christmas

1g{tler{8

$Jul-EE

9€ep-õõ

8-Oct-EE

9-oct-8E

10-Oct-88

3()-Dec-88

s2

93

94

95

9õ

9t

9õ

Marinos, llias Arhontoulis, Con Datagiårgis, Jim Glannou, Tans Giannou, Polly Arabatsis, John Oiamant¡s, Stan Magias' Jim Mountzouris' Steve Kakoulis'

Arhontoulis, Con Dálagiorgis, Jim Giannou, Trans G¡annou, Polly AÉbab¡s, John D¡emant¡s, Stân Magias, J¡m Mountrouris, George D¡akæ
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Appendir I Rebetik¿Mtsic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993¡ 196
Non€reek Muslclnstrumentat¡onMus¡c¡ansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greel( Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡city of

Organ¡ser

Type of

Organ¡ser

organlsefType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo,

weslem popular,

mult¡cultural, folk

vocals, p¡ano, tuuzouK¡,

bongos

v o@ls, bøJ zou ki, guiter

piano, bongos,

p€rcusslon

Þ'ouras, bagla'7las,

guitars (in rcôe-tika);

drum kit, electric bass,

maracas, bongos,

conges

bongos, guitar,

¡E,glamas, toumbedeki

bongos, guitar,

Mglamas, tourbdekl

Themelia: Demeter Tsounis,

John Odontiadis, Julie

Pavlou, Johanna Saltis

Themelra: Lremeter I sounrs,

John Odontiadis, Helen

Pavlou, Julie Pavlou,

Johanna Sallis, Soula

Stefenou-Haag, Sleve

Papadopoulos

Exodus: llias & George

Arhontoulis, John & Jim

Karpathakis, Slelios

Capetanakis + Stan

Kontogonis (guest s¡nger) +

Hellenic Music Associalion of

SA musicians 1a

George Alexiou, Themis

Tunis, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou

George Alexiou, Themis

Tunis, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou

no danc¡ng

dancing

dancrng

danc¡ng +

Greek

dance

floorshow

danc¡ng

dirnotÌka,

ntslotika,

rcætika(l),

lalka, entechna,

nælalka

cfimotiKa,

n¡siot¡ka,

rcöF-tika (l),

Ia\ka, entæhna,

n*le\ke

Ielke. Êæt¡ka

(8, D

dintoüka,

rcætika (l),

nisiotika, næ-

lalka

d¡nþt¡ka,

rebetika (l),

nisiotika, n*
lalka

non-Greel(

non€reek

Greek

multicultural

and non-

Greek

multrcultural

educat¡onal

govemment

arls

arls

arls

Fl¡nders University

of South Auslralia

Music Advisory

Committee

(jrty ()1 l1enley ü

Grange

Hellen¡c Musrc

Association of SA

Multicultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA &

Fringe Festival

Multicultural Arts

Trust of SA

educational

institution

out-dü)r pubttc

resteurant

erts centre

afls centre

Flinders University

Plaza

llenley Eeech

Square

Cityscape

Reslauranl,

Rundle tMall

Multicultural

Artuorkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Centre,

North Tce

Adelaide Festival

Cenlre Bistro

conc€rl

festival

socral-dance

soc¡al{anc€

fest¡ìral

Luncm¡me

Concerts

Mult¡cultural

Henley Seafare

NycnÞs Magikes

"tMagic Nights"

Cafe Musica,

Greek Reveries

and Hungar¡en

Rhapsodies

State Bank

Multicultural

Camival

zJvler{t

SVhr-89

19Jan-90

1G.Mar-gJ

I 1ìVlar-90

99

100

101

1o.2

1 0:t

to 
Con D"1"", Stwe PapadoPoulos, George Oiakos, John Odont¡ad¡s, sam Gardoun¡s
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Appendix I RebëtikøMuSic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993¡ 197
Non-Greel( Mus¡clnstrumentat¡onMusic¡ansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greek Music

Program

Ethnic¡ty of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

ofgan¡sefTyPe of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

folk

Je7-

blues

mult¡cultural, folk

bouzouK¡, vocels,

bongos, guitar,

baglamas, toumb€.dek¡

ÞoaÀouK¡,v@lq

bongos, guitar,

¡É,glamas, toumbñeki

vocals,2 buzouk¡e,

ôaglarnøs, guitar,

eleclric bass,

toumbdeki, piano

vocels, ovation guilar,

bag larnas, toumb¡leki,

eleclric piano

vocals, zr:rrA, bongos,

violin, öouzouki, ovation

gullar, baglanns,

toumbedek¡

vocals, zlTla, bongos,

violin, òouzouki, ovation

guitar, öaglarnas,

toumbdeki

Themelia: Con PerÍfanos,

George Alexiou, Themis

Tunis, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou

Themel¡e: Con Perifanos,

George Alexiou, Themis

Tunis, Demeter Tsoun¡s,

Dimo Alexiou

Zeus: Slephanos Kakoulis,

Con Dalagiorgios, Jim

Giannou, Trans Giannou,

llias Patsilivas + John

Odontiadis, Demeter Tsounis

Demeter Tsoun¡s, D¡mo

Alexiou, Johanna Saltis

Meraki: Johanna Saltis,

Jolanta Piekaz, Sam

Gardounis, Demeter

Tsounis, Dimo Alexiou

Merak¡: Johanna saltrs,

Jolanla Piekaz, Sam

Gardounis, Oemeter

Tsounis, Dimo Alexiou

no denctng

danc¡ng

dancrng

dancing

dancrng

dancing

ct¡fitotka,

rebetika (l),

n¡sioflka, neo-

lalka

d¡firot¡ka,

rebetika (l),

nis¡otika,n*

lelke

ctfinouka,

nisiot¡Ra,

rcDt-tika(B)

ctifirotika,

n¡siotlka,

rcbet¡Ra (l), neo-

IaIRa

difltot¡ka,

rebet¡ka (l), n*
Iaka

dinþt¡ka,

rcæt¡Ra (l), n*
lalka

non€reek

non-Greek

Greek

mult¡cultural

non-Greek

mullrcullural

arts

arts

commun¡ty

ans

arts

erls

Adela¡de Fest¡val of

Arts

Adelaide Fest¡val of

Arts

ttellen¡c Youth

Assoociation of the

Greek Orthodox

Community of SA

Multtcultural

Artworkers

Gommittee of SA

Adelaide

Community Music

Mult¡cultural Arts

Trusl of SA

arts centfe

arts centre

bar

arts centre

arts centre

arts cenlre

Adela¡de Fest¡val

Centre Festival

Foyer

Adela¡de Fest¡val

Cenlre Festival

Foyer

Cargo Club,

Hindley St

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Committee of SA

Living Arts Centre,

North Tce

L¡on Theatre,

Living Arts Centre

Adela¡de Fest¡val

Centre

Amphitheatre

fest¡val

festival

sociaþdance

(club)

m¡scelleneous

(party)

soc¡al-dance

festival

Adela¡de Fest¡val

of Arts Outdoors

Programme

Adela¡de Festival

of Arts Outdoors

Program

Reöet/ka N¡ght

(Greek Blues)

Christmas Party

MusicWorks

slate Eanl(

Mult¡cultural

Camival

15{ter-90

1ilVlar-go

3.Jun-9O

3()-Nov-90

3-lvlar-91

1O-l/tar-g1

1()4

1(}5

106

1Ut

'toE

109
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Appendir I RebetikaMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (l9Ell-1993¡ 198
Non€reek Mus¡clnstrumentationMusiciansGreek

Dancing

Gfeel( Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡city of

Organiser

Type of

Organ¡ser

organisefType of VenueVenueTyPê of EventEventDateNo.

multicultural, folk

Hungarian,

multicultural

floorshow

vocals,3 Douzoukle,

piano accordion,

baglaÍP,s, ovation guiler

vocals, zrlra, bongos,

violin, öouzouki, ovation

gyilar, bglanas,

toumædek|

öagrárras, ovation

guilar, zilia,

bongos

vocels, bongos, z//4,

violin, ovalion guitar,

baglanøs, toumberlek¡

vocals, bongos, z,7ra,

violin, ovation guitar,

baglamas, toumbelþR|

vocals, bongos, zt7ra,

violin, ovation guitar,

bag,lanÊs, toum¿€,dek¡

toumbdekt

George Capetanak¡s, Tessos

Capetanakis, John Kourbelis

(musical director), Steve

Papadopoulos, John

Odontiadis, Christos

Touloumis, Avra Veli, Vasilis

loanidis, Michael Tyllis

Jolanta Piekaz, Sam

Gardoun¡s, Demeter

Tsounis, Dimo Alexiou

Jolanta Piekarz, Demeler

Tsoun¡s, Dimo Alexiou, Sam

Gardounis

Jolanta Piekaz, Demeter

Tsounis, Dimo Alexiou

Jolanla Piekaz, Demeter

Tsounis, D¡mo Alex¡ou

Jolanta Piekaz, Demeter

Tsounis, Dimo Alexiou

Demeler Tsounis, Peler

Tsounis

no dencrng

dancrng

dancrng

dancing

dancing

dancrng

danc¡ng

rcætil<e (P)

ct¡mot¡Ka,

rebetika (l),

næla\ka

d¡moaka,

rcbetika (l),

neole:lka

ct¡Írot¡Ka,

rcåF'tika(l\,n*

Ia'lka

dit lotika,

nlsiotika,

rebetika (l), n*
lalka

ctiÍþtika,

nisiotika,

rcbetika (l), neÈ

laika

d¡/notika,

nisiotika,

¡eætika (l), neÈ

laIka

Greek

non€reek

non-Greek

non-Greek

Greek

mult¡cultural

non-Greek

regronel

fratemity (+

arts + Greek

government)

arts

ans

spons

reg¡onal

fraternity

arls

pnvate

Greeks of Egypt &

Middle East Society

of SA Forty Years of

Activity 195'l-1991,

Glendi '91 & Greek

Ministry of Culture

sA Foll( Federalron,

Auslralian Folk

Feslival

SA Folk Federal¡on,

Australian Folk

Festival

Seacl¡fl Yacm¡ng

Club

lkarian Fraternity

Multicultural

Arlworkers

Committee of SA

Private (John

Spoehr), Hove

hotêl-recept¡on

cenlre

educat¡onal

institr.rtion

educalional

institution

spofts club

communÍty hall

arls centre

private house

Adelerde

Convention Centre,

North Tce

Flinders University

of South Australia

Fl¡nders un¡versrty

of South Australia

Seacl¡fl Yachl¡ng

Club

lkaros Hall, Unley

Living Arls Cenlre,

North Tce

Privale House,

Hove

concert

lestn al

fest¡val

social-dance

soc¡el-dance

socialdance

life o/cle

celebration

þirthday)

Concert, Tribute to

Vasilis Tsitsanis

25th Nat¡onal Folk

Fest¡val

25th National Folk

Festíval

Seacl¡n Yachüng

Club Dance

lkarian Wine

Fesl¡val

Cafe Mus¡ca

Birthday Party

1lMar-91

2g-Mar-91

31-lvlar-91

z$ì,lay-g1

2flVtay-g1

31-ìlay-91

26.Jul-91

110

111

112

113

114

115

fi6
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Appendir I RebaikaMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (19EG 1993¡ 199
Non€reel( Mus¡clnstrumentationMusiciansGreel(

Danc¡ng

Greek Music

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organiser

TyPe of

organiser

organ¡serType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

gypsy, western &

latin popular,

taped weslern

classical

gypsy, taped

western class¡câl

gypsy

gypsy,

western classical

sypsy,

western classical

gypsy,

westem classical

violin, oval¡on gu[ar,

piano, baglamas,

toumædeki

v¡ol¡n, ovat¡on gu¡tar

p¡ano, öagratnas,

toumbdeki

vocals, z/ia, bongos,

violin, piano, baglanns,

toumbeñeki, ovalion

guitar

pieno, baglamas,

twmbrlek¡

piano, ôaglarnas,

toumbdeki

violin, ovation guitar

piano, bagrratnas,

tountåF-deki

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekerz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolante Piekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Merak¡: Johenna Salt¡s,

Jolanta Piekarz, Steve

Papadopoulos, Demeter

Tsounis

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolanta P¡ekaE,

Demeler Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolanta Prekaz,

Demeler Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolanta Prekalz,

Demeler Tsoun¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos

danc¡ng

no denclng

dancing

no dancing

no danc¡ng

no dancing

ct¡mot ka,

nisiot¡ka,

Êbet¡Ra (l),

la1ka, n*lalka,

entæhne

ct¡ntotKa,

nis¡otika,

rcDPJtika (l),

laka, n*la\ka,

entæhna

dintot¡ka,

nisiotìRa,

rcætlka (l),

Ialka, neùlaÏka,

entæhna

ctlt oùKa,

nis¡ot¡ka,

rcbet¡ka (t),

laka, n*la'lka,

enæhna

d¡nþt¡ka,

nisiotika,

rcbet¡ka (l),

lalka, neùIalka,

entechna

dinptlka,

n¡siotlka,

rcætika (l),

la:lka, n*la1ka,

enæhna

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

restauranl

restaurant

pol¡t¡cal

restauranl

restaulanl

resleurent

Ayers House

Restaurefits

Ayers tlouse

Reslaurants

United Trades and

Labour Council

Ayers House

Reslaurants

Ayers House

Resteurants

Ayers House

Reslaurants

restaurent

restaurant

hotel-reception

centre

restaurant

restaurant

restaurent

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

Ayers I'louse

Restauranls

Adelâide

Convention Centre

North Tce

Ayers llouse

Resleurants

Ayers House

Reslauranls

Ayers House

Resteurants

restauranl

restaurant

soclal-dance

restauranl

restaurant

reslauranl

Flestauranl

Restaurant

Nat¡onal M¡grant

Women's

Conference Dence

Restauranl

Restaurant

Restaurant

+.Aug-g'l

1ÈAug-91

15-Aug-91

1 7-Aug-91

2¿l-Aug-g1

31-Aug-91

't1t

118

119

1zlJ

121

122
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200Appendix I Rebaih¿Music-Making Events in Adelaide (198{11993¡

Non.Greek MusiclnstrumentationMusic¡ansGreel(

Dancing

Greek Music

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organ¡ser

Type of

Organiser

OrganiserTtlpe of VenueVenueTyPe of EventEventoateNo.

grYPsY, laped

weslem classical

sypsv,

western classical

gyPsy,

western classical

sypsy,

westem classical

(typsy,

weslem classical

syp€y,

westem classical

violin, ovation guitar,

piano, baglanns,

toumberleki

piano, ¡€,glanl€,s,

toumbedeki

pieîo, DÉ,glan?€,s,

toumbdeki

p¡ano, öagrarnas,

toumædek¡

violin, ovation guitar,

piano, öaglarnas,

toumbdeki

piano, baglarnas,

toufiþedek¡

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Sleve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanla Piel(az,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolanla Plekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekaz,

Demeter Tsoun¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsounis, Sleve

Papadopoulos

no danc¡ng

no dancing

no danc¡ng

no danc¡ng

no dancing

no dancrng

dinptika,

n¡s¡ot¡ka,

rcætika (l),

Ia\ka, neo-la\ka,

entechna

ct[t otKa,

n¡s¡ot¡Ra,

Êbetika (l),

latka, n*la\ka,

entæhna

d¡motika,

n¡siotika,

Êbetika (l),

Ialka,n*laïRa,

entæhna

dinþtika,

nis¡ot¡Ra,

rcbefika (l),

lalka,tælalka,

entechna

d¡notika,

n¡sìotika,

reöeûka 0),

lalka, n*la:tka,

entechna

dinþt¡ka,

n¡siotika,

rcÞ,tika(l),

Ialka, neùla:lka,

entæhnd

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

restaurant

restauranl

reslauranl

restaurant

restaurant

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayêrs House

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

restaurant-

wnery

restaurant

restaurant

reslauranl

restauranl

restaurant

woodslock wrnery

Ayers House

Resteurents

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers ttouse

Resteurants

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers l-louse

Restaurants

restaurant

restauranl

reslaurant

restaurant

reslauranl

restaufant

Reslaurant

Restaurant

Resteurant

Restaurent

Restaurent

Reslaurail

1-5ep-91

7€ep91

13-Sep-91

1¡l-SeÈg1

2l-Sep-g1

2&Sep91

123

'124

125

126

127

128
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Appendir I RebdikøMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993) 201
Non€reek MusiclnstrumentationMusiciansGfeel(

Dancing

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡city of

Organiser

Type of

organiser

ofgan¡sefType of VenueVenueType of EventEventE ateNo.

gtypsy, taped

western classical

gypsy, taped

westem classical

gypsy, laped

western class¡cal

gypsy'

western classical

sypsy,

western classicel

gypsy,

western class¡cel

viol¡n, ovat¡on guitar

piano, öaglarnas,

toumærleu

v¡ol¡n, ovet¡on gu¡tar,

piano, ôaglarnas,

toumbñeki

v¡olin, ovat¡on gu¡tar

piano, baglarnas,

toumædeki

toumberlek¡

p¡ano, bagramas,

toumærleki

p¡ano, öågrartas,

toumôe'deki

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolanla P¡ekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekarz,

Demeter Tsoun¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Sleve

Papadopoulos

Jolanta P¡êkaz, Demeter

Tsounis

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

no danc¡ng

no danctng

no dancing

no dancing

no danc¡ng

no danc¡ng

dinþtika,

n¡siotÌRa,

ßætika(l),

Ia\ka, neolalka,

entechna

ctintot ka,

nisiotika,

rcbtika(l),

Iaka,nealaka,

entæhna

di¡not¡ka,

nis¡oøRa,

rebet¡ka (l),

Ialka, nec.lalka,

entæhna

dinþtiRa,

nisiotika,

rebet¡ka (l),

lalka, n*la\Ra,

entæhna

dinþt¡ka,

nisiot¡Ra,

rcætika(l'),

laka,nec.lalka,

entæhna

dimotika,

nisiot¡Ra,

rcbtika (t),

hfka, neclaka,

entæhne

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

resteurenl

reslaurant

reslaurenl

govemmenl

commun¡ty

restau ranl

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers House

Resteuraffs

Ayers tlouse

Resleurants

S-A Gas Comparry

S.A. Public

Relations Av¡ards

Ayers House

Reslaurants

restauranl

restauranl

reslâuranl

hoteFreceptron

cenlre

hotel-recept¡on

centre

restauranl

Ayers llouse

Restauranls

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

llotel Mount

Gambier

Hyatt Hotel, North

Tce

Ayers House

Restaurants

r€staurant

restauranl

restaurafit

restaurant

(dinner)

restaurant

(dinner)

restaurent

Restaurenl

Restaurant

F{estaurenl

Mount Gambier

Ges Centenary

Celebrations

Dinner

S.A. Publ¡c

Relations Awards

Dinner

Restaurant

2-Ocl-g1

rcd-g1

12-Oct-91

17-Ocþ91

23Oct-91

2êOcl-91

129

13()

131

132

't33

134
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Appendir I RebaikoMtsic-Making Events in Adelaide (198G'1993¡ 202
Non€feeK Muslclnstrumentat¡onMusiciansGreek

Dancing

G¡eek Music

Progfam

Ethnlc¡ty of

Organiser

Typ€ of

Organlser

organ¡serVenue

lrype 

of venueType of EventEventDateNo,

gyPsy, taPed

western classical

gypsy,

western classical

svpsy,

restern classical

gypsy,

western classical

g,ypsy, jazz, taped

westem classical

viol¡n, ovalion gurtar,

piano, baglanns,

loumÔ€.deki

pieno,baglamas,

toumbdeki

pieno, bagtamas,

toumbdeki

piano, öaglamas,

loumbedeki

öaglarnas, guitar,

p¡ano, öagratnas,

toumbedek¡

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekarz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanla P¡ekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Jolanta P¡ekarz, uemeter

Tsounis

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Tyllis, Paul Gelios

Demeler Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

no danc¡ng

no dancing

no danc¡ng

no dancrng

no dancing

dittptika,

nis¡otika,

rcætika (l),

laÏRa, n*lalka,

enæhna

cl¡ÍþttKa,

nis¡otika,

rebet¡Ra (l),

laTka, n*laika,

entæhna

dinot¡Ra,

nisiotika,

Êbetika (l),

la'lka, n*lalka,

enæhna

ct¡n ot¡ka,

nisìot¡ka,

rcætika (t),

lalka, neùla:lka,

entæhna

reôef,ka (P),

nec|rebet¡ka

ct¡flrot¡ka,

nisiotike,

rcætika (l),

lalka, n*la1ka,

entæhna

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

multicultural

non-Greek

restaurant

restaurant

reslauranl

resteuranl

afls

reslaufant

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers House

Reslaurants

Multicullural

Artworkers

Commitlee of SA

Ayers House

Restaurents

resteuranl

reslautent

restauranl

restaurent

arls centre

restaurant

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers l'{ouse

Restauranls

Ayers l-{ouse

Restauranls

Living Arts centre,

North Toe

Ayers House

Restaurants

restaurant

restauranl

restaurant

restaurant

conceft

restauranl

Restauranl

Restaurant

Restaurent,

Melboume Cup

Day Lunch

Reslaurant

Reôefika Music,

Cafe Musica

R€staurant, Grand

Prix Week

1-Nov-g1

2-Nov-g1

SNov-9'l

ltNov-g'l

1$Nov-g1

23-Nov-g1

135

136

13t

134

139

140
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Appendir I Reb¿tìkøMtsic-Making Events in Adelaide (19EG1993) 203
Non€reel( Mus¡clnstrumentationMusiciansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greek Music

Program

Ethnic¡ty of

Organ¡ser

Type of

organiser

OrganiserType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDâtENo.

gypsy, taped

weslern classical

gyPsy, taped

westem classical

gypsy,

western classical

gypsy, taped

wælern classical

gypsy,

western classical,

DJ taped disco

music (western

popular)

gypsy,

westem classical

v¡olin, ovat¡on gunar,

piano, bagrarnas,

tdnberleki

violin, ovation guitar,

piano, ô,€,glen7€,s,

twmbileki

v¡ol¡n, ovat¡on gu¡tar,

piano, baglarnas,

tumbfleki

piano, öøglamas,

toumbrleh¡

piano, öagrarnas,

toumbedek¡

ovation

piano, öaglamas,

toumærteki

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Sleve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolanta P¡ekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolanta Pieka.z,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsoun¡s, Sleve

Papadopoulos

Demeler Tsoun¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos

no danc¡ng

no danc¡ng

no dancing

no

Greek

ballroom

dance

mus¡c)

no dancing

diÍþtika,

nis¡ot¡Ra,

rcb€.tika(l),

lalka, neo-taka,

entæhna

ct¡nþtika,

nisìot¡ka,

rcbet¡Ra (l),

laka,n*laka,
entechna

clintctttKa,

n¡s¡otika,

rcbF.t¡ka (l),

ta:lka, neelalka,

enþchna

dinþtika,

n¡siot¡ka,

rebetika (l),

Iaka, neclalka,

enæhna

ct¡flrottKa,

nisiotika,

rcbet¡Ra (l),

Ialka, n*la:lka,

entæhna

ctiÍþt¡ka,

n¡siotika,

rcDp.tika (l),

laÏka, neÈla:lka,

entæhna

non-GreeK

non4reek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greel(

resleuranl

restauranl

restaurant

restaurant

restauranl

reslâurant

Ayeis House

Restauranls

Ayers tlouse

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

restaurant

restaurent

resleurant-

wnery

reslaurant

restauranl

restauranl-

wnery

Ayefs Ftouse

Restaurants

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

Woodstock Winery

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers House

Restaurants

wq)dstocl( wlnery

restaurant

reslauranl

reslaurar¡l

restauram

rêstaufafi

restaurant

Restauranl

Restaurant

Restauranl, Ayers

House Lunch

Catering

Restaurant

Restaurant

Restaufant

2$Nov-91

3ÞNov-g1

1-Dec-g1

ÈDec-91

7-Dec-g1

6-Dec-9t

141

142

143

144

145

1Æ
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Appendir I Rebaíka Music-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993) 204
Non-Greel( Mus¡clnstrumentat¡onMusiciansGreel(

Dancing

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethnicity of

organiser

Type of

Organiser

ofganlsefType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

gypsy, laped

western classical

gypsy, iaped

western classical

gypsy, taped

western class¡cal

gypsy,

western classical

sytrsy,

western classical

gypsy,

weslem classical

violin, ovation guitar,

piano, òaglamas,

toumædeki

v¡ol¡n, ovet¡on gu[er,

piano, ö€,glat7€,s,

toumædeki

v¡ol¡n, ovat¡on gu¡tar,

piano, öaglamas,

toumbedeki

pieno, ö€,glamas,

toumberleki

piano, baglarnas,

toumbñek¡

p¡ano, bagranes,

toumbtþki

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolenta P¡el(az,

Demeter Tsoun¡s, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta P¡ekarz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta P¡ekaz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

no danc¡ng

no dancing

no danctng

no danc¡ng

no dancing

no

dintotika,

nis¡ot¡Ra,

rebtika (l),

talka, n*laIka,

entæhna

d¡nþtika,

n¡s¡otlka,

rcbetika (l),

Ialka, n*lalka,

entechna

ct¡Írottka,

n¡siotika,

rebetìRa (l),

laka, neola'lka,

entechna

dittþt¡ka,

n¡siotika,

rebet¡Ra (l),

talka, neo-lai¡ka,

enæhna

d¡moaka,

nisiot¡Ra,

¡eôt'tika (l),

Ialkâ, neÈlaïka,

entæhna

ct¡nþnka,

nislotika,

rcôP'tika(l),

lalka,n*laïka,

entæhna

non-Greel(

non{ireel(

non-Greek

non4reek

non-Greek

non-Greek

resleurant

restaurant

restaurant

restaurant

restaurant

restaurenl

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers House

Reslauranls

Ayers tlouse

Reslaurants

Ayers tlouse

Reslaurants

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

reslaurant

resteurant

resleuranl

restauranl-

wnery

reslaurant

restaurant

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

woodstocl( wrnery

Ayers llouse

Restaurants

Ayers House

Restaurants

restaurant

rêslaurant

restaurant

restaurant

reslaurenl

reslaurant

Rêstaurant

Resteurafll

Restauranl

Restauranl, Ayers

House Lunch

Catering

Reslauranl

Restaurant

12-[rec-91

llDec-g1

1 4-E ec-91

ltDec-g1

1&Dec-91

l9-Dec-91

147

148

149

150

151

152
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Appendir I RebaikaMt¡sic-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993¡ 205
Non-Greek Musiclnstrumentat¡onMus¡ciansGreel(

Danc¡ng

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡city of

Organiser

Type of

Orgâniser

organ¡serType of venueVenueType of EventEventDateNo.

gypsy,

western classical

mustc

gypsy,

western class¡cal

gypsy, taped

western classical

piano, öaglamas,

toumærlekl

fzo¡,,ras, v¡olin, gu¡tar,

baglanns, toumædeki

v¡olin, oval¡on guitar

p¡ano, bagranas,

toumæilehi

piano, baglanns,

toumbeñeki

guitar, electric bass,

drum kit

guitar, öaglamas, piano

accordion, drum kit

Gypsy Trio: Jolanta Piekarz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Aman: Michael Tyllis, Jim

Dalagiorgios, John

Odontiadis, Jolanta Piekarz,

Demeter Tsoun¡s

Gypsy Tr¡o: Jolenta Prekarz,

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Demeter Tsounis, Steve

Papadopoulos

Diakos, Bill Carapetis,

Andrew Christanthopoulos,

Steve Papadopoulos, Jim

Sousouros, Nick

Cosmopoulos

Tassos & George

Capetanakis, Nick & Polly

Arabatsis, B¡ll loan¡dis,

Michael Tyllis, John

Odontiadis, Chris Touloumis,

Con Dalas

no danc¡ng

danc¡ng

no dancing

no dancing

dancing

dinol¡ka,

nisiotika,

rcÞ'tika (l),

Ia//ra,nec.la//(a,

entechna

rcbet¡ka (P),

næ-lalka

d¡ntotika,

n¡s¡ot¡Ra,

rcbetika (l),

laka,entæhna,

n*la'[ka

ct¡ntot¡ka,

n¡siotika,

rebetika (l),

laïka, entechna,

n*laka

la\ka, entecnna,

rebetika (l),

d¡nþtika,

nisiotika

rcæt¡Ka(E),

la:tka

non-Greek

Greel(

non-Greek

noncreek

Greek

Greek

resleurant

arts

restauranl

reslaurant

commun[y

reg¡onal

fraternity

Ayers tlouse

Resteuranls

Aman

Ayers House

Restauranls

Ayers tlouse

Restaurants

Greek Orthodox

Community of SA

Greeks of Egypt &

Middle East Society

of SA

reslaurant

restaurent

restaurant-

wrnery

resteurant

hotel-receptron

centre

reception centre

Ayers Flouse

Restaurants

Jerusalem

Sheshkebab

House, Hindley St

Woodstock

Winery, Adelaide

Hills

Ayers Flouse

Restaurants

Hilton lnternat¡onal

Hotel, V¡ctoria

Square

Renaissance

Tor¡¡er, Rundle

Mall

r6laurent

rqstaurant

(dinner)

restaurant

restaurant

socieFdance

social-dance

Reslauranl

Aman D¡nn€r

Restaurant, Ayers

House Lunch

Calering

Restauranl, New

Yea/s Eve

Chorcespericta,

Nevrr Yea/s Eve

Ctlotæso€.ñda,

One Nighl at

TziÞifies

z't-Dæ-91

27-Dæ-91

29-Dec-g1

31-Dec-91

31-D€c-g1

E-FeÞgz

ltiJ

154

15s

't5ti

'157

158
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Appendir I RebdilcaMusic-Making Events in Adelaide (198G1993¡ 206
Noncreek Mus¡clnstfumentatlonMusic¡ansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

organiser

Type of

Organiser

OrganiserType of venueVenueType of EventEventoateNo.

folk, western

populaf,

multiculural

flemenco,

multioullural, folk

lnsh, lolk,

multicultural

floorshow

floorshow

buzouki, banjo, vocals

baglanns, toumbdeki,

guitar, vocals, Eouras

buzouk¡, banjo, vocels

Mglamas, toumbedek¡,

guitar, vocals, Eouras

vocals, ÞouzouKi, benlo,

guitar, vocals,

baglamas, toumbdek¡,

vocals, violin,

didgeridoo, clap slicks,

oud

violin, tambourine,

guitars, vocals,

tÉ,glaÍ/p,s, toumbdeki,

piano, vocals, didgeridu,

clap sticks

v¡olin, òagratnas,

to/'rmbedeki, gviler

violin, öaglarnas,

tournberleki, guilar

violin, tambourine,

bagla|'¿as, toumbdek¡

Aman: M¡chael Tyll¡s,

Demeler Tsounis, Jim

Dalag¡org¡os, John

Odonliadis

Aman: M¡chael Tyllis,

Demeler Tsounis, Jim

Dalagiorgios, John

Odontiadis

Aman: Michael Tyllis, J¡m

Dalagiorgios, Demeter

Tsounis, Jolanta Piekaz,

Kevin Kulpe, Munjat D'

Argher (guesl musician)

Piekarz, Jim Dalagiorgios,

Steve Papadopoulos,

Demeler Tsounis, Kevin

Kulpe

Piekaz, Demeter Tsoun¡s,

Jim Dalagiorgios

Piekarz, Demeter Tsounis,

Jim Dalagiorgios

P¡ekaz, Demeter Tsounis

danc¡ng

dancrng

dancrng

danc¡ng

no denc¡ng

(only during

other

segments)

no

(only during

other

segments)

reæt¡l<a l\P),

n*la\ka

rcæt¡t<a (s),

n*la1ka

reæt¡ka(n,

næ-laIka

Êætika (P)

næ-laka

rcæt¡Ra (B),

næ-laka

reæt¡ka (B),

n*laka

rcæt¡Ka (P)

non-Greek

mult¡cullural

non-Greek

non-Greek

Greek

Greek

non-Greek

ârts

erts

arts (&

goverment)

restauranl

arts

arls

restaurant

Adelaide Fest¡val of

Arts

Mult¡cultural Arts

Trust of SA

Adelaide

Community Music &

Thebarton City

Council

Narryetta's Gypsy

Tavema

Glendi

Glendi

Nanyette's Gypsy

Taverna

arls centre

ans centre

out-door publrc

restaurant

out{oof publrc

out{oor publ¡c

reslauranl

Adelaide Festlval

Centre Foyer

Adelarde FestNal

Centre Bistro

Thebarton O/al

Nanyena's Gypsy

Taverna, Sturt Sl

Ellis Oval

Ellis Oval

Nanyetta's Gypsy

Tavema, Sturl St

fest¡val

lesti\ral

fest¡val

restaurent

fest¡val

fest¡val

festaurant

Foyor Cafe,

Adelaide Festiwl

of Arts

State Eenk

Multicultural

Camival

Rhythms of Life

Feslival

Restaurant

Glendi Greek

Festival

Glendi Greek

Feslival

Restaurant

29-teù92

1.]|/,âr-92

7-ll¡tar-93

19-Mar-93

z(ÞMaf-93

21-[/hr-g:l

25{Vlar-!Þ

159

160

161

16,2

1 6it

164

f65
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207Appendir I RebetikaMtsic-Making Events in Adelaide (198G1993)

Non-Greek Mus¡clnstrumentationMusiciansGreek

Dancing

Greek Mus¡c

Progfam

Ethnicity of

Organiser

Type of

Organiser

OrganiserType of VenueVenueType of EventEventDateNo,

flamenco music

and dance, bellY

dance floorshow

flamenco mus¡c

and dance

belly dance

floorshow

vocals, ôouzouki, banjo,

violin, tambourine,

þ€ç/tamas, bunþefleki,

guitar

violin, tambourine,

baglarnas, toumbedeki,

guitar

violin, tambourine,

baglamas, toumbdek¡,

vocals, guitar, vocals

baglaflÊs, toumÞ.¡lek¡,

guilar

baglanns, toumbedeki

violin, tambourine,

baglafiÊs, tounbdeki,

vocals, guitar, vocals,

didgeridu, clap sticks

violin, tambourine,

Mglanl€,s,toun betþt<i,

gu¡tar

Piekaz, Demeter Tsounis,

Steve Papadopoulos

Piekarz, Demeter Tsounis,

Sleve Papadopoulos

Aman:

Piekarz, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou + Johanna

Saltis

Demeler Tsounis, Dimo

Alexiou

Demeter Tsounis, Dimo

Alexiou

P¡ekaz, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alex¡ou, Kevin Kulpe

Piekaz, Demeter Tsoun¡s,

Dimo Alexiou

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

dancrng

dancang +

Greek

dance

floorshow

no dancing

danc¡ng

danc¡ng

rebtika (P),

n¡siot¡Ra,

d¡notika, neo

/Fn<a

rcbtlka (P),

nis¡otika,

diflþtika, n*
la¡ka

rebet¡ka (P),

d¡nþtika,

nisiotika, neo

Iaika

¡eætika (P),

n*le\ka

dinplka,

nisiotika,

rcbet¡ka (D, neic.

lalka

rcbef¡ka (P),

d¡nþt¡ka,

n¡siotika, neù

IaIka

Êæt¡ka (P),

n¡siotika,

dimoüka, nee

latka

non-Greek

non-Greek

Greek

Greel(

mult¡cultural

multicultural

Greek

restaurant

restaurant

pr¡vale

resteurant

government

arts

restaurant

Nanyetta's Gypsy

Taverna

Nanyetta's Gypsy

Taverna

Pr¡vate Panag¡ot¡s'

Naming Celebration

(Olympia & Kerry

Koutlakis)

Yiannis Restaurant

Catering

Ofl¡ce ol

Multicultural Affairs

Multiculttral

Arlworkers

Committee of SA

Zorba's Restaurant

restaurant

restaurant

communlty hall

resleurant-

wnery

outdoor public

arts centre

rqstaurant

Nanyetta's Gypsy

Tevema, Sturt St

Nenyetta's Gypsy

Tavema, Sturt St

Meltese Hall

Seven Hills W¡nery

Ol¡ve Grove, Easl

Tce

Mult¡cultural

Artworkers

Commitlee, Nexus

Cabaret, Lion Arts

Centre

Zorba's

Reslaurant,

Hindley St

restauranl

restaurant

life rycle

celebralion

(bapt¡sm)

restauranl

miscellaneous

(book launch)

soc¡al-dance

restaurant

Rqstaurant

F{eslaulElnt

Eapt¡sm

Restaurant, Lunch,

Clare Valley Wine

Festival

Book Launch ol

"The Shared

Table'by M.

Symons

Cafe Musica

Rsstaurant

2Flì/1ar-93

IGAPr-93

15-n*ay-93

l6lrby-93

29-lt/lay-93

12-Jun-93

1-Ju¡-93

166

167

16E

169

170

171

172
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Appendix I Rebaihø Music-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993) 208
Non-Greek Musrclnstrumentat¡onMus¡c¡ansGreek

Danc¡ng

Greek Music

Progfam

Ethn¡c¡ty of

Organiser

Type of

Ofganiser

Organ¡serType of VenuevenueTyp€ of EventEventDateNo.

ja77-Iolkl

flemenco music

and dance

tlamenco and

belly-dance

floorshow

v ocels, bu zou ki, bento,

violin, tembourine,

gúìrler, baglanas,

tatmb¡leki

vocels, Þouzo u kt, v¿îlo,

violin, tambourine,

æglemas, toumå€.dek¡,

guitar

vooals, ôouzoukr', banjo,

violin, tambourine,

beglemas, toumbdeki,

guitar

vocals,2 tuuzouK¡e,

baglanÊs,2 guítars,

double bass

violin, tambourine,

baglan'É,s, toumbñeki,

guilar, double bass

baglamas, toumbedeki,

guitar, double bass

piano, öagraøas,

toumbñek¡, guilar,

double bass

baglaÍâs, toumbe|lek¡,

guitar, violin

Aman: M¡chael Tyll¡s, Jolanta

Piekaz, Demeler Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou

Aman: M¡chael Tyll¡s, Jolanta

Piekaz, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou

Aman: Michael Tyllas, Jolanta

Piekarz, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou

Oi Rebetes: N¡ck Arabats¡s,

Polly Arabatsis, Michael

Tyllis, John Karpathakis,

Steve Papadopoulos, llias

Arhontoulis, Peter Tsounis

Aman: Michael Tyllis, Jolanta

Piekaz, Demeter Tsounis,

D¡mo Alexiou, Peter Tsounis

Aman: M¡chael Tyllrs,

Demeter Tsounis, Dimo

Alexiou, Peter Tsounis

Aman: M¡chael Tyll¡s,

Demeter Tsounis, Dimo

Alexiou, Peter Tsounis

Piekaz, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou

danc¡ng

dancing

no danc¡ng

danctng +

Greek

dance

floorshow

dancrng

no danc¡ng

dancing

no

rcb€,'tika (B),

dlÍþt¡Ra, neÈ

laka

rcbetika (P),

dinþtika,

nßi@,tika, nec

lalka

rcbet¡ka (P),

n*lalka,

n¡siotika

reætka (P),

laka

teæt¡ka (P),

nisiotiRa,

d¡nþtika,n*
laka

,eôetka (P),

neG.rebet¡ka

reæt¡l<a (P),

næ+eætika

Êûp-tika(P),

mela-rebtika

non-Greek

'Greel(

non-GreeK

Greek

Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

non-Greek

arts

restaurant

relarl, lrade

regional

fraternity

restaurenl

retall, trade

private

restaurant

Adela¡de

Community Music

Zorba's Restaurant

Centrel Markel

Lemno€ Fralern¡ty,

Women's Seclion

Zorba's Reslaurant

Central Markel

Pr¡vate, christobel

Nenyene's Gypsy

Taverna

arts cenlre

restâurant

shopping centre

communfty hall

reslaufent

shopp¡ng centre

private house

restaurant

L¡on Theetre, Lion

Arls Centre, North

Tce

Zorba's

Restaurant,

Hindley St

Central Market,

Gouger St

llellenic llouse,

Sturt St

Zorba's

Reslauranl,

Hindley St

Central Market,

Gouger St

Priìrate llouse,

Hove

Nanyetta's Gypsy

Tavema, Sturt St

soclal-danoe

restauranl

misc€llaneous

(market)

social-dance

reslauranl

m¡scellaneous

(market)

concert

rastaurant

Mus¡c Works

Reslaurant,

Ret€,Jtikl Vradla

'Rebeûka Night"

c;emfal MarKet

Enterlainment

Chotæso€'ricta,

Rebetiki Vradia

"Rebellka Night"

Restaurent,

Rebet¡k¡ Vtú¡a

Central Market

Enterte¡nment

Christobel's So¡ree

No.35: Reôetko

Music By Aman

Reslaurant

4-Jul-93

22¿ul-93

31-Jut-93

¡f-Aug-93

12-Aug-93

2õ-Aug-93

2&Aug-93

¡þSep-93

113

'174

1t5

176

1tt

174

119

1E0
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209
Appendix I R¿ba't*o Music-Making Events in Adelaide (1980-1993¡

Non-Greek Mus¡clnstrumentatlonMusiciansGreek

Dancing

Greek Mus¡c

Program

Ethn¡c¡ty of

organiser

Type of

Organ¡ser

Organ¡serType of Venuevenuelype of EventEventDateNo.

taped lkar¡an

mustc

vocals, ôouzoux¡, banjo,

violin, baglarnas,

toumædekl, castanets,

guitar, double bass

Aman: Michael TYll¡s, Jolanta

Piekaz, Demeter Tsounis,

Dimo Alexiou, Peter Tsounis

+ Johanna Saltis, Panicos &

Stawos Christou (guest

singers)

danc¡ngctifltoltka,

n¡siotika,

reætika (P),

mela-rcbetika

GreekprÛatePr¡vate, Helen

Pavlou & Nick

Tomazos

pr¡vate housePrivate House,

Keswick

lifê cycle

celebration

(b¡¡thday)

40th Birthday Party25-SeÈ931E1
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2r0 Appendix 2 The Incidence and Style of 185 Rebetíka Items at 70 Music-Making Events
in Adelaide (1980-1993)

210

Rebetiko Stvle

No. Reöefika ltem
No. of

Occurrences Smyrneiko Piraiötiko Laiko
1 Acharisti 4 L

2 Aeroplano Tha Paro 2 S

3 Agapisa KaiMisisa 1 L

4 Asiothodoritisa 1 S

5 Alaniaris 3 P

6 Aliti M'Eipes Mia Vradia 2 L
7 Alla Mou Len Ta Matia Sou 3 L
8 Anqaze N'Cho Vapori 2 P

I Antilaloune Ta Vouna b L

10 Ap Ta Psila Sta Chamila 2 L

11 Apopse Fila Me 2 L
12 Apopse Kaneis Bam 2 L

13 Arabas Perna I L

14 Arapines 10 L

15 Archontissa 3 L

16 Armenitsa Mou 1 S

17 As Min Ximerone Pote 2 L

18 Barbagianakakis 2 S

19 Baxe Tsifliki 3 L
20 Bouzouki Mou Diplochordo 2 P

21 Eros Sto Rimagmeno Spiti 1 L

22 Chalali Sou 1 L

23 Chasaposeruikos Re Minore 4 S

24 Chasaposervikos ïou IsÍsani 3 L

25 Chorisame Ena Dilino 1 L

26 Chtes To Vradi Sto Teke Mas 5 P

27 Den Me Stefanonesai 3 L

28 Den Thelo Pia Na Xanaftheis 6 L

29 Dio Manqes Mes StiFilaki 3 s
30 Dodeka Chrono Koritsi 3 S

31 Ego Eimai Ena Paliopaido 1 L

32 Ego Mangas Fenomouna 1 P

33 Ego Thelo Pringipessa 1 S

34 Henitsa Mou 3 S

35 Ena Rolol' 1 L
36 Ena Traqoudi Ap'T' Algeri 6 L

37 Enas Alitis Pethane 3 L

38 EpidromiSton Peiraia 1 P

39 Ferte Preza Na Prezaro (To Erinaki) 3 S

40 Frangosvriani 8 P

4'l Frantzolitsa 3 P

42 Ftochokalivo 3 L

43 Gia Koita Kosme Ena Kormi 1 L
44 Gra Sou Kai'ki Mou Aï Nikola 1 L

45 Gia Ta Matia P'Aoapo 9 L

46 Gia Tin Aponia Sou 3 L

47 GiatiAqapiMou Giati 2 L

48 Giati Me Xipnises ProI 2 L

49 Giovan Isaous 1 P

50 Girizo Ap'Ti Nychta 2 L

51 Glvko To Voli 1 P

52 Glykocharazoun Ta Vouna 3 L

53 Gyftopoula Sto Chamam 1 P

54 I Derbederisa 2 L

55 I Drosoula 1 L
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2tl Appendix 2 The Incidence and Style of 185 Rebetika ltems at 70 Music-Making Events 2tl
in Adelaide (1980-1993)

No. ReÞefika ltem
No. of

Occurrences Smyrneika Piraiötika Lalka

56 I Tou 4 S

57 I Garsona 31 S

58 lGerakina 2 L

59 I Bachar 5 L

60 I Serach 2 L

61 I Mou Ke'Go 3 L

62 lTrata Mas I 11 S

63 lZai'ra 5 L

64 llio Vasilemata 2 L

65 /sos 1 L

66 Kane 5 L

67 Stavro 1 P

68 Kapia Mana Anastenazei 2 L

2 S69 enm

70 Trava 2 Þ

71 Kathe Vradi Tha Se Perimeno 2 P

72 Laou Laou To 3 P

73 Gia 1 L

74 Mantalena 1 S

75 Marika 2 S

76 Matia Mavra I P

77 Sfrs Afhinas 1 S

78 Mes Pentelis Ta Vouna 1 P

79 Mes lls Chamam 11 P

80 Stelneis Mana Ameri4i l0 S

81 Mia 6 S

82 Mikros 2 P

83 Choris 19 L

84 O Barba Thomas 1 L

85 O Bochoris 2 S

86 2 P

87 O Chrousouzis 10 P

88 2 S

89 O Kavouras 2 P

90 O Manolis 1 S

91 o 2 P

92 O Pikinos 1 S

93 Psr'þs 2 S

94 o arkaflias 2 L

95 o 1 P

96 1 L

97 o 1 L

98 o Andrea 13 L

99 Och Aman 1 S

100 OiFambrikes 1 L

101 oi 10 S

102 o¡ 1 P

103 Chasiklides 3 S

104 OloiOi Tou Dounia 4 P

105 Omorfi Thessaloniki I L

106 Oso Varoun Sidera 13 S

107 Echoune Polla 3 P

108 Osoi 1 P

109 Boukaro I P

110 Otan O Loulas 1 L

111 Palamakia 19 L

112 To 7 L
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2t2 Appendix 2 The Incidence and Style of 185 Rebetíka Items at 70 Music-Making Events
in Adelaide (1980-1993)

2t2

No. Reöeú/ra ltem
No. of

Occurrences Smvrneika Piraiötíka Laika
113 Papatzis 3 S
114 Pare To Dakri Mou 3 L
115 Pente Manges 3 P

116 Perasmenes Mou Agapes 3 L
117 Pergamos tt S

118 Pethane O Periklis 1 P

119 PezeiTo Baglamadaki 3 P

120 Po Po Po Maria 1 L

121 Politechnitis 1 P

122 Politisa 4 P

123 Pou 'Souna Tsachpin 1 S

124 Pou Tha Pas 2 L
125 Prin To Charama Monachos 5 P

126 Pseñrkos trnai O Dounias I P

127 Rixe Tsingana 2 P

128 Sa/a Sa/a 5 S

129 Sa/fadoros 4 P

130 San Pethano (O Fthisikos) 4 S

131 Se Iouto To Paliospito 1 L
132 Se Vasanizoune 3 P

133 Serylkos 3 S

134 Skantaliara 5 L
135 Smvrnel'kos Ballos ( Sgou re Vasilike) 18 s
136 Soferaki 1 S

137 Souromenos Tha'Rtho Pali (Faliriotisa) 3 P

138 Sta Trikala 3 L

139 Stin Agia Sofìa 1 S

140 Stin Alana 1 L

141 Sto Tounezi Stin Barbaria 1 L

142 Stopa Ke Sto Xanaleo I S

143 Stou Linardo Ti Taverna 2 S

144 Stous Apano Machalades 4 S

145 Sfrose Mou Na KoimÌtho 1 L

146 Svnnefiasmeni Kvriaki 8 L

147 Synnefies 1 L

148 Sy¡Íos Mikrasiatikos 3 S

149 Ta Dialechta Pedia 2 L

150 Ta Dio Sou Cheria (Verqoules) 1 P

151 Ta Kavourakia 6 L

152 Ta Matoklada Sou Lamboun 15 P

153 Ta Pedia lr's GÍonras 3 P

154
Taka Taka Ta Petalakia-Echo Koumbaro
Leventia 3 L

155 Tatavlianos Choros 20 S

156 Th'Arostiso Mana 1 L

157 Tha Kano Dou Vre Poniri 1 L

158 Iña Spaso Koupes I S

159 TiSe Mellei Esenane 2 S

160 Ti Sou Leei I Mana Sou Gia Mena 2 P

161 Ti Zoula Mou Anakalipsan 1 L

162 Tis Knonias I Diafora 1 L

163 Tis Mastouras O Skopos 1 L

164 To Chai'dari 7 P

165 To Chariklaki 7 S

166 To Chatzikyriakio 1 P

167 To Feretze 16 S

168 To Koritsi Apopse Thelei 1 S

169 To Minore Ïs Avg,s 6 L
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2t3 Appendix 2 The Incidence and Style of 185 Rebøíka Items at 70 Music-Making Events

in Adelaide (1980-1993)

2t3

No. Item
No. of

Occurrences Smyrneika Piraíötika Laika

170 To Pitsirikaki 1 P

171 To Sakaki 1 P

172 To Scholio 1 P

173 To Telefteo Vradi Mou I L

174 To Trelokoritso I L

175 To Varvakeio 2 L

176 To Vouno 2 L

177 Tora Pou'Mai Pantremenos 1 S

178 Tou Votanikou O Mangas 5 L

179 Vale Me Stin Angalia Sou 3 S

180 Valte Me Dio Kanavouries 1 S

181 Vanqelitsa Mou 3 L

182 Volta Mesa Stin Hlada 1 L

183 Vre Manga To Macheri Sou 2 P

184 Xekinaei Mia Psaropoula 1 L

185 Zourlobenemenis Genna 2 S

Sub-total 662 52 49 84

% of Total 28.11o/o 26.49o/" 45.41%
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214 Appendix 3 The Incidence and Style of 185 Rebetika Items at 70 Music-Making Events
in Adelaide (1980-1993): Bands

214

No.

Date of
Event Band No. oî Rebetika ltems

Total No. of
Reöefllra ltems

Total No. of
Repertoire ltems

Smvrneika Piraiötika Laika
1 9.2.77 Themelia 2 2 17

2 20.11.81 HMASA + Themelia 1 1 4 6 >12
3 9.8.78 Themelia I 11 10 30 46
4 5.12.82 Themelia 2 2 11

5 3.3.83 Themelia 2 1 3 I
b 11.6.83 Laiki Kompania 4 4 5 13 26
7 1.7.83 Themelia 1 1 I
I 6.9.83 Themelia 2 I 3 7
9 10.9.83 Laïki Kompania 1 1 5 7 12

l0 29.1.84 Laïki Kompania 1 1 2 4 10

11 24.4.84 Themelia 1 1 7

12 27.4.84 Themelia 1 1 7

13 14.7.84 LaIki Kompania 3 3 11

14 11.8 84 Themelia 1 1 7
l5 25.8.84 Laïki Kompania 3 9 12 41

16 1.9.84 Laïki Kompania 4 3 14 21 48
17 5.9.84 Themelia 1 1 13

18 13.10.84 Laïki Kompania I 3 I 20 57

19 27.10.84 Laïki Kompania 3 2 7 12 36
20 6.1.85 Laïki Kompania 1 4 5 26
21 1.9.85 Demeter Tsounis 2 2 27

22 30.11.85 Themelia 2 2 4 14

23 31.12.85 Dimo Alexiou 7 3 11 21 50

24 25.4.86 EPNNA 2 2 31

25 10.5.86 Odvssev 2 2 't0 14 65

26 18.5.86 Odvssev 1 2 4 7 40

27 18.5.86 Odvssev 3 2 7 12 60
28 28.5.86 Themelia 2 2 9

29 28.6.86 Themelia I 1 't0

30 3.8.86 ïhemelia 'l 1 9

31 6.9.86 Themelia 2 2 11

32 27.9 86 Charama 3 4 15 22 74

33 4.10.86 Themelia 1 1 10

34 18.10.86 Themelia 1 I 10

35 6.12.86 Themelia 2 2 I
36 28.3.87 Themelia 2 2 16

37 25.7.87 Themelia 4 2 1 7 9

38 26.7.87 3 1 1 5 8

39 25.9.87 Themelia 2 ,|
1 4 13

40 11.10.87 Themelia 2 1 1 4 1',\

41 24.10.87 Themelia 1 I 2 I
42 20.11.87 Themelia 3 1 I 5 17

43 28.11.87 Themelia 7 2 2 11 33

44 26.2.88 Themelia 3 3 9

45 10.3.88 Themelia 4 I 2 7 21

46 19.3.88 Themelia 4 1 2 7 21

47 3.7.88 HMASA 7 5 19 31 46

48 1 0. 1 0.88 HMASA 7 5 19 31 46

49 2.3.89 Themelia 4 1 5 15

50 5.3.89 Themelia 2 I 3 6 41

51 19.1.90 HMASA 'l 3 6 10 41

52 10.3.90 Themelia 10 7 3 20 33

53 3.6.90 GOCSA 1 3 I 12 >12
54 3.3.91 Meraki I I 3 13 18

55 10.3.91 Meraki 7 1 1 I l3
56 13.3.91 GEMES, GLENDI 30 30 30

57 29.3.91 Meraki 5 1 2 I 10
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Appendix 3 The Incidence and Style of 185 Rebetik¿ Items at 70 Music-Making Events

in Adelaide (1980-1993): Bands

215
215

No.

Date of
Event Band Ito of ReDef/ra ltems

Total No. of
Reöefrr(a ltems

Total No. of
Reperto¡re ltems

Smyrneika Pira¡ötika Laika

58 31.3.91 Meraki 5 1 6 6

59 31.5.91 Meraki 12 7 3 22 34

60 15.8.91 Meraki 10 1 4 15 33

61 21.12.91 Gvpsv Trio 7 1 1 9 26

62 27.12.91 Aman 7 4 11 14

63 29.12.91 Gypsy Trio 7 1 2 10 21

64 1.3.92 Aman 6 2 I 11

65 19.3.93 Aman 2 4 6 I
66 20.3.93 Aman 2 2 4 6

67 21.3.93 Aman 2 2 4 6

68 12.6.93 Aman 13 13 2 28 33

69 7.8.93 Nick Arabatsis 10 13 20 43 >46

70 12.8.93 Aman 12 12 2 26 32

Total 254 111 271 666 1517

% of Total Rebetika RePertoire
38.14% 21.17o/o 40.69%

% of Total RePertolre
16.74Vo 9.295 17.860/o 43.90%
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Appendix 4 Authorship'of the Rebetíka Music Sample 216

9. Recording Details
and Sources

Reissue on His Maste/s
Voice 062 1701791
(1987) (ThA: 123)

His Maste/s Voice 1190-
2722:Odeon 3661736

(DCh: 60-61); HMV 2722
2nd issue (ThA: 52).PK

1993 no details.

lP no details. Odeon/
Parlaphone GDSP 2610,

1961 (SG et al.)

Victor 59088 (12") matrix

no. CVE 42422-1 (RS:
1139). Also in Columbia

8391 catalogue c1 930,

Vocalist Andonis Dalgas
(SG et al.)

Parlaphone catalogue
'1934 (A&V: E6). Also in

His Mastels Voice
A021 83 catalogue 1 935,

vocalist Rita AbaÞi (A&V:

31; SG et al.)

Columbia 6786 (ThA:

r0r)

8, Vocalists on
Recordinc

Vasilis Tsitsanis,
Marika Ninou, Stavros

Tzouanakos (ThA:
123',)

loanna
Georgakopoulou,

Stellakis Perpiniadis;
Fotis Polimeris (IhA:

s2)

Markos Vamvakaris

Amalia Bakas

Stella Bogiatsi

Marika Ninou,

Prodromos
Tsaousakis, Vasilis
Tsitsanis (ThA: 101)

7. Place of
Recordino

Athens

Athens

Athens

New York

Athens

Athens

6. Rebetika
Style

lalko

latko

p¡ra¡ötiko

smymelko

smymelko

lalko

5, Earliest Known
Recordinq

1951 (ThA:123)

1946; two
recordings (DCh;

ThA:52; PK 1993)

1937 ? (tP 1983)
1961 (SG et al.)

8 February 1928
(Rs); 1s28 (PK

1993)

January 1934 record

catalogue (A&V)

1949-50 (ThA: 101)

4. Lvricist

Eftichia
Papagiannopoulou

(TS '1987:32); Nikos
Routsos (lP 1984:

112\

Vasilis Tsitsanis

Markos Vamvakaris

unknown

Panagiotis Toundas

Vasilis Tsitsanis.
Contested by Nikos
Ror¡tsos (lP 1973)

3. Comooser

Vasilis Tsitsanis

Vasilis Tsitsanis

Markos Vamvakaris
(attributed to Spyros
Peristeris on disc)
(PK'1981-2 c: 56)

anonymous (TS

1981 : 58); loannis
"Ogdontakis"
Dragatsis (PK

1993)

Panagiotis Toundas

Vasilis Tsitsanis

English
Translation

The Mountains
Echo

Arab Women
(Magic Nights)

My Double-
Stringed
Bouzouki

My Darling Helen

Bring Me A Dose
to Take

For The Eyes I

Love (l Pay For
the One That I

Love; Day Breaks
and Night Falls)

Greek

AwrÀoÀoúve rq
Bouvó

ApcnÍveç (Nú¡teç
MoytxÉç)

Mnou(oúxt Mou
AmÀó¡opöo

EÀaríroq Mou

Qépre flpé{o Nc
l-lp4típur

ftq Tq Mónq fl'
Aycnó (Eyó

flÀr¡ptôvrrt Tq Múilq
ll'Aycnró)

2. Title of ltem

Enqlish Transliteration

Antilaloune Ta Vouna

Arapines (Nichtes
Magikes)

Bouzouki Mou
Dif,ochordo

Henitsa Mou

Fe¡te Preza Na
Prezaro (To ErinaU )

GiaTa Matia P'
Agapo (Ego Plirono

Ta Matia P'Agap;
Xmeronei Ke

Vradiazei)

l. No.

I

2

3

4

5

f¡
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Appendix 4 Authorship of the Rebetíka Music Sample 217

9. Recording Details
and Sources

No further details.

2

A02196 no other details
(LT: 32-33 fn 59)

no details

Odeon GA 1 128 (SG et

al.) Columbia 56158-F
('12') matrix no. W206264

'l (RS:1204)

Parlaphone 8'21765;
Parlaphone ?; His

Maste/s Voice 402141 ;

Columbia DG604 (OS:

186)

His Mastels Voice 2964
(ThA: 118-9)

no details

8. Vocalists on
Recordinq

Rita Abatzi (KCh)

2

Rita AbaÞi(LT)

Stella Chaskil (PK
1993)

Giorgios Vidalis (SG
et al.)Marika Papagika

(Rs)

Kostas Roukounas;
Katina Chomatianou;

Roza Eskenazi;
Stellakis Perpiniadis

(VP)

Prodromos
Tsaousakls, Rena

Dalia, Vasilis Tsitsanis

Markos Vamvakaris

7. Place of
Recordino

Athens

?

Athens

Athens

?New York

Athens

Athens

Athens

6. Rebetila
Style

smymeko

smymetko

smymelko

lalko

smymetko

smymelko

lalko

piraiötiko

5. Earliel Known
Recordinq

1936 (PK 1ee3)
1 938 record

catalogue (SG et al.)

2

1928 (TS 't978a:

34)

1 November 1947
ISG et al.)

1927-28 (SG et al.)

July 1929 "To
Bohori-Zeibek¡ko"

(RS)

January 1 934 (Four

recordings of the
same song

performed by

different vocalists
were released in the

same year) (VP)

1950 (ThA: 118-9)

't936 (PK 1981-2c:
52; lP 198Íì: 103)

4. Lvricist

Panagiotis Toundas

unknown; set to lyrics
in the 1 950s or 60s

(PK 1993).

Dimitris Semsis or
loannis 'Ogdontakis'

Dragatsis

Apostolos Kaldaras

unknown

Vangelis Papazoglou
(VP)

Vasilis Tsitsanis

Markos Vamvakaris

3. Comooser

Panagiotis Toundas

anonymous

Dimitris Sems¡s (LT
1993:32-33 fn 59)

or loannis
'Ogdontakis'

Dragatsis ("Agapo

Manoula") (TS
1978a'34-35ì

Apostolos Kaldaras

anonymous

Vangelis
Papazoglou. (lP

1983: 1'18; 1984:

23) questions his
authorship,

suggesting it is an

anonymous song.

Vasilis Tsitsanis

Markos Vamvakaris

The Waitress

A Dark-Skinned
Woman

Mother, Dont
Send Me To

America

Night Came
Without Moon

Bochoris

The Pick-Pockets
(Down at

Lemonadika)

Beautiful
Thessaloniki

Those With A Lot

of Money

H Fxcpoóvo

Mn MeÀo¡porvri

M4 Me ErÉÀvetç

Mcvo Err¡v Apeptrq

Nú¡ruloe XtrlpÍç
<ÞewtÍor

O Mno¡ópr¡ç

Ot Ao¡cvóõeç (Kóttrt

Erc Aeyovúõxo)

opoPgn
OeoooÀovíxr¡

Ooor'E¡ouve floÀÀó
Aegrú

2. Title of ltem

I Garsona

Mia Melachroini

Mi Me Stelneis Mana
S'lin Ameriki

Nychtose Choris
Fenoai

O Bochorís

OiLachanades (Kato

Sta Lemonadika)

Omorñ Thessaloniki

Osoi Echoune Polla
Lefta

l. No.

7

I

I

10

11

12

't3

14
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Appendix 4 Authorship of the Rebetikø Music Sample 218

9. Recording Details
and Sources

Columbia DG6192 (A&V:

79); (SG: 7677;249250)

Panhellenion 5039 "Aman

Aman Ghiotissa-
Zeïbekiko" (RS:127);

Also on The Greek
Archives Vol. 9 track no. 4
"Antoule/ Pergamos" with
vocalist Andonis Dalgas

(SK track A/4) No further
details.

Victor 6861 1 (f 2") matrix
no. C27131-2 (RS: 1200)

Columbia 85277,11785
(12') matrÍx no. 59806

IRS:'1200)

His Maste/s Voice 2834
(ThA: 76). Also

documented as His
Maste/s Voice 139È2374

(DCh:77)

8, Vocalists on
Recordinq

Andonis Kalivopoulos

unknown (RS)

Stelios lGzanEidis,
Rena Stamou (PK

1993)

(instrumental:
Nicholas Relias
clarinet, Markos

Sifnios violincello, G.
Papagikas cymbalon

Ihammer dulcimer])

Marika Papagika

Prodromos
Tsaousakis, Sotiria

Bellou

7, Place of
Recordinq

Athens

New York

Athens

New York

New York

Athens

6. Rebetila
Stvle

p¡raiötiko

smymeko

lalko

smymelko

smymelko

latko

5. Earliest Known
Recordino

1936

19't91920
(RS)1e0G1s10 (PK

1993)

c. 1953 (PK 1993)

'l&Nov-22

1923

11 August 1948
(LT:177)

Gomposed between
1941-'t946 (DCh:

56)

¡f. Ly¡icist
loannis EiÞiridis (also

known as Giovan
Tsaous)

unknown

Meropis and Christos
Kolokotronis (SK)

unknown

unknown

Vasilis Tsitsanis.
Contested by Nikos
Routsos and Alekos
Gouveris (TS 1987:

35, 36, 67, 97,116i
DCh:73-75; lP 1973:

9)

3. Composer
loannis EiÞiridis
(also known as
Giovan Tsaous)

anonymous

Meropis and
Christos

Kolokotronis ISK)

anonymous

anonymous

Vas¡lis Tsitsanis

Five Manges

Pergamos

@eTbekiko From

Menemeni; Aman
Aman Woman
From Chios)

The Mischievous
Woman (What a
Doll And Teaser)

Ballos (Dance) Of
Smyma (My Curly

Leaved Basil)

ln The Upper
Neighbourhoods

Cloudy Sunday

flÉvre Mdryyeç

flÉpyc¡roç
(MwepÉvto

Zeiþnxéxrxoç, A¡.trív

Apriv Xúrlooo)

ExwroÀúpc (Téron
KoúrÀq Kqr
Taov¡rívo)

EpupvÉikoç MnóÀÀoç
(Eyoupé BqotÀtrÉ

Mou)

Erouç Anóvol
Mc¡oÀóõeç

Euwegrco¡tÉv4
Kupur{

2. Title of ltem

Pente Manges

Pergamos @e|É,eUko
Menemenio, Aman
Aman Chiotissa)

Skantaliara (Tetoia
Kou4a Kai
Tsachrina)

Smymeikos Ballos
(Sgoure Vasilike Mou)

Stous Apano
Machelades

Synneñasmení Kyriaki

l. No.

't5

16

17

't8

19

n
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Appendix 4 Authorship of tlne Rebelíka Music Sample 2t9

(PT n.d.: 18, 33) No

further details.

(SK hack C/6) No further
details.

(VP tnck 8/6) No further
details.

Columbia 5603'l-F 1 1502
('12") matrix no. W205348,

2. Called "Tatavliano
Kassapiko" (RS: 1142)

Favorite I -59086/ 7508t
(PK 1981-2 a:25-26;

'1981-2 b: 45)
Columbia 56061-F, 1 161 0

(12') matrix no. W205569.
1 (RS: 1203). Also in

Odeon 1 927 -28 catalogue
K28044 with vocalist
Giorgios Vidalis (OS

1991 : 323)

9. Recording Details
and Sources

Columbia/ His Maste/s
Voice catalogue 7 P G27 13

(SG et al.)

Parlaphone 874204, no

date (SG et al.)

Rita Abatzi

Stelios Kazantzidis,
Marinella

Rita Abatzi

Likianos Kavadias
(piano)

Giannis Tsanankas,
Lefieris Menemenlis

Marika Papagika

8. Vocalils on
Recordinq

Grigoris Bithikotsis

?

Athens

Athens

Athens

New York

Smymi

New York

Athens

Athens

7. Place of
Recordinq

ilrymetko

smymelko

lalko

smymelko

smymelko

smymelko

6. Rebefrlka
Stvle

piraiötiRo

(composed
much later

than the hey-
day of

airaiötika\

Ialko

1e3s (vP)

2

1953-60

21-Jan-07

1927

't960

? (probably post

wwll)

1926

5. Earliel Known
Recordinq

Vangelis Papazoglou

unknown

Eftichia
Papagiannopoulou

(TS 1 987: 321 )

unknown (possibly
lifted Turkish text PK

1981-2 b: 45)

unknown

Nikos Routsos (lP
1973;AEMI)

none (instrumental)

¡1. Lv¡icist

Markos Vamvakaris

Stelios Kazantzidis
(TS I 987: 321 )

Vangelis
Paoazoolou

anonymous

anonymous
(attributed to Roza

Eskenazi in PT n.d.:
1 8. 33)

Manolis Chiotis
Attributed to M. &
Mich. Chiotis on

original recording
ISG et al.)

anonymous

anonymous

3. ComDosel

Markos Vamvakaris

The Mad-Bom
Woman

The Veil

My Last Night
(Life Has Two

Doors; Everything
ls A Lie)

lWill Smash
Cups

Whats lt To You

Clippity Clop Go
The Horseshoes-l

Have a Young
Handsome Best

Man

Dance Of Tatavla

Your Eyelashes
Shine

To TeÀeulcfo Bpóöu
Mou (Auo llópteç
'E¡er H Zor¡; 'OÀc

Eivor 'Evo Véyo)

ZoupÀopnctvePÉvr¡ç
Féwq

To Qeper(É

TorouÀrcvóç Xopoç

Oq Eróqt.rl Koúne4

Tr Ee MéÀÀa EoÉvqve

Tq MqróKÀqöq Eou

Âópþuv

Túrq Tóxo Túxq Tq
fleroÀórto-E¡trr

Koupnópo ÂeBewÉ

To Feretze

To Telefteo Vradi Mou
(Dio Poftes Echei I

Zoi, Ola Einai Ena
Psema)

Zou¡lobenemenß
Genna

Iha Spaso Koupes

Ti Se Mellei Esenane

Taka Taka Taka Ta

Petalakia-Echo
Koumparo Levenfa $

Tatavlianos Chotos

2. Title of ltem

Ta Matoklada Sou
Lamboun

28

26

27

24

25

2.

73

l. No.

2',1

unavailable for Levenîia
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Appendix 4 Authorship of the RehetÛka Music Sample 220

KEYTO REFERENCES:
A&V
DCh
AEMI
tP 1973
rP 1983
tP r984
KCh
LT
OS
PK1981-2a
PK1%1-2b
PK 1981-2 c
PK 1993
PT
RS

SG

SK
ThA
TS 1981

TS 1978a
TS 1987
VP

Suzanne Aulin and Peter Vejleskov (1 991)
Dinos Christianopoulos (l 994)
A.E.M.t.
llias Petropoulos (1 973)
llias Petropoúlos ([1979] f 9æ)
llias Petropoulos (1 9E4)

Kostas ChaÞidoulis ('l 98'l )
Lisbet Torp (1993)
Ole Smith (1989)
Panagiotis Kounadis (,l981-2), I

Panagiotis Kounadis (f 98f -2), lV
Panagiotis Kounadis (1981-2), Xll
Panagiotis Kounadis (1 993)
Petros Tabouris and Christos ChaÞislamou (n.d.)

Richard Spottswood ('l 990)
Stathis Gauntlett (1985)

Stathis Gauntlett et al (forthcoming)

Stelios lGzantzidis (1981 )
Theofilos Anastasiou (1 995)
Tassos Schorelis (19E1 )
Tassos Schorelis (1 978a)
Tassos Schorelis ('l 987)
Vangelis Papazoglou (n.a.)

SG et al
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Appendix 5 Analysis of tbLe Rebetìka Music Sample

Ornamentat¡on and

Expressive fechn¡ques

wl rubato portamento:

legatoi triplets;

syncopation;

v¡ol¡n/bouøki pentuplets;

mordents; trills; turns;

tremolandoi 3rds;

æquenæs of 2nds: violin

gl¡sndii ôouzouki'fill

¡ns'; gu'rtar accented

sùums

tuti syncopat€d scal¡c

passages; staccato bass

and drums articulate the

Latin Amer¡€n rhythm;

sudden breaks add

dÉmatic effecl piano

glissand¡ add d€mat¡c

effect

falsetto male rcice in

upper rêgister: highly

omemeîled bouzouk¡

parb

Music , Text

Rêlationship

d¡fferent melod¡es ¡n

instrumental interludes

and for each line of

veße; repeeted refrain

der¡ved from f¡rs1 l¡ne

and melody of veÉe 1

sequent¡al repet¡t¡on of

melod¡c material;

w¡th repeated and

original melodiesi uæ

of instrumental

sparfr:s¡ 'jo¡ning'

phrases; sequential

melod¡es for vocel

l¡nes and hemist¡chs;

retrain lines I and 2

function as "bridge"

binary repetition of

each melody;

staggered repetition of

melody der chenge of

veEe l¡ne texti use of

half- and full€lose

phEsæ suggest æll-

and-ansrerform

Hamonisation

lm; lvm; V (Am;

Dm; Ð; Vll; Vl; V

(G; F; Ð: Vll-lll

(G-c)

lmi V (Bm; F#): l;

Vll: Vli V (Bm; A;

G; F#); Vl-V (G-

F#)

character¡stic

chiÞæ

harmon¡sat¡on l;

ll: lm; Vllm (D;

Eb: Gm; Cm)

Melod¡c Contour

ascending aßd

dæcend¡ng scale-

like melodies:

undulating mostly

stepwise vocal

melody with

æ€s¡onal intervals

of 4th and 6th; highly

melismat¡c; pass6

through all degrees

of mode; contralto

wcal range gth (b-c")

large 1% octâve

ascend¡ng and

descending

i nstru me nta I

passages; undulating

step-w¡se vocal

phrases; vocal

melody both syllabic

and mel¡smet¡c;

some sequences;

tenor rccal Enge 7th

(flÈe')

largely

instrumental leap to

sth (v¡a 4th); væal

leap to 4th; sirong

mwe to lV and ll ¡n

vocal parl stylistic

leap into upper

octave for reveFed

repeat of veEe;

syllab¡c vocal

melody; tenor rccal

Enge d-g' (1 1th)

Tonality and

Modal¡ty

A harmonic m¡nor

(ABCDEFG#A); pull

lo.!âtdsEch¡Eaz

(EFG#ABCDE) in

¡nterlude with iocus

on V degree; w¡th G

natuEl acc¡dental

moves ¡nto A natural

minor (ABCDEFGA)

and to the lll (C major

tetEchord)

B harmon¡c m¡nor

(B#DEF#GA#B): A

natural shifts tonality

!o B natuEl m¡nor

(BC#DEF#GAB); shift

lo F# chiÞæ

(F #GA#BC#ÐEFÐ;

pull betreen I and V

as tonal æntres

O ch¡Þaz

(DEbF reABbcD); B

natural as pass¡ng

note ¡n desænd¡ng

melodies

song Text Form

2 versest 8+8+15

syllable ¡amb¡c

tr¡plets; line 1 of

veße 1 funct¡ons as

repeated I syllable

d¡st¡ch retrain

2 verees;

10+1 3+10+13

syllable quatÊ¡ns;

follMd by a bridge

voæl distich of 10+91

then the repeeted

vocal refrein quatrain

of 10+14: 10+15

syllables; m¡xed

trocha¡c and iamb¡c

metre

5 versæ; 15 syllable

¡amb¡c d¡st¡chs; each

vee repeated in

reveEe ordeÍ

Song Text

Themes

unreq uited

love:

metaphor for

hardship of

pol¡tics end

lostalgic

exotic and

erotic images

ot black

rcmen;

music and

mêrriment

pE¡se of

lded one

lanent for the

human

condition: a

man f¡nds

consolation

fþm his

bouzouki

Mus¡cal Form

bluring of tr¡partite

form w¡th repetition of

.rccal melody as

refra¡n; stroph¡c

veEes and refE¡n

flanked by

insùumental

¡nterludes with

different melod¡c

mater¡al

tetrameþus form:

¡nstrumental ¡nterlude

flanks stroph¡c

veEes: bridge and

refraini instrumentel

spårlrìsl '.ioining'

phrase between

veæ and refnin

tripartite fom:

instrumental ¡nterlude

with difierent melodic

material flenks

sùoph¡c veFes in

binary ell (B) and

ansrer (C)form

Tempo

Allegro

crctchet =

c68

Allegþ

crctchet =

140-142

Moderato

cmtchet =

c 1O2

Rh!r$m

ze;¡bekikos

koplæ

9-beat

(2+2+2+3)

béguire

quadruple

zeîbekikos

sytrâÆ

9beat

(2+2+2+3)i

¡sorhythm¡cwl

Parts

T¡nbre and

Text¡re

small aæustic

ensemble: female

wice and str¡ngs;

homophon¡c

small electric

snæmble;

pþm¡nent driving

rhythm section

small aæuslic

ensemble; stings

and wiæ

lnsùumenta-

üon

female voice,

violin,

bouzouki,

baglamas,

guitar

male voice,

bouzouki,

elæùic p¡ano,

guitar, electric

bass, drum kit

2 male rc¡æs;

Þouras,

baglamas,2

boaoukie,

guitar

Style

laíko

l€1ko

p¡nióUko

Name of ltem

An¡ilaloune Ta

Vouna

Áraprl4es

Botz,ottkl tlto.t

DlPtoclroßto
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ornamema$on ano

Expressive Technlques

Mus¡c / Text

Relat¡onsh¡p
Harmon¡sat¡onMelodic contour

Tonal¡ty and

Modaltty
Song Text Form

tiong ren
Themes

Mus¡cal FormTempoRhy'thm
I tmDre ano

Textuß

tnsumenEr-

ton
StyleName of ltem

use of soll/loud dynamics

and solo/tufti arrangement

for dramatic effecq h¡ghly

omemented bouzeki

parE; h¡ghly melismatic;

synæpated and rubalo

rcæl part

spaße use of rcæl

omaments; æntEsts with

'filled in' bouzouk¡ parli

synchrcn¡sgd rhßhmic-

hamonic guitar and

ôagreøas acæmpanÈ

ment

¡mpþv¡sed slo lox¡,m4

d¡fferent melodic

materiel in vee and

refrain; vere l¡nes

inteFpeEed with

instumental apsrrsi

"response" phnsæ;

¡nstrumenÞl

introduction €riation

of refEin melody;

¡nstrumental ¡nterludes

ænsist of or¡g¡nal

melod¡c mater¡al

instrumental ¡nterlude

sharæ melod¡c

material with flæting

refra¡n; repet¡tion of

melody for lines I and

2 of verses and refrain;

floating retrain

'answered'with

instrumental apatfß¡

l; lvm (E; Am);

Vllm; ll (Dm; Ð

l(D); lvm (Gm);

Vllm (Cm)

undulating and

terraced ascend¡ng

and descending

melodies mostly

stepwise; leap of 4th

¡n open¡ng melody:

sustained key

degrees (l; lV; V; Vl;

Vll), bouzouk¡

melodies ¡n 3rdsi

mel¡smat¡c rubalo

rccal melody; tenor

rcæl range c-d' (9t¡)

ascending and

descending step-

w¡se patterns around

key notes l; ll; lV; V;

Vll; ¡nternal of th¡rd

æmmon; mostly

syllab¡c vocal

melody; tenor rccel

range d-bb (ôth)

Ech¡Þù
(EFG#ABCDÐ; pull

tomrds A major

tonality in upper

tetrachord with C#

accidental

D ch¡Þe

(DEbF#GABbcD)i B

natuEl acc¡dental

3 veßes; trochalc

14+'lô syllable

trochaic d¡stichs;

follred by refnin of

14+11 sylleble

d¡st¡ch; use of

repeated ¡nterject¡ons

"aman":"a" lo

lengthen l¡ne

2 veEes; d¡st¡chs of

'15; 16i 17 and 19

syllablæì a 17+19

syllable d¡st¡ch

repeated refrain;

additional'tloat¡ng' I
syllable distich refra¡n

after each veFe end

refrein; all in trochaic

meùe; use of

¡nterjæt¡ons to

lengthen l¡nes

p€¡se of

lwed one;

d6i¡e to

matry;

unrequ¡ted

erot¡c love

lament for

peßonal and

human

suffering;

des¡res a

hero¡n and

hash¡sh to

allsiate the

paln

ecoust¡c gu¡tar

taximi ¡nstrumental

introduction; strophic

veEes lollMd by

¡ndependent refEin

end eutonomous

instrumental ¡nterlude

tripart¡te fom;

instrumental

interludes flank

stroph¡c veFæ and

refrain: repetit¡on of

melod¡c material

with¡n and between

sections

Allegrc

crotchet =

124-126

ModeEto

quavef =

z32b
Allêgro

quavef =

264

lsifreleli

syncopated

quadruple

kalamalianos

7-6eel(3+2+2)

large aæustic and

elec-ùic ensemble

of rc¡æ, sùings

and percuss¡on;

special

arangement

(solo/tutti):

homophony

small aæustic

string and vo¡ce

enæmble

male voice, 2

bMúk¡a,
baglamas,

aæust¡c

guitar, eleclric

gu¡tar, elêst¡c

bass guitar,

drum kit

ængas,

percusron

2 male rciæs,

2 bowoukia,

baglamas,2

guitaF,

double bess

smyneîko

s¡n@éíko

Aenlßa tlqJ

Ferte Ptea Na

Prezøto
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223Appendix 5 Analysis of the RebdiløMusic Sample

Ornamentation and

Express¡ve Techn¡ques

Musrc 
' 

Te)C

Relat¡onsh¡p
Harmon¡sat¡onMelodic Contour

I Onatlly ano

Modal¡ty
Song Text Form

SOng r eK

Themes
Mus¡cal FomTempoRhythm

I tmDre anq

Texture

tnsfrumenEt-

ton
StyleName of ltem

dramatic open¡ng with

sustained tremolando

chords ¡rìtroduce med
sèct¡on; p¡ano chromat¡c

and diaton¡c slæ
@nùery motion to

bouzouki sâ16', ie
swing feel created in

rhythmic accompan¡ment

with chunky chords; tutt¡

bræks bu¡ld tension and

drive; vocal exclamat¡ons

of singer comment on and

staccato and legato

contrast in viol¡n melody;

otd and toumbdlek¡'frll

¡n' their parts with smaller

rhythmic €lues

¡nstrumental

¡ntrcduct¡on conta¡ns

both nw melodic

material (A) and

variat¡on of vocal

melody (C1); d¡fferent

melodiæ for veæ l¡ne

'I (B) and l¡ne 2 (g

d¡fferent melod¡c

material for veæ and

refrain; binary repeated

melod¡æ with¡n verse

and refnin sections

i; ll; lvm; vllm (D;

Eb; Gm; Cm); lV

(c)

lm; lvmi V7 (Em;

Am; 87)

undulat¡ng with

aænd¡ng and

descend¡ng

passeges; most step-

wise; syllabic vocal

melody opening

voæl melody of 3rds

l-lll-V-Vll; vocal Enge

tenor d-d' (8ve)

ascending and

descending scalic

melod¡es al¡ght fþm

V; descend to I for

instrumental

¡nterlude; V (B) as

pivot for two modesi

gEdual teñaced

aæent end descent

from l-lVl in vocal

sect¡on; vocal melody

mosdy syllab¡c;

contãlto vocal range

b-b'(8ve)

O chiÞaz

(DEbF#GABbCD); B

natuEl shifÈ mus¡c

to G major tonality

(GABCD) for small

sectÌon: ¡nstrumental

¡nterlude æmmences

on Vll degræ; ie Cm

n¡griz (souzinak)

pentrachord

(cDEbF#G)

E nevesg

(EF#GA#BCD#Ð: E

n¡griz (souz¡nal<)

(EF A3A#BC#DÐ

during ¡nstrumenlal

interludes; E

hamon¡c m¡nor

(EF#GABCD#Ð ¡n

vocal wt¡ons

3 veEes: each

containing 16+13+11

syllable tocha¡c

linæ; the 3rd l¡ne is

repeated: pþducing

a quaùain; 3rd l¡ne of

veße I becomes

repeated 'refnin' at

end of song

3 veßes; 10 syllable

¡ambic quaùa¡ns:

Íollowed by quatra¡n

refrein of

1O+12+1O+12

sylleble l¡næ ¡n

trochaic metre; use ol

French rcrds

abandoned

celebEtion of

lite becauæ

of an

embittered

love with the

prcphecy of

murder end

impisonment

an assertive

m¡tress who

knffi hwto
handle

harassment

on the job

sùophic veses;

refra¡n consists of

repeated rc€l
sêction line 2; coda

consists of

¡nstrumental wal
melodies; sung

refrain; and

¡nstrumental interlude

finale

tripart¡te fom:

¡nstrumental ¡nterlude

containing difierent

melod¡o material

flanks sboph¡c Þßes

and refrain:

insüumental

repet¡tion of vee
ând wal refrain

sung as coda

Allegrc

crotchet =

c. 1 18;

gradual

acceleran

do lo

crotchet =

c.148

Andante

cfotohêt =

c94

crrasapæsv,k6

duple

bagiæ

quadruple or

duple

small elætric

enæmble; driving

rhythm sæ{ion

small e@ustic

ensemble; strings,

percussion end

wlæ

malerc¡æ,

boøouw,

elec.tric p¡ano,

guitar, electic

bass guitar,

drum kit

female vo¡ce,

violin, oud

guitar,

loumbsleki

laîko

smtnnet-ko

AþbMdtldP'
ÁgaPo

I Güsona
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omamenËgon ano

Express¡ve Techniques

Mus¡c , Text

Relationsh¡p
Hamon¡sat¡onMelod¡c Contour

Tonalßy ano

Modality
Song Text Form

wng reÍ
Themes

Musical FormTempoRhythm
I tmDre ano

Texùre

lnstrumenEÍ-

ton
StyleName of ltem

exclamatory rccal

¡nterject¡ons creete

exc¡tement dramatic tutti

bræks of one ba( un¡son

melodic sest¡on in refra¡n

with desænd¡ng sæle

re¡nforces heteþphon¡c

style

the recorder decorates

melody w¡th mordents;

the vocal melody ¡s

syncopated

use of drametic dynamics

between interludes and

vocal sections: tutti-solo

instrumentel arrangement;

marked slmer spæd

open¡ng and clos¡ng

sections

d¡fferent melod¡c

mater¡al for each

sec,tion ând

subsectioni internal

repetition of melodic

phrases: stagger¡ng of

d¡fferent melody over

repeated hem¡stich ¡n

refra¡n

¡nstrumental inteÍludes

conta¡n var¡at¡on of

vocal melody; different

melodies for l¡nes 1

(A) and 2 (B) of veæ;

sect¡on A melody

repeated as

instrumental âpartis,

"response"

instrumental

¡ntroduct¡on contains

sect¡on of rccal

melody and or¡g¡nal

material: different

melodic material fo¡

each hem¡stich of text

line: instrumental

.or¡g¡nal melodic

material

Vll: lm: Vm; lV:

lllm; Vllm (G; Am;

Emi D; Cm; Gm)

l-Vll (Am; G); lll

(c): lV (Dm)

l; ll; lV; Vll (D; Eb;

Gm; Cm)

melody al¡ghts from

VIli suggests tonal

pull between l-Vll (A

minor and G major;

highlights all degreæ

of mode; undulat¡ng

and casced¡ng

terraced passages;

mel¡smat¡c vocal part

leaps to upper 8ve for

final vocal l¡ne;

contralto rccal range

s-d" (1ãh)

step-wise and

undulatin0; alights

from V; moves to

degrees of lower

tetÉchord;

melismatic vocal

melody; contElto

vocal range g-c"

(1 rth)

melismatic

undulating vocal

melody; some

¡nteryals of 3rds:

6ths; vocal melody

hovere or alights from

most notes of mode;

long scale-l¡ke

ascending and

descending

instrumental

passegæ; tenor

væal Enge c-eb'

(1 oth)

A ousak

(ABbCDEFGA); B

natuEl sh¡fts tonal¡ty

to A natural m¡nor

(ABCDEFGA); then

to G maior w¡th

added F#

(GABCOEFIre); short

leÍachord ol C nigriz

(souzinak) (CDEbFÐ;

labyr¡nthlike modality

A ousak

(ABbCDEFGA); B

natural when melody

ascends; sh¡ft ìo lll

(relat¡ve major C

major)

D chiaaz

(DEbF#GABbCD);

2 veEes; I 0+1 5+15

syllable h¡plets:

pentuplet refrein with

8+8+'13+8+8

syllebles; repet¡tion 01

fißt hem¡stich and

f¡ßt line; all ¡n

trocha¡c metre;

ample use of

interject¡ons "giala";

"ach"i"val'

accompantes

melodic phases

ô verses; mixed

trocha¡c and iambic

distichsof 1l;12; 13

and 14 syllable l¡nes

when accounting for

elisions: 2nd line of

eech d¡stich repeated

3 verses; 15 syllable

trochaic distichs; 2nd

line of each veße ¡s

repeated

a man ts

¡nfatueted

w¡th a

beaut¡ful dark-

sk¡nned

u¡omen and

the erot¡c My
she danæs

emigration to

America;

pE¡se of

loved one

allusion to an

¡mprisoned

man to be

executed the

follßing day

end suffer¡ng

angst

multisælional:

agg reg ative;

¡nstrumental ¡nterlude

flanks 2 strcphic

veEes end refrain;

âpartßi "responses";

v¡olin lax¡?ni

intermezo; call-and-

response phrases;

many repeated and

varied melod¡es

b¡nary call-and-

anser (AB) form:

sùophic veffi
flanked by

i nstru menta I

¡nterludes

tripart¡te from:

insùumental

interludes flank

sùophic wßes

Presto

crolchet =

180-186

Allegro

crotchet =

c.1ô4

Adag¡o

crotchet =

c. 66;

begins

and ends

at slorer

ritenuto

Pace

syrr6

syncopated

quadruple (or E-

beat)

syrlæ

syncopated

quadruple (or 8-

beat)

zelbek¡kæ

koptos

9-beat

(2+2+2+3)

small aæustic

wiæ, stings and

percussion; mostly

heterophonic

small acoustÍc

ensemble

large acoustic and

e¡ectric ensemble

of vo¡ce, strings

and percussion;

sPecial

arrangement

(solo/tutti); mixture

of heterophony with

homophony

female rc¡æ,

back-up

rc¡cæ, viol¡n,

bouzouki,

guitar,

loumbeilek¡

2 female

rctcæ,

ræorder,

gu¡tar,

bongos,

tamböurine

male vo¡cè, 2

bouzækia,

baglamas,

acoust¡c

guitar, 2

elecùic

guitaE,

electric bas
gu'rtar, drum

kit, bongæ,

wind ch¡mes

smweîko

smymeîko

laîko

tltþ Melachtolnl

M¡ Me Stelne¡s

lrand stin

Amedn

Nychto^teCl'pi'¡s

Fetrypi
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225Appendir 5 Analysis of the Reåeúil<a Music Sample

ornamenültion ano

Express¡ve Techniques

Muslc , Text

Relationsh¡p
Harmon¡st¡onMelodic Contour

TOnatfty ano

Modal¡ty
song Text Form

song rexr

Thenes
Mus¡cal FormfempoRhythm

TtmÞre ano

Texturê

tnsrumemr-
ton

sldeName of llêm

oud'fills in'with

semrquileß

highly ornamented

bouúki patB conbasl

w¡th simple troures pafti

rcæl portamento

triplets contEst w¡th

quadruple t¡me; elech¡c

bass'on-the-beat notes

and guitar' off-thebeat

'chunk chords add to a

s¡ng feel

verse contains two

melod¡c phrases A and

B; A accompanies line

'l; line 2; repeated line

2 and functions as

instumentel apartlsi;

end¡ng on hatf-close V

degree; B

aæompaniæ l¡ne 3;

line 4 and funcl¡ons as

instrumental apanfis,;

ending on I degree

repeated interlude

melody w¡th half- (lll)

and full-close (l)

cadential phrases;

veE contains trc
repeated melodies:

hemistich repeated

over staggered change

of melody

each sect¡on and

subsect¡on has

difterent melod¡c

matèr¡al; different

melody tor each l¡ne of

vee: same melody

lor both linæ of refra¡n

l: Vllm (A; Gm)

r-v (D-A)

lm; lvm: V (Gm;

Cm; D); bV (Db9;

l-Vlm-llmlV-V-l

(G-Em-Am-C-D-

G) Tazzl 'turn-

around'chords

mostly undulating;

teÍraced descent in

refrain from Vll; some

leaps ¡n ìnteriude of

5th; 3rd and 8ve;

mostly mel¡smat¡c

rccal melody;

contElto rccal range

g+Aa'(gth)

descending scale-

like passages of

lothi internally

sequent¡ally t¡ered;

mel¡smat¡c vocaì

melody undulates

fmm Vlll end Vlll-lll;

lll degree distinct

tonal centre; tenor

rccal range flld' (ôth)

use of larger ¡nteryals

(8ve; 3rds) and scale-

l¡ke melod¡es ¡n

instrumental

¡ntroductioni

undulat¡ng stepwise

vocal melody

emphasises lll;

mosily syllab¡ci

refnin melody

contâ¡ns half- and

full-close phÉses;

tenor væal range d-

f# (1oth)

A chiÞazsk¡ù

(ABbC#DEFG#A): D#

acc¡dental pass¡ng

notei B natuEl

accidental ¡n upper

oc{ave

Dm4oriochMam
(DE#F#GABC#D) G#

accidentel suggests

D Est

(DEF#G(G#)ABC#D)

G neverss

(GABbC#DEbFíÉG) in

¡nstrumental

intþduction; sh¡fts to

G harmon¡c m¡nor

(GABbcDEbFlÉG) ¡n

the verse; and to G

mejor ¡n the refrain;

alternation between

G major and G minor

tonality

3 veFes: I syllable

tochaic quatra¡ns;

2nd line repeated;

use of interjeclion

"ainfe' accompan¡es

melodic phese

4 veEes; l5 syllable

d¡st¡chs; mostly

¡ambic; staggered

repet¡tion of fiFt
hem¡stich; use of

inteièction ''pad¡a"

acæmpanles

melod¡c phEse

only 1 vese

performed;

10+10+11+10

syllable quatraini

follNed by 8+10

syllable dist¡ch

refrain; ¡nterject¡on

"o" a@mpanies

melod¡c ph€se

rarative;

profile of a

man called

Bochoris who

is robbed of

his

pcsessrons

on a sh¡p

pderty; theft;

imprisonment

and pol¡ce

relations

p€¡se of the

city of

Tieslonik¡

b¡nary form:

instrumental ¡nteriude

with dÌfferent melodic

matêriel flanks

. slrcphic vEßæ;

¡nshumental ap€nlßi

"response" Epeats

melody of l¡ne 2 and

4

¡ntroductory fax¡,;îi on

ÞouEs; binary form;

instrumental

irìterl udes wilh

different melod¡c

material flank

stþph¡c veßæ

tr¡part¡te form:

instrumenlal interlude

precedæ strophic

veEe and refra¡n;

refrain has

¡ndependent melodic

materia¡

Andante

crotchet =

c78

Andante

cþtchet =
c.96

ModèÊto-

Allegro

cþtchet

=116-12.

zeibekikæ

kopþs

9beat

(2+2+2+3)

zeîbekikæ

aptalikæ koplæ

9-beat

(3+2+2+4

chasapikos

quadruple

small acoustic

ênæmble; sû¡ngs,

Percussion and

wice; mi)ùJre of

heterophony and

homophony

small acoust¡c

enæmble of strings

and rcice; mixture

of heterophony and

homophony

small elec.ùic

ensemble;

homophon¡c

female rcice,

violin, oud

guitar,

loumbqleki

2 male w¡cæ,

Þoures,

baglames,2

bouzoukia,

guitar

2 male rcices,

2 bouzouk¡a,

electric gu'tter,

electric bass

guitar, drum

kir

smlmeîko

smyreiko

leîko

O Bæhotis

O¡ Lachanãde,s

omorfr

Trressalonirti
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226Appendir 5 Analysis of the Raódil<a Music Sample

Ornamentat¡on and

Exprêssive Techn¡ques

Mus¡c , Texl

Relat¡onsh¡p
Harmon¡sat¡onMelod¡c Contour

IOnatny ano

Modal¡ty
song Text Form

song r ex
Themes

Mus¡câl FormTempoRhythm
TtmDre and

Texfure

I nstn¡ mentat-

lon
StyleName of ltem

rcice sings in parlendo ¡n

upper ocieve; then legato

¡n lcnrver register

dotted rhythm creates

'sw¡ng' feel; use of

dominant Tths adds to

'ja¿ feel, gu¡tar bass runs

g¡ves momentum to the

rhYthm

oud demisemiquaver

ornamentation with

mordents and turns

same melodic material

shared by instrumental

¡nterlude and veEe

line 1 (AA) and line 2

(BB)

orig¡nal melod¡c

mater¡al ¡n

instrumental ¡nterludes

and veFe

r-v (DA)

17; lV (D7: Gm);

lll; Vl¡ (F; c); lm;

V; lm; (Dm; A7;

Dm); all strictly

w¡th¡n the mode

lmt lllm; lvm; Vll

(Em: Gmì A; D)

harmonisations

follow mdes to

Vllmi lV; V (Dm;

A: Bb)

undulet¡ng step-wise

ascending and

descend¡ng

passages; melody

hovere around l: ll; V

degrees; vocal

melody both syllabic

and mel¡smat¡c;

vocal Enge tenor c-

f# (11th)

ascending and

descending stepwise

melod¡es: vocai

melody mostly

syllab¡c; spans êntire

octaveì tenor vocal

range ctÊd' (gth)

ascend¡ng and

descend¡ng step-

w¡se and terraced

melodies; open w¡th

B naturalwh¡ch pulls

amy from E kiourdi

into E minor

modal¡ty; key notes ii

D mejor

(DEF TABo#D); G#

passing note

suggests Æsl

(DEF#GG#ABC#D);

B# in cadential

phEse

D netural m¡nor

(DEFGABbcD); c#

accidental below

lorer ton¡c: shift to lll

(F majo¡ relatÍve

maioÙ

E k¡outdi (kads¡gat)

(E(ÐF#GABbC#DÐ

w¡th B natuEl

acc¡dental; mwês to

Vllm (D harmon¡c

m¡nor) and lV (A; V ol

O); descends thrcugh

Vll (D major

BAGF#ED) v¡a F

naturel; suggests

labyr¡nthl¡ke modalit)

3 reEes; mostly 15

syllable d¡st¡chs in

mixed trochaic and

iamb¡c metre; 2nd

line of each vese is

lengthened w¡th use

of interjections and

repeated; evidence of

formula¡c subst¡tut¡on

¡n final hem¡stich of

vese 3

4 veßes; ls-syllable

trocheic quatrain;

ample use of street

argot

sarcestic v¡ew

againstthe

aæumulation

of material

wealth

narative; five

men sæk e

smoke of

manluana

in|raóucþry bouzouki

leximl; follwed by

binary æll-and-

anrer form; strcphic

veFes flanked by

instrumenhl

interludes conte¡n¡ng

€riation of wal
melodies

tripart¡te form;

instrumental ¡nterlude

¡ntþductory oud

fax,ø4 trc repeated

sections (AB)

follwed by a

modulated variation

(Al); much ¡nternal

repetition of and

s¡m¡larity with¡n

melodic materiali

presence of

¡sorhythms; suggests

formulaic structure

Andante

crotchet =

100-108

Allegro

crotchet =
'14ô-t4E

Andante

cþtchet =

c.86

zeibekikæ

koplos

gbeat

chasapæfl¡kos
quadruple

zeîbek¡kos

eplalikæ koptat

9-beat

(3+2+2+2)

small acoustic

string ensemble

acoustic ensemble;

Êsonant str¡ng

têxture

¡nstrumental; small

acoustic string and

Percussron

ensemblei m¡xture

of hetercphony and

homophony

male rcice,

botøúk¡,

beglañas,2

guitaF,

double bass

malerc¡æ,

bouzouk¡,

v¡olin,

baglamas,

guitar, double

bas

violin, oud

guitar,

loumbqleki

pini5tiko

pireiõtiko

smyrnetko

Of,ol Echoune

PoltaLelã

Pente Manges

Pergamøs
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Appendix 5 Analysis of the Reóøi&ø Music Sample

ornamemaIlon anq

Exprèssive Techn¡ques

MUS|C 
' 

I exr

Relat¡onsh¡p
Harmon¡sat¡onMelodic Contour

lonarEy ano

Modal¡ty
Song Text Form

song I e)(t

Themes
Musical FormTempoRhylñm

I tmore anq

Texture

lnsmlmenlat-

lon
StyleNamè of ltem

co-ordinated tutti breaks

during ¡nstrumental

interludes; 'funk' r¡ffs and

rcel melodi6 played on

electric bass

v¡ol¡n portamento; P¡âno

mordents and tr¡lls; guitar

and piano chordal

syncopat¡ons

different melodic

mater¡al in all

subsections of

¡nshumenÞl ¡nterlude;

veße and refrain;

d¡fferent melodies for

each text line

l; ll; lvm; Vllm (E;

F; Am; Dm)

l: lli lvm: Vl; Vllm

(E: F; Am; Ci Dm)

undulat¡ng ascend¡ng

and deæending step-

wise melodies;

syllabic and

mel¡smatic vocal

melody alights from I

to the lll, conta¡ns

half-close and full-

close phrases; refrain

has sequent¡al

descent from upper

to lower octave; tenor

vocal Enge d-e' (gth)

some terraced

descending

passages: mostly

undulating ascending

and descend¡ng

melodies: some

leaps of 3rd and 4th,

some susta¡ned I and

V (E; B) notes; many

sequent¡al Petterns

EchiÞæ

(EFG#ABCOÐ; c#

acc¡dental pass¡ng

note ¡n vocal and

bouzouk¡ pais

Ech¡baz

(EFG#ABCOÐ; c#

acc¡dental mwæ

melody to Vll: D

nigr¡z (soninâk)

tetrachord (DEFG#)

and E ch¡bazskiar

(EFG#ABCD#Ð; uæ

of other accidental

Pass¡ng notes

suggest labyrinthl¡ke

modal¡ty

3 veffi; l5 syllable

dist¡chs + additional

7 syllable hemist¡ch

¡n ¡ambic metre;

iollowed by the E

syllable quatra¡n

refra¡n ¡n tÍochaic

metfe; each l¡ne of

refrein repeated in

rryerse order

a fl¡rtatious

and eþtic

rcman

tr¡partite fom;

¡nstrumental

interludes flank

stophic verses:

joined to refE¡n by

epanÍ,:si "response"

instrumental melody

instrumental;

multisect¡onal

(A:B;C;D:Ð ¡n

Erious ordeF:

suggests aggregat¡ve

form w¡th addition of

ditferent melodic

sect¡ons and

phEses; B section ¡s

repeated

instrumental veE¡on

of a stroph¡c vocal

section

Allegro

crctchet =
'134

Presto

crctchet =

'178-180

tsifteleli

syrìcopated

quadruple

søæ
syncopeted

quadruple (or 8-

beat)

driv¡ng rhythm-

chord section

underling

melismatic and

ohamented

melody

instrumenìali h¡o

ensemble:

heterophon¡c and

homophonic

male rc¡ce,

bouzouk¡,

elecùic piano,

guitar, eleclr¡c

bass guiter,

drum kit

violin, piano,

guitar

laîko

smwet-ko

SkanÞlia/a Mou

Smyme¡hos

Aårros
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228Appendir 5 Anatysis of the Reóøil<a Music Sample

ornamenlaìon and

Express¡ve Technlques

MUSTC 
' 

IeXI

Relat¡onship
HarmonisationMelod¡c Contour

I Onatly anq

Modality
song Text Form

Song Têxt

Themes
Mus¡cal FormTempoRhythm

I tmore ano

Texture

lnslrumenEtt-

þn
StyleNane of ltem

violin legato; portamento

and turns contral with

br¡ght staæato of lute

instrumenE; @ntEsts

elso created with

heteþphonic Eriations of

same melody

piano decend¡ng

€scad¡ng s€læ

¡nshumental

introduction repeats

variat¡on of veFe

melody; d¡fferent

melod¡es per line;

staggering of new

melody to repeated

text l¡ne; then nfl
melody and text for

l¡nes 3 and 4; orig¡nal

melod¡c material ¡n

instrumental

¡ntermezzo and æde

d¡fferent but related

melod¡c material pêr

hemist¡ch: repetition of

l¡ne 2 melod¡es:

instrumental aparl,:si

at the end of some

hemistichs

mosüy lm-lll-Vllm-

lm (Bm-DAm-

Bm); sh¡ft to lV

(Ð in intemzo

l; llm; lV; V (O;

Em; G; A)

open¡ng descending

passage; undu¡at¡ng

step-wise w¡th

ocæsional scalelike

Pessages; openrng

dæcend¡ng sth in

rccel melody;

syllabic and

mel¡smat¡c rc€l
melody; baiitone

vocal range A-b (9th)

ascend¡ng end

descending scale-

like passages; mostly

stepw¡se; some

ìntervals of 3rdsi

Sths; 6ths; passing

through all degrees

of the mode;

mel¡smat¡c vocal

melody; tenor vocal

range d-e' (9th)

B oøsâk

(BCDEFÉGAB); #
accidental

sometimæ in

ascending melody;

dæcending shift to E

E¡veqi/E.D,€BAC.#)

melody

D major

(oEF#GABc#D)

3 veses; I syllable

træhaic quatEins;

f¡ßt hem¡st¡ch

repeated three t¡mes;

second l¡ne repeated;

vese 3 indiætæ

fomula¡c substitution

of ñnal hemistich in

repetition

3 veßesi 15 syllable

trocha¡c d¡stichs;

staggered repetit¡on

of both hemist¡chs of

2nd line

d¡spaEte

veFes about

dèruishes

smoking

hækah p¡pes

and a man

smok¡ng

hesh¡sh;

complaint of

pr*¡ous love

allus¡on to

Second World

War and

German

Occupat¡on

usrng

Christ¡an

metaphoE of

Sunday,

bleeding

heart, Chr¡st

and Virgin

Mery

mult¡sectional form;

instrumental

interludes share

vo€l melod¡c

mater¡al and function

es apenfÆl phrases

flank strophic veßes;

¡ nstru m enta I

¡ntermezo;

concludes with

¡nstrumental coda;

suggests aggregative

form

rccorded taxim¡ on

bouzouki, hinary

form; instrumental

inteludes w¡th

different though

derivative melodic

mater¡alflank

stþph¡c veßes;

¡nstrumental aparlr:si

phrases 'response'

rcel lines

Allegro

crotchet =

126-130

Andante

crotchet =

c- 63

kañilidikæ

zeibekikæ

Sbeat

(2+2+2+3)

zeîbekikæ

synanæ

9beat

(2+2+2+3)

small aæustic

sting enæmble;

heterophon¡c

texture

large acoustic end

electr¡c enæmble:

homophon¡c

male voica,

bonüki,
v¡ol¡n,

baglamas,

gu¡tar, double

bass

2 male \þices,

2 bouzouk¡a,

beglamas,

Plano

accord¡on,

piano, gu¡tar,

elecùic bass

guitar, drum

kir

smymeîko

laîko

SlffiApano
Machatades

Sy!/.'el|€stnênl

Kyrlakl
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Appendir 5 Analysis of the Raåcúißa Music Sample

Ornementation ano

Express¡ve Technlques

Mus¡c 
' 
Text

Relat¡onshlP
Hennon¡sat¡onMelod¡c contour

I Onailry ano

Modal¡ty
Song Text Form

song texr

Themes
Mus¡cal FormTempoRhytñm

I tmDre ano

Texture

ln$rumenütt-

þn
styleName of ltem

fast highly omamented

bouwki pattsplayingiî

3rds; back-up wiæ sings

with slight falsetlo in

refra¡n l

loæe'iu' drumming

syncopatæ n¡nê-beat

rhythm¡c cycle; blues style

gu¡tar solo venturing

outs¡de of mode; jæ-
reôefrka fusion created

with use of extended 'jazz'

chords

glisand¡; portamento tr¡lls;

harmon¡cs and bird

sounds ¡n v¡olin lax¡itn¡

different melod¡6 for

hem¡st¡ch or l¡ne;

exceptfor refra¡n I:

repet¡t¡on of refrain 2

melod¡es do not follol
reversed repet¡t¡on of

text li nes

lnterlude l-Vo-V

(D-Ao-A); Song 1:

l- V (D-A); Song 2:

l; llm; lV; lV#; V7

(O; Em; G; G#;

AÐ; chordal 'turn-

around' l-V-ll-lv-

Vl (D-A-Em-G-A-

o)

I
I

underlying lll-lV-V-

I chord

progressron; use

of extended 6th,

7th and 9th

chords

descending in

sequenæ

vv (cDb
Fm Bbm)

melod¡c variety;

repeated phrases;

steÞwise contour

w¡th some 3rd

inteMls; melod¡es

accentuate all notes

of mode; half- and

full-clce phrases ¡n

refrains 1 end 2;

rccal melody both

syllabíc and

melismat¡c; tenor

vocal range d-e' (gth)

A: escend¡ng-

descending passage

between land Vwith

cadential leap from

Vlll-V; B: rryeße

escend¡ng passage

from l-Vi much

internal repetition

within melodic

sections

undulating betreen

ange of 9th; melodY

emphas¡ses all noþs

of model

character¡stic

approach to tonic

fþm below; much

sequentjal repetition:

sh¡ft to F tonal centre

O chouzam

(oE#F#GABC(C#)D)

in ¡nstrumental

¡nterlude with E# &

G# acc¡dental

passing notæ; D Æsl

(DEF*ÉGABC#D) in

vocal sec{¡ons; C

natural accidental

dur¡ng melod¡c

desænt ¡n

¡nstrumentel

and veÉ 1 and

refrain I

A natuEl m¡nor

(ABCDEFGA);

aæidental passing

notes F#i G# create

an E major tonalíty

from the V; H in the

taxiøl moves through

blues pentaton¡c

scale (ACD#EGA)

C ch¡Þaz

(cDbEFGAbBbC);

sh¡ft to lV (F minor

tetEchord)

wE6; veEe 1: I

syllable træha¡c

quetra¡n: followed by

refnin l: ll syllable

d¡st¡ch; veEe I end

refra¡n 1 repeated;

onomatopoeic use of

rcds in refre¡n l;

veße 3: 15 syllable

dist¡ch; follwed by

refrain 2; 15 sylleble

d¡st¡ch repeated ¡n

reveEe order; use of

shorter 2-bar aparf¡si

phrases between

vocal l¡nes

Fraise of

lded one;

ProPæalto

marry;

celebration

2 different'songs';

pþbably stroph¡c;

flanked by the sme
¡nsùumental interlude

instrumental; b¡nary

fom: AB; f¡nal phEse

of eech section is

cadentialì elestr¡c

guitzr aax¡mí

intemezzo before

final AB

introductory v¡ol¡n

f8x¡rD¡ followed bY

repeated b¡nary AB

sections; violin laximi

intermezo; muoh

repetition within

sectionsi A and B

share cadential

phras

Allegro

quavef =

c.288

Allegþ

crotchet =

c.124-

144

Adagio

crotchet =

c.70

AcceleEn

do io

Allegro

cþtchet =

c. 158

kalemalianos

7-bedl(3+2+2)

kam¡lie/¡kæ

zeibekikæ

9beat

(2+2+2+3)

cåasapose¡v,r(æ

duple

small eleclric

enæmble;

prcminênt driving

rhythm sect¡on

instrumental; small

electic ensemble;

prominent driving

rhythm section

insùumèntal;

sùings and

percuss¡on Ùio

ensemble;

homophon¡c texture

2 male rc¡cæ,

2 botzoukia,

elæ.tic guitar,

alectric bes
gu¡tar, drum

k¡t

2 bouzoukia,

electric Auitar,

elecùic bâss

guitar, drum

kit

violin, gu'rtar,

toumbsleki

leîko

p¡nioa¡ko

smyÍneîko

Td@TeftaTa

PeaÞlÈ-Ectto
Koumpüo

Levendd

Tdilsþtd8/ct¿

Sott Ldnfuanl

fañlienøç
Clroros
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Appendir 5 Analysis of the Reóefi&a Music Sample 230
ornamenEltton ano

Expressive Techn¡quès

MUSTC 
' 

I eK

Relat¡onship
Harmon¡sationMelodic contour

I Onatlly ano

Modal¡ty
Song Text Form

ùong r eñ

Themes
Mus¡cal FornTempoRhfr$m

I tmgre anq

fèxture

tnflmenH-
ton

StyleName of ltem

viol¡n turns and trills:

boßouk¡lwet lurnsi

mordenE; lut+l¡ke muted

melod¡es ¡n lrer registel

wal synæpatjon and

portamento; toumberleki

syncopations ¡n breaks

oud hammer on;

sem¡quaver turns and

upper mordenE

instrumental ¡nterlude

derived from vocal

melodies; same

melody for each l¡ne of

verse: d¡fferent melody

ior line '1 and 3 of

refrain; much repetit¡on

of melodies

veße conta¡ns trc
repeated melod¡es

matching repeated

l¡næ; f¡Et one ends on

half-close lV degree;

second one ends on

full{læe I degree;

rcfra¡n contains

d¡fferent melody

rèpeated wer two

l¡nes of text

lm-lVm-lll-ll (Em-

Am-G-Ð; Vll-lll

(D-G); vl (c); ¡e

all degre6 except

lmlvm (Bm-Em);

Vll-lv (A-Ð: lll (D)

undulating and

sequential ascending

and desnding
melod¡c cells; highly

mel¡smat¡c vocal l¡ne

over relat¡vely small

contralto range of 6th

(d'-b)

undulating asænding

and descend¡ng;

voæl melody mostly

syllab¡c; open¡ng sth

in veEe melody

settles on lV; p¡vot

point for kiourd¡

mode; refEin melody

wveß between lll

and i; intermezzo

reverees 5th with a

fall; contralto vocal

range g#a' (gih)

E natuEl minor

(EF#GABCDÐ;

mwes to Vlli D

chouzam wfthE#

acc¡dental (DE#F#G);

pasæs thrcugh

ousak (EFGABCDQ;

in inlerwzo passes

to V (B m¡nor); Vll (D

nigr¡Z, ø;OEFc'#)i Vl

(C majoi BCDE) w¡th

aæidentals;

chromatic labyrinth-

like modality

hoveß between B

natuEl minor€usak

(B(C)c#DEF#GAB);

and B kiourdi

(kañs¡gaÒ

(BC#DEFG#AB)

2 veFes; 1 l+12 and

'lf+'f5syllable

distichs; repetition of

f¡rst l¡ne; tr¡plet refrain

with l1+'11+12

syllable lines and

repeated 3rd l¡ne;

mixed træhe¡c and

¡amb¡c; much uæ of

interjections "aman";

"e"; "g¡alelell' in

refrain; and Turk¡sh

rcrds to accompany

melodic phrases

3 veßès; 12+l 3 or

12+12 syllable

distichsi each line

repeated; refra¡n

12+ 13 syllable

d¡st¡ch; mostly

tocha¡c; much use of

el¡s¡ons to irl metre;

use of inteíect¡on

"fæ moù' lo

accompany melod¡c

phrase

unrequited

erot¡c love

imm¡gration;

rebuffing a

man's

adwnces;

Asià M¡nor

Grêek female

refugee ¡n

Athens

seeking love

¡nduciory viol¡n

leximl; multiæctional

aggregatire form;

insùumenÞl interlude

flanks stroph¡c vels
and refE¡ni

¡nstrumental

intermuo conta¡ns

nfl mater¡al

tehamerous form:

insùumental interlude

based on wr¡ation of

rccal refrein flanks

sùophic veße and

rêfE¡n; ¡nstrumental

intermæo with new

melod¡c material

preced6 veße 3

Allegrc

cþtchet =
132

Allegro

crotchet +

c. 15ô

ts¡ftetel¡

syncopated

quadruple

bsg¡û

quadruple or

duple

small aæust¡c

voice, strings and

percussþn:

heterophonic

smafl acoustic

ensemblei female

rcice, stings and

percusion; mostly

heteþphon¡c with

secondary

homophony

female rc¡ce,

violin,

boeúki,
guitar,

toumbqleki

famale rc¡ce,

violin, oud,

guitar,

loumbqleki

smweîko

smYmeîko

fha Spaso

Koupes

IiSe Merrei

Esèm
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231Appendir 5 Analysis of the R¿ódifrø Music Sample
ornamenültlon ano

Expressive Techniques

Musrc , Text

Relat¡onship
Harmon¡sat¡onMelod¡c Contour

I Onatlty ano

Modallty
Song Text Form

5On9 r en

Themes
Mus¡€l Fo¡nTempoRhythm

TrmDrè ano

Texture

lnstrufnenüil-

ion
StyleName sf lÞß

hetercphony prcduced bY

óouzouki and v¡olin parts

conbasE guitar

homophon!4 toumbqlek¡

wriæ'closed' søæ
ùtlùÌms', bonouki flwry o'l

notes dur¡ng fax,mi

bass:'uålking bass' voice

leading; slapi

synæpation; vo¡ce rubato

and legato

appog¡atura mordents;

trills; accented passing

notes; sem¡quaver

hammer on

differcnt melodic

material for

insùumenÞl ¡nterlude;

call-ansrer melody for

line 1; repeated

melody for l¡næ 2 and

3: in veße 2 second

line repeated with

tormula¡c substittl¡on

by ñ{ hem¡st¡ch:

some internal

repet¡t¡on of phrases

much or¡g¡nal melod¡c

mater¡al ¡n interludè:

veree and refra¡n;

d¡fferent melody ior

each hemist¡ch; except

for f¡nal hem¡stich of

refra¡n; instrumental

âpânl,lsi "response"

after each hem¡stich of

veræ l¡ne 1 and afler

l¡ne 2

¡nstrumental ¡nterludes

based on variations of

vocâl melody d¡fferènt

melody for line I (A)

and line 2 (B); with half

and full-close phrases;

rccal l¡ne follored bY

¡nstrumental aparl,ls¡

"response"

l; lvm: Vllm (O;

Gm; Cm)

l-V (F; C)ì ll; lvi

(cm; Bb); ll (Am)

min¡mal

homophon!4 lm:

lV (Gm; C); sh¡ft

to lV (C) and Vll

(F; lV of C)

undulating;

a*ending and

descend¡ng scale-

l¡ke melismatic rccal

melody with half-

and full-close

phrases; focus on lll;

lV; V; mØo soprano

rccal Enge gth (cL

d)

undulating ascending

and descending and

sequentjal; mostly

steÞw¡se movementi

melismatic vocal

melod$ some leaps

of 3rds and a ôth;

baritone vocal range

c-d'(gth)

ascend¡ng and

descending scale

like sometimes

terraced melodies;

sequent¡al descents

of tiered 3rds;

melismat¡c vocal

melody; vocal leap to

upper octave for f¡nal

line of each vese:

baritone væal range

I 1th (A-db)

D chiÞæ

(DEbF"GABbCD): B

natural creates G

major tonality for

small section

F meior

(FGABbcDEÐ: F#;

G# accidentels as

pass¡ng notes;

melody passes

through all degrees ol

mode

G k¡ourdi (kañs¡gaÒ-

ousak

(G(Ab)ABbCDbEFG):

hryeF between G

kiourdi and lwer
pentachord of C

major (CDEFG):

mdes to cài¿az on

rv (cDbEFGAbBbC);

and F maior

tet€chord on lV ot C

(FGABb); labyr¡nth-

like modal¡tY

2 veEes; trochaic

ùiplet veEes ¡n €ried

lengths; ¡nterlec{ions

funct¡on to lengthen

lines and ac@mpany

melod¡c ph¡ases

3verses; l5syllable

distich + addit¡onal 7

syllable hemìstich:

followed by a 15-

syllable distich

refrain; ¡n m¡xed

metre

3 versesi 1s-syllable

træhaic d¡stichs;

each l¡ne ¡s repeated

a rcman has

lallen in love

and decides

to remove her

veil to have

some fun

ptilosoph¡cal

song abut
departing

Írom l¡fe; a

'false' life of

betEyal;

slffering and

late

lde s¡ckness

tetEmerous lorm:

¡nstrumental ¡ntèrlude

flanks stroph¡c wæ
and refÉ¡n; uæ of

insfumental aparf,lsl

'jo¡ning' phraæ

betreen bÉl l¡nes;

bonouk¡ taxim¡ coda

tripartite lom;

insEumental ¡nterlude

flanks stroph¡c veßes

and refrain

binary form;

¡nsùumental

¡nterludes flank

sùophic veßes

Presto

crcìchet =

't7&t80

Larghetto

crotchet =

c.63

Allegro

crotchet =

c.132

syrlos

syrìcopated

quadrupte (ot 8-

beat)

zeibek¡kos

koptæ

9-beat

(2+2+2+3)

kam¡lisikæ

zeibek¡kos

9-beat

(2+2+2+3)

small acouslip

roiæ, strings and

Percussron

small electr¡c

ensemble: driving

rhythm seclion;

homophonic sound

with chordal

accomPan¡ment

aîð bMNk¡3tds

small acoustic

enæmble: mele

rcice, sùings and

percusþn;

heterophonic

te)ô1rc

female rcice,

violin,

boøouki,

guitar,

toumbslekì

male voice,

bouzouki,

acoustic

p¡ano, gu¡tar,

elêctic bass

guiÞr, drum

kit

rclæ,

botzouki,

violin,

baglamas,

guitar, double

bass,

tambourina

smyrreîko

ldîko

snyrner-ko

ToFe'"/trE

ToTelelf€,oVtúi

,tou

Zoudobeneñe-

nrs oetfle
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Appendix 6 Rebetika Song Texts and Translations

ANTIIALOUNE TA VOUNA

ANTIAAAOYNE TA BOYNA

Verse I
Avrrl,u?',oúve to pouvú

Xav r1.oíro eyó ro õerJ"wú.

flepvoúv or ópeç 0î"rpepéç o' áva naì,tó
polór
Eyó rouç cvoorwoypoóç rouç æcíþ
rcopnolór

Refrain
AwrÀoloúve to pouvó

Xcrv rc?"oíro eyó ra õerIwú.

Verse 2
Mouyrpí(' an' n4l"apcopotúç
Kr oæ'tq öxêç oou ¡ro2¿otpÉç
Âapol¡rotrcç pe yáproeç rcû,r ¡r' éçoyw or

nóvor
Kot on1 rpcr:rtó TroD p' épÉeç rawru ôw ¡te
oóvet.

Refrain
Awr],oloúve ta porwú

Xav rl"oíro eyó to õer],wó.
Awr].al,oúve to porwo

Eav r1,oío eyrb tc õerÀwú.

Music: Vasilis Tsitsanis
Lyrics : Eftichia Papagianopoulour

Performers: Meraki
Event No. ll2:25ú National Folk Festival

Venue: Flinders University
Date: 3l March 1991

TIIE MOIJNTATNS ECHO

Verse I
The mountains echo

as I weep at sunsets

Melancholy hours pass by on an old clock
and I count my sighs on worry beads.

Refrain
The mountains echo

as I weep at sunsets.

Verse 2
I groan from the wounds
and stabs of your knifings
You've filled me with wounds and the pains

have consumed me

you threw me into the fire and nothing will
save me.

Refrain
The mountains echo

as I weep at sunsets.

The mountains echo

as I weep at sunsets.

1 
See Appendix 4.

@ [997] 2002 Demeter Tsounis
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ARAPINES

APAIIINE>

Verse I
Núpeç pcryu<éç oveipepéveç

úyaneçî"ú26veç [sic]3 (elaopweç on¡ Ewt:nu.
Tpr-Xuo vouç pou fipoç to zrePooPáva

[ra]a ppôöto pou t' oyorqpwo on'¡v

Apamo.

Refrain
Xoç prî"úro pe ror'¡pó oe [sic]5 onopcry¡ró

yra tóoeç tpé},eç æou vootol.Yó.
Apcníveç Lúyveç [sic] eprrlttópeç

pe ouíon pe ylurcêç rctOápeç yl,évtt rot
maró.
Apcruíveç pótu çLo1to¡revo
Kor rcoppú <ptôíora rca¡rcopêvo oav e(otmó.

Verse 2
KóOe ppúõu õoó peyó}.o pútta
opórnro oorotú õto¡r&wtc wa(qtó.
Mo õev ppíorco tétotc poyepevo

oc[v r' o"]uLa ra ovetpepéva yt' autó 0pqvó'

Music/Lyrics : Vasilis Tsitsams

Perficrmers: Laïki Kompania

Event No. I 4 : Greek-Australian/Italian-Australian Wedding Reception

Venue: Fogolar Furlan Centre
Date: l0 September 1983

THE ARAB \MOMEN2

Verse I
Dreamlike magic nights

flustful] loves forgotten in a foreign land

My mind hurries back to my past

to beloved evenings in Arab lands.

Refrain
Xaç pr.î,úro pe rorlpó oe [sic] oæopa1pó

ytc tóoeç rpêLeçæou vootcX.Yó.

Apcníveç LWeç [sic] epcotrúPeç

pe ouíorct pe yl.uréç rr0ópeç 1}"evtt rot
znotó.
Aponíveç pútra gî"oyto ¡révo
ror ropptó gtõíoro rcopo:¡réva ow efcotrrú.

2 Aponíveç = also'black women from Africa"
3 Documented as Àóyveç in Anastasiou (1995: 52)'
4 The word oqv is incorrectly sung by the lead voice 1.
5 Documented as pe in Anastasiou (1 995: 52). Sung correctly by back-up voice 2.

Refrain
I speak to you with yearning, lwith] anguish

I am nostalgic for all that madness.

The erotic lustful Arab women

with whisky, sweet-sounding guitars,

merriment and drink.
Arab women with glowing eyes

and exotic snake-like bodies.

Verse 2
Every night I look for two large eYes

arabic, true black diamonds.

But I do not find those magic eYes

I dream of so I lament them.

Refrain
I speak to you with yearning, [with] anguish

I am nostalgic for all that madness'

The erotic lustful Arab women

with whisþ, sweet-sounding guitars,

merriment and drink.
Arab women with glowing eYes

and exotic snake-like bodies.

@ [1997] 2002 Demeter Tsounis
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BOUZOUKI MOU DIPLOCHORDO

MNOYZOYKI MOY AIIIAOXOPAO

Verse I
Mzrou(oúrcr pou õurló1opõo ¡urou(oun pon

rorlpwo
¡rovó2¿o eo-ú æcpqyopeíç róOe gop¡rorcrrlpwo
povó1a eoú æapr'¡yopeíç rcóOe gopporcopwo

¡mou(oúrcr pou õrnló2¿opõo ¡ræoo(oúKt Fol)
rcoqpwo.

Verse 2
To wéptr TroD 'Io oolv ropôú to (éperç ror
l,uæaoot
Trpw vo ¡re róryeq, annarq, æotóç r1¡rouv to
0u¡róoor
Trpw vo pe rúyeq, órnou1, æoroç tlpouv ro
0upóoot
to vtéprr Troo '?¿ú) otrlv rapõú ro (ápetç rar
f,uæóoot.

Verse 3

Tópa ¡re anootpé<povror lrs l,we ai'avúpr1
u OáXo rêrota prc (o:r'¡ o Xúpoç oç ¡re nóper
tr 0é).¡i rérotfl, pro (cor1 o Xópoç oç pe zróper

rópo ¡re onootpá<povrû,l pr )"éve a)'avnpq.

Verse 4
Kr w erp' almnlç qouropóç õev <ptoío oaç
to i"ao
yro õuó potúrcu yeúcrcc pêpa rccr vú2¿ta

rcIaíro
yta õuó ¡ratóna yeúttra pépc rcatvú2¿tc

rcî"aíal

rr crv ap' alavnç <pourapóç õev gtoíro oaç
to Àér¡.

Verse 5

Mnou(oun oúvtpo<pe znoré eoú povó2¿a

péverç

oùrn rn yeunrrl (cotl vo pou rnv eylurcaíverg

mrn q yeunr4 (corl va poo rnv eyluraívei4
pæou(oun oúvrpoge ¡noté eoú povú2¿a

pwerç.

6 
See Appendix 4.

@ [1997] 2002 Demeter Tsounis

Music/Lyrics : Markos Vamvakaris6
Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Australia

Event No. 93: "Evolution of Laïki Mousiki" Concert
Venue: Royaþ Theatre

Date: 3 July 1988

MY DOUBLE-STRINGED BO UZO UK]

Verse I
My double-stringed bouzouki, my poor
bouzouki
only you console every embittered person

only you console every embittered person

my double-stringed bouzouki, my poor
bouzouki.

Verse 2

You know my heartache and you are sad

before you bum me, faithless one, remember

who I was
before you burn me, faithless one, remember

who I was
you know my heartache and you are sad.

Verse 3

They avoid me now, they call me a bum
what do I want with such a life, let Charon
take me

what do I want with such a life, let Charon

take me

they avoid me now, they call me a bum.

Verse 4

And if I am a poor bum I tell you, it's not
my fault
I weep day and night for two lying eyes

I weep day and night for two lying eyes

and if I am a poor bum I tell you, it's not
my fault

Verse 5

Bouzouki, my faithfi:l companion, only you

remain
sw€eten for me this false life
sweeten for me this false life
bouzouki, my faithful companion, only you

remain.
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ELENITSA MOU

EAENITÐA MOY

Verse I
Ta parúrta ooD tü õuó

õev ta þLixl:o Kt cppooró
oûv r(r p),ém ps lpsì,oívoDv

Kol" orov Aõr1 ¡re TrnToívoDv.

Refrain
Apov opav o oóæl,eç 

8

rcoúxÀo poD KoDK)"íroo poù

'oD pr '?úeq rpelúvet
E),wítoo pou.

Verse 2

Me to <ppíöra ra o¡nyru
tc 2¿etÀúrcta r' attotyra
poù 'feq róryer q rcpötó pou

rcot zrovoúv to ocoOtrá pou.

Refrain
Apw opav o oúæ?ueç

roúrci"o pou rcourcl,ítoo Pot)
'6D ¡tt'yeqrpe)'wet
Eiuwítoo ¡rou.

Verse 3
'81,o va oe nwtpeutó
EIwón (nl.sutó
úiu?u¡ pta <popÓ oro léro
p' érweç loló rcot ri"cíyco.

Refrain (repeated)

Apøv a¡rav a oúæLeç

roúr<)"4 pou rourcIítoo pot)

'ou ¡rr'yeqrpehavet
E?"evítoa pou.

7 See Appendix 4.
8 oirzrleç = óæl¿Ç. Documented as óæi."eç in Schorelis (1981: 58) and Tabouris (n'd.b: 16-17).

' aman (interjection) = "woe is me".
10 ouples (interjection) = is similar to opa t<Í¡æol = "steady", "oops" (Stravropoulos 1988: 993)

O [997] 2002 Demeter Tsotutis

Music: AnonymorrsT

Lyrics:Unkoyvn

Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Austrália
Event No. 4: Rebetikn Night Social-Dance

Venue:Hellas Club
Date:27 August 1982

MY DARLING HELEN

Verse I
Your two little eyes

When I don't see them I become ill
When I see them Í. go crazy
And they send me to Hades.

Refrain
Aman,e aman, a ouples,to

My doll, my little doll
You've driven me mad

My darling Helen.

Verse 2

With (your) thick eyebrows
Your open lips
You've burnt my heart

And my heart of hearts is in Pain.

Refrain
Aman, aman, a ouples,

My doll, my little doll
You'vg driven me mad

My darling Helen.

Verse 3

Come and marry me,

Enviable Helen

I tell you once more,

You've driven me mad and I'm weePing

Refrain (repeated)

Aman, aman, a ouples,

My doll, my little doll
You've driven me mad

Mydarling Helen.
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FERTE PREZA NA PREZARO

OEPTE TIPEZANA IIPEZAPO

Verse I
Mn pe pcotóre, B)"ópr1õeç yutí ólo
oui'i"cryrÉ¡rat

Kcpú yto 'rceívr1 peo' otrl ropõú éyrl rcar

rupawrépot.
An qêWe npê(o vo æpe(úp<o rcot 2¿ooíor vo
<poupúprrl.

Refrain
Me '2¿er ?'{D}.ór2 to Epqvú,n pe to pouo¡roulí
ytopórcr
'pr tou pr.kb, õev pou (qyÉroq orcû,6r oæ' to
yêî,ta n óXo rooværor.
Ay" <pêo:.enpêÇq vo æpe(ópro rco,t 1¿ooíot va
goupóprr:.

Verse 2
O peporcl,r1ç o úv0po:noç æoveí po õw to
1,áet

Kr av tpoyouõó, 'pe Vsucn vroovrú,, páoc r¡

rcpõú tou rî,oí¿r.
A¿ <pépte npê(ava æpe(úpro

Kat 2¿ooíot vo <poopópo.

Refrain
Me'2¿er loló ro Epqvon ¡re ro pooopouiuí
yropón
'pe tou pr.kb, öw ¡roo (r1yÉtoq orcóa o,rÍ' rd
yáî"tc rt ólo rouvt¿rat.
41" <pêpte npêlo vo rpe(ópco ro,t 1¿ooíor vc,

<pou¡rópco.

Music/Lyrics : Panagiotis,foundas
Performers :' O\Re b e t e s

Event No. 176 Rebetika Night Social-Dance
Venue: Hellenic House

Date:7 August 1993

BRING ME A DOSE TO TAKE

Verse I
Don't ask me, blood-brothers, why I am

always deep in thought
I have a blackness for her in my heart and I
am being tormented.
Ah, bring me a doserr to take
and hashish to smoke.

Refrain
Babe Irene has driven me crazy with the
loquat-coloured high-heels 

13

Hey, I talk to her but she doesn't come clean,

she bursts out laughing and wiggles.
Ah, bring me a dose to take
and hashish to smoke.

Verse 2
The impassioned human being feels pain but
doesn't speak of it
and if he sings, hey false world, inside his
heart he weeps.

Ah, bring me a dose to take
and hashish to smoke.

Refrain
Babe Irene has driven me crazy with the

loquat-coloured high-heels
Hey, I talk to her but she doesn't come clean,

she bursts out laughing and wiggles.
Ah, bring me a dose to take
and hashish to smoke.

rr The word rrp{o= "pinch", "dash", "dose" (of drugs), also refers to "heroin" (Zachos 1981 : 420).
l2 

Spelt Àr¡Àó in Schorelis (1978b:348).

'3 ro pouopouÀí= "loquat fruit". ro yroBúxr= ¡ ¡rrrp4 yóBo= "a woman's small high-heel shoe"; "a small slippe/'

O [997] 2002 Demeter Tsoruris
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GIA TA MATIA P'AGAPO

fIA TA MATIA fI'AfAfIO

Verse 1

Eqpepóva ror Ppoõú(et
navra orov íõrc to orcoæó

<pépte pou varr;rh to orcprpótepo rnotó

eyó æì,r1póvo: to ¡rútu n' oyarm
<pépre poo vo lr;.r¡ ro orcptBórepo rnotó
eyó æ?"r1póvor ta pôtu n' ayanut.

Verse 2
Kr órav pi'éreq toPepvúpr¡
vc onúo¡ va æopaprkíl

lr1 ps r(oroKpíve4 ¡q pe æoípveq yto tpeló
eyó nX.r1póvot to pútro n' ayunío
pq pe KoroKpíveq pr1 pe æoípveq yro tpeXó

eyó æ\.r1póvo tc pótro n' ayontb.

Verse 3

H rcpõrú pou o'uwe<pu,(er

æérproov ta õúrpro ppoXn

oíyoupa 0c æópe plo KcLl 0o 'o' ó¡rroç [sic]t5
ereí
eoú oro 2¿<bpa rcat eyó otrl qulorq
oíyoupa 0c æó¡re pto Kot 0o 'o' óproç [sic]
ereí
eoú oto 2¿ópo rcot eyó oq <pu),orq.

Refrain (from Verse 1)

Oêpte lrou vo Ãrb ro arcptpótepo ruroró

eyó nl.qpóvcrr to pótto n' oyanrm

rpépre pou vamrh to orcptpótepo ærotó

eyó æIqpóvro ta pútto n' aywuit.

1a 
See Appendix 4.

ti Documented as gróoo¡l' trlç (Anastasiou 1995: 101 ).

Music/Lyrics : Vasilis Tsitsanisr
Performers : Laïki Kompania

Event No. 4 I : Opening Ball of Greek Cultural Week Social-Dance

Venue: Renaissance Tower, Rundle Mall
Date: I September 1984

FOR THE EYES I LOVE

Verse I
The day breaks and night falls

always in the same way
bring me the most expensive drink
I pa.y any price for the eyes I love

bring me the most expensive drink
I pay any price for the eyes I love.

Verse 2
Tavern-keeper when you see me

carrying on and raving on

don't criticise me, don't take me for a cra4
man
I pay any price for the eyes I love

don't criticise me, don't take me for a crary
man
I pay any price for the eyes I love.

Verse 3

My heart clouds over

my tears flow like rain
for sure we will [end-up there]
you seven foot under and I in gaol

for sure we will [end-up there]

you seven foot under and me in gaol

Refrain (from Verse 1)

Bring me the most expensive drink
I pay any price for the eyes I love

Bring me the most expensive drink
I pay any price for the eyes I love

O U9971 2002 Demeter Tsoums
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I GARSONA

Music/Lyrics: Panagiotis Toundas
Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Australia

Event No. 93: "Evolutionof Laiki Mousiki" Concert
Venue: Royaþ Theatre

Date: 3 July 1988

H |KAP>ONA TFM WAITRESS

Verse I
H ró rci"t¡ yrcopoóva eípor eyó
ftatí pe té2¿tq ó}"ouç touç repvó
Kr auroí pou )"eve Fûvc F', u 'oc,t eoú

,16vGewo'- TKo,poovû, 9epe p0ç l(pû,or..

Refrain
Ðranerrya potpú(co ttç proéç

Xro znúro õuó [sic]t8 p€(áç, popíõc rat nrpí
Tóre n mxoi pou i"we [sic]te pæor-rpæouóp

Touç õív<o pnouprouóp [slc]20 rcor garyouve
otouní.

Verse 2
Iloul¡b rcpaoí orcúõeç pe ¡re(é
ycrlpr4rcrê, vo õíva¡ pepeoé

n ótøv apß{att trç yX.oréç potÉç
tote pe0ave ó1or õuó eopáç.

Refrain
Ðranerayra potpó(co ttç ptoáç
Ðro znúto õuó [sic] þeçêç, pcpíõo rcor rupí
Tore rct auroí pou õívoov pnoupnouúp
Touç }"ey' opepouóp rar qeúyouve orou¡rí.

Verse 3

Kr ótav poo æeí raveíç 7uùç F"' ayana
fll,qpóver tpeq <popéç n1 pú oró
Tou pavro25 péoa oto rpooívepó
Kot rov topó(crl oto )"oyaptoopó.

Verse I
I am the best waitress
because I serve everyone with skill
and they say to me, "Hey, what a babe!

LoveablelT waitress, bring us some wine."

Refrain
In a flight I serve the shares

[and] appetisers on a plate with white bait
and cheese

Then they [give me] atipzl

[I say goodbye)z2 andthey reel out drunk!

Verse 2
I sell litres of wine with appetisers
without ever giving credit
and when I start2a the sweet eyes

then they all get twice as drunk.

Refrain
In a flight I serve the shares

[and] appetisers on a plate with white bait
and cheese

Then they give me a tþ
I say goodbye and they reel out drunk!

Verse 3

And when someone tells me he loves me

he pays three times the price of an olca26

I water down his wine
and rattle him with the bill.

Refrain (repeated) Refrain (repeated)

ró Documented as yÀurtú = "sweet" in Schorelis (1978b: 323).
17 The word vrepnró is of Turkish origins (derôeder) and ambiguous in translation. According to Zachos (1981 : 373) it refers

to both a loveable and honourable person, and to one who plays with the feelings of others.
rB Documented as rr o p{Éç (Schorelis'1978b:323)
re Documented as õfvouv (Schorelis 1978b: 323).
20 Documented as ÀÉr.o apepouúp (Schorelis 1978b: 323).
2t pourboire (French) = "drink money''; 'tip'
22 au revoir (French) = "goodbye"
23 Documented as op¡íoouv (Schorelis 1978b: 323).
24 Should be'they start' (cp¡foouv).

ls Documented as Bd(rrl (Schorelis 1978b: 323).

'u A measurement of drink: an oka = 1280 grams.

@ [997] 2002 Demeter Tsounis
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MIA MEI,ACHROINI

MIA MEAAXPOINH
Verse I
Mro pe}"o2¿powr1, ytúl,o, rcIoúrî"c (rrtwavrl,
yrúiuo, e

Xav qv eíôc oto 1¿opó, yúî.o, þayfsicl,21
öw Bootó, yró)"c, 0a tpe)"oOó

Na 2¿opara totrptetél.t o' ávo yútpttro
orconó.

Refrain
Ety' ato. roppí oav 1é1,t
Bóq pót, Fúu Fóq Þôr, ÞóL pór, púL pút, pót

Ety' an rcoppí oov 2¿él,r

1ópeue to tot<ptetáiut

2¿ópeue to tot<pteté)"t

2¿ópale oxopnoúoe rcárpt pe tov [sic]2e vtá<pt

Íìç,
lre rov [sic] vtê<pt rqç, yró]"o, ¡re tov [sic]
wé<ptqç
rt óî"4 yívcrv ûvrrl rútro
yro yoúoto Kct yto rérpt qç.

Verse 2
llcrrç va rnç ro r,[Ð, yLo,]"a,7t(l)ç rTìv ayurta,
ytaLa, e

@c pe gúer o rcor1póç, yw.La, ruou vc rr¡ ppó,

yró},o, v0 Tnç r,o Ttrì

flroç va yívetmu õtrcó pou

Kcrvo rr¡ç oto<pwolOó.

Refrain (repeated)

Ety' anrcoppí ow 1ál,t
Bouþau púL púL ÞóL 9ót, póL pót, pót, pút

Ety' êvo.roppí ow 2¿á1,t

1ópeue to totqtetél,t
2¿ópeue to tot<ptetél.t

1ópare orcopnoúoe rérpt ¡re tov [slc] vté<pr

rrìç,

lrs rov [slc] vtégt tr1ç, púIa, pe tov [slc]
wêrpt rr1ç

rt óî"c yívav úvro rcótcrl

yu yoúoto r(o1ytc régt qç..

27 Should be o¡.
28 giala = "hef'
2e Grammatical mistake. Should be ro. 

.

30 The meaning of the word vai is not documented in the literature'
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Music: Anon¡nnous
Lyrics:Unkci¡vn

Performers: Meraki
Event No. lI2:25ú National Folk Festival

Venue: Flinders University
Date: 3l March 1991

A DARK-SKINNED WOMAN
Verse I
A dark-skinned woman, giala,28 a living
doll, giala, e

when I saw her dancing, giala, [ah], I cannot

hold on, giala,I will go crary,
she was belly-dancing to a gypsy tune.

Refrain
She had a body like an eel

vai'30 vai , vai , vai , vai , vaf vai, vai, vai , vai

She had a body like an eel

she danced the belly-dance

she danced the belly-dance
she danced spreading joy with her

tambourine
and everything \¡/as turned upside-down
for her sake.

Verse 2
How shall I tell her, giala, that I love her,

giala, e

deep sorrow will eat me up, giala, where can

I find her, giala, to tell her?

How can I make her mine and marry her?

Refrain (repeated)

She had a body like an eel

vai'3r vai, vai, vai, vai, vai' vai, vai, vai, vai

She had a body like an eel

she danced the belly-dance

she danced the belly-dance

she danced spreading joy with her

tarnbourine
and everything was turned upside-down

for her sake.
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MI ME STELNEIS MANA STIN AMERIKI )
iì, \_'\''^.' 

J

Music/Lyrics : Dimitris/rsemsis or Ioannis' Ogdontakis' Dragatsis32

Performers: Themelia
Event No. 78: National Community Arts "Conference Club" Social-Dance

Venue: Multicultural Artworkers Committee, Living A¡ts Centre
Date: 6 September 1986

MH ME ETEANEI' MANA 
'THNAMEPIKH

Verse I
Mn lre otál,verç, ¡túvo, orqv Apeprrn
ftatí 0a popo(óoco rcar 0o ne0úvr¡ erceí

futí 0o popo(óoco rat 0a ne0úvr¡ erceí.

Verse 2
Aolúpu õw 0éLo, 7ralç v0 oou ro ¡cb

Kú),ro yor¡rí rpepuõör rct outóvln' úyo,rnù

Kól,ro ycopí rpepuôõr rr cutóven' ayancù

MOTHE& DON'T SEND ME TO
AMERICA

Verse I
Mother, don't send me to America
because I will waste away and die there
because I will waste away and die there

Verse 2
I don't want dollars, how can I say it
better to eat bread and onions and be with
the one I love
better to eat bread and onions and be with
the one I love.

Verse 3

I love someone in the village
a beautiful, manly lad and an only son

a beautiful, manly lad and an only son.

Verse 4
He has kissed me by the brooks
and embraced me under the myrtle trees

and embraced me under the myrtle trees

Verse 5
And, mother, if you beat me with a wooden

clog
I will marrythe young man I love

I will marrythe young man I love.

Verse 6
They take me like a lamb to the slaughter

but I will die from my sorrow
but I will die from my sorrow.

Verse 3
ATcruír,33 pøvoó?'o,, rcónoto oto 2¿trlpro
'O popgo lepwtr/ rcr ¡rova2¿cryó
'O ¡ropgo ?"epevtt rcat pova2¿cryó.

\,
Verse 4 6
Me'2¿et qûqpÉvn p€ç' orq peporÉç
Kor ayrcoltoopávn Kar' o;r:u'uç puptreç
Ko,t oyrca?"toopsvn Ko,r' dn'flç trDpri€ç.

Verse 5
Krav pe õeípeq púvo pe ro toóropo
Eyó 0o tov eæúpro rov véo n' ayanvit

Eyó 0o rov eæúprrr tov váo n' ayanrm.

Verse 6
Xøv opví pe æúve vc ¡re otpó(oove
M' anó rov rarlpó ¡roo 0a ¡re 0úyouve
M' onó rov rarlpó por 0o pe 0úyouve.

" The word vai is not documented in the literature.
32 

See Appendix 4.
33 One voice begins to sing Verse 4 with "Me é¡e/'.
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NYCHTOSE CHORIS FENGARI

NTXTQEE XQPIÐ OE||API

Verse I
Nú2¿rrr:oe )Ctopíç gsyyúpt to orotó,õt eívot

Þopu
Kt ópcoç evo æoi"trópt ôw pnoPeí vo
rcot¡q0eí
Kr ópcoç évo æo},múpt õev pnopeí vo
roqq0eí.

Verse 2
Apcye tt neptpévet úrE' ro ppúôu <r:ç to æprlí

Xto otwó to nopc0úpt æou rpc':tí(et $äkepí
Ðto orevó to napa0ópr rou rpoxí(etëla
rcepí. Ai
Verse 3

flópta woíyet rcWa r?ueívet ¡re paptó

wootevoypó
Aç ¡rnopouoo vo pawéyot tr1ç rapõúç tou
rov rccr1pó

Aç ¡rnopouoavo pwtáyro qç rapõtóç tou
rov rcor1pó.

33 palikari = "brave young man"
34 Also translated as "he sighs heavily''.
35 Ratnos ='anguish", "sorrou/' (see glossary).

Music/Lyrics : Apostolos Kaldaras

Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Australia

Event No. 4: Rebetika Night Social-Dance
Venue:Hellas Club

Date:27 August 1982

MOONLESS NIGFilFALL

Verse I
The night came without moon, darkness

weighs heavily
yet a patikarl33 cannot sleep

yet a palikari cannot sleeP.

Verse 2
I wonder what he is waiting for from night

till morning
beside a narow window lit by a candle

beside a narrow window lit by a candle.

Verse 3

A door opens and shuts with a heavy si8þ34

if I could only guess his heart's anguish35

ifI could only guess his heart's anguish.
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O BOCHORIS

O MNOXOPH>

Verse I
Awre, tou rcor'¡pwou roD Mæo1ópr1"
Tou u1 orúocrv oto pc,æópr, úrwe,
rorl rn orcúocrv oro ponópr

Kor roo rnpav æsworóoc
'Olo î"ípeç rct óXo yrcpóoo [slc].38

Verse 2
Awt6, to roqpwo tov Mæo2¿ópr'¡

Tov ruî"i{ave orrl ækbpr1, o;lvrl,
rov cuiuí{øve orr1 æ}.ópr1

Kor tou zrnpave oto (úpt
Awte, ro rowoúpyro rou (oovópr

Verse 3
Awtt, tou Mæo2¿ópn rov epæ?"é(av

Xra orwó Ks,r rou qç ppá(av, úwte,
orc orevo Kû,r rc/D qç Þpé6üv
Kar rou qpav rc r¡nl,ó rou
Awtr, Kor rov oteíî,av otq ôouÀetó too

Music: Anonymous
Lyrics: Unko¡vn

Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Australia
Event No. 93: "Evolution of Laïki Mousiki" Concert

Venue: Royaþ Theatre
Date: 3 July 1988

O BOCHORIS36

Verse I
Ainte,3e poor old Bochoris
they tricked him on the ship, aihte,
they tricked him on the ship
and they took hundreds from him
in pounds and grosia.N

Verse 2
Arhte, poor old Bochoris
they entangled him on the ship's stem, alhte,
they entangled him on the ship's stem
and they beat him playing dice
ainte, (and) took his new belt.

Verse 3

Aihte, they entangled Bochoris
in the narrows and beat him lup, aïnte,
in the narrows they beat him up
and they took his cash

aïnte, and sent him on his way.

3ó According to Tabouris (n.d.c: 11-'12), the word "Bochoris" is of Jewish origin and means the first-born son. Apparently,
Greek people referred to Jewish women as "bochoinet.

37 Spelt Mno¡óp4ç in Petropoulos (1983: 203) and Gauntlett (1985:231-232).
38 Grammatical error. Should be yxpóoro.
3e ótVIe = 

.gO 
On,

ao grosia = piastre, small Spanish silver coin but also Turkish and Egyptian coin.
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OI LACHANADES

OI AAXANAAE'

Verse I
Kóto ota Àe-, rútcrr oro 

^t-, 
rút<¡ oto

Â.e¡rovcõrra
Kúro ota Âepovúôuco ércovav <pooapío

Âuó l.o1avóôeç rnúocve nou 'rúvcrv trlv
rcupío.

Verse 2
Xta orôepú, oto oíõepo, oto oíõepatouç
póî,ave, ozr'

Xto oíõepo touç pói"we Küt orn otanl touç
nave
Kr av õev ppe0ouv rahoywo to (úlo rou
0a gave.

Verse 3

Kup' coruvó-, op' oorDvó-, rup ooruvópe
pr Popóç
Kup' coruvópe pI Þopóç oqoú ral.ú to
1êpeLç
IIo¡ç r1 ôoui"en poç ew' crud rot påQoo' prl

yDptD€1.ç.

Verse 4
Epeíç rpópe ,epe(, ¡ratõtú,, epeíç tpópe ta
Layatta
e¡reíç tpópe rahoyø,va, totpæoúpe tq
æøwógì,eç
fto va ¡roç pî,áruouve ou26vó t4 çui"oráç ot
rcweç.

a1 
See Appendix 4.

a2 Also documented as péoro = "small change" (Schorelis 1978b: 68)

Music/Lyrics : Vangelis Papazoglouar

Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Australia
Event No. 93: "Evolutionof Laiki Mousiki" Concert

Venue: Royaþ Theatre
Date: 3 July 1988

TFIE PICK-POCKETS

Verse I
Down atLe-, down at Le-, down at

Lemonadika,
down at Lemonadika there was trouble
they caught two pick-pockets who acted

innocently.

Verse 2
Behind bars, behind bars, they put them

behind bars, op
They took them to gaol and put them behind

bars
and if they don't find the stolen wallets they

will get a beating.

Verse 3

Mr. Police-, Mr Police-, Mr Policeman, don't

beat us
Mr Policeman don't beat us since you know

very well
that this is our job and don't expect any

bribes.

Verse 4
We pick, we, hey folks, we pick pockets

we pick pockets, we pinch wallets

so the gaol doors can see us often.
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OMORFI THESSALONIKI

OMOPOH @E'EAAONIKH

Verse I a3

Eíoot to Kopúpt filç Kcpõúç lroD
@eooclovírcr1 ópopel yluru
Kr av (o otq (eloyúorpo rnv A0r1vc
fto owa rpoyouõó rúOe ppoõrú.

Refrain
O, ópopgr'¡ @eooolovír¡
O, tc póyrctrco a 

oor-r ppúõto vootal.yó.

Music/Lyrics : Vasilis Tsitsanis
Performers: Odyssey

Event No. 71: Greek Wedding Reception
Venue: Estonian Hall

Date: 10 May 1986

BEAIj"TTFUL TI{ES SALONIKI

Verse I
You are the pride of my heart
sweet, beautiful Thessaloniki

and if I live in enticing Athens
I sing about you every night.

O, beautifu I Thessaloniki
O, how I yearn for your mangikaas [magic]
nights.

43 his song (Anastasiou 1995: 'l l8).
44

45 "magic" in Anastasiou (1995: I 18).
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OSOI ECHOUNE POLIA LEFTA

O'OI EXOYNE IIOAAA AEOTA

Verse I
'Ooot élouve 7roi"1"ú }"e<ptó vo, '(epc tt to
rcóvouv

Apoyeç oav ne0ovouve, Pp' opúv cPúv,

pa(í tooç 0a ta æópouv.

Apayeç oav æeOúvouve, PP' opúv oPúv,

po(í rouç 0o to nópouv

Verse 2
Eyrb VrÀn otq t(éq pou notéç õev onotó(<rl

Kr ó?ua ravrêprto pou zrepvoúv, Bp' opúv

o¡rúv, póvo ocry pooroùPú(o.
Kr ói"o to vtáptto pou nepvoóv, pp' opúv

opúv, póvo ocrv pootoDPtú(o:

Verse 3

A<poú otov ó)"Iove vtouvrú ?"e<pt& õw 0o

nepvuve
@o '2¿ouv Kot ro 0uptú(ouve, Fp' upúv

opúv, õw (ápouv va to rPúve.

@o '2¿ouv Kot to 0upú(ouve, ÊP' oPúv

opúv, õw (épouv vo ta rPúve.

au Bpe opóv cpov (interjection) = "¡"t tor, woe is me' woe is me'
a7 vrÉprr = heartache, pain, onging, sorrow (see Glossary).

Music/Lyrics: Markos la¡Pvakaris
P erfo rmers : b{-ñe b e t e s

Event No. 176 Rebetikø Night Social-Dance
Venue: Hellenic House

Date 7 August 1993

THOSE WITH A LOT OF MONEY

Verse I
Those with a lot of money, I wish I knew

what they do with it
I wonder if, when they die, vr' aman,

aman,* they take it with them

I wonder if, when they die, vr' aman, aman'

theytake it with them.

Verse 2
I never keep cash in my Pocket
and all my heartachesot pass, vr' aman,

aman, only when I am stoned

and all my heartaches pass, vr' aman, aman,

only when I am stoned.

Verse 3

Since in the other world money will not

count
they will fawn upon it,vr' aman, aman,they

don't know how to sPend it
they will fawn upon it,vr' aman, aman,they

don't know how to sPend it.
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PENTE MANGES

IIENTE MA|KE'

Verse I lo*-)_
flsvte púyrceç oq fletpaía æépo,ow c,n'

TOV T6KT
'Evaçein' an' tnv napêa æop'vû, rnoú¡re

vogyûé.48

Mrqrcøv ¡ráoa vc qoupúpoov <póva(ov rov
tercet(r1
(Þrrú(e voøy1}.é üqpúro ¡re flepoíaç
rou[ræeKí.

Verse 2
Àúo tóiupa ro ruívetç, rpío 0o ruX,qpóooupe
Av r1 yri"ópc 0c ye¡ríoer 0o oe

æpotqrlooupe.
@ou¡ropav ror rltw (or-ri"o [sic]53 rpóvo(w
tov terer(r1
Aav rcatú}.opav pootoúpo rlrw orcáro

roupnercí.

Verse 3

Eoú vópr(eç'rKDç EXaq rbwra rcoptúrqõeç
Oúteç rcnotpíno é7¿eq oúteç rat zrpe(únõeç.
IIóp' ereí oto pouvol.úrct't é2¿ol (oúi"a
vagyr)"é
flópe póyreç vo ro nroúpe vd pn nope aro
rercé.

Verse 4
Eoú vópr(eç Tvìç i,XEtç rbwra roptú,rr1õeç
Oúteç rutrotpírcu é1eq outeç ror æpe(órcrõeç.

Kt av 0o rd,,eíooov touç teréõeç flepotú
Kpe¡rpuõapou
Tóreç rna 0a roupal"úo orq orqî"tó qv
rcoupe?,oú.

Music/Lyrics: Ioannis Eitziridis (alias Giovan Tsaous)
Performers:Aman

Event No. 177: Rebetiki Vradia
Venue: Zorba's Restaurant

Date: 12 August 1993

FWE MANGES

Verse I
Five mangeson fro- Piraeus passed by a den

one from the pareato said, let's go and

smoke a nargiles.sl
They went in for a smoke and called out to
the den keeper

fix a fresh nargiles for us with Persian
toumbeki.sz

Verse 2
Two dollars for a smoke5a but we'll pay
three

if we get a hit we'll prefer you.

They smoked, it was [only a drag], they
called the keeper
they didn't get a hit, it was pure leaf.

Verse 3

You think you've got some womanisers
you've got no youngsters here, norjunkies.
Let's go to [Kounelaki], I've got a hidden
nargiles
manges,let's go for a smoke, let's give the

den a miss.

Verse 4
You think you've got some womanisers
you've got no youngsters here, norjunkies.
And if they close the dens in Piraeus,

Kremidarou
then I'll cart my rug to the cave.

ao The word vopyrÀó also appears as v'cpyrÀé , i.e. évc opyrÀé.
on manges = "smart guy'', "hip", "cool.dude" (see Glossary)
to parea = "a company of friends"
5t argiles = 'hubble-bubble"; "water-pipe", .bong"
s2 toumbeki = probably a derivation of the word "tobacco"; tobacco used for a argíles; possibly also refers to the leaf of the

marijuana plant.
53 Documented as r(oúpo (Kounadis 1988).
14 Literally "drinK', i.e. to suck on the hose of the hookah pipe.
55 Documented as KouveÀóxr (Kounadis 1988).
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SKANTALARA

XKANTAAIAPA

Verse I
Aæóye, oKcrvrcû.túpo poD,

oe p},énro oro vrou(svt
Mavíroc pou, vcl, oe lopó
êya4rca' 'vo ro,ló oronó
Kct pou 'poelç otoi,"toParrl

Refrain
Téroro rcorrirclo rcct too2¿n'ivo

ôw uæóp2¿et otrlv A0r1vc

õw uæóp2¿et or¡v A0r1vc

réroro rcoúrî"c røt roay¡nv a.

Verse 2
Xoprllooe to, roúrc?"c, Pou,
ro pótto oou l.tyúrct

ftcrtí'vot oravtol,uprra
éî,o rot æot2¿vtõuptrca

Kat pncívol oto pepórct.

Refrain
Tátora rcoórc?ua ror toa?¿nívo

õw oróp¡¿æ oqv A0r1va

öev oæóp2¿a oolv A0r1vo

tátorc rcoúrcî"o rcot tool¿nívc.

Verse 3
flou 0eç vanaPe, roúr)uc Pou,

Yrü vo o' eulaptor¡oco
Mo(í oou þ'¡¡repóvopat
n ónou 0eç to otpóvope [sic]58
Ooava vo oe Yi'wrrlocrl.

Refrain
Tátora roúrlo rcot too2¿nlva

ôev unóp2¿er oqv A0r1vo

õev unúp2¿et orlw'oêva [otov flepoío]se rro
ropaíc.

to Mqvíioq pou = "sweet mama", "hey babe!'
tt roo¡rrívo= "tease/', "flirtatious woman", "sery woman"
58 Should be'orpóvoupa".
se Not clearly audible.
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Music/Lyrics: Meropis & Christos Kolokotrorus
Performers: Lafü Kompania

Event No. 36: Soccer Club Social-Dance
Venue: Colosuss Hall

Date: 14 July 1984

THE MISCHIEVOUS WOMAN

Verse I
Tonight, mischievous woman
I see you're in the mood

Sweet mama,tu how I admire you

I hope you have something good in mind
you've come well-dressed too.

Refrain
There is no such doll and teasersT in Athens

in Athens there is no such doll and teaser.

Verse 2
Lower your eyes a little, my doll,
they are mischievous

and coquettish,
and I get into a passionate mood.

Refrain
There is no such doll and teaser in Athens

in Athens there is no such doll and teaser.

Verse 3

Where do you want to go, my doll,
for me to please you
I will be here with you till day break

and we can settle anywhere you like,

as long as I can give you a good time.

Refrain
There is no such doll and teaser in Athens

there is no other more beautiful than you in

Piraeus.
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STOUS APANO MACHALADES

'TOYX 
AIIANO MAXAAAAE'

Verse I
Xtooç onúvo¡ pal¿al,óöeç,

otouç anúvcrl paloiuúõeç,

orouç ancrvro po2¿c},úõeç

rú0ovrav õuó vtepproúõeç
Kot <poupópouve poupórt

Tro vtr oæóoouve rcegórcr

Kat qoo¡rópouve poupórt
yrc vü onóoouve rce<pórcr.

Verse 2
T1 woiupípa,6o tr1 vra,l,pípo,
rq vtc?"pípa, rq vtol,¡rípo,
rq waî,pípa, u1 vtclupípc,

trou rlìv épo0e pu ¡4pa
p' ércrue rat aiuøvrûpr1, ppe,

1ooudLr1 rcct roupelurúpr1

p' êrave rat o)"uvtópr'¡, ppe,

2¿aorrlrl rat roupeî"rúpr1.

Verse 3
fúpro yupco vtepproóõeç,
yupco yupol vrepprcúõeç
fúpro 7u pco vtepptoóõeç
Kor or1 pêor1 ot i"oul,úõeç.

O }.oui"úç Kor ro rolópr, ppe,

p' égepav o' cruró ro $tht
O }'oui"úç Kdt ro 1aoíot
¡r' égepcrv o' m)rí rn (úon.

60 Grammatically incorrect. Should be vropípo (Zachos 1981 : 371).

IN TTM UPPER NEIGHBOTJRHOODS

Verse I
ln the upper neighbourhoods,
in the upper neighbourhoods
in the upper neighbourhoods

two dervishes were sitting
and they are smoking hashish
to get high
and they are smoking hashish

to get high.

Verse 2

About hashish, about hashish

about hashish, about hashish,
about hashish, about hashish
I learnt about hashish from a widow
she turned me into a street-boy, hey,

a hashish-smoker and a scruff
she tumed me into a street-boy, hey,

a hashish-smoker and a scruff.

Verse 3
The dervishes are whirling around,
the dervishes are whirling around
the dervishes are whirling around
and in the middle are hubble-bubbles.

The hubble-bubble and bamboo pipe, hey,

led me into this mess

the hubble-bubble and hashish

led me to this life.

Music:Anonymous
Lyrics:Unknown

Performers:Aman
Event No. I77: Rebetiki Vradia

Venue : Zorba' s Restaurant
Date: 12 August 1993
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SYNNEFUSMENI KYRIAKI

'YNNEOIA'MENH 
KYPIAKH

Verse I
Euwerpuopevr¡ Kupnr4 poú(eq ps trìlv

Kcrpôú FoD
llou é1a nfuru ouweqtc, oDwegtú,
Xprorá Kût lld-, Xprotê Kol llcrvoylú pol)

flou ê2¿er n&tra ouwerptó, ouwequ,
Xproté Küt IIo-, Xptoté ror llavoytú poo

Verse 2
Eíoo pro pépc ow lct oùrtl Troo 'Iooo rnv

[sic]621apó pou

Ðuwerptoo¡revn Kuprarctl, patóvetç u1,

¡rotóveq q rcpõró pou

Xuwegraopsul Ifu ptaKn, patóvetç r4,
patóve4 rr1 xopôrú pou,

Verse 3
'Orav oe pi"Énro zpólepr'¡ [sic]63 ottyprl õev

qouló(co
Mcúpr1 pou rcúveq rn (oti, rn (r¡ú,
Kor papwvo-, ror Popravootwó(ol
Moupn pou rúverç q (otú, q (oli,
Kot Bopwvo-, ror Poprwootwú(ol.

61 
See Appendix 4.

62 should be 14.
63 lncorrecttext' Documented as Bpo¡ep4 ='raining" (Anastasiou 1995: 76)

Music/Lyrics : Vasilis Tsitsanis6r

Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Australia

Event No. 93: "Evolution of Laiki Mousiki" Concert
Venue: Royaþ Theatre

Date: 3 July 1988

CLOUDY SUNDAY

Verse I
Cloudy Sunday you resemble my heart

which is always cloudy, Christ and the All,
Christ and the All Holy Virgin Mary
which is always cloudy, Christ and the All,
Christ and the All Holy Virgin Mary.

Verse 2
You are just like the day I lost my joy
Cloudy Sunday, you bleed, you make mY

heart bleed
Cloudy Sunday, you bleed, you make mY

heart bleed.

Verse 3

When I see you [raining], I cannot rest for a
moment
you blacken my life, my life, and heavily,

and I sigh heavily
you blacken my life, my life, and heavily,

and I sigh heavily.
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TAKA TAKA TAI(A TA PETAIAKIA - ECHO KOUMPARO LEWNTIA

TAKA TAKA TA TIETAAAKIA

Verse 1

Apa 0eç rcupú pou yoúoto
flúpe roúprco pe rrì ooúoro
Na rpatóç to lalwópt
'OIo oréptoo rot ro¡rópt.

Refrain I
Tórcc rúro tórc, ro neral,úxro
Tpíyn rpryrcr rprylcr ta rcorðouvó,rcta

Tpty*r rptyrct rptylct ro, rcouðoovúlca
Tóra tóro rúrcc ru, æetq,Iúrro.

Verse 2 (Verse I repeated)

Refrain (Refrain I repeated)

EXO KOYMIIAPO AEBENTIA

Verse 3

Ernyo rct nopúryyer)"c, oyózn¡ pou, rIç
Þépeç
@o nwrpeutoú¡re, pótro pou, (uyrooave or
pépeç.

Refrain
E2¿or rou¡ræópo ?uepwttú nou 0a poç

ore<pwóoet
To ógyovo oto yú¡ro Foç lrs ]"ípeç 0o
æ?"qpóoet

Tc ógyøva oto yópo poç ps ?"ípeç 0a
æ?'qptiloet

E2¿o: roupæó,po î,epevtró nou 0a poç

orepavóoet.

Music: Manolis Chiotise
Lyrics:Nikos Routsos
Performers: Odyssey

Event No. 74: Greek Wedding Reception
Venue: Serbian Centre Hall

Date: 18 May 1986

CLIPPITY CLOP GO THE HORSESHOES

Verse I
If you like some fun my love

let's go for a ride in the carriage
you can hold the reins

full of gaiety and pride.

Refrain I
Clippþ clop clop go the horseshoes

ding ding ding go the bells
ding ding ding go the bells
clipprty clop clop go the horseshoes.

Verse 2 (Verse I repeated)

Refrain (Refrain I repeated)

I HAVE A YOLTNG HANDSOME BEST
MAN

Verse 3

I went and ordered the wedding rings, my
love
we will marry, my eyes, the days are nigh

Refrain
I have a young handsome best man to marry

us off
at our wedding the musicians will be paid in
gold coins
at our wedding the musicians will be paid in
gold coins
I have a young handsome best man to marry

us off.

oa 
See Appendix 4.
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TIA SPASO KOWES

@A >IIA'O KOYTIE'

Verse I
@o oæúoo roúneç yuo.xo.}'óyro nou 'æeç

@o oæóoo: roúneç yto to Lóryta nou 'æeç

Kat noqpóKtcr yto ro. lr';pu ì"oyórcto.

Music:Anonymous
Lyrics: u$þwn

Performers: Meraki
Event No. lI2:25'h National Folk Festival

Venue: Flinders University
Date: 3l March 1991

I WILL SMASH CUPS

Verse I
I will smash cups for those words you spoke

I will smash cups for those words you spoke

and glasses for those bitter words.

Refrain
Aman,68 aman) aman, l? l6e

Aman, aman, dman,I yearn for you

a, a, belly-darrce, oman, gialeleliTr

a, a, belly-dancq aman, gialeleli.

Verse 2

Last night I saw in my dream

Last night I saw in my dream

that your hair was draped around my neck

Refrain
Aman, amqn, aman, f? l
Aman, qman, aman,I yearn for You
a, a, belly-daÍtce, aman, gialeleli.
a, a, belly-darrce, aman, gialeleli

Refrain
A i"lut
A
A ei"éIt

A, o, chupteté?"t opw apav ytoiuel.é}"t.

70

Verse 2
Eyrêçro ppóõu eíöo ot' óvetpó pou

Eyrêçro ppúõu eíõo ot'óvetpó ¡rou
flcoç eí2¿eç ra pai'óroa ocnr ptypwa oto
l"ctpó poo.

Refrain
Apav a¡rav opcrv TuvtoP^ry¿zrw [sic]
A apøv o¡rw oePropovffi'fsic1
A, c, chtqtetél,t apúv opúv yuIeIéIt
A, c, chtqtetái',r op&v opúv yui"el"é},t.

65 yaniyozumben (Turkish) (Arvanitaki 1984)
6o sevíyozumsøn (Turkish) (Arvanitaki 1984)
6t From the Turkish word çiftetelli.
u" aman = "woe is me" (interjection) (see Glossary)
6s yaniyozumben = ? lGreek translation illegible] (Arvanitaki 1984). Translation not found in the literature.
10 seviyozumsen = "l love you", "l yearn for you" (Arvanitaki '1984)
7r Translation not found in the literature.
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TI SE MELLEI ESENANE

TI 
'E 

MEAAEI EÐENANE

Verse 1

Tr oe péi"î,et eoávøve oæó nou eípor eyó
Tr oe pé}"l.et eoévave anó æou eípat eyríl

Aæ' rov fsicl?z Kapatúoq go>ç poD, î o7r'

tov KopõeX,ó
Aæ'tov [sic] Kopcrúor, <proç po'D, q sr,' roy
Kopõeì"ó.

Refrain
Tr oe pêiuî,' eoávwe rr ó).o pe p<otóç

Azró lno ?úopó eípat eyó orpoú õev p'
aTo/rlo"ç.

Verse 2
Aæ' tov róno æou eípar eyó (épouv v'
ayonoúv
Aæ' rov tóæo æou eípot eyó (épouv v'
ayoæoúv

.i
Eépouv toy'rcqpó vo rcpúpouv (ápouv vo
yiuwtoóv

\\1
Eápouv tof. rarl¡r,ó va rcpúBouv (épouv vo
yî.ewoúv.'

Refrain
Tt oe péÀ,1"' eoévave rr ól,o pe poróç
Anó mo 2¿olpó eípar eyó orpoú õev ¡r'
dyano;ç.

Verse 3
Tr oe péiu}"' eoévave n ólo pe pcotúç

Tr oe ¡rái"?u' eoevm¿e rr óIo ¡re proróç
Aqou ôw ¡re Àuæóooq goç lrou, Kot p€

cupawúç
Arpoo ôev pe l,uróoor, gorç poo, r(or lrs
rupwvúç.

Refrain (repeated)

72 Documented as ro (neut.) in Tabouris (n d.a: 7).
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Music:Anonynous
Lyrics: Unknown

Performers: Hellenic Music Association of South Australia
Event No. 94: "Evolution of Laïki Mousiki" Concert

Venue: Royaþ Theatre
Date: 3 July 1988

WHAT'S IT TO YOU

Verse I
What's it to you where I am from
what's it to you where I am from
whether it's Karatasi, my light, or Kordelio
whether it's Karatasi, my light, or Kordelio.

Refrain
What's it to you and you are always asking
me

what village I am from, since you don't love
me.

Verse 2
Where I come from they know how to love

where I come from they know how to love

they know how to hide their sorrow and how
to have a good time
they know how to hide their sorrow and how
to have a good time.

Refrain
What's it to you and you are always asking
me

what village I am from, since you don't love

me.

Verse 3

What's it to you and you are always asking
me

what's it to you and you are always asking

me

since you do not feel prty for me, my light,
and you torment me

since you do not feel prty for me, my light,
and you torment me.

Refrain (repeated)
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TO FERETZE

TO OEPETZE

Verse I
Oepet(á gopó, yuBpí F.oD, vo to pyóko vo

Xap(t)'o
@élro ofll 0eppi oou ayrcó}.r1, o;1o o;1n

oepwal,¡
fto vc yópot to rce<pó}"t, apav, a¡ ¡reporl.tl

Verse 2
Tópo 0a y)"wtó,77 yuppí ¡rou, nou 'BeX.a

[sic]78 to rpeper(ê,

ôa yi"wtó<o pe.},atépveç, W a¡pórro7e pot
'rccrvtç

@c yluwtúcr: ottç tcpêpveç, a1o o1" eoú pe

tpái"weç.

Music: AnonJrrnousT3

Lyrics: Unknown
Performers: Meraki

Event No. 109: State Ba¡k Multicultural Camival Festival

Venue: Amphitheatre, Adelaide Festival Centre
Date: l0 March 1991

TFIE VEIL

Verse I
I am wearing a veil, my giavri,Ts l shall

remove it to please myself [I desire to
remove it]
I want, in your warm embrace, ah, ah, you

lovelorn man,

to rest my head, aman,Tu ah, you passionate

man.

Verse 2
I will enjoy myself now, my giavri, that [I
removed]8O the veil
I will party with hurdy-gurdies, ah, ah, you

kissed me

I will parry in the taverns, ah, ah, you've

made me craq.

73 See Appendix 4.
to Sound's and is documented as Ào¡ro¡íl = "l desire" in Tabouris (n.d.b: 18; track no. 14).
75 The word gravn (interjection) ='l¡ttle ch'|d".

'o aman (interjection).= "woe is me"
tt Documentãd incorrectly as yeÀó = "laugh" in Tabouris (n.d.c: 18). On the sound recording, Rita Abatzi actually sings
,,yÀevró". ln the same CD notes there are other incorrectly transcribed lyrics for the song "fo Feretze" '
td lncorrect text. Documented as 'nou 'pyoÀo" (Tabouris n.d.c: l8). épycÀo = "removed".
?e Documented as póyro ='magic" in Tabouris (n.d.c: 18).
80 lncorrect text. Documented as "nou'ByoÀo" in Tabouris (n.d.c: '18). ÉByoÀc = "1 removed".
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TO TELEFTEO VRADI MOU

TO TEAEYTAIO BPAAY MOY

Verse 1

To teî,eutoío ppóôu pou onóye to æepvonr

Kt óoor pe ruírpwav nolú rópa æou rpeuyo:

øu'q (cor1

'Olouç tou ç ou2¿ropvó<o.

Refrain
'Oî"o eívar êvo yépo, pro wóoc pu ruor1

Xav i'orloúõr rcózrorc 2¿épt 0a ¡raç róyer ¡uw
myrl.

Verse 2
Kt óæ-[sic]8r ónou núo õw nepvú to ôórcpu

rot o nóvoç
Ta póowc Kot or rcor'¡poí eõó 0a peívouv

orn (coi
Kor'yco 0o gúyo póvoç.

Refrain
'Oì,o eívor évo ryépc, pra wúoo pro rwor'¡

Xav ?',ouXnmõr rcúæoto 2¿épt 0o paç rcóyet prav

ruyrl.

Verse 3

Âuó æópteç é1¿et q (cor1 wor{o prû, Kür }rTrnKo
Ðegyravqoo evc nprowó rr óonou vo 'pOet

to öer.X,wó

Aæó qv úi'},q pynrc.

Refrain
'O1"o eívor êva ryápc, pu wcoo pro rworl
Eav Àooloúõr rúæoro 2¿épt 0c paç róryet pwv
ouytl.

Music: Stelios Kazantzidis
Lyrics: Eftichia Papagianopoulou

Performers : Laïki Kompania
Event No. 36: Soccer Club Social-Dance

Venue: Colosuss Hall
Date: 14 July 1984

MY.LAST NIGFIT

Verse I
I am living through my last night
now that I am leaving life
I forgive all those who have embittered me.

Refrain
Everything is a lie, an inhalation, a breath
we are like a flower that will be cut at dawn.

Verse 2
Wherever I go tears and pain never pass

the tortures and yearnings will stay here in
life
and I shall leave alone.

Refrain
Everything is a lie, an inhalation, a breath

we are like a flower that will be cut at dawn.

Verse 3

Life has two doors, I opened one and entered

I journeyed one morning and by sunset

I departed through the other door.

Refrain
Everything is a lie, an inhalation, a breath
we are like a flower that will be cut at dawn

8r Vocalist adds syllable "on''
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ZOURLOBENEMENIS GENNA

ZOYPAOMI]AINEMENH' f ENNA

Verse I
Zovp),o¡tnarvepwrlç yewo é)"4 oqv oyrúIr1
pol)

Zovp)'n¡nwwttrs\41ç Yáwo éIo oqv oYKol,î
pon
Kr órt ooù '?(ú) rcop<opwa rúve tc 1o1,ú)"t pou

Kr óu ooD 'rúú) rcapo:pávo rúve to yahúLt
poD.

Verse 2

Zovp),npnat- l¡l to82 vo oprloetç æou '1¿ol 'yc,l

yto oévae
'Ei'a to oepvtó vo oprloetç æoD '1cù 'Tol Ytt
oévave
Kotyra ranaLw pcçvtéprro ¡qv orcoúç

rcrvávcrve

Kar ytc ra nahw ¡roç vtéptrc ¡n'¡v orcoóç

ravÊvave.

Verse 3

Zotp\n¡tnawepevrlç yarvo (oupl"aveç rot
'¡rélwe
Zwpì,npnawep&'r1ç Té"\ /o (oúpi"øveç rcot

'pávcve
Tr1 pwoul"o ¡rou luør1oou ónol p' êyet&we
Tr1 pavool"a pou lunrloou ónou p' êyet Évwe.

Music/Lyrics: Vangelis Papazoglou
Performers:Aman

Event No. I77 : Rebetiki Vradia
Venue: Zorba' s Restaurant

Date: 12 August 1993

TFIE MAD-BORN WOMAN

Verse 1

Mad-bom woman come to my arrns

mad-born woman come to my arrns

whatever I've done to you, blame it on me

whatever I've done to you, blame it on me.

Verse 2

[Come and] cool the passion I have for you

come and cool the passion I have for you

and about our old heartaches, don't listen

to anyone

and about our old heartaches, don't listen

to anyone.

Verse 3

Mad-bom \iloman, you've driven me mad

mad-born woman, you've driven me mad

prty my mother who has only me

prty my mother who has only me.

t, A mistake; the vocalist goes to sing another verse. Should be "'EÀa ro oepvró vo oB4oeç ..."
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adelfotita
aivaliotiko
aihte
aman
amanes

anhemitonic

araptnes
argiles
baglamas
bota
bouzouki

cafenia
choriatiko
choroesperida
choreftika
def
derti

dervisis

diaskedasi
diaskedazo
dimotika

doumani

dromos (pi. dromoi)

ekfrasi
elafra

ellinikotita
emborika
ethnikophrones
ethnismos
entechna

epangelmatias
erotas
ethnos

gialeleli
giorti
giortazo
glendi
glentao

Glossary

"brotherhood". A regional fraternity organisation.
A piece of music or song from the town of Aivali in western Asia Minor.
'þo on"
"woe is me"; "oh dear me" (Stawopoulos 1988: 36)
A vocal genre in which the singer modally improvises melodies in unmetred time
to text, expressing deeply felt emotions such as anguish, love, pain and sorrow.

Lacking semitones, e.g. the whole tone scale or pentatonic scale (Randel 1986:

41)
"Arab women". Also "black women from Africa".
Hookah-pipe; hubble-bubble; bong. Also known as nargiles.
A small long-necked lute with three coutses of paired strings.
Bass sound produced in the centre of the toumberleki drtm.
A long-necked lute of the bouzouki family with three or four courses of paired
strings, a pear-shaped sound box and strummed with a plectrum.
"coffee houses"
"of the village"; "village-like", "backward".
"evening-dance". Formal social-civic evening dance.
"dancing items"; "danceable"
Single skin frame drum; tambourine with one end covered by a skin.
"erotic heartache"; "longing", "pain"; "sorrow", "sadness" (Zachos l98l:. 374;
Stavropoulos 1988: 593).
Derived from the Turkish word "dervis" meaning a "poor man"; 'þauper";
"beggar"; "dervish" and also "humble"; "simple"; "contented" (Hony and Fahir
Iz 1984: 130). Also, a disciple of the Sufi religious order.
"entertainment" ; "recreation"
"I have a good time".
Also lmown as "demotic". Songs (music and dances) associated with the rural
and agrarian regions of Greece which include mainland Greece, Asia Minor, the

Pontus and the Greek islands. Also known as "folk songs".
"thick smoke" (Stavropoulos 1988: 594); from the Turkish wordduman meaning

"smoke" (Zachos 198I: 375).
"mode". Literally means "road". Greek diatonic and chromatic modes, some of
which have Turkish and Arabic-Persian names.
"expression"
"light-popular songs". Refers to a modern western-European style of Greek

music.
'hellenicity"; "Greekness"

"commercial songs". A commercialised Greek pop music.

"nationalists"
"nationism"
"art-popular songs". Greek music composed from around the 1950s onwards

which fuses western classical and Greek traditional musical structures and is set

to poetry.
'þrofessional"
"eros"
"a people"; ':shared culture"; "nation"; "nationhood"
No translation available.
Birthday or Saint's day celebration.
"I celebrate')
"festivity"; "celebration"; "merriment"; "entertainment"
"I have a good time"
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gni si a lal'ka tra goudia
gousto
hemitonic
house music

kaimos
kolitechnis
kanonaki
kantades

knpsourika
klapsourika
kef

kleft¡kn
komboloia
koumbaros
koutsqvakis

kritika
lagouto
laïka

laiki mousiki
laitkotita

laiko tragoudi
laos

levenfis
leventia
loulas
lyra
maknm
mangas

manSIa
mangikø
mas provlimatizei

mastoris
meraki

"genuine Greek popular songs"
"style"; "good taste"
Characterized by or including semitones (Randel 1986: 376).

A style of western popular dance music of the 80s onwards played by disc

jockeys in discos, clubs and dance halls, and featuring slnrthesised rhythm section

tracks and lyrical vocal parts.
"sorrow"; "anguish"; "longing"; "yearning"; "pain"; "melancholy"

"artist"; "a well-skilled person"

A trapezoid plucked zither.
A vocal music genre which originated in the Ionian Islands. It consists of
Italianate serenades accompanied by the violin, mandolin and guitar'

"burning love songs"; "heartache songs"
"heavy crying songs"; "weeping songs"
"high spirits"; "cheerfulness"; "gaiety"; "merriment"; "jovrality; "good humour",

"liveliness" (Stavropoulos I 98 8 : 446'¡; " good-mood"

Demotic folksongs depicting the activities of guerilla-bandits or klefts.

"worr1,-beads"
(pl. koumbaroi). "bestman", "matron of honour"; "godparent of one's child"
"tough guy","hood". A person who acts in a tough aggressive manner

apparently mimicking the dais, a civil guard responsible for protecting

professional guilds during the Ottoman Empire (Zachos 1981: 269-270;

370).
"Cretan songs and music"
A long-necked eight-stringed lute with a pear-shaped sound-box.
,.Greek popular songs". Refers to a broad category of Greek urban popular

music, especially to a specific style of rebetika. Features the bouzouki

instrument.
"Greek popular music"
"popularity"; "populism"; "folksiness", "commonness", "vulgarity"

(Stavropoulos 1988: 491)
"Greek popular song"
"people", "crowd", "mass", "populace", "lowgr classes", "common people",

"grassroots" (Stavropoulos I988: 493)

"dashing", "blave", "handsome young man", "a manly lad"
"manliness"; "fearlessness "
"hubble-bubble". A larger hookah-pipe with several hoses.

An underhand bowed three-stringed fiddle.
(pl. makamlar). Turkish mode.

"swashbuckler"; "street-urchin"; "smart guy"; "hip man"; "cool dude"'

Petropoulos (1983: 12) states that a mangas was an armed man who

accompanied a feudal lord with his dogs during hunting expeditions. A group of
rebel Albanians were also known as manges (pl.). Zachos (1981: 300) notes that

armed men who fought during the Greek War of Independence and even during

Byzantine times were known'as monges.

"craftiness", "smartness"; "coolness"
"smart"; "cool". Also refers to "street argot".
"it prOblematiSes uS", "it invOlves uS"; "it COnCernS uS"; "it Challenges uS"; "it
makes us think"
"master artisan"
"passion"; "yearning"; "curiosi¡2", "skill".
Stavropoulos (1988: 538) translates "meraki" as "longing/yearning"; '?ood

taste/artistry", and 'figh spirits" (sta merokia plural). Meraki comes from the
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neo-kima

neo-laïka
neo-rebetika
nifikous chorous
nisiotiks
osul
oud
palia lai:kn

palikari
paraponiariko
paruglrt
paradosiaka
parea
panS,ona
plakiotika

pneuma
politikos

pnma

praodeftika

psychi
rebetika
rebetis

refa
resta
nzes
santouri
saz

sevdas
skiladikn

smyrneilka

taximi
techni
tekes

thelisi
toumberleki
toumbeki

Turkish word merak which translated means "curiosity; whim; [or having a]
passion (for something); amateur; connoisseur; fan; [or] devotee" (Hony and Iz
1984: 335). See also Zachos (1983: 320). I include it to mean 'being in the
know about something dear to you', ie. having insight, knowledge and skill as

well as passion, compassion, devotion.
"new-wave songs". Compositions of a political song movement of the 1960s and

70s.
"new-popular songs". Contemporary songs in a laiko style.
"neo-rebetika songs". Contemporary compositions in a rebetiko style.
"bridal dances"
"islands songs". Usually refers to Aegean island songs, dances and music.
A Turkish rhythmic mode.

Outi. A multi-stringed short-necked lute.
"old Greek popular Songs'?. Refers to traditional Greek urban popular songs.

"a brave young man"
"plaintive songs"; "complaining songs"
"festival" ; "panegyric"
'traditional Greek songs"
"company of friends"
"consolation"
"songs of the Plaka". Romantic songs related to the knntades tn choral style and

accompanied by guitar which developed in the Plaka, a suburb situated at the

base of the Acropolis in Athens.
"spirit"; "life force"
"of the Polis". Refers to songs from the Poli, an abbreviated name for the city of
Constantinople (Cons tantinoupoli), now Istanbul.
The high pitched timbre of the toumberleki drum produced on the rim. Derived
from primos: 'treble pitch".
"progressive songs". Political songs with lyrics which support leftist ideologies.

Often refers to the antarfiks songs of the anti-German resistance movement

during the Second World War (e.g. Tzavelas), neo-kima (e.g. Savopoulos), and

enthechna (e.g. Theodorakis).
"psyche"; "soul"
A genre of traditional Greek urban popular music.
A musician or patron of rebetikn music. Also used to refer to a "street-person";

a "wanderer".
"bribe"
"small change"
"roots"
A hammer dulcimer struck with mallets.
A long-necked Turkish lute with varying numbers of strings.
"unrequited love"; "love-sickness"
"dog songs". A style of commercialised Greek popular music with songs

dominated by the theme of unrequited love.
"songs of Sm1'rna". An early style of the rebetikn genre of Greek urban popular

music named after the western Asia Minor town of Smyrna, now Iznrir, Turkey.
An unmetred instrumental solo improvisation employing modes.

"artistry"; "skill"
(çi. tekedes) "hashish den". A small coffee-house where hashish was purchased

and consumed. Rebetika musicians often played music there.
aa .tlt, aa twrfl ; oeslre
A single-skinned brass goblet drum.
Probably a derivation of the word tobacco. Refers to tobacco used in a hookah
pipe. May also refer to the leaf of the marijuana plant.
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topos
tsachpina
tsamikos

tzivaeri
tzoura
tzouras

western classical muslc

western popular music

xenifia
zilia

"place"; "country", "native land"
'teaser"; "flirtatious"; "sexy woman"
A regional dance in a three beat cycle (often articulated against a two-beat cross-

rhythm) found in Epirus, Macedonia, Thessaly, and the Peloponnese.

Amode. Alsoapopular amanes. Also, atermof endearment.

"a little", "a drop", "a puff' (Zachos 1981: 480).

A long-necked lute with three courses of paired strings, a pear-shaped or tear

drop-shaped sound box smaller than the bouzouki.

The classical or 'high art' music of Europe (and other countires) which

developed ¿rmong the aristocratic, bourgeois and ecclesiastical social sectors

since the Middle Ages. The term often refers to the Classical period, 1750 to

1820.

Styles of popular ballad and dance music which largely developed in the United

States, Central America and England. The broad term includes rock, ballad,

rock 'n' roll, rhythmn 'n' blues, blues, jazz, reggae, funk, soul, hip hop, acid

jazz, grunge, etc.
"foreign lands ", "migration"
Brass finger cymbals.
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